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The first two volumes of the famotts \~eschicKte d^rindischen

(Wf1* * ^

Litteratur of the Late Dr. M. Wmtemitz were translated into

English during the life-time of the author, and these two
volumes, both in German and English, had been well received

by orientalists throughout the world.

Even after a lapse of decades, when nothing of vol. Ill

appeared in English from the ten of brilliant scholars, I took

upon myself the task of studying m German itself the said

volume, and undertook to translate it into English for my own
use. But Shri Sundarlal, the enterprising proprietor of the firm

Messrs Motilal Banarsidass, insisted that this translation should

be got printed and published I could not help but accede to

his demand I have for some years been collecting materials

for writing an exhaustive and up-to-date history of Sanskrit

Literature and here I have utilized some of the materials so

collected by putting them withm parentheses. I have provided

original Sanskrit text in most of the cases to facilitate better

appreciation

I am grateful to several recent writers on this subject

whose essays and books I have unsparingly used and have

acknowledged m the body of the work.

Since the book is a work of reference, my friend Shri

D. Satyanarayana has taken great pams in preparing an

index that is more detailed than that m the original German

to help the readers in its easy utilization

I am fully aware of my poor knowledge of German and

no claim is made that the present volume is so good as the

two preceding ones, that were translated by an eminent

German scholar Mrs S Ketkar. So my effort, in the terms

of Kalidasa, is like that of a dwarf raising up his arms in the

fond hope of getting something that is beyond his reach and

I, therefore, crave indulgence of the readers.

SUBHADRA JHA





FORE y

When 23 years ago I undertook^to^write “history oflh'e

Indian literature” and had begun to \voiR^n^ts^reHiJiiimrieSj

I hoped to be able to complete the work in one volume in

about three to four years. But the more I dived deep into the

subject, the mass of available materials heaped up the more and
this increased the difficulties of shifting them. And thus the

work, that was planned to cover a single volume, has now be-

come one of three volumes, and parts of this book appeared at

considerable intervals : 1904, 1908, 1913, 1920 and here is the

last volume at the end. Now after the work is concluded,

nobody can be aware of its shortcomings and imperfections

more than its author himself. But in case I had wished to let it

go into the world, these faults were mended, I would have to

wait still for not less than 20 years. In particular I feel and

have always felt the obvious deficiency that I have prepared a

history ofthe Indian literature in a very limited measure. But

the hard fact remains that we do not possess any trustworthy

information about the oldest and most important works of

Indian literature, and whatever we can say with regard to the

antiquity and origin of the earliest religious and secular poetry

as well as about the beginning of the scientific literature is

nothing but hypothetical, and naturally many readers will be

disappointed to find m my history of literature so few definite

statements on chronological topics. In fact, I have been

accused by a critic of having used expressions like “probably”,

“perhaps”, “apparently”, etc. at too many places. In case

everything in the history of Indian literature had been fully

clear it would have been easy to create an impression with

discussions supported by more or less definite figures with

regard to dates. But I believe that even a layman derives

more benefit when he comes to know about the meagreness

of chronological data in Indian literature than when one

leads him into the hamlet of Potemkin. And for the begin-

ners, who may choose to undertake research in Indology

—

they will need consulting this book the most, since it is of
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great importance [at this stage of study] to be able to dis-

tinguish accurately between definite and indefinite state-

ments in order to arrive at the points at which further

researches have to be carried. For this very reason, I have

stated m the footnotes the views that I do not participate in.

Since in respect of the history of literature I was obliged

to keep myself within the limits of possibility, I have most

vigorously exerted my efforts to provide the reader with

most unambiguous representations of every type of literature

and literary works and to introduce him assuredly of an

insight into the spiritual creations of India. In order to

check the work from becoming still more voluminous I had

to keep myself within the limits of literature, though at times

it is equally difficult to separate the history of religious

literature from religion and to associate the history of culture

with the history of literature. Likewise the history of scientific

literature, treated in the last section, can hardly become a

history of the sciences. /

It is natural that during the perioisLqf several- years that

have gone by after the publication of the first part of this

work our knowledge has advanced further. So I have tried

to make the work up-to-date with the addenda and corri-

genda given at the end of this book.* Since a greater part

of the third volume was already printed by the end of 1920
it has become necessary to add even to this part the addenda
and corrigenda, especially when for the first time quite a
large number of works, so particularly the last volumes
of the “Harvard Oriental Series”, and the “Encyclopaedia
of Religion and Ethics” and the “Indian Antiquary” for the
years 1914-1922 became available to me at the last moment of
completion of my work.

One of my most pleasant duty is to thank ail those with
whose assistance it has been possible for the work to reach the
stage of at least some form of completion. His Highness the
Raj a of Travancore and Pandit T. Ganapati
S a s t r i Trivendrum, the fortunate discoverer and the
talented editor of the dramas of Bhasa, to whom we owe the

* The portion of the
has Wen, m appropriate
the foot mites.

addenda and corrigenda relevant
places, included m the mam

to volume III
work itself and
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first edition of a series of hitherto unknown and new editions

ofimportant known texts, have laid me under special obliga-

tions by presenting all the volumes of the Trivendrum Sanskrit

Series that appeared till 1919. Professor Charles Rockwell

L a n m a n n , the highly gifted editor of the splendid

“Harvard Oriental Series” had the favour of sending me
its volumes that have appeared during the period of the war,

deserves my most cordial thanks. To Professors Johannes

H e r t e 1 , Eugen Hultzsch, Hermann Jacobi,
Julius Jolly and Theodor Zachariae I am grateful

for several suggestions, supplements and improvements. Mr.
Pnvatdozent, Dr. Otto Stein, has helped me m the work of

proof-correction and m preparation of the index for the

piesent volume, and I thank him for this.

Lastly, I thank also Mr. Johannes Ziegler, the

Publisher and Bookseller (Messrs C. F Amelangs Verlag),

who in spite of the times being so hard for book trade, has

taken scientific rather than business-like interest and has

consented to extend the work into thr&e volumes.

In the foreword to the second-half of the second volume

I have mentioned the names of the researchers who have passed

away in recent years : H. Kern (f 1917), E. Windisch
( 1 1918), P. Deussen (f 1919), H Oldenberg
(

1

1920) and L. Von Schroeder (f 1920), whose

works have been mentioned so often m this book. This list

was unfortunately even then incomplete and has since then

become larger. Through the departure of Auguste Barth

(t 1916), Mabel K. H. Bode (t 1922), Julius

Eggeling (f 1918), John Faithful Fleet (t 1917),

A. F. Rudolf Hoernle (f 1918), Colonel G. A.

Jacob (f 1918), Joh. K ir s t e (t 1920), Ernst Kuhn
(f 1920), Karl Eugen Neumann (t 1915), Vincent A.

Smith () 1920), George Thibaut (t 1914) and Satis

Chandra Vidyabhusana (t 1920) the band of

Indologists has become thinner. A glance at the Index will

demonstrate the extent to which the present work owes to

them.

With melancholy I thank the always helpful

friend Sastravisarada Jainacarya Vijaya-
dharmasuri, who did me the favour of procuring
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for my work many rare and hardly available Indian

publications. In his last letter of July 21 from Sivapuri,

Gwalior State, where he was spending the rainy season, he

had written that he was ailing but was feelmg better and

hoped to be well soon. He was pleased at my visit I had paid

to him last autumn. I too was happy on my arrival in India

to all at his place and I thank him for his kindness. Now
wl cn I am writing this foreword, I get the sad news that

th venerable Jaina priest expired on September 9 of this

year. The promotion of European learned work had always

been dear to Ins heart May the collaboration of the Indian

and European scholars continue in the manner and extent he
had wanted * This has certainly already reached the

cross-word of knowledge of India.

Prague,

October 1922 M. Winternitz
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SECTION IV

ORNATE POETRY
Characteristics of Ornate Poetry

By “ornate poetry” the people in the west render the Indian

term “kavya” which, though ordinarily meaning “poetry”, in

rhetorics has the special connotation—polished expression”, the

main characteristic whereof, as a poetic piece, is that it attaches

more importance to the form than to the subject-matter. It was

cultivated particularly, if not exclusively1
, in the courts of Indian

princes and, consequently, is often styled “court poetry”.

Originally, even the old heroic poetry, that later became

so popular, as we learn from the Mahabharata and the

Ramayana, was courdy. The bards (sutas), who were the

carriers and propagators of this ballad lore, too, lived m the

courts of the princes and sang to make their exploits known.

They would accompany their patrons even to battlefields, so

that on return they could sing of the exploits of the warriors.

These court bards stood closer to the Ksatriyas than to the

learned Brahmanas. Very often they worked as chariot-drivers of

the warriors in these campaigns and participated in their

ventures. It was, however, a time of unrest m which these heroic

songs originated—an age of strifes and crude practices, when

hunting, gambling, and competitive contests were favourite

recreations of the princes. It was only during hours of rest,

at banquet gatherings, victory celebrations, and on occasions of

sacrificial performances that bards would recite their ballads2 .

Firstly as life in courts became more refined, in place of

these bards there came in more learned artisans who were

brought up in the schools of the Brahmanas and competed in

i Not only the princes, but all high dignitaries and rich people, as a
rule, appear as patrons of poets, and literary “saloons” flourished not only m
courts hut also in Brahmaijucal settlements and in big cities Cf F W.
Thomas, JRAS 1910, 972f

2. Cf above I, 262 (tr p. 3 15 ) and H e r t e 1
,
Tantrakhyayika, I, pp ioff

Indians call the Mahabharata too a “kavya”, see above 1,267 (tr. p.312)

Wmtemit/, History of Indian Literature, Vol III
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scholarly contests with than. These poets described strifes

and battles too merely on the basis of heresays in a mechanical

manner. They would attach greater importance to the

elegance of form and to erudition1 than to the creative faculty

or poetical talent. Writers of panegyrics who could sing m
praise of their patrons m artistic verses were past masters

in the poetic art. Apparently, panegyric constituted the

o gmal theme of this kind of poetry (for being sung publicly

ii courts). And this explains also the origin of the kavya
s y 1 c, that is to say—the style of court poetry. The more the

poet strained himself, the more he displayed his skill, the more

difiicult his work, and the prince felt flattered the more2
.

i Even a poet of the eminence of Kalidasa does not escape this; he too

airs his knowledge of grammar occasionally m similes , see RaghuvamSa
12, 58 and 15, 9

[ 2. The other view about the origin and development of the * ‘kavya*’ style

m ly be presented as follows “The pessimism of the Buddhistic ideal gradually
disappeared, having been replaced by more-accommodating views about the
value ofpleasure. E\cn the Buddhist author of the Nagananda has thought it fit

to weave a love-theme into the lofty story of Jimtltavahana’s self-sacrifice, and
m lus opening benedictory stanza he does not hesitate to represent the Buddha
as bnng scolded for his hard-hcartcdncss by the ladies ofMara’s tram. From
Patanjah’s references we find that from its very dawn love was recognised as
one of the dominant themes of kavya poetry The Buddhist conception of
the love god as Mara or Death makes way for the flower-arrowed god who
is anticipated m the Atlnrvavcda and is established m the epics, but whose
appearance, name and personality arc revived and developed in the fullest
measure in the kavya

T he dominant love-motif of the kavya is explained by the social envi-
ronment in which it grows and from which alone it can obtain recognition
It is, however, not court-life alone which inspires this literature At the cen-
tre 01 it stands the nagaraka, the polished man of the town, whose culture,
avtcs and habits so largely mould this literature that he may be taken to be
as tvpicil 01 it as the priest or the philosopher is of the literature of the Brah-min as or the Upamsads

1
It is not impossible to offci a compromise between these two divergent

a'f ,

<cv eloPmcn t of kavya that is neither wholly heroic or courtish,

Snuind vvis*lmrUnlb
PoCtr>’ dc' cloPed m courts no doubt, but its back-

fhrZix wo i *Sf.
S0C,el> at thc s

rTc tImc * Naturally, therefore, whilst

doiA from the lit or .I*"
5 ,n pra”C 0f h,s Patrons >

he wouId introduce ancc-

l smnble mat l

'

c
f

Com™>* "an for the development of his theme in

norihe erotic alone co> n °Fcrs rccrcal‘Ons Neither thc heroic kavya

In-i-in rhrtonciins 1 1

ah' ay* agreeable; of course m the opinion of the
a °r thc 5ms5ra could become thc dommant

1
15 "fleeted m the writings

Mi*»i it rJo-trd as^ninti,o;n
Pen<? /‘V*1

Janaka> thc king of
a* pi»m 2 in his inxiptv u courtesans and thc Buddha is

I"
- K

Kn
K

r,

i^?V-J,T,.''£f
a

^
’ ror pa-
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Earliest evidence traces of “court poetry” is found

in the Ramayana. Indians themselves call Valmiki “the

first poet (adikavi)” and the Ramayana “the first poem
(adtkavya)”, and several sections of this epic, in fact,

already exhibit in full characteristics of the kavya style1. The
court epic of the classical age of Sanskrit poetry presents this

style in full blossom; besides, it has made inroads into lyrical

compositions, gnomic poetry, drama, and narrative literature,

and has not spared even the religious poetry of the Buddhists

and the Jamas.

The essential peculiarities of the kavya style are :—accu-

mulation of similes and fascination for long, winding descrip-

tions—especially for certain stereotyped representations (eg., of

the seasons, the sun-rise, the moonlit night, etc ) . Descriptions

of this sort not infrequently occupy so much space that the

subject of the poem disappears into the back-ground so much
so that the contents ofmany cantos of an epic or of books of a

romance at a stretch become capable of two distinct interpre-

tations. Not to speak of employing artificial internally rhyming

and artistically-constituted metres, the use of rare words and long

compounds of words with more than one meanings, strange,

play of words, strenuous efforts made throughout to express

nothingm a straight-forward way2
,
with a desire to conceal as

much as possible or to express- an idea in a round-about way and

i See above, 1, 404! ( tr p 475) The possibility indeed is not always
ruled out that here we have a case of later-day interpolation made m an old

poem Gf above 1,416 A, 41 7A, 424, 431 (tr pp 489,490,497,505 ) The places

showing the kavya style are more seldom in the Mahabharata ( ibid 1, 308, 320,

393 ( t]l PP 364,376,461) and the Hanvamia (ibid, I,387A, ti p 452) [Keith,
bans Lit p 43—Valmiki and those who improved upon him probably in the
period 400-200 B G are clearly the legitimate ancestors of the court epic

Although some of its parts showing elegances of style, which matk the poem,
are later additions, theie is no ground whatever to admit that these additions lali

later than the second century B G
,
and they may be even earlierm date (ibid,

p 42) Jacobi, Ramayana, pp xxgff The Ramayana also shows the
development of the sloka metre almost in its classical state, cf SIfl VII,

11, 38s Love charms of the Atharvaveda attest the beginning of erotic poetry
(IS V, 2i8ff. Keith, ibid)].

[ 2 This point has been further elaborated by inclusion of poetic

conventions m this list by S K D e. Sans Lit , p 28 ff 1 here he refers to the
following m support of the view Kavyadarsa I, 14-19 , Sahityadarpana
VI, 3x5-25 , Kavyamlmamsa XIV , Kavyakalpalata I, 5 , Sahityadarpana
VII, 23-24 etc

, and M Bloomfield Festschrift, Ernst Windisch,
Leipzig 1914, pp 349-61 , JAOS XXXVI, 1917, p 54-89 , XL 1920, p 1-12 ,

XLIV 1924, 202-42 ), W. .Norman Brown, JAOS XLVII, 1927 pp 3-24 ,

etc Here he has further successfully justified the standpoint ol the Indian
poets (ibid, pp 32 ff ) ]
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that too in the form of a riddle1 . The climax of artistry is

attained when a poet succeeds m making one and the same

sentence or verse express two different ideas at one and the

same time 1 This phase of Indian poetry cannot be better

described than through these stanzas of Fr. T. Vis cher’s2

ridiculing symbolico-mystic poetry :

“ That Poetry above is most valuable

As has its meaning quite—obscure 1”

“ That which a reader understands without much strain

Comparable to the ordinary home-made bread surely is,

The finest pastry of his bakery is out

What the poet projects in a riddle.’*

** Poetry radiates its magic light most brilliantly—

When a reader baffled breaks his head in vain”.

“Kavya” poetry, is not only artificial, it is also learned. The
real poet must have studied most of the different sciences. Needs
must he master lexicons for the purpose of finding out the rarest
possible words and such words as have diverse meanings,
with a view to being able -to form long compounds analysable
m different ways and capable of connoting different meanings.
He must learn grammar so that he may not err in verbal
structures. He must be adept in treatises on war-craft and
po uics or introducing in his poem descriptions of wars and
political trickeries in appropriate contexts. He must be thoroughly
•miiliar with the science of erotics (kamasastra) to be able to
Cn o\c-sccncs and sentiments of loving couples in

acccrdance with “prescribed” regulations. Above this he must
h.« c made Ins own the text-books on prosody and poetics in

metres andT^T
'"‘0 pocm Posslbly ‘he most difficult

“c b lhsht
‘‘

'T‘y °f thC fisurcs of sPcech (alamkaras,

t " 11 “ S,gnificant t0 note ‘hat Indians del
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In order to achieve a true representation of Indian poetry

it is necessary to study Indian poetics along with dramaturgy
and prosody as closely associated disciplines Although such

a study properly would have constituted a section on scientific

literature, even here it will be not out place, since this science

itself is originally based on certain master-works that belonged to

poetry on the one hand and to the earlier traditions of the

Alamkarasastra on the other. Moreover, these treatises on poetics

always illustrate their rules with examples either composed by
the authors of the manuals themselves or cited from (in their

opinion) the best poets, or from anthologies, (m which are

preserved many pieces of genuine- poetry, that otherwise would

have been lost).

Indian Poetics, Dramaturgy and Prosody

P o e ti cs (alamkarasastra) has been cultivated in India

from a very early date as a science. However, we do not possess

the earliest work. As is mostly the case with Indian scientific

literature, we know about the existence of earlier works only

from quotations from them m later manuals. As soon as a

more recent scientific work became famous or proved practi-

cal, the earlier works, in general, were referred to with respect

and there their story ended. Hence they have not come down
to us. Even so is the case with the alamkarasastra too.

Usually it' is assumed that poetics is preserved in its

oldest form in the Bharatiy a-N atyasastra2
,
a text

1 Gf P Regnaud, La Rhetorique Sanskrxte, Paris 1884, R
P 1 s c h e I, GGA 1885, p 757 ff, G A Jacob, JRAS 1897, a8iff,^ 1898,

289 ff
, Joh Nobel, Beitrage zur alteren Geschichte der Alamkarasastra,

Diss , Berlin 1911, and ZDMG 66, 1912, 283 ff , 67, 1913, 1 ff, 73, 1919,
i8gff,PV Kane, Outlines of the Historv of Alamkara Literature Ind
Ant 41, 1912, 124 ff,H Oldenberg, LAI 203 ff, Hari Chand,
Kalidasa et l’art poetique de Plnde, Paris 1917 The best representation of

Indian poetics and theory of poetry is given by H Jacobi in “Uber Begriff

und Wesen der poetischen Figuren mdei mdischen Poetik”, NGGW 1908,
and in “Die Poetik und Asthetik der Inder” in the Intemat Wochen-
schrift, 29 Oct 1910 [Contributions to the Alamkarasastra literature have
been .made also by FW Thomas and VV Sovani m Bhandarhar
Com Vol 375ff

, 3876? ]

2 W Heymann was the first scholar to throw light on the

Bharatlya-Natyasastra on the basis of south Indian manuscripts in NGGW
1874, 86ff P Regnaud published a number of chapters Adhyaya 6-74
m the La RhStorique Sansknte, Pans 1884, adhy 15-17 m the Annales du
Musee Guimet, part I and part II * The adhy. 20-22 and 34 (=18

—

20 and 34 of the Km ed ) are published by F E Hall in the Annexture
to his edition ot Dasarupa The adhy 28 ( on music) has been published by

J Grosset, Contribution al’etudeds la musique hindoue, Paris 1888
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book on dramaturgy by M u n i Bharata1
. Critics appear

first to have felt the necessity of writing manuals ior mimes
for the purpose of giving the players necessary guidance in
dramatic performances and in representations of dramatic poetry.
From brief rules or a primer for actors (natasutra) 2 might
have developed more voluminous text books on dramaturgy
(natvasaslra), in which not only mimicry’, dance, music and
song, but also dramatic songs would be dealt with. Then

on T] ? Tr
haVC

’ firSt °f aI1
’ issued ind*vidual manuals

Zhh, Z,f P°Ctry 0r
F°

etlCS- In this way we can at leastcxplam the supposmon that the theory on the art of poetry, in

misfhr^
™’| 1S f0und m tbe ®^arat!ya-NatyaSastra. But our

to L ink,'
S *,sBh5rat'ya-Natyalastra has not come down

wherein mosTTt a™ * avaiIabI<= » fragments only.

The NatL-- !

^ teXt

,
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3

'
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epical ilokas, but there occur also verses in other metres (notably

in Arya) and small stray big pieces in prose. The work
comprises of 38 sections (adhyayas or “lessons”).

The first and the last three sections relate to the

origin of the art of drama and are wholly mythical. The
gods, under the leadership of Indra, expressed their desire

for some sort of entertainment that should be enjoyable

by the eye and delightful to the ear at the same time, to

the creator Brahman, the grand’Fathei, who was pleased

to create, as a fifth Veda—the Natyaveda. It was

proposed that the drama should be staged for the first

time on the occasion of the flag ceremony
(
dhuaja-mahah

)

to celebrate the defeat of the demons by the gods

in honour of Indra and in his palace Bharata and
his disciples made arrangements for its staging. They
selected as its plot the victory of the gods over the demons.

The gods, when they saw it, were very much pleased, and

they distributed rewards to the actors. The demons, who
too were there, became very much angry and they

threw all sorts of obstacles, catastrophically paralysing

the tongue, the mind and the skill of the actors with

demoniac magic. Indra became very angry and severely

chastised the demons. The actors were again busy with

preparation for the stage and again the aggrieved demons

presented obstacles in their way. Adequate security

measures were taken by the gods
; then they requested

the creator Brahman to find out if the matter could

be settled by mutual agreement. Accordingly Brahman

approached the demons and inquired as to what the

trouble was with them. The chief of the demons

replied that both the gods and the demons had in the

creator Brahman their common grand’Father and as

such the grand’Father ought not to have done this.

Brahman appeased them by explaining that the Natyaveda

he had created would depict both the noble as well as the

ignoble activities of the gods as of the demons, and con-

cluded by saying : “This art has been created by me
as reflecting of life and activity of the world, with all

the different sentiments amidst changing situations and

in their entirety as a centre, where the activities of
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the people (the highest, middle and lowest) converge—

*

c/j to have the same as a medium of education and as a

force, giving impetus to bravery and as a source of enter-

tairment, pleasure, etc. There is no learning, no craft,

no science, no fine art, no religious exercise (yoga;, no

atretic discipline, that is not witnessed m this

Natyavcda” 1
. In the last two sections is described how

the drama that was first staged in the court of Indra in

the presence of gods by the disciples of Bharata and

Narada came to the earth in consequence of a curse from

the sages, (whom the actors had ridiculed rather vulgarly)

to the effect that they would have to lead a despised

life, maintained by their women and children. At this

Indra and other gods expressed their fear to the

sages that the art of drama might perish, to which the

latter said that they had not meant so and that it would

not be so. Thereupon, Bharata taught this science

to the apsarascs so that it might not die out. At
the time king Nahusa was ruling over the earth. He was
a great friend of Indra. The king of men requested

the king of gods to depute the apsarascs (actresses) to

stage a drama in his palace on the earth. But the gods
led by Brhaspati objected to the free association ofthe
divine beings with the human’s. Nevertheless, they
advised Bharata to go to the earth and organise the
drama there. The latter asked his children and disciples

to go to the earth and wished them to be born there.
I hey instantly obeyed and through them developed on
earth the drama. To minimise the effect of the curse
god Brahman blessed that it should never die.

.

I his wholly mythological framing of the text-book, remi-
niMTut of the puranas as it is, in any ease, shows that the his-
trionic art was held in great esteem and played a significant
part m the life or the people.

1 hr individual chapters of the Natyasastra, however, arc not
I'Hucinecl with the drama alone as a form of literature, but
ratlrr with theatrical performance as a whole. They describe
mruciinn of the stage and its inauguration with observance of

- .
^

‘ 1
u
!

,

’ll'111
1 ai1c* 1*1C different types of physical

*' [ii russet nof., 115).
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movements in dance and mimicry (IV,VIII-XIV,XXIV, XXV)

.

For example, here is enjoined how the actor will express the sett-

ing-in of the various seasons winter, summer etc
, the feelings

of pleasure, anger, jealousy, etc
,

explaining facts about the

purvaranga— that is the religious prelude to the performance

(V)
, the sentiments ( rasa, VI) ,

emotions (bhavas, VII)
,
prosody

(chandah XV) and the figures of speech (alamkara, XVI), the

different languages and dialects to be used in dramas and their

allocation to different characters, the modulation of voice, etc

(XVII), the ten types of dramatic poetry (dasarupa) and their

distinctive characters (XVIII)
,
the development of action in the

drama (XIX) , the different kinds of dramatic style ofcomposition

(XX)
,
the costumes, the decoratives, colours of the dress and

ornaments etc
,

distinguishing the different characters (gods,

demi-gods, and the different castes, etc.) appearing on the stage

(XXI)
,
the many types of heroes, heroines and characters in

the play (XXII-XXIV) 1
,
the allotment of roles to and the

training of actors (XXVI, XXXV) ,
the time, place and occasion

for a performance etc., etc., (XXVII) and for music and songs

(XXVIII-XXXIV).
The arrangement is in no way systematic and makes us

feel that probably we do not have here a work of single author,

but a compilation of older and more recent texts, before us

The original work, presumably, was a sutra-text, in the manner
of the oldest scientific writings2 The memorial verses (karikas),

that relate to the histrionic art, had early already existed. It is,

however, not possible to determine the time when the oldest

texts, from which our work was compiled, were written And,

likewise, we have yet to establish the time when the redaction of

the text-book, as we have it, took place3
. The fact that it did

i XXII, 94-138 and XXIII, 51 ff The portion dealing with the

lover and the beloved has been translated by R Schmidt, Beitrage zur

indischen Erotik, p 250 ff and 161 f , into German

2. A poet of the gtb century comparing the dark waves of the Yamuna
with the style of Bharata, points to a sutra form (see Levi 300 )

3 When R egnaud (cf Levi 2ggf, Oldenberg, LAI 203)
gives “the first century of the Christian era” as the time of Bharata, his state-

ment is as much unfounded as that of Pischel (GGA 1885, 763 f ) when
He comes down to the 6th or 7th century AD PR Bhandaikai (Ind

Ant 41, 1912, 158 f ) rightly explains that it will be futile to attempt to

determine the age of the author of the Natyasastra, since it is a remodelled

work He believes with regard to the chapter on music ^specially that its age

can never be earlier than the 4th century. Haraprasad Sastrl (JAoB
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undergo such a final redaction is proved by its purana-style

construction and as a regular dialogue between the Muni

(Bhnrata) and the rsis. With regard to the time of its com-

position we can only say this that a work on diamaturgy ascribed

to Bhaiata did indeed exist during the time of the poet Bhasa1
.

K.i lid as a mentions not only the.Natyasastra, but knows also its

law-gw cr Bharata2. Matrgupta, a contemporary of Kalidasa,

is believed to have written a metrical commentary on it3 .

The basic principle of rasas or “sentiments” in Indian poetics

and aesthetics must have been developed for the first time in the

Xfitjasastra*. The word rasa primarily means “taste”. Just as

different spices leave behind different tastes, sweet or sour or

bitter, even so docs the emotion ( bhava) represented on the

stage arouse m the muid of the audience apt sentiments.
Bharat observes eight such rasas, namely : the sentiments excited

through love ( srngara)
,
humour (hasyaj, pity (karuna) terror

(raudra'i
, heroism (vlra)

,
fear ( bhayanaka)

,
aversion (bibhatsa)

5

and astonishment (adbhuta) 0
. From this theory of the rasas

originates the remarkable system of Indian aesthetics as an
inevitable offshoot from its psychological theory of emotions
(bh.lvas) . When one reads, however, the strikingly apt and
scientific, though elaborated classification of the plot (vastu,

»*
*1 r

1

l mV-!!!
1 a1 ti,e b'rtt'aiaslra belongs to the and century A D

.4u ! ?'Vk: f‘ \' ,V™ P 84) “perhaps to the 3rd

xi ' £ ‘1?, t

(lm Anl 177 ff ) Shows that Bharatiya-
Ctn,U1 not liave bern written later than the 31 d century A.D
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itivrtfa) of heroes (nayakas) and heroines (nayikas) 1 and ofmany
another matter besides, it becomes clear unfortunately that we
have before us a pretty fruitless science that is devoted more to

classification and systematisation than to exploration of facts and
formulation of rules Much the same is the case with poetics too.

In the section on poetic embellishments (alamkaras)

Bharata has not so much to say as the other text books on poetics

have. In fact the number of figures of embellishments in his book
falls far short of those of Bhamaha, Udbhata, Dandm etc.

The Agnipurana, which deals with poetics m chapters

336—346, includes chapters 337—341 devoted to the drama
exclusively, approaching the Bharatiya-Natyasastra scheme
even literally Whilst, however, Bharata knows only ten types

of drama, in the Agnipurana there are enumerated its 27
varieties. Chapter 340 in particular treats of mimicry in detail.

Here we are told, for example, that there are 13 different kinds

of postures for the head, 7 different kinds of movements for the

eye-brows, 36 ways of expressing sadness eyes, 58 love through

eyes, 6 turns for the nose, 24 gestures for the hand, etc. Then,

poetic embellishments themselves are divided into “embellish-

ments of the sound” ( sabdalankara) and “embellishments of the

meaning” (arthalamkara)—a division yet unknown to Bharata.

The highly complicated figures of speech enumerated in the

Agnipurana show that this section on Indian poetics does not

go to a very high antiquity2
.

The older school of poetics is represented by three

rhetoricians : Bhamaha, Dandin and Vamana.

That Bhamaha, the son of Raknlagomm, is the oldest

among native rhetoricians ( those whose works have survived to

date)
,
stand to reason on weighty grounds3

,
although we are

[ 1 W. naval?! ]

2 All that we can say about the antiquit\ of the Agnipurana is that

it is cited as an authority in the Sahityadarpana (see Levi, op cit p 16)

3 They have been stated by J a c o b 1 ZDMG 64 1910, i3off,

751 ff. Joh Nobel, Beitrage zur altern Geschichte dcs Alamharasastra,

p 78, f ; and passim (see also ZDMG 73 1919 190 fl ) KP 1 rived i,

Prataparudrayasobhusana, Inttod p XXVIII fl ami Ind Ant 42, 1913,

238 ff, and R Na r as 1 m li a c h a r a, Ind Aul 41 19x2 90 fl 42 1913.

205 and have not been weakened by KB Pat hah Ind Ant 41, 1912,

232 ff T Narasimhicngar and P V. Kane, JRAS 1903, 535 ff

and 1908 543 f. considei Bhamaha younger than Dandm Ganapati
S a s t r ! (Bhasa's Svapnavasavadattam. Intro p XXV ff ) adducu* \er> v. cak

arguments in support of his view that Bhamaha In <'d m the first century A.D
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position to determine his exact date. He « often quoted by later

rhetoricians with high esteem. His Kauyatamk

written m Slokas and treats in six section of the b y

poetry”, the embellishments, the faults, the logic andgram-

matical cotrectness of poetry. In the introductory verses Bhamah

rclutes the idea that one can become a poet only through nrn y

of rhetorics, and stresses the importance of poetic genius

:

adhanasjeva ddtrtvam klibasyevdstrakausalam I

ajhasyeva prugnlbhotvotn akaveh sastravedaiKwi II

“Like generosity to a beggar,

Or like bravery to a coward,

Or proficiency in arts to the unlettered,

Rhetoric science hath no meaning,

To one, who is not a poet.”

vinayena vvncL ka srlh ka nisa sasina vina I

rahila satkavitvena kidisi vagvidagdhata II

“What charm is there m beauty lacking grace ?

Or there m night’s wan moonless face ?

Or without poetic touch or fling or trace.

What sort of beauty one finds m words ?”

akavilvam adharmdya vyadhaye dandanaya vd I

kukavilvam lu punah saksan mrlimahurmnnisinah \\

“To miss the poetic “mark” is just a lack in (physical,

mental, social) health ,
naught more.

But to have taste’s ah, unpoetic worse :

’tis deardlv, death itself, an irrevocable sore”.

It is apparent that he flourished later than Kalidasa, since I, 42 ( as W m
spite of N o be 1,ZDMG 73, 192 , believes

) presupposes an acquaintance with
Meghaduta See also Han Chand, Kalidasa, p 70 ff [Keith, Sans

,

P 375 « ,
considers Bhamaha posterior to Dandin, since Bhamaha’s de-

icncc ol the distinction between hatha and akhyayika seems especially directed

T?jj
nSt

,

nt™ ® views on the subject Bhamaha certainly used the work of
Uddyotahara (c 650 A D ) and probably knew Nyasa( c 700) 1 On Bhamaha
see a co \ V Sovani, Bhandarkar Commemoration Volume 392 f, and

1 r 1 v e d 1
,
401 ff ibid Bhamaha’s time is fi xed to a point (as Jacobi

lias shown m an unpublished essav, communicated to W on June 3, iq22 m
nf

U
nwa°

a ,Pf*' atc ta^ ) r̂0m the fact that he has quoted from Nyayabmdu
lw , A la

a
K
l W?Iaces ’ a!l?ost literally According to J acobi Bhamaha

ccntnrv \ n ^ an<i Dandin still later—towards the end of the 7th

II
° T US aCCOtds W

r
U vv,th the fact that Dandin m his Kavyadarsa,

hL??aLma
a
EdTir PrefeS d

(see Peterson, Dasa-

ltll , r
rreiacep 3, note) GJ A gas he, Ind Ant 44,

fro^' bu“snsss??™!rsCmg

andm ,s diff'ra,t

™ P
)

Tr,vcdi'
s *— °f “»
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Probably in the 7th century A.D.1 Dan din, himself

a poet, wrote his Ka vyadarsa or “Mirror of Poetry” 2
.

This manual of rhetorics is written in verses illustrating rules of

poetics with numerous examples, mostly his own compositions.

Since the main doctrines, as enunciated by Dandin, were
sure to become a veritable standard for his successors to follow

or emulate, it would not be out of place here to examine the

contents of this book at some length for, in respect of time,

Dandin5
s organum closely precedes the chief works of Sanskrit

poetry and so can offer to the leader a nice cross-section of what
advice scholars and critic of India have to offer the poets.

According to Dandin, every poem needs consist of a body
and an embelli shment

3

. By the body of a poem is under-

stood the set of words in a* sentence, set so as to suit the desired

meaning. This set of words is capable of being put either in

a metrical (padya), non-metrical (gadya) or mixed (misra)

style. For the metrical language he prescribes a large number of

metres, measured either way • according to syllables or according

to mora One must learn this from metrics (
chandoviciti)

, “which

is a veritable ship for those who want to go across the vast ocean

of poetry.” But metre is not the most important thing in poetry.

Kavya, according to the general conception of Indian critics

can be equally well written in verse or m prose That is why

l. It is now certain that Dandin was considered as an authority

already in the 8th century AD. J a c o b 1 (
ZDMG 64, 1910, 138 f ) thinks

that he could not have lived before the 7th centuryAD .since he stands on
a more advanced position, than Bhatti does Cf GA Jacob, JRAS
1897, 284, LD Barnett, JRAS 1905, 841 f , B e r n h e i m e r, ZDMG
63, 1909, 709, ff , P.V Kane, Ind Ant 1912, 128, G r a y,_Vasavadatta,

p 11 f There exists a Tibetan translation of Dandin’s “Kavyadarsa in the

Tanjur (G H u t h ,
SBA 1895, 268, ZDMG 49, 283 f ) [A manuscript of

this work has recently been acquired for the Sanskrit University Museum,
Varanasi ]

2 Sanskrit and German published by O, B o h 1 1 i n g k, Leipzig 1890
Besides more often m Indian editions

[Keith, Sans Lit p 296 ff thinks for certain reasons that Kavya-
darsa was written definitely before Bhamaha (C 7°° AD) and the chief

impression conveyed by the Dasakumaracarita is that its geography contem-

plates a stage of things anterior to the empire of Harsavardhana and that its

comparative simplicity suggests a date anterior to the works of Subandhu
and of Bana Cf also Collins—The Geographical Data of the Raghuvamsa

3. taih sariram ca kavyandmalamkarasca darsitah j

sariram tavadiflarthavyavacchinna padaoali II

padyam catuspaii tacca trllamjdtinti dvidha I

chandovicilydm sakalastalprabandho nidarsitali II

sa oidyd rtausliHrsunam gambhbam kaaynsagaram H J
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the nature oi poetry is not rigidly fixed. No Indian could ever

imagine that versification might become poetry too. When, for

example, a scientific work is written in verses, as so fiequently is

met with m India, it might be said that it belonged to poetry.

Grammars, dictionaries, astronomical or medical works written

m verse are not poems, but manuals written m verse, able to

impress memory more easily than if written m prose. However,

there are truly scientific works that arem touch poetic as well;

for instance the Brhatsamhita of Varahamihira. On the contrary

when a prose novel is endowed with all the possible alamkaras

in accordance with the rules, it belongs to kavya, as a class and,

in fact, is as good a poetry as an epic.

It is further explicitly stated that good poetry can be com-
posed equally well m Sanskrit, m Prakrit, orm Apabhramsa (a
literary dialect or a spoken idiom) . In fact Indian poets have
successfuly employed kavya style for both Praknt and Sanskrit
poetry. The same writers have sometimes expressed themselves
with equal facility in Sanskrit as well as in Prakrit. In
general, the same rules aio valid both for Prakrit and Sanskrit
kavya, at least by imitation1 .

Dandin next formulates the rules that hold good for
a literary epic (sargabandha, mahakavya) •

sargabandho mahdkdvyam ucyate tasya laksanam
I

dnrnamasknyd vastumrdeso vdpi tanmukham ||

ilihaiakathodbliutamitaiad eva sadasrayam
I

caturvargaphalayattam caturodattanayakam
||

nagararnavasailartucand) drkodayaffarnanaih
|

udydnasalilakriddmadhupanaratotsavaih
j

vipralambhair vivahaisca kumarodayavarnanaih
||

alamkrtamasamksiptam msabhdvamrantaram
\

u
sarSairanattvistirnaih stavyavrttaih susandhibhih

||

•
ri

Sh
r

U
[
d begm ™lth a benediction, a homage or anindication of the subject-matter. The plot should be built eitherupon a legend, a romance or an historical fact, suggestive as tohow the four ends of life are tn

as to

adventures of a hero, overfl
^“ ^h"mDescriptions of the town, the sea, the mountaTn.te^ont

iDMG, $ 4,3 f
hlcr

- D,» •"InehenlmUu,flea etc, p sg and Jaeo b..
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rising of the moon and the sun, sports in pleasure-gardens

or in tanks, drink banquets, love-scenes, feasts, marriages,

birth of a son, conferences, emissaries, war expeditions, battles

and sieges by heroes etc. go to the making ofwhat it is an
epic. The plot should be so developed as to be permeated by
one basic sentiment (rasa) along with its corresponding emotion

(bhava) . It shall consist of a number of cantos (sargasj
, not

too long, composedm properly rhythmical and suitable verses”.

Dandin then proceeds to describe prose kavya and its varieties

and the mixture of both, to which class the drama and the

campu belong In this connection he touches on the subject of

employment of the different languages and dialects
in poetry, m the end dealing with the different kinds of style.

He says that there is a number of styles, but that they do
not differ much one from another. A sharp distinction exists

only between the Vaidarbha and the Gauda styles1 . Cohesion,

clarity, evenness, grace and tenderness are the characteristics of

the Vaidarbha, while the Gauda inclines more towards obscurity

and bombast, delighting in exaggerations and has special

fascination for long compounds2
. Thus, for example, whilst a

poet in the Vaidarbha style said

—

anayoranavadyangi stanayorjrmbhamanayoh I

avakaso na paryaptastava bahulatantarc II

“Thy pair of budding breasts,

O maiden, with faultless limbs,

Between thy creeper-like arms.

Misses space enough for growth”;

a Gauda poet would express to same thus

—

alpam nirmitamakasam analocyaiva vedhasa I

idam evamvidham bhavi bhavaiyah stanajrmbhanamW

“O lovelist mine, the Creator,

Not foreseeing thy bosom’s posibilities to outgrew itself,

left the world too narrow (’tween thy arms)”.

i Vidarbha is the country of modem Berar Gauda, the country of
modern Bengal From the exposition of Dandin we see that there existed

great local variations in style. It is attested by Bapa m Harsacanta, intro-

ductory verse 8

[2 slesah prasadah samata madhuryam stiKumarata 1

arthavyaktirudaratvamojahkantisamadhaya

h

1

1

iti vaidarbhamar/'asya prana daia gunah smrtdh 1

tesdm viparyayaf prdyo dryate «audavartmani II ]
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In the description of these different types of style friti)

the writer stresses that alamkaras or “the embellishments”

are all m all in poetry. And the fact that Dandm hardly

devotes one-sixth of his work to the “body” of poetry, the rest

being occupied only with a discussion about the “embellish-

ments,” clearly shows what significance is attached to the latter

m Indian poetics. The alamkaras, defined as the “attributes, that

lend glitter (beauty) to poetry”, have been analysed exhaustively

and elaborately. Which done, i.e. only after that, the writer

proceeds with “embellishments of the sense” (arthalamkaras)

and “embellishments of the sound” (sabdalamkaras) . To the

first category belong natural description, the simile and the

metaphor. According to Dandm, there are thirty-two kinds

of simile (upama). He illustrates, eg., how one could express

in twenty-five different ways the beauty of a lotus-face. One
can say

—

rafwamiva te vaklram netre nilotpaleiva I

“Thy face red like a thy at bloom, thine eyes like

lotuses blue”,

or

tavananamwambhojam ambhojatniva te mukham
“The lotus is like thy face and thy face is like the lotus,”

or

yadi kimcid bhavet padmam subhru vibhrantalocanam l

talle mukhasnyam dhattam

If but the lotus had two rolling disturbed eyes, one
would think it was thy face

or

satapatram saraccandrastvadananam iti trayam 1

parasparavirodln

“The lotus, the autumnal moon and thy face-what a
triple paradox >,”

ux

tvadananam adliirdksam avirdasanadldhitt 1

bhj^madbbnigomivalak^akesaram bhdti pankajam II
t hy face with quivering eyes and glimmering teeth,

*
,

1 C
f'

otus"fl°wer, swarmed over by bees, from

Pin* f

rC

i

lU
?

V1Sl^e *ilaments are moving upward”,
Closely related to the simile is the metaphor (rQpaka)There are metaphor, that appropriately belong to the standmj
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vocabi^ary of the poet, as: mukhacandra “face-moon”, bahulaia

“arm-creeper”, hastapadma “hand-lotus” etc.

An amplified rupaka is illustrated by —
angulyah pallavanyasan kusumam nakharcisah I

bahulaia vasantasristvam nah pratyaksacanni ||

“Thy fingers are the leaves
;
the rays (issuing) from

thy nails, the flowers;

Thy two arms, the two creepers: the vernal beauty

vividly moving before us, thou art.”

Among the embellishments of meaning (arthalankara),

very often is met with the a k s e p a, that is to say, the concealed

or roguish reproof or opposition, as in the stanza beautifully

translated by Th Aufrecht1
:

gaccheti vaktumicchami ivatpnyam matpriyaisim |

mragacchan mukhad vani ma ga xti karomi kim II

“I wanted to speak what you like

—

Thou must now go away ;

Yet the mouth, obedient to the inclination

Of my heart, stammers forth ‘Hasten not5.”

Dandm mentions the hyperbole (atisayokti) as

the best of embellishments. Slesa (pun) or double-meaning is

very much liked by the poets “The slesa heightens beauty

in all figurative expressions (vakrokti)”, says Dandm (II, 363)
Thus, for example, in a panegyric verse, in which the king is

compared with the moon, it is said :

—

asavudayamajudhah kantiman raktamandalah
j

raja harati lokasya hrdayam midubhih karaih II

“This king (moon), who has attained the peak ofprosperity (has

risen) ,
who is beautiful ( lovely)

, who has made people loyal ( red

orb; ,
enchants the heart of his dependants ( the people) with his

mild taxes (rays) 2
.

1. ZDMG 16, 749 ff , Kavyadarsa II, 147

2 II, 31 1 The words m Italics in the translation have two
meanings , the second meaning has been given within biackets The Ken-
yog e n ofJapanese poetry is much similar to Slesa Cf K F 1 o r e n z,

Geschiohte der Japamschen Litteratur, Leipzig 1906, p 27!, Winter-
11 1 1 z, Mitteilungen der Anthropolog Gesellschaft in Wien Bd 35, 1905,

p. 240, and J T a k a h u s u, JRAS 1905, 871 ff The kavya-style has all

through manifold parallels 111 Chinese and Japanese poetry See F I o-

r e n z, ibid, p i2gf , 148, 134 On similar aspects m other literatures, see

Gray, Vasavadatta, p. 32 ff.

Winterm tz—Histoi y of Indian Literature Vol III, 2
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To the embellishments of sound belong, in particular, the

numerous types of the y am a k a, poetic rhyme, (in which a

good number of syllables, that stand m immediate proximity or

are separated by other syllables, are repeated). Such a repetition

may appear m the beginning or m the middle or at the end

of a foot. The same series of syllables, when lepeated, have,

nevertheless, different meanings. Thus, for example, a verse

reads

patu vo bhagavan visnuh sada navaghanadyutih 1

sa danava-kuladhvamsi sa dana-varadantiha •I
1

All sorts of possible poetical devices are made here and

there. Thus, for example, there is a stanza in which the two

syllables k a and l a are repeated twenty-four times. Or else, a

stanza may consist of identically sounding quartets, each

having a different meaning. It may be that two stanzas, that

have different meanings, have wholly identical lines and, accord-

ing to sense going together, follow one another.

There are, further, most highly refined poetical pieces

made of syllables, set together for being read m an inverse

direction or in a zig-zag manner or from above downward or

from below upward. Another poetical device requires that

stanzas should be composed with nothing but a limited number
of vowels and consonants.

Of the numerous types and sub-types of embellishments
Dandin treats only a few in his poetics.

Whilst the oldest Indian rhetoricians like Dandin were
satisfied with defining and classifying the alamkaras and with
rejecting the view that the essence of poetry lay m embellish-
ments, Vamana, who lived about 800 A.D. m the court of
the King Jayaplda of Kashmir2

,
first of all raised the question

about the true nature of poetry and answered it by saying
rltirdtmd kavyasya

, “the soul of poetry abidesm the style,” i.e ,
in

combination of certain excellences of diction. His K a v y a-
lamkarvrtti3 consists of a theoretical section on aesthetics

destroyed
t

™!i
Xa
«f

e
u
V
^
nU

’ wh° has bnlhance of a fresh cloud, who
Md ““ th' d“rf °f <***»”*

A D
a

SecJ^rZDMG ff*'
1 betWCCn *' ycar! 779-8 '3

Cann e i

V
.

a™an“ ^*
eb^uch der Poetik, published for the first Urne by CU ppellcr, Jena i870 , published also mKm 15, 1889 [Vamana’s
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and a practical section on grammar. The latter1 contains

rules on prosody and grammar, in which, with regard to the

rules of Panini’s grammar, the poet is advised as to how he
should be able to write in correct Sanskrit.

A contemporary and rival of Vamana was Udbhata,
who was posted in the court of the same king as the chief

pandita (sabhapati) 2
. He wrote a work A lamkarasan-

g r ah a3, “Short Synopsis of the Essence of Poetics”,m which he
is said to have stated that the soul of poetry is to be found in

sentiment (rasa). The ascription to him of this doctrine has

been proved to be wrong, as it was based on the error of ascrib-

ing to him a verse cited by Pratiharenduraja But it is true that

Udbhata stressed the importance of sentiment m poetry and add-

ed San taras a to the list of eight sentiments of Bharata, thus

making it nine. He further introduced a new classification, based

entirely on sound effects, primarily alliteration, in the shape of

a theory of vrttis, manners, classed as elegant ( upanaganka)

,

ordinary (gramya) and harsh (parusa) . In treating embellish-

ments, he adds Drstanta and Kavyalinga, and divides simile

according to the grammatical form of expression and starts the

investigation into the relational double meaning to other figures. .

as well as complex issue of the different kinds of blendings

of figures, samsrsti and samkara. He himself composed an epic

Kumarasambliava, from which he quotes examples in his poetics,

and wrote Bhamahavivarana, a commentary on

Bhamaha’s poetics, that is not available.

The alleged theory, that sentiment is the soul of poetry,

wiongly ascribed to Udbhata, formed the basis of the D h -

vanikarikas, 120 metrical kankas on poetics by some

Kavyalamkarasutravrl ti (with Vagbhatalamkara and Sarasvatikantha-

bharana had been published by Anundoram Borooh, Calcutta, 1883 An
English translation of 'Vamana’s sutras and \rtti had been published in

Indian Thought, 3 and, 1912. The name of the book is Kavyalamkarasutrani

sv!ya-vrttisametani (Bombay 1958 , 4th Ed Vanivilasa Press 1909, trans

G. Jka Its III and IV, reprinted, Poona, several times) “Rlti is specified

airangement cf woids, the term specified referring to distinction according to

the qualities possessed as being the cause of charm m poetry ’—K e 1 1 h,

HSL p 381 ]

1. Treated byC Gappeller, Vamanas Sulregeln, Strassbu-g, 1880

2 Rajatarangml IV, 495 Cf B u h 1 e r, Report 64 f

3 Published by J a c o b, JRAS 1897, 829-853 [The name of the

book is given as Alamkarasangraha, Keith, HSL p 383, \\ here the

woik !•, i< ported to have been published also m BSS 1925 ]
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anonymous writer1,
upon which Anan davardhana

of Kashmir, about 850 A.D. 2
,
wrote a running and learned

commentary Dhvanyaloka3 (which in fact is an inde-

pendent work on the nature of poetry) . According to Ananda-

vardhana, all good poetry has two meanings, the spoken one or

< enotation, that is to say, what is expressed by words and is

mbelhshed by alamkaras and the implied or concealed one,

hat is, what is inferred by the reader or the hearer. And in

this implied one (that is designated as d h v a n i or tone) lies

the real soul of poetry. The alamkaras, including metaphor
and other poetical figures, thereby, become so much more
impressive that they even hint at the implied meaning, that is

purely suggested, “in the same way as the bodice covers the

breasts and nevertheless lends them more charm”. Above all

the feeling and sentiment (rasa) belong to the unspoken.

Accordingly Anandavardhana distinguishes between three types

1 Generally he is known simply as “D h v a n 1 k a r a, the au-
thor (of memorial verses) on dhvam”. It is not likely that he was called
Sahrdaya, as VV Sovam tries to prove (JRAS, 1910, 164 fl ), since
at best it is an epithet Sushil Kumar D e, BSOS I 4, 1920 p iff attempts
to answer the question as to who was Dhvanikara but arrives merely* the conclusion that he must have been at least one hundred years earlier
than Anandavardhana Subsequently the latter became such a strong single
advocate of the dhvam—theory that people did not distinguish between the
Dhvanikara and the Vrttikara

2. Anandavardhana wrote during the period of the reign of Avanti-

S
8
k£'

883
* o>i

The£ 1S a vers
T
e on h,m ln Rajasekhara

(See p e tc r s on, Subh p 9 ff) “To whom Anandavardhana is not ananandavardhana (that is to say, an mcreaser of pleasure ) with his well thoughtdhvam permeating into the deep essence of poetry ?” g

.89, Km
?5,

paratcly printed, Leipzig, 1903 ) 0n thL translation a breS A “£ vYo [T“Erne indische Asthctik” in the Archiv fur Philosophic s Aht L fiJ V
thaHike lhat of Ans^otku ha’

PTam^}he aes*etics of Anandavardhaii^ays
aesthetic p^eSoloS proceeds!,ke modern
1952 In the Introduction n lo ff w i Pmdl by V 1 s v e i v a r a, Delhi,

(Some Aspects of LucSAr
P Vl5vesvara
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ur'^ir onusrtasaratr asmadupajno na

that reads
ength of the “"eluding stanza of the Dhvanyaloka

salkavyatatlvanayavarlmaciraprasupta-
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of poetry* (i) true poetry, in which the unspoken part is

dominant; (2) poetry of the second grade, in which the

unspoken part plays a secondary role and serves merely as

a decoration for the spoken; and (3) the lowest grade of poetry,

in which the whole importance is attached to the beauty of

language and to external elaboration. According to this theory,

indeed as Anandavardhana himself says, only a few would
emerge as real poets :

yenasminnativicitre kaviparampardvahim samsare kdliddsamaru-

prabhrtayo dvitrah pancasa va mahakavayo ganyanle 1 “Hence

there are two or three or at the most five or six real poets

like Kalidasa, Amaru etc. in this very strange world”. It

is appreciable that this peculiar theory on aesthetics is

not universally recognised.

A little later than Anandavardhana, K u n t a k a wrote

his Vakroktijivita1 (first half of the 10th century

A.D.)
.
[Perhaps he was a contemporary of Abhinavagupta] 2

.

By him crooked speech (vakrokti), i. e., figurative speech

depending upon witty turnings, is considered to be the soul

of poetry. He teaches that “it is to the inventive genius

exerted in the work of a poet (kavikarman) that we owe the

presence of vakrokti in any poem, and this work can be classed

according as he exhibits it in regard to the letters, to the base

or terminations of words, to- the sentence, to the particular

topic or to the treatise as whole” 3
.

Whilst this theory may be considered to be a modi-

fication of the dhvani-theory, the teachings ofAnandavardhana

were severely criticised by Bhattanayaka ( end of

9th century A.D ) m the Hrdayadarpana and by

Pratihara Induraj a, [a pupil of Mukula] (first half

T. Gf Jaco bi, ZDMG56, 1902, p 400, 62, 1908, p 296; T Ga-

napati Sastri, TSS No V, 5ff According toHari Chanda,
Kalidasa p 96 ff, the anonymous writer of Vakroktijivita would be anterior

to Kurltaka [ The work has been edited by S K D c, Calcutta, 1923 and

1928 , published with annotation in Hindi by Acarya Visvesvara, Delhi,

1955 The name of the author is given as Kuntala by Keith, HSL

,

P 392 ff ]

2. See Visvesvara, Introduction p 12 ff to his edition of

Vakrokti-jivita

3 Kankas 18 ff
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of ioth century) in his commentary on Udbhata’s Alam-

karasamgraha1
.

A very valuable and interesting treatise on poetics is the

Kavyamlmamsa of the poet Rajasekhara2 He

quotes verses from his three dramas He describes in detail as to

how a sabha should be designed. In a fuller detail he states things

about poets and kings : for example, he says that Satavahana,

the king of Kuntala, had ordered exclusive use of Prakrit m
his harem and that as against this, Sahasanka of Ujjayinl had

ordered for exclusive use of Sanskrit. In the introduction to

a printed edition, the age of Rajasekhara has been given as

880-920 A D., and there it has been conjectured that the stanza*

on poets cited in Jalhana’s Suktimuktavali3 have been taken

from the Harivilasa of Rajasekhara, whilst there are others who

ascribe the authorship of a work Kavyavimarsa to him and hold

that these stanzas were contained in this work. Hemacandra, as

well as Vagbhata has very much used the Kavyamlmamsa4
.

Towards, the close of the 10th and beginning of the nth
century A. D Abhina vagupta5 wrote his Dhvanya-
lokalocana, a great commentary on the Dhvanyaloka,

which is rather an independent theoretical work, intelligible

with difficulty. A work in which Anandavardhana and
Kuntaka arc severely criticised is the Vyaktiviveka of

Mahimaha b h at t a6 (beginning ol nth century A.D.).
Not much later than Anandavardhana lived R u d r a t a7

,

6 -
1

„
*-*£ p

1 s c h e l Rudrata’s Smgaratilaka, p ixf Ganapati
“ a T l

J
l°1(b Kane, Ind Ant 1912, 2058", VV Sovam, JRAS 1909,

^r°Aiu
AccordlnS f°

Peterson, Subh p u, Induraja was a teacher
or Ahhinavagupta, but according toAufrecht, CG I, 59, he is to be
distinguished from Pratlharcnduraj

a

.1,.
an<^ Anantakrishna Shastr! in

Ui- Giekwars Oriental Series No i, Baioda, 1016
3 See below, p 36
4 Gf also D. Barnett m BSOS 1917, 123 ff

commLta^v of Rh-
IV

f-
Br%?ian
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and also author of one Natyalocana, a
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3 iy^*Na{yasastra and also of religious and didactic
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e n g a r, JRAS 1908, 63 ff

S N V
’ 9°9, Gf also Narasimhl-

Axanlivarman^f-^-
t0
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who in hisKavyalamkara takes no notice of the theory

ofdhvani, but assigns the chief importance upon alamkaras1
.

The most famous work on dramaturgy, that overthrows the

Bharatlya-Natyasastra and has replaced it, is the Dasarupa2

“The Treatise on the ten kinds ofDrama” of D h a n a n j a y a,

the son of Visnu, who lived during the reign of Vakpatiraja

II of Munja (974-979 A D.) 3
. His younger brother D h a n i-

k a4 wrote a commentary on this work. The Dasarupa is

more lucid and systematic than the Bharatlya-Natyasastra

and, therefore, is quoted most frequently in later works on
poetics. It is written in verses, mostly in slokas, but the style

is so concise that without the commentary it is hardly intel-

ligible.

One of the most famous works on poetics is the Kavya-
prakasa5 of the Kashmiri Brahmana Mammata
(nth century A D )

6 He is dependent mostly upon

Udbhata and Rudrata. According to him the best poetry

is that with implied meaning (dhvam). The large numer

as identical They are frequently confused in anthologies (see Thomas,
gaff) . Gf However, Jacobi, WZKM 2, 151 ff and ZDMG 42, 425 ff ,

Jacob JRAS 1897, 291 f, Narasimhiengar JRAS 1905, 542 n

1 Published with the commentary of Namisadhum Km 2,

t886 Nami, a Svetambara Jaina wrote his commentary in 1068.

2 Published by Fitzedward Hall, Bibl Ind ,
Calcutta 1865

and by K P Para b, Bombay 1897 and again 1941 The text of Hall’s

edition was reprinted with an English translation byGCO Haas
( GUIS 7, New York 1912) Besides, cf Jacobi, GGA, 1913* 302 ^ » ant^

Barn et t, JRAS 1913, 190 ff

3 B u h 1 e r, Ep Ind I, 226f

4 According to S L6vi (JA 1886, s 8, t VII, 221) Jacobi
and others Dhamka is just another name of Dhananjaya

5 Editions have appeared m BSS 1901 and, (with a commentary) in

Anandasrama Sanskrit Series No 66, Poona 19 ti, [ reprinted from its fifth

edition inBOS Poona, 2nd Ed 1950 ] An English translation by Ganga-
natha J li a m the Pandit, N S VoL, 18—21, revised edition Poona,

1936 Gf V Sukthankar ZDMG, 66, 1912, 477#. 533 **"

6 Mammata, son of Jayyata, may have been a brother of the

grammarian Xaiyata and of the Vedic scholar Uvata On his age cf N a r a-

simhiengar, JRAS 1908, 638* ana Ganapati S a s t r i, TSS No
V, p 8 ff In the opinion of many later rhetoricians Mammata was the

author of only the commentary on the karikas, whose writer was Bharata

(But Bharata is quoted by Mammata himself in Kavyapiakasa IV )
The

Sihity akaumudi, publish! d in Km 63, 1897, by Vidyabhu-
s a n a, a disciple of the reformer Caitanya (boin 1484 AD), probably may
have been a commentary on the karikas. The commentary and the manuscripts

attest that Allata (or 4lata, many manuscripts wTongly give Alaka ) had

ivorked upon the Kavyaprakasa in addition to Mammata Cf. H a r 1

Chanda, Kalidasa, p 104.
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however, attaches more importance to the merit of composition

(guna) that generates the sentiment than to the alarhkaras. If

there is a poem that has several embellishments in it, but lacks in

guna, it is not beautiful like a woman lacking in youth, just

though she is splendidly decorated. As for the rest, Bhoja
slavishly follows Dandin

1

, although he himself is frequently

quoted in Kavyaprakasa. The chief merit of the work of Bhoja
lies in the fact that he cites in it a number ofstanzas—includ-

ing those in Prakrit too?
. Consequently, it can justly be

considered as an anthology as well

[Another work ofBhoja on poetics is the Srngaraprakasa3
.

It is a very voluminous work, larger than any work on Sans-

krit poetics It deals with both poetics and dramaturgy, like

the Sahityadarpana. It defines kavya as sabdarthau sahitair

“word and meaning, both, jointly constitute poetry” and pro-

pounds that the erotic sentiment (srngara) combined with

consciousness (abhimana) and individualization (ahamkaia)

is the only rasa, properly so called. In this work a new rasa, i.e
,

vatsala, has been added to the list of nine, and in the opinion

of the author vlra, adbhuta, etc., have been so considered

just to respect the popular usage (gatan ugahkaivavasal)

.

Like Sarasvatikanthabharana this work too deals with

both poetics and grammar including philosophy of language.

According to this, a word can have three vrttis*

—

mukhya
,
that

is conventional, gauni
,
that is secondary and laksana. As the

work is not yet completely published it is not possible to say

anything finally as regards its contents. It is noteworthy

that like Sarasvatlkanthabharana this too contains a very
• •

large number of stanzas, written both in Prakrit and Sanskrit

and, likewise, deserves to be considered an anthology.]

Towards close of the 1 1 th and in the first half of the

12th centuryA D., also the Jama Vagbhata4
, son of Soma,

i. Nobel, Beittrage etc. p 80

2 R Pischel, Materialien zur Kenntms des Apabhramsa (AGGW,
NF Bd. V, Nr 4, 1902), p 46 Ef gi\es a critical compilation and a German
translation of the Prakrit stanzas of Bhoja

[3 V Raghava n—Studies m Smgaraprakasa (V ol I, parts x and

2, pp 1—542) Only the first eight chapters have been published by G R
J o s y e r, Mysore, 1945 There aremany lacunae in the published edition. J

4. He was a minister under Javasimha [ of Anahillapatakapura, J

Gujarat (1093-1 154) and is considered also to be the author or Nemmirvana,

see above II, 338, tr p 512. [See also Kane, HSL, p 275-276.]
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wrote his Vagbhatalankara* in slokas (t 125-1 SAW •

later work is the K a v y a n u s a s a n a2 of V a g b h.»it a,
s°n

of Ncmikumara, m sutras withhisown commentaiy. The famou

Jama monk and polymath Hemacandra wrote a work on

poetics under the tide KavyanuSasana* in sutras with his

own commentary, called Alank aracudam an 1. e com

mentary contains an extra-ordinanly rich collection ol metrical

examples m Sanskrit as well as m Piakrit

Rajanaka Ruyyaka ( or R u c a k a) ,
who is held in high

esteem as a theorist on poetry, wrote m the beginning of the

i2lhcenturyAD.the much read work A 1 am k a 1 asarvas va4
,

“Everything of Embellishment”. He wholly depends upon his

predecessors, especially Mammata. His credit lies chiefly in the

fact that he adopts the scientific style, for he was well disciplined

in philosophical literature When he refers to the views ol

Bhamaha, Udbhata, Rudrata and Vamana, he speaks about them

collectively : “Therefore, so goes the opinion of the older

writers—that alamkaras constitute the chief constituents ol

poetry”. Following this he deals m detail with the definition

and classification of alamkaras, of which he treats not less

than 82.

1 Published m Km 43, i8yj.

2 PubltiliM m Km 48, 1895 Generally only one Vagbhata
(known also under the Prakrit name Bahada) is assumed so byAufrecht,
CC I, 103, 539, II, 132, III, 118 etc bee, however, Bi-rnhcimc r,

ZDMG, 63, 1909, 808 note 1 Sec also Zachariac, GGA 1884, 301 ff,

and Jacob, JRAS 1897, 308 f W c b e r, HSS Vera II, 3, p 1208,
differentiates the two Vagbhatas

3 Published m Km 71, 1901 Gf B U h 1 c r, Hemacandra,
P 33 . 81

4 Published with commentaiy m the Km 33, 1893, translated byH J a c o h i into German ZDMG 62, 1908 Ruyyaka is the son of Rajanaka

i*
h
£

r of
,

UdWataviveka He was the teacher of Mankha 01

» 7
“ ‘

ft
u>yaka and Mankhuka have a number of common stanzas,

B ¥
th” °lher by naTe In the* soutl1 Indian manus-

Mmiuscnnifonni ,1
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In the 12th century A D., R u d ra1 or Rudrabhatta wiote

Srngaratilaka, a work, which is a collection of erotic stanzas

and a manual of poetics at the same time, and in it the erotic

sentiment has been illustrated with examples The small work

contains stanzas purely composed by the author himself, only

short superscriptions pointing as to what they are meant to serve

as examples of Many of the stanzas have been included m later

anthologies. Th. A uf re ch t2 has beautifully translated into

German the one (I, 3) addressed to the critics—here summarily

referred to as rogues

—

kavyc subhepi racile khalu no khalcbhyah

hascid guno bhavati yadyapi sampratiha |

kurjam talhapi sujandrthamidam yalah kim

yukabhayena pandhanavimoksanam syat II

“Thou knowest, my friend, even if thou art the most

wonderful poet.

Yet thou receiveth neither mercy, nor favour from

the gang (of critics).

Still composeth thou for the pleasure of those who

appreciate :

Would anybody give up wearing clothes for fear of lice ?”

A work on poetics of the type of Kavyaprakasa is E k a v a 1

1

3

of Vidyadhara, a metrical work with the author’s own com-

mentary. The examples are of the writer’s own composition

and are at the same time panegyrics of Narasimha, king of

Utkala and Kalinga This enables us to determine to some

extent the age of the work. But, the difficulty is that there

have been eight kings of this name. In any case apparently the

1. Falsely ascribed to Rudrata (see above p 2 s, note 4) By
^

1 s*

ch e 1 in his edition of the text (see the above remark) The text has been

published also m the Km Part III, m-152 [Rudra and R udrata are con-

sidered identical by some scholars, but different persons by others Kane,
HSP, p 147 ff has discussed the question and expressed the opinion

that “there are very weighty grounds for holdmg that the two1 are distmct

authors” Cf B if h 1 c r, Kashmir Report p 67), Aufrecht (ZUMb,

36, p 376), Pischel (ZDMG 42, 1888, p 296) on the one hand

and Jacobi WZKM 1888, II (p 131 ff and ZMDG 42, p 425 ff*) and

Hari C h a n d a, Kalidasa p 91 ff 011 the other. ‘Rudrata is a son 01

Vamuka and is also called S atanand a” ( K e 1 1 h, HSL, p 3 o4 >
no e ) J

2 ZDMG 25, 240 A number of stanzas have been translated into

German by Hoefer, Indische Gedichte, II, 164 ff
, .

3 Published with the commentary ofMallinatha by K I. Irivea ,

BSS Nr 63, 1903 Cf Bhandarkar, Report 1887-1891 _PP (LXV h~
(LXXI ) In his commentary on the works of Kalidasa, Mallinatha frequently

refers to Ekavall
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patron rcfencd to by our author seems to have ruled between

1279-1314 AD
Vidyadhara belongs to the Anandavardhana’s school of poetics.

Interesting are his expositions of rasa m the third section.

Enjoyment of the sentiment, he says, is “super-natural” (alaukika),

like the ecstasy of meditation on Brahman
(
brahmasvadasahodara)

.

This enjoyment is such a supermundane pleasure that one does

not think of any other thing, but is completely plunged and lost

therein. Just it is explained, as the spectacle of even a

tragic or dreadful scene that generates pleasure only. The four

chief sentiments, the erotic, the heroic, the dreadful and

the disgustful, are explained beautifully in the following

manner —
viLaso kusumasyeva padapasyeva vistarah |

hobhobdheriva viksepo marutas) eva cetasah |]

lalra vikasopadhikah srngarah | vistaropadhiko virah \ ksobhopadhiko

raudrah \ viksepopadhiko blbhatsah ||

“The erotic sentiment is like blossoming of a bud, the

heroic one is similar to that of a tree outspreading with branches,

the dreadful one is like the fury of an ocean and the disgust-

ful one is like an whirlwind With regard to excellence (guna)

he refutes the view of Bhoja. As regards alamkaras, he substan-

tially .follows Ruyyaka, but frequently quotes Bhamaha
as well

To the age of Ekavall belongs also the Prataparu-
dra-yasobhusana1 of Vidyanatha. The work,
that, in short, is generally called Prataparudriya, treats the en-
tire sphere of poetics, including dramaturgy. Chapter one
straightway describes the characteristics of the hero and of the
heroine of the drama

, chapter two is devoted to the nature
of poetry and to its different types, and chapter three discusses
in detail the types of dramatic poetry (rupaka), especially the
nataka As a model for the latter, Vidyanatha has among his
\\01ks the Piataparudrakalyana, a learned drama
rn five acts. Here all the examples are composed by the writer
lumsclf and all of them are panegyrics of the Prataparudra of

thC comtncntary of Kumarasvamm, son of Malli-

5

1

’ 1 -\ .

T
vVr di ’ BSS Nr C^d by C. SankaraKamabdstri, Madras, «rd cd. 1930.]
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Hyderabad ( 1268-1319) 1—hence the title of the work “Orna-
ment to the Fame of Prataparudra”. He follows m general

Mammata, but prefers Ruyyaka m his treatment of figures

of speech.

Bhanudatta2
, son of Gananatha ofMithila3, must have

written his R asamafij arl and Rasatarangini4 m thei3th

century. The former consists of stanzas with explanatory prose

and describes the heroes and heroines in the drama and the epic.

The Rasatarangini, in which Rasamanjari too is mentioned, is

devoted to sentiments, emotions, etc. It is a kind of commentary
on chapters VI and VII of the Bharatiya-Natyasastra The
work is in prose with numerous examples m verses for the

greater part refering to Krsna %nd Rama
During the period 1300-1380 AD Visvanatha

Kaviraja5 wrote his Sahityadarpana6 (Mirror of Com-
position), that treats m detail of the entire range of poetics and

dramaturgy. It is held in great esteem especiallv in respect of

dramaturgy. In his discussion on the nature of poetry, as against

Dhvamkara as well as against Kuntaka, Bhoja and Mammata,
he defends his view that sentiment alone is the soul of poetry.

i The mscrptions of Prataparudra are of the period 1298—1327 A D
Cf Eggehng, Ind Off Cat III, p 338 [ According to Kane,
HSP, p 283, 1271—1309 AD ]

[ 2 . On the question of xndentity of Bhanukara and Bhanudatta, see

Haradatta 5 a r m a. Annals of the BOR I, Vol 17 p 243ff S K D e,

ibid, p 297 ff and Devast h a 1 1, NIA, Vol VII, p 1 1 iff ]

3 P Regnaud, La Rhetorique Sanskntc, p 371 , P 1 s c h e 1,

GGA 1885, 769

4 Published by Regnaudas an appendix to the work mentioned

above [ The work has been published also m the Benares Sanskrit Series ]

5 [He was a son of Chandrasekhara and a great grand’son of Nara-

yana ] Apparently he lived under Narasimha II, king of Orissa, between

1279 and 1306 AD Cf M Chakra varti in JASB 72, 1903,

p 146 and NS 2, 1906, p 167 note , A B Keith JRAS 1911,

p 848ff Visvanatha is the author of one Kavyaprakasadarpana. and of the

poetical works Candrakalanataka, Raghavavilasa and Narasimhavyaya loo

In the Sahityadarpana, he more often cites from his drama Prabhavatlpannaya

and his Prakrit poem Kuvalayasvacarita, (175, 561) We re êrs to Bis

Prasastiratnavali, written in sixteen dialects, as an example of Karambhaka,
that is a piece of poetic composition m several different dialects [ See also

Kane, HSP p 285 ff Konow (Das mdische Drama p 3) holds with

K P P ar a b and P V. K a n e that probablv Visvanatha Kaviraja lived m
the second half of the 14th century AD]

6 Published by E. Roer with an English translation of J R
Ballantyne and Pramadra Dasa Miti a, Bibl Ind 1851 1875.

Reprinted Varanasi, 1956 Recent edition by P V Kane, Bombay 1910

[Hindi translation and annotation by Saligiama Savtrl, \ aranasi, 31c!

“d 1956 ]
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On the one hand he agrees with Udbhata in respect of the theory

of sentiments, on the other hand he follows Ruyyaka m his

treatment of embellishments. In chapter six he deals

with both the types of poetry-that is to be seen and that is

to be heard. The first one generates sentiments through mimic

representation and is called rupaka, because it attains form

(rupa) through the actor. He has devoted karikas 272-556

to drsyakavya (poetry that is to be seen)

.

A type of elementary book on poetics form the K u v a-

layanandakarikas1 of Appaya DIksita2

with the commentary of Asadhara The work consists

of metrical lines m which alamkaras are explained with

examples. It is, however, an enlargement of the fifth chapter

of a voluminous work on poetics, le, of Candraloka
or Alamkaranirupana of Jayadeva Plyu-
savarsa3

,
son of Mahadeva. In respect of embellishments

Jayadeva follows Ruyyaka. Appaya seems to have written

another work named Laksanaratnavall, in which he

defines dramatic technical words like nandi, sutradhara,

prastavana, purvaranga etc.

The last important writer on poetics is J a g a n n a-

tha Panditaraja, who wrote his Rasaga 11 ga-

1 Edited and explained with an English Tika Commcnlaiy ancl Trans-
lation by 1* R .S «* b r a h m a n y a Sarmi, Calcutta, 1903 Ttanslated
into German byR Schmidt, Bv.ihn, 1907

2 Appasa wrote tins work according to the wishol the King Venkata
I ofl’ennakouda (1580-1613), sic L Hullz.se h, Reports on Sanskrit
MSS m Southern India, II, p XIII and Ep Ind 4, 271, Nilmani
Uiakravarti, JA^B 1907, an Accoidmg to Krishnama-
charva tbo, Appaya Diksilalned dining 1554-1626 AD. and wrote not
less than 10 j

named works He is the aulfior also of another work on poe-
tics namely C 1 t r am imamsa (published m the Pandit, NS Vol 13and m the Km 38, 1893 ), m which is punted also the Citrarn imamsa

rt"
thc

,

D *sl?“nb.rmcnt 0 r Citramunamsa” ol Jagannatha
' TO L ‘ t° r

0
^y

r
i
lAvafluka (pnblishtd m the Pandit NS Vol

l - *
f ^93 ) [Cl JOR Madras, IV, p 242 ff, Kane, HSP,

t'S^e ‘ V
d °P>Ppa> a SIV/« abo\e, sec Lp Ind XII, p 340Against t.iis set \ M a h a i 1 n g a Sastrl (JOP , Madras. Ill, d iaoff ),who mamtams that the date of Appaya would be between 1320 A D^nd 1393A.D 1 urtlur references m Kane, HSP, p 307!! ]

jyJ

chel HL i 7f hrltls that Ja^tdeva^was
143 ?,S’
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d h a r a

1

in the 17th century A D.. He refutes the theory of

the implied meaning (dhvam) and defines the notion of beauty,

even as Kant does, by saying : “Beauty is that of which
the representation generates pleasure without interest”.

Again, in the 18th century a learned Brahmana D c-

vasamkara combined panegyric and science in his one
work Alamkaramanjusa, that deals with alamkaras
only. All the examples cited are by the writer himself and
written for the express purpose of describing the glory ofPeshwa
Madhavarao I and of his uncle Raghunatharao (between 1761

and 1768 AD )»*.

Prosody3 in India is as old as poetics. Its beginnings

go back as far as the Vedic literature. Already m the Brah-

manas we find people busy with metres, the harmony of which

seems to have something mystic4 A number of chapters is

devoted to prosody m the Sankyhayanasrautasutra The Rgveda
Pratisakhya and metrical portions of Katyayana’s Anukramanls

to the Rgveda and the Yajurveda already scientifically

treat of the Ghandas ( that is to say, prosody) that

is enlisted also among the six Vedangas. The most impor-

tant work of this Vedanga is the Chandassutra of

P 1 n g a 1 a5
. Although this work is called a Vedanga, it

1 Published with a commentary in Km 13,1889 The work was writ-

ten m 1641 AD, the year ol death of Asaf, the Supreme Cominai dei-m-chief

of Shah Jahan Jagannatha lived also m court of Dara Shah, son of Shah

Jahan, m between 1620 and 1660 as a lyric or sententious poet Many
unauthcnticated sayings and anecdotes make him a contemporary of Em-
peroi Akbar (see LR V a 1 d v a in his introduction to Bhamimvilasa)

His numerous works have been enlisted m Aufrecht, CCI, 196 and in

Km. Part I, p 79 note)

2 B h an d a r k a r, Report 1887-1891 p (LXIII)fT Several other works

on poetics have been mentioned in B u h I e r, Report 64 if B u r n e I,

Tanjore p 54ff , Bhanaarkar, Report 1882-1883, p I2f ,
Report 1883

*884, p 6, i7f
, 155 f

, 326, Peterson, Report ]V, pp VIII, X, LXVIII
f

, CVII, E g g c 1 1 n g Ird Off Cat III, 32iff K e s a v a m 1 s r a wrote

in 1565 the Alamkarasekhara (published m Km 50, 1895, 'ce

Nilamam Charavartiin JASB 1907, p 212) A werk of the 18th

century is the Rasaratnahara of Tripath! S 1 v a r a m 2,

published m Km Pait VI, 1890, pp 118-142

3 Cf Colebrooke, Misc Essavs II, 63 ff, W c b e r, Ind Stud

Bd 8, F L P u 1

1

e, F B e 1

1

o n i-F ilippie A B a 1

1

1 n 1 in SIFI

VIII 1912, H Jacobi, Uber die Entwickiung cler mdischen Mctnk in

nachved'scher Zeit, ZDMG 38, sgoff, 40, 3368"

4 See above, I, p 56, 137 (trans pp 62,180)

5 See above I, p 245 (tins pp 28S-89) TeA t with the com-

mentary Mrtasamjivanl of Halayudha (2nd halfof 10th century ) pub ished

in Km gi, 1908
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touches only a very small number of Vedic metres, its major

part dealing with secular poetry. The names of his predecessors

mentioned by Pmgala exhibit a Vedic character ,
in any case

he is a very old writer, a thing that is indicated also by the

circumstance that he is a mythical personality and as such is

also called “Naga—Pingalanaga”. According to tradition

lie is identical with Patanjali; Sadgu.rusisya calls him a “youn-

ger brother of Pamni”, and it is probable that he is not too far

away m time from Patanjali (about 150 B.C.).

The names and number of the metres treated by

Pmgala equally prove that there existed a highly developed

secular literature before his time. Besides, the names of many

metres prove the existence of extensive love-lyrics. Names of

the metres like Kanakaprabha “brilliance of gold”, Kudmala-

danti “bud-toothed”, Garuhasim “beautifully-smiling”,

Vasantatilaka “Spring-crested”. and others, apparently go

to explain that originally they were employed m love lyrics, m
which beautiful worn 2n were praised 1

. Besides them, however,

there arc also metres that arc named according to their form

and nature, c.g
,
Mandakranta “slowly ascending”, Drutama-

dhya “swift in the middle”, and others. Many ofthe names bear

resemblance to the voice or habit of animals e.g., Asvalalita

“horse-sport”, Kokilaka “voice of the cuckoo”, Sardulavikridita

“tiger-sport”, etc.

In Vedic prosody, metre exclusively depends upon the
number oi syllables, and to a very limited extent the quality
of syllables too is taken into account Of these metres, the
sloka of the epics, derived from the Vedic anustubh, is of the
most frequent occurrence. Otherwise, prosody knows only the
metres in which the number of syllables as well as their quan-
tity too is strictly fixed A large number of metres is formed
according to the number of syllables and arrangement of
metrical feet. The number of syllables m a quarter of a stanza
(pada) varies between 5 to 27, so that we have stanzas of syl-
lables numbering fiom 20 to 108. But theoretically there

1 . flit, circumstance too speaks
originally it was m the ciotu. lyric* that
this poetry the \ancty ol ntetris t* the
paramcly smaller number ol metics
appruMinati

ly twenty incurs

in suppoit of the assumption that
metres weie used in India, since it]

greatest Writers of epics use com-
ln the oldest dmmas theie occur
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exist yet a much greater number of metres, in fact, that are

met with here and there. In addition there are a number of

metres that are measured according to mora. They are found

mainly in Prakrit poems and seem to have originally belonged

to popular ballads.

Like Panini in his grammar, Pihgala uses algebraic ex-

pressions to indicate the feet of metres and for short and long

syllables1 . A work on Prakrit prosody too is ascribed to Pin-

gala2 . It is written in verses and contains a large number of

recent prosodical expressions and, therefore, must be younger

m age than his Ghandahsutra.

We do not know whether the authors of the works of ornate

poetry that are before us were regulated according to Pihgala

or according to some later manual3
. Later than Pingala’s

Ghandahsutra is chapterXV of the Bharatiy a-N a ty a s a s-

tra which deals with prosody and gives numerous examples

for individual metres. In addition to Pihgala, Agnipuraiia
(chapters 328-334) also deals with prosody m considerably

condensed memorial verses. Strangely enough, a chapter

( 104) of an astrological work, named Brhatsamh ita
of Varahamihira (6th century A.D.) ,

also deals with

prosody. Here metres have been associated with planets,

and many of the verses convey two different meanings in such

a way that they define metres and describe the movements of

planets at the same time. Bhattotpala in his commentary,

by way of explanation, has referred to a metrical text, of which

x For example, la=laghu, ie, ‘‘light or short syllabic
;
ga=*gum, i e.,

“heavy or long syllable”; i7w for ; ya for U ; ra for — u— etc.

2. PrakftaPingal a-S u t r a s (text with commentary ) publish-

ed ra Km 41, 1854. Cf Weber, Ind. Stud 8, 202 f;Pischei, Prakrit

Sprachen (Grundnss) p. 3 of, Kelt h, Catalogue ofPrakrit MSS ra Bodl
c. 48 According to Jacobi (Bhavxsattakaha of Dhariavala, p. 5* ) the

Prakrta Pxngala belongs to the 14th century A D at the earliest

3 According to J a c o b 1, Ind Stud. 17, 442 ff , Cbandoviciti, that is

no more available, a work of Dandin, had become a standard work for

poets. PV. Kane (Ind Ant 40, 19x1, 177! ) has pointed out that by
Chandoviciti (Kavyadaria I, 12) we should understand “prosody” in general

and not the title of a work, and that neither Dancm nor Vamana had written

a work on prosody. But it must not be taken to mean that when rhetoricians

prescribe the study of prosody for poets they directly mean the work of Pm-
gala, as assumed by K a n e A Prakrta-Pihgalasutra was published in the Bibl.

Ind 1902, too. Ratsaiekhara's Chandahko S.a, a pendant to

Prakrta-Pmgaiasutra has been dealt with by W. Schubring ZDMG 75,

1921. P 97ff

Wratermtz—History of Indian Literature Vol III, 3
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the author is mentioned by him simply as “teacher” (acfijja).

Here each metre is defined by means of a stanza composed in

the same metre.

Kedarabhatta’s Vrttaratnakara Ocean

of Metres” 1
,

is a work on prosody that has had a very wide

circulation. This book deals with only non-Vedic metres and in

fact describes their 136 types. The work is much quoted, and the

large number of commentaries on it, both in print and in MSS.

existing in India, prove that it has been very popular here.

Another work, much quoted, is the Srutabodha of

Kalidasa2
. But its authorship is now and then ascribed

by scholars to Vararuci too. There are many extant

commentaries written on it. The verses defining the metres

serve also as their examples at the same time.

Ksemendra too has written a work on prosody,

the Suvrttatilaka3
,

that is divided into three sections.

Section one contains a description of the metres, for each of

which the writer has provided as example a stanza composed

by himself. Section two is on faults and merits of prosody; but

here the quoted examples are not only from the writings of the

author himself but also from elsewhere. We obtain many useful

data for a history of literature from section three, which is

devoted to reputed poets of the past and their special fascination

for one or the other of the metres4 .

Of the other works on prosody, Chandonu£asana5 of
Hemacandra, Vanibhusana ofDamodara® and

1. Published with a commentary in Bombay, NSP 1908. An English
translation or this work appeared in the Pandit, Vol. IX, 45 f., giff , 140 ff
Kcdarabha«a was the son of Pavyeka or Pabbeka. According to Krish-

0 67 ) hemust have written the Vrttaratnakara in the“n*ury>
.
Smcc h= “ very often cited by Mallmatha,who lived m the i 3th century, he must have been somewhat older.

schnrt fvlrdic KimrfrrflA?
k ^ n> 65, H. E w a 1 d in the Zeit-

c
h
c
n
i6

r

^E
K
Er{.i^:

oiWa^ at ssArfdi\V;
m India, also in Haeberhn gl?*

4° II has been T>™ted several times

3 Published in Km
, Part II, 1886, ag-wSn for it « * . ^ d ‘

of

w j -.mi* aa, luuUj 29-54

Bhavabhot°’lli°
r

srSm-'’ mS-v ?
hS
J
raV1' ,h' Vamiastha

6 Published in Km ro i8ok pf p. i _ , _ _
p. 301 ff

53, Gf E S g c ! 1 n g, Ind. Off. Gat. II,
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Chando manjarl of Gangada sa1 may be referred

to briefly.

BEGINNINGS OF ORNATE POETRY
As already suggested, we are to see the first stage of Indian

poetry in the Mahabharata and, more particularly, in the

Ramayana. Whatever, in our opinion, may be the amount of

alterations and additions made by later authors in them, it can-

not be denied that the first traces of the kavya style are to be
found in these two epics, in their earliest parts, that go back to a
date before Christ. Nevertheless, so far as the poetic materials

used are concerned, the difference between the epics, such as the

Mahabharata and the Ramayana, on the one hand, and the

poetical works of writers like Kalidasa and Amaru, on the other,

is so great that m any casewe are obliged to admit a lapse of a

big interval of time between these two types of poetry.

Apparently, court ornate poetry did not on the whole originate

in the soil of the epics; it did so in that of the lyrics. Evolution

ofprosody no doubt shows that the first poetic metre must have

developed in love-ballads2 . Here, when the theme of the song

admitted of little alteration, the poet was obliged to attract the

attention of his audience and to win their admiration through

external form and through artificiality of metre and oflanguage.

Like erotics, panegyrics did not offer a less important

stimulus for artificial form. When the poets extolled m
their songs glories of the princes, in whose courts they lived,

their poems, being expressive of high admiration for the

patrons, all along were full of artifices. Consequently, it was

just natural that the court poets vied among themselves,

surpassed one another, and finally one who knew how to intro-

duce into his poems the largest number of "embellishments”

was considered to be the greatest of them. This kavya style m
due course found its way into the epics through the panegyrics.

History of court poetry would go back at least as far as

the 4th century B.C.. when lived the great grammarian and

poet Pamni, to whom is ascribed also the authorship of

two epics, namely Patalavij ay a and Jambavatl-

1 Cf.Brockhaus m the BSGW 6, 1854, 209-242, Eggelin g
loc cit II, Nr 1099 ff

2 Cf Jatobi, ZDMG 38, 6158" and above p. 32.
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V i i a y a, as well as of not a few verses, quoted in anthologies*.

None of the wo epics has come down to us, and consequenriy

it is not certain whether the P a t a 1 a v . J a y a and the

Jambavativij ay a are two different works or just two

titles of one and the same work. RajaSekhara i

following verse says’— .

namah pamnaye tasmai yasmad avirabhudiha 1

adau vydkaranam kavyam anujambavativijayam 11

“Hail to Panim, who by the grace of Rudra, first wrote

the grammar and then the poem Jambavativijaya” 2
. Whether

this RajaSekhara is the poet, to whom a large number of verses

are ascribed m anthologies or the dramatist RajaSekhara (end

of the gth and beginning of the ioth century) or a different

Rajafckhara—in any case, he belongs to too late a period and

is too unreliable a testimony for establishing the identity of the

grammarian, who wrote his grammar towards the close of the

Vedic period, with a poet, whose language is hardly different

from that of Kalidasa. But it is of great significance to note that

in one of the stanzas quoted by Namisadhu (in a commentary

written in 1068 A.D. on Rudrata’s Kavyalankara) from

Panini’s Patalavijaya there are horrible solecisms, unlikely from

the pen of the grammarian3
. The verses ascribed to Panini

exhibit, however, no mean artistic merit

:

tanvangindm stanau drstvd sirah kampayate yuva 1

tayorantarasamlagnam drstim utpatayanniva 11

"The youth, having seen the two breasts of beautiful

1 1

1 £ ^
*ir

er
f
on (J^BAS 17, 1889, 57ff, Subh. 54ff.) has particu-

nily set himself to the task of identification of this poet with the grammarian
Before him already P 1 1 c h c 1 (ZDMG 39, 1885, 95ff

,
Gram der Prakrit

opracncn, p 33 } proposed to place the grammarian m the 5th century A D ,an impossible dciting, upon which he himself did not insist later (KG. i8af )•

im „
h“n VVJ 1

i
GGV

f
l885 ’ >85 ff-,RG. Bhandarkar,

/i™?
4
!
1

? ? Bhandarkar, Ind. Ant 1912, 125 n Recently

ThSm-J. K«?V9 *a’ 18^ has again tried to prove the identity,

of P'mmil hrlruUi
rasamuccaya 5 iff (where is given a collection of the verses

14

1S “ Stl

i
1
,
u"dcci

^cd Th A u f r e c h t (ZDMG
ctanzas ascribed rnPAmm^ii ^5>3°8^

has collectcd together and translated the
A t

l°
r

™ Rayamukuta, m a commentary written m 14.11

Jfimbavaiivyara^ The* loef^^ 1138 quotcd a PICCC °f a poem fromj.im u ja>a ihe Poet Pai?mi has been cited by Ruyyaka too

in t-a
ln ®ubhSsitamuktaval!, written by Jalhana

13. The ungrammatical horrors mentioned bv K p. i t k r«rcr „ \are : apssjaK, gtfya, narrative aorists, etc ]

°y ^ e 1 1 h (HSL, p. 204 )
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women, shakes his head, as if he weie extricating his gaze fast

stuck ’twixt them **

ksapah ksamikrtya prasabham apahriyambu saritam

pratapyorvm krtsnam tarugahanamucchosya sakalam 1

kva sampratyusnamsurgata iti ladanvesar.aparas-

tadiddipaloka dih u^i carantiva jaladah 11

“Having made the nights short, having perfoice dried up
the water of the streams, having parched all earth and scorched

every thicket, where has the sun gone to
5

, so saying the clouds

are stalking hither and thither, as if holding lightning for a

lamp55
.

The existence m the 2nd century A. D. of secular lyrics

composed in artistic metres and in the style of the ornate court

poetry is/attested to by Pa t an

j

a li, the second great grammar-
ian, in whose Mahabhasya we find a number of citations from

ornate poetry1 . In anthologies Patanjali too is here and

there referred as the author of a number of stray stanzas2.

Pingala’s time was really not far away from that of Patanjali3.

His manual of prosody would also prove the existence of an

erotic ornate poetry in the 2nd century.

We have nothing of the ornate court poetry written in

Sanskrit between the 2nd centuries B G and A G. It seems

that durmg this period Prakrit poetry was cultivated in the

courts of princes. Remnants of this class of poetry have been

preserved 'in the Sattasalof H a 1 a and m the B rh a t-

katha of Gunadhya, (which unfortunately is not pre-

served in its original version).

X Cf Buhler, Die indischen Inbc.hnfi.cn und das Alter der mdis-

chen Kunstpoesie p , 72 and Kielhorn, Ind Ant 14, 326f H Luders
(Bruchstucke buddhistischer Dramen, p 62) believes m the existence of the

kavya style already in the Hathigumpha Inscription oi Kharavcla, wntten

in the 2nd century A D (according to S m 1 1 n, Early History, p 207

in 218 AD.

)

But this Prakrit inscription is preserved m such a mutilated

form that we can understand little about its style and language On the

inscription, cf Luders, Ep Ind X, App p i6of and Gharpenti-
er, VtfZKM 29,1915, 208 ff ) Recent researches on the Hathigumpha in-

scription by B D Banerji and KP.Jayaswalm JBRAS 1917, 425ff;

EC Majumdar and K G SankaraAiyar, Ind Ant 47, 1918,

223f
, 48, igig, 187 ff, 49, 1920, 43ft According to V A Smi th (JRAS

*9*8,543) ff the date of this inscription is estimated at 170 B C See also

Rama Prasada Chanda Smith and F. W Thomas, JRAS,
*9 19 ' 395ff» 1912, 83!, Ind Ant 48, 1919, 214 fl

2 Cf Peterson, JRAS 1891, 31 1 IT,

3 See above p 31
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»1 ,t,Thcric ath a s, belonging to the Buddhist

Also in the 1 h <e r: i

g thatshow the style of ornate

canons, we find songs an
an inscription of Nasifc,

poetry 1
. Besides, m Pr

Kinc Pulumayi of the

written in the 1
9thycwotereig

characteristics

Andhra dynasty ( 154 A D )
snowing

°f

\TlLtTpJoTl the great Sanskrit inscription of

Mahaksatrapa R u d r a d a m a n, that is
a

oserequi”
nrose». Long compounds and long sentences, like those requir

ed by Dandm for prose composition, as well as the various em-

bellishments arc all through found in this inscription. Tlie s yle

is what has been designated by Dandm as the
^

Vaidarbha

style. The fact that already in the 2nd century A D. he y

of ornate poetry was taken over to prose too and was used m
inscriptions as well probably proves that it had developed

much earlier.

Of the 2ndcentury A D we have the epics and the dramas

of the Buddhist poet A $ v a g h o s a4
,
that m language and style

1

See above II, 84f.
,
trans p 106 It was long believed that m the

first century A D. there came into existence a formal literary style in course

of development in Sanskrit literature, and that in the 6th century A D took

place a “renaissance of Sanskrit literature” for the first time (see Max
Muller, India, What it can teach us, London 1882, Indien m seiner

weltgcschichtlichcn Bcdcutung, Leipzig, 1884) This theory in particular

has been fully developed byG. Buhlcrin Die mdischen Inschriften und

das Alter dcr mdischen Kunstpoesie (SWA 1890). Gf also Haraprasad
S 1 s t r 1 in the JASB 6, 1910, 305ff RG Bhandarkar (A Peep into

the Early History of India, JBRAS igoo, p 407 f
,
Reprint p 52 f ) m fact

does not believe in a complete cessation of Sanskrit literature, but in its irregu-

lar development during the centuries ofBuddhism and Prakrit literature from
the 1st century B G to the 4th century AD It does not appear correct to

speak A about a “ Prakrit period” of Indian literature, as has been done by F
L a c o t e, Essai sur Gmjadhya et la Byhatkatha, Pans 1908, like Jacobi
Ausgewahltc Erzahlungcn m Maharastri, p Xlff ), to have preceded the
classical period Prakrit poetry is the composition of certain class of people,
apparently of several courts, certainly belonging to different sects, but our
study has not rescaled any particular period of which we possess an Indian
literature m which Prakrit alone, and not Sanskrit as well, happened to be the
literary medium

2 Cf B U h l c r, Die mdischen Inschnftcn etc p. 56s ,
and S rr. 1 1 h,

Farly History, p 210

3 The inscription has been published by K 1 c 1 h o r n, Ep Ind.
8, 30 If. and is regarded by him as of 151 or 152 AD. Buhler (loc cit.

P* 49; places it between 160 and 170 A D The inscription is found also on
a rock near Girnar Rudradaman belonged to the so-called “western
HjfatrsP'U * Ksurapa is a Sanskrit adaptation of Persian Khshathrapa (Greek
v itrap

, as tin* land-lords and chieftains of the Indo-Scy thian kings were
c esjgnatcd, who ruled o\er the whole of north-west and west India m the
tint two centuries A G

4 Seeabo\eII, p 20tff,transl p 256ft
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belong to the ornate court poetry. The finished form of the epics

together the perfect technique ofthe dramas of Asvaghosa proves

that they were composed only on some long-standing models. By
itself it appears improbable that a thoroughly Buddhist poet

should be the first to have composed in this style. On the con-
trary, the possibility is that he adopted the earlier poetic style to

Buddhist themes for the simple reason that this style was com-
mon for secular poetry in his times. Asvaghosa, however, was
not the solitary Buddhist poet. Matrceta and Ary a-

5 u r a must have been not very far away from him in time1
.

It would be of importance for the history of ornate

poetry if we could be able to determine precisely the antiquity

of the alamkaraSastra (science of rhetorics) and its relation to

the kavya style. But, unfortunately, it has to be admitted that

we are neither able to fix the time of Bharatlya-Natyasastra nor

do we know anything about the age of probably the oldest

manual on poetics of Bhamaha with some certainty. Yet, we
have hardly any reason to think that poetics developed from a

source other than the study of some model poetical pieces of the

Mahabharata or more particularly of the Ramayana. Valrmki

certainly did not yet know about a manual of poetics; but,

Asvaghosa was perhaps familiar with the theory of the alaiii-

karas2
. Further development of poetry took place no doubt

under the influence of alamkarasastra Bhasa and Kalidasa

definitely knew the Natyasastra of Bharata3
.

In general we have been accustomed to regard a work

of poetry that is older as less refined and less influenced by

the theory. But this conclusion is correct only in a limited

sense. It would be more correct to say that when a poet wri-

tes in a simple style, it is said that e i t h e r he belongs to an

older period o r that he has a superior taste. There have been

i See above II, p aoiff trans p 26gff The language of Sara has

been praised in one of the stanzas of the anthology Saduktikamamrta, see

Aufrecht, ZDMG 36, 365; Peterson, Subh 13 1 Other Buddhist
and Jaina texts in the klvya style belong to later centuries, so also the

Divyavadana (see above II, 222, 225), trans pp 284, 288, Candragomm’s
poems and other Buddhist stotras (see above II, 259, 267, trans p 365, 380)
For Pah works like Mahavamsa and Jmalainkara (see above II, 170, 179
trans pp 211, 223, and for stotras ofBhadrabahu and others (sec above II,

339. trans p 549)

.

2. Gf Kane, Ind Ant. 1912, p 127

3. On the relationship of Kalidasa to Natyasastra, cf A Hille-
b r a n d t, Kalidasa, p 107!?
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poets, even m later days who had sufficient taste to avoid

a very high flown kavya style1 Besides, we learn from Dandm s

poetics that there arose great local differences in respect

of the style8 In eastern India, m the courts of mighty

kings, poetry seems to have been cultivated earlier than in

the south-west For the first time in the 4th and 5th cen-

turies AD., when the Guptas attained sovereignty, the poet

of the west too entered into the field of poetic competition3 .

Naturally, the development of court poetry on the whole

essentially depended upon the courts m which poetry found

special encouragement, and the question is not always ol anti-

quity of time, but often also of place and circumstances.

It is probable that court poets and ornate court poetry

already existed during the reign of the Maurya dynasty It is

yet doubtful as to how far the ArthaSa stra of Kautilya
reflects the condition of the court of the Maurya King Gandra-

gupta. The tradition ascribing the authorship of this work
to the wise minister of Gandragupta agrees little with the

facts of history. In any case., the work goes back to a consi-

derably high antiquity, and it is probable that its earliest

elements reach upto the Maurya period. And it is notewor-
thy that among the large number of court employees are

mentioned also pauranikas, sutas, magadhas, kusllavas
;

(i.e.

chroniclers, bards, singers and dramatists), but there is not
a word about the court poet. The teacher and the raught
(acaryah vidyavantas ca) who got an honorarium of 500 to

1000 panas4
, according to merit, were probably only

prominent Brahmanas, whom the king wanted to honour and
not perhaps the poets who would have been called “kavi”.
Among the names of literary works referred to in Kautilya’s
ArthaSastra there is no mention of kavya anywhere.
Tins accords also with the fact that the inscriptions of
Asoka arc written in a plain and simple style and do not bear

Bard for fiL^oan-* ?„5™tV r
' J

,

BR
^S l6

> ?
06 spile of the high re-

the MiihUbhRrata a,‘id
thc MmP,c

See above, p. 15.

3 Cf. J a c o b 1, Ausgewahltc Erzahlungen in Mahara?tri, p. XVI f.

p.

°r KMt,lya> * * S h , "> » S a . t r ,, Mysore,
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any trace of the ornate style It is near about this time

that the rise of the poetical form is often suggested.

To the 3rd or 4th century A D. piobably belongs Tan-
trakhyayikaj the oldest form of the Pancatantra.
The dramas of B h a s a too must have originated m the 4th

century A D With some compromise we can characterise the

poems of Asvaghosa and those of his contemporaries, Hala’s

Sattasal (m its oldest constituent), Gunadhya’s Brhat-

katha, Tantrakhyayika and the dramas ofBhasa (m the form

they are) as belonging to the classical or early classical period

of Indian ornate poetry.

We can just guess that this classical poetry blossomed in

the courts of the later Andhra rulers, the western Ksatrapas

and the Kusana princes and their contemporaries We are not

in a position to determine with certainty the date of any of the

works of this period.

Summing up, therefoie, we can only say that the mscrip-

tional as also the literary testimony m fact enables us to place

the continuity of ornate court poetry upto the 2nd century AD.,
its existence in the and century B.G and the beginnings of its

golden age in the 4th century A.D.

THE GOLDEN AGE OF ORNATE COURT POETRY

The ornate court poetry attained its golden age and its

highest peak first during the period of the reign of the rulers of

the Gupta dynasty This dynasty was founded by Gandra-

gupta I in 320 A D He was succeeded by his son Samudra-
g u p t a (about 330 or 335 A.D ), who distinguished himself

with attainments m wars which have been described in a

panegyric poem (prasastij of his court poet, Harisena
by name, inscribed on a stone pillar at Allahabad. The ins-

cription which to all appearance belongs to 345 A.D. contains

9 stanzas and a concluding verse in high-styled prose, and

the praSasti designates itself expressly as a kavya The

empire ruled over by Samudragupta comprised of the richest

and the most fertile regions of northern India, and was

of enormous size such as had not been seen ever since the days

1. See above, p 38, note 3 and cf Bhagvanlallndraji,
JRAS 1890, 639fF, L 6 v 1, JA p. 9 tome XIX, 1902, 95?,
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T*

of ASoka. The court poet praises not only the military adven-

tures of the king, but also his poetic and musical facultie .

\Vc, in fact, are in possession of gold coins presenting him

as playing on a harp. Hansena asserts that the epithet

“prince-poet”, borne by Samudragupta, was well merited on

account of his authorship of many poems worthy of imitation .

Lastly he says that the king rejoiced m the company of writers

and learned men and participated in the study of the holy

scriptures1

When tins king whose influence extended from the Oxus to

beyond Ceylon died in about 375 A.D , he was succeeded by his

son Candragupta II, who assumed the title ofV lkrama-

d 1 ty a, i.c., “the sun of heroism” The name Vikramaditya

is a highly renowned one m Indian stories and literary

traditions. Since many of the Indian rulers assumed this title, it

is very difficult to determine as to which king is meant by themby

the Vikramaditya of the stones. We have, however, good grounds

m support of Candragupta IPs having the strongest claim for be-

ing consideicd identical with the traditional king "Vikrama”,since

he too is so designated for short2
. Like his father, Candragupta

II made great acquisitions for his kingdom and like him had a

literary taste. On one coin he is mentioned as bearing the epithet

rupakrti (author of dramas) 3
. He ruled for nearly forty years.

The Chinese pilgrim Fahicn, who visited India between 405
and 41 1 AD., reports that in his kingdom there was great

prosperity and that hospitals and other charitable institutions

for the welfare of the people flourished.

:.Cf Bilhler, Die mdischcn Insclmficn, etc p. 3 iff., Fleet,
t
]‘
C
„
EarI>' GuPta KmS* (Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum

HI ), Cacuu-i 1888, p iff
, Smitn, Early Histrj, a8iff, a88f

,
and JRAS

i8<>7, iph , A Gawions’ki m Festschrift YVmdisch, p 170(1

rv„ ,

Gf
\
l 0 c r 11 1 c

> JA3 Proceed August 1891 , Barth, Rev.

.’k
1 n

.i

In C
‘T

Candrd8uPta II JS the Vikramaditya of the
*h nnza lllal does occur under Vikramaditya in anthologies

itr r 'rLT'XT?
fr°m h,m ^ Pelerso n. Subh. 117!, Thomas,,

10^1 } lint tint is nowise certain*
# *

lAw? P 1 V»aVlm> thc City Of the Vikramaditya of the
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When Candragupta II died in 413 A.D., he was succeeded
by his son, Kumaragupta I, who reigned for more than
forty years A large number of inscriptions and coins of his

times prove that his empire was nowise smaller than
that of his predecessor He practised as a poet, bore the
title “poet-prince” and was a patron of poets besides.

According to one of his inscriptions he was the person

“who brought the traditional conflict between fine poetry
and wealth to an end”. Towards the close of Ins reign

the Huns, who from the central Asian steppes had pene-

trated into the north-western passes, flooded the whole of

northern India with their first invasion. He was succeeded in

455 A D. by his son Skandagupta, who too likewise assumed

the title of Vikramaditya. Soon after he ascended the throne,

he succeeded m defeating the Huns m a decisive battle. This

victory is glorified in a pillar edict (at Bhitari m the Ghazlpur

district, situated to the east of Varanasi') that is still preserved for

us But towards 465-470 A D. the second invasion ofthe Huns
again made the country restless, and this time Skandagupta could

no more protect himself against them They overflooded the

kingdom of Gandhara and appear to have made the Gupta

empire very weak. So, when Skandagupta died m about 480

A.D., the glory of the Guptas came to an end Probably the

dynasty still continued for a few generations more, but these

later Guptas had little prestige. Under the leadership of

Toramana, the Huns subdued the Gupta empire m about 500

A.D. and established their government at Malwa in central

India In about 510 AD Toramana was succeeded by his son

Mihiragula Under these two chieftains the Huns -became the

virtual rulers of India Mihiragula’s leign is said to be very

oppressive and tyrannical, and it is easy to imagine the extent

to which those barbarians were hated by the Brahmanical

Hindus. In about 528 A.D Baladitya, king of Magadha,

and Yasodharman, a laja of central India entered into an

alliance against Mihiragula, and the two together succeeded m
rescuing the country from the oppressing foreigners While the

Chinese pilgrim Hiuen-Tsiang ascribes the glory of defeating

the Huns to Baladitya, Yasodhararaan upraises himself in the in-

scriptions preserved on two of his pillars of victory, saying that he

made his own the empire that the Guptas and the Huns could
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not retain. His reign, however, seems to have been short and of

no significance, as claimed in these inscriptions.

It was necessary to include here this short history of the

Gupta dynasty, because the golden age of ornate courtpoetry

undoubtedly falls during the period of the reign of the Guptas.

The inscriptions of the Gupta kings, whose age extends approxi-

mately from 350 to 550 A D. f
contain panegyrics (prriartu.) oj

different kings ol the dynasty, that are more or less full-fledged

poems composed in the kavya style. It is certain that in those

days, as these inscriptions piovc, not only poets participated m
competitions, but even princes vied with their court poets.

Above all, to this age belongs Kalidasa, the greatest poet of

classical Sanskrit Utciaturc1

It is significant that on account of uncertainty that pre-

vails in the literary history ol India, Indians do not know how to

frame things like talcs on the life of their most eminent poet8,

and that the opinions of Indian as well as of western scholars still

differ by centuries in spite of the fact that much, too much,

has been written on the subject8.

There is a legend that Kalidasa was in fact born as the

son of a Brahmana, lost his parents early and was brought up by

a cowherd. A vulgar and uncultured herdsman, he was

married to a princess who felt ashamed of him—till he made
himself a very wise and learned scholar through the grace

of Kali, attained through assiduous devotion and practice.

In the anthology Hariharavali occur* the following anonymous

f>ur& kavinam gnnanaprasait^e kaniffhtkadhtflhilakahdasd I

irijdpi taltulyakajerabhivad andmika sarthavati babhUva 11

Long ago, it is said, counting poets, they began with the little finger
*9 day the fingci beside it is still, called

.namika
» nameless for since then none has been born to occupy a

place beside kuhdusa"
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Consequently, he was named Kali-dasa “servant of Kali”1
.

Another tradition, that is current particularly in Ceylon, makes
Kalidasa a contemporary of the Ceylonese prince and poet

Kumaradasa, who lived m the 6th century A.D2
. In the large

number of anecdotes connected with Kalidasa, narrated

in later works like Bhojaprabandha and orally retold by
the panditas the name of Kalidasa serves the story-tellers, as

H o e r n 1 e says, simply ‘ as a hook on which to hang their

tales” 3
. These stones do not have any historical value at all.

We are able to gather from the works of Kalidasa

himself that he was a Brahmana, a devotee of the highest being

(paramatman) in the form of God Siva and an adherent of

the Vedanta Philosophy4
. He was well familiar with the

scenes of the Himalayas5
. The charming description of the city

of Ujjayini m the poem Meghaduta leaves perhaps no doubt

that this was his native land. The title of his drama Vikramor-

vafiyam contains an allusion to Vikramaditya6 and this would,

therefore, hint at the fact that he lived and composed his poems

in the court of a king, who bore the title Vikramaditya. The
legends that make Kalidasa a court poet of Vikramaditya are

1. The story is narrated in many versions, see Tar&natha’s History of
Buddhism, translated by A S r h i e f n e r, p. 76 ff, R Vasudeva T u 1

1

u,
Ind Ant 7, 1878, nsff, M. Narasimhi eagar Ind Ant. 39, 1910,
036.

2. TW. Rhys Davids and C. B e n d a 1

1

, JRAS. 1888 and
I48f and 440; W. Geiger, Lueratur und Sprache der Singhales.cn (Grun-
dnss 1, 10) p 3f , H u t h, Ioc cit p 5 iff, H M Vidyabnasa^a, JASB62,
1893, 2i2tf, I E. Seneviratne, The life of Kalidasa, Colombo 1901.
The Life of Kalidasa in Ceylon has been dramatised too

3 Cf Grierson and H o 1 1 n 1 e, JRAS 1906, 692 f , 699 f The
anecdotes on Kalidasa in Ballala’s Bhojaprabandha, see in Th. P a v 1 e, JA
p. 5; tome IV, 1854, 385-431 , S.M Natesa Sastri, Ind Ant. 18, 4off

Tales, as the panditas of Ujjam narrate even today, m Jackson, JAOS 22,

1901, 331 L

4 Cf Ch Harris, An Investigation on some of Kalidasa’s Views,

Evansille, Indiana 1884, MT Narasimhiengar, Kalidasa’s Reli-

gion and Philosophy, Ind Ant 39, 1910, 236 fF, K rishnamachar-
ya 73f

5 Cf Bhau Dajim Nandargikar’s Introduction to his edition

of Raghuvamsa p 35f

6. According toShankarP Pandit (Raghuvamsa—edition

)

Preface, p 31 ff) the title directly means “the drama of Urvaft, ded’eated to

or written under the patronage of Vikrama”. But once the title has been

correctly explained as “the drama of Urva£l, found through heioism’’, it

would not be impossible to interpret it as an allusion to King Vikrama, 1 e,.

Vikramaditya, as also intended
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in accord with it; particularly the legend according to winch

Kalidasa was one of the tune jewels living in the court of die

legendary king of Ujjayini In one of the verses, which is

still current, it is said that there lived in the court of the king

Vikrama nine jewels, learned men and poets—Dhanvantan,

Ksapanaka, Amarasimha, &anku, Vetalabhatta, Ghatakarpara,

Kalidasa, Varahamihira and Vararuci. However, firstly this

\crsc occurs in a work that is of a very Jate date and is little

trust-worthy1
. Further, Varahamihira, the astronomer, evidently

lived in the first half of the 6th century A.D
,
when no king of

this name is known to have borne the title of Vikramaditya.

Besides, Kalidasa was older than Varahamihira from the point of

his style and astronomical ideas. Likewise Dhanvantan, the

writer of a medical glossary, is older than Amarasimha, who

evidently has utilized Kalidasa in his dictionary2
. The age of the

lexicographer Ksapanaka, the poet Ghatakarpara and the gram-

marian Vararuci is not settled, whilst the names Vetalabhatta and

Sanku arc otherwise little known. On the whole it is striking

that of the names of the nine jewels only Kalidasa, Amarasimha,

Varahamihira and Vararuci are m fact famous. It seems that

the only object of this verse is to extol the fame of some
Vikramaditya, and for this poets and scholars of different ages

have .been wrongly mentioned together as living under his rule.

This ostensible tradition, which has often been criticised, there-

fore, proves nothing. It may just mean that Kalidasa lived in

the court of a king, who called himself Vikramaditya.
Now, we know that the Gupta princes Candragupta II and

Skandagupta arc seen bearing the epithet Vikramaditya
m their coins. We have also seen that the earlier Gupta rulers

Tin tin's * ork the authorship ofJ> otirvidabhai ana, a book on astrology
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have had poetic, literary and scientific inclinations. In addition,

certain other conditions also present themselves making it pro-

bable that Gandragupta II was the Vikramaditya under whom
Kalidasa lived. His capital was at Ujjayini, with which we are

already acquainted as the native land of Kalidasa. It is not

wrong to assume, therefore, thatm the epic RaghuvamSa diverse

references to Candragupta II have been made1
. In the same

epic Kalidasa calls the poet of the Ramayana a mythical sage of

a former age, who livedm another yuga, i.e. in a distant period

of human history. Wherefrom it follows that between Valmlki

and Kalidasa centuries must have elapsed. Further it was
long ago proved by J a c o b i

2 that certain astrological state-

ments that occurm the epics of Kalidasa disclose his knowledge

of Greek astrology and that the material from Greek astrology,

as found in the works of Indian astrologers, reached India in

the middle of the 4th century A.D. through Firmicus Matemus.
B u h 1 e r has shown how Vatsabhatti, the author of an

inscription dated 473 A D ,
found m a temple of the sun at

Mandasor, otherwise an absolutely insignificant versifier, made
it his business to vie with the great poet, imitating not only his

style, but also taking many verses from Kalidasa for modelling

his own thereafter. If this be correct, it must be admitted that

Kalidasa, already in 473 A. D., had become an eminent poet.

Consequently the age of Kalidasa is limited approximately

between 350 and 472 A D, the reign of Gandragupta II extend-

ing circa 375-413 A.D3
.

There are some scholars, who have come forward with

1. T B 1 o c h, ZDMG 62, 1908, 67iff The objections against Bloch
raised byFW Thomas, JRAS 1909, 740ff ,

do not appear sound Hovi-o

ever, it can never be strictly proved whether or not the poet had actually

meant the respective allusions That Kalidasa Jived during the time of

Gandragupta II has been admitted also by B h a n d.a rtar (Peep into the

Early History of India JBRAS 1900, 440 f Reprint 44f ), A B Keith,
(JRAS 1909, 433fF ), P 1 s c h e 1 (KG 201 ) and R a p s o n (ERE IV, 885 )

2 Monatsberichte der Berliner Akademie der Wissenschaften 1873,

P 554ff and ZDVTG 30, 1876, 302ff

[3 S K De., HSL p 125 is of the opinion “ it would not be

altogether unjustifiable to place him roughly at 400 A D It is not un-

important to know that K alidasa shared the glonous and varied living and
learning of a great time , but he might not have done this, and yet be the

foremost poet of Sanskrit Literature That he had wide acquaintance with

the life and scences of many parts of India, but had a partiality for

Ujjayin!, may be granted, bat it would perhaps be hazardous, and even

unnecessary to connect him with any geographical setting or historical,,

environment” ]
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the statement that Kalidasa lived under Kumaragupta towards

the end of the 5th century A.D 1
. And since we know nothing

at all about the life of Kalidasa, and little about his age m spite

of cvcr> thing, it is p o s s i b 1 e that he might have begun his

literary activity sometime during the reign of Candragupta II,

continuing it during period of the reigns of Kumaragupta and

Skandagupta2
. He would then have lived approximately from

390 to 460 A.D. However, it too is equally possible that he lived

earlier (approximately from 350 to 420 A.D.) . So, all that we

know as c e r t a 1 n is just that the fame of Kalidasa was well

established in the first half of the 7th century A.D., when he was

praised highly by the famous author Bana and also m an inscrip-

tion dated 634 A.D. he is mentioned as a famous poet3 For these

reasons, the opinion4, that had general currency earlier and is

still entertained by some researchers that Kalidasa lived some-

time m the 6th century A.D. docs not seem at all probable.

The age of Kalidasa is controversial and there is no unani-

mity even as to the works that are ascribed to him The number

of works ascribed to one Kalidasa is very large, but they are

1. Ibid, p 18 ff., 24! Cf. K 1 c 1 h o r n, NGGW 1890, 25 iff.

2 These scholars (Monmohun Chakravarti, JRAS 1903. l83ff

;

*904 » • B CJ Mi7umdar, JRAS 1909, 73iff ; B. Licbich,
Indogcrman Forschungen 31, 200), depend mainly upon the description
pf Raghu's victorv-narch (dtgvjaya) in the 4th canto of Raghuvamsa.
11 u h 1 c r (Die indischcn Imchnficn etc v 82 ) has already warned against
any far-fetched decision on the basis of these stereotyped descriptions.
(Cf also KB P a t b a k, Ind Ant 41, 1912, 265 ff ) The latest researches
A Gawronski ( The Digs lja/a of Raghu and some connected problemsm Romik Otyentalistycrny, Polsnsches Aichiv fur Oncntalistik, Krakau

J
9 * 4

” I 9 *5 ) too pt°'C that Kalidasa came to the court ol Kumaragupta and
became the famous court poet under Skandagupta but these arc not
ronvincmg.

3 So E Wi ndisch, Gcsduchtc der Sanshnt Philologic (Grun-
yas, 1, 1 B),p 175, note 2.
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certainly not the output ofthe great poet1. Indisputably belonc-mg to the poet are the epics Kumarasambhava and Raghuvams'a
the dramas Sakuntala and Vikramorvasiya and the lyric Megha-
duta and most probably also the drama Malavikagnimitra and
perhaps the garland of songs Rtusamhara too.

As in the case of Kalidasa, so also in the case of most
other poets of fame, their age can hardly be determined with
certainty. Truly speaking we can directly say : the more
famous the name of a poet in Indian literature, the more
uncertain his date. There have been many poets, who were
once famous, but we know nothing at all about them except
their names. Thus for example, Kalidasa has mentioned thename of the famous poet S a u m i 1 1 a by the side of Bhasa
among his predecessors; and in anthologies R a m i 1 a too is
mentioned, in addition to Saumilla (or Somila), beside Bhasa. A
work entitled Sudrakakatha, (probably a novel, that deals with
the story of king Sudraka), that we do not now possess is
ascribed to both these poets1. Naturally we do not know whether
both of them were senior contemporaries of Kalidasa or if
along with Bhasa they too are to be assigned to the pre-classical
period.

During the time of Vikramaditya, if the word refers to
Candragupta II, also contemporaneously with Kalidasa, must
have been Matrgupta ruling m Kashmir. This Matrgupta was
himself a great poet and a patron ofthe great epic poet Mentha

given by S f.fr it'fh?L7*L.
a

Aufrccht, CG I, 99 The stanzas that are ienbed to KahrftS
® Cf

S-°
s
l,o6

h
ff

V
'cr

b
'T
n
h
C°''e‘:ted 'Ogitheiob5, Th A “ f r e = h t - zSmg f3°° ffjCf Thomas 30 if The question of the date nf irst

well as that of the authorship of the works ascribed to him f
rendered more difficult by the fact tnat many po^Uof ”*?**«*$
the name ‘modem Kalidasa” (Navakahdasa,^^^^^^
re cnt.CC I, 24, *80) Among the pastas the opmion current Vs 5hathere have been three Kalidasas, of whom one is believed to have lived underVikramaditya another under Bhojaand the third under Emperor Afebar trr*; Pt, erson"SSg

- r- --a —i---— ™ -—j-— waen ne states that
the real name of the author of Raghuvamsa was Ha ri s c n a who too
came to be known as Kalidasa ]

* 00

2. Gf. K o n o w m Festschrift Kuhn io6f
, Peterson, Subh io3f

A\internitz, History of Indian Literature, Vol III, 4
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(or Bhartrmcntha, also called Hast* aka)*. A later Kashmirian

Lt compares the style of Mentha with that of Subandhu, Eana

and Bharavi2. Rajasekhara says thatValmiki himself appeared

on the earth in the form of Mentha : and Kalhana reports that

Matrgunta was so much impressed with Mentha sHayagrl v a-

vadha (no more available) that lie placed a golden key under

it, so that the brilliance of the book might not fade.

About Amaru, the most famous Indian lyric poet, we

ran only guess that in matter of time he may not be regarded

,is long separated from Kalidasa. The dates of the dramatists

S u d r a k a and Visakhadatta are quite indefinite. We
can hardly say anything about the famous epic poets Bhatti

and B h a r a v 1 or about B h a r t r h a r 1, the most distinguish-

ed gnomic poet, except that each of them had already become

famous before 650 A.D. 3

With V a r a h a m i h i r a, the astronomer and poet, we

come to a definite date for the first time. He died in 587 A.D.

In the second half of the 6th ccnturv, there ruled m Kashmir

the King Pravarasena II 4
, the poet or patron of the

authoi of the Prakrt epic Sctubandha About the talented

story-teller and master of literary prose Dandin5
,

as about

1 R jj.uarangini 3, 125 ff, 26ofT Verses of Matrgupta rave been
Otcd l>> Kalhana (Rajatai 3, 181 ), in Kscmendra’s Aucityalamkara
(Peterson, JBRAb rb, i6g, 176 ) andm anthologies On his commentaiy
on the Nalv asistra sec above p 10 People have wrongly tried to identify
Matfgupu with Kahda'a Verses of Mentha arc preserved in anthologies
Cf *\u fr relit ZDMG 27, 51,36, 368, Peterson, Subh gaff,
117 f., Buhl c r, Report 42; Stein, R ajatarangml, trans I, p 83f

2 Mankh? in &riks*nthacanta a, 53, [sccS K. Dc HSL, p 322 ]
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the second great prose writer Subandh u 1
,

we can

just guess that they belonged to the beginning of the 7th cen-

tury A.D.

We enter for the first time into strictly firm historical legion

with the dramatist and king Harsadevaor Harsavardhana2

of Thanesar and Kanauj, who ruled from 606 to 647 A D. We
know much more about his life and work than about those of

any other ruler of India, on the evidence not only of inscriptions

and coins, but also of the historical romance Harsacanta, in

which B a n a has described the life of his patron and friend,

and again nowise less definitely than the account of the

Chinese pilgrim Hiuen Tsang, who travelled m India bet-

ween 630 and 644 A D., lived for a sufficiently long time in the

court of Harsadeva and received much honour from the king3
.

We learn from his inscriptions that he did possess high literary

inclinations and that he was not only a patron of poets and
writers, but was himselfa poet4

. Consequentlywe have no ground

to disbelieve the Indian tradition and the Chinese chronicles

that remember him as the author ofmany dramas and ofBuddhist

hymns After a thirty-seven years’ reign of bloody and successful

wars, he devoted the rest of his life to peaceful government of his

great kingdom, that extended over almost the whole of northern

India, promoting and encouraging literature and science,

establishing monasteries and charitable institutions and doing

1 Subandhu lias been relerrcd to by Bana and herce he could not be
of an age, later than the 7th century A D According" to T e 1 a n g (JBRAS
18, 1891, 1478" ) he lived at the end of the 6th and m the beginning of the 7th

century A D ,
a point supported also by the great similarity of his style with

that of Bana Haraprasad S a s t ri (JASB 1, 1905, 253 ff) would, on
the basis of an ingenious but perhaps risky hypothesis, like to place him in the

beginning of the 5th century A D From verse No 10 of Vasavadatta, where
Subandhu complains that with the death of Vikramaditya poetry fell mf
decay, it might be concluded that Subandhu wrotem a period wbe*.
Vikramaditya had already become a traditional patron of poets, and probably

that nearly 150 years after the death of Chandrfigupta II Vikramaditya he
was alive CfDR Bhandarkar, Ind. Ant 41, 1912, p. 1 For a
different opinion H o e r n 1 e, JRAS 1909, 138 fi , and Gray, Vasava-
datta, Introd. p 8 ff

2 For short commonly called Harsa or Sriharsa too He bore the

epithet Siladitya * sun of virtue”. Bana (Harsacarita introductory verses

i8f ) calls him also Adhyaraja (rich king), see P 1 s c h e I, NGGW 1901,

part 4, Thomas JRAS 1903, 830

3. On Harsadeva, see Smith, Early Historj, pp 335-356.

4 BU hler, Ep Ind 1, 71 (An Inscription dated 632 AD ) I-tsing

(trans. by Takakusu, p 163) too mentions that Siladitya was a lover of

literature
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his tot for the good administrate of his empire Towards

tJiC end of his life he manifested a strong inclination tor

Buddhism, which he, particularly under the influence of

Chinese scholar Htuen-Tsang, came to patronize more and

more. During the age ofHarsadeva Buddhism, of course, spread

vet further in northern India, although Brahmanical and

puramc cults flourished beside it among the masses. It

is noteworthy that the grand’fathcr of the king was a devout

worshipper of Siva, his father, an equally devout worshipper

of the sun, and his elder brother and his sister, followers of Bud-

dhism, while he htmscff showed equal devotion to Siva, the sun

and the Buddha through construction of temples and sanctuaries1 .

This attitude of Harsadeva towards different religious currents

of lus time, as we have already seen, has found expression also

in his poems. He appears to have lived as a poet composing

Buddhist hymns towards the last days of his life.

To Harsadcva’s circle belongs also the lyrist M a y u r a,

who according to an uncertain trad»tii».i was probably the father-

in-law or brother-in-law of the famous court poet B a n a2
.

M a g h a, the author of Sisupalavadha, must have lived,

in the second half of the 7th century A D., since his grand’-

fathcr Suprabhadcva was the first minister of a king Varmalata,

( mentioned m an inscription of the year 625 A. D. )
3

. His

J
IIuit ii-l sang reports also about a great conference held at Pra-

jSgaj in winch were discussed the statues of Buddha on the first day, those of
thr Min*gud on the second day and Siva’s on the third day. On the
fourth d i\ ,ilms were distributed by the Ling among 20,000 Buddhist monks;
but on the following day the Bruhmanas and holy men of other sects were
Iiurwi*? honoured with costly presents On Harsadeva as a writer of Buddhist
hymns s-e Appendix to II, 267, transl p 377

u Q. uac kcnbos Has made a detailed study about Mayu-
,

c Sanskrit Poems of Mayura, edited with Translation, Notes and
an Introduction etc

" New York 1917 (GUIS 9)^ * Kiri horn, NGGW 1906, I43flf; JRAS 1908, 49gfT

; ,

n V* Winted clo'-e 10 Mount Abu, which, according to the inscription,
!*!«nv»l to t

1
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homeland was Srfmala in Gujarat. According to the statements
ot the poet himself and anecdotes recorded fov the Jamas* he was
a son of a wealthy man and lived independently on his own.

The first ruler of Kanauja, about whom we hear after

the death of Harsadeva f6^7 A 3D.), is Yasovannan,
who sent an envoy to China m the year 731 A D., and nine or
ten years later was deprived of his throne by Lahtaditya Muk-
taplda of Kashmir2

. He was a patron of letters, and is him-
self known as the writer of a drama Ramabhyudaya, and
verses are ascribed to him in anthologies3

. In his court lived

the famous dramatist Bhavabhuti and the Prakrit poet
Vatp ati raj a of the famous Gaudavaha, a disciple of
Bhavabhuti according to his own admission4

. Bhatta-
Narayana, the dramatist could not have been much
younger, as he is already cited by Vamana 5

With Bhavabhuti the golden age or the classical
period of Indian poetry may be considered to have come
to an end

The Most Important Poets of the Later Centuries

Rajanaka Ratnai ara, the writer of Haravijaya,

Vakrohtipancasika and a large number of verses ascribed

to him in anthologies, lived under the Kashmirian kings

1 The anecdote, narrated m Merutunga’s Prabandhacintamani
ftrans by Tawney, p 48ff ) and m Ballala’s Bhojaprabandha. that makes
him a contemporary of king Bhoja, is however, unhistoncal like many
other anecdotes narrated m such works

2 Cf Smith, Early History, 378

3. Peterson, Subh 95!; Thomas 75!

4 Rajatarangml 4, 144, Gatldavaba 799, cf Shankar P P a n d t,

Gaudavaha, Inuod p LXIV According to Subhasitavah, he was a son

of Harsadeva, and, according to Yasastdaka, he was thrown into prison by
Yasovannan and there he composed the poem, see Peterson, Subh 115.

5 Venlsamhara 5, 152 cited in Kav> alamkaravrtti 4, 3, 28 Accord-

ing* to tradition Bhatta-Narayana was one of the Kanauj Brafcmana’s

invited to come to Bengal byAdisura, thus perpetuating a Kulina-Erahmanas

strain in that region With this accords well the statement that Bhatta

Narayana lived m the 8th century AD [CfSM Tagore, Venlsamhara

Nataka, preface and K r 1 s h an a m a c h ar v a 95, 161. Konow,
Das indische Drama, p 77, does not come to a definite conclusion regarding

the age of Bhatfa-Narayana, but believes that there is nothing that might

stand against the hypothes’s that he lived in the second half of the seventh

century A.D ]
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Drpataja>aplda f826-838 A D.) and Avantivarman (855-883

*,\l the end of the gth century and the beginning of the 10th

century A D ,
under the patronage of Mahendrapala and

Mahipala of Kanauj, there lived the dramatist Rajasekhara2
,

v-ho calls himself the tcachei of Mahendrapala and a contem-

porary of Krsnasankaravarman. Verses of Rajasekhara are

frequently quoted in anthologies ofwhich a large number written

on different poets is particularly important for history oflitera-

turc, and these stanzas have perhaps been taken from a work

on poetics ascribed to him 3
.

In the nth century A.D., the citv ofDhara in Malava

played a great role in literature. Here ruled King Muiija

(971-995 AD )
4
,
who was a great patron of poets, a lover of

literature, and a poet himself. He was succeeded by his younger

brother Snidhuraja Navasahasarika We know Padma-
g ti p t a, the author of Navasahasankacarita, as the court

poet of both. Much more famous as a lover of poets is

Bhoja ( 1018-10606 A. D. )’, nephew of Muiija. There

1 His verses have been translated by Aufrccht, ZDMG 36,

372fr Of P c t e r < o n, Subh gGflf, Jacobi WZKM 2 , 2 i 2 ff , 5 , 25 ff ,

K.tjntaramjini 5 , 34 VS A p t c, Rajasekhara, His Life and Writings, Poona
itUJb, p 1 (if ; Bu hi cr, Report 42ft and Stein Rajatarangml, Tians
\ ol 1

, p fjr,f

_
,

" W f lrct, Ind Ant 16, i 75fT , Kielhorn, Ep Ind 1 ,
ilii.o,

1 71 , B h .» 1

1

a n a t h a s v S m 1 n (Ind Ant 41 , 1912 , 143 ) places
h'Uvren a°d 959 A D From an inscription we learn that he was

a Until nushrd port of die nth century' A D , see Ki e 1 h o r n, Ep Ind 1 ,
1,!“ * Vtord'mj to H u 1 lisch (Ind Ant 34 , 1905 , 1778"

) Raj asckhaia
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* fhr
' abo' c ,P 3C, note 2 A collection of these verses is

4 i'f i> & ,

11 lon x2 ,bc punted edition of Karpuramanjari in Km
Karparamar,ja,i cd - p '**•
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,“f 3S5- P«haps many

i Zi«mas 103
' akpat* m anthologies belong to th.s king, see
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are a number of tales and anecdotes told about his love for litera-

ture and his generosity towards poets and learned men, very like

the tales about Vikramaditya. There are many scholarly works
(on poetics, medicine etc ) and poems that are ascribed

to him1
. Many of his stanzas are included m anthologies. It

is remarkable that we do not till now know of any important

poet by name to have in fact lived in his court.

In the nth and 12th centuries Kashmir became a promi-
nent seat of literature and science. In about 1070-1090 A.D. here

lived the poet B 1 1 h a n a, son of Jyesthakalasa, who won
equal fame as a writer of lyrical, epic and dramatic poems.

He left Kashmir during the reign ofKalasa (1C64-1088 A.D.),

probably in 1065, visited different courts m India, and
finally became a court poet of King Vikramaditya VI of the

western Calukya dynasty, for whom he wrote the Vikraman-

kadevacanta2 at a time when Harsa of Kashmir was still a

prince (between 1081 and 1089 A.D.).

In Kashmir there lived also the prolific writer K se-

me n d r a3
,
who has enriched almost all branches of literature.

He wrote epics and dramas, abridged the Mahabharata and

the Ramayana, rendered the Kadambarl and Brhatkatha into

verses, composed religious poems and didactic stanzas, wiote

works on poetics, prosody and politics, and did not spare even

obscene topics. Some of his books are dated 1037, 1050, 1052

and 1066. In his earlier years he was an ardept devotee of

£iva, but later got converted to Vaisnavism and followed the

dictates of the Bhagavata with ardour. Although he was not a

Buddhist, yet he had a heart, large enough, to adopt Buddhist

legends for his subjects.

A little junior to Ksemendra, between 1063 and

1 Gf Aufrecht, ZDMG 27, 67!?, Thomas 63!?

2 Gf Rajatar 7, 938, Peterson, Si.bh 66ff Piscb el KG
208; Duff 128, Buhlei, Vihramankadevacarita, Introd p. 20ft, and

Fleet, Ind. Ant. 20, iff 93f, 266ff, 28of ( on the Chronology of

Calukyas )

3 On him, cf Buhler, Report 45 ff ,
Peterson Report

1882-1883, p 46ft JBRAS, Vol 16, Extra number p 4" , Subh zbtt ,

L e v i, JA 1885, s 8, vol VI, 397 ff , and S t e 1 n Rajatarantrmi Trans

II, p 375! Two epics Muktavali and Lavanyavatl, the drama Ciirab ara a

and a chronicle Rajavall ( severely criticised for untrustnorth’ness by xw « na

Rajatar 1, 13) are no more available
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1081 A.D., S o m a d c v a1
,
the master story-teller wrote his

famous Kathasaritsagara “The Ocean of Strerms of

Stories”. Then came the poet M a n k h a, under King

Ja^asimha (1128-1149 A.D.) of Kashmir, who wrote an epic

Srlkanthacanta®. Again, about 1 148 A.D. K a 1 h a n a, the

greatest, nay, the only great historian that India has produced*

wrote his famous chronicle of Kashmir—the Rajata rang ini.

The court of King Laksmanasena of Bengal3
,

who came to the throne in mg A.D., too developed into a

centre of poetry and learning. In his court lived Umapa-
1 1 d h a r a4

, D h o I
6
, G o v a r d h a n a, and above all

J a y d c v a, the most famous poet of the Gitagovinda-
famc.

In the court of Kings Vijayacandra and Jayacandra of
Kanauj, m the second half of the 12th century A.D., there lived
probably Srlharsa, the author ofNaisadhacarita6

.

Here only the most prominent names have been enume-
rated. It will be shown, however, in the chapters, following,
dealing with the different classes of poetry, that beside these
numerous others continued writing even later than the 12th
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century, right down to the modeiji times, with more or less

recognition.

The Ornate Court Epic

The ornate court epic of the classical and post-classical

periods derives its materials mostly from tales about old gods and

heroes, as they are narrated in the two popular epics and in the

puranas. Thus, for example, K a 1 i d a s a in his epic Raghuvamsa

retells the story of Rama, whilst for the plot of his Kumara-

sambhava he depends on the puranic myths1

Of these two epics in all probability Kumara-
sambhava

2

,
“The Birth of Kumara”, is older. Kumara is

the name of the war-god Skanda, who, according to mythology

,

was procreated by Lord Siva for the purpose of commandeering

gods in their war against the demons. Cantos I-VIII how-

ever just describe how Uma, the daughter of the Himalaya

(hence commonly called Parvati “daughter of the mountain ),

won the affection of the terribly stern ascetic god Siva, practis-

ing severe penance, merely through sheer power of her youthful

beauty and succeeded in getting him as her husband.

At Indra’s behest Kama, the god of love, tries to disturb

Siva m his severe penance. In co-operation of his friend

Vasanta (the spring season) and his consort Rati (lust) he

starts on his errand in right earnest. Not only men and

gods, but even animals and plants are stirred under the

powerful awakening of the spring. (Ill, 39)

paryaptapuspastavakastanabhyah sphuratpravalosthamanoharabhya \

1 On the critical problems regarding both these epics of Kalidasa, se

f a c o b i in OG V, Berlin 1881 II, 2 p. 1338”

2 Cantos I-VII translated into Latin and published by

> t e n z 1 e r, London 1838 English ti anslation of the same cantos y

* T H G r 1 f f 1 1 h (The Birth of the War-God, a Poemby Kahda^
id London 1879) German translation of the pantos I-

published

3

Walter, Munchen-Leipzig 1913 Cant« VHI-^II «ere PUDj^
or the first time m the Pandit, Vol I, 1866 In

b Indian
liscussed m detail the question of genuineness of t “ refutation) 3,
cholars ( Cf also W eb e r ZDMG 27, Smmen.anes
U 7 ff 24 iff There arc nice editions of all the 17 commentaries of
n NSP, 4th Ed ,

Bombay 1906, cantos I-VI , ^SS,
Vol 27, 3*, 3 *5,

^runagin and Narayana Ganpati 5 1
. March 1012, was pre-

913-14 Following the translation of G r iff Kumarasambhavam 18

ented in the Court Theatre m London the story
t°Ks

*1,19,3. P 3=7 )-

ableaux by Indian ladies and children (As Quart Rev JN s ’ * * **
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klnradhsbhyastanvopyaiapumnamrasakhabhujabandhanam
1 1

‘Tacii the trees enjoyed deep embrace

From lovely creepers, tlieir spouses,

Their breasts, the exhuberant clusters of anxious

blossoms,

With lips of sprouts,

And with twigs for arms”.

But, at the sight of the ascetic Siva the immovable,

absorbed in deep meditation, sitting on a hide of a tiger,

drr*cd m the skin of a black antelope, his head encircled by

snakes a rosary suspended from his ears, his motionless eyes

extending upto the nose
—

“like a cloud, not affected by rains,

like a lake without an inkling of a wave, like a lamp unstirred

by the wind” {111,44-48) ;-Kama becomes doubtful of success.

And then—there appears Uma in her full majesty and bloom

shows her reverence to Siva. At this opportune moment the

god of love darts lus arrows at Him. But the latter restrains

the awakening love, passing ‘catches sight of Kama and burns

him with the flame of the third eye in hiS fore-head. Uma
returns home in despair. Canto fourth describes the pathetic

wads of Rati over the ashes of her burnt husband1
. Uma,

now dresses herself in barks and takes to a harder course of

asceticism Her penance and pious devotion at last

touch the heart of Siva. There flow solicitations. Their
marriage is like that of human beings. Siva invites the
^evcri s-'gos (Saptarsi) and Arundhatl and shows her the
Mine rtsptct as to the holy sages : distinction goes2 not
to sex, but to character. VI, 12 :

! iT.a^duraiahhcdcna muinmscapaiyad xsvarah
1

itr,fntmrunl}nna$lhaisa vrtlam hi mahitam salam II

“With equal devotion gazed the Lord
At her, as also at the holy men,
\\ hether a lemale or male, to the great, that is the same2

,

Since the fact is: it is only theconduct that is honoured”.
,r sight ofArundhatl, the cxamplar ofwoman’s faithfulness

to her husband, strengthens Siva’s desire for his svvect’heart.

*’ I 1 into Orm.n byRuckcrt.se Ruckerl-Nachlcsc II

X r4'r
r in an Indian home !
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At length he begs of them to ask of the Mountain for

Parvatl’s hand for him, which they wilhngly do. The rsis

go accompanied by Arundhatl, as “generally in such affairs

women have the aptitude rayenaivarnvidhe larje purarhdhrinam

pragalbhata—-VI, 32)”. During the marriage, that is described

in the canto seven, are performed a series of rites and cere-
monies, observed as even at a human wedding. And, when
the bridegroom enters into the capital of the mountain king,

people rush to the windows to take a view of the Lord of

Lords and of the couple1.

Then in the eighth canto follows the description ofamorous
flings of the just married couple that discloses an accurate

knowledge ofKamasastra The thoughtful fervour, the splen-

dour of images and the choice of expression do make us feel

that we are enjoying here a genuine composition of Kalidasa.

The poet describes how Siva’s spouse is at first bashful and
seems hesitant in surrendering herself completely to the

will of her sweet’heart. VIII, 14 :

sasvaje pnyamurompidanam prarthitam mukham anena naharat I

mskhalapranajalolatam gatam hastamasya sithilam rurodha sd ||

“And now she embraced her sweet’heart,

Pressing him hard with her lovely breasts,

Her face, however, she did not offer to him in response,

Though cajoled hard ;

Slowly she checked his hand.

Slowly and slowly moving, enticed to her girdle”.

One day Siva, lying indolently on a stone-slab in the hill-

side forest, just as the sun is setting in the west, leaning over

the breasts ofhis darling, describes the beauty of the sundown

and of the approaching night in such picturesque figures, as

we are accustomed to expect m Kalidasa alone. VIII, 45*

raktapitakapiiah payomucdm kotayah kutilakesi bhantyamuh

draksyasi tvamiti samdhyayanaya varlikdbhiriva sadhumanditah II

1. The poet has borrowed here (VII, 56-69) from Asvaghosa, the

description of the scene in Buddhacanta III. 13*24 (see above II, 205, trans

p 261 ), the picture of the lotus-faces of women, gazing down looking

like real lotuses set into balconies (Buddhacanta III, 19) is taken m us

entirety into the Kumaras (VII, 62) Por the rest, however, in the matter

of presentation of details Kalidasa is independent The fact that the £C<”rie

taken over into Raghuvamsa (VII, 5-16) word for word shows that it ha

particular fascination for the poet.
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“Red, yellow and brown,

There yonder shine the crests of clouds,

Now the dusk is making them appear in their best

Touching them to a finish,

Wishing my curly Love,

Just glanced that way.”

Kalidasa alone could see the evening glow whelmed by

the dark looking like a stream of Iiquidified red mineral under

urnula shades standing on its banks.

tnimmam limiravrddhtpidilam 1

sailnrdjrdannycdhundsthilam I

(f-alasldfatamalamdhnlTji

pnsya dhalurasanimnagamiva it

Other Kalidasan pictures on view are when the west,

*.v it’n its declining evening glow appearing like a red stripe

v> i ompared to a field of battle touched off by a besmeared
bow (VIII, 3 j-)

1
,
and, again, when the moon dispels darkness as

if his beloved, the night, were flicking back her hairs : further
again, when Siva kisses her face and in rapture she closes

htr i-\es like lilies of the night (VIII, 63). Canto eight closes
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wit a verse letting us know that although he had enjoyed 1 50
seasons in amorous sports, Siva’s time passed like a single

night, his craving for love, undimmed like submarine fire, never
extinguished even by ocean’s fathomless waters1

.

Perhaps some stanzas or probably one canto in which
the birth of Kumara was described briefly and discreetly has

been lost. In that case Kalidasa would have hardly developed

the puranic myth of the war-god’s birth, a most unsuitable theme
for poetic representation, as some later hand has done m the

certainly spurious cantos IX-XVII. These cantos, net only on
account of their contents but also on account of their language,

can easily be seen as an interpolation2
.

1. The genuineness of canto VIII has been wrongly questioned by
scholars That it is wanting m many of the manuscripts (and consequently
alsom the first printed edition) is due to the fact that on religious, and not
perhaps moral, grounds people have been hesitant to regaid as genuine the
highly profane description of the enjoyments of the divine couple Rhetoricians
have been divided in opinion as to whether it is proper to describe this scene
from the life of great gods Anandavardhana (Dhvanyaloka III, 6, p 137,
Jacobi’s translation, offprint p 78f ) thinks that it is definitely from the pen
of the poet and lie even refers to that accordingly The relevant portion

of the Dhvan) aloka reads "mahakavinam apyuttamadeuatavisayaprasidahasam-

bhogairngaramban lhanad anaucityam iaktihrashtam gramyatvena na pralibhasate yathd

kumarasambhave devtsambhogavamanam’ ’ "Even master poets have delineated

passion among gods and yet impropriety does not strike one as vulgar, because

the impropriety has been camouflaged by the poet’s genius The description

of Parvati’s amours in the Kumarasambhava is an explicit instance” A
different opinion is expressed by Mammata (Kavyapiakasa VII) who says

that it is outright improper for the poet to describe the amours of one’s

elders Vamana cites from this canto at two places m his poetics (4, 3, 33
and 5, 2, 25 ) The passage m Kavyaprakasa reads —

“ratisambhogaitngdrarupd utlamadevatavisaya na varnaniya

tadvarnanam pitroh sambhogavarnanamioa htyantamanuatam” .

it has been translated by Ganga Natha Jha as follows "Love in the shape of

erotic enjoyment is not to be described with regard to the best Divine this

description being as improper as the erotic delineation of the company of

one’s own parents
”

2 Since Mallinatha too wrote a commentary on cantos I-V 1 as

of Kalidasa, what seems plausible is that the rest was added sometime alter

him Even Arunagirmatha (See Ganapati TSS 37, Preface), w o

came earlier has commented upon only these 8 cantos The great con ormi j

between the Kumarasambhava and the Sivarahasya of the Sankarasam 1 a o

the Skandapuiana is to be explained through the assumption that the wri er o

the Sivaiahasya had utilized Kumaras, cantos I-VI1I, as a means for this mis-

chief Cf W e b e r, ZDMG 27, 1 79, 190 ff and Pandlt V<Vn
’ X

Streifen, III, p «, 7f,2ii f, [S P B h a t t a c h a r y a, Proceeds of the

Fifth Or ConVol I,pp 43-44, S K D e HSL pp 126 ] In thesigh

century A D the Jama Jayasekhara wrote yet anothei epic Kumara

sambhava (see Pe t e r s o n, 3 Rep Extr 25 iff) Udbhata too

one Kumarasambhava (see above p 19 )
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Another great epic ofKahdasais the Raghuvamsa ,

* The Hi'torv of the Tamily of Raghu”, m which the poet des-

, Hbes the life and achievements of Rama and also those of his

jindrrrsson and successors. The first nine cantos are devoted

in the four immediate predecessors of Rama, Dilipa, Raghu,

Aja ard Dasaratha, then m cantos X-XVI he describes, fairly

tu agreement with the Ramayana, the career of Rama.

Kahdasa docs rot conceal the fact that he found his inspirations

in the great epic of Valmiki2 However, he docs not let himself

off mto a competition with the adikavi He has narrated the

actual Rama-tale very briefly, so briefly that the cantos of

the Raghuvamsi devoted to this theme are just a neat abridge-

ment of the 'even books of the Ramayana. On the other hand,

his genius has an entire range providing new opportunities

for origmalitv. particularly in the cantos devoted to Raghu
and Aja.

Almost all the heroes of the solar race whose carreers and
achievements have been sung by Kalidasa arc weal as kings.

All ol them devote, as said in I. 8, their childhood to the

«tudv of sciences, strive for worldly success in youth and m
old age, like pious hermits, resort to sylvan life for the
purpose of meditation As rulers they extend the boundaries
of tlinr einpin and administer a noble and honest govern-
ment for the welfare of their subjects They arc of strictly

Iirahmaimal faith and solemnly observe all the religious
cut-monies of the stages, holding the aich-pricst in the highest
met m. Such an idea! king among them is Dilipa, grand’son
ofVnasvan, about whom Kalidasa says (I, 18)

f'sjwit’r.eia bkulyarlham sa tabhyo balim agraklt I

utsrailum cdotie hi rosaiji tavih ||
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‘‘For their welfare alone

He realized the taxes from his people.

Even as the sun draws up water

To return hundred times to the earth
55

Subsequently when Dillpa letires into the forest, his son
Raghu succeeds to the kingship. His famous campaign for

victor}’
- over the world ( djgvijaj a) is described in detail All

the enemies bow down before him, so that he is able to per-

form at the end a Visvajit (all-subduing) sacrifice. He is

succeeded by his son Aja, in whose career the poet evinces

greater personal interest. He marries Indumatl, the princess

of Bhoja. The ceremony of “self choice of husband”
(svayamvara) is described vividly. It i<* an elegant festive

assembly that we see. After the bards have recited the gene-

alogies of the princes, present. Indumat! appears m her

nuptial role She attracts the heart of everybody ; each one

hopes for the best. Led by the concierge she emerges directly

into the circle of the waiting princes. But none of them

pleases her, and

saficanni dipahkheva rdtrauyam yam vyatlj&ya patimavaia sa |

narendramargatta iva prapede vivarnabhavam sa sa bhumipdlah |l

“Desirous of selecting her husband.

Whomsoever she passed by,

Turned colourless, like watch-tower on the king’s

highway.

At the approach of a glimmering lamp,

At night” 1
.

But the moment she comes near Aja, her heart throbs

and after a show of maidei Jy bashfulness she throws the

garland about his neck, thus selecting him for her husband.

After her marriage, however, the rejected princes leave

behind their presents and withdraw with a cheerful face,

concealing their feeling of disappointment “like clear lakes,

sheltering crocodiles in their depths” (VII, 3°)- On the

way home Aja is attacked by these disgruntled princes and

there ensues a bloody battle, the description whereof offers

the poet an occasion for many splendid similes To him the

i. The comparison contained in this verse (VI, 67 ) of Indumatl with

the glimmer of a lamp ( dipasihha) has pleased the Indian P°^ts
{<

s°.muc
1

,

that they remember the poet, on account of this simile, as the

Kalidasa” (see Peterson, OC VI j I^iden 1883, IU» 339 ® />
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Awaiting re-sirmging
. „

With breath while bearing her.
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M*f>Ufc Mha ianruu. ,1
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“Or it may be that only with a delicate weapon.

The ender of life undertakes to strike one that is soft;

An illustration thereof is seen in the lotus,

That is destroyed with the shower of frost.”

54. tadapohiiumarhasi pnye pratibodhena visadamasu me 1

jvalitena guhagatam tamastuhinadrerma mktamosadhih i|

“Maycst thou, O Darling, rise again,

And make my grief vanish at once,

Like the plant with its blaze at night,

The darkness of the cave of the Himalayan mountain.”

55. idamucchvasitdlakam mukham

tava visrdnlakatham dunoti mam 1

nisi suptamivaikapankajam

viratabhyantarasatpadasvanam I!

“But thy face, with its shaking hairs,

That has ceased to converse, pams me;

Like the unitary lotus at night,

That is closed, and the bee no more hums in it
”

66. grhini sacivah sakhi mithah pnyasisyd lalite kalavidhau I

kanmdvimukhenamrtyundharatd tvdm vada kimnamehrtam li

“Mistress of my house, advisor, a lady friend,

A pet disciple in fine arts,

The pitiless Death, that has deprived me of thee,

What has he not taken away from me ?”

He does not ascend the pyre with his wife, not bfecause

he hopes to live, but for fear of the scandal that people

will say “Being a king, he was so much aggrieved that

he died with his wife !”

pramadamanu samsthitah sued nrpatili sannitivdcyadarsanat (I

The teacher is able to offer him only feeble consolation,

and he desires to live further only for the sake of his son

When the latter becomes capable to administer the affairs

of the government, Aja voluntarily lets himself die o

stravation to be reunited with his beloved in the heaven

The following cantos (IX—XV) closely agree in

contents with the Ramayana. Here Kalidasa s ows

skill chiefly in descriptions The^ucccssors rf ^
just briefly described m cantos XVI X
they too are ideal kings

Wmtermtz—.History of Indian Literature Vol III, 5
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A noteworthy exception, however, is King Agni-

vai-na, who has been described in canto XIX. This ruler

devotes only a little ofhis time to the affairs of the state

that he has entrusted to his ministers, whilst he wholly

enjoys his youth in the company of women. Day and

night he wastes his time in lust and sexual pleasures, without

troubling in the least in the interest of his subjects. When

they want to see him, he shows them his arm, having

wretched it through a window of the palace. Like abutterfly

he flies from flower to flower. He runs unsatiably after

sexual pleasure. He considers the moment m which he

does not rejoice the company of women as lost1 . Due
to his licentious character he loses his health. Consump-

tion brings his life to a premature end before a son is

Ivrn to him. But his first queen is then pregnant and the

ministers allow her to be consecrated as Her Majesty. The
heat of tears that the widow sheds at the death of her

hudnnd is cooled with the coronation-water poured over

her head from the spouts of golden jars, and she carries on
the administration on behalf of her unborn child, concealed
in her womb, like a com-sccd in the womb of the earth,

and whose birth is anxiously awaited by the people.
\\ ith this the canto XIX comes to an end; but it is impro-

bable that the poem too ended with it In ease the birth of the
prinre had been described2

,
it could be said to have ended

happilv, With the text, that is available, not only does the poet
l**a\c m in uncertainty with regard to the fate of the successors

Agmvarna, but the epic ends really tragically, a thing which
is against the practice of thclndian poets. Likewise the benedic-
tory stanza, in which Indian poetry usually ends, is wanting.
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Whether more cantos or only pairs of verses are lost to us both
being possible—we are not able to take a decision1.

The fact that both of the epics of Kalidasa belong to the
most famous productions of court-poetry is proved not only

by the frequent references to them in works on poetics, but
also by the large number of commentaries that exist on each
of both the workSv There are more than 20 different commen-
taries on the Raghuvamsa and not less than 33 on the Kumara-
sambhava2

. The epics of Kalidasa surpass all later epics in

matter of simplicity of language and scrupulous avoidance of

subtlity.

Among the many works that are wrongly attributed to Kali-

dasa is found also the Prakrit epic Ravanavaha (TheKiIling

of Ravana) or the Setubandha (Construction of the Bridge J
3
,

that describes in an elegant style the Rama-Iegend from the expe-

dition of Rama for rescuing Slta upto the death of Ravana (in

fifteen cantos.). Probably the author of this work is Pravara-
s en a II of Kashmir or one of his court poets4. Dautjin (Kavya-

1 Vitthalasastrin testified m 1866 that the descendants of
Kalidasa then living at Dhara possessed 26 cantos of the Raghuvamsa (Pandit,

Vol 1, p 141 ), whilst Shankar P Pandit had heard about it m 1874
(Raghuvamsa Ed ,

Preface, p 15) that somebody m Ujjam possessed cantos

XX-XXV of the Raghuvamsa But till now nothmg has come to light about these

cantos that are claimed to have existed before The commentaries too know only

19 cantos Hillebrandt, Kalidasa, p 42, considers the last two cantos

(XVIII and XIX) as spurious, simply because they appear to him of little

value and devoid of taste But since Malhnatha has commented upon these

cantos, Winternitz does not consider them as spurious, especially because

Hillebrandt has not refuted their high antiquity [G Kunhan R3ja,
Annals of Or Res, Madras, V, Part 2, pp 1 7-40 attempts to question the

authenticity of the entire second-half of the Raghuvamsa, starting with the

story of Dasaratha but the argument advanced by him is not convincing. ]

2 Cf Aufrecht, CC s w. and Nandargikar, Raghuvamsa
Ed , Preface, p 26

3 Prakrit and German, published byS Goldschmidt With a
word-index by Paul Goldschmidt and the editor, Strassburg 1880-84.

Gf Weber, Ind Stud 18 413 ff
, 447 ff With the commentary ofRamadasa,

published in Km 47, 1895

4 Fiom Bana’s Harsacanta, Introductory verse 15, Peterson
(Kadambarl, Intr p 77IT ) first of all concluded that Pravarasena was the writer

of Setubandha It is also possible that he was simply a patron of an unknown

poet Cf Levi, Theatre Indien, App p 58 and see above p 49, K o n o w,

Karpuramanjarl, p 194 ff [WK—Pravarsena was of the Vakataka family,

a grand’son of Candragupta II, identified with Pravarasena II of Kashmir

[thus also Keith, HSL, 97] It was even supposed that the poem was

composed by Kalidasa on the occasion of construction of the boat-bridge over

the Vitasta (Jhelum) by Pravarasena II (see Rajatarangini, 111,358) CfS
Levi, Theatre Indien, App , p 58; K o n o w ,

Karpuramanjarl in HOS,
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darfa I, 34) refers to the Setubandha as an example of a work

written in Maharastri, the most elegant Prakrit dialect. In any

case its importance lies more on the linguistic side1 . The style is

unusually bombastic, full of far-fetched similes, puns, alliterations

and long compounds, sometimes covering entire lines. In spite

of all sorts of artificiality and affectationsm style and language,

the work, in any case, exhibits extraordinary perfection. It must

be conceded that in many places the work shows real poetic

skill, as near about the place where Rama warns the ocean, for

example, V, 34:

—

jiavuri a saranibbhinno balaamuhavihuakesarasadugghao I

uiihdto rasanto visallhapasutta kesanvva samuddo u

“Bellowing, now the ocean stirs the sub-marine fire.

Like a lion that roars and shakes his mane,

With anger, after he is aroused from deep slumber.

Having been pierced through by an arrow.”

It is a matter ofinquiry as to why such an epic was written

in Prakrit. In style and artificiality it is similar to Sanskrit

epics, and it is difficult to believe that the readers of these poems

were different from those of written in Sanskrit had. More than any

Sanskrit epic, it presupposes not only a cultured, but also a very

learned general public. From this it may be possible to presume
that in the court of Pravarasena, Sanskrit had an inferior recogni-

tion to that of Prakrit. But it seems more probable that the poet

just wanted to demonstrate that all the difficulties of language
could be overcome m Prakrit too, and that all the devices of the
K*"ivya-stylc could be employed there as well2.

Another work, that is frequently attributed to Kalidasa is

VoJ 4,p *04 f F G Peterson (JRAS , 1926, p 725f ) considers the
tuuement ot Ramadasa (on I, 9) that Kalidasa wrote the poem to be correct
11k «H°phon at the end (Km ed ) describes it as the joint work of Pravarsena

v"?
K

, r‘
S
T
“ als0 S Knshnaswami Aiyangarm Ashutosh Mem.

> P* , 5®f* It is not probable that a Maharastri poem should have been
0f S

.
K

,

D c
. HSL, p 1 19 thinks that the dale

m the 5tli centuo
k
A°' D

^ probabl>rhc may havc reigned in Kashmir

Wnebm'
cr Pisehe^GA, 1880, 321 fF and Grammatik der Prakntbprachen, p. 12

, [ transl p n.]

Ale b.ir the Grea?
yfS ?ot

#7°r ‘hy
,

that uPto the period of the reign ofOreat (1556-1605) this work continued to interest the peonlc

p^ared.
J ?‘r got a Samknt translation of the Ravanavaha
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Naloday a1
,
although, on account of its style it could not have

belonged to a great poet. We nowhere find in Kalidasa such
artificial metres, such fine rhymes and such a work of art-

istically developed kavya-style as are presented by this poem.
The epic describes in four cantos the well-known tale of Nala
and DamayantI “in so artificial a form that to turn an Iliad into

sonnets would be a child’s play compared to it”2. The poet shows

extreme fascination for internal rhyming (yamaka)* and allitera-

tion. Perhaps the writer ofthe Nalodayais Ravideva, son of

Narayana, who wrote also (as is often the case with Indian poets)

a commentary on his own work. Ravideva is the writer of also a
small poem of 20 stanzas, Kavyaraksasa or Riksasa-
kavya

4

, upon which too he wrote a commentary likewise, and
what is composed in the same style, a work that in the matter of

lack of taste and in euphemism is similar to the Nalodaya and
like-wise is attributed to Kalidasa6. We, however, know nothing

more about Ravideva or his age*.

Here we must make mention of a poet who is frequenly

referred to in Indian tradition as a contemporary of Kalidasa,

1. Nalodaya, Sanscriticum carmen Calidaso adscnptum una cum
Pradschnacan Mithilensis scholus ed latina interpretatione. instruxit F.
B e n a r y, Berolim 1830 Nalodaya, accompanied with a metrical translation

by W Yates, Calcutta 1844 In German (reproduction ) by Ad Fr
Grafen von S c

h

a c k, Stimmen yom Ganges (Stuttagart 1877), p 219-
280 [cf Bhandarkar, Report, 1883-84, p 16. A R S A y y a r,

JRAS, 1925, pp 263 ff attests Vasudeva as the author also of Yudhifthira-
vijaya, Tnpuradahana and Saunkathodaya ]

2 Friedrich Rflckert m Jahrbuchcr fur wissenschaftliche Kntik
1829 p 536 Ruckert, ibid, p. 536 ff has described the metrics and art of
rhyming of Nalodaya and has translated a portion of canto II, ibid, 1831 Nr. 1

(also in Ruckert-Nachlese I, 253 ff ) . CF also W. Yatesin As Researches

20, 1836, p. 135 ff.

3 See also above p 18

[Keith, CSL, pp 97ff doubts Ravideva’s being the writer of the Nalodaya,
that he considers as having been written by Vasudeva. ]

4 Published by A Hoefer, Sanskrit Lesebuch, Berlin, 1849,

p 86 ff and byK P P a r a b. Bombay 1900; annotated and translated into

Italian Jby F. Bellom-Fillipim GSAI 19, 1906, 83 ff

5 P i s c h e 1, ZDMG, 56, 1902, 626; 58, 1904, 244 f Cf Weber,
Ind Streifln II, 15; Peterson, Report IV, p CV, 3 Reports, pp 20,

334 ff; Bhandarkar, Report 1883/84, p 16

6 According to Peterson, JBRAS 1 7,1889, p 65 note, Nalodaya
was written in about 1608 AD [ It is wrong It was not Nalodaya,

but a commentary on it that Rama Rsi
, son of Vrddhavyasa, wrote in 1608

A V. Peterson; 3 Reports, p 29 f ]
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i.c., Kumaradasa, whose epicJan aklharana1
,
that narrates

the talc ofRama upto the time of the kidnapping of Slta. Tradi-

tion ascribes the authorship of the poem to a Ceylonese king

Kumaradasa (517-526),who may have been a friend of Kalidasa.

But there are many indications that go to support the view that

this poem of mediocre merit is of a later date. [ It is really

beyond question that he knew the Kasikavrtti (c. A. D. 650),

while on the other hand he must have been known to Vamana

(c. A D. 800), who censures the use of khalu as the first word,

found in Kumaradasa, and cites a stanza which in content and

form proclaims itself as unquestionably a citation from the lost

part of the Janaklharana. Finally, he was piobably earlier than

Magha, who seems to echo a verse of his. Rajasekhara, the

poet (c. A. D. 900), asserts his fame :

—

janakiharanam karlum raghuvamse sthite sati l

kavih kumaradasasca ravanascayadi ksamah il

“No poet, save Kumaradasa, could dare sing the rape of Slta

when the Raghuvamsa was current, even as none, but Ravana,
could perform the deed, when Raghu’s line existed” 2

. Who-
ever might have been this Kumaradasa, he, in any case, had
imitated Kalidasa3

, without being able to attain his standard
even reuntely. H2 is much less referred to than Bharavi
and Magha, and his style is most analagous to that of Kalidasa.

In the Aihoh inscription (634 A. D.) ofPulakesm II beside
Kalidasa is mentioned Bharavi as a renowned poet. [ As regards
lus age all that is known is that he must be placed much earlier

, ^ SV l0ns
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than 634 A.D. ] In Indian manuals of poetics he is always in-

cluded among the greatest poets. His epic Kiratarjuniya1
,

according to the unanimous verdict of the Indians, belongs to the
best type of classical poetry. The theme of the 18 cantos of the

epic consists of the story of the battle of the hero Arjuna with the

god Siva, who assumed the form of a Kirata2. But the narration

is not of any importance whatsoever. The real importance of

the poem lies in interlaced descriptions, magnificent metaphors
and similes and mastery in handling of the language, that reaches

its highest point notably in canto XV. Here we find, e.g verses

in which only particular consonants occur (thus XV, 5 only

s,y, l and s or XV, 16, in which there is no consonant other than

n), verses of which the two hemistichs have the same reading, but

they give different meanings; then there are stanzas, in which

each foot reads similarly, whether read from the beginning to the

end or from the end to the beginning. Although these verbal

gymnastics, like the devices of an acrobat, can no more inspire in

us a feeling of admiration, we come across many splendid sketches

m the description of nature that exhibit the gemous of a true poet.

For example we may refer to the beautiful description of the

autumn in canto IV3
,

to the lovely bathing scene in canto VIII4

and to the description of the setting of the sun and of the advent

of the night in canto IX Here we find beautiful pictures, when

for example, the poet says —
amsupambhirativapipasuh padmajam madhu bhrsam rasayitva I

kfibatamiva gatah ksitimesj amllohitam vapuruvaha patangah ll

“It seems as if the extremely thirsty sun, having

excessively drunk with the hands of his rays the honey

1 A good edition with the commentary of Malhnatha has been

published at Bombay NSP (6th ed , 1907 ) C S c h u e tz, Bielefeld I°45

translated the first two cantos into German A complete German translation by

C Cappellerm HOS, Vol 15 [ Only cantos I-III, with the commentary oi

C 1 1 r a b h a n u , ed G a n a p a 1 1 Sastri, TSS 101B, On the austensible

relation ot Bharavi and Dandm, see S K D e in IHQ, I, 1925, p 31 > >

*927 , P 396, Hanhara Sastrnn IHQ. Ill, 1927, P *69 f, whowould

place Bharavi and Dandin at the close of the 7th century A D J

loc cit p 24 ff shows that Bharavi was influenced by Kalidasa Kiratarjuniya

has been cited m the KasiKa (K iclhorn, Ind Ant 14, 327 )

2 Mahabharata 3, 39 f ,
see above, Vol I, p 292, transl p 347

3 Translated into German by M Haberlandt in Wiener

Landwirtschaftl Zeitung” 1883

4 VIII, 27 ff translated into German by B U c k e r t in JahrbU-

cher fur wissenschaftl Kntik, 1831. P '5 f (
also m Rueckcrt—Nachlese,

I, 265 ff )
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extracted from day-lotuses, has got intoxicated and desirous

of getting to earth looks to wear a reddish body” (IX, 3),

or when he compares the rising moon with a silver bowl

brought for the purpose of coronation of the god of love

by the night comparable to a beautiful woman (IX, 32) .

samvidhalumablnsekamtidase manmathasya lasadamsujalaughah I

jamtnlvanitaya tatacihnah sotpalo rajatakumbha, ivenduh U

“For Love’s coronation the lady-night raised aloft

the moon with his shimmering sea ofbeams and his spots

full m view, like a sliver bowl decked with lotuses
”

The Indians indeed rejoice most at the most far-fetched

and most seldom similes. They have, therefore, given our poet the

epithet “Sunshade—Bharavi (Calapatra bharavty
5 because at one

place he compares the lotus-pollens scattered from a cluster of

lotuses by stormy wind with the goddess Laksml reflecting her

image in a golden sunshade1 .

The Kiratarjuniya served as model for Magha’s epic the

SiSupalavadha", that is likewise esteemed as one of the most

important pieces of poerty
. [ The usually accepted date ofMagha

is the latter part of the 7th century A.D. But what appears

as fairly certain is that the lower inmost limit to his age is provid-

ed by the quotations from his poem by Vamana (c. 800 A.D.)
and Anandavardhana (900 A. D.). In a stanza found in the

Sihipalavadha, he says that his grand’father Suprabhavadeva
was a minister of a king Varmala (v. v. II. Varmalata,
Dharmanabha, Dharmanatha and Nirmalata), of whom an
inscription of c 623 A.D. exists. But this date and identification
of the king have not been proved beyond doubt. ]

3

Magha attempts to surpass his model Bharavi in

f i. u ,,huA^thdanahm^anadamu^maduddhGlah samnjnsambhavah paragah |m ,a >Riwi nrarhtafi samanladadhatle hanakaniayalapalralahfmlm ll

ih* lours t'r
pollen that has issued forth from

tfoSS s
thK > onder P‘ecc of land > fu» of

imbrclh nr gold ‘( V
*

3 JJ‘ 3

*e *ky by lhe 'und
»
assum“ the beauty of an

Cf P e t r r s O n , OC VI Leiden, III. 2
, 339 ff

,
of

r
Malluiatha in NSP, 5th Ed.,

( Cotmlrte Gem„-n irnndmnn JL? G C *• p p c 1

1

e r , Stuttgart, 1915.

and M-dlmTuha-H ultlsrh* L'Sm° *1® cnmtpcntar,C5 ofVallabhadeva

f j Cf S K Ds, HSL, pp 188 fl*.]”
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A
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each one the devices and affectations of subtlety1 Like

Bharavi in canto IV of the Kirataqunlya, Magha tnes

to show his skill in metrics in canto IV of the Sisupalavadha.

Whilst Bharavi has used only 19 different types of metres,

Magha uses 23 of them2
. Again like canto XV that is

devoted to the description of the battle and shows artificiality,

alliteration and play ofwords at the most in the Kiratarjunlya,

Magha introduces in bis canto XIX, that is devoted to

the description of the battle, more and more similar complicated

devices. Herewe find verses that give a second meaning when
read from below, of which the syllables which read according to

different devices form all sorts offigures in zigzag way, m a circle

etc., and verses m which only particular consonants occur, e.g.

the formidable verse.

jajaujoja] ijijjaji tam tatotitatatitut \

bhabhobhibhabhibh ubhdbh uraranranrlrarak \ 1

“Then the warrior, winner of war, with his heroic

valour, the subduer of the extremely arrogant beings,

he who has the brilliance of the stars, he who has the

brilliance of the vanquisher of fearless elephants, the

enemy seated on a chariot, started to fight” (XIX, 3).

In case it was Bharavi’s endeavour to eulogise Siva, Magha

pursues the religious objective of extolling Visnu. He too has

drawn his material from the Mahabharata, and that from the

section on the slay ofSisupala by Krsna3
. The poet, however, is

not entirely dependant upon the legend as he finds it in the

Mahabharata. His main interest lies in descriptions and

sketches, that get into motion with predilection towards the

erotic domain; nevertheless the subject-matter itself has in the

least to do with erotics. Almost half of the twenty cantos of the

extant epic has nothing to do with the proper story.

The second canto offers the poet an opportunity to

display his knowledge of nltisastra, the science of politics.

Here we find several nice aphorisms. Thus for example

II, 44 •

—

i. Cf J acobi, WZKM.3, 1889, 121 ff, 14* ffJiJLXJ ‘-V
**'

ZDMG, 72, 1918 ; p 147 shows that he had used also the Bhatpkavya J

[2 CfBelloni-Phillip 1—La Mctnca deglilndi, Fu-enze, 1912,

11 p, 55 , K c 1 1 h, HSL,pp 130-31 , J a c o b 1, Ind Stud ,
XVII. P-44*f* and

Vcrhandl. des V or- Congress, p 136 f ]

3 Mahabhar II, 33-45, see above I, 287. trans p 34**



ORNATE POETRY - MAGHA

anyada bhusanant pumsah ksoma lajjevo yostt&h !

parnkramali panbhave vaiyatyam suratemva 11

"Otherwise, patience is decoration of a man

Like bashfulncss of a woman;

But it is heroism that adds lustre to man

When in disgrace, like shamelessness

In amorous sports to a woman”.

or as II, 86

navalambate daishkatam na nmdati pauruse I

sabdarlhau salkaviriva dvayarh vidvanapeksate il

“Not exclusively on Fate,

Not wholly on his own manhood.

Docs a wise man depend absolutely,

But upon both of them, he docs rely equally,

Like a good poet, on both, word and meaning”.

In the matter of selection of his similes Magha tries to

be as much original as possible. Thus he (II, 18) compares

the drops of sweat of Balarama’s body, that became reddish

on account of his anger towards his enemy, with the

stars that appear in the red sky of the evening. The
Indian literary critics, however, call the poet “Bell-Magha”1

because of lus extraordinary sketch in IV, 20, where he
compares a mountain with the setting sun on one of its

sides and the rising moon on the other to an elephant,

having one bell hanging from the backon each of his sides.

Magha is also a master of play of words and in the use of
expressions having tivo meanings In canto XVI there
appears a messenger of Sisupala and delivers to Krsna his

message that is purposely so worded as to bear two
meanings the same stanzas offer an humble apology
expressed in courteous words and constitute an impudent
declaration of war at the same time8

.

But the chief ciedit of Magha lies in the sphere of erotics.
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The Indian posts cannot fully describe a city without depicting

in glowing colours the beauty of the women living m it, and the

description of the seasons, of the evening or of the morning helps

them m describing the activities of the heroines. Our poet takes

all these to the extreme point.

When he describes a campaign and a military camp
(canto V) he does not forget to describe the troop carrying

the queen m a chariot and the women of the harem, who
are riding horses and donkeys, to bring before our eyes

the women who fall fast asleep in their tents on account of

fatigue and to tell us how the courtesans are dressing them-

selves for reception ofmen. We follow not only the warriors

and the elephants even into their bath but also the women;
and the poet describes how “water gathers in the deep

navel cavities of women, how it is checked back by the

high embankment of their hips, how then, producing lovely

music, it glides over the banks of their firm breasts and then

slowly flows about” (V,29). This sort of thing may appear

unsavoury to the people of the West, but it has certainly

delighted very much the Indian readers and listeners.

Likewise in canto VI the description of all the six seasons

that present themselves in the form of beautiful women, one

after another, with the intention of pleasing Visnu appears

to the people of the West far-fetched; but the poet has

thereby created an opportunity to show his skill in

erotic description To the western mind it appears

hardly appropriate, when in the following cantos the

Yadavas are reported to be walking with beautiful

women in the forest and bathing with them in the pond

instead ofmoving into the field of battle But the poet

utilizes the background of the forest and of the pond

for the purpose of repeatedly bringing in erotic descriptions

of the thighs, that are as stout as the trunks of elephants,

of the heavy hips, of the tight breasts, that are like full

pitchers and jumping foals at the same time (VII, 73)

etc. of beautiful women. When lastly (at the end of canto

VIII) the brilliant-rayed sun-god sees how the Yadavas

burst forth in splendour of perfect beauty on account of

their bath in the pond, he too wishes to plunge m the

water of the Western Ocean And this gives him the desiied
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50 cantos reveals a thorough study of the Sisupalavadha1, The
theme of the poem is the defeat of the asura Andhaka [who
was born blind of Siva himself, regained his eye-sight by his

penances and became a menace to gods] by Siva. But the poet

utilizes the opportunity of introducing all the descriptions prescri-

bed in a kavya and of displaying his knowledge of nltisastra (in

cantos VIII—XVI) as well as of Kamasastra (in canto XXIX).
In the description of a battle (in canto XLVII) a

hymn to the terrible goddess Durga (Gandlstotra) has been

inserted. Another work of the same poet is Vakroktipancasika or

“Fifty Stanzas with Vakroktis” (speeches with two meanings,

play of words) 2
.

[ Ratnakara tells us that he wrote his Haravijaya under the

patronage of prince Cippada Jayaplda (832-44 A. D.), and we
learn from Kalhana that he was prominent under Avantivarman,

who began his reign in 855 A. D. Hence this furnishes us with

information about the age of this writer.

Under the same king Avantivarman, lived the Buddhist poet

Sivasvamin, the author of the epic Kapphinabhyudaya3

written on the model ofBharavi, Magha and Ratnakara. The
theme of the epic is the legend of the Avadanaiataka of

Kapphina, a king of the South, who is an enemy of the king of

SravastI but becomes a Buddhist convert. ]

Another poet, who took Magha as his model, is Jaina

Haricandra, who has described the life of Tirthamkara

Dharmanatha in a great epic (in2I cantos) Dharmasarma-
bhyudaya4

. Since he has imitated also the Gaiidavaha of

Vakpati he must have lived after the 8th century A. D.

The extant court ornate poetry being learned poerty too is

shown more significantly by nothing than by the epic Ravana-
vadha (“The Slay ofRavana”) of the poetBhatti, commonly

1 Jacobi, loc cit 240 ff Ratnakara himself says that he has

imitated Bana KH Dhruva, WZKM 5, 1891, 23 ff.

2 Published with the commentary ofVallabhadeva in Km ,

Part I, 101, 1 14 C Bernheimer, ZDMG 63, 1909, 816 ff gnes

samples from this work Ratnakara is the author of one Dhvanigathapanjika

Both the works have been cited b> Ruyyaha

[3 Sec Report on the Search of MSS ,
Madras, 1893-94, p 49 Gf’-

T h o m as, Kavi pm ff ,
Kei th, HSL, 133 f ,S K D e, HSL, p 320 Ed.

Gaurishankar, Punjab Umv Or Pub Ser., Lahore 1937 ]

4 Published in Km 8, 1888, seeJ a c o b 1, WZKM, 3 > t889» 13®
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designated as Bhattikavya1
,
an epic in 22 cantos, narrates the tale

ofRama and tries to illustrate •with examples the rules of gram-

mar and poetics at the same time The poem is divided into four

parts (1 andas),of which the first part (= cantos first-fifth) seeks to

give examples of miscellaneous rules ofPanim’s grammar andthe

second one (= cantos VI to IX), those of 2ts main rules, whilst

in the third section (=cantos X to XIII) the most important

alamkaras2 arc illustrated and m the fourth the uses of tenses

moods arc explained Moreover, it is sufficiently significant that

Indians always hold Bhattikavya as a work of poetry in high

estimation and include it among their classical poetical works,

and in fact it fully deserves the name of a “mahakavya”.

Beside*;, it is considered as authoritative on questions relating to

grammar3. The writer himself says at the end (XXII, 33 f.).

dtp/iltilyah prabhandhoyam sabdalaksanacaksiisam I

hastddarsa tvandhariam bhavedvyakaranddrte ||

x^ahh)dga’n)atmdain hdvyam ulsavah sudhiyamalam I

hala durru/dhasascasmm vidvatpnyataya maya li

“This work is like a lamp for those whose eye is grammar,
bul it is like a mirror in the hand of the blind for the people
without knowledge of grammar. This poem can be understood
only with the help of a commentary; then it is a feast for the
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learned. Since I am concerned only, with experts, m this poem
I hope to have disappointed the ignorant”. The fact, that there
exist 13 different commentaries on the Bhattikavya, gives
testimony to the authoritative nature of this work The name
Bhatti is a Prakrit form for Bhartr. This must be at the root of
the fact that sometimes the author of this epic is identified or is

brought m close relationship with Bhartrhan, the gnomic poet
and grammarian1

.

The Bhattikavya is not the solitary epic m which the aim
of the poet has been associated with that of the grammarian.
A similar work is Ravanarjuniy a (or Arjunaravanlya) 2

, a
work mentioned as sastra-kavya by Ksemendra, and therefore,

belonging to a period earlier than the 11th century A D ,
(of

Bhaumaka) 3
, well-known in Kashmir It is a great epic (maha-

kavya) in 27 cantos. The fight of Arjuna Karttavirya against

Ravana, following the story narrated m the Ramayana (VII,

31-33), forms the theme. But the chief purpose of the work is

to illustrate the rules of Panini’s grammar4
.

I. Bhatti is mentioned as a son or half-brother of Bhartrhan Many
of the commentators directly call the author Bhartrhan, son of §ridharas\ amm.
The names Bhattasvamm and Bhartrsvamm too are given Chronologically
(see above p 50 ) it is possible that Bhatti may have been a relation of
Bhartrhan. Cf K ane, Ind Ant 1912, p 128

[ The author of the Bhattikavya tells us that he wrote it at Valabhl
under Sridharasena (This stanza has not been commented upon by
Mallinatha ) But there have been four lungs of this name, the last ofwhom died
in A D., 641 ,

and all that we know is that he must have lived before this period

The tune of all of them is posterior to 495 A D Therelore, the earliest period

in which Bhatti could have lived cannot be before the 5th century A D
BC Majumdar, JRAS, 1904, p 306 f has suggested that our

author may have been identical with Vatsabha{ti of the Mandasor inscnption,

but this suggestion lacks all plausibility See Keith, JRAS 1909, p 435 and
also H u 1 t z s c h ,

ZDMG, LXXII, 1908, p 145 Although the work was
known to Bhamaha, this fact helps us little in determining the age of Bhatti,

smee the age ofBhamaha is equally uncertain ]

2 Published m Km 68, rgoo [ It is cited also under the name
Vyosaor Vyosakavya Cf KC Chatteru, IHQ,, 7, 1931, 628 and

Zachanaem ZII, 9, 1932, p 10 ff ]

3 The author is designated also as Bhattabhauma or Bhaffabhima

or BhUma or Bhumaka Cf T r 1 v e d 1 ,
loc cit ,

Introd I p X f

4 The work has been cited m the Kasika Ksemendra m the

Suvrttatilaka
,
III, 4 refers to it as an example of Kavyasastra (Manual of

Form of Poetry)

[ The editors of the work do not agiee tuth the hypothesis that it is

cited m Kasika See S K D e, HSL, p 336 ]
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A mention m?y here be made of Kavirahasy a1
,

Mystery

of Poet’* of Halayudha [
lOthccnturv ]

2
,
another work of the

same type, that is primarily grammatico-lcxical and secondarily

a pcorn It is a kind of lexicon of roots ^Dhatupatha) ,
in which

the forms of the present tense of Sanskrit verbs are illustrated.

At the same time it is a metrical panegyric to King Krsnaraja

III of the Rastrakuta family who ruled in about 940-956

A. 1) in the Deccan.

Hcmacandra too wrote his histoiical epic Kumara-
palacari ta for illusuating the rules of his own grammar VI

[and he devotes its unity cantos to Sanskrit and eight cantos

to Piakrit] 1
.

It is remarkable that the authors of the court-epics hardly

have had the ambition to invent new themes. The old myths

and heroic legends arc used again and again in new forms. In fact

their ambition is just to be able to show that they can dress the

will-known and often-dealt-with themes in a new garb. Lolim-
barf* j a [c 1 ’ 00 A D.), who might have lived m the court of the

south Indian king Hanhara, a contemporary of King Bhoja4
,

treats of the legend of Krsna in Ins epic Harivilasa5 in five

cantos, of which the third is devoted to descriptions one of the

seasons and the fourth, to that of God Krsna. Ksemendra ;n
the DaSfivataracarita® extols the incarnations of Visnu.
Here one small canto is devoted to each one of the tenincar-

i Published in both thi rcci nsions by L Heller, Grcifswald

m?- „ .

IJ
,t*

a ntl a r k a r » Report iC«V«4» P 8f,, L Heller,
< Kavirahis>a, Dos

, Gottingen 1804, Z a c h a 1 1 a e , Die
m'Vrhni WortrrUielicr, p zG

a [Keith, CSL p r8 ]
" twlow p 101 In the 18th century was written yet another

KMWn.no1 epic, the N a k s a t r a in a 1 a , l»v T r 1 p 7. t h I § x v a r a m a
(piK».is,.'M m Km. jj irt \ , 1888, 103-2 13) Of unlnown antiquity arc the
wvo

ir«m V asudr v.tvij a> a of a poet Vasudcva [who
) Iivi^w the court ^ofKiius Vilrama of Calicut m Kerala] and

J.
1 "r 4 " a *0 l N-yasana 15 h a ttalun] (published in Km ,
‘ I. »n wInch tin h*Rcnd « I Kisna is na-iated, and at the

(
r* k li n \

U r' u
?-TV cra,nm r "”“1 Uhatupatha arc illustrated.

( < K H Phharon, BbOS , Vol V, • . 11,30, p 797 fT ]

1 -sot* k .• .
' r

! ** * ; W c b c r , Ind Strcifcn III, 210, A.
j, am* \ r-ilui tmacltarya, i.>o

sV <

r
.
ul

’;
,:lnl m the IWht.Xol II, 79 fi mi fT, and in Km,

;%> ,

’ **'* >•* 11 " K«"h 1 1 vend is told aho m thr G o p a 1 a 1 i 1 a
"1 !1 1? r **
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nations (Fish, Tortoise, Boar, Man-lion, Dwarf, ParaSurama,
Rama, Krsna, Buddha and *Kalki). In cantoIXBuddha appears
as Krsna personified and the Buddha-legend is changed into a
Visnu-legend. In the case of the two other extant epics of
Ksemendra, Bharatamanjari and Ramayanamanjari1

,

the contents of both of the epics have been made accessible to

the reader in a convenient manner; but as remarked by S.

L6vi2
, the poems are deprived of all beauty. Two centuries

later (c. 1250) Jaina Amaracandra3 further wrote

B-alabharata4
,
an abridgment of the Mahabharata, that like

an ornate epic is divided into cantos (sargas), but at the same
time follows the division into parvans as in the old epic. The
poem, that was written during the period of reign of ViSaladeva

of Anhilvad (1243-1261), shows high degree of versatility in

the use of metres.

[Amaracandra, whowas a pupil of Jinadattasuri, wrote

also the epic Padmananda 5 in 19 cantos, in which he has

described the biography of the firstJina Rsabha in ornate style.

In another work, Gaturvimsatijinendrasamksipta-
caritani6

,
he briefly describes the biography of all the 24

Jinas. In this poem the author wholly follows Hemacandra 7
]

On one hand, old poems have been abridged, and on

the other, famous prose works have been rendered into verses.

[ * The word used by W. u Karki, an error for Kalki ]

1 Published in Km 65, 1898, and 83, 1903 respectively.

2 JA, 1885, s 8, t. VI, 420, L 6 v 1 postulates the very probable

hypothesis that the two works can be described simply as “poetical exercises”,

as Ksemendra 1x1 the Kavikanthabharana recommends them to the beginner-

poets Since Bharatamanjari and DaSavataracanta are respectively dated 1037

and 1066. A D. all the three Manjaris may have been written by the poet in

his early age.

3. Known also under the tides Amaracandrasun, Amarapantfita and

Amarayati. The poet is the writer of works on poetics and prosody too

4. Published in the Pandit, Vols IV-VI and in Km 45, 1894 D.

Galanos has translated it into modem Greek (Athens 1847 } Cf W eber,

ZDMG 27, 1873, 170 ff, Ind Streifen 3, 21 1 ff

[5. Ed H R Kapadia, GOS, 58, 1932 ]

[6. Ed H R Kapadia, GOS, 58, 1932 ]

[ 7. On the biographies ofother Jinas, see above II p ,
trans 504#

We mayhereadd also Munisuvrata-Kavyar atn a, cd. TSS.

107,1931.]

Wintemitz—History of Indian Literature 111-6*
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Thus the poet Abhinanda1
,
son ofBhatta Jayanta, composed

in the 9lh century an epic Kadambarfsara
2 on the basis ofBana s

novel “Kadambarl”.

But the Indian poets have succeeded in composing much

more difficult poetical pieces. Thus the poet Sandhyakara

Nandi wrote an epic Ramapalaca rita8
,

in which

each stanza is to be taken as having two meanings : and in fact

one of these meanings relates to the hero Rama and at the

same time the other to King Ramapala, who ruled over Bengal

in the 11th century A. D. This poet was outdone by two

other poets, each of whom tried to compose a great epic, in

which the story of the Mahabharata and of the Ramayana

arc contained in such a manner that each individual stanza is

capable of being interpreted as having two meanings, ofwhich

the one set narrates the story of the Pandavas and the other,

that of Rama. Of these two works, the older one is the

Raghavapandaviya or Dvisandhanakavya4 of the

Digambara-Jaina Dhananjaya, who wrote it under the pen-

name Srutaklrti between 1123 and 1140 A.D 6
. Different from

it is the Raghavapandaviya® of a poet, who apparently

calls himself Madhavabhatta and is better known by the

t He is called also Gautfabhmanda. His great great grand’father
Siktinamui was a minister of the Kashmirian king MuktapTda (699—735AD ).

In a stanza th?t is attributed to him he mentions the poet Riijaickhara as his con-
temporary, Anath-r Abhinanda, son of Satananda £ of Bengal ] probably
o. die <jih icntui) A D

, composed an epic Ramacanta, that narrates the
*tory of Rama from the beginning upto the abduction of Sita [He calls his

Yuvaraja, who is perhaps KmgDevapala (about 815-854A I} ) } Cr B Q h 1 e r , Ind. \«t 2, 1873, 102 ff;T li om a s
, p. 20. We do

t! **
10 "“lc^ °^the Abhinandas is mentioned to be as reputed as

in a (A u f r e c h t , ZDMG 27, p 4; Sarangadliara VIII,
5 , ''here Acala and Amala are added)

nr 1
Sastri $ i r o m a n i

,

GOS 46, 1930U alio H. {..Km, Djnastic History of Northern India, I. p 290 ff and
Intro 1 p, \\ m the abme-mentioncd edition ]

\ , ?
Pabirthed m Pandit, Vols I, II and m Km 11, 1888 Ksemendra

r
P.wh tkadambari Kadambarl in Verses", See I Schdn-b r r p, KnMkxnjhabharana, p 6

*? H a r a P r a s & d a S a s t r 1 in the Memoirs of the
iy^trv- "fB-artl. 3, *Q«», pp 1.56 Cf Ep. Ind. IX, 321 f.

’!* Xo sav “Th'* Poc'Jt "‘th two Interpretations".

If'r3 7^!“^ a, » ,s°!’ 1 Bhandarkar,
r <r \\ /J'Xi

Tn Zac Ka r
!
ae

> D,e w^ischen Wortcrbucher,

In tl,*- Km *i
f *ilW,*

tVS l ' an<* !ias Been published with a commentary

Ti'pJl
Ihc co"1

’wmar> Sasadhara in Km 63.
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name Kaviraj a1 . His patron was Kamadeva of the Kadamba
family (1182-1197 A.D

. ) The poet boasts that except Bana and
Subandhu nobody is equal to him in the use “crooked langu-

age” (vakrokti). To the same category belongs also the

Raghavanaisadhiya2 of Haradatta suri, whose time is

not definite. [The writer’s father was Jayasankara and he was
of the Garga-gotra ] . In this epic too each stanza has two mean-
ings, ofwhich the one relates to Rama and the other to Nala

The Nala-tale has repeatedly been worked upon by poets.

The most famous one is the Naisadhacarita3 of the poet

Srlharsa[ son ofHira and MamalladevI, who wrote it probably

under Vijayacandra and Jayacandra of Kanauj in the second-

half of the 12 century A. D 4
], that by the Indian literary critics

I. Kaviraja, “Pnnce of Poets”, is a title that the Indian poets ha\e too
often assumed We cannot trace any chronological due from the occurrence of
a kaviraja (for example in Vamana’s Kavyalamharavrtti, 4, 1, 10) That our
poet is called also Kavirajasun or Kavirajapandita m any case, appears to

indicate that kaviraja had become a proper noun CfKB Pathak,
JBRAS 22 1905, B ha ndarkar. Report 1884-87 p 20 and P is chel,
HL, p 37 ff

2 Published with poet’s own commentary m Km 57, 1896 There
exists also one Raghavapandavayadavlya of Cidambara,
m which each stanza permits of three interpretations and which reproduces
the stones of the Ramayana, the Mahabharata and the Bhagavatapurana, see

Aufrecht, GG I 500, II, 1 17, [ Madras Catalogue
, XX, p, 78 29 f ,

also

PPS Sastri, Tanjorc Catalogue, VI, 2709 Venkatadhai arm’s
Y adavaraghavlya tells Rama’s story, but when read backward gives

Krsna’s tale (Madras Gat XX, 7956, K e 1 1 h, HSL, p 138) printed m
Telugu characters, with the author’s own commentary at Vidyatarangmi Press

1890 Yet another work of the type isParvatiruhminiya (Des Gat of

Sans. MSS m Govt Or MSS Library, Madras, Vol XX, 7779-79, No
1 1606) It handles the stories of marriages of Siva and Parvat! and of

Krsna and Rukminl ]

3 Without any apparent reason the poem has been divided into two
halves, Parva- and Uttara-Naisadhacanta(I-XI and XII-XXII ) An edition of
the first half by Premachandra Pandita with his own commentary
appeared m Calcutta 1836, an edition of the Uttara-Naisadhacarita with the

commentary of Narayana by E R o e r in Bibl Ind ,
Calcutta 1855 A

complete edition with the commentary of Narayana also m Bombay NSP 1894,

9th ed 1952 W Y a t e s , As Researches Vol 20, 2nd part, Calcutta 1839,

p 318 ff has given a good account of the book

[Ed JivanandaVidyasagara, with Mallinatha’s commen-
tary, 2 vols, Calcutta 1875-76, ed K L V Sastri and others with the com-
mentary ofMalhnatha (I-XII), m two parts Palghat, 1924, ed Nityasvarupa

Biahmacari with commentanes ofNarayana, Bharatamallika and Vamsiv-

adana(I-III only), Calcutta 1929 30, Eng transl with extracts from eight

commentaries (Vidyadhara, Candapandita Isanadeva,
Narahari, Visvesvara, Jinaraj a, Malhnatha, and
Narayana) by K K Handiqui, Lahore 1934 Besides one

Caritravardhana too wrote a commentary on it ]

4 Buhler, JBRAS, X, 31 ff, XI, 279ff
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U usually named beside the epics of the classical poetsKalidasa,

Bharavi and Magha as the last of the series of master works of

the ornate court epic. It is a great epic in 22 cantos that narrates

the story' of Nala in a most cleborate style. Indeed, the strong

distinction between early popular epics and ornate court

epics can hardly be brought to one’s mind better than when

he compares the simple narration of the story of Nala and

Dama> anti in the Mahabharata, that appeals and delights

us even to-day through its ingenuous representations and

simple but forceful language, with the poem, full of bombastic

expressions, of Sriharsa, who strives simply for utilizing all the

niceties of the Alamhara<astra for overcoming all the difficulties

ofprosody and also for bringing to light of the day his

profound knowledge of mythology and mastery over the

KamaSastra. In any case, it cannot be denied that he commands
mastery' over language and metrics, is an adept in making up
poetical game of words and that he has good many imageries in

his pictures of nature.

Whilst ornate poets are mostly satisfied with apply-

ing themselves to fabrication of play-of-words for the

purpose ofshowing offtheir linguistic talents Sriharsa

knows also sometimes to apply them in places

where they arc regulated internally from the
context. The four gods assume the form of Nala
for the purpose of causing confusion in the mind
of Damayanti at the time of selection of her
husband. Now' the poet (XIII, 3 ff.) lets Sarasvatl,
w ho presents the courting princes to Damayanti, to
introduce the five “Nalas” in stanzas, each of which
has two meanings, one referring to Nala and
the other to each one ofthe gods, who are concealed
in the form of Nala. A beautiful instance is when the
the poet says:— (XXII, 40)
dksrtosys Un* hyamanena dvisahsasi varnanayalha nistah \

“ '
5f?'

r,,P japdrunns\rfrnaradhipendnunayecckeva U
‘Alter Nala Inis described the night, he bringsm the description of the rising of the moon,
w.ie.c lie ^a\s that the moon, who has become
m, on arrant of anger caused by the description
111 ~ kmAkt of stanzas of “his enemy, the
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Dark5 ” outlined by Nala, and for the purpose ofcon-

soling him Nala straightway begins to praise the

moon “rising m japa-beauty” 2
. But how tasteless

and pedantic it is, when the poet (in canto VII)
describes the beauty ofDamayanti, and brings before

us her eyes, to which he has devoted nine stanzas, her

nose, that is described inone stanza, her lips, praised in

six stanzas etc. down up to the toe, and does not spare

one single member ofthe body ! And in the 22 cantos of

the epic he does not succeed in carrying the narrative

up to the description of happiness of the newly mar-

ried couple. The poet ends his poem in a description

of the moony night in a conversation between Nala

and Damayanti.

It is clear how little has the poet strived for the story itself

and how very much for bringing in linguistic niceties. The
following anecdote shows that there is no unanimity among the

Indian critics with regard to the merit of this poem.

—

When Sriharsa had finished his Naisadhacarita he show-

ed it to his uncle Mammata, the author ofKavyaprakasa.

After the latter went through it he expressed his regret

that he had not seen it earlier, since when in his poetics

he wrote the chapter on the faults of poetry he had to take

great pains m finding out examples from a large number

of books. So had he known about the Naisadhacarita in

right time, he would not have the necessity of going beyond

this work, m which he could find an example for every

type of fault3.

Apparently in the 1 3th centuryA D. the poet Krsnananda
not only wrote a commentary on the Naisadhacarita, but also

[1 The words used by W “seines Treundes, des Dunkels”, are

evidently wrong for, “seines Femdes, des Dunkels”. Keith too commits the

same error (HSLp 141 ) ]

[ 2 W. has “rosenroter Schonheit” But japa m not rose M Willi-
ams translates it as China-rose ]

3 Communicated by H a 1

1

,
Vasavadatta, Preface p 55, who does

not mention his source. It is one of the literary anecdotes that orally circulate

among the pan^itas and have no historical value Chronologically too the

statement that Mammata was an uncle of Sriharsa is not confirmed Cf above

II, p 54 [ but the translator could not locate it either in the original or m
the translation. ]
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mold the Nala-lcgcnd in the epic Sahrdayananda1 in 15

r;. nlo-> And again in the 15th century the poet. Vam an a-

l»h at la ban a, also known as “new Bana” (Abhinavabhatta-

bfrna;, vorked on the same legend in his Nalabhyuday a 2
.

Worthy ofspecial mention is the Srikanthacanta3 of

the Kashmirian poetM an k ha. [1135-1145 A.D.]. He handles

the myth of the overthrow of Asura Tripura. The tale is,

however, of secondary importance. The main goal of the poet

h to describe the seasons, the sunrise, the sunset, the court

entertainments etc. according to the rules of poetics. Mankha

himself refers to Ruyyaka as his teacher4 . Its canto XXV is

of great literary historical importance. In it Mankha narrates,

how, after he completed his poem, recited it before a number of

pnnd itas, amongst vhom were also the court officials, who had

assembled in the house of his brother Alamkara, a minister of

Jayasuhha of Kashmir [ 1127-1150 A.D. ]. The poet has

mentioned the names of those thirty scholars, poets and officials

who were living there in his court and the sciences in which they

had cspcciahscd. He avails ofthis opportunity to present a lively

picture of a sabha, i.c. of a learned assembly, such as is held

upto this day and apparently has been being held since many
centuries ago. From the family-tree of the poet, that he has
appended, we learn that he was one of the four brothers, all of
whom were scholars, writers and officials at the same time.

To the 12th century belongs the religious epic

J. Published m Km. 32, 1892.
2 A fragment of nehl cantos of this poem has been published m TSS

No 3, 1013 b> G a n a p a 1 1 Sustrl This "New Bana" (Abhinavabana)
« t}«* a nhor of \ emabhopalacanta.a prose-novel of the type
*

,

Iir
!
lca'na Vfmn ' tlse J'cro or this epic, who wrote as Vamanabhatta-
hvedprutnbb in the first half of the 15th century AD. Cf. Gan a

p a 1 1 a and S u a 1 1 in GSAI ?G, 214

,
.

Pu
i

,“W *rth *'• commentary of Jonaraja (who lived in
rBBy. [He is mentioned also as Mankhaka See

^
t

rr ’ Kv:, ’n,r RrP°rt, Extra No. ofJBRAS, Bombay, 1877

t f SrlLanjhacarita in his Alamkarasarvasva [SeeJacob, JHAS i%,7. p 293 ]

L

f M -
,v! f

^ o'MankhV. collaboration with Ruyyaka is not
K Dr,W

*» P- *91 fi"., HSL, p 322,
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Haracaritacintamani1 of the Kashmirian poet Rajanaka
Jayaratha, that is full of Siva-legends and teachings of Saivism.
He lived in the 12th century A. D.

As a curiosity deserves to be mentioned Kathakautukaof
Srivara (15th century) 2

. It is an ordinary epic of mediocre
merit, that in 15 cantos reproduces the story ofYusufandZuleikha
according to Dsachaml. The story, that is rather an adaptation
than a translation of the Persian poem, begins with a glorification

ofMahamad Sahi (Muhammad Shah, who ascended the throne

in 1481), during whose reign Dsachaml composed his poem.
Sufficiently noteworthy is this amalgamation of the old Hebrew
story with the Persian romantic ballad and the Indian Siva-cult,

since Srfvara is a staunch devotee of Siva, and canto XV is

wholly devoted to glorification of Siva.

Nilakantha Dlksita, a devout Saiva3, ofthe 17th century

A.D., in his Ganga vatarana, an epic in 8 cantos, extols the

descent of the celestial river Ganga into the world of man. The
poetess MadhuravanI, whom her Ramayanasara, once

more works upon the plot of the Ramayana, shows that even

women took part in composition of ornate court poetry. She was a

court-poetess of King Raghunatha of Tanjore (17th century)

4

.

Two cantos ol another epic, namely RajapraSa s ti of a poet

Ranacchoda, who lived towards the end of the 18th century,

have inscriptionally come down to usB
.

That the court epics have continued to be written down up

to the present day is demonstrated by ViSvanatha Deva

1. Published in Km 61, 1897, the text running up to 22 prakasas

Cf Buhler, Report p 61

[ The form Jayadratha, and not Jayaratha, of the name of the author

occurs in the printed text and also mBuhlers report Possibly our author

was a brother ofJayaratha, who commented upon Abhinava-
gupta’s Tantraloka; see S K D e , HSL, p 323 ]

2 Cf R Schmidt, Das Kathakautukam des Srivara Vergh-

chen mitDschamlsJusufund Zuleikha, Kiel, 1893 und Srivaras Kathakautu-

kam die Geschichte von Joseph in persisch-indischem Gewand, Sanskrit und
Deutsch, Kiel 1898 Text also m Km 72, igoi On the Persian poem see P.

Horn, Geschichte der persischen Litterature, Leipzig 1901, p igof From the

Persian source originates also the epic Delaramakathasara of the

Kashmirian poet Rajanaka Bhatta Ahladaka, published m Km 77, 1902,

See H e r t e 1
,
Jinakirtis “Geschichte von Pala und Gopala”, p 61 ff. 135 f.

3 Published inKm 76 1902 The poet was a son of Narayana

Diksita, who was a nephew ofAppaya Dlksita

4 M T Narasimhiengar, JRAS 1908, 168.

5. K 1 e l h o r n, Ep Ind, 5, Appepdpf No. 321
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f>arm an, the Raja Bahadoor ofAthagarh, Orissa, who personally

presented to Winternitz in January 1913 a copy of his own

mythological epic Rulcminiparinaya (Calcutta 1912),

written in 1 1 cantos. Tlie poem is provided with a commentary

by his chief queen. It is a Mahakavya that has all the

characteristics prescribed in poetics and could have been written

equally five centuries earlier.

Generally the history of the ornate court epic does not

present a gratifying picture. It can probably be said that

court environment and patronage were not conducive to

the development of the epic. That the Indians were

poetically gifted, that they possessed power of imagination,

that they were capable of representing a great many types

of human destinies, that they knew to present characters

in a masterly way and that they did not lack in original ideas

—

all this is demonstrated with the help of popular epics, narrative

literature and better pieces of dramatical writings. But above all

there is nothing remarkable in ornate court epics. There the

characters arc almost everywhere stereotyped, since the poet
does not trouble himselffor inventing anything, but he adopts old
epical materials with little alteration. One can just say that the

AlamkaraSastra has killed true poetry. The form has secured
complete triumph over the subject-matter. And Oh, what a
display of ingenuity and an actual tiresome brain-work is in-

volved in these poems !

In lyrics, in gnomic poetry and in drama, as well as in the
master-pieces of narrative literature too the kavya-style holds the
ground. But we shall see that here the popular origin under
the influence ofthe court environment is not, however, completely
ost to such an extent as to permit the form become so much pro-
minent as to cause the plot get neglected as has been the
case with the epics.

HISTORICAL LITERATURE1

In India historical literature too belongs to the class of court
1 try . It is often maintained that the Indians did not have any
import 'mt historical literature to their credit and that they had

Or-
lf» i

,

c
,

e * * Int Ant. 30, tool, 1 ff

f,
l70MOnLraen.

, W.E.Windisch
Ind. Ahertumskunde
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little taste for history. It is not correct, however. That they had
a taste for history is proved by the list ofteachers in different Vedic
texts and the genealogies in the Mahabharata andm the puranas.

Notwithstanding the mythical elements that dominate in them
by far, the puranas preserve many valuable historical traditions1.

Huen-Tsiang affirms that during the time he was here in

every Indian city there were annals. Till to-day the Rajputs,

Banias and Mewatis have annals that are carefully preserved by
Bhatas2

. The Indians have genealogical tables in a form that is

unknown in the West. In any case important persons, village-

chiefs and even ordinary farmers can produce a family-tree that

establishes the widely branched out relationships, often going

back to two or three centuries, and is ofgreat importance for settl-

ing questions relating to inheritance. Each monastery (matha)

carefully maintains the order ofsuccession of its principal teachers.

A taste for history is proved also by monastic historical works of

the Buddhists and the Jainas, who in chronicles and biographies

adhere to the life of their saints and the history of their religious

communities and have handed them down historically to the

extent they have been capable of3. Taste for history is lastly seen

also in numerous inscriptions of all the centuries beginning

from the time of ASoka, that are available to us, and m any case

they show that the Indians too possessed a taste for associating the

present with the past and the future, and thereby they traced the

history oftheir kings in genealogies going back to the most possible

extent and that they inscribed the deeds of their patrons for in-

formation ofcoming generations on stone-pillars and rocks, in

temples and caves and on copper plates for future ages.

1 See above I, 169, 257, 266, 3x9 f 442 449, Transl p 194, 309,

319 375 f , 520, 529 : F E Pargiter inJRAS 19x0, p ff

2 G. VVaidya, The Mahabharata, Bombay 1905, 76 f In

western India there are still court-singers, who recite the prasastipat(as

(the panegyric annals ) before family circles Cf Shankar Pandit,
Gaudavaho, p. CLXIX note

3. See above II, 167 ff , 331 f ;
Transl p 208 ff

, 509 f “Geschichte

des Buddhismus” of Tibetan Taranatha too rests on Indian sources He
himself mentions a work, written in 2000 slokas, ofPandita Ksemendrabhadra

of Magadha, in addition to another work Buddhapurana of Indradatta,besides

an old biography of acaryas, the work written by Brahmana Bhataghatf,

as the basis of his own work (Taranatha, Geschichte des Buddhismus

translated into German by A Schicfner, p 281 )
Historical documents are

also the Pattavalis, the list ofJama patriarchs, see above II, 331, transl p 509;

and also Bhandarkar, Report 1883-1884, 14 f
, 319 ff
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1 1 i* trur, ns W i n t c r n i t z holds, that in India there has
hynno Herodotus or likewise -a hero such as Livy or Tacitus.
V*hr>t thr Indians lacked in was not, however, taste for history,
but taste for criticism and for historical truth. And reason of this
is that the writers of history were generally either court-poets or
religious-minded persons For the former the main duty was
to sing in praise of their princes, to record their and their ances-
tors heroic deeds and probably also to invent such ones as never
took place. The divine were above all busy either with praise
or their sect or in preaching to the community and to cause it to
increase.

7 he Indian historical writing was always just a branch of
poetry. Chronicles, in which myths and history appear strongly
amalgamated,^ or biographical and historical epica and novels or
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ing as he approaches his own age.
_
Thence it is very much

possible that the historian, who knows nothing about the earliest

time but to narrate myths and tales, may be entirely dependable
for his own and immediately preceding ages.

The prasastis, i.e. panegyric poqms, too, that have
come down to us in inscriptions, are not only historical docu-

ments, but are often more or less full-fledged ornate poems,
written usually in elaborate metres, and now and thenm literary

prose too There are poems composed in accordance with the

desire of princes or rich men. They contain information by
professional poets (including those who are famous in literature)

regarding dedication of temples or other religious or temporal

monuments. After a benediction follows usually the genealogy and
panegyric description ofthe donor and the rulingprince,in case the

latter is not himself the donorj a description of the monument,
of its aim and of the benefit associated with the gift, privileges etc.

and at the end is an expression of the wish relative to conserva-

tion of the monument, adjuration against possible mischievous

person or devastator, a note about the chief builder, who built it,

on the priest, who consecrated it, about the poet and about the

scribe of the inscription and lastly, unfortunately not always accu-

rate, a statement ofthe date. By the side ofprasastis of 1 0-12 stanzas

there are long poems ofhundred ormore verses1 . The importance

that these inscriptions have for the history of ornate court poetry

has already been shown above. Among the inscriptions ofthe

Gupta princes and numerous other prasastis there are found, be-

side productions of inferior value, many poems, that, measured

according to the Indian standard, must be considered as pieces of

epic poetry of the first rate. There are two long prasastis that

were composed by an insignificant poet Rama in between 700

and 800 A.D. The fact that he calls himself “prince of poets”

(kaviSvara) and says about himselfthat he composed this hymn of

praise when he was young and boasts that the goddess Sarasvatl

came to live in his mouth-lotus even before he had forgotten the

taste of his mother’s milk will prove little. More important it is

thata first rate scholar like B uh 1 e r, the editor and publisherofthe

inscription2, describes him as a poet ofmuch talent and learning.

He has for example composed a stotra in 14 stanzas, in which

7. Gf B tl h 1 e r ,
WZKM 2, 1888, 86 ff

2 Ep Ind 1, 97 ff
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each one can be interpreted in amanner that it will be applicable

to b-nh Siva and his spouse Gauri at the same time. Rare words

and forms go to prove that he had assiduously studied grammar

and lexicon. Another full-fledged poetical inscription is that

of L a 1 i t a s u r a d c v a of the 9th century A. D.1
.

One of the earliest historical epics is the Prakritkavya

Gaudavaha* of Vakpatiraja, the chief poet in the

court of King YaSovarman of Kanauj. It was apparently

written after the death of the king in about 750 A.D. The work is

more a panegyric rather than a historical poem, although it was

written to celebrate the slay of a Gauda prince by the poet’s

patron, who was himself overthrown and killed not much later

(c. 7*10 A.D.) by Lahtaditya of Kashmir. Itcontains full necessary

information regarding military exploits of warriors and is replete

with so many pictures of landscapes, descriptions ofseasons, royal

relationships etc. interwoven with mythical narrations. Vakpati-
raj.i is more original than Sanskrit poets, inasmuch as he
describes also series from rural life that do not occur elsewhere.

He keeps himself aloof from play on words and puns. On the

contrary long compounds arc not seldom. But the text that is

available to us is probably just an extract from the original work,
from which pure historical data were excluded outright for the
purpose of retaining only the “pearls” of poetry, the poetical
descriptions etc.3.

An epic, of which its real theme is fabulous, but refers to
historical names and events, and lienee deserves to be mentioned
as an historical work in the true sense is the N avasahas ank a -

cart ta* of Pndmagupta or Parimala. The poemhas 18
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cantos and relates the mythical theme of the winning the

princess SaSiprabha, daughter of the Naga king. It is written

by the poet for the purpose of glorification of his patron, the

king SindhurajaNavasahasanka of Malva. The Indian court

poets, of course, often have the tendency to “change the
historical events of the most recent past into myths”1 on purely
poetical grounds. So in this work too an historical essence

remains in narration of the myth. The poem my have been
written in about 1005 A.D. 2

.

Bilhana’s Vikramankadevacarita

3

is the

history ofthe Calukya princes. It begins with a myth about the

origin of the dynasty of this king. In it God Siva appears always

when the king has done anything that is not strictly moral. Here
the king has a fairy (Vidyadhari) as his bride. This work too

goes to show that poets in India have had always the fancy for

dressing even historical events in mythical garbs. The book
narrates the history of the princes of the Calukya dynasty of

Kalyana Somesvara I, Somesvara II, and particularly of Vikra-

maditya VI, who ruled from 1076 to 1127 A. D. The chief

objective of Bilhana, however, is to show his skill as a poet, to

follow all the rules ofpoetics and to extol his heroes exuberantly.

Although the events narrated by him are historical, as is

proved by many Calukya inscriptions, we get here a distorted

picture, since he always exaggerates Thus he assures us that

in each and every campaign ofthe Calukyas against the Colas the

latter were completely annihilated, although very soon we are

told by him that fresh movements ofthe erstwhile enemies made a

more extensive campaign necessary. Even the duration of time

that intervened between the different events is not stated accu-

rately, and the poet always says ‘after some time5

, ‘after many
days5

, etc. The historian gives place to the poet. Thus for exa-

mple, Bilhana tells us that when this king was born flowers

fell from the heaven, Indra’s drum was sounded and gods in the

1. Buhler and Zachariae abide p 48 f. Such mytho-

logising representation we find even in inscriptions.

2. Cf. Buhler, EP. Ind. 1,222 AT. 232; Duff 100; Pete-
rson, 5ubh 51 ff.

3. Published byG Buhler, BSS Nr. 14, 1875. The German
translation ofA H a a c k (printed in 1897 at Ratibor, but was not available

in a bookshop ) not was known toW.Cf A V V.Ayyar, Ind Ant
XLVIII, 1 14 H, 133 ff [Editions also by M. L. Nagar, 1934 and V. S,

Bharadvaja, both printed at Varanasi ]
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contest and composed a poem on Rama. After travelling

much he arrived at Kalyana, where King Vikramaditya

conferred on him the title Vidyapati (“Master of Science”)

and presented to him one blue umberella and an elephant.

High as a tower, RajataranginI 1
,
“the River of

Kings” stands above all other similar productions of Indian

literature, equally as a work ofhistory and ofpoetical composition.

In other words it is the history of the kings ofKashmir ofthe poet

K a 1 h a n a2
. Kalhana was the^son of the minister Canpaka,

who played not an unimportant role in the court of King Harsa

(1089-1101). He was probably born towards the beginning of

the 12th century A.D. and completed his work m the year 1148.

As a Brahmana by birth he acquired a basic literary culture. He
was very well read, especiallym the Mahabharata, and had studied

also Bana’s Harsacanta, Bilhana’s Vikramankadevacarita and
works like Varahamihira’s Brhatsamhita. He manifests his

literary taste on each occasion By religion he was a devotee of

Siva. He admires with predilection the kings with Sivaite dis-

position and whenever, about any of his patrons he says that he

was a devotee of Siva, he often uses such an expression in the same

sense in which an English man uses the word “Christian”, when
he refers to some respectable person Still he has much sympathy

1 . The first critical edition we owe to MA Stein (Bombay
1892 ), from whom we have also a complete English translation with valuable

annextures (Introduction, Notes, Appendices ) which have brought the import-

tance of the work for history, geography and ethnography of Kashmir, into

the correct dear light (Westminster 1900, 2 vols ) Cf Winter
n 1 1 z , WZKM 16, 1902, 405 ff, 01 denberg, Aus dem alten Indien,

Berlin 1910, 81 ff ,
Mane Von Bunsenia “Nord und Sud” 1915, 327 ff.

On Kalhana’s importance as an historian see Buhler, Report 52 If

;

LXVI ff, where the earlier wntmgs ofN H Wilson, A Cunnin-
gham, Ch Lassen, and A T r o y e r have been evaluated and
Shankar Pandit, Gaudavaho, Introd, p CLXI IF E. Hultzsch,
Ind Ant 18, 1889, 65 ff , 97 ff gives extracts with translation from book I

and mind Ant 40, 1911,97 ff, 42 ,
I 9 i 3 > 3°! ff and ZDMG 69, 1915, 129

ff he has made contnbution towards its textual criticism Stein’s edition

has superceded all other editions, including the one of Durgaprasada
BSS No 35, 51, 54, [vol (I-VII), vol 2 (VIII), vol 3 (Supplements of

Jonaraja, Srivara and Prajyabhatta, 1892,1894, 1896.

The editio primps with three supplements was published by the Asiatic

Society ofthe Bengal, Calcutta, 1835 ]

2 We know Kalhana only as the author of the RajataranginI. A
kavya Jayasimhabhyudaya too is attributed to him see Peterson,
OC VI Leiden 1883, III, 2, 361 [ the reference is to Ratnakara’s
citation in his Sara samuccaya The Sanskrit form of this name
is Kalyana, by which name he is mentioned in Mankha’s Srikanthacanta

XXV, 80 ff Cf A Stein, Rajatar , transl p 12 f ]
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Sot Buddhism. He praises Atoka and other kings for their

establishment of monasteries and erection of stupas, exhibits a

good knowledge of Buddhist teachings and refers in a respectful

manner to Jinas and to Bodhisattvas. But that does not deter him

from jeering at the “monk nuisance” brought to an end by King

Candradeva (I, 184). He was a highly cultured and indepen-

dently thinking person. Although he was brought up in court-

environment, he was neither a courtier nora court-poet. He had

a critical independent view about characters. M!any severely

biting words arc uttered in reference to Brahmanas, as also against

officials. Strict in his principles, he often uses severe words for

censure He speaks with greater contempt about Damaras, a

class of gentry or “younker” whom he does not consider better

than “robbers” (dasyu).

Kalhana specifically says in the beginning of his work that

it is the work ofthe poet to write history : (1, 4)

konyali kdlamatikrantam return pratyaksatamksamah I

kaviprajapatimstyaklva ramyanirmanaidlinah it

“Like Prajapati, capable to bring forth lovely creation:

who else other than a poet can place the past before the

eyes of men.”

To this he adds (I, 7)

ildghyah sa eva gunavanragadvesabahiskrtah I

bhiitdrthakalhane yasya slheyasyeva sarasvati II

“The noble-minded (poet) is alone worthy of praise,

whose word, like that of a judge, keeps free from love or
hatred in relating the facts of the past”.

In fact Kalhana’s statement, when he too perhaps is not
always wholly impartial, throughout creates the impression that
he endeavours to describe not only the long past times, but also
the events of his own and near-by ages sine ira et studio

, and his
opinion is mostly inspired by high moral cosmic philosophy.
Throughout in his narrative the poet inserts moral maxims. For
him the real objective of writing history consists in teaching of
dharma. and morality. To him, as to any Indian, that success
and failure of present life have their cause in the good and evil
acts (karman) of the previous existence is an incontestable fact.
He is wholly in keeping with the common Indian opinion to
the extent that he believes in magic and witchcraft. When he
speaks about the kings, who arc ruined, either on account of
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witchcraft or due to the curse of a Brahmana, he does it with the
same conviction with which hewould narrate that they perished
either with sword or on account of poison. He is Indian in

this respect as well that his chronology of earlier ages* is often im-
probable. He makes King Ranaditya rule for 300 years — a thing

that is not credible. Ifwe are to fix the date ofAsoka according to

Kalhana, we shall have to set it at 1260 B.C.1
. With true Indian

credulity he narrates all myths and legends that he found for

earlier ages in his sources and m traditions, so all the wonder-
ful snake-legends, that are associated with the earliest history

of Kashmir.

On the otherhand, however, he has not utilized the literary

sources, without first examining them critically. He is not

content merely with the study of earlier works on Kashmir, but

he has made use ofinscriptions, genealogical tables and memoires
of important personalities, examined coins and monuments and
has interested himself in folk-lore, proverbs and legends. In

short, he was an accurate investigator into antiquities. By
general admission Kalhana is a trustworthy guide for the history

of his own age and for that of a little former times.

The poet Kalhana is a master ofthe art ofpresentation He
knows to delineate the sketch of a person drawn from his actual

life and does not follow merely any setpattern or type. In this

respect he stands apart from other Indian poets.

How lively stand before us the personalities such as the

cruel and vicious, but cunning and energetic queen Didda

(VI, 176 ff) or the good-natured weak Ananta (VII,

142) ? Withmuch humour and biting sarcasm he describes

the people of the lower society who attain high offices

and powers from insignificant positions in life without

any special merit. One such character, for example, is

Kayastha Bhadresvara, who at first was a market-gardener,

i. Gf. Stein, Rajataranginl Transl. x, p 53 f. Fleet, Ind
Ant 30, nf. , 14. It is significant that many pandits m India still under-

stand by the term "history” an essay entitled ‘-History ofKashmir” of Pandit

Anand K o u 1 m theJASB 6, 1910 195 ff, where the "History of Kashmir”
under 47 sovereigns based of the Nilamatapurana [ ed. Ramalal Kanji-
1 a 1 and Jagaddhar Zadoo, Lahore 1924 » K* St? J. M. de
Vreese, Leiden (Brill), 1936] and the Rajatarangmi is presented svith

such "accurate” dates as. Gonanda I 3120-3103 B C ,
Damodara I 3 io3*3°9°

B G etc down up to Bhagavant 1459-1445 B C

Winternitz—“History of Indian Literature III 7,
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unto death as a sati. Then in a solemn manner she

cursed each one of them who had ruined them and had
caused dissension among them: then with an oath she

proved herself above suspicion in the matter of being

faithful to her husband and burnt herself with smiling

eyes in the flames of the funeral pile, and (VII, 479).

ajayata nabhovahnijvaldvalayamdlttam I

tadagamotsaoe dattasindiiramiva nirjaraih i|

“The sky became encircled (and reddened) with

sheets of flames, just as if gods, in order to celeberate

her arrival, had covered (it) with minium”.

Actually the master-pieces of character-painting are

the portraits of King Harsa (VII, 869 ff) and King
Sussala (VIII, 482 ff.) designed by Kalhana. The same

poet shows the style of the Ramayana or that of the

Mahabharata in his story of King Harsa, as he narrates

it in book VII. Even the appearance of this monarch
is impressive. Usually he shows himself like a contended

lion with his long beard in disorder and moustaches hang-

ing about his face; his shoulders are like those of a bull;

he has a wide breast and he speaks with a thundering

voice. Even gods would lose their presence of mind
before him. But his character is full of contradictions.

He is a model ofjustice. Big bells are hanging in all the

four directions of his palace, that can be rung by any-

body wTho has something to request for1. He is always

very liberal, rewards his servants richly and beggars get

resettled by his gifts and they become capable of main-

taining others

He and his wife visit monasteries and temples.

Bands of poets and learned men, including among others

the poet Bilhana, live in his court. Har§a himself is

highly gifted, expert in several languages, a high class

singer and poet2
. <

x. VII, 879 CF. abo\ j II, i72f Transl p II, 2x5. [Cf. also V. R. R.
Dikshitar, A8QRI, 15 p 2i&ff]

2 The relevant words are ~
prasaimasimhampnkfi mcasmasmcchataratah 1

vrsaskandho mahabahuh sydsxahhitacigrahah 11 (VII, 877 J

vj Udhavakso ksanamadhyo meghaghofagabhiravck l (VII, 878)
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houses of his ministers but none of them offered him any

accommodation. At last he is detected in the hut of a

beggar; the soldiers surround and kill him The poet

says that nobody has had enjoyed so much of power and
met such a shameful end (VII, 1713 ) But later, after

he has described the end of Sussala, he says m a wrathful

humour (VIII, 1331) —
tamstan kapurusan harsadevodantdiprabhilyalam i

smrtyd ca klrtayitva ca krtabharagraha iva 11

jataduskrtasamsparsah kheddtkaitum na saknumah it

papatpapiyasam yesdm namagrahanasahasam u

“By recording and describing rogues of various sorts in

plenty from King Harsa’s story onwards, we have become
hardened like load-earners. Yet we cannot venture to name
those persons who participated in the murder of Sussala,

who weie woise than wicked, owing to the pain which is

caused by touching upon their evil deeds
”

Extraordinarily valuable is Rajatarariginl asacultural
historical source. The descriptions that are true to life

and those that have been, in at least the last two books, taken

from the actual life of Kalhana permit us to get an insight into

Indian cultural conditions of the 11th and 1 2th centuries, as few

works ofthe Indian literature do The work is an extraordinarily

rich source of information, especially for a knowledge of the

religious* conditions, the nature of the sects, Kashmirian popular

faiths, the snake-cult, burning of widows, etc We learn from

him about law, administration, affairs of the officials, etc too1 .

The great work of Kalhana was continued in the 15th and

the 16th centuries by chroniclers Jonaraja wrote one

Rajatarangini that extends the history of the Kashmirian

princes down upto the reign of Sultan Zamu-l-’abidm [1417-67

A D.] The author died m 1459 A D. before completion of the

work. His disciple S r I v a r a wiote the Jaina-Raj ataran-

g l n I , which, in four chapters, contains an account of the years

beginning from 1459 upto 1486 A.D Srivara has slavishly imi-

tated Kalhana. Both of the works stand in every respect deep

i Cf. Jolly m Gurupujakaumudi, p 34 ff, Winternitz,
WZKM 1 6, 1902, 41 1 ff. and “Die Frau in den mdischea Religionen” (Arcbn

fur Frauenbunde III, 1917, Special offprint, Leipzig I92°)> p 66 ff [On the

sources of Kalhana’s information, see S K De, HSL, p 355 J
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below their model. Deeper below stands theRajavalipa-

taka, that was began by P r aj y a b h a 1 1 a and was com-

pleted by his desciple Suka after Kashmir was annexed by

Emperor Akbar in 1586 A.D.1
.

Other historical or half-historical works deserve to be

mentioned briefly. In the first half of the 12th century Jalhana,

[mctioned by Mankhaka (XXV , 75) ],inhispoem Somapala-

v i 1 a s a has described the life of King Somapala of Rajapurl

near Kashmir who had fought against Sussala, the Kashmirian

prince2 . Towards the close of the 1 2th century A.D. was written

the historical poem Prthvirajavijaya3 that describes the

seize of Ajmlr and Dilhi by Cahumana King Prthvlraja, who

died m 1 193 A D. [The work that is not complete] may have

been written between 1 1 78 and 1200 A.D and was popular in the

14th and 15th centuries4 . In his epic poem Kumarapala-
c a r i t a

,
called also Dvyasrayakavya 5

,
that is written

partly in Sanskrit and partly in Prakrit, the learnedJama monk
Hcmacandra proves himself simultaneously a poet, ‘‘histo-

rian” and grammarian in the two languages. The poem has 20

cantos in Sanskrit and 8 cantos in Prakrit. The first seven cantos

arc to serve as illustrations to the rules of the first seven sections

of his Sanskrit grammar, whilst the eighth canto stands in

a similar relation to the author’s grammar of Prakrit. The
work contains a history of the Caulukyas of Anhilvad [An ah i -

1 ! a p u r a] and particularly ofKumarapala. In cantos XVI to

XX, that are devoted to the latter, this prince is extolled above

* chronicles have been published with the Edition prmceps
or Kalhanas Rajatarangini, Calcutta !835 , Cf Buhler, Report 6i,
b t r i n, Rajatarangmi Transl Vol II, p 373 f [ S K. Pc,
“SL, p 359 ]

r 0/0 l >

,
2

' ^5Jatar VIII, 621 ff Jalhana has been referred to by Mankha as
a member of the sabha of hu brother Alamkara (see above, p 86) [Cf.hruhnamacharya p 44.]

^ ^ Bcivaikar, Calcutta 1914-22 The editor thinks
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all as a pious Jaina,who prohibited bloody sacrifices and trading
in flesh, got errected Jaina temples etc. The last two cantos
contain moral and religious reflections From the concluding
portion of the work it is evident that Kumarapala was full m
life and at the peak of his fame when the poem was written.

Hence it could not have been written before 1 163 A D.1
.

The Kirtikaumudi 2
,
a biography of Vastupala,

minister of the Vaghela kings Lavanaprasada and Viradhavala,
written by Somesvaradeva, who lived between 1179
and 1262 A D., covers the history of the Vaghela dynasty of
Gujarat. The poet, who refers to himself as the chief priest of the
icing of Gujarat, is also the author of many inscriptions that are

dated 1241 and 1255 AD. One of these inscriptions contains a
stanza from Kirtikaumudi. Although the work is simply a
panegyric of a liberal minister, who had literary interest, it is

not devoid of poetical worth and brings to our knowledge the

history of the Caulukyas3
. It throws much side-light on the life

of eminent Indians of the 13th century. Somesvaradeva is the

author also of the romantic epic Sur athotsava 4 inl5
cantos. Though the plot of the poem is fictitious it has perhaps

a historical background. In the last canto the poet gives the

history of his family, as is usualm historical and romantic epics,

and concludes it with stanzas written in praise ofVastupala To
the same minister Vastupala, who was a pious Jama, is connect-

ed somewhat younger but written in the same 1 3th century,

Sukrtasamkirtana of Arisimha 5 This “Praise

1. Burgess, Ind Ant 4, 1875 71 ff, noff 232ff, 265 ff gives

extracts from the Sanskrit poem. Cf Buhlei ,
Hemacandra, p i8f,43

[ There is another Kumarapalacarita by Jinasim-
hasuri, composed m 1265 A D (ed. Hiralal Hamsaraj, Jam-
nagar; yet another Kumarapalacarita by Caritrasundar a,

Bhavanagar 1914 .Cf S K De HSL p 362 See the same on other works of

Kumarapala ]

2 Published by A V Kathavatc, BSS No 25, 1883 The
German transl by A H a a c k ,

Kirttikaumudl, der Mondschcin des Ruhmes.

(printed and published by R Muntzberg, Ratibor 1892) is not to be found ui

the market

3 Cf Buhler Ind Ant 6, 1877, 186 ff, Ep Ind i, 20 ff

4 Published m Km 73, 1902

5 Cf G Buhler, Das Sukitasamkiirtana des Arisimha, SWA 1889

[Ed Jama Atmananda Sabha Series, Bhavnagar 1917 See also S K De,
Sanskrit Poetics, I, p 210 f ]
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of the Noble Acts” is an epic in II cantos, evidently of mediocre

merit, but not an unimportant poem for the history of Gujarat.

There exists one V a s t u p a 1 a c a r i t a written on the

life of V as tup ala by Jinaharsa. Vastupala has been

presented here as a statesman, warrior, philanthropist, construc-

tor of temples, protector of poets and poet. He got established

a big library in which he collected the largest possible number of

literary works Stanzas written by him are cited in anthologies.

His great epic (mahakavya) Naranarayanananda1

describes the friendship of Arjuna and Kxsna and abduction of

Subhadra by Arjuna. It was written in between 1220 and

1230 A.D
[ The epic Vasantavilasa mahakavya of

Bilacandrasuri* makes a mention of the death of

Vastupala. The poet who is his contemporary describes his

battles and his pilgrimages as well as his generosity.]

The historical epics are not always dedicated to rulers or

ministers. Such one is the Jagaducarita of Sarvananda,
the biography of a simple merchant who did much for his native

town in Gujarat when he got the walls of the city built anew and
during the terrible famine ofthe years 1256-1258 he worked much
for mitigation of the trouble. Although the work has only seven

cantos, it is called a “great epic” (mahakavya) and shows the

same deficiency m the matter of language, poetics and metrics, as

other Sanskrit poems ofJaina monks of later centuries do. The
author may have lived 80 to 100 years after the events of the
second halfofthe 14th century described by him. The wealthy
merchant Jagadu is above all an ideal Jaina layman and is

extolled as such. In the history of this merchant wonderful
stories and legends have been interlaced exactly in the same
manner as would have been done with respect to some king
or saint In any case, however, we find in the work a nucleus
of history’, as has been shown by B ii h 1 c r 3

.

[In the second half of the same 14th century the poetess
Gangadcvi wrote the historical epic Madhuravi-

[i GOSH, ,9i6 ]

II, trans.

2

p 347, 548,
1 ,n GOS

» 7> *9*7 On Balacandra, see above

hntoneaf fXm oF Sarvananda, a
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jay a also called Virakam parayacanta 1
. The

writer was the queen ofKampana ol Kanjeeveram (c. 1367A.D.)
and she has described in it the historic deeds ofher husband,
including his march against King Campa ofK a n c I and against

the Muhammadan ruler of Madurarajya.]

The historical poem Hammirakavya of Jaina

Nayacandra was written m the 15th century. In it the

poet has described the heroic acts ofHammlra, who was
killed in his battle against the Muhammadans The poem
breathes severe hatred for the Muhammadans, whilst it describes

the tragic death of Hammira. Before he met his heroic end, his

wives and daughters burnt themselves 2
.

[An historical epic of the 16th cetury is the Rastra u-

dhavamsa kavya of Rudnakavi (published in the

Gaekwad’s Oriental senes. No V, 1917) In 20 cantos it

narrates the history of Bagulas of Mayuragiri from the beginn-

ing of the Rastraudha dynasty down upto Narayanashah, the

patron of the poet.]

The panegyric poem of King Bhavasimha, a contemporary

of Emperor Akbar, is the B h a v a v i la s a3 of Nyayav a-

caspati Rudra. To the “historical poems” belong lastly

also the biographies, like Rasikamarana, an epic in 18

cantos written by Raghunatha m the 16th century, in

which the life and activity of the V aisnava teacher Durvasas

arc praised4 .

The number of historical poems that we have is comparati-

vely small But it cannot be said that because more such works

f 1 Ed Harihara Sastrl and Srinivasa Sastrl
Trivcndrum, 191

6

]

i Gf N J Kirtane, Ind Ant 8, 1879, 55 ff [and also

Bombay 1879 ]

3 Published in Km ,
Part II 1886, 1x1-126 This very Rudra

is also the author of one Bhramaraduta [cf Haraprasad Sastrf

JASB 6 1910, 31 ff ]

4 Cf. Aufrecht, Bodl Cat I, 1481? [We may here

make a mention of Yirabhanuda) akavy a, a poem in 12

cantos, containing historical dates of R e w a of the Moghul period, of

Madhava (cf Hirananda Sastrl in the Mem of the Arch Soc
of Ind , No 8i ), and Ragbunathabhyudaya (ed T R C_h in-
t a m a n i

,

Madras 1934), a poem In 12 cantos of the poetess R a m a -

bhadramba, in which certain incidents from the life of Raghunatha
of Taujore are described and which was written in the "17th century A D
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arc not available to us probably they did not exist at all. On the
other hand, the fact is that interest for old myths and heroic
tales has always been greater than for temporal lords, and,
therefore, such works particularly when a dynasty became
extinct, were no more copied

The epics were probably most suitable for glorification of
t c activities of the patrons Yet there are several chronicles that
lave been written in prose 1

. A modern prose work of this type is
the KsitlsavamSavalicarita*, in which the history
of the ancestors of King Krsnacandra of Navadvlpa in Bengal,
his battles with the Muhammadans and thefate ofthe individual
rulers, including also all sorts of court stories, anecdotes and even
fabulous stones of miracles have been nan ated This chronicle,
apparently written ,n themiddle of the 18th century A D„ reaches
p c year 28, that is the year of accession to the throne of

The wrf ’
If

b
-

CakS S° abrUptIy that “ is hardly complete.

L'!'™
18 writtcn “ s™P>c prose, that is marked by a number

of literaty

S
prme°

Un s for the purPose of,giving it the appearance

LYRIC POETRY3
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poems full ofdeep sentiments, religious fervour and such internal

natural feeling that for all the time has become special character-

istic of Indian poetry in the songs of monks and nuns in

Buddhist literature. We come by a love-song too in a Buddhist
Sutta and find traces of a drink-song in a Buddhist Jataka1

. In
the Anuogadarasutta of the Jaina canons some love-songs have
been quoted as illustrations of sentiments m poetry2

. TheJaina
monk Hemacandra, in a narrative of the Parisistaparvan has
preserved for us match-songs to the accompaniment of the lute

after the style of the Schnaderhiipfel of Germany.
The history of Indian metrics too makes it clear that love-

lyrics were not only cultured early in India but also that they had
developed a high degree of skill and poetic merit3. We have
before us a fragment of the composition of the grammarian

Patanjali, and that has been beautifully translated into German
by Th. Aufrecht :

4—
apt vijahihi drdhopaguham tyaja navasamgamabkiruvallabham 1

arunakarodgama esa vartate varatano sampravadanti kukhitah \\

“Loose the arms, that encircle closely about me;

Bashful darling, I must let thee go;

Heareth thou, the cry of the waking cock;

And how shines forth the red morning sun5.”

The oldest love-song certainly must not have been

composed in Sanskrit, but in popular languages. And it

is why that a greater part of the Indian lyric poetry belongs to

Prakrit literature. But in old Indian literature, however, a

few traces of real folk-songs are preserved for us in Prakrit

lyric poems. The great bulk of even Prakrit lyrics too cer-

tainly belongs to ornate court poetry, exacdy as the whole of

Sanskrit lyric. The ornate metres originated first of all on the

soil of the latter, whilst the popular and the Prakrit poetry'

i See above II, 79 ff ,
transl 101 ff ; 32 ,

trans 42 (Dlghamkaya 21

)

and 1 16 , transl p 143 (Jataka 512)
2. Weber, Indische Stud. 16, 154 ff ; Her tel, Ausgewahlte

Erzahlungen aus Hemacandras Parisistaparvan, p 204 ff*
.

3. See above, p 28, transl p. 3c (Partly quoted under Panim

I, 3 48 ]

4 Ujjvaladatta’s Commentary on the Ugadisutras, ed , London 1859,

p 150 Cf Weber, Ind. Studien 8, 172! jjacobi, ZDMG 481 445

[5. The proDer translation would be : . .

“Away with hard embrace, leave the husband who is timid

in respect of the union that is recent It is dawn O beautiful-limbed

girl, loudly declare the cocks
”
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employed iniinty the simple AryS metre, the proper metre

for melodious songs1
_

Fortunately for us there is preseived in the Sattasai

or the “Seven Hundred Stanzas” of Hala Satavahana

a collection ol Prakrit songs, that gives us a nice representation

of the way m which the people in ancient India sang about

pleasure and soriow of love As Prakrit was not a popular

language, but probably a literary dialect formed on the model of

and in conscious imitation of the spoken popular dialects, these

Prakrit lays are not m fact folk-songs in the real sense of the

word, but probably populai models of imitated creations of

Indian ornate poets, who strove not only for describing the life

and acitivity, above all the life of love, but would "also reflect in

the feelings and sentiments of the country girls and country lads,

the herdsmen and cowherdesses, the female gardener, miller’s

wife, the huntci and the labourer. In this collection of songs

(according to A. W i 1 b r a n d t) “the peaceful and private

life of the Indian people, particularly in village and m nature,

is described m songs and is sung; then these quatrains were

intended to be sung. All the landscapes, the seasons and the

pleasure and pain of weather play their part, but there is always

the uigmg of the heart Feelings that are most tender and most

x Tiie AryS metre was first taken into Sanskrit poetry from Prakrit
po-itry

, sec J a c o b i , ZDMG 40, 1886, 336 ff There is an inscription that
proves the existence of lyric poetrym old Prakrit . sec L ii d e r s ,

Bruch-
sttlckc buddhistischcr Dramcn, p 62

2 The Sanskrit rendering of this title, that is m Prakrit, is Saptasati
Ollier titles arc . Gathasaptasatl, Gathakoia, Saptasataka. Edition and
German translation byA.Wrbcr, AKM. V 1870, VII, 1881 , cf ZDM1G
26, 1872, 733 u., 28, 1874, 345 ff

, Jnd Stud 16, 1883, and Deutsche Rund-
«cniu \ol 42, 1885, p 223 IF The translations of W c b e r are whodly
literal and have nothing of poetical reproduction Specimens of metenal

lfKSiCr“ P^b,H Brunnhofcr, Ober den Gcist dcr

Strvslmmlfidr p 24 ff » aad G Meyer, Essays und Studien,
’ P* ^ Brunnhofcr has mostly doubled the small

^ rath
r
cr comPpscd his own poems on the basis of those of Ind a,

'
rrom ,1

,as 0t^™ac*c
. *)

1S
,

rendering more compact than the Indian

d! selection
™.° aa Adolph Wilbrandt has done the best (in a

onW 10.
m the ‘‘Neucn Freien Pressc" m Vienna

with
1 * 1 c t

~
r
~.— «asc Dccn published by Jaeadish

Mar"hid t-ans h\ 1 o r aT^ l
^S

’

n*
CXt WU*1 an e^aborate introduction and

’* J o g a 1 e k a r
, Poona i956 Cf Keith, HSL p 223 ff ]
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sensuous are often frankly expressed, the tendei feeling

dominates. It is not a man who often speaks, but it is a female
voice that we hear in it more and more; the women who speak
are old, young, friend, mother, daughter and aunt. They speak
to young men and girls who are in love, to other girls or to

their ownselves. They probably talk about so many things,

yet the theme of the talk is always love.”

Generally each of the stanzas is complete m itself, only

now and then two or three such stanzas are combined to

form one song. In the most concised form, in a few words

.1 sentiment is expressed, a lament is made or the pleasure

of the highest sensuous charms of love is described. A
small picture, very often drawn with a few strokes from

actual life, is brought m There we hear the words of a

damsel m love who gives expression to her feeling of an-

guish on account of love or to her longings She requests

the moon to touch her with the same ray-hands with which

she had touched also her lover who is tarryingm a distant

land. As in the whole of Indian love lyrics1
,
so m these

songs too, the wailing of the husband or of the beloved

always occurs, likewise the longing of a man living in

a distant place for his beloved staying m a foreign land

So a traveller speaks to the cloud to thunder over his head

as much as it likes, but it should not kill his beloved A
woman counts on the fingers of her hands and feet the days

that her husband has been away and weeps because there

remains no finger for counting further (307 ) A young

woman says.

—

kallam kila kharahiao pavasnhi piotii stmnai janammt l

taha vaddha bhaaval nise jaha se kallam. via na hoi II

"They say that my hard-hearted husband is going

away early in the morning tomorrow; sacred night, please

extend theyself, that there never comes the dawn.”

(Transl. according to A Wilbrandt)

1 The same is still the case with popular poems m India, See F

Rosen, die Indrasabha des Amanat Leipzig 1892, p 28, where as an

example has been quoted the fine Indian song

“My husband went out m search of gold, and my house

became desolate he found no gold and has not returned back and

my hair has become silver
”

Km 1, 46
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Another woman addresses her female friend in the following

words.

—

ajjam pi lava ekkam ma mam vareht piasahi ruantim I

kalhm una tammt gae jai na mud td na radissaih II

“O dear friend, only till today, only upto this day, do

not prevent me from weeping In case I do not die when

it is morning and he is away I shall weep no more1
.

(Trans, according to Wilbrandt.)

What tenderness springs forth from the following

picture*

—

The beloved husband has returned back home, but the

wife docs not decorate hereself for his reception, since she

does not like to hurt her unfortunate lady-neighbour,

whose lover is still on his sojourn. She further sings many

pathetic little songs in her continuous separation. A
young farmer, whose wife is dead, asks the room to restore

his former amorous pleasures, as the hiding place of his

stolen property. The deepest is the idea expressed in a few

words, that according to the translation of Wilbrandt
can be rendered as:

—

“When cf the two, who have grown up closely toge-

ther gradually for a long time in pleasure and pain, one
dies, that one lives, but that (one who lives) is dead2.”

samasokkhadukkhaparivaddhidnam kalena i uddhapemmanam I

mxhunanam marax jam lam khu jiai laram muam hoi II

The following little song shows that the husband in a
foreign land is not always an object of lamemtation for the
wife left by him at home:

—

“About me, the night, that is unkind, envelops everything;
Away is (my 1 husband, vacant is my house;
1 am afraid; they may hence abduct me away;
So, O Darling, for my protection, please come in3.

4 *

(Translation according to that of G. M e y e r
; Km. 4, 35).

The following song too sings the secret love*

—

i. Km 6, 2

'SStthi! S,anZa 04=0*=MU
He, about %\hom one who loves him thmks, is not dead”.

Uorlcyi? (r0V Wh° hi"' d“P loVe
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coriaraasaddhalui ma putti bbfctampsu andhadramxm l

ahiaaram lakkhijjasi tamabharie dtvaslhavva ||

“O girl, I caution you.

If you meet (your lover) in the dark,

The glitter •will betray you,

Since your beautiful eyes are sparkling.”

(Transl according to that ofM e y e r, Km. 5, 15)
It is understood that in many songs the theme is

about the quarrel and skirmishes of the lovers. Here are

two examples :

—

de suanti pasta ehnim puno vi sulahat rusiavvaim F

esd maacchi maalanchanujjald galai chanardi 11

“Can’st you quarrel still in the morning;

Do you yet have m mind there will be dawn again;

This illuminated full-moon night,

In amorous sport, please let it pass.”

(Translated according to G Meyer, Km. 5, 66);

“When the stars were fading, I wanted to rebuke him,

I wanted to show my wrath and displeasure,

I wanted to scold him too,

And all, as you liked, you girl,

When I must not look at him.”

(Transl according to that of A. Wilbrandt 743).

The following strophe Weber 498, Km 5,98) presents

a charming picture in its simplicity .

muhapecchao pal se sdvt hu savisesadamsanummaia I

dovi kaattha puhatm amahilapunsam va mannanh li

“He looks at her deeply into her face;

She is sunk m his vision;

Thus looking at each other in great joy

As if for them they were all alone in the world1 ”

In other songs the pleasures oflove and beauty ofyouth

have been depicted in glowing but in westerners’ taste

in altogether voluptuous colours. The bosom bulging

out of the bodice has been compared with the moon rising

i W. has translated into a German \erse as aboie The translator’s

rendering would be.

—

“Her husband was looking at her face;

She too was maddened by gazing at him :

The two, who had attained their goal.

Seemed to feel as ifthe earth was devjod ofwomen and men ”
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out from the clouds. The breasts of the female miller

that have become dusty with flour are the two swans that

have hidden their faces inside lotuses. In these songs often

we find talk about bitings and scratchings as well. The

crescent of the moon covered in the glue of the evening

redness of the sky is compared with the nail-scratch on the

bosom of a young damsel shimmering through red silk

garment. They bring before our eyes the picture of family-

life too The angry wife is obliged to smile when her

little son with a jerk climbs on the back of her husband

who has fallen at her feet. A pregnant woman, asked

about her health, just casts her glance gently at her lover.

A woman is enchanted to see the first little tooth of her child

and shows it to her husband. In many stanzas (407, 449,

635) wc find references to burning of widows While on

one handwe find these pictures in which the village scenes

prevail by far, we find on the other songs that belong to

the city harem life, and there are many stanzas (thus 887f.)

that can outright be designated as songs about courtesans.

In addition to these pictures from life of man we
find in other songs pictures from nature . We find here a

description of the summer midday or a touching picture

of the rainy season or of the autumn in four small lines We
sec bees hovering about buds and blossoms. We meet with

thunderstorms The pictures from the life of beasts are not

rare. We find a pair of elephants in love, a bull and a cow
m love, a monkey and a shc-monkey in a funny situation.

Shot with the arrow of a hunter, a she-antelope gazes for a
long time at her consort At one place we find a peacock
licking the dew-drops deposited over the blades of grass,

and at another cianes with their curved neck sitting

motionless, whilst thev are obliged to hang their wings after

it has rained. Often the picture is just a comparison.
1 he clouds arc dispersed the Vmdhya mountain spreads
out its mantle Or the earth bedecked with yellow flowers
looks as if monks (with their yellow cowls) had sunk
into the earth out ol veneration for Buddha1

.

». “The commentators tr> to find in each of these stanzas, an erotic
rn**.mintj orsome similar sense, although they have nothing to do with erotics^msrhohr* need not follow them always,
twfiCvt *
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We find a number of aphorisms in the Sattasai.

In one of these aphorisms it has appropriately been
said that a miser utilizes his wealth to the same extent as

a wanderer his own shadow. Other sayings describe the

evils of the world. Thus it is said that it is no wonder
that noble people are so rare in the world : the earth does

not have so many geese as there are cranes. Another
stanza (704) praises the deaf and the blind [Km.
7.95]:

dharina bahira andha te ccia jianti manuse loe l

na sunanti pisunavaanam khalana rddhtm na pekkhanti II

“Happy are the deaf and the blind,

Who alone truly live in the world;

Since they hear not the harsh words

And do not see the prosperity ofthe ignoble.”

Lastly there are a number of verses in this collection

that have been brought in torn out fromsome other context;

may be, they belong to some epic or dramatic composition,

as for example the verses ofwhich the love between Krsna

and Radha or between Siva and Parvati is the theme; or

when it is said about captive women that they await rescue

by some hero; or when the theme is more suitable for a

narrative (as a type of fairy-tale verse), as for m the lines

told about women abducted by robbers or as in those

written about an unfaithful wife, who feigns scorpion-

bite for the purpose of being carried to the house of her

paramour for obtaining medicine (Km. 237).

The motely contents of “seven hundred stanzas” already

point to the fact that here we do not have before us the work of

a single writer, but that ofa compiler. On the other hand, how-

ever, the songs show such a striking unified characteristic that we

canm no case consider H a 1 a ,
to whom is attributed the collec-

tion, merely »a compiler of an anthology, but rather a gifted

redactor, who made the selection with dexterity and skill and

probably gave to the stanzas the final poetical form for the first

time. So is explained by the introductory stanza No. 3:—“From

innumerable musical strophes, Hala, the friend of poets, has

made the collection ofseven hundred beautiful (literally provid-

Wintermtz, History of Indian Literature Vol. III-8.
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ed with alamkaras or means adornment) stanzas”1 . Bana too

found in Hala something more than a compiler, when m the

introduction to his Harsacarita (verse 14) he says “Satavahana

(i.e. Hala) with his beautiful songs composed in 101 faultless

metres has built up an imperishable charming store, as (a king,

an inexhaustible treasure, not collected from villages) with

diamonds (of unadulterated purity) 2
. A tradition is that Bharatl,

the goddess of poetry, stayed for one and a half-day in the camp

of Satavahana and generated taste in all people from the lowest

down to the elephant-drivers and horse-grooms for Prakrit poetry

and the king made his selection of 700 stanzas out of what they

composed. Perhaps it will not be audacious to assume that this

tradition just means that the king in fact made a collection of the

songs from the mouth ofthe people and out of them made a selec-

tion of 700 stanzas and gave them a literary form3
.

In the puranas4, Hala appears as the seventeenth in the

list of Andhra - or Andhrabhrtya-rulers, all of whom bore the

epithet Satavahana or Salivahana as their family title and who
ruled in the Deccan from the middle of the 3rd century B.G.

down to the beginning of the 3rd century A. D. 6
. Since

[ i The stanza reads : satia saltaim kaivacchalma kodiajnajjhaarammi 1

halena mradam salamkardna gahanam 11

a. The expression agramya "not boorish” is used intentionally for the
purpose of conveying the meaning that although the poems belong to rural
life, yet they arc not “vulgar, crude”. The verse has two meanings, hence the
bracketed words m the translation.

3. Peterson (Kadambari Ed., Introd. p. 74 ff ) propounds
the theory that Hala had himself mainly composed the stanzas of the
Sattasai. In the commentaries written in later centuries, the Sattasai is treated
altogether as an anthology and in it we find names of writers of individual
stanzas In respect of these names, however, the manuscripts differ very much
from one another . most ofthem give names only in the beginning ofthe work and
then stop, rhe commentaries of the Vulgata give 112 names, Bhuvanapala
Rives 304 In the Km. edition the names of probable authois too are givenm the Riini.mukramanikS. Yet in many cases the names are wanting, and
oiten riala lumsclf is mentioned as the author. In the opuuon of W. these
names are quite unreliable A different view is that of Pischcl (Gram-

JEJ1 ,

SPrachcn $ J3 )> who concludes from the names given

StaJSSSLShSST “ VCry^ Pr5kri‘ ‘“'^re, m whrch women

Kdi Ast, Oxford 7!!"
Pur5na TcXt °f *h' °f thc

Deccan ^ R
* p. B h a n d a r k a r (Early History of the

3 . fr.,36EU.&4 ruled from 73
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Hala1 appears in the list approximately in the middle, he must
have lived m the first or second century A.D. The correctness

of this tradition is supported also by the fact that almost all the

inscriptions of the Andhia kings are m Prakrit2. Besides the

repeated mention of the names of the Vindhya-hills and of the

Godavari in the anthology lends further support to the view that

the work of its compilation was done in the north-eastern part of

the Deccan, and the Andhras ruled just in the same region

The Sattasai has come down to us in not less than 6 different

recensions, and this points to its extiaordmary popularity. These
recensions differ from one another not only in respect of the form

of the text and the order of stanzas, but also m that of the textual

subject-matter. Only 430 verses are found in all the different

recensions. From its appearance it seems that the collection

originally had much ofuniform character and bore the stamp

of an independent work m a certain sense and it received all

the form and character of a colourful anthology of Prakrit poems,

first of all in the hands of the copyists, who collected Prakrit

verses from miscellaneous sources and increased the bulk of

the incomplete manuscript with their own collections. When we
speak ofthe Sattasai as a work perhaps written in the 2nd century

A.D*we mean by it only the basic stock of the tfext. At the most

only the stanzas that are found in all the recensions can be

considered to belong to such a high antiquity3.

Dandin states that Maharastrl is the “best Prakrit”

and this supports the view that the Sattasai is the oldest work

written m the Maharastrl dialect, and 'this points also to its far

remote antiquity4

1 W e b e 1 ,
who thinks that Sattasai must have been writtenm the

3rd century A D at the earliest and in the- 7th century A D at the latest, is of

the opinion that since the word Hala means “ploughman”, the collection

got this name from the country songs Smith, ZDMG 56, 660 f places

him in about 60 or 70 A D
2 Like Vikramaditya, who lias been made the central point of Sans-

hnt literature, the name of Satavahana later got associated with the whole

of Prakrit poetry of later years But since Satavahana (or Sahvahana) is

the family-title of all the Andhra kings, all the traditions that refer to King
Satavahana (eg m the Kathasaritsagara and m Prabandhacmtamam ) do
not have any historical value TheJamas have naturally made him a Jama
Samt Cf Ras S. V N Mandalik mJBRAS jo, 1873, 127 ff

3 On the high antiquity of the Prakrit lyrics in general see also

K o n o w , GGA, 1894 476 f. and Karpuramanjarl, p 192 f

.

4. Maharasfri is the dialect of Maharajfra, the land of the Marafhas,
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The great popularity of the work as well as uncertainty of

the text is proved not only by its different manuscripts and

recensions, but also by the large number of quotations from Hala

found in works of poetics. A majority of such quotations found

in these works are not traceable in any of the known recensions1.

The manner in which the rhetoricians quote Hala, although

he is not a Sanskrit poet, proves the high respect that the Sattasal

enjoyed at the hands of the scholars of poetics2.

The dramas and anthologies show that Prakrit lyrics

existed also in later times. Hemacandra in his Prakrit

grammar cites a number of beautiful little stanzas in the

Apabhramsa dialect3. We do not know the time when they

were composed. But in their nature they differ so little from the

songs of Sattasai that some specimens are given here :

bittie mat bhaniya tuhum ma karu vanki ditthi l

putti sakanni bhalh jtva marai hiat paitthi II

“O girl, I told you do not send side-glances at me ; for

those glances entering into the heart (ofothers) kill them

as a spear with sharp bent edge” (VIII, 4, 330).

vippiaaprail jdi vi piu to vi tam dnahi ajju \

aggina daddha jaioi gharuto temaggim kajju II

“Friend, bring to me today my beloved, though he
has offended me; for one has to do with fire even though
it has burnt one’s house.” (VIII, 4, 343).

bhalld hud ju maria bahini mahard kantu I

tojjcjjam tu vayamsiahujai bhagga ghara entu II

“It was well, O sister, that my husband was killed

(in battle). I would have been put to shame in the

rSifi’ Pratislhana, the Andhra-kiiigs resided. Since the woi

h£ tico^ (g*h*=gStha) the linguistic form of the dialc

the Mfilr»ri?tri diaWf
C
rr*

c*ramas t0° dre musical stanzas are always i

ml P cl l S in JA» P 6, part XX, 1872, 197Jamt 1 ischcl, Grammatih der Praknt-Sprachen §§ a and xa f.

AGGW,
3
N r VoV V

1

^
Iat"ia

j.
cn zur Kenntnis des Apabhrarhi

Jainas and Buddhists *
see T

4
-! -?T l

f l9°2 ‘ (°“ Apabhramia lyrics

p. XVIII it) ’ J acobi—Sanatkumaracaritam, Introduce
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presence ofmy friends if he had returned home defeated.”

(VIII, 4, 351).

vrasu maharisi eu bkanaijai suisatthu pamanu \

fnayaham calananavantahcbh dwi divi gangd nhanu II

“Vyasa, the great sage, tells that if the Vedas and
sastras are to be regarded as authoritative, then those who
salute the feet of their mothers get the merit of bathing

in the Ganga everyday (VIII, 4, 399).

Not from the Prakrit lyrics, but parallel with it, developed

the Sanskrit lyrics. But since we know about the famous

prized Buddhist songs ofAsvaghosa only in heresays, and
about those of Matrceta only in fragments1 and as only a

few stanzas of Bh a s a’s songs are found available to us in antho-

logies, for us, the first great lyric poet of Sanskrit is Ka 1 i da s a .

In his epic and dramatic poems Kalidasa is more or less a lyric

writer, and probably the best pieces that he composed in the

form of musical poems are contained in many portions of his

epics and particularly in his dramas. Kalidasa is always at the

summit of his art in places where he has depicted senti-

ment and where nature-description and human-feelings are

mixed up together in pictures.. His most famous lyric poem,

however, is the Meghaduta “the Poem of the Cloud-

Messenger”

2

,
that is counted by Indians among his great epics

1 See above II, 203, 211 f , transl 258-9, 271 ff

2 The exact title is (meqhadutam kavyam) Commonly the title

is given as the Meghaduta, the "Cloud-Messenger” Editions, by J-
Gildemeister (with Latin Glossary ), Bonn 1841 ; with critical notes and
vocabulary by A F. Stenzler, Breslau 1874, with the commentary of

Mallin&tha byN B Godabole and K. P Paraba, 2nd Ed Bombay
1886, NSP The best edition is that ofE Hultzsch with the excellent

and oldest commentary of Vallabhadeva and a Sanskrit—English vocabulary,

London 1911 Translations —in English verses by H H. W

1

1 s o n , Cal-

cutta 1813, with numerous interesting parallels from Classical and English

poetry, that the translator gives m his notes The second edition (1843) is

reprinted as a supplement to the very valuable German prose translation with

notes byC Schutz, Bielefeld 1859 (Wilson’s translation has again been

published in his works, vol 4 ) Metrical German translations of Max-
Muller (Komgsberg 1847 ), of E Meier, Die Klassischen Dichtungen
der Inder, III, 90 ff , of L. F r 1 1 z e (Chemnitz 1879), with the help of a
manuscript of the prose translation of Stenzler), very much free and abrid-

ged by Max Mdler m the “Buline and Welt”, V, 1, 1903, p 17 ff French by
A. Guermot. Pans 1902 An anonymous English translation m the

Pandit, Vol. II. English prose translations of Jacob, Pathak and
Nanaargikara have been mentioned by Hultzsch, ibid p XIV.
[ WithD aksinavartanatha’s commentary, ed. T. Ganapati
S a s t r I

,

TSS 1919; with Purnasarasvati’s commentary, ed
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(mahakavyas). It can be designated as an “epic inasmuch as

the lyric stanzas are clothed in an epic form. The subject-matter

is as follo'vs:

—

A Yaksa, i.e. a class of celestial beings who are in

the service of the god Kubera, had offended his master by

some dereliction in the discharge of his duty, and for this

his lord banished him for a year. He is obliged to leave

his home and wife and to wander in the Rama-hill in the

south In the eighth month of his banishment, just in the

beginning of the rainy season, he sees a thundering cloud,

that is moving from the south towards his homeland that

was in the north; then he implores the cloud to convey his

message to his aggrieved wife separated from him. He
accurately describes to the cloud the path that he will

have to traverse to reach his home in the Kailasa hill, where

in the city of Alaka is situated his castle, in which his wife

is sorrowing all alone. This offers the poet a great oppor-

tunity to describe natuie in a splendid manner. With
particular affection he tarries when he describes his own
native town UjjayinI and Alaka, the city of the Yaksas.

The poet throughout fills our mind with wonder with his

forceful pictures and similes. The black cloud spreads

along the stream that resembles the pearl-band of the earth,

in the middle of which shines forth a black saphire. The
Kiiliisa, with its snow-covered peaks resembling water-
lilies, rises up in the sky and looks every night like

the thundering laughter of Siva1 . The city of Alaka,
that is situated by the side of the Kailasa hill, down which
flows the river Ganga, resembles a damsel lying in the lap
ofher lover (the hill, withher garment (the Ganga) hanging
down. The mansions surrounded by the clouds in the
rainy season are comparable with a woman’s dark hairs
interwoven with a net of pearls. After the Yaksa has

R V. KrisnaraacM a 11 1 n i t h a and
S 5 3 i r I K h i s t c ,Mt irvc iqj..]

harya, Shrirangam rgog; with the corams of
... _

a ntravardhana, ed Narayana
Varanasi, 1931 ; Eng. trans. G J. Soraayaji

.vv>ro\i!nVrlv s~u" “I
^Kcnbe laughter as white. We may

altV ueh ihe\*hi\«iM<
'' lining teeth of loudly laughing Siva”,

r 1
*'.<•, to »hr is-" ,1

^>? onS only to the white teeth, but perhapsr t. . a v> to thr- face that is shining on account of her laugh.
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accurately described to the cloud the city and his castle,

he begins to describe the beauty ofhis wife, as he imagines
her after the prolonged separation. And lastly he
communicates the text of the message that ’ he should
convey with his thundering voice to his beloved. He
asks him to speak to her how he always anxiously thinks

about her:

—

sydmdsvangarh cakitaharinapreksite drstipatam

gandacchdyaih sasini sikhindm barhabharesu kesan |

utpasyami pratanusu nadimeisu bhruvilasdn

hantaikastham kvacidapi na te> bklru sadrsyamasti (l

tvdmdlikhya pranayakupitam dhdturagaih sildyam

atmanam te caranapatitam yavadicchami kartum I

asraistdvanmuhurupacitairdrstirdlipyate me

krurastasminnapi na sahate sangamam nau krtantah II

“Perhaps I may see in the priyangu creeper thy body,

thy glance in the look of an amazed antelope, the shade of

thy temple in the moon, thy lock of hairs in the tail of ‘a

peacock, the sport of thy eye-brows, in the slender waves

of the river; but alas, O timid one, thy resemblance is not

available in obeity at one place.”

“Very often when I desire to paint thee in saffron

colour over a slab of stone, showing thee in an angry pose

in our quarrel of love, and to make myself fall upon thy

feet (m order to apease thee), my vision gets obstructed

with long deposited tears : the cruel god of fate does

not tolerate our union even there1.”

bhUyascdha tvamapi sayane kanthalagndpurd me

mdrdm gatva kimapi rudaXl sasoanam viprabuddha l

santarhasam kathitamasakrtprcchatasca tvaya me

dastah svapne kitava ramayankamopi tvarii mayeti II

“He further says—once when you were although

clinging to*my neck (on the bed), you fell asleep and then

woke Up with a cry for some reason or other ; and when I

asked you repeatedly (the reason of that), you said "with

a suppressed smile— you rogue, I saw you, in my dream,

frolicking with some other woman2.”

i. Translation into English from German by Max M 11 1 1 e r .

9 Translation into English from German by L Fritze,
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Goethe, who had known about the “Cloud-Mes-

senger” through Wilson’s translation expressed his

admiration for the poem in the “Zahmen Xenien” in the

following verse:

“Was will man denn vergniiglicheres wissen !

Sakontala, Nala, die muss man kussen;

Und Mcgha-Duta, den Wolkengesandten,

Wer schickt ihn nicht gern zu seelenverwandten1 !”

“What more pleasant, shall we know,

Than Sakuntala, Nala, that we must kiss;

And Megha-Duta, the cloud-messenger,

Who is there who will not like to send him to

his soul !”

Alexander von Humboldt 2 praises “the admirable

trueness to nature” with which the first advent of the cloud in

the beginning ofthe rainy season is described m the Meghaduta.
L. W. Schrocder 3 vouchsafes the value of the poem as “a
treasure of uncstimable value” and G. Meyer 4 describes it

as “the most beautiful bewailing of a yearning lover, that one
can read.”

As regards the Indians themselves they have all the time

esteemed the poem as a piece of extraordinarily high value. It

is a thing that points to the circumstances in which the text has
not come down to us m an unmutilated form, and that in it

verses got interpolated already quite early5
.

1 lie fame of the Meghaduta in India is proved also by

y numerous imitations of the poem in later-

day Indian literature. So is the poet D h o I , the writer of

** Ab°ut MeghadiUa m the Noten und Abhandlungen zum Divan

£h
b l

‘r^SabC* V<
J

5 ’ P* 36° ) Goethe says: “The first acquaintance with
5P°ch w our life”. And m the article “Indischc

p uo XI
, 40

•

advent of
compares his own lovely description of the

W*tndU ?R

5

!T"
"Vf* I-

troP,C, of Aracnca 111 hls “Ansichten der

Meghaduta,
J 33 *L)j that he wrote before he had read Kalidasa’s

J. ILG W0 ff.

4. Uuajs und Sludtcn II, 93.

0-1 Kv.us! cn'mlmw Nearly- in tht ediuon H u 1 1 z s c h.

C I. . “d p
C d 0 " ' 1

1

- JRAS >9>3, r?6 H. and H a r i
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Pavanaduta

1

or Wind-Messenger’.’ in which a Gandharva
girl sends her message by the wind to KingLaksmanasena, whom
she loves. Another imitation, that is rather slavish, of the

Meghaduta is the poem Sukasamdesa 8 of a poet

Laksmldasa,in which a parrot takes the place of the cloud.

[ Then there is one Bhramarasandesa “The Bee-Mes-

senger of Vasudeva. ]

Hamsaduta of Rupagosvamin (16th century),

Padankaduta ofKrsnas’ arman Sarvabhauma
(written in 1723 A.D ), two different poems bearing the title

U ddhavaduta, one of an unknown poet and the other of

a poet Madhava, who probably lived m the 1 7th century,

are devoted to the love of Radha and Krsna3
. More important

than these and seemingly later imitations, m spite of their age,

are the Jama poems Pars vabhyudaya andNemiduta4

already mentioned before. The Meghaduta of Kalidasa was

not only translated into Singhalese even by the Buddhists of

Ceylon but was also imitated by them

5

. The fame of Kalidasa

extended upto Tibet as well and we have a Tibetan translation

i Edited by M Chakravarti m JASB, N S 1,1905,41-71.
See above p 56, Pischel, H L 33 if and Aufrecht, ZDMG 54,
1900, 616 ff , where nme more imitations of the Meghaduta are enumerated
A second poem with the title Pavanaduta by a poet VadicandraSuri
has been published in Km , Part XIII, 9-24 [

On D h o I ,
see Vidhusekhara

Bhattacharya, IHQ,, 2, 1926, p 878 ff ]

Q Edited by Maharaja Ramavarma of Travancoie m the

JRAS 1884, 401 ff
, where is provided a complete list of other similar imitations

(Sandesas, 1 e , messages ) The work is well-known m Malabar, see Rama-
varma, JRAS, 1910, 638

3 Cf Eggeling, Ind Off Cat p 14.67 ff, Haeberlm 374-400,

401-409, 323-347, 348-373 In the Padanka or Krsnapadankaduta have been

described the bewaihngs ofa cowherdess, who discovered the footprint ot Krsna
in the grove and is reminded thereby of her absent lover In the M a n o -

d u t a the poet Visnudasa makes his own mind the messenger for

the purpose of giving expression to his own feeling of devotion to Visnu;

see Ind Off Cat p 1470 Another poem bearing the same title and composed

by V r a j a n a t h a (1758) is not reallv an imitation of Meghaduta It

describes the message that Draupadi sends to Lord Krsna, while her

garment is being removed from her body, sec Km , Part XII, pp 84-130,

Krishnamach'arya 128 f There are number of verses in the Jataka

No 297 (cf P 1 s c h e 1 ,
HL, 28 note), in which an impaled man gives a

passing crow a:love-complaint to his beloved' they aie neither imitation nor

prototype to these “messages”, but are interesting parallels to these

4 See above, II, 338, transl p 512.

5 In Singhalese there is “Peacock-Messenge” (14th century) and

a number of other “Messages”; see Geiger, Literatur ufid Sprache der

Smghalescn (Grundriss 1,10), p. 9, H u 1 1 z s c h ,
loc cit p. VIII

f
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1 mrgah pracandatapatapita bhrsam

trsa mafidtya parisuskatalavah I

vanantare toyamiti pradhavitd

nviksya bhinnanjanasanmbham nabhah ll

2 ravermayiikhairabhitdpito bhsam
vidahyamanah pathi taptapamsubhih |

/ivdnmufchcjihmagatih svasanmnhuh

pharii mayurasya tale nisldati ll

3 trsa mahalyd hatavxkramodyamah

svasanmuhurduravidaritananah I

na hantyadiirepi gajan mrgesvaro

vtlolajihvascahlagi akesarah 1 1

4 visuskakanthahi laslkarambhaso

gabhaslibhirbhdnumatdnutdpilah I

pravrddhaUsnopahald jalarlhmo

na dantinah kesartnopi bibhyati ll

5 trsdkulaiscdtakapahindm Lulath

pxaydeltas toy abhardvaldmbmah |

prdyanh inandam bahudharavarswo

balahakah srotramanoharasvanah ll

6 sadamamjnam svanudtsavotsukam

viklrnavistimakaldpaiobhitam \

sasambhramdlinganacumbanakulam

pravrllanrlyam kulamadya barhinam It

7 nipalayantyah paritastaladruman

pravrddhavegaih sahlairamrmalaih I

slriyah sudusta iva jdtavibhramah

prayanti nadyaistvantam payontdhim ll

8 payodharairbhmagabKiranisvanavs-

tadidbhirudveyitacetaso bhrsam 1

krtdparadhdnapi yositah. priyan

parisvajante sayane nirantaram II

1. “Tormented by the blazing sunshine, the deer

with dried palate on account of intense thirst, beholding

the powdered collyrium-hke sky and thinking it to be

water, have run to another forest
”

2. “Incessantly scorched by the rays of the sun,

heating with the heated sand on the path, the snake with

his hood turned downward, not moving in an oblique

manner, panting again and again, rests under (the shadow
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“Having made thy eyes with blue lotus, the face with
blue lotus, the teeth with Jasmine, the lower lip with
a tender shoot, the limbs with leaves of campaka, tell me
then, O beloved, how did the creator form thy heart with
a slab of stone.”

Of the religious hymns, the authorship of which is

attributed to Kalidasa, a mention may be made of one
Syamaladandaka1

,
the famous stotra of the Goddess Durga,

with its greater part in prose and of hymns Sarasvatlstotra
and Marigalastaka 2 translated into Tibetan in the

Tanjur.

In several manuscripts, Ghatakarpara 3
, “The

Broken Jar” too is attributed to Kalidasa. It is a poem of 22

elegantly rhyming stanzas, in which a young damsel, at the advent

of the rains, gives expression to her feeling of anxiety for her

husband, who is away, and sends to him her greeting through the

clouds— hence a counterpart of the Meghaduta. The poem has

obtained this title from the fact that the poet in its last verse

offers to carry water in a brokenjar to any poet who may surpass

him in the matter of rhyming. Ruckert* has rightly said

that had this “broken vessel” been a German one, it would not

have been even worth picking up at all”, and that m respect of

rhyming the water did not reach the Nalodaya. It is certain

that the work is not of Kalidasa. Frequently it is ascribed to a

poet Ghatakarpara, who (according to the fashion of

Persian poets) inscribed his name in the concluding stanza5.

x. Published in Km., Part I, 8 ff

2. F.W Thomas in JRAS 1903, 785!?. The Mangalajtaka is

preserved in Sansknt inscriptions as well, see Aufrccht, Leipzig

No. 450 f.

3. Edited, translated (into German), imitated and annotated by
G. M Dursch, Berlin 1828; Hacberlm 120 ff \ French by C h c z y m
JA 1823, II, 39 ff ; German by Hoefer, Indische Gedichte II, 129 ff,

and P. V. B o h 1 e n , Das alte Indien, Komgsbeig 1830, 380 ffjcfEgge-
ling, Ind off Gat VII, p 1427 f.

4 JahrbUcher fur Wissenschaftliche Kritik 1829, I, 521 ff Some
verses have also been translated into German. See also Rockert-rv achlese

l> 217

5 Ghatakarpara's name appears among the “nine jewels 01

Vikramaditya (see above p 46 ), a thing that in any case proves that the poem

enjoyed certain reputation in India, as is shown aho by large number ot

commentaries (see Aufrecht CC sv ) Nitisara (Haeberun 504 tt )

* collection 21 didactic stanzas, too is attributed to Ghatakarpara
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T he famous Am a r us a taka1 or “The Hundred Stanzas ,

of the poet Amaru 2 must not have been altogether of an age

vcr> far from the time of Kalidasa. Next to Kalidasa there is

hardly any lyric poet who is esteemed by Indians and is referred

to as a model by pocticians as Amaru Anandavardhana

w his poetics quotes the song-stanzas of Amaru as a proof

that a poet can m single stanzas convey so much ofsentiment that

each of them appears like an independent poem m miniature3.

And another teacher of poetics says : “A single stanza of the

pott Amaru equals a hundred great poems”. A proof of the

popularity of Amaru’s “Hundred” 4
is also the uncertainty of

its text. The four recensions deviate from one another m the

matter of the number of verses and their order of sequence.

Besides we find in anthologies verses of Amaru that are not

found in our Satakd, whilst conversely verses of our Amaru-

sataka arc attributed to other poets in anthologies5
.

About the time of Amaru we know nothing except that

Anandavardhana (about 850 A.D.) refers to him first of all by

1 . The name occurs also in the forms Amaruka, Amaru, Amaruka

2. R Simon (Kiel 1893 ) has edited the Amarusataka in its different

recension* with an introduction and extracts from commentaries Its supple-

ment in ZDMG |9, 1895, 577 fT Published with the commentary ofArjuna-
dc\a m Km. t8. [An edition with Hindi tianslation and commentary,
Hominy 1914].

3. Dhvanvuloka III, 7 (Jacobi’s German Iransl p. 81 1 )

4. The actual number of verses in MSS and in commentaries
vanes between 90 and 1 15 The Km edition has 102 strophes, and there are 7
panitjpu, containing further 61 versts, that have been collected partly from
commentaries and MSS and partly from Alankarasastras and anthologies.
(SecS K. Dc, Padvavali p. 18 *]

r
» Oulv nt verses are common to all the recensions None of them is

m a position to claim to contain the original text. Simon 4ias based his
edition on the text of the South Indian recension just on practical grounds.

A u f r e c h t . (ZDMG 27, 7 f ) the verses composed in the
Senium audit t metre only belong to the original collection; but there are

I 1.1
,hr; thal *?rc l]KrL

> that have Uiis metre (in Rec. I
.nd HI} 11 Welle r believes (according to a private tommumcaUon ) to

!v «*!?»" , C ,

7>
P™£,bal th

,?
rcL IH

.
,s lht- eailiest. That was the view

* I 1 h rr (ZDMG 47, 1093, p 94.), smee this rec is attested by theoKVu commentator Arjunavarman (between 1215 and 1218). [The
distent retensHi is .-ye*- South Indian (Comm. V c m a b h u p a I a and

'? ",*\
a “

**» h *l Bc“Sal (R*»'icandra), West Indian
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his name, whilst Vamana (Circa 800.) cites a verse from Amaru-
sataka1 without naming its author. Almost nothing is known
about the biography ofAmaru. A tale narrated by some of the
commentators and by the author of the so-called biography of
Sankara (Sajikaradigvijaya) goes to say that the real writer

of the Amarusataka is nobody other than the famous Vedanta
philosopher Sankara. It is said there that with the help of

magic he entered into the body of the Kashmiri king Amaru
and had intercourse with the latter’s hundred wives for the

purpose of gaining first-hand knowledge of modes of love. As a
proof ofhis knowledge of the science of erotics, he composed
the £ataka2

. In the opinion of W. this tale is historical to the

extent that it suggests that Amaru was a resident of Kashmir
(as meant by Simon), as a king of the name of Amaru is

wholly unknown there.

In the way the Sattasal of Hala is the chiefwoik of Prakrit

love lyric, we can consider the Amarusataka as the main work

of erotic lyric of Sanskrit. The common feature of the Amaru-
sataka and Sattasal is that every individual stanza is a complete

poem in itself in both of them. It is a thing that properly holds

good for the whole of Indian lyric and didactic poetry, including

works like Meghaduta or Rtusamliara, where a long senes of

several stanzas is expressive of a single idea. This is especially

the case with the Patakas or "centuries”, that is to say, in

collections of stanzas counted in hundreds

3

. Like the lyric

strophes of the Sattasal, those of the Amarusataka too are in

majority of cases miniature paintings from amorous

life, however, in an environment that is quite different from

the one that we have known from the Sattasal. But as there,

so here too, the talk is about separation and parting, about

1. Amaru 16, 30 (II. Rec.) and 8g in Vamana III, 2, 4 > ^Y» 3 »

V, 2, 8.

2. Ravicandra, the author of the commentary Kamada, attempts to

prove the authorship of the great philosopher even by explaining the verses as

having two meanings, and that in addition to the erotic sense, each of them

has also a theosophical idea conveyed in it. This commentary was published

in Calcutta 1808 Cf Kathavate, Report p 14; E g g e 1 1 n g

,

Ind. Off. Cat. p. 1520 ff

3 It is not correct to speak about a “Sataka lyric
5 or about Cen-

tunan poetry” (see S i m o n, loc citp if, P is c h e 1 , KG.,p 204) Since

*uch a work is not characteristically composed of hundred stanzas theie are

poetical works with a smaller or greater number ofstrophes in them, but they

are poems written msingle stanzas.
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grievances and resentment; more frequently, however, it is about

wilful surrender and affectionate embraces. The lays of Amaru

have become considerably known [ in Germany ] through trans-

lations. Friedrich R u c k e r t has already translated into

German a portion of it under the title “38 Liedchen von

Amaru.”1 Very often these songs have later evoked the talents

of translators. A small selection is given below as a represen-

tation of the character of these poems:

—

tadvaktrabhimukham mukham vinamitam drgih hrta padayos

tasyalapakutuhalakulatare srotre mruddhe maya I

panibhyafh ca tiraskrtah sapulakap svedodgamo gandayoh

sakhyah kim karavdni ydnti satadha yatkancuke samdhayah ll

“I bend down my face, that was opposite to his face;

I cast my gance at his two feet; I close my two ears that

remain anxious to listen to his words; I hide withmy two

hands the drops of sweat (gathering) on the temples of

my two cheeks: O, friend, what can I do, since the knots

in my upper garment get loose hundred times ?”

This according to the German translation of R ii c -

k e r t will be rendred as

—

“Opposite to his face, shying I send my glance to his

feet;

I close the ears that are pining for the pleasure of

his embrace;
I cover with my hands the sweat that oozes in showers

from the cheek;
O friend, what can I do when each knot in my bodice

is bursting ?”

sunyarn vasagrhani vtlokya saymadutthaya kincitksanair-

nidravyajamupagatasya sucirarji mrvarnya patyurmukham l

visrabdham parkumbya jatapulakamalokya gandasthalim
lajjanamramukhl priyena hasata bald ciram cumbitd It

RtfcUrt-NJ3
i “r

nalmaMCh fcr the yrar ,83'. P- '=7 ».

c.i.; Selected stiophes have been translated mto German by L. V.

beautiful appreciation ofUi=^n«o
PZlgI9X3
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This according to the German translaton of S h r o -

eder will be rendered as:

—

“She is alone with him in the sleeping chamber,

The young wife finds her husband slumbering;

She gently rises up from her bed and looks at his face

For a long time, while he poses as fast asleep.

And now she kisses him gently again and again
;

And when little hairs on her cheek stand erect

On account of rupture and she gets ashamed.

He raises his face, raises up the head

And smiles and kisses her again and again for long.**

sa patyuh prathamaparadhasamaye sakhyopadesam v'ind

no jdndti savibhanidngavalandvakroktucmsucanam l

svacchairacchakapolamulagaliliah paryastanetrotpala

bald kevatameva roditi lulhalloldkairasrubhih 1

1

“The young girl, on the occasion of the first offence

committed by her husband, because of no advice from her

friend, knows not to give expression (to her feeling of grief)

by particular manner of movement of the limbs and by

talking in a figurative language^* (so) she just breaks into

tears that drop from the root of her bright cheeks and

are white with her rollingly moving hairs, and her eyes

look like widespread lotuses.”

But according to the German translation of Leopold

von Schroeder it is to be rendered as :

—

“When for the first time, utters an offending word,

The husband, then begin to tremble violently

The limbs of the young wife; but still she knows not

To utter a single biting word—nor does she inform

Any of her friends about the matter;

She just casts her anxious lotus-eyes all round,

And her bright cheeks get covered

With white tears and shaking hairs.”

bhrubhange racitepi drstiradhxkam sotkanthamudviksaic

Tuddhayamapi vaci sasmitapadam dagdhdnanamjdyate \

karkasyam gamitepi cetasi tanu romdficamdlainbate
^

drste nirvahanam bhavisyati katham manasya tasminjane II

Wintemitz, History of Indian Literature, Vol. III-9*
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LYRIC POETRY— AMARU&ATAKA j3t

This is usual in love.

In case you do this, he will remain your own.”
Terrified by this she shouted

—

“O my friend, please speak in a low voice,

Otherwise my husband stationed in my heart,

Will hear ail this.*’

Furthei

—

kante sagasi sopite priyasakhivesam vidhyayagale

bkrdntydlingya maya rahasyamudttam talsangamakanksayax

mugdhe duskarametadityalitamamuddamahasGjp. balad

ailtsyacchalitasmi tena kitavenadya pradosagame 11

“When I cursedmy sweet’heart and he came in the

guise of (my) intimate friend, 1 by mistake embraced him
and told him my desire for meeting him. ‘O innocent girl,

that is difficult’—saying this, with a very thundering

laughter, he forcibly embraced me. So I have been cheated

by that wicked fellow at the advent of the evening to-day.”

But according to the German translation of

Hans L i n d a c h :

“I had my love farewell

After a quarrel in love
;

Then the wicked fellow came back to me
In the guise of my friend;

With him within my arms,

I divulged the secret of my heart

—

That I was longing to be by him.

Then spoke he, “My child, that is really difficult”;

He kissed me and embraced me long.

Thus he has played trick with me
Today ,

after the setting of the sun.”

The testimony ofAnandavardhana seems to prove that there

was actually a poet whose name was Amaru. Thereby it too

becomes certain that with the help of the musical stanzas of

Amanriatakawe have obtained the impression of a detailed des-

cription of the physiognomy of the poet. If this be not the case,

we have to consider the Amarusataka, as many researchers

believe, as nothing but an anthology of musical stanzas com-

posed by many different poets.
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presents the sensuous pictures. It is said that the poet was in

secret love with the daughter of a king, and when this fact be-

came public, he was ordered to be put to death. At the place

fixed for his execution, with death facing him, he composed the 50
stanzas that pleased and impressed the king so much so that he
set him free and gave him his daughter as a wife. That this tale1

does not have any historical basis is mainly suggested by the fact

that in his autobiography (see above p. 94) he does not say a

word about having a princess as his wife. This view gets further

support from the fact that in several versions ofthe talc, the story

narrated is not that of Bilhana, but of some other personages

The verses themselves just say that they have been composed

about a princess*, but thence we can deduce neither this that it

deals with secret love nor this that the theme relates to the

decision of the poet’s, being put to death3 . The Kashmirian

1.

The tale forms a part ofthe poem in the editions by Ariel and m
Km. and is narrated in the commentaries too. The name of the princess, in the
ed. Ariel is Yaminipurnatilaka, daugher ofthe Pancala king Madanabhirama,
against this, the princess in the Km. edition is Sasikala, Candrakala or Candra-
lekha (all the three meaning “digit of the moon” ), a daughter of King
Virastmha of Mahilapattana Hence in the Km. edition also the title Candra-
iekhasakti Bilhanakavya, “Bilhana’s Poem of his Affection for Candralekha”.
In the MSS from Gujarat the beloved is one Caura (1 e Cauda or Capotkata )

princess. The commentator Ganapati, who, moreover, mentions PancasikS
as a “fragmentary poem (khandakavya ), speaks about a Biahmana Caura as a
world-famous man, who had sensuous association with a pnnccss. Perhaps this

poem is actually a fragment ofanother poem, ofwhich the theme was love bet-

ween a thief (caura) and a princess, and in which the poet put the verses mto
the mouth of a thief brought to the place of execution In a commentary,
written in 1798, Rama Tarkavaglsa Bhattacarya explains the stanzas as

constituting an invocation to the goddess Kalika of a prince Sundara, son of

Gunasagara of Caurapalli, who composed it before King Virasimha, while

he was awaiting his sentence of death on account of his secret association

with Vidya, the daughter ofthe king When the king heard the poem, induced

by Kalika, he offered him his daughter for the purpose ofmaking her his \\ ife.

Cf. Eggeling, Ind. Off Cat. VII, p. 1524!. In the edition Haeb'rlin

Sundara is mentioned as the author.

In the Bengali poem Vidyasundara of Bharatacandra, the chief court-

poet of Raja Krsnacandra (r8th century), the story of love that existed bet-

ween Princess Vidya and Prince Sundara is narrated, and here Sundara

describes in stanzas (that correspond to the stanzas of the Cauripancasika ) his

love for Vidya. The verses, however, are capable of being interpreted m
two different ways and being taken simply as constituting a prayer-hymn to the

goddess Kali. Cf Dinesa CandraSen, History of Bengali Language

and Literature, p. 650. f.

2. The sVwza 37 (Solf), where the theme is regarding the princess,

occurs in all the recensions.

3. Verse 48 (Solf), where the poet says that “even to-day in the hour

of his death he has his mind absorbed in love” is wanting in the South Indian

recension and perhaps is not relevant even on other grounds (see Jacobi
oc. cit. ) .
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recension has two introductory staiwas, of which the second one

appears to be the poet’s words offarewell to his life in which he

says that he will never return back when he will have once fallen

in the net of coquettish glances of the wives of gods1 .

Just as doubtful as the frame, in which “the Fifty Stanzas”

are to be fitted, is also the text of the poem that has suffered fur-

ther worse in the hands of the copyists than any other popular

work of Indian poetry. Of the fifty verses only seven are to be

found in all the three chief recensions. Since the poet was of

Kashmir and lived in the court ofa SouthIndian ruler, each of

the stanzas that are common to the South Indian andKashmirian

recensions should have at the most a claim to be genuine. There

are 34 such verses. This great difference in recensions is, in any

case, ar proof of extraordinary popularity of the poem in India.

And also from the standpoint of Indian sensuality the

fame of this poem is easily understandable8 . For the taste of

the people of the West, the translators had to make the poem
palatable by considerably toning down the ardour permeating

Indian the verses*.

To the 11th century A D. belongs also the Aryasapta-
& a trl4, “Seven Hundred Arya Verses” of the poet G o v a r -

i. Thu verse, however, stands in opposition to the preceding one, in
which the poet tells his enemies—‘happiness and fame will again soon get into
his house . The difficulties that are created by these two stanzas have been
removed nerther by B ii h 1 e r , nor by S o 1 f , nor by J acobi [ S. K.
£> e, HSL p 369 is of the opinion that “Bilhaqa’s authorship can be asserted
with as little confidence as that of Cora (in spite of Jayadcva’s mention
0 a P°ct

,

t *iat name in the Prasannaraghava) or of Sundara It is, on the
other hand, not improbable that the stanzas were old floating verses offorgot-
ten authorship, which were ascribed to Bilhana, Cora, Sundara aadV&raruci
in turn, and different legendary frame-stones were supplied.” ]

_
2
„
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?
* h,n amacharya p iaa says that in India even to this

at jL,,.
Pocm

.}
s
t

* l 'ced so much that no Indian child fails to commit to memory

m the handsof a^ounjgpe
^^ not to place thepoem

nletr
„* * H °,e r ’ Indische Gedichte I, 117 ff , in his very free com-

6t ff.
L V. Schroeder, who (MangoblUten, p.

but more rr ,

^rman
,

a nuinber of selected stanzas more beautifully

tranS?onft Latm translation of V B o h 1 e n and thdliteral German
peom r Emr

n0t
A
aturally present any poetical beauty of the

^fathers

5

Orfnrri
r n 0 1 d » k°ndon 1896 and E. Powys

ladro, Napoli’ 19I5 f*
9195 TUU transl* G,deI' orenzo , 11 canto deI

Km 1 f
C
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SU Pandita’s, commentary written in 16*4, in

ofmu’
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d h a n a . The author is a contemporary of the famous
Jayadeva, who says about him that nobody can surpass master
Govardhana in excellent erotic descriptions. The poet boasts

about himself (v. 52) that he has carried over to Sanskrit by
force the type of poetry that usually found tasteful expression in
Prakrit, in the same manner as Balarama raised up into the skythe
Yamuna, of which the water was suitable for a low plain. By
this he means to say that upto his time the erotic poetry compos-
ed in theArya metre was brought to perfection and was usually

cultured in Prakrit, and it was he who introduced it into Sanskrit.

In fact his task was to write in Sanskrit a work that could throw
into dark the fame of Hala’s Sattasa! by composing 700

stanzas in the Arya metre with erotic themes, that are related in

no way with one another and have been arranged by him in an

alphabetic order (according to the initial letters). His task

might have been more difficult than that of Hala; but the Arya-

saptasati, lacking in popularity, cannot be compared with the

Sattasal. However, the work of Govardhana was the model on

which the poet Biharl Lai composed in the Hindi

language his Sa t
1
s a i ,

of which, the verses, in the opinion of

Grierson 1
,
“show the charm and elegance of language, on

account of which Kalidasa would have envied him”: and again

this Hindi work has been imitated by a Sanskrit poet Parama
n a n d a “in one Srngarasaptatika.

By the side of the erotic lyrics moved along also the old

religious lyric and in addition to the large number of

hymns dedicated to Surya, Visnu, Krsna, Rama, Siva, Durga

and other divinities that we find m the puranasand

tantras, there are many pieces that are really ornate poetry.

Many of these stotras are wholly philosophical, particularly

containing ideas of the Vedanta; and often it is impossible to

distinguish whether a work is to be included in the purana

and tantra literature or among the philosophical texts or in

ornate poetry. Side by side with numberless prayers and

litanies, that very often are nothing but invocations to and

names of gods, besides in many prayers that are, however,

small in number and appear as expression of a deep religious

ardour, there occur numerous ornate poems in which the most

i JRAS 1894. P- no.
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difficult metres and aU the devices of poetics have come into

olay. The divinities too were believed to be won over better

by use of rare and most difficult figures of speech. Most of

these stotras probably are ofrecent origin Frequently they have

the form of Patakas or “centuries”.

One ofthe oldest poem of this type is the Ca^disa-

taka 1
,
“Hundred stanzas dedicated to C an d 1 ”, by the

poet Ban a. In 102 stanzas (almost all in the Sragdhara

metre) the consort of Siva, with her different names, one of

which is Gandi, and particularly her foot, with which she killed

the demon, Mahi§a, having the form of a buffalo, is praised and

glorified. In each of the verses occurs at the end the benedictory

formula “may she protect you”, savatadambika vah. Famous is also

the Suryasataka 2
,
“Hundred Strophes dedicated to the

Sun-god” by Mayura, a contemporary of Bana

3

,
written

likewise in the Sragdhara metre and in the same ornate style as

the Candlsataka. In the poem, the rays, the horses, the chario-

teer, the chariot and the orb of the sun are praised one after

another. The rays of the sun are the “ships by which man crosses

the terrible ocean of rebirths, the origin of prolonged pains,”

the orb of the sun is the door of freedom, and the sun him-

self is the supporter ofmen and gods and upholder of the entire

world-order, and is one with Brahman, Visnu and Siva (verses 9,

73, 87, 99). In verse 50 Aruna, the charioteer of Surya, is

Compared to a stage-manager, who recites the prologue at the

time of performance of a show. From the citations in manuals

1 Edited with commentary m Km
, Part IV, 1 ff Cf above II,

340 (transl
, p. 550 ) and B U h 1 e r , Ind Ant 1 , 1872, 1 1 1 ff Text with

English translation by Q_ u-a ckenbos, The Sanskrit Poems of Mayura. ..

together with the Text and Translation of Bana’s Candlsataka, pp 1243-357.

. 0D
a * l

,

n Hacberlin 197 ff
, and with commentary in Km.

r\V -
'Uth English translation of Q.u a c k c n b 0 s , The Sanskrit Poems

o ayura, p 81 ff On “Sanna” or a literal rendering of the Suryasataka,
composed in Cylon cfRhysDavids in JRAS, 1894, p 555 [ See above
p 132. Italian trans. byC Berhheimer. Livorno 1905]

3
;
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ofpoetics and in anthologies it is concluded that the Suryasataka
is held in a higher esteem than the Candisataka1

.

The authorship of a large number of hymns dedicated to

Siva or to Devi, the Divine Mother or to Visnu too is

attributed to the celebrated philosopher Sankara2. Probably
many of these hymns are really his own, and perhaps
“a great majority of them are wrongly attributed to him.
Some of such hymns are dedicated to Devi, i.e. “goddess’* par
excellence or the “Mother”, an appallationby which she is refer-

red to by the Saktas In the cult of this sect the divine principle

is not conceived as masculine, but as feminine; and the Saktas

believe that the most exhaulted creative principle cannot be
most appropriately designated by the word “Father”, but by the

word “Mother”. All the mythological feminine forms, above
all, the consort of the god Siva, who is praised and worshipped

under numberless names like Uma, Parvatl, Durga, Gandl,

etc. as the “Mother of the Universe” (Jaganmata) are revered

by adherents of this sect as the divine “Mother” 3
. It is compre-

hensible that when the Indian poets refer to divinity as their

“Mother” they utter the word from the core of their heait. It

is why we find among these hymns, dedicated to Devi, many
of the best pieces of religious lyrics As examples, a few stanzas

from the Devyaparadhaksamapana, “Prayer toDcv!

for Atonement of Sms”, attributed to Sankara, are given below:—

mdherajndnena dravinavirahenalasalayd

vidheyasakyatvattava caranayorya cyutirabhut I

tadetatksantavyam janani sakaloddhanni sive

kuputro jayeta kvacidapi kumata na bhavali li

“Either on account of ignorance of thy command,

Or on account ofpoverty or idleness,

I. Cf Q,u ackenbos, ibid 98 ff The Sambapafi-
c a 5 i k a (in. Km. 13, 1889 ), ascribed to a poet S a m b a

,
is a poem devoted

to the sun-cult and is ofunknown antiquity The name of the son of Lord

Kr$na too was Samba, who is mentioned in the puranas in relation to the

sun-cult There is also one Samba-upapurana It is questionable whether

Samba is actually the name of a poet

2 See also a collection of eight such hymns with English translation

contained in S Venkataramanan, Select Works of Sri Sankara-

charya, Madras
3. Cf on this sectW 1 n t e r n 1 1 z , Die Tantras und die Religion

der Saktas, Ostasiatische Zeitschnft IV, 1916, p. 153 ff A collection of bymns

dedicated to Devi has been translated into English by Arthur and Ellen

Avalon : Hymns to the Goddess, London, 1913
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Or because I did not have the strength to follow thy

command;

In whatever manner I erred in respect of thy feet;

O kind Mother, that freeth from all bonds,

May’st thou forgive all that

Many a time, it is true, a bad son is born,

But a bad mother, there is none and never.”

prlhivyath pulrdste janani bo.ha.vcih sortti saralah

param tesam madhye viralataraloham taoa sutah I

madiyoyam tyagah samucitamidam no tava sivc

kuputro jayeta kvacidapi kumata no bhavati U

“Mother, thou hast many worthy sons on the earth;

But among them, l am one without worth;

Still, O Mother, thou can’st give me up :

A bad son is many a time born,

But a bad mother, there is none and never.”

jaganmSlarmdtastava caranaseva no racita

no va dattam dm dravinamapi bhiiyastava maya 1

lathdpi tvam snehash mayi nirupamam yatprakuruse

kuputro jayeta kvcidapi kumata na bhavati II

“Mother of the universe, I have not served thy feet.

Nor have I offered thee rich wealth;

Notwithstanding this, that thou showeth
Affection, that is incomparable, towards me:
A bad son is many a time born,

But a bad mother, there is none and never.”

Of the hymns that are ascribed to Sankara and dedicated
to Devi, a mention should be made ofBhavanyastaka 1

,

Eight Stanzas to (the goddess of the name) Bhavanl”, with
the refrain “thou art my shelter, thou alone art my shelter,
Bhavanl, and Anandalahari 8

, “Wave of Happiness”
in 20 SikharinI stanzas deserve to be mentioned here.

T p??
llcd and tranlated into German by A. Hocfcr, Sanskri

Lesebuch, Berlin 1849, p 93 ff.; Ind Gedichte II, 157 ff.

a <1 vn «,o1r
tCt

!

an£ t
-I?

ns*a
l
ed into French byA.Troyer, JA 1841

by * A v 1P0
’ ^0ItF Text also m Haeberhn 246 ff., translated mto Englisl

published n Km P^v to
0
thc Goddcss

’ 62 Other hymns to Devi

Hbis -lU
i893 » 114 ff 140 ff ; Part XI, 1895 ff ;

th<A m b a ft a k a. Eight Stanzas to the Mother” with a commentaiym Km.
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M u k a might have been a contemporary of Sankara.
He has praised Devi in not less than 500 stanzas, P a fi ca s a 1

1

Anandavardhana wrote also a Devisataka2
, hundred highly

ornate stanzas, in which he exhibits his mastery over the most
complex artifices of poetics, a thing that is contradictory to his

own view that suggestion and not embellishment is the essential

thing in poetry. At one place in his poetics, however, he says

that in prayers to gods the sentiment (rasa) is of minor impor-
tance3. Utpaladeva,the teacher ofAbhinavagupta, wrote
(in the beginning of the 10th century) one Stotravali 4

,

a collection 20 stanzas written in praise of Siva, that contains

partly simple invocations and partly fully ornate verses. Before

the 11th century AD. must have lived the Vaisnava saint

Kulasekhara, who wrote one Mukundamala 5 for

the purpose of glorification of Visnu, in which for example he
says:

—

divi va bhuvi va mamastu vaso

narake va narakantaka prakamam t

avadhlritasaradaravin dau

caranau te maranepi cinlayam ll

“Whether in the heaven, or on the earth.

Wherever I may live;

Whether in hell, whatever the place be,

O ender of hell, even in the hour of c^eath, may I think

Part II, 1 886, 154 ff , the Pancastavl (Five Hymns to Durga ofunknown authors )

in Km , Part III, pp g-31 The hymns addressed to Siva have been published

in Haeberlm 496 ff, and Km ,
Part VI, 1890, 1 ff , hymns to Visnu in Km

Part II, 1886, 1 ff

1 Edited in Km , Part V, 1888, x ff ,
where Muka is mentioned as a

modem poet. According to Krishnamacharya 119, traditionally

he was a contemporary of Sankara, he was an idiot (muka) in his youth and
became a great poet through a sudden inspiration

2 "Edited in Km Part IX, 1893, 1 ff with the commentary of

Ka y y a t a , written in the year 978 (see H u 1 1 s c h , Kalidasa’s Megha-
duta, p IX )

3 Gf Jacobi, Anandavardhanas Dhvanya,-
1 o k a , Separ

, p 137 f (on HI, 43

)

4 Edited with the commentary of Ksemaraja m Chowkhambha
Sanskr Senes No 15, Benaras 1902 On the author sec Aufrecht
CC 64 and Thomas, Kav. 29! In the 14th century V D Jagaddhara
wrote his 38 hymns in praise of Siva Stutikusumanjali, Bouquet

of Prayer of Songs” (edited with commentary in Km 23, 1891

)

5 Edited m Haeberlm 515 ff (22 vcises), another recension (34

verses) in Km , Part 1, 11 ff One verse {Haeberlm 7, Km 6) is cited in an

inscnption of Pagan (13th century AD); see Hultzsch, Ep Ind 7, > 97*
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Only about thy feet, that outshine

The lotuses of the autumn.”

In the 1 Ith century Bilvamangala wrote his

Krsnakarnamrta, “Nectar for Krsna’s Ears”, 110

stanzas on the glorification ofKrsna, a poem that in India is held

in great esteem1. In about the middle of the 16th century A.D.

RupadevaVidyabhusana, commonly called Rupa
Gosvamin, a follower of Gaitanya, wrote his songs in

praise of Krsna, Stavamala2 and also M u k u n d a

muktavali 3
.

In about 1540 A.D. the astronomer and poet Surya
dcva or Surya, son of Suganaka Jfianadhiraja, wrote his

Ramakrsnakavya, a poem that can be read both from the

top and the bottom (vilomaksarakavya), and in which Rama
and Krsna have been extolled in different hemistichs. There

is a commentary on the work written by the poet himself4 .

The Narayaniya of Narayana Bhatta 6
,

completed in the year 1590 A.D. is a stotra and fairly extensive

kavya at the same time. The poem contains the entire subject-

matter of the Bhagavatapurana and consists of ten decades

(dasakas0). In Kerala it has the value ofa prayer-book like the

Bhagavata, and pious people read a section from it everyday.

The legend goes that the poet was a Brahmana ofKerala, suffering

from rheumatism and was cured of this disease with the help of

his prayers to Krsna. At the completion of recitation of each of
its decades he was healed of one-tenth of his malady7

.

i. The title is also Krsijalilamrta, and the poet is called also Lila&uka:
according to a legend he was reborn as Jayadcva, the author of the Gita-
govmda, see Aufrecht, Bodl Cat ra8 and Krishnamacharya

,, w ° saVs dlc Poem ,s daily sung by young people and many
verses arc very much suitable for dance.
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In the 17th century Ramabhadra-Diksita
composed his different hymns in the highest kavya-style, in
which he has praised the arrows of Rama, Ramacapast-
t a v a . , Ramabanastava and Astaprasaor
Ramastaprasa; further in one Varnamalastotra,
written in 51 stanzas in a very simple language with their first

letters arranged alphabetically Rama has been praised1
. In the

same century Jagannatha flourished as a lyric writer. He
sang in praise of Laksmi intheLaksmllaharl

2

and Ganga
in the Gangalahari® and composed in 30 literary stanzas

a hymn to the sun, the S u d h a 1 a h a r I
4

. Ramabhadra’s
teacher Nllakantha Diksita wrote a philosophical

work Anandasagarastava in a simple dignified

language in praise of the Devi

5

.

The peculiar manner in which the Devi-cult came to

flourish is shown by a poem of unknown antiquity, the Gan-
dikucapaflcaSika, “50 Stanzas on the Breasts of

Gandi” by a poet Laksmana Acarya, son of Benlma-

dhava®. A half-religious and half-erotic is the peom B h i k s -

atanakavya of Sivadasa, who calls himself Utpre-
ksavallabha. In this poem the writer describes the

feelings and reaction of the female devotees of Siva when he

goes about in the garb of a holy mendicant7
.

1. Publishedm Km., Part XII, 1897, 1 ff ; Part X, 1894, 18 IT and
Part XIII, 1903, 1 ff. Ramabhadra, a disciple of Nllakantha was also

a dramatist, sec Krishnamacharya,p no.

3 . Published m Km part II, 1886, 104 ff

3. Jagann&tha is said to have married a Muhammadan girl, and
on account of this he was excommunicated One day he with his wife sat on the

highest (52nd) step of a ghafta on a bank of the Ganga and began to pray

to the holy river. With completion of each stanza the river continued to rise

When he recited the 52nd stanza the water of the river reached him and Ins

consort and washed off their sin They were drowned in the river and were

never seen again. The poem, Gangalahaii, however, is well-known m the

whole of India Cf R L V a 1 d y a, Bhammivilasa Ed ,
Introduc p 12 ff,

Aufrecht, Leipzig, No 441 Amrtalahari, edited in the Km ,

Part I
, p 99 ff is a poem written m praise of Yamuna, The Karuna-

1 a h a r i, published in Km Part II, p 55 ff sings the miseries ofhuman fate

4 Edited in Km ,
part I, 16 ff

5 Edited m Km ,
Part XI, 1895, ff

6. Edited m Km ,
Part IX, 1893, 80 fl Notwithstanding the title

the poem contains 83 verses, verses 1-18 form the introduction and 69-83

constitute the conclusion

7 Cf. Aufrecht, ZDMG, 27, 12 f , E g g e 1 1 n g , Ind Off.

Cat. p., 1448 f.
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In India erotic and religious lyrics seem to have got mixed

up together. The most famous religious erotic poem is the

G i t a g o v i n d a1 of J a y a d e v a ,
the son of Bbojadeva

of Kindubilva (modern Kenduli) m Bengal, the court-poet of

Laksmanasena. The B h a k t a m a 1 a*, a book of legends of

the followers of the Krsna-cult, written in the Hindi language,

contains about the poet several legends, in which he is extolled

as a saint and miracle-worker3
. In his youth he led the life of

a wandering ascetic, but is said to have married later when a

Brahmana forced upon him his daughter. In the status of a

married man he composed the poem Gitagovinda, in which Lord

Krsna aided him to describe the loveliness of Radha, when his

mortal powers failed. The complete title of the poem is Gita-

govindakavyam, i.e. “the poem, in which Govinda is extolled

through songs.’* Govinda is the name of the cowherd god Krsna,

i. Cf Pischel, HL, p ig ff. Editions Gita Givmda, Jayadevae Poetae

Indici drama Iyncum. Taxtum . . recognovit xntcrprctationcm latinam

adjcctit C Lassen, Bonnae ad Rh. 1836 The Gita-Govinda of Jayadeva
with the Comraentries RasikapriyS. of King Kumbha and RasamafSjari of
Mahamahop&dhyaya SsankaramiSra Ed MR Telang and W L S
Pansikar, 3rd Ed, Bombay 1910, NSP An English translation by W
Jones had already appeared in the Asiatic Researches, 3, i84fF The last-

named one ga\e rise to the German rendering by F H v Dalberg (Erfurt

1802), F.M aj e r (mtheAsiat Magazmll, 294 ff )andA W Rumens*
c h n c id e r (Halle 1818 ) A German translation byF. RUckcrt (first of
all made in 1829 according to a Calcutta impression and then recast according
to Lassen’s edition) appeared in Zeitschnft fur die Kunde des Morgenlandes I,

Gottingen 1837, p 128 ff
,
(in addition to philological notes, p 286 ff ) also

in Rtlckert-Nachlese I, 346 ff Recently it has been published m the Insel-
Btlcherei No 303 The. work, that has appeared under the title "Frtihlmgs-
licbe von Reinhard Wogen leicht Ubcrsctzt aus dem mdischen G*ta-
gowindades Dschajadewa*’ Halle a S 1911, is worthless The best represen-
tation ofthe original is given by the French translation byG Courtillier
(avec une preface de S L 6 v 1 , Pans 1904) On the large number of com-
mentaries on the Gitagovmda see Ind. Off. Cat VII, p 1454 ff [Translated

u
e
chvb>rv® d c 8 o n , Santpoovt 1932 See Keith, HSL,

,

9

” > S K. D e , HSL, p. 388ff . Eng transl by Edwin Arnold. The

Pans”1850^
°f Son2s

. London 1875; French transl also by H Fouchi,

[2 Written by W. as Bhakta Mala.)

. m 3 leScnds communicated by H H W 1 1 s o n, Works,
U
R *ntl 4}

1 r u m p p, Die altesten Hmdul-Gedichte (SBay. A 1879,

. g u”u
IC t

*r
curs

, f
a sma^i Hindi poem ofJayadeva m text and m

SSt?™
>”

1
‘,
wh,ch “ thc ojdest poem m the Adigrantha. The poetical part ofthe

Sjjri n? wPttCQ by Nabh
,
ajl towards the end of the 16th century A D.

stor?

J

AS® R S - a > »9o6, 163 ff. who reports a
.T* ofCandradatta [See also G a r c in de

L J S
n
y ’. dc la L,tl^?t“re Hmdoue et Hmdoustame, Pans, 1870 II,

lw L,,CTatore of Hmdusi“’
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and the theme of the poem consists of his love for Radha, who
keeps herself aloof from him on account ofjealousy, the longing
of the loving pair and their final entreaties and reconci-
liations. The simple activity, if it can be so called is narrated
in a few recitative verses, whilst the main portion of the
poem consists of rhyming dance-songs with a refrain1.

The melody and cadence, according to which they are to be sung
and that are to accompany the dance, are always given. These

* songs, that are alternately put into the mouths of Radha, her
friend and Krsna, describe in pictures full of sentient ardour the

events and the sentiments. Hereand there are inserted also bene-
dictions, and in the concluding stanza of each song the name of
the poet is mentioned, and it is said that he is a devotee of Han2

.

The recitative verses that follow each of the songs—such verses

number upto three—are not sung, but are to be recited in an
artistic manner. They describe many a time the situation, and
often the appearing person is further brought into the song.

The narrative and the recitative parts have been interwoven in

this work as can be seen by casting a glance at the contents of

the first canto.

After a foreward in four stanzas by the poet, there is

a hymn to Visnu (Hari)
,
in which the god has been ex-

tolled in his ten physical incarnations, and then follows

a second hymn for the glorification of God with the

refrain jayajaya devahare, “triumph to the

Divine Hari”. Then there is a narrative stanza
that reports that while the confidante of Radha speaks to

her, thereafter the song 3 follows, in which the confi-

dante describes how Krsna in the thicket rejoices in the

company of cowherd-maidens and dances with them.

Three recitative stanzas describe the spring and reports

that Radha’s friend once more addresses her in the follow-

i Usually they have 8 strophes, therefore, in many manuscripts they

are called Aftapadi • and since these songs form the nucleus of the poem, the

latter is often designated as Aj^apadi, 1 e “The Poem with 8 Strophes
”

2. Since arbitrarily Riickerthas omitted these religious accesso-

ries, his translation does not rightly represent the poem.

3. It is to be sung in the “Spnng Melody”, to which the notes were

communicated byW J o n e s (As. Res 3, 86 f ) In India particular melodies

are prescribed for particular seasons and particular tune of the day See J
Paterson. As Res 9, 1809, p 454
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is contained in the next song. This is followed by
recitative verses in which Krsna addresses partly
the god of love and partly Radha and gives expression
to his longing for his beloved. This ends in a bene-
dictory verse, in which Krsna, the lover ofRadha,
is invoked for conferring fortune and happiness upon the

audience. Narrative stanza : the fnend of Radha
comes and speaks to her love-lorn Krsna. In the song
that follows, she describes the agony of love-sickRadha
resulting from her separation, and in two more songs
she portraits her further misery caused on account of love.

The conclusion is again a benedictory stanza.
Narrative st a n z a : Krsna wants the confidante

to go to Radha and to bring her to him It is followed by
a s o n g , in which the friendof Radha narrates how Krsna
has got emaciated on account of his longing for her and that

he with an ardent yearning is expecting her in the grove.

A narative strophe describes the place where the

lover is awaiting. Then follows a song, in which the confi-

dante, in warmly glowing words, breathing wild sensuous-

ness, commands Radha to give up her anger and to hasten

to embrace Krsna. How musical sounds the refrain of this

song : dhlre samire yamunatire vasati vane vanamali in

patati patatre vicalitapatre sankitabhavadupayanam I

racayah sayanamsacakitanay'anampasyati tava panthdnam II

dhlre samireyamunatiie vasati vane vanamali I

mukharamadhiram tyaja mahjiram npumiva kelisulolam II

cala sakhi kuhjam satimirapunjam silaya nilamcolam II

dhlre samire.... II

Riickert translates into German the verse V, 10 of

this poem that can be rendered into English as follows —
“When a bird moves about and stirs among the

leaves, He thinks that thou hast come.

He prepares the bed with His eyes amazed : He is anxious

to meet thee.

In the sweet-smelling grove, on the bank of the

Yamuna, in the gentle breeze, the lotus-garlanded

(God) is awaiting.

VVmtcmitz—History of Indian Literature, Vol III-10.
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• 1. ,1.„ that is sounding and is set in

SS,
" """

- «—•

has called it “a lyrical drama .
• eeRd yatia”1 . That

tn it as “a lyric-dramatic poem and a reftnea y

rport hJelf called his poem a -havya”

,s proved by its division into sargas or “cantos. On the otn

hand he has undoubtedly interwoven in the frame of the y

songs' composed on popular models, that cannot be conned

without music, song and dance. In one of the vers* (IV,U »

which the poet has mentioned his name, he says about hunsdf

that his song is to be staged in mind (mamsa mtamyam)I
. H

it follows that the poet had no intention to write ad

poem, in no case a proper drama*, but his task was to write a

book m which popular dance-play with music and tunes serve

as a model for s o n g s
,
that constitute the nucleus of the book .

1 ILG., p 563 ff
j 58off. Nisikanta Chattopadhyay

a,

Indiscftc Essays, Zurich 1883, p. 4 t0° caUs Gitagovmda a 7P ,

y a t r a in Sanskrit” ,Gf. L 6 v 1 , 234 ff. and preface toGourti 1 lie r

iransl
, p v ff Pis eh el (HL 22) says “It is further removed from the

first beginnings or drama, because the poet has left no room for imp

visation, even the transition-verses having been cast by himm a firm mouia

and he has called the poem a “melodrama” (KG 209) For a manusenp

with very precise directions in respect of the gesticulations (movement

the lnnd and the head etc ) see A G B u r n e 1

1

, A Classified Index to

Sansknt MSS in the Palace at Tanjorc, London 1880, p 157 *\.J2!

ne **jrs
j

~

napika, that is a “lyrical drama”, that is said to be of the type of Gitagovmd ,

is played in Malabar even during these days, and that not by professionalactors,

but by men who have been especially trained for this purpose; see K Rama-
v a r m a Raja, JRAS 1910, 638.

2 More than the yatras, that nevertheless are dramatic works, that

presuppose a stage and a dialogue, the Indrasabha of Amanat, translated by

Fr. Rosen (Leipzig 1892 ), brings to mind the Gitagovmda, even though

this song-play is more dramatical.

3. Pischel, KG 209 says : “The poem, in which rhyme and

alltleratton play a great role, appears to go bads to an original in Prakrit .

This is hardly correct m the present form. The poet did not work on a parti-

cular Frftknt model, but his Sanskrit songs have been written in the form 01

songs in the popular language [Gf Keith, HSL, p. 197 f ; S. K. D c ,

HSL, pp. 392 If ; S. K* G li a 1 1 c rj 1 , ODBL p. 24 J
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In fact the songs ofJayadeva are sung even in temples and on
days of religious festivals and they accompany dance as well’1.

Since attempt has been made by every commentator, hardly

correctly, to interpret many of its erotic verses as having a my-
stical meaning, love of human soul (Radha) for God (Krsna),

in any case it is true that the poem has a religious character

and that in the opinion of the poet the whole eroticism of

thepoem is merely a part of the bhakti, the religious devotion

to God Krsna.

It is true thatJayadeva belongs to the greatest poetical

genii of India. It is, however, astonishing that he was able to

combine so much passion and sentiment of love, so much
alliteration in language, that often resounds as pure music

in our ears, with such an ornate and yet artificial a form.

It is no wonder that in India the poem enjoys unusual

popularity and has always found admirers even outside

India. It is so difficult to bring into translations the brilliance

oflanguge that they can reproduce its charms just partially.

Even extracts from a defective English translation of the poet

by W. Jones engendered feeling of wonder in Goethe.
He deplores the fact that although “the incomparable

Jones” had remained withm the limits of decorum, the

German translator Herr v Dalberg has gone for away in

his German translation and the great poet expresses his in-

tention even to translate the poem2
.

The Bhakt-Mala narrates that the Raja of Nilacala in

Orissa too had written one GItagovinda and he invitedBrahmanas

to make the book known. But they did not like to approve of it.

It was decided that both the books, that is of Jayadeva and of

the king, should be brought into the temple ofJagannatha and

to leave the decision to the god himself. Then the god put

the book of Jayadeva about his neck like a neklace and threw

1 As late as m the time ol W Jones (As Res 3, 183 ) at Kcndull,

the place of birth ofJayadeva, was celebrated a feast, in which the Gita-

govmda was sung with a dance during the night In an inscription of the year

1499 King Prataparudradeva ordains that female dancers and female Vaisnava

singers should learn and sing only the songs of Gltago\mda One verse from

the GItagovinda has been quoted m an inscription of the year 1292 Cf M.
Ghakravarti JASB, N S 2, 1906, 166 IF, [S K D e, HSL, p 390]

2 Goethes Werke, Jubilaumsausgabe Vol 37, p 210 lT

;

Bnefwc-

chsel zwischen Schiller und Goethe, II, p 303-309
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the book of king out of the temple Although the god decided

in favour of the work of Jayadeva, the succeeding generations

have not, however, failed to imitate his poem again and again.

In a large number of poems, their writers have not only glorified

the Jove ofRadha and Krsia, but they have composed new poems

describing the love between Rama and Slta and between Siva

and Parvatl as well m a similar manner, m slavish imitation

of the Gitagovinda1 .

At the first sight it may appear probable that m love-lyrics

of Indians, m contrast to the love-ballads of other nations,

the clement of thought prevails over all other The truth is that

this is strong in love-songs of India for the taste of West-

erners, that is already strongly prepossessed: the beautiful ladies

bend down under the load of their breasts, their hips are like

trunks of an elephant, the lovers remove with violence the gar-

ment of the loving women, often the theme is biting and scratch-

ing—but lovers and beloved forget these too on account of their

longing and die for love. It is also true that like court ornate

poetry, the Indun lyrics, for the taste of Westerners, are all

the more important for their form, and really they are often no-

thing more than an ingenious play But not seldom we come
across also true and deep feelings and internal devotion likewise

in erotic and religious lyrics. In India, in lyric poetry, as in

the whole of Indian poetry, the deep natural feeling is genuine
and unaffected2

Gnomic and Didactic Poetry

Closely connected with lyrics is gnomic poetry. In many
works lyric stanzas and didactic passages are blended into
.1 single whole m such a way that one may be in doubt in the

characteristicVr t^c^Indiaa^nund^^'^h
11

r»
M W*1 t,mcsbccn *e principal

u. , , „
» ta-OldstUckcrBitrachtunsea abcr'dcu JiJv’ Th

r?,?
idstOcLer (Allcgememe

Kosmoi, lit u 5tr
h NalurStfuhl) m AIck v. Humboldt,
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matter of grouping them. Perhaps Indians have not attain-

ed such perfect mastery in any sphere as m gnomic poetry.

They have not more wonderfully succeeded m anything as m the
art of giving brief and accurate expression to an idea in two
lines Most of the epigrams are written m the form of Slokas

—

and they desci lbe accurately or often lay out a beautiful picture

either from nature or with the help of a strikingly deep thought
simile. Numerous narratives, aphorisms and statements in lite-

rature, however, also prove the existence of rich treasure of “nice
saying” (subhasila ), that has been stored up by Indians of all

the ages1 Nowhere else do these epigrams occur more beauti-

fully and with greater grandeur than in the Savitri-peom in the

Mahabharata As we have already seen above, we find abudance
of aphorisms also at other places in the Mahabharata, both in

the epic proper and in the didactic sections in particular1 .

These epigrams are m no way always 'conventional moral lessons’,

buthave reference partly to wordly wisdom (artha, nlti) and partly

to duty (dharma )
3 They are, very often, in fact, the sequel to

extensive personal experience, and there is no sphere of human
life that has not been touched by them Even up to this day it

is a necessary part of education to know suitable epigrammatic

stanzas, that are fit to be quoted in appropriate places m course

of conversation4 . That it was so m earlier times too is proved

by an aphorism quoted m anthologies5 •

“Wrongly we call tongue a tongue,

That knows not a beautiful term,

It is a piece of flesh, stuck into the mouth,

For fear, lest a crow may detect it5
”

i. Gf. c g B o h 1 1 1 n g k , Ind Spruchc 2595, 3135, 4186, 4776,

yjq4 Manu 2, 239, Subhasitavah 2349

2 Cf above I, 320 f
, 323, 341, 359 ff

, 376 f
,
transl p 376 f

, 380*

3gg, 416 f, 425 f

3 The tcsTi ‘Ethical Poe'ry” in Macdonell, Hist of Sanskrit

Literature 377 is not correct In the Mahabharata (e g V, 33-37 )
too wordly

wisdom and moral lessons have been taught without distinguishing between

them
man is nQt consxdcred to be a learned person, probably rightly,

unless be can quote at least a few of the poet’s famous epigrams that throw light

on the question forming the topic of conversation, in which he participates

says the Indian Krishna Sastri Bhatavadckar mhis foreword to the

collection of maxims published by lunij see Pantschatantra^ transl by

L Fritze, p XI f

5 Transl into German bv Fritze, Indischc SprUche 387

[Bohthngk, Ind. Spruchc 4776

)
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The Indian poets had a fancy for inserting aphoristic stanzas

throughout. We find them in the epic, in the prose novel and

even in the drama They form a component part of the Buddhist

and Jaina religious literature1,
as also of the religious and

mundane narrative literature. The Sunahsepa-legend of the

Aitarcyabrahmana points to the existence of aphoristic literature

even in theVedic age. The scientific literature on law and politics

(dharmasastra and nltisastra) is so full of poetical aphorisms

that drawing a line of demarcation between gnomic poetry and

scientific literature is often difficult. Numerous epigrams, that

were currentm literary circles and whose authors in usual course

would have been forgotten, were brought together in collections,

preferably m satakas or “centuries
51 and many authors them-

selves wrote the whole collections of epigrams. The lines of

demarcation between compilation and self-composed poems were

often obliterated because of the fact that the latter, in case they

became popular, were mutilated ^nd added to by copyists

in course of time

One of the most popular aphoristic collections is the one

that is attributed to Canakya 2
, the minister of the Maurya

king Cmdragupta. Canakya is the model of the wise and clever

minister. The authorship of the famous manual of polity, the

Kautiliya-Arthasaslra, is attributed to one Kautilya “crooked-
ness”. In the same way as all laws are traced back to Manu,the
mythical first king, who has been made the author of not only
of manual of morals and law but also of a large number of
legal and moral maxims that have even been m circulation,
all the teachings on polity and wordly wisdom are traced
back to Canakya, famous m legends, who has at last been
made the

^

author of a great collection of proverbs, that
perhaps originally consisted only of the principles of polity
(rajamti), but in course of time, has assumed in the hands of
cop} icts mote and more the character of a variegated mixed
co ection of s \ymgs There are not less than seven different
recensions of this woik that appears under different titles in the
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manuscripts1 . There is nothing to think about the minister
Canakya being the real author of these wise sayings. It is also
not correct at the same tune to find in them “popular poerty”
and to equate them with adages2

, that circulate from mouth
to mouth, without being considered to have belonged to a
single author. The proverbs originated rather in literary circles

and partly they go back to works in literature and partly they
were composed by the authors, whose names are forgotten. It

is, however, assumed that we are not able to attribute a
collection of this type to any definite period

The form in which the collection has come down to us

shows all the characteristic traits of Indian aphoristic

poetry in general, including those in respect of variety of

its contents. Although in its title there usually occurs the

word raj aniti (“king’s politics”), comparatively it con-

tains few maxims on the art of administration On the

other hand, we find many common rules of conduct, that

are as “M acchiavellistical” as the rules of ad-

ministrative polity, in addition to numerous contribution,

on the knowledge of human nature and life, on wealth and

i Rajamtisastra, Canakyarajaniti, Rajanitisamuccaya, Canakyaniti
Canakyanltidarpana, Vrddhacanakya, Lagbucanakya, Canakyanitisara Gf O
Kressler, Stimmen mdischer Lebensklugheit, where he investigates into

the collection of aphoristic stanzas that are attributed to Canakya and has
translated them into German from one of the recensions. Leipzig, 1907
(Indica, edited by E Leumann, Heft 4) Other editions Haeberlin 312
ff

, J Klatt, De trecentis Canakyae poetae India sententns Diss

Halis Saxonum, Berol 1873; Weber, Indische Streifen I 253 ff und
Monatsbenchte der k Akademie Berlin 1864, 400 ff On the numerous
Indian editions see Kressler, ibid, p 38 ff Canakyasarasamgraha, a work,
widely known among the Buddhists of Nepal, too is reported to contain

830 aphorisms (see Rajendralala Mitra, Sanskrit Buddhist Lit.

of Nepal, Calcutta, 1882, p 282 f ) One Canakyanitisastra is found also

,m the Tibetan Tanjur; see G H u t h , SBA 1895, p 275 The wisdom
aphorisms of Sanaq (1 e Canakya) found in the Arabic work Siraj al-

Muluk by at-TortusI (12th century) are also probably based on Canakyani-

tisara, see Th Zachariae in WZKM 28, 1914, 182 ff The aphorisms

have been repeatedly translated ; so thus into Greek by D. Galanos,
[ See J van M a n e n , Foreward to ,the 2nd edition of Canakyarajanitisa-

stram,jed by IsvaraChandraS astri, Calcutta Or Ser , 1921, p
III], into English byMuir, Metrical Translations from Sanskrit writers , into

German by Bohthagk m the "Indischen Sprtichen ” Cf also G M
Bolling, The Recension of Canakya used by G a 1 a n o s for his

’Ex Sia90pS5 tcomjtS® JAOS 1921 p 49 ff Rightly remarks

Bolling that the last word has not yet been said with Kressler’s
book on the "Original Canakya”, since much of the materials for establish-

ment of the text has not yet been used [ Another English transl is by

K Raghunathaji, Bombay, 1890 ].

2. As has been done by Kressler, ibid, p. 27.
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poverty, on fate and human activity, on women and lastly
on all sorts ofpadagogical, religious and ethical teachings.
Only in a few cases in its contents we find groups of

togeTer
Stan2as after s0 variegated passages jumbled up

together. So in the verses VI, 1 5-22, where twenty things
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dwells no kinsman, vacant is the heart ofthe fool, and pover-

ty is vacuum itself
3
*. Popular are the enumerations that are

joined to catch-words or contain some sort of definition For
example IV, 14 “Poison is the book that has not been
studied thoroughly, poison is the food that is not digested,

poison is the knowledge to the poor and poison is a young
girl for an old man3 *

1
.

Pictures and similes in epigrammatic poetry are always

popular, and particularly numerous are the sayings in which
the subjects spoken about are illustrated with the help of

examples from nature. E.g III, 14 f., “Through a single

nice tree, that is in blossom and smells well, the entire

forest gets permeated with odour: likewise a whole family

with a single noble son becomes ‘fragrant
3

, 1 e. attains

honour W:ith a single dry tree, that is set on fire, the entire

forest gets into flame; likewise with a single bad son it

gets burnt33
i.e. comes to ruin

33

; V, 18: "With truth is sus-

tained the earth, withtruth glows the sun, with truth blows

the wind : all rest on truth
33 XII; 7. “In the company of

the noble the bad become noble, but the noble do not

become bad in the company of the bad: the sweet smell

that the flower emits makes the earthen vessel fragrant, but

the flowers do not take the smell of the pot3 ’2
.

If Canakya is just a name, that has been used as

the supporting pillar for gnomic poetry, Bhartrhari,
whose three satakas or centuries—S rngarasataka,
Nltisataka, and Vairagyasa taka 3

,
are included

among the most famous works ofIndian poetry, is a real poetic

personality This is shown particularly by the first of the three

collections, the Srngarasatakn, “The Hundred on Love33
.

1. Wholly of the same type are the aphorisms ofBharata,
that A Schiefner (Mahakatjajana und Konig Tschanda—Pradjota,

Memoires, de I’Academie de St Petersbourg, Part XXII, No 7 1875, p 54
ff ) has translated from Tibetan.

2 All citations and translations are from the German rendenngs from

Vrddhacanakya of Kressler.
3 Editions Bhartriharis sententiae . ed , Iatme \ertit et com-

mentarns mstruxit, P aBohlen, Berolmi, 1883 Haeberhn, 143 ff The
Nltisataka and Vairagyasataha of Bh ,

\wth Extracts from two Sanskrit com-

mentaries, ed by K T. T c 1 a n g, BSS No 1 1, 1885 Subhasila-Tnsati of Bh

with the Commentary' of Ramacandra Budhendra, ed. P. P a r a b Bombay

1902 NSP. Edition \\ ith Tika and Bhasatlka of Ganga\ isnugupta and Khema-
rajagupta, Bombay 1885
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This, at the same time, is also a characteristic collection of erotic

stanzas, like the Amarusataka. Whilst the strophes of the

Amarusataka present to us pictures from amorous life the

verses of the Srhgarasataka are expressive of general ideas

about love and women The pataka begins with verses in

which the pleasure of love and beauty of women, on one hand,

and the force of love and its joys, particularly the change of

seasons, on the other, are described. Then follow the verses in

which the joy of love has been compared with the peace of mind,

attained through penance and wisdom
;
and in tne last quarter

of the sataka the poet comes to realise more and more that

wife is merely a sweet poison, just a snake lying on the way, and

that love is merely an allurement that attracts one to wordly

pleasures, whilst real happiness can be found only in renunciation

of the world and in God (Siva, Brahman) Now it is possible that

these stanzas have been so arranged by an able compiler that

they bring before us a picture of the oscillation of the

Indian mind between sensuousness and renunciation of the world.

It is possible that the same compiler, whilst he had added the Nlti-

Sataka, “The Hundied ofWordly Wisdom” and the Vairagya-

sataka, “The Hundred of Renunciation of the World” to the

Srngariataka?, he pursued the objective m the three “centuries”

of selected maxims on the path of the wise, from sexual pleasure

to viruc and performance of duty and wished to describe as the

highest goal, the renunciation of the world.

But against this commonly accepted hypothesis that

Bhartrhari s satakas aie merely anthologies1 stand two strong
facts. Firstly the unanimous and unbroken tradition of
India. It is not suggested that a similar tradition has made
Vyasa the poet of the Mahabharata and Canakya the writer
of the collection of sayings that arc associated with his name.
\ y.isa is an old sage, whom the people voluntarily made the
author of old venerable texts, that were desired to be accorded
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a special religious status Canakya is a very famous chancellor
who on account of his wisdom m administration has been made
the carrier of all epigrams concerning statesmanship and after-

wards also of those concerning wordly wisdom. But the name
ofBhartrhan is famous just as a writer of gnomic stanzas

and as that of a grammarian : then the tales, that have got
^aSSed to his name are of very late origin and perhaps originated

in the firstplace on the basis of the epigrammatic stanzas

that pass under his name. In the s e c o n d p 1 a c e , not only

the three satakas, but rather the Srngarasataka alone exhibits

completely explicit physiognomy of the poet The verses of the

Srngarasataka and also a majority of verses of both the other

satakas bear such definite individual traits, that J. J Meyer
could call Bhartrhan “one right charactersistic brain of old

India” that represents the “typical Hindu” m his wavering

between glowing sensuality and asceticism and that H.

Oldenberg 2
, notwithstanding the fact that he doubts

the authorship ofBhartrhan and leaves the question “how far

to him, an individual, does the definite personality correspond”,

openly calls him an Indian living in a forest”. What is so

especially a characteristic for Bhartrhan, that is attainment of

the renunciation of the world from pleasures of lust, has never

been said so clearly as m the verse in which he says :

yadas'idynanam smaratimirasamcdrajamta'm

tada sarvam narimayamidamasesam jagadabhut I

iddriimasmakam patutaravivekanjanadrsam

sarnibhuta drstisinbhuvanamapi brahma manute II

“When in the darkness of love.

Ignorant, I wandered about, I saw nothing,

Nothing m the wide world, but only women;

But just when I was cured of the blindness,

Through knowledge, the ointment for the eye.

Forthwith appeared all calmly over my eye,

And I saw in the world only one Brahma3
!

When, m the verse, in which he remarks that love and

1 Dasakumaracarita—Translation (German ), P * ^ t ^ee a^so

S.K D e , Treatment of Love m Sanskrit Literature, p 33 “J
2 LAI p 226

3 Smgaras 98, translated into German byLV Schroe r,

Mangobluten, p 24
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wisdom are the extremities of life, but represent the two

paths to happiness, as he says

sam sdresminnasare parvmtilarale die gall panditdnam

taUvajMnamtldmbhahplavalalitadhiydmydlu kdlah nadacit l

no cenmugdhangandnam slanajaghanabhogasamsarginlndih

slhulcpaslhasthalisu sthagilakaralclaspurscloljdytdndSn It

“In this world, full of deceipt, with vaccilatmg con-

sequences,

There are two paths in which a mortal being delights:

He may dnnk in wisdom from religious writings either.

Or he may sink into the bosoms of young maidens.”

Or rather more appropriately —
kuniha bahubhiruktairyukluunyaih pralapair

dvayamtha purusdnam sarvadd sevaniyam I

abhmavamada lilalalasam sundarinam

ilanabharaparikhvnnam yauvanam va vamm va II

“Why make words unnecessarily;

You can attain pleasure in two ways:

Either rejoice in the company of young damsels.

Or enjoy peace and tranquility by retiring into

a forest1.”

Thence it seems likely that there existed on old work in the

satakas of Bhartrhari, and possibly the Srngarasataka has, at

least apparently, retained the original order ofstanzas, whilst the
Vairagyasataka and more particularly the Nitisataka, on account
of inaccuracy and arbitrary action of the copyists, have, in fact,

become more or less anthologies, of which only a small portion
contains the genuine verses of Bhartrhari.

As yet it has not been possible to arrive ata decision with
regard to the problem of the poet Bhartrhari being identical with
the grammarian Bhartrhari, the author of a commentary on the
Mahabhasya of Patanjali and oi the Vakyapadlya, a treatise on
the philosophy oflanguage. About this scholar Bhartrhari the
Chinese pilgrim I - t s 1 n g says that he was a faithful follower
of Buddhism and became famous m the whole of India and died
“forty years ago”. Suite I-tsmg wrote his report m 691 A.D.,
Bhartrhari must have died m about 651 A.D2 I-tsmg, however,

i Srngarasataka 19, 53l translated mto German by P V. Bohlen.

p. 17O {r.

I lS,n5, A RcCOrd of B«ddhist Religion, transi byJ Takakusu,
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says nothing as to whether this grammarian was also the writer
of the aphoristical stanzas, but he narrates a noteworthy story
He became a monk seven times in succession and returned
to hearth each time. Once when he had already overcome his
sensuous desires and had retired into a cloister he had to
ask a young man to keep a vehicle leady for him outside the
cloister and then he felt that even then he was not fit to be-
come a monk. I-tsing has quoted also a verse m which
Bhartrhari rebukes himself on account of his inability to with-
stand the glamour of the world On the basis of this report
Max Muller1 has presumed that the grammarian Bharti hari
might have been also the poet of our Patakas The fact is that

the story about our poet narrated by I-tsing fits him very well

But on the other hand, it is remarkable that the Chinese pilgrim,

who speaks so much about this man, has not directly mentioned

the work on account of which Ins name has become famous m
the whole ofIndia, even though the grammatical and philosophi-

cal works mentioned by him have become almost extinct More-

over, Bhartrhari in the satakas is not a Buddhist, but a declared

devotee of Siva in the Vedantist sense2 Now it is possible that

Bhartrhari was a Saiva Brahmana, who was at first a court-poet3

and householder, became an adherent of Saiva Vedanta, and

lastly embraced Buddhism4 In this case we must assume that

I-tsmg did not either mention the Satakas or would not like to

say anything about them, because they were written by the poet

before he had embraced Buddhism But this sort of hypothesis

does not appear very probable after we take into consideration

the very story told by I-tsmg In case it cannot be admitted that

in the very indefinite statement of I-tsing on the works of

Bharti hari there is also an allusion to the satakas5
,

all that

1 Indian in seiner weltgeschichlhchen Bcdeutung, p 302 ff , [ India,

what can it teach us ? London 1883 p 337 On the identity of the grammarian

Bhartrhari, see Barnett, JRA.S, 1923, p 422 ]

2 Gf T e 1 a n g , Introduction to his edition, pp IX f ,
XXIII f

and E La T e r z a in OC XII, Rome 1899, I, 201 fF

3 The numerous stanzas m the Vairagyasataka in which he has

spoken about the disgust and humiliations of servants of princes point to 1ns

once having been a court-poet _ _
4 According to K. B Pathaka, JBRAS, 18, 18935 34* “ >

is probable that Bhaitrhari, the giammarian might have been a Buddhist

5 When for example he says that the Bhartrhansastra docs not

treat grammar only but also the principles of human life, and that in the

book Pema, he describes the excellences of human prmcples
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remains is to admit that I-tsing had merely heard about the

works of the grammarian Bhartrhan1 and that the stories that

were told him about Bhartrhari related to a poet of this very
name, who was the author of the Patakas. In that case this

poet must have lived considerably before 650 A.DA
The legends and stories that make Bharfcrhari a brother of

the famous legendary king Vikramaditya are of no value for a
biography of the poet Meruturiga, in his great collection of
literary anecdotes3

, narrates one such tale, and another one, the
story of the wandering fruit is found m the commentary on the
Nitisataka (verse 2)

4 where it serves to explain the verse:
yam cintayami satatam mayi sa vtrakta

sapyanyamicchati sa janonyasaktah
\

asmatkrte ca parittisyati kacidanya

dhiktamca tamca madanamca imam ca mam ca ||

“She, about whom I think always: she likes me not;
She loves another man, who loves an other girl;
And yet there is another woman, who seeks my love:
Fie on her, on him; rebuke me and him and the god

i»ti «i ,
of love.”

Wh,lst these tales have clearly been fabricated to explaina

OtherMwlT hT been dragged ln for this purpose, there are
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explained to him by a Brahmana Padmanabha and included
them in his translation of this book “De open Deure tot het
verborgen Heydendom”, (The Open Door to Heathendom)
published at Leiden m 1651 1

. From this book Herder
knew about the epigrammatic stanzas, from which he translated

some selected ones into German2
. Since then more stanzas

ofBbartrhan have repeatedly been translated3 . A few probes
will go to show that the fame ofBhartrhan is well justified :

—

nunam hi te kamvara viparltabodha

ye nityamahurabala iti kamiriindm I

yabhirvilokataratarakadrsiipataih

sakradayopi vijita dbala kalham tah ii

“Certainly such poets are a bit off.

As do always sing of the debility of woman;
With whose eye-glance even Indra and others get fettered.

How can she be called weak ”

iavadeva krtinam hrdi sphuratyesa nnmalavwekadipah I

yavadeva na kurangacaksusdmtddyatecapalalocandncalaihtW

“The torch ofwisdom burns bright and clear

Only so long as beautiful eyes wink:

Thereafter it extinguishes quickly.”

kadarthitasya.pl hi dhairyavrtter-

na sakyate dhairyagunah pramarstum l

1 A Roger’s “Offne Tur zu dem verbborgenen Heydenthum,
translated from Dutch into German, NUrnberg 1663, p 459-536, “Dess Heydm-
schen Barthrouherri hundert Spruche von dem Weg Zum Himmel, and hun-
dert SprUche von don vemunftigen Wandel unter den Menschen” That is,

therefore, merely a translation of the Vairagyasataka and the Nitisataka The
Brahmana it appears did not like to translate to him the “love-stanzas” on one

or the other ground

2 At first m 1792 m the “Gedanken emiger Brahmanen” (Herders

samtl Werke 1828, Zur Litteratur und Kunst, Bd 9, 141 ff ), also in the

“Vermischten Stucken aus verschiedenen morgenlandischen Dichtern”,ibid p.

157 ff , some also inJ G. v Herders, “Blumenlese aus morgenlandischen

Dichtern,” Berlin 1818

3 A complete German metrical transation by P. von B o h 1 e n ,

Hamburg 1835 selected Sayings translated by Ruckert (Zcitschnft

fUr die Knnde des Morgenlandes II, Gottingen 1837, p 14 ^ > Rtlckert

—

Nachlese, I, 341 ff ), H o e f e r (Indische Gcdichte, I, 141 ff , II, 168 ff ),

L. V Schroeder (Mangobltlten 21 ff , cf Reden und Aufsatze, p 163

ff ), E Meier, Klassische Dichtungen der Inder, III, 75 ff , included enti-

rely in B o h 1 1 1 n g k , Indische Spruche too [Englishmans by C H
T awney, “Two Centuries of Bhartrhari, Calcutta 1877? and Ind

Ant 4, 1875 and 5, 1876), by B Hale Wortham, The Satakas of

Bhartrhari ( Trtlbner Or. Series), into Greek by D Galanos, Athens

1845, mto French by Regnaud, 1875 J
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adhomukhasyapi krtasya vahtiei-

nadhah sihhaydti kadacideva II

“As the flame of light, even when turned down, goes up,

So do the noble, even afflicted by fortune, aspire up.”

chmnopi rohati tamh kslnopyiipaciyate candrah \

itx virmsanlah sanlah na viplula loke li

“Whethei in trouble or in sorrow,

Steady remain the noble :

The moon, reduced to half, becomes full again;

The roots of a tree, even after its fall, may push up
again.”

sakyo vanlum jalena hutahhukchatrena suryatapo

nagendro nisitankusena samado dandena gogardabhdu I

vyddhirbhesajasamgrakatsca mmdhairmantraprayogaixmsam

sarvasyausadhamasti sdstrauhitam murkhaiya nastyam-

adham II

“Fire can be restrained with water,

With an umbrella, the heat of the sun,

With a stick, the cow and the ass

,

An elephant is controlled with a sharp goad;

Fever is checked with medicine,

And snake-bite with incantations :

Thus everything has its remedy,

But wickedness alone has none.”
mahl ramya sayyd vipulamupadhanam bhujalatd

vitanam cakasafn vyajanamanukulayamanilah l

sphuraddipascandro virativamtasangamudiiah

sukham santah sele tnuniratanubhutiTnrpa iva ll

“The earth as the bed,

The arm as the pillow,

The sky
, as the canopy,

The aephir, the favourable breeze,
Renunciation, the wife,

The moon, the blazing lamp;
A hermit sleeps in comfort,
Like a king possessing great wealth.”
mdtarmedim tdta mdruta stikhe tejah subandho jala
bhrdtarvyoma mbaddha esa bhavatamesa prandmatijali/i I

ynsmatsangavasopajdlasukrlodrekaiphuranmrmalo
j ndndpastnmnn j lamohamahimd liye pare brahmanx ll
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“Earth, thou art my mother, the atmosphere, the father,

And thou fire, my friend, the water, my relation,

Andmy brother, the ether,I address you with folded hands.
The merit that I attained in your company,

When I was living below on earth;

With the brilliant knowledge,

That I gained, as a consequence thereof.

Now I go to the other world, abandoning you all,

Love brother and friend, love well father and mother1.”

Bhartrhan has had his imitators till the most recent times.

Inferior epigones have sought to surpass his skill in respect

of more artificial metres and kavya-style, but they have

never attained the height of his thought, but have moved within

the orbit of his model8
.

Similar to the Nltisataka of Bhartrhari is the B h a 1 1 a

tasataka 3 of the Kashmirian poet Bhallata, who
lived under King Sankaravarman (883-902) 4

. The stanzas arc

composed in different metres. As an example an allegorical

stanza is quoted below with translation

:

je jatya laghavah sadaiva gananarp ySta na ye kutracit

padbhydmeva vimarditah pratidtaam bhumau nilinasciram I

utksiptascapalasayena ma.fv.tct pasyantarikse sakhe

tungdndmupansthitim ksitibhrtdm kurvantyaml pamsavah 11

“The dust, hght by nature, is deemed nought; day by

day it is trampled beneath our feet and trodden into the ground;

i. Smgaras. io, 55, NItisa 75, 84, Supplement 1, Vairagyas 8g,

96, according to the German transl ofP v Bohlen.
2 Rasiapaasana is an old Prakrit work of the type of

Bhartrhansatakas It consists of400 gathas composed by the Buddhist poet

Vairocana. They (according to some probes that have been given by

SP. V Ranganathasvami Aryavaraguru, JASB, N b , b, 19x0,

167 ff ) contain ongmal ideas

3 Published m Km Part IV, p 14° ^

4 According to Rajatarangini, 5, 204, where about this king it has

been said that on account of his hatred for science he shunned important people

It was on account of this that a poet like Bhallata lived “ YgJJ
written by him have been quoted under Aucit^lankara

Snhh^c L-

.

and in anthologies, see Peterson, JBRAS, 16, 7
XJamAa*

Aufrerht ZDMG 4i. 488 The fact that a verse written by Ananda-

varfhma is found m our Bhallatasataka sho^ ttat m this ^
collect,« too

stanzas written by other poets occur, seeJ a c o b 1 ZDMG, 56, 1902, 4°o

Wmtemitz—History of Indian Literature, Vol III, n.
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but see, dear friend, the fickle wind has tossed it high, and it

settles now on the summit of the lofty mountains.1
”

An imitation of Bhartrhari’s VairagyaSataka is the

SantiSataka, “The Hundred of Peace of Soul2” of Sil-

h a n a 3
,
who also came from Kashmir, but carried his literary

activities in Bengal. Some of his verses are found also in

Bhartrhari and one of his stanzas is found also in theNagananda

of Harsadeva. A great majority of the verses are, however,

si :h as are found in anthologies other then the Santisataka.

S ace Silhana himself says that he “wrote” (
vidadhe

)

the work,

in the opinion ofW., he is to be considered as the author and not

as a compiler ofthe aphoristic stanzas, in case he had no intention

to cite accurately. The SantiSataka is a piece ofpure religious

poetry in which the hollowness of life and the grandeur ofrenun-

ciation of the world and of the life of asceticshave been described

in a considerably monotonous manner. Many of the stanzas of

Bhartrhari have not been borrowed verbatim, but they have been

modified. Some ofthe alterations have been made on account of

Bhartrhari’s considering Siva as the Highest God and Silhana’s

view being that Visnu is the Supreme God. As in all other

works of this type, the manuscripts differ from one another very
strongly, so that it cannot be said with certainty as to which of the
verses belong to the original collection and which have been
interpolated4 .

Under the name of Nagaraja, one of the kings of

[ i Keith, HSL, p. 232 ]

and notes
s*10

?* Cntlcal aPPar*tus, German translation

S«.W Also\n SfiSSH Cf. A. B K e i , h , JRAS

author of the^ooenf« i

M
£
ltten differently.^ P 1 s c h e 1 presumes that the

or as Cilhana
P
and a r n,’

Smce thls name 18 ° t̂en written as Silhana

iauka f Bllhai?a occurs In many MSS of the S a n 1 1 -

wrote three S&akas nf
®^ar^a

J*
isDhanadaraja, who

1903, 3off ) T a n a r d a
(published m Km , Part XIII,

VairagyaSataka (publuhed in Km *p
* f^ote olle Srngarasataka and one

131 ff Appaya Diksna wrnS .
’^ XI’ i395 ’ *33 ff, and Part XIII,'

1, 91 ff ) There is one 1 ,

ne Vai«gya$ataka (edited m Km Part
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Narahanocc oS X“' *8ff. 37 * Thcnamc
time. In 1220 A D one Marais 4

tb°r *bat it is not possible to determine his

see Peterson, Rep. IV, p^lSlX
* COmnicatary °u the KavyaprakaSa,
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the Taka-dynasty, is found one Bhavasataka 1
, a kind of

collection of riddles. In each verse it is said about some person
that he would do this or that in certain situation; sometimes the

reader is expected to conjecture whyhe did this or that; sometimes
it is told at the end of the verse. Ofindefinite age is the U p a d e-
SaSataka 2 of Gumani. In it common moral lessons

are taught with the help of allusions to well-known myths
and fables. Anyoktimuktalata is another Sataka,

consisting of 108 ornate allegorical stanzas, of Sambhu,
who lived in the court of King Harsadeva (1089-1101 AD.)
of Kashmir

3

.

Kusumadeva, a poet otheiwise unknown, is the

author of Dr stantasataka (or Drstantakalika 5
;

a collection of hundred proverbs, in which the wisdom-lesson,

taught in the first line, has been illustrated with an example

(drsfanta) in the second line, e g. verse 10:

uttamah kiesauiksobham ksamah sodhum na kltarah l

mamreva mahasanagharsanam na tu mrtkanah 11

"Only the noble can bear the stroke of pain : jewel

alone resists the pressure of grindstone, not the lime.”

Smaller collections of proverbs—whether compilations

1 Edited in Km , Part IV, 37 ff Cf Bhandarkar, Report
1882-83, p 9 f 198, Peterson, 3'Reports p , 21 f

, 338 f There is one
Sfngarasataka' also by Nagaraja His time is not definite According to R
Schmidt, Das alte und moderne Indien, Bonn and Leipzig 1919, p. 184
Nagaraja was merely the patron of the poet Bhava, and not the author of

the Satakas

2 Edited in Km , Part II, 1886, 21 f

3 Ed ted m Km , Part II, 61 ff Sambhu’s poem Rajendra-
karnapura (edited m Km I, 22 ff )

is written for glorification of Kmg
Harsadeva A son of Sambhu has been mentioned by Mankha (Srikantha-

canta 25, 97) among his contemporaries

4 The Anyoktisataka of Bhafta Vires vara, edited

in Km , V, 89 ff , the AnyapadeSa sataka of N i I a k a n t h a
D I k s 1 1 a , edited m Km VI, 1890, 143 ff and another Sataka bearing

the same title ofMadhusudana of Mithda, edited in Km , Part IX,

1893, 64 ff Subhasitanivl (edited in Km Part VIII, 1891, 151

ff ) of tl\e Vedanta scholar Venkatanatha is a collection of subhasi-

tas m twelve sections and twelve stanzas The author is often referred to simply

as Vedantadesika and probably lived between 1268 and 1376 AD * sec

Krishnamacharya, 48 f

,

123 f A collection of 94 stanzas is the

Lokoktimuktavali ofDaksinamurti, published in Km

,

Part XI, 1895, 65 ff.

5. Haeberlin 217 ff In Vallabhadeva’s Subhasitavah, 287-307,

have been quoted 21 stanzas from this collection (but notm the same sequence

as it is m our text) Kusumadeia must, therefore, have been anterior to

Vallabhadeva.
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or independent, poems, a thing that cannot be confirmed, are

the Nltisara, ascribed to Ghatakarpara, the Niti-

pradlpa of Vetalabhatta and the Nitiratna,

ascribed to Vararuci 1
, Vararuci is best known as the

author of a Prakrit grammar, but in anthologies stanzas written

by him too are found, and Rajasekhara mentions him in the

list of his predecessors1 . The following verses attributed to

Vararuci in the Nitiratna are worthy of a good poet

itaratapasatam yathecchaya

vitara tarn sake caturanana t

arasikesu rasasya mvedanam

sirasi ma hkha ma hkha ma likha li

“O Brahman, do avenge so much as you will,

My all such actions as are wicked ;

Yet write not this much, write not

The pass-word of fate, I implore you,

That those who have no taste,

May become poet, on their forehead.”

samsaravisavrksasya doe phale amrtopame |

kdvyamrtarasasvdda dlapah sajjanaih saha It

“On the poison-tree of life,

There grow two nectar-like fruits
;

Taste of nectar of poetry

And of talk with noble men.”
kakasya cancuryadi hemayukta

manikyayuktau caranau ca tasya \

ekaikapakse gajarajamukta

tathapi kako na ca rajahamsah it

Even ii the beak of a crow be plated with gold
And its feet decorated with rubies,
And its wings have pearls hanging from them,
It can still never become a flamingo.”
Jagannatha’s Bhaminlvilasa 3 is partly

Bohtlingk^ SdSchfSpecie.
5°* ff> 5^6 ff, translated into German

sec Peterson,

*

>0em ^ ant habharana “necklace” :

of Bhammi’’, m case Sdmmi uto*beS*
°f & Beautlful Woman” or “The Sport

French translation published hv
C M a proPer noun * The text with

dcs hautes etudes I, qT tJZL 1* B = r 6aigne, Paris 1872 (Bibl.
1 9 '’ edltcd wth a Sanskrit gloss by Lakshm^n Rama-
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lyric and pardy gnomic. We have seen above that this author
was a scholar of theory of poetics and likewise a lyrist1. Like
the Patakas of Bhartrhari, Bhaminl-Vilasa too contains
stanzas of which the theme oscillates between morality, erotics

and renunciation of the world, and it is their common feature

that the text of both of them is uncertain and the number of

stanzas differs in different manuscripts. The first part, ofwhich
the number of stanzas varies between 100 and 130, contains

moral lessons, ofwhich many are allegorical8 . The second part,

of which the number of stanzas vetfies between 101 and 184

as in the manuscripts, contains erotic verses. The third part,

consisting of only 18 to 19 strophes, is an elegy on the death of a
beloved wife. And the fourth (31 to 46 stanzas) contains

verses on happiness of the soul, renunciation of the world

and entry into the soul of the universe identified with Krsna.

Some probese may represent the nature of poetry of

Jagannatha. :

nairgunyameoa sadhiyo dhigastu gunagauravan I

sdkhinonye virajante khandayante candanadrumah n

“Better it is to be without virtue;

Fie on the person who is possessed of merits;

Other trees remain flourishing.

While the sandal-trees are cut by man”, (I, 86)

hanntpreksand yatra grhini na vilokyate \

sevitam sarvasampadbhirapi iadbhavanam vanam ll

A house may be full with all the objects of enjoyment;

but in case the housewife, with glances life those of a deer,

is not visible there, it is not different from a forest”.

(II, 154)

chandra V a 1 d y a ,
Bombay 1887 (In the introduction Vaidya gives a list

ofthe work ofJagannatha ) Trente stances du Bhamini-Vilasa accompagni-
es de fragments du commentaire mddit de Mamrama, publ et trad par. V.
Henry, Paris 1885 D Galanos has translated junto Greek 98
stanzas of the first book in his 'IirStxo v MtTijpa "'tov II p 6

08 f oft o 5 (Athens 1845) P. v. Bohlen has published the third book

and translated it into German in the supplement to his edition of the Rtu-

samhara, Lipsiae 1840 The same book has been translated into German by

A. H o e fe r , Ind Gedichte II, I4iff [ Editions also by Shivarama Mahadeva
Paranjape, Poona, 1895, with introduction, English translation and notes;

by B G B a 1 , Bombay 1895, with Sanskrit gloss and English translauon;

edited critically with his own commentary by Har Dutt Sharma, Poona 1935. ]

z. See above, p 30, 141.

3. Hence called also Anyoktivilasa.
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sarvepi tasmin vismrtipatham visayak praydta

vidyapi khedakalitd vimukbxbabhuva ?

sd kevalam hannaidvakalpcand me

naivapayati hrdayadadhidevateva II

“When all the objects of senses have been forgotten

and learning acquired by exertion too has turned away

its face from me (has left me), only the fawn-eyed lady,

never disappears from my heart, like the deity presiding

over it.” (Ill, 3)

dkftva padaskhalanabhitivasatkaraih me

yarudhavatyasi silasakalajh vivdhe I

sd mam vihaya kathamadya vildsini dyam

arohasiti hrdaydpi satadha prayati ll

“My heart breaks into hundred pieces, when I think

how you, O beautiful one, should have now ascended the

heaven without me, you, who at the time of the marriage

stepped on to a slab of stone by holding my hand for

support, through fear ofslipping ofyour feet.” (Ill, 5

)

The fourth part is entirely devoted to glorification of

Krsna-Visnu. In IV, 40 the poet attests through a pun and

not directly that the wretched, who do not get pleasure

from the “songs of Jagannatha” - jagannathabhaniteh - that can

mean so much as the Bhagavadgita, are already dead, although

they may be alive..” [ Jagannatha is credited also with the

authorship of an ornate didactic poem ASvadhati-
k a v y a l

, so named on account of the fact that it is composed
in verses written in the agvadhati metre].

Greater or smaller didactic poems on some topics, either

religious or secular, are associated with some gnomic stanzas.

A famous religious gnomic poem is Mohamudgara,
“Hammer for Confusion” containing 17 or 18 rhyming stanzas,2

74 ff*

m As

[ I. Ed. with a commentary m Subhasitaratnakara, Bombay 1918. ]

.Tg? 265 ff and A Hoefer Sanskrit—Lesebuch* . *r. , , u ** u c 1 c x oansKnc—.ueseaucn

l2 tran
?
Iatlon has been published by W. J on e

s

some of the
thlS trans

jf4?
on Herder gave a free rendering of

/rLLw stanzas ofthe poemm “Die Entzauberung, Lehre der Brammen”
* S„phan,Vol 26, 4,9, S’). German tranrlaoon.

74
r' v

,

“ 1 en > Das ahe Indien, Komgsberg 1830. o ff bv Bs

n A Hoefer, Sd. G°d,ch,e
3
U, ,’

49,

y
ff

Buchslaben I —-J
1 r^ D™ck sansbntncher Werke tint lateumchen

mfAT,84,: ^r.
g
XIlt6o,

5
ffi

1 ™ French „aMI. by F.Nive
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that are attributed to Sa'nkara. The verses describe the voidness
of the universe and blessings of mental peace and of knowledge
of Visnu. A few verses are quoted below:

—

ma kuru dhanajanayauvanagarvam

harati nimesatkSlah sarvam |

mayamayamidamakhilam hitva

brahmapadam praviia sumditva 11

“Be not proud ofyour wealth or youth.

Not ofyour men. time rolls all in a moment;
Away from all that is pervaded by Maya,
Know the Highest Lord and reach him without delay.’*

yavajjananam tdvanmaranam tauajjananijathare sayanam \

iti samsare sphutataradosah kathamiha manava tava santosah ll

“How often are we born ? How often dead ? How
long lying in mother’s womb ? How great is the preva-

lence of vice in this world ? Wherefore, O man, art thou

satisfied here ?”

suravaramandiratarutalavasah

iayya bhutalamajinam vasah |

sarvaparigrahabhogatyagah

kasya sukham na karoti viragah 11

“To dwell under the mansions of the high-gods at the

foot of a tree, to have the ground for a bed, and a hide

for vesture; to renounce all extrinsic enjoyments; whom
does not such devotion fill with delight

To Sankara is attributed also the &ata£loki, a

gnomic poem in 101 sragdhara stanzas, m which the teachings

ofVedanta have been set forth partly m figurative language

1

.

The Gatakastaka 8 “The Eight Strophes of Cataka”

is a very famous ornate poem, that is partly lyrical and partly

gnomic, of an unknown writer and of an unknown age The

bird cataka, according to the Indian belief, has the rare peculia-

rity that it does not drink any water, other than the pure liquid

of the cloud, and rather remains thirsty, but does not in any

case drink the terrestrial water of streams, lakes and swamps.

1 Select works of Sri Sankaracharya, p 85 ff.

2 There are old and recent poems of this name (Purva - and Uttara-

Catakastaka), both inHaeberlin 237 ff Edited and translated mto German

by H Ewald in Zeitschnft fur die Kunde des Morgenlandcs, IV, Bonn

1842, p 366 ff German by Ho efer, Ind Gedichte II, 161 ff ; English by

Cowell, JRAS 1891, 599 ff-
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Hence it always flies high up in the sky to ask the cloud for its

drink. The Indian poets have special fascination for describing

in lyrical stanzas the longings of the cataka for the cloud, and

proverbially the bird is the model of the noble person who

scorns at all meanness in contempt and maintains his honour.

A religious and philosophical poem of an unknown age is

the Visnubhaktikalpalata 1 of Purusottama,
son of Visnu. The theme of the poem is meditation and

exhuberance of devotion for God Visnu. In the 17th century

Nilakantha DIksita wrote one Santivilasa 2
,

a poem of 51 stanzas in simple and unartificial language on the

“Charm of Peace of Soul**. The same Nilakantha is the

writer of an apparently uninteresting gnomic poem Kali-
vidamban as .

»

As in the case of lyric, so in the case of gnomic poetry

too, we find sometimes admixture of rehgion and erotic. A
work of this type is the Rasikaranjana, written at

Ayodhya in the year 1524 by Ramacandra, son of

Laksmanabhatta, a poem that permits of a two-fold inter-

pretation, in which each stanza can be taken as having an

erotic as well as an ascetic meaning.

Partly erotic and partly theosophical is also the Srngara-
jfiananirnaya, “Distinction between Love and Know-
ledge”, contained in a dialogue between &uka and Rambha
(RambhaSukasaimvada) by an obscure author of an obscure

age. They are stanzas with the refrain “vrthd gatarh tasya narasya

jivitam : useless is the life of that man”. Rambha throughout
recites stanzas composed in the lucid language of Indian erotics

and containing the idea” “useless is the life ofthe man, who has
not tasted love”, that is retorted by Suka in a stanza in which

— — f

p. 1475 V.
EdltCd^ Commentar

>
r in^ 3 r > 1892, Cf Ind. Off Cat.

a. Edited m Km. Part VI, 1890, 12 ff
3. Edited in Km. Part V, 188B.

which the t^tSuSt b^demood’ P° 5 * Commcntary
?

wlthou
j

translated into German
Published for private circulation and

I’amour
5
et la sup^rne* T«te

et
If

Ran
?
bh5 sur

the Annales du Mus6e Guimet 1887,^ ff.

Wlth French trar;IatKnm
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it is said f cvain is the life of the man, who has not attained the
highest wisdom, who has not worshipped Narayana” etc.

Exclusively erotic is the subject-matter of the gnomic poem
of tne Kashmirian poet Damodaragupta, who was the
chief minister of King Jayaplda (end of the 8th century
A.D.). His kuttanima ta1

, “Teachings of the Pro-
curess,” is an instructive poem in kavya-style, in which a
prostitute is being instructed by a procuress as to how she
should feign true love for a rich young man and employ all

the arts of erotics without letting him take note of the fact

that all this is done simply for extracting moneyfrom him. The
poet tnes to parade his knowledge of alankarasastra, of Sanskrit

vocabulary as well as of the kamasastra. Since Kalhana
calls him a poet (kavi) and verses from the Kuttanlmata

are quoted in treatises on poetics

2

this work has to be

considered as an ornate poem according to the opinion of the

Indians, although western scholars would include it in the

works on pornography. In verses 778 ff. it has been described

how a prostitute shows her skill as an actress in staging the drama

Ratnavall, in which an interesting peculiarity of representation

has been demonstrated.

A work of a similar type, perhaps an imitation of the

Kuttanlmata is Ksemendra’s Samayamatrka com-

pleted in 1050 A. D. This prolific-writer, whom we have

met so many times and whom we shall meet again, has worked

in all the spheres. Throughout the period Ksemendra worked

as a poet, he always remained basically a scholar-teacher and his

poems are all the more or less gnomic poems, whether they fall

within the region of religion and morality or in that of erotics.

The Samayamatrka is of interest also from the view-point of

Edi ed in Km , Part III, 1887 32 ff The German translation

ofj J Meyer, AJtmdischc Schehnenbucher II, Lotos-Verlag, Leipzig,

(1903) [ Beside the title Kuttanimata there appears also the (synonymous)
title Sambhalimata. [ Gf also Dasharatba Sharaa in COJ, I, 1934,

2 Rajatarangml 4, 496, Mammata and Ruyyaka cite stanzas from

the Kuttanlmata Buhler (ind Ant 14, 1885 354) mentions the work as

“an early specimen of Indian pornography”. J. J Meyer has overrated

the poet and his this work terribly

3 Edited in Km, 10, 1888 Rendered into German by J J
M e y e r loc cit Meyer translates the title as “Charm Book for Prostitutes

that can with difficulty be justified with the help of I, 3 according to

VIII, 127 and 129 Samayamatrka simply means “the procuress” or literally

“teaching mother” i a to say * she, who is the mother (of the harlot) through

her teachings” (and not a physical mother)
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cultural history and is partly more brilliant than the work of

Damodaragupta.

So is the description of the life of the procuress in

chapter II not devoid of interest. As a girl of seven years,

she happens to become a thief and a harlot at the same

time, marries several men one after another, lives as a rich

widow and in turn is a thief, nun, procuress, female

swindler, a wealthy public house-keeper, food-vendor,

beggar, flower-dealer, sorceress, landlady, holy Brahmana

lady and lastly again a procuress. She is brought to the

harlot Kalavati by a barber, who is depicted in a very

realistic manner, for the purpose of training her in the

exacting profession. She is now old and has become

repulsive—IV. 7.

ulukavadand kdkagrlvd marjaralocana l

nirmita pranindmangairiva nityavirodhinam U

“Owl-faced, crow-necked and cat-eyed, she was,

it seems, as ifcreated with the parts ofthe body ofthe

everlasting devilish animals.”

Highly witty, although not always tasteful, anecdotes

are inserted into the teaching of the procuress, and lastly

it is narrated, how a young trader is cheated by the
harlot and her “mother” and her father, an old niggard is

swindled.

Notwithstanding the boundless desire of the writer to
make it a book of moral lessons, this work too has fallen
within the boundary of pornography1

. The Kalavilasa 2

of Ksemendra has a greater value from the point of -view of
cultural history and literature. It is a poem having morality
as its subject-matter and is divided into ten sections on
various occupations and follies. As in his all other works,
here too Ksemendra is a tedious and biting pedant. Still he
exhibits great experience of life and knowledge of man and

by Es gc 1 Ind^Off
One °f the manuscripts described

mto (German bv R S r h
I^ 1 ^ has only 9 saigas. Translated

70
°
Geburt^tag des e I

"F“t
f?
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l

e ^ahger SchUler zum
28, 1914 406 I cr T T M1

?v
MehllSS

A
X
?.
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f
leben” *9*4 and m WZKM

XL £F.
J J Meyer, Altmdische Schelmenbiichcr I, p.
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speaks about many things and men about whom other writers
rerely report.

The sales-man Hiranyagupta brings his son Candra-
gupta to Muladeva, the famous teacher ofall sorts ofwicked-
ness, and requests him to undertake training of his son.

Muladeva agrees, takes the young man to his house and
trains him in all arts, trickeries and cunning. The
teachings of Muladeva form the subject-matter of the
book. At the central point of all sorts of cheatings and
pranks stands hypocrisy. The religious hyprocrites

have been particularly subjected to description, full

of satires, concerning their life, and finally a story

is told (I, 65 ff.) about the creation of Dambha
(hypocrisy). This Dambha is painted as a great

sage (muni) with holy grass, a book, a garland, “a
staff ofwhich the horn-handle is as croocked as his heart**,

muttering prayers with rosary in his hand etc. He
appears to be such a great saint that the seven sages offer

him the highest respects. The creator Brahman himself

praises him for his extraordinary penance; but even in

Brahman’s mansion he requests the god to speak slowly

and to close his mouth with his hand so that he may not

get polluted with his breath. This Dambha descends

upon the earth too and influences in thousand ways all -

beings. For ever he has pitched his tent m the moon and

on the face ofthe high officials, and has captivated also the

hearts of ascetics, astrologers, physicians, servants, traders,

goldsmith, actors, soldiers, singers, bards, wizards, birds

like the cranes, that stand like sages on the beach and

the trees that dress themselves m bark as ascetics.

In section VII the poet turns severely against the

touring people like singers and bards, who are described

as real gyspies. They go round carrying their utensils,

things in carts with several children and dishevelled hair

and rob the nch of their gold; but still they have nothing,

as whatever they earnm the morning they already sqander

by midday. The goldsmith, m section VIII, is described

as arch-thief and swindler. A sample card of different

types of swindlers is placed before us. in chapter

IX. There is a physician who just for gaining know-
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ledge of his science administers his remedies to patients

suffering from all sorts cf diseases, one after another, has

killed thousands of people and then becomes a famous

person : then there is an astrologer, who with his facial

contortions pretends to be meditating on the planets and is

ready to predict whatever his clients wish to hear, but does

not even know what his wife is doing behind his back: there

is the seller of patent medicines, whose skull is as bald as a

copper kettle, but he is yet prepared to guarantee an

infallible cure for baldness and finds purchasers, etc.

A poem, teaching moral like Kalaviiasa, is the Darpa-
dalana 1

,
“Smashing of Pride”, of Ksemendra.

Here in seven sections have been described the seven

types of pride. Alternating with gnomic stanzas, it has

proved how thoughtless and useless the pride is, no matter

due to high birth, riches, knowledge, beauty, heroism, charity

or ascetism. Each section begins with a series of gnomic
expressions, then follows the narrative, in which the leading

character delivers a long speech which is not different in

meaning from the maxims. The story told in section II is

Buddhist. Buddha himself enters as “the friend of the unfor-

tunate, the stream of pity”. Then appears Siva in section VII,
where'he “denounces the troubles of the world” and explains
to his wife that some ascetics do not merit redemption, since
notwithstanding their ascetism their passion still clings to them.
In this otherwise tedious gnomic poem, here and there we find
traces of humour • thus when the poet jeers at the learned and
saints who have not been able to overcome their passions. A
type of practical hand-book of morals is Caturvarga-
samgraha 2

, “Collection of (teaching on the) the Four
Aims of Life . It is vain to find in this book anything that is
original. Throughout the stanzas are prosaic; only the erotic
stanzas in the section on pleasure of desire (kama) the metres
and style are poetical. The Sevya sevakopadef a 3

i Extracts edited and translated bv B A Hirsjhant tlher

Km? fa V Complete tex? edited £
ZDMG 69, 1915^ 1 ff

^ 3nt* tran3 atec* mto German by R. Schmidt m

8, VI, 4o4 f

dltL̂ in Km
> PartV> *888, 75 ff. Cf. L6vi, JA 1885, s.

3. Edited in Km., Part II, 1886, 79 ff
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“Instruction for the Servant and the Served” m61 stanzas deal
with the subject of serving the master. The Garucarya-
Pataka 1

, “The Hundred Stanzas on Excellent Life”, is

tolerably a dull gnomic poem, in which have been described,
the ways of life of pious and noble men, what he does and what
he will like. In it myths and tales have been provided as

examples.

Dya Dvivedainhis Nltimanjari 2 utilized

and imitated the Carucaryasataka of Ksemendra. The for-

mer is a collection of current maxims in slokas, each of which
in the attached prose commentary, written by the author him-

self, is illustrated through some stories occurring in the Rgveda
The work has 200 stanzas, that are divided into 8 chapters

corresponding to the 8 astakas of the Rgveda The author has

quoted copiously from Sayan a’s commentary on the Rgveda;

hence he could not have lived before 15th century A.DS
. The

work is of importance for Brahmanical fable-literature. But the

maxims themselves do not have anything ofimportance

A mention has still to be made of Mugdhopadesa4

“Instruction for the Fool” by the Kashmirian poet J a 1 h a n a

of rhe 12th century A D., a gnomic poem m 60 stanzas that

contains warnings against the snares of harlots.

Anthol ogies

Gnomic and lyric stanzas m a very large number are found

in anthologies, in which generally the names of the poets

ot individual stanzas are also given. Although such statements

are not reliable m all cases, still we are able to learn from these

collections about a large number of names of otherwise unknown

poets, and many stanzas of high poetical value have in this way

come down to us.

83, p 4 f

2

1. Edited in Km, Part II, 128 ff Cf Peterson, Rep 1882-

Cf F Kielhorn, Ind Ant 5, 1876, 116 ff and NGGW
2 Ut r ivieinorn, uw — ' „

1891, 182 ff , A B Keith, JRAS 1900, 127 ff ,
E

j

S 1 e g ,
Die Sagenstoffe

des Rgveda, Stuttgart 1902, P 37 ff ,
A A Macdonell, Brhaddevata,

_
XVII ff Wintermtz knew of the work from MaxEd HOS Vol 5, p

Muller’s MS which was then m Tokyo

According to Nilmam C h a k : a v a r 1 1 , JASB, 1907, p 2ii thc

/ork would be 1494 A D ,
but see also A B Keith, JRAS, 1900,date of the work

796 ff

4. Edited m Km Part VIII, i8gi, 125 ff
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Of unknown date is one Vajjalagga, a Prakrit

anthology compiled by the Svetambara Jaina Jayavallabha,

hence also called Javallaham 1
. The work stands out with

its collection of stanzas2 composed in the Arya metre in Jaina

Maharastri. The stanzas are arranged in chapters (vajja)

according to their subject-matter. Jayavallabha explicitly says

that his idea was to collect the sayings of great poets on

matters concerning the aims of life (dharma, artha, kama).

Still only one-third of the verses are gnomic and relate to the

aims of life, whilst their two-thirds are erotic. The stanzas

contain nothing about Jainism.

One of the oldest Sanskrit anthologies has been found in a

12th century manuscript in Nepal. Neither the title of the

anthology nor the name of its compiler has come down to us.

F.W. Thomas has edited it under the title Kavlndra-
vacana s a mu ccaya 3

. One section of the work is devoted

to Buddha and one to AvalokiteSvara, whilst the rest of

the sections have the same themes as the other anthologies

have. None of the large number of poets, whose verses have

been included m this collection of 525 stanzas, is of an age

posterior to 1000 A.D.

Saduktikarnamrta or Suktikarnamrta 4

“The £ar-nectar of nice Sayings” ofSridharadasa, son

ofVatudasa is a very extensive anthology compiled in the year

1205 AD. Both the father and the son were in the service

of Laksmanasena of Bengal, and the collection contains verses

mainly by Bengali poets, e g. Dhol and Jayadeva. In the

i. A Sanskrit rendering (chaya) was written by Ratnadevam the year 1336 Cf Bhandarkar, Report 1883-84, pp 17, 324, ff.,

T^r lVv?
r

-i
mm?'tlk

5
" P

T
rSknt Sprachen §§ 12 and VA Jul Laber,^‘aggamdes Jayavallabha, Bonner Dxss., Leipzig 19x3, H

J a c o b 1 , Bhavisattakaha von Dhanavala, p 61 f

- thc

- r *•

ZDMGte P“»SS B,b ' Ind Calcutta ,9„ A u f r e c h t,

German timtlat^ of Jw.dual^Jat6’^Tw‘ ‘ffTSjb*
pos P .0 15, Uta. I933

"

JAbB, 1906, p 137.76, D c, HSL, p 413 ]

* * r » v * r x i

,
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entire work verses of446 poets have been cited, amongst those of
others of Gangadhara, who is known from an inscription dated
1137 A.D. and of five other poets related to him, all of whom
lived during 1050 and 1150 AD.1

, Very important is also
the Subhasitamuktavall. “A Chain of Pearls of
Beautiful Sayings” 2 of Jalhana, [1257 AD], who
after his father Laksmldeva became the advisor of the South
Indian king Krsna, who came to the throne m 1247 A.D.3

.

The anthology, of which there is a bigger recension as

well as a smaller one, is arranged systematically. A section

deals with poets and poetry and is of special importance for

history of literature. Other sections contain stanzas on happi-
ness, wealth, charity, fate, wickedness, wisdom, separation,

union, misfortune, love, service to king, politics, etc. One
of the most famous anthologies is the § arangadhara-
paddhati 4 i.e. the Paddhati, “The Guide” (viz. of poetry)

of Sarangadhara”, compiled m the year 1363 A D. s
,

The collection is divided into 163 sections according to the

topics that have been treated. Often the names of the poets are

appended to the stanzas; not seldom, however, is “somebody”

given as the writer. Among these names occur nine names of

poetesses. Sarangadhara himself too is a poet, but the stanzas of

which he calls himself the author are not significant. Amongst

others, the verse No. 3927 is ascribed to Kalidasa, that is :

payodharakaradharo hi kandukah

karena rosadiva tadyate muhuh I

itlva netrakrtibhltamutpalam

tasyah prasadaya papata padayoh It

M
i Gf Kielhorn, NGGW, ;8g3, 196 ff ; Ep Ind 2, 330 ff

,

Chakravarti, JASB, N S , 2, 1906, 174 F
_ _

2. The title occurs also as Suktimahka or Suktimuktavali Gf
Bhandarkar, Report 1887-gi, pp (I)-(LIV), Peterson,
JBRAS 17, 1889, 57 fF, Thomas, 13 ff . .

3. Gf Bhandarkar, Early History of the Dekkan, 2nd ed ,

Bombay 1S95, ”2 f [De, HSL, p 414, the name of his father was

Laksmldhara The work has been edited by Embar Krishnama-
c h a r y a

,

m GOS, Baroda 1938 ] , ,

4 Ed byP Peterson, BSS, No 37, 1888 The edition has

4689 stanzas, whilst in the 56th verse their number is given as b3oo c.t

A u f r e c h t
, ZDMG, 25, 1871 455 ff, 27, 1873, iff

,

where many verses have

been translated as well Boh tlingk, ZDMG, 27, 626 ff

^ 5 Hall, Vasavadatta, Introd, p 48
,

Sarangadhara is the son of

Damodara and the nephew of Raghavadeva, who livedm the court ot Hammira
of Sakambhara
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“The round ball resembles your round breasts.

That you always hit as if out of anger;

Therefore, perhaps on account of fear of your dark eyes,

The lotus has fallen from your breasts down :

It postrates at your feet m order to pacify you.”

A beautiful stanza attributed to Bilhana preserved in the

Paddhati is No. 3427 *

aratinyamupaiti mam na ntdra

ganayati tasya gundn marto na dosam I

vigalati rajanl na sangamdsa

vrajati tanustanutam na ednuragah II

“Anxiety afflicts me, sleep is shunnmg me from away;

My heart sees her noble qualities and not her errors;

The night is passing away, not my desire to meet her again;

My body is wamng, but not the real love.”

The verse No. 3953 attributed to Bhartrmentha

—

madhu ca vikasitotpalavatamsam

sasikarapallavitam ca harmyaprstham I

madanajamtavibhrama ca kanta

phalamidamailhavatam vibhutayonyah W

“A cup garlanded with blossoming lotuses,

A balcony illuminated with the beams of moonlight,

Marks of anguish on the face of a woman in love,

More than fortune, blesses it the wealth.”

A useful maxim found in the Paddhati is:

—

pratfaham pratyavekseta narascaritamatmanah J

hm nu me pasubhislulyam kim nu satpurusainti il

“Each day a man should examine his conduct and

question himself

—

What have I m common with the beasts and what with

noble men ”

• Throughout copious is also the Subhasitavali 3

ofVallabhadeva, compiled apparently with utilization

Aufrechtf'ZDMG, 97^7”“*
K5hd5sa

> and none after him”—remarks

* Sai

K
Iat

p
d
n
U0 Girman hy A u f r e c h t , ZDMG 37, 59 f-

i086. Cf Bu hler TnJ
C
I\°

a ^PanditDurgaPrasada, BSS,

a number or stanzas by A u f? c cht %° f ’

fi

Germ“ translation of

Barth m Revue ent rfifE ,

ecl:lt
» Ind Stud 16, 209 f. and 17 168 ff.

Album kS»7,9 ff C/JappeH.r in the
contributed towards textual criticism.
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of the Sarangadharapaddhati m the 16th century1 We are
not in a position to assert whether a stanza attributed to

Vallabhadeva in this work is a composition of the compilor
himself or from the pen of some other poet The anthology
contains 3527 stanzas of more than 350 different poets. The
stanzas 11 19-1 127 contain the whole of the canto XI of

Mankha’s Srfkanthacarita, from which further extracts are given

in 1444-1448 and 1659-1663. The verses are arranged according

to the subject-matter. At least two deserve to be quoted here

One (1353) of them is attributed the Bhasa, for whom it

may be suitable.

—

duhkharte mayi dukkhita bhavali yd hrste prahrsta tatha

dine dainyamupaiti rosaparv.se pathyam vaco bhasate I

kalam vetti kathah karoti nipuna matsamstave rajyati

bharya mantnvara sakhapanjanah saikd bahutvam gala Jl

“She is deeply aggrieved, when I am m pain,

She becomes happy when I am so,

When I am sad, she gets sadness,

When I am angry and become harsh,

She speaks wholesome words
;

She knows the time, she talks cleverly,

And is pleased when I am praised

.

Wife, a wise advisor, friend, servant .

She alone, she has become many ”

A beautiful gnomic stanza of an unknown writer is

No. 225:

mrgunesvapi sattvesu dayam kurvanti sadhavah I

nahi samharale jyolsnam candrascandalavesmani II

“The noble show pity even to the being that has no

1 So according toAufrecht, CG 555 According to P e t c r-

son, Subh 114 he could not have lived before Jamollabadin (14* 7**467/
[His name was Kashmiraka Vallabhadeva and was directly quoted by Sarva-

nanda in his commentary on the Amarakosa This has been taken note ol

by WK, p 180, and here the time has not been given so definitely, but it has

been said that in. the form m which the Subhasitavall is available, it could not

have originated earlier than the 15th century, since Jonaraja, who died in

1459, has been quoted above A compromise lias been sought to be made by

assuming the presence of its earlier recension from which Sarvananda

might have quoted in 1160 A D—D e, HSL, p 413 J

2 These words remind of the stanza No 66 of canto VIII of the

Raghuvamsa, where probably Kalidasa had m mind this verse 01 hhasa

Wmtemitz—History of Indian Literature, Vol III, 12.
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quality: the moon does not stop his rays from entering into

the house of a Candala.”

There is another Subha§itavaliby one Srivara,
the son or disciple of Jonaraja (2ndhalfofthe 15th century).

This anthology contains stanzas by more than 380 poets1 . Down
upto the recent times anthologies have been compiled2

. The
most copious anthology, especially of gnomic stanzas, has been
compiled and translated into German by the German scholar
Otto B o h 1

1

1 n g k m his volumes of “Indische Spruche8.”

DRAMATIC POETRY4

Early History of the Drama

The most valuable testimony of court ornate poetry is the
drama. And when the Indian poeticians say that drama is

i 339 One^ m’

Vr'iii ««
of Bhaskara, son of ApSubhatta tn t5?^ant

^
a 311(1 Padyamrtaranginl

(LX) ff, and Anfre^i,,
Hanharasubhasita of Hanhara r™,H tcn.n

1
* Thomas, lof );

calvothHartovSi fo ‘9°5 >> P^aps identi-

who was a contemporary of Akbar the ' °fa P°et Hari »

Akbariyakalidasa” (sec P et e ^

*

at
’ and

TT
had assumed the title of

machary a is6 ;Thomas rJY IT* U
> & ff 5 Krishna-

Ankolahara (published m Km fin mta\ A
dya

f
acana °f Laksmanabhat(a

Gam (published m Km 88 100*1 Y 1!
' ^ny°^timuktavali of Hamsavijaya

*679, A D (see G « 4„„ ff }’A
PSn*

P* 80 lndePeadent work written in
Padyasamgraha ofKavibhaUa^tik’flS,

8

1

*°’
* QY* P 47 ff, No 1106 ),

19th century- are the anthologies Suhha«
w ^29 ff

) Compiled in the early
(Bombay 1886, new edition ef

a
fl
toataabhandagara of K T. Parav

and SubhasitaratTakar ’ ?n?££- el
» WZKM 22 > *9°8, n9 f.

edition 1888 ) See also T h 0 m a
f
5 ’ 2hap*vad«*ara (Bombay 1872, new

Hariharasubhasita and Hanh5r£ali 1Z Z *3
i-
he addenda W- says that

Suktimuktavall of Hanhara, edited bV Ra^° - ™orks* £ See 3X50

. ?**« und Dcutxrh 7 s
araaU,a

_Jh5-.
Pat"a> '949 ]
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the best type of poetical composition1
, we should probably

insert into their statement that it is the best for the reason that

m it other types of poetical compositions too are included
and epic, lyric and imitative representations of life are united
into a single artistic whole. This union of all the literary

skills is, however, not the highest objective, but nevertheless in

its still undeveloped form, it is the starting point of poetry.

Rightly remarks E. Grosse 2 that almost “every primitive

story is a drama”, since the narrator is not satisfied by just telling

his story in a simple manner, but he makes his work lively with

the help of corresponding mimic intonations and gesticulations

—

he represents the event dramatically, so that in a certain sense

the drama is the beginning of all types of poetry. And an
American scholar8, from a study of the ballads of different

nations, has shown that recitation of ballads was originally

always combined with music and dramatic dance, so that the

statement that popular drama developed from such dance-music

appears to be correct.

des Dramas, 3rd vol Leipzig 1866; M. Schuyler, A Bibliography of the
Sanskrit Drama, New York igo6 (GUIS 3),R Pischel, GGA 1883, p 1217
ff ; i8gi, p 353^ , A. B a r t h, Revue critique 1892, p 185 ff ; G A Grier-
son, Ind. Ant 23, 1894., p 109 ff,A Hillebrandt, Alt-Indien, p
150 ff and Ober die Anfange des mdischen Dramas (SBay. A 1914. 4 Abh );

E J Rapsonm ERE IV, 883 ff; Wiatermtz, Osterr Monatsschnft
flir den Orient 41, 1915, 173 ff ; H Lu d e r s , Die Saubhikas, ein Beitrag

zur Geschichte des mdischen Dramas, SBA 1916, 698 ff, Olden berg

—

Die Literatur des alten Indien, Stuttgart and Berlin 1903, Sten Konow,
Indian Drama, Grundriss II., 2 D, rg20 Keith. The Sanskiit Drama,
London 1924, 1954 andJRAS, 1916 On the Origin of Indian drama see also

A. B Keith,JRAS 1916, 146 ff and Sten Konow in the Archiv filr

Culturgeschichte 14, 1219, 321 ff. W says m the addenda that printing of the

section on drama in his HIL was over when Sten Konow’s Das indische

Drama was published [ See also D R Mankad The Types of Sanskrit

Drama, Karanchi, 1936, R V. Jagirdar, Drama in Sanskrit Literature,

Bombay 1947, Chandra Bhan Gupta The Indian Theatre, Banaras, 1954 ]

1. So already Vamana, Kavyalamkava; 1, 3,_ 31 ; cf
_
G a n g a -

nath Jha m the foreword to his edition of the KavyaprakaSa (Pandit,

Vol* 21, p XIV) . Similarly R Gottschall (Poetik, 2nd ed , Breslau

1870, II, 184) . “The drama is the blossom of poetry, the union of the epic

and the lyric in the uninterrupted vivacity of an actual performance

developing itself in the spirit of the age to rome ”

3 Anfange der Kunst, Freigburg 1 B and Leipzig 1894, 253 f Even

children and uneducated persons are “not in a position to directly communi-

cate any idea without having the corresponding countenance and gesticula-

tion ” Silent pantomimes played in Australia arc extremely full of actions

(Grosse, ibid 256 f ) . , „ ,

3 G Morey Miller, The Dramatic Element in the Popular

Ballad 1905, (University Studies of the University of Cincinnati, s II, vol. I,

No. 1, 1905, particularly p. 17 ff )• He calls these pieces baliad-plays .
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In India too, the drama has at least one of its main roots m
such proto-ballad poetry, thatwe have seencontmued from the

Veda downthrough the epic, puranic, Buddhist and Jama litera-

tures, and in it we are obliged to trace the origin of old Indian

epics. In the same way in which the epic developed from these

ballads, while the narrative moment became more prominent

in the face of the dramatic-dialogical foreground, the drama

developed from the dramatic elements of these same ballads.

Since in our opinion in earlier ages poetry of the type of these

ballads could not have a wider circle of listeners, otherwise than

by means of lively recitation combined with mimicry, the

origin of drama is capable of being easily explained from this

type of poetry. It is also understandable that there are many

scholars who will like to see real drama in this balladic poetry1 .

x. See addenda to Vol I, p 89, not included m the transl . [That

the dialogue-songs of the Rgveda, that have been termed as the “akhyanat

hymns” by Oldenberg, are to be entirely explained in the manner that

that they go back to stones m mixed prose and verse of which we have now
before us only the poetical dialogues, and that have not come down to us

directly. These dialogical songs can best be designated as ballads. We
can translate akhyana straightway as “ballad”, in case we understand

by it a dramatic narration in the form of dialogues, that are either wholly m
verse or m verse mixed with prose We already have come across such ballad

poetry in the puranas ( I, 469, trans p. 560-61 ), m the Jama TJttara-

jjhayana (II, 31a ff ) but quite especially m Buddhist literature S. L € v i

( Le Thiatrc Indien, p 301 ff ), J. H e r t e 1 ( WZKM x8, 1904, sgff ,
I37ff )

and Lv Schroeder (Mysteriura und Mimus 1m Rigveda, Leipzig
1908) have tried to find m these dialogue-songs more or less perfect dramas.
Probably they are not so, on the other hand, they are pnmaiy rudiments of
real dramas, and in fact many of the akhyanas can be considered to be a type
of primitive dramas or ballad likewise. Gf above vol. 1, p 161 f ; trans/, p.
i84f). A Barth (RHR 19, 1889, 130 f. Oeuvres II, 5 f ) has already
stated that we cannot think of a better pendant to the narrative of Pururavas
and Urvasi m the Satapatha Brahmana—than the ballad of King Rasaiu m
Te mp p 1 e’s “Legends of the Panjab”. J H e rt el (Indische Marchen,
P 344» 3°7

j ) compares the Suparnakhyana, designated by him as “vedisches
Mystenum’ with the swangs of modern North-West India, that have been
described by T e m p 1 e as half epical and half dramatic

The Suparn adhy ay a (Saupama, Suparnakhyana) is an
apocryphal work of the late Vedic period, ofwhich the author spasmodically
nes o imitate the hymns of Rgveda m respect of the language, accentuation
ana external form, with the intention of letting his work pass for one as belong-

Ji\r°^ ^Sveda. The age of this work is wholly indefinite, and the opinion
C 1 that U 1S T

S.°.
rc 25°° years old has not been proved Hertel

; «
*3» 1909, 273 ff ) tries to prove that the poem, the theme of which

1
*yi0Wn Purar\

1c story of Kadru, Vmata and snakes (see above

S’ P
u
38qJ and

/
r0

,

m whl
,

ch hc has also given a German rcndeimg
I9l9)

,

s*ows the ««tence of a dramatic poetry, that

verJL
d hn

i S
61"**® “Vedic drama” the dialoguc-

hfli^rn^rW^
C
»

SaVC<
r
a
u
a

ii

d
j

tH c
}
asscicaI drama. Bnt the text that wchave mearly a senes of ballad. It is possible that it was meant to serve
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The oldest ballad or dance-music of this type was,
however, such "in which stones of gods and demi-gods were
narrated m sacrifices and feasts. Since, as m the case of
other countries, so also in India, the drama has its deepest
root in the r e 1 i g i o u s cult. Already in the Vedic ntual
texts several ceremonies are described that can straightway be
designated as a type of drama1

. In the post-Vedic penod
dramatic performance got associated with Indra’s festival

celebrated at the end of the rains, and more particularly with
the cults of the gods Visnu (Kr§na, Rama) and Siva2. The
cult of Krsna was especially associated with mimic dances.

The Visnupurana (V, 13) descnbes how the cowherdesses got

attracted by the nocturnal music ofKrsna and Balarama, flocked

about the pastoral deity for the purpose of meeting him in the

for a dramatic representation Cf. Oldenberg, Zur Geschichte der
altmdischen Prosa, p 6n ff., also NGGW 1919 p 79 ff etc and
above II, p 44! 98 A, 1 14, ng A, 225; transl pp 59 f, 125 (note, r),

140, 146 (note 2), 289. When Grierson had read the opinion of
Wintermtz on the Buddhist akhyanas he wrote to him (gth and 19th
Dec igi2 ) that they reminded him ofdie k h y a 1 s of Rajasthani, written in

the Marwari-dialect They contain a sort ofpopular sayings either in metrical
dialogues or in prose narratives mixed with versified dialogues They are
either recited aloud by a single person or played on the stage, in which
the stage-manager speaks out the narrative part, whilst individual

actors recite their own parts There is neither a scenery nor an introductory
act Hence they are also literary documents that may be designated as

“ballads” or "dramas” likewise E Scbagintweit, Indien in Wort
und Bild II, p 12 descnbes how up to these days the kathakasor “narra-

tors”, “the modem successor-representatives of the old Indian court-actors’,

practise their art, their articulation, supported with gesticulation, is adapted
for fully poetical declamation the pauses fill the music and their graceful dance”,

K Kamavarma Raja (JRAS 1910, 637) descnbes the performance

of dramas in modem Malabar by the so called Cahkyars, who entertain the

audience on festive occasions with puramc narratives and moral preachings, of

which the text, in general, is taken from prabandhasand campus In the

descnption of these Malabar Brahmanas, who are considered to represent

the puramc sutas, no sharp distirction is made between dramatic performances

and epical recitations between actors and bards (nafas and sutas ) It is also

remarkable that m Sanskrit expressions like b h a r a t a and k u £ 1

1

a v a
,

probably “bard-singer” can also be interpreted to mean “actor
”

1 CfA Hillebrandt, Die Sonnwendfeste m Altindien, p 43,

and Vedische Mythologie, I, 81.

2 Haraprasad Sastr! (JASB, N S 5, 1909, 351 ff ) tnes

to prove that the Indian drama originated on the occasion of Indras

flag festival (indradhvaja ),cf Hopkins, Epic Mythology, Grundriss, III, I

B,p 125 f ) On the extensive contribution made by the Siva-cult m the

development of the drama see BLOCH, ZDMG 62 1 008, 655, and

L v. Schroeder, Mystenum und Mimus 1m Rigveda, p 17 ff On the

Krsna-cult and its importance for the drama see W internitz, ZDMG
74, 1920, 1 18 ff On the hypotheses of A B Keith (ZDMG 64. 1910 )

534 ff and JRAS 1912,411 ff, see ibid p 124
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The terminology of the drama further proves that intoo such dances were at th* c ,
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the society in which during all the centuries tales about gods and
religious legends, especially relating to Rama and Krsna have
continued to provide the poets with plots for their dramas,
and the fact that even Buddhist poets are found tempted to
reproduce dramatically the scenes from the Buddha-Iegends goes
to point to the religious origin of the drama. Even in present-
day India popular dramas are staged on festive occasions and in
holy places, and they still continue to be a religious affair1.

As it is upto this day in India, during the pauses in the

yatras and in the dramas played during spring-festivals and on
other occasions, the actors appear in grotesque garments and
with painted faces and create all sorts of crude funs for cheering

the audience2, so already in early India sober dramatic

and lively recitations were intercepted by popular plays, m
which the artists, who entertained the assembly with present-

ation ofscenes from actual life, appeared. We are m a position

to infer the existence of such popular plays in ancient

India from the fact that in earlier literatures—the post-Vedic

epic, Buddhist texts—“comedians” (aswe may always call them)

are mentioned repeatedly in Sanskrit by the word and some-

times also bySailusa or kusllava, expressions that later

came to be used for “actors”. They-belonged to a class oftouring

actors, who were welcome on festive and ceremonial occasions

in gatherings, but enjoyed a very inferior social status In the

Mahabharata it is said at one place that one of the duties of the

begins with a benedictory expression The poet writing a drama begins his

work with one such, that in course of time usurped the place of nandi
Consequentlym our dramas the nandi is composed always m the kavya-style

and that m a fully ornate metre

1 . So the Bhavaism Gujarat (seeH H DhruvamOC IX, London

1, 305,307 ), the yatras in Bengal (seeN lsikanta Chattop ad h y a y a

,

Indische Essays, Zurich 1883, p 1 ff ), that have, in most cases, been written

by Brahmanas, and likewise the swangas of the Panjab, that are partly recited

and sung and partly plaved as dramas by a priest with his associates on e

occasions of religious festivals (see RC Temple, The Legends of the Panja

1, p VIII and No 6, 10, 15, 16, 18 and 30) R C Te rap 1 e describes one of

the plays representing the Rama-Iegend, acted at Fnrozpuron he occasion

the Dasahara festival in the Ind Ant 10, 188 r, 28gf . “tall em
.

monies of the Kali Puja and the Durga Puja during the Basant (\ asanta)

and the Holi, the plays are staged m India In most casttth&c mimic

representations still bear a religious character, e g ^they mp *P

from the legendary stories of the divinity, that is extolled ( >

Die Indrasabha des Aminat, Neumdiches Smgspiel, Leipzig 1 9 , p

2 Nisikanta Chattopadhyaya, ibid, p. 10 f
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king was that he had to see that in his capital there were pugilists,

dancers and comedians for the entertainment of the people. At
another place here it is said, however, that the comedians (natas),
dancers and singers, staying m a town, must thence be removed
when it is seized by an enemy1

. It is understandable that we
have none of these popular pieces, that were obviously improvis-
ed to the greatest possible measure. They were planned just for
some occasion and disappeard with it. They were hardly
put to writing. But the ornate poets, who composed dramas,
had seen such popular reproductions ofscenes from actual lifeand probably they wished very much to create the same
impression on the audience, and indeedthey tried their best, notonly to refine and improve upon them, but also to imitateThe dramas that we possess are nothing less than popular andthey whoUy belong to ornate poetry, and in fact are composed
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Sastra, come in the first line1 The hero of a nataka should
always be an honourable or highly placed personality, a king,
a demi-god or a god The theme is to be taken either from
mythology or from some old story, that can be modified in any
manner at the option of the author All the sentiments,

especially those of love and heroism, should find expression in a
nataka. The language should necessarily be dignified and
elevated. On the stage, there should be no crowding and only
four to five persons should enter there at one time A nataka
should have at least five or utmost ten acts2 .

2 The Prakarana This is distinguished from the

nataka inasmuch as m it the plot is a creation of the author

and the hero is of an inferior status He is a Brahmana, a

minister, a grosser, etc
,

but never a king or a god Sfaves,

epicurean, prostitutes etc may appear in a prakarana. It

should have five to ten acts, and otherwise its requirements

should be same as those of a nataka.

3. The Bhana. It is a monologue m one act. A sly

worldling (vita) appears and narrates his jokes m con-

versation with imaginary persons, whose talk he repeats.

AIL possible situations come to be represented and different

sentiments are aroused through this conversation and through a

great display of mimics. The fable is fashioned by the writer

in a manner as he likes, and m most of the Bhanas, that we

possess, it is erotic.

4. The Prahasan a or farce m one or utmostm two

acts. The theme, that is mostly erotic, is fabricated The hero

is an ascetic or a Brahmana, a king or a rogue, and the rest of

the characters are courtiers, eunuchs, servants, beggars, bon-

vivants (vita), villains, prostitutes and procuresses It is meant

to stimulate the sentiment of humour

5. The Dima It is a fantastical piece of show-play,

m four acts and it has as its theme some fable taken either from

mythology or from popular sayings Gods, demigods or demons

appear as heroes Excepting the sentiments of love and of

humour any scnt'ment may be generated according to option

1 In the titles of the dramas that we have and in the cdtoptou of the

manuscripts, every big drama is designated as a nataka, even
, s

_

to the terminology of the NatyaSastra it should have been
there

2 In the pieces that we possess, seven acts are quite usual, but there

are others that have even 14 acts
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6. The Vyayoga. It is a military show-play in one
act. The theme is generally well known; the hero is a famous
person and only a few women appear in it

7. The Samavakara. This is a drama played in
the heaven. In it gods and demons appear and the hero is a
great and famous personality1.

8. The V i t h i . A light single-act play, in which
only two persons appear It is a little different from Bh&na.

9. The U tsrsta'nka, shortly called also a n k a a
,

an one-act play, in which the sentiment of pathos (karuna) is

dominant. The characters are generally human-being.
Screaming of women occurs. The theme is some well-known
story that is elaborated with interpolations.

10.

The Ihamrga. It is a play in four acts. Its
theme is partly legendary and partly invented by the poet. The
characters are either human or divine beings. There is the
description of abduction of some divine female, but the battle
that is to follow is avoided through artifice.

Inaddition to these ten principal types of dramatic kavya
l up a leas),

^
we find an enumeration of eighteen subsidiary

cs (u p a r u p a k a s), m later-day treatises (e.g. V I i va-

mLiV \ °
n P°etlCS ' In them dance

> music, song, and panto-

risticT

P
n
V
r TTt Prominent r&le than ‘he literary characte-

hcre • t

,"ly V° ofthese
.

uParflPahas deserve to be mentioned

naLh »i:

I

*
he nat

j
ka

> that is intermediate between

- f

a2 :
k
r
ana^ h3S f0Ur acte

> in which the send-

there h mulh s„n

0mrnt
' the women play the main rale and

has n^rirrr„dzsszg
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and Sahitya-

-r—j the churning
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represented, among the pieces that have come down to us; the
vyayoga has several pieces, the bhanas and the prakaranas
are represented only by pieces written in later days; the dima
has only one specimen, that is an insignificant modern drama.
The examples of natikas are the dramas like the Ratnavali and
the Priyadarsika. A trotaka is the Vikramorvasiya of Kalidasa.
On the whole we can say that among the enumerated types of
rupakas and uparupakas are to be found all the types ofdramatic
compositions, that are known to the people of the West* show-
plays and pleasure-plays, song-plays, opera, ballets, burlesque

and farce. Only one, namely the tragedy, has never existed in

India. The best type of dramatic kavya, the n ataka, is

never a tragedy, but always what in the West is called a "show-

play**. Mostly it is serious and comic and its end can never

be tragic. A tragic catastrophe—battle, defeat of the patron,

death, siege of a city etc. must never be shown on the stage,

but these can just be indicated in an interlude. The death of

a hero or of a heroine, however, must never occur even in the

interlude1 . These rules hold good in full for the nataka and also

for the prakarana and above-mentioned show-plays.

Now whilst the subject-matter of the drama shows greater

affinity with early religious or semi-religious ballad-poetry

in the portions dealing with mythological or epic materials

in the natakas, the influence of popular drama holds

the ground more in the prakarana, the "civic show-play”.

It is in the very nature of thing that the prakarana
has very much in common with the narrative literature2. This

too has, then, developed in dependence on popular models The

prahasana, "farce”, must have grown up directly from

popular pieces. The influence of popular model is seen in

1 The basis of this precaution (Bhar. Nafyas 18, i8 ff ) is dearly

avoidance of an evil omen DaSarupa, 3, 3gff and Sahityad , 278 furt“e
^ ,,

tion other things that should never take place on the stage long trave‘«

from a distance, uproar, speaking aloud ofa curse, eating, bath, ovc- *

anointing, wearing of garment biting, scratching and other improper things^

The dramas that are available do not always adhere to this u '

, or
(viskambhaka or praveSaka) between two acts, m which a

r

dialogue, that is not to be presented on the stage is communicated, is found

all the big dramas _ , _ n-irri,

2 Cf L H Gray, The Sanskrit Novel and the Sanskrit Dram ,

WZKM 18, igo4, 48 ff Mimos and aretalogy (tale and adventure roman^)

stand beside one another in Greece too, ,
see R Reitzen j

stische Wunderzahlungen, Leipzig, 1906, p 12
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certain pccuh iritics, that are seen in all the dramas, including

the nataka, mentioned above. Besides, not - infrequent

insertion of such popular scenes m which all ^sorts of

persons of lowly classes appear, among its characteristics are

the prelude, that gives a view of the improvised extempore con-

version that takes place between the stage-manager and his

wife or his assistants, the use of popular dialects beside Sanskrit

and the role of the joker (vidus aka). These are the notc-

woithy characteristic peculiarities of the Indian drama.

It must first of all be mentioned that a drama begins with

the n a n d I, the intioductory prayer. Immediately after the

nandi follows the prastavana, 1 e. the prologue or the interlude*

The sutradhara or stige-manager appears and starts talk with

an actress, who is supposed to be his wife, or with his assistant,

one of the actors, for the purpose of saying a few words in praise

of the author of the piece1
,
that isbemg staged, in order to attract

the attention of the audience towards the play and to prepare

them for its presentation. The interlude always ends with an
allusion to the characters that are to appear in the particular

play thus for example m the Sakuntala the stage-manager says:

“Here comes King Dusyanta.”

This sutradhara 2 or stage-manager, according
to our diamas, as also according to the Natyasastra
must be a highly cultuied man. He should be capable of
Winning applause of the public not only m music and m the art
of stagr-iccKnique, but should have command over language and
should possess knowledge of poetics, prosody, art, astronomy,
gvographv and history (that is the genealogy of royal families).
His \wfe is picseotcd in oui dramas m the preludes as a nice
house lufe Since he has to perform also certain religious cer-
emonies, m the purvaranga, of the consecration of the stage, it
may be assumed that hr docs not belong to a despised caste. It
may luithci be assumed that, as m Greece, so in India too,
'a part of tin, nimbus that sutiounded religion”was for thebene-

preludc is wanting only in thedrama* of BhS?
’**”*"'

^

author m lhc

the iMrip'iriuk'i ^ sthapaka (or sthapnti) and
as sth.Vii.lt Vrecto ” ^ j.

1 *11- holder of the measure-string)” as well

Appirv*.tlv ih> <U>ofihSS “eha nber-boy” or “builder”
of the thi Mro xnA u, tVkc c?e ‘onS Jof

grange for setting up of the tent

Imh,« he Ahuuun,Und" ny 5o3

C ^ Hcncc the “am* Gf Lassen,
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fit of the actor. But in fact, however, it appears that already
in early times in India the actor enjoyed the same social status

as in Rome, where slaves and enemies were trained as actors and
the actresses as a rule were harlots*. Probably in ancient
India, there were dramas of different types In the earliest

period, ecclesiastical dramas might have been played by
Brahmanas2

, and the actors, who were associated in the
performance of sober ornate diamas, must have occupied a
higher status than the comedians, who exhibited their skill in

markets in unrefined popular dramas From literature we learn

that actors often enjoyed the patronage of kings andthe relation-

ship existing between actors and poets was very intnnate.

The sutradhara was generally the main actor, who played

the chief role, that is of the hero In the Indian drama
original characters are rare Certain types mostly recur as a

rule. Thus the hero or the lover is mostly young and handsome,

refined and endowed with all good qualities, but he is always

ardently loved as well The heroine is always beautiful and full

of love, but of different types, who is either the wife of the hero,

or a different woman or a harlot. Of the other characters that

appear in dramas the most remarkable person is the vidu-

s a k a or joker As a rule he appears m prakaranas and

mostly in other bigger dramas too However, he is missing

in such pieces of Bhasa as have their plot taken from the

r Gf B Warnecke in Neue_-Jahrbucher fur das klassische

Altertum usw 33 1914, p 95 ff In Indian literature, particularly in the

the kamasastra, there is hardly any difference between an actress and a harlot

It was one of the accomplishments of a harlot to win admiration w ilh her skill

even as an actress Already during the age of Patahjah (2nd century AD)
the nafas belonged to despised and excommunicated classes, and the wives

of the natas, who belonged to any man of their choice, are compared to con-

sonants that can be combined with any vow el(Mahabhasva 6, 1 2, \'artt 5)

[ The words are —
lyanjandnt punarnatabharyavadbhavanti 1 tadyalha natandm stnjo rangagetd

yo yah prcchati - hasya yuyam kasya yuyamiti i tam-tam iara lava-ityahuh l cram

vyahjananyapi yasya yasydeak kaiyamucyate tarn tarn bhajanU 11

It can be translated as —consonants are like wuves of actors As when

on the stage whosoever asks the wife ofan actor “Whose are vou, whose are >oii ,

to him, she replies "Your, your”, so consonants come to the service of the

vowels that have some prescribed work ] But are W’e to understand actors

by the term natas ? In Manu (4, 214 f , 10, 22) all sorts of stage-artists

belong to impure classes as m Rudrayamalatantra (see Colebrooire,
Misc Ess II, 184 f

)

2 As even today the swings are staged m the ramab bv priests, sec

above p 183, footnote 1.
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epics, that may be considered to be the direct successor of the

old ballads. The vidusaka is always a Brahmana or rather a

caricature of a Brahmana. He has a grotesque appearance in

respect of his physique, dress and language. He is dwarfish,

hump-backed, bald-headed, with protruding teeth and red eyes,

voracious eater, quartclsome, stupid and ignorant. But he is

the trusted companion of the king, whom he always serves faith-

fully, but often in an uncouth manner, in his love adventures.

He is freely teased by other characters. In the Natyasastra he

is depicted more grotesque than he appears in our dramas. In

many of the classical dramas, the grotesque goes wholly into the

background and the fidelity towards his friend comes to the

forefront. It is very likely that the vidusaka has been taken

over to the literary drama from the popular mimus1
. Next to

the vidusska stands the vita, one of the typical figures of the

drama, although he too does not appear in all the pieces. This

vita is compared with the parasite of the Attic comedy. He is

an expert artist, who moves m the sphere of the world of love,

but since he is reduced to povei ty, he no more belongs to the

world of lovers. He is a cultured talker, an admirer of beauty,

and very often himself a poet, expert m the art of coquetry*

and knows to act in different situations. In any case he be-

longs to the cily-lifc and has been taken over probably also

from popular plays, in which the activities of harlots and
their associates are presented.

Lastlv it may here be added that one of peculiar charac-
teristics of the Indian drama is the great amount of variation
in respect of the language — a thing that too points to
its development on the basis of popular models. To
begin with, we find prose dialogues intercepted by verses

toonrl Gronincrm
^ ^ 1 a g a , De vidi>§aka in het mdisch

JAOS’ao 1800 \°i
n

?i'
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ip
x7

,» p 11 98 J Jmaldrti’s “Geschichtc
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composed in different metres, and these verses are partly recita-

tive and partly musical. On the whole the drama is inseparably

connected with music, song and dance According to the treatises

on dramaturgy, the ten types of songs that are to be sung either

loudly or otherwise and constitute the essential part of woman’s
dance1 form indispensable “ornaments” of the drama. But vari-

ation is not only between prose and verse, but the actors speak
different dialects according to the characters they represent.

Sanskrit is spoken only by members of higher classes, the hero of

the piece, kings, Brahmanas and men of rank and according to

treatises also, by nuns, the first queens, minister’s daughters

and harlots. In the dramas that v/e have these women too,

like all women on the whole, speak Prakrit2. The vidusaka,

notwithstanding the fact that he is a Brahmana, speaks Prakrit

ike uncultured people. Generally speaking the assignment of

particular languages to particular character was certainly meant

just to reflect the conditions of real life
3
. In the Mrcchakatika

the harlot Vasantasena, therefore, speaks Prakrit as a rule, but

Sanskrit in verses. The harlots, at whose place was witnessed

much of social cultuie, understood it clearly and were capable

of expressing themselves in Sanskrit as in Prakrit. Men, who

speak Prakrit, sometimes go ovei to Sanskrit, particularly in

verses. In Bhasa’s Paficaratia Arjuna, in the guise of Eunuch

Brhannala, speaks Prakrit, but in conversation with his brother

Yudhisthira, he speaks Sanskrit. And when King Virata wants

him to narrate the events of the battle and he as Brhannala

oegms to narrate it in Prakrit the king interrupts him with the

words, “It is an important work, speak m Sanskrit !” and he

jumps over to Sanskrit. In the Mudraiaksasa, there enters a

spy as a snake-charmer, and in this role he speaks Prakrit; but

the moment he is alone he speaks Sanskrit and discloses to the

audience that really he is not a snake-charmer, but a man of a

1 Lasya is the woman’s dance as opposed to the tan^ya,
the man’s dance Gf Bhar - Natyas1 18, 170 ff >

Dasarupa 3, 54, Sahityad

504 ff, L6 vi 119 f
2 According to the Xarpuramanjaii 1, 7 the difference Detvccn

Sanskrit and Prakrit is like that between men and women. According to

Sahityad 432, cultured women should speak the Sauraseni dialect, an jus

occasionally Sanskr.t for the purpose of showing their taste

3 CfRGBhandarkar, JBRAS 16, 1885, 337/, 17,

Rapson, Thomas, Grierson and Fleet m JRAS 1904, pp

455 f>» 470, 47a f 482 and above I, 39 f *
transl p 43

6 ff.
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at the root of the origin of Indian drama.” E. W i n d i s c h
has then, in a big essay1

, tried to prove in detail that Indian
drama developed under the influence of Greek comedy.
Jacobi, Pischel, L.v. Schroeder and S. L6vi
had long ago pointed to the weakness of the argument of
Windisch. Above all, there is nothing to prove that Greek
dramas were ever actually staged in India. Chronology too does
not go to attest the influence ofAttic comedy on the development
of Indian drama. The question was, however, raised m 1903
in a new stadium through the book “Der Mimus” ofHermann
Reich. Reich traces the history of the mimus, the secular

Greek drama, not only in the classical antiquity, but through

the entire world literature, and tries to prove that this mimus
reached India through the wandering folk of the Greek mimes.

Indeed Reich shows a large number of correspondences

between the Greek mimus and the Indian prakarana, in which

he repeats many of the arguments of Windisch. So the

correspondence in relation to the theatre-curtain. Neither the

Indian nor the Greek knew of a theatre-curtain in the modem
sense that separated the stage from the auditorium, but the

curtain formed the background for the stage and separated it

from the dressing room (nepathya). To the Indian nepathya

corresponds the Greek-Roman post-scene and the curtain to the

siparium of the mimus. This curtain is called yavamka in

Sanskrit. ‘“Greek (wand)” 2
. Other correspondences between the

1. “Der gnechische Einfluss im mdischen Drama” in OC V, Berlin

1882, Th. B 1 o c h , a disciple ofWindisch, believed in the year 1904

(ZDMG 58, 455 ff) that there was a cave in Central India with a Greek

theatre engraved in it But on good grounds archeologists have refuted the

hypothesis that here we have the case of a theatre, see J B u r g e s s , nd

Ant 34 1905, 197 ff; C Glanneau, Revue arcWologique 1904,

142 f ; V.Go lonbew, Ostasiat Zeitschnft 3, 253ffSumlary

W 1 n t e r n 1 1 z considers the researches ofM Lin denau a disciple

of W indisch {Beitraee zur altindischen Rasalehre, Leipzig, 1913, p V
f , and Festschrift Windisch, p 38 ff ), trying to prove the rclation b^een
the Bharatlya-NatyaSastra and the Poetics of Aristotle as failure [ On Indian

and s^Talso Windisch, Gesch.chte dcr S^nt Phi ologie

192a, p 398 ff; R G Rawlins on .Int^couge between Jdia and

the Western World, Gambndge 1916, 169 ff .
G B a n e]rj c,

Hellenism in Ancient India, Calcutta 1920, 240 ff and Konow, -bid

p. 40 f : K e 1 1 h ,
Sanskrit Drama, p 57 J

ff „ ...

2. ^ word m a y someth^ like

L
y
/v. S-i* 1* Sanskrit word y a v. n , t *

Wintemitz—History of Indian Literature, Vol HI. 13
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mimus and the Indian drama are the interchange between prose

and verse, the use ofpopular dialects, and appearance of a large

number of persons, including all types from the common people.

The Indian sutradhara corresponds to the archimimus of the

Greek-Roman band of actors, and his wife to the archimima. In

ncient Greece the mimes were without fixed abode, as in

ndia, they were touring people, and m both the countries

ictresses were harlots at the same time. The mimic theatre

resembles in its simplicity to that of the Indian The scenic

apparatus was extremely moderate and simple, that mostly was

left to the phantasy of the audience or was expressed only

through guests Hence the variegated change of scenes with-

out unity of time or of place being observed1
. A far-reaching

similarity exists between the sannio of the mimus and the Indian

vidusaka. The only difference is that the latter is always a

Brahmana, whilst the joker m the mimus is either a slave or

farmer. But since the same striking similarity between the joker

of the Indian drama and that of the Greek mimus extends also

up to the fools of the popular plays of most of the European

nations, the possibility that this character has developed in-

dependently in different countries is not ruled out. In any case

Reich believes to have proved that the Greek-influenced

Roman mimus on its part influenced the popular dramas
throughout the middle ages in the whole of Europe; it was so

particularly in Italy. From Italy the mimus came to the court of

Qjuccn Elizabeth of England and there it influenced the art of

Shakespeare. And thus is explained the really striking and
often already noticed correspondences between Shakespearean
and Indian dramas2

. According to R e i c h this agreement is

® j^53, lt docs not sccm likely that it lsjust a Sanskntisation
of the Prakrit \sordjavamka, as opined by P i s c h e 1 (GGA 1891, 354)

r_
Bliarau has indeed prescribed that an act should not contain events

„
one d

‘X’
but P°cts do not strictly observe this rule Often a

J “*i,
covercd act

f
and 11 ts not seldom that certain acts spread

SSLT5S2Ca
n

Gf A v. W Jackson, Time Analysis of Sanskrit
1 lays,JAOS 20, 1899, 341 ff.

; 31 i9oo, 88 ff

ion u
2
fi S'.V'-

^ C
\b

r ,° cA c
,

r s ILC 602 f , Reden und Aufsatze, p.

K fe n 3 ’ ~orks
’ \°} XI

> P XII; Reich, Mimus, 880 ff.;

lournafiSw d“ Dr
a
™* nL 87 i A. V. W J a c k s o n , American

tteview 10 tRnr. Httur
24 IH» W A Clouston, Asiat Quart

the colour of the rur««»
aso tbc following correspondence; m India

blatk for the senn.
n wa* different according to the sentiment of the dramablwk for the serious, gay for the comic, white for the erotic and red for
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explained quite simply through the fact that both of them go
back to same old Greek source.

These circumstances seem to stand in support of the

hypothesis that either the Indian drama-writer took the
stimulus directly from the Greek mimes, or the Indian popular
plays, that apparently served as model for the dramatic
poetry, were influenced through the presentation of the

Greek mimes. Both of the views maybe possible. On the other

hand, this too seems quite plausible that in India, as in Greece,

there took place, already in early ages, popular performances

by itinerant comedians, that independent of one another

—

served as a means of recreation for the people, and that all the

really existing correspondences between the Greek mimus,
the Indian drama and the drama of Shakespeare rest

on the fact that the same goal was reached with the help of

this very means. The Indian drama, as we know it, has through-

out such a strong national Indian character that it stands

against the hypothesis of any foreign influence on it. In the

field of Indian astronomy, as in the case of Indian sculpture,

Greek influence can be demonstrated easily. That certainly is

not the case with the drama. Here we stand wholly on the

Indian soil, and it is the Indian spirit, the national Indian life

that we meet throughout in the Indian drama It can

probably be said that majority of researchers hold today the view

that the Indian drama developed independently of any Greek

influence. It appears, however, that this question cannot now
be decided with cei tamty and perhaps will never be decided. If

H. Reich says that in the world there is no dramatic poetry

that is outside the Hellenic influence, Wmtemitz holds

that the confidence with which he maintains this hypothesis

is as much unsettled as that of Pischel, when he

says : “It is for the Indians to refute flatly the hypothesis that

the Greek mimus has some influence on the Orient. In case

the influence was reciprocal the Greek were the borrower1.”

those in which a fight and violence took place In old English theatre too the

colour of the curtain in tragic dramas was black and it was red in comedies

i. SBA igo6, 502; cf GGA 1891, 354 and DZL igos, 541. In his

rectorial address on “Die Heimat des Puppenspiels” (Halle rgoo) R.
Pischel has tried to prove that the Indian drama developed from the

puppet- plays, that the origin of the comic character, the vidusaka, too is to be
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The aucstion of relationship between the Greek and Indian

dramas cannot be answeredwith the help of conclusions of this

sort. There is no decisive yes or no. In this case, the chrono-

logical possibility of a Greek influence cannot be

refuted, as we possess trustworthy evidence proving the existence

ofa literary drama written in an age that is not earlier than that

ol which western countries have fragments of such dramas,

hence not of a period anterior to the beginning cf the

Christian era.

In the whole of Vedic literature there is not a single

sure evidence of presentation of a dramatic show and of the

existence of a literary drama, even when more often there are

topics that reier to singers, mimes and dancers. Among the

natasulras mentioned by Panini we hardly find any mention of

a manual on the art of dramaturgy of the type ofour Bharatlya-

NatyaSastia, but rather of“rules for mimes55
, and indeed such as

appear in religious mimic dances1 . In Patanjali’s Mababhasya,

in the epics, in the Mahabbarata and in the Ramayana, in the

texts of the old Buddhist literature and in the Kautiliya Artha-

<astra we hear about reciters, singers, dancers and itinerant

musicians of all types and of their shows and performances; but

a literary drama and performance of any real drama are not atte-

sted to in any of these earlier works2
. For the first time wecome

across a definite evidence of the existence of literary dramas in

found m the puppet-play and that the Gypsies had brought to Europe the
puppet-play and with it the fool loo. The expiessions sutradkara and stL apaka
indicate, according to lutn (as also according to Sl^nkar P. Pandit,
Vikrnmon aii) a, Ed BSS 1879, Notes p. 4 andOC IX,London 1, 3isf ),origin-
ally string-holder or “erector” (of the puppet) Gf above p. 188 Incase
hov, c\ ci,the native place ofthe puppet and thefool be in India, the fool of the
oneelr raimus too arc to be deduced from the Indian puppet-play. The intcr-

-P 1 5 c 1 , however, have rightly found not a single supporter
•Jnong the (specialists. In all probability the puppet-play, like the shadow-

E
P,i

,

chcJ .SB^ *9o£. 48? ff and Lii dr r s

,

SBA 1916, 698 ff.),u net the predecessor, but an off-shoot of the popular mnkus.

n- - , V.
Gf. W j n t e r n 1 1 z

, Osterr Monatsschrift f. d.
Vnru.t 41, 1915, p 180 f.

™Sn
PS*** W»nternitx, ZDMG 74, 1920, p. 118

. , occurs m the wholft fit* ffi* M’nbnhblir'itfa Anlu rtnr/»

«narma was glad at the “u a r r a t i o n ” of the “olav” (nataka )
°r (has>‘a )» does not belong ^to the olderportion of the epic, as the meaning of na|aka in the context is doubtful.
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the Harivamsa, of which the time is wholly indefinite, and in

the Buddhist Sanskrit texts of the first century A D. Now it

is almost settled that Buddhists first of all introduced drama
into literature. Rather we must assume that the court-poetry

belonging to secular Sanskrit drama preceded the Buddhist

Sanski it dramas ofthe first century A.D . We need not, however,

hence go back further than the first century B G. or beyond
the first century A D. During this period, however, there were
many cases ofGreek influence on India, above all on theGreeko-

Buddhist sculpture1 influenced by the Greek art. Hence it

is in any case probable that during this age numerous
geims of development of a literary drama, that had existed in

India from the earliest times, attained maturity under the

influence of Greek mimes. But we cannot accede anything

beyond a mere probability.

THE BUDDHIST DRAMAS2

The first definite and to a certain extent dated testimony

of the existence of a literary Buddhist drama in India, we find

as already mentioned above, in Buddhist Sansknt Literature.

In the Avadanasataka it has been said about a dansgusc,

Kuvalaya, that she attained the highest peak of purity when she

belonged to a group of actors in one of her earlier lives and

performed a Buddhist drama (nataka) in honour of one of the

early Buddhas According to Lalitavistara Buddha himself

received training inter alia m the art of dramaturgy (natya) too

in his youth. The poetry ofMara and Upagupta, that is found

in the Divyavadana and has been taken from the Sutralankara

of ASvaghosa3
,
appears almost as a reproduction of some drama.

i In one of the fragments of a Buddhist drama (see below p 199,

Buddha appears surrounded by brilliant halo (see L u d e r s , BruchsUicke

buddhistischer Dramen, p 18) The halo was first taken to India by
Greek artists, asF'oucher has shown (sec above II, 193 A, transl p 247.

Foot-note ) It is also remarkable that the tale of King Udayana with the

motit of the“Trojan horse” (see above II, 155, trans p 194) has been dra-

matised by the poet Bhasa, a predecessor of Kalidasa The points ofsimilarity

between Bhana and Greek mimologue are many, see M. Lindenau,
Festschrift Wmdisch, p 41

2. Cf L 6 v 1 319 fjWintermtz, WZKM 27, 1913, 3gf

3 Avadana 75 (VIII, 5), Lalitavistara XII (ed Lefinann, p 156);

see L 6 v 1 319 In the Jatakamala 27, 4 we find* an allusion to the sentiment

(rasa) that is generated m the heart of the audience by a drama through a

good performance.
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ASvaghosa, however, is the first Indian poet, who is

actually known to us as an author of dramas.

In the year 1911 H. L ii d e r s ,
among the fragments of

palm-leafmanuscripts from Turfan, found pieces of three leaves

that are written in the script of Central Asia, and in which he

discovered a fragment of a drama of Asvaghosaf. Fortunately

the end of the drama has come down to us, where at the close of

the ninth (last) act the title and the author are mentioned:

“Sariputraprakarana” or the Saradvatiputraprakarana of

the poet ASvaghosa, the son of Suvarnaksl. “The available

fragments apparently belong to the last two acts of the piece,

ofwhich the subject-matter is a dialogue between Sariputra and

his friend Maudgalyayana, that has been narrated in a sublime

manner in Buddhist canons (in the Mahavagga of the Vinaya-

pi^aka). The few and small fragments- that are available to us

unfortunately do not permit us to draw any conclusion with

regard to the merit and contents of the drama as well as

about its poetical accomplishment. There is only one instance

that allows us to surmise that the dramatist ASvaghosa was not

inferior in rank to the epic writer. In a dialogue between
Sariputra and the vidusaka the latter says : “This lesson does

not appear palatable for such Brahmanas as we are..
” To which

Sariputra promptly replies: “Medicine heals the sick though
administered by one ofan inferior caste... Poes water not bring
vigour to theperson oppressed by heat,when ithasbeen offered to

him by somebody of a low caste?” In anycase the available frag-

ments enable us to understand distinctly that here the technique
of the drama on the whole is the same as inthe classical drama.
In case the vidusaka, the fool, is wanting at one place, it

appears proper there that he is not a companion of a Buddhist
saint.

Before the discovery of this drama of ASvaghosa, L (i d -

ers had succeeded in assembling, from out of the same
fragments of palm-leafmanuscripts,which contained the portion
o this drama of Aivaghosa, also fragmentsof two other dramas,
n palacographical grounds they too must be attributed to

3C8 ft.

1 . See above II, 035; transJ. 289, and VVZKM 27, 40. f.

2. Dm S iriputraprakaraija, tin Drama des Aivagbofa, SBA 19x1,
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the age of the Kusana rule, and therefore, not far away in time
from that of the poetry of Asvaghosa1 One of these fragments
contains a scene of an allegorical drama Buddhi (intelligence)

,

Dhrti (patience) and Kirti (fame) enter and extol the Buddha
as “the light, that bears the name man”. Kirti asks

—

“Where does the Buddha now dwell To this Buddhi replies:

“Since his supernatural power is not limited, one should first

ask, where does he not live . He moves m the air as the bird

and . . sinks into the earth like water, he multiplies his form,

causes the sky to shower streams of water and shines like the

cloud m the evemng glow. ” The Buddha himself appears

surrounded by a brilliant halo. From the available fragments

it is not possible to say anything about the subject-matter of the

second drama. It is, however, important to the extent that we
are able to know from this the characters that appear in the

piece. In addition to Buddha, Sanputra and Maudgalyayana,

there appear also an ascetic, a Brahmana, a harlot, and again

the vidusaka. The last oneplays the same role as in the classical

dramas. He is a lover of dainty dishes and above all the carrier

of comic scenes, that are, therefore, not wanting in these dramas,

that serve rather as an edifice than as an entertainment.

Although these three dramas are available to us just in

fragments, they are of inestimable value inasmuch as they show

that in the first century A.D * the technique of drama was

fully developed. We have the division into acts, the vidusaka,

the interchange between prose and verse, the latter composed

in metres of classical Sanskrit poetry, and we have also the

alteration between Sanskrit and Prakrit In fact L ii d e r s

has shown that the Prakrit dialects used m them represent an

older form as compared with the one that is found in classical

dramas From the point of view of language too they prove

to be precursors of classical Sanskrit dramas

Not only the Buddhist dramas in Sanskrit were taken to

Central Asia, but there have been found also the fragments

i. *H Ltlders, Bruchstdcke buddhistischer Dramen (KOnighch

Preuszische Turfan-Expeditionen, Klemere Sansknttcxte ), Berlin, igix;

Buddhistische Dramen aus vorklassischer Zeit (Internationale Wochenschnft

V, 1911, No 82.). The hypothesis of Lflders (SBA igir,p 409 ) that both the

dramas were written by AJvagho?a cannot be proved; nevertheless it is not

outright improbable
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of Buddhist dramas written in a Central Asian language

(Tocharian?) 1
.

In classical Sanskrit poetry we do not have any Buddhist

drama available to us. Even the drama Nagananda of King

Harsadeva cannot be reckoned particularly as Buddhist. The

drama L o k a n a n d a ofthe poet and grammarian Candra-

g o m i n has come down to us only in it3 Tibetan translation in

the Tanjur. I-tsing makes a mention of the lyrico-dramatic

rendering oftheVessantara-Jataka in the words: “The Mahasatta

Candra, a learned man of Eastern India, composed a lyric

poem on Prince ViSvantara, till then known as Sudana,

and all men sing and dance it in all the five provinces

of India2”.

In Burma even to-day the Vessentara-Jataka is presented

as a drama on the stage8 and the consecration of every novice

is a type ofdrama4
. In China too Buddhist legends are presented

as dramas or as an opera in the theatre. In Buddhist monasteries

of Tibet wc find the relics of ancient popular religious plays,

that are parts of the spring and autumn festivals8 .

i . Among the fragments ofthe Tocharian manuscripts, that have been
brought by p t'll i o t from Douldour—Aqour and Touen-houang, arc found
also those of two surh dramas as •have the biography of Buddha as their

theme They show, (according to Livi, JA 1911, s 10, t. XVII, 139)
influence of Indian dramaturgy and fill some lacunae between Indian and
Chinese theatres

2 Takakasu, I-tsing 164 Livi (BEEFO 3, 1903, 4*f

)

presumes that I-tsing by Mahasattva Candra means Candragomm and this
alludes to LokSnanda. although the hero of this drama is not ViSvantara,
biit the little known Chinese Manicuda The equation of Candragomm with
the 'Mahasattva Candra” or Candradasn, however, has been refuted byB
L. 1 e b 1 c h

,
Das Datum Candagomm's und Kalidasa’s, Breslau 1903, p 9 IF.,

on strong grounds
3 a r

w ,3 One such representation liar been described by Bhikkhu A n a n d a
e 1 1 e y a , Im Schatten von Shwe Dagon, cin buddhutisches Kultur-bild

aus Burma, Leipzig, Buddhist Verlag, loc eft, p 25 ff.

noi
.

JCC represents Prince SiddhSrtha and the chief moments
01 tn„ Buddha-legends are reproduced in the ordination ceremony.

ni., . . 3a (
The “Tatn-bm-shi” (“Biasing of Knowledge”)

i' •
jhe Lainas in Tibet, as described by Hermann Sehlagint-

*5 lu5
»
1Tlhcr Emil Schlagmtwcit’s book, Buddhism in Tibet, Leipzig

seem
~^S> T wk»ch noble and e\nl spirit appear before men,

n I
na?^ plav5> than as real dramas The religious playviidd

A
of described by R. Spence Hardy (Eastern

rn nt*» tAr-«.4«
P .

23^) represents a fight between good and evil

At >nkas), has, however, little of a real drama . ( For similarU n-se performances see Annales du music Guimet, XII, 416!. J
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T&e Dramas of Bhasa, Sudraba and ViSakhadetta

If ASvaghosa, the oldest known dramatist-poet, was a
pious Buddhist monk, Bhasa, the first great poet, whose
complete dramas are available to us, was a pious devotee of
Visnu and probably a Brahmana.

Formerly Bhasa was known just by name as a predecessor
of Kalidasa, who mentions him first of all in the prelude to his

drama, the Malavikagnimitra, where the actor asks: “How does
the assembly show so much of honour to the work of a living

author, Kalidasa, by passing over the poetical works of the
widely known poets like Bhasa, Saumilla, Kaviputra and
others ?

,J1
It is apparent that Kalidasa, who in several places

of his work, has Bhasa as the model, has referred to him
and perhaps has also imitated him here and there

2

. The poet

Bana® praises Bhasa as a poet who had written dramas. Vakpati

mentions him in the GaudaVaho (verse 800) among his favourite

poets. In commentaries of the 9th and 1 2th centuries is men-
tioned a drama Svapnanataka or Svapnavasavadattanataka.

RajaSekhara says (in a verse in the anthology Suktimuktavali)

that of all dramas ofBhasa only the Svapnavasavadatta proved

itself non-combustible in the fire of criticism. And in several

anthologies we find a number of stray stanzas that are attributed

to Bhasa4 That is all that was known about Bhasa till 1910.

i Cf L6vi 157 ff ; Pischel, GGA 1883, p 1232!

;

Gana-
pati !§ a ? t r i in the introduction to his edition of Svapnavasavadatta and
Pratimanataka; J a c o b 1 ,

Intemat Monatsschrift VII, 1913, p 653 ff,

A A Macdonell, JRAS 1913, p 186 if, V A Smith Ind Ant

40, 1911, p 87ff, Suali, GSAI 25, 1912, p 5ff, H e r t c I

,

Jinaklrti’s

“Geschichte von Pala und Gopala, p 152 ff , Max Lindenau, Bhasa-

Studien, em Betrag zur Geschichte des altmdischen Dramas, Leipzig 1918

[V S Sukthankar m JBRAS 1921-22, pp. 230-249 S L6vi,
J A 1923, p 19 f ;

A K and K R Pisharoti, BSOS III, p io7f

;

A. K. Pisharoti, Bhaas’s Works (Reprinted from the Malayalam

journal, Rasikaratna ), Trivendrum 1925, K R. Pisharoti, BSOS
III, p. 639, IHQ.I, 1925, pp 103 f, JBRAS, 1925, p 246; C R De v-

adhar ,
ABORI, 1924-25, P55f>C Kunhan Raja, Z f Ind

und Iran, II, p 247 f* and journal of Or Res Madras, I9^ 7> P 232 * > **•

Weller, Festgabe Harmann Jacobi, Bonn 1926, pp. 114-125; Wint e r-

n

i

t z

,

Woolner, Com Vol 1940, p 297 f > A D Pusalkar, Bhasa, a

Study, Lahore 1940, etc —S K D e ,
HbL , 102 ]

2

Ganapati Sastri, Svapnavasavadatta, Introd p XXXVII
f. and Pratimanataka, Introd p. Ill ff

3 Har?acarita, Introductory verse 15.

4 Verses of Bhasa have been collected in anthologies and translated

into German by Aufrecht, Ind Stud. I 7> *68 ff, ZDMG 27> 65; 36*
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A.D. In the year 1910 an Indian scholar T. Ganpati
gastr! found in course of a tour undertaken for collection

of Sanskrit manuscripts m South Travancore a palm-leafmanus-

cript, that contained ten dramas and fragments of an eleventh

one, that he rightly called as the best dr?mas of Bhasa.

Subsequently two more dramas were found that showed the

same characteristics as the ten dramas that were first found and

could also be included among the writings of Bhasa1
.

All these dramas have certain special peculiarities, on

account of which they are distinguished from all the hitherto

known classical pieces. All the other dramas begin with the

nandi, that is followed by the stage-direction: “after the nandi

is over the sutradhara (enters)”, and then the prelude begins

with the talk of the sutradhara. All the recently discovered

dramas begin with the words: “after the nandi is over,

the sutradhara enters”, and then he utters the introductory

benedictory prayer tp Visnu2 in which the names of the main

characters of the play are usually mentioned in a significant

manner. In classical dramas, in the prelude, something is

said in praise of the work that is being presented and the name
of its author is mentioned in very high terms. That is not the

case in the recently discovered dramas. The prelude is always

very short and abruptly leads to the beginning of the first act.*

37of.,and P e t e r s on , Subh 8off.;JRAS 1891, 331 f, see also above p.M 7t *77-

1. That the 13 anonymous dramas that have been found should be
attributed to BhSsa has been opposed by Bhaftanatha Svamin
und. Ant. 45, 1916, i8gff.) and L. D. Barnett (BSOS, I, 3, 1920, p. 35
it.).

(
Both of them have advanced noteworthy arguments, and in the

opinion ofW. they have shot at the target. A.Banerji-Sastrx, JRAS
« 92 ** P* 3^7 *f has defended the authorship of Bhasa, which has been refuted
> P a

JH
l

t

c 1

1

\
^d P* 5®7 ff* The linguistic and metrical researches of V.

Studl“ “ Bhasa, JAOS 40, ig2o, 248 ff.; 41, 1921, 1 ff.

.
d

.
B nnt z , Bhasa s Prakrit, Frankfurt a.M 1921 (published

,

£ author) establish the hypothesis that all the pieces have one and
ir.i,

m
i;

author, and that it is strongly probable that he was older than

rtf iK*. i, „
.p^utttdy ^ey have strengthened the amount of probability

h-u ^
°*

u
8

* ^at dramas are of Bhasa. Wmternitz
fry.., - .

,n an cssay “Der indische Dramendichtcr Bhasa”

lnmriiau
I9aa

» P- a8a ff-) what can be said m favour of this

!
.V

withstanding certain opmions that are against it and cannot

T h om^.^s If?
K ° n ° Ant. 49, 1920, 1233 f, F.W.

IW .

utterance would not, tlicrcfore, be called “nandi”,

S‘ At the cad of the prelude in the classical dramas, it is mentioned
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As the pieces begin with a benedictory stanza, they end as well
with it. This “concluding sentence of the actor” (bharatavakya)
is very much different in other dramas: but in the recently
discovered ones, in many cases, it is expressed m the same words,
however, in all cases the meaning at least remains the same: “may
the lion-strong king ( rdjammha ) rule over the whole of this

earth (or our country)”. Moreover, these dramas show all

sorts of uniformity in respect of syntax and idiom. In none
of them, as is the case in other works, the title and the name
ofthe author are mentioned at the end. And on the basis of
the said characteristic similarities found in these dramas, their

disdoverer was able to conclude that all of them belonged to

a single author. (Since among these dramas was found
also Svapnavasavadatta, that is attributed to Bhasa by Raja-

Sekhara, it was concluded that the writer of all these dramas was

Bhasa. His statement finds support in the circumstance that

all of them exhibit the same antiquarian stamp. They are distin-

guished from classical dramas also on account of their decidedly

smaller extension. And lastly all of them are remarkable

and partly contain first rate poetry that pnma facie make the

hypothesis that they had been written by a great poet probable.

Since now among the predecessors ofKalidasa there is no name
that is so famous as that ofBhasa, this lends support to the view

that we have here the dramas of Bhasa. It is to be always kept

in mind that whenever in the following pages we speak about

the recently discovered dramas of Bhasa this has to be taken

with certain reservation1.

It is not possible to determine with certainty the age of

Bhasa, and his place too is unknown. From his dramas all

that we are able to deduce with some certainty is that

in case he was not a Brahmana, which probably

he was, he was at any rate a strict follower of Brahmanical

religion and practices and credulous devotee of Visnu. He

delights in mentioning m his dramas Brahmanical rites and

customs and always stresses upon the supreme status of the

asprastavana,inthe recently discovered piecesit is_named_ as stha-
p a n a

•

Only in the Karnabhara it is called prastavana.
[i. Winternitzis reported to have later expressed the opinion

that he was no longer a believer m Bhasa’s authorship of the plays. (C. R
Devadhar, pref to his ed ,

Poona 1937, referred to by S K. D e ,
HSL,

p. 103.]
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Brahmanas. It will suffice here to quote a few sentences

from him for the purpose of proving it; viz. . . . sarvalra sada

ca nama dvhotlamdh pujyatamah prthivyam,
“Everywhere and

every moment are the Brahmanas worthy of the highest

honour on the earth

1

'; vibrotsangc vittamdvarjya sarvam rajna deyajh

edpematram sutebhyah ,
“The king should hand over to the

Brahmanas the entire wealth of his kingdom and leave omy his

boy for his sons1 ”. Furthermore the poet’s staunch faith in Visnu

becomes evident here and there in his dramas. Krsna is the

highest god in particular.'In the Dutavakya and the Bala-

c a i i t a each line breathes the feeling of absolute surrender to the

devotion ofVisn j. Heis familiar with the completeKrsna-Jegend.

In rase it be probable that the cowherd god Krsna became identi-

cal with Vasudeva Krsna in about the period of the birth of

Christ and that this cuh was propagated by the Abhiras in tne

fust century A.DA it will go to prove that Bhasa could not, as

G an a p a t i has tried to show, have lived before Christ. The

Abhiras attained political influence first in the second and third

centuries A.D. In any case it is remarkable that neither the cow-

herd god Krsna nor Rama is mentioned as an incarnation of

Visnu m any inscription written before the Christian era
,

3

whilst Bhasa1
s treatment of the Krsna-legend as well as his notion

about Rama in the Abhisckanataka presupposes peak

development of the cult of Visnu as in his faith in Krsna- and

R.lma-incarnations. That Bhasa could not be of so early an age

follows also from the fact that he knew the Mahabharata
almost cxactlv in the form in which we have it today and he
has mentioned literary works of which pre-Christian origin

is doubtful. Thus in the Pratimanataka (act V) he mentions
one Manas iv a Dharmasastra, a Barhaspatya Arthasastra, a

Nyaya^istra of Mcdhatithi and a Pracetasa-Sraddha-
k"*lpa. The Yogisastra is referred to here and in the

Avimaraka, the Arthasastra, in the Pratijfiayau-
gandharayana. Lastly in the matter of language and
stsle too Bhasa stands closer to Kalidasa than to Asvaghosa.
That th» latt< r is older is proved also by the fact that his Prakrit

1 . MadhyamavyJijoga 9; PancarStra 1, 6 and 22.
2. BJuiularkar, Vaipmism, Samsm etc. p 37 f.

3* Bhandarfcar, ibid, pp. 35 f., 46.
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represents an earlier stage ofdevelopment than that of the classi-

cal dramas, although the Prakrit of Bhasa deviates little from
that of Kalidasa

1

. In case, therefore, we can with some certainty
fix the date of ASvaghosa probably m the 2nd century A. D.,
Bhasa can be place d not before the end of the 3rd century or the
first-half of the 4th century A.D. He could have hardly lived
more than 100 years before Kalidasa8

.

Upto the present time thirteen dramas of Bhasa—as

in any case, we are m a position to state with a high degree of
probability—have come to be known. The Paficaratra derives

its plot from the Mahabliarata and sn do the one-act plays

Dutavakya, Madfoyamavyayoga, Dutaghatotkaca, Kamabhara
arid tJrubhariga, that perhaps are the earliest works of the

author. The Balacarita treats the story of Krsna, and both the

Pratimanataka and the Abhisckanataka narrate Rama-legends.

The themes of the Svapnavasavadatta and the Piatijfia-

yaugandharayana have been retold from <he Brhatkatha of

Gunadhya3 and probably the plots of the dramas Avimaraka

and Dandracarudatta have been taken from the same source

4

.

The comparative simplicity of style, several ingenuities in

shortening of the plot and occasional linguistic unevenness as

well go to show that the dramas, ofwhich the plots have been

taken from the Mahabharata, belong to the first works of the

poet. Further they go to show that he was a bom-diamatist.

Notwithstanding the facts that the plots have been taken from

1. Cf. V. Lesny, ZDMG 72, 1917, 203 ff.

2. Lindenau, jbid, p. i4f. believes that Bhasa in the matter

of the technique of diaxna stands closer to A$vagho?a than to Kalidasa. He
puts Bhasa in about 200 A.D. and A5vagho$a and Bharata between 100 and

2oo A D. They are, however, mere vague conjectures, since proof is wanting.

[Keith, SD, p. 95 remarks . "these matters do not permit of prerise

envaluation of time, and, ifwe place Bhasa about A.D 300, we go as far as the

evidence allows. Sten Konow, Ind Drama, p 51 would assign the

author of the plays to the reign of Ksatrapa Rudrasimha I, i.e. 2nd century

A. D. Barnett conjectures that rajasimha 1 a proper name and refers to

pintfya Ter Maran Rajasimha I (c. 675 A D ) —S K. D e H9L, p. 106 ].

3. It has been wrongly questioned by H e r t c I , Jinaklrtis “Ge-

schichte 6von Pala und Gopala”. p. 152 ff. See also L a c 6 t e , JA, s. 1 1, t.

XIII, 1919, 493 S’

4 The dramas hate been edited by their discoverer Ganapati
Sastri in the TSS A drama Kiranavali, a napka, of the type

of the Ratnavali, should, according to Krisnamacharya, P °7»

be attributed to Ebita, notmthsttndtng the fact that the outface of this

drama has been doubted by BhatfanStha Stamtn (Ind. Ant.

41, 1912, 141).
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nala drives his chariot. The news of the battle is brought
to the audience by a herald, who returns back and brings

another report. Bhlma pulls Abhimanyu from the

chariot and takes him a prisoner. At the end of the act

the Pandavas disclose their identity. Arjuna takes

Uttara as the bride for his son. The third act takes us

into the court of Duryodhana. A servant brings the news
of capture of Abhimanyu. With the help of an arrow,

of Which the shaft is named **
arjuna

S5

, the actual position

becomes known. Thus within the period of five

days comes the news about the Pandavas and Duryo-
dhana is obliged to surrender to them half of his empire.

The double role, in which the disguised Pandavas appear

in the court of Virata, is employed to bring m much of

activity in the drama. The proper device of the poet

inter aha is the imprisonment of Abhimanyu by Bhlma1
,

that introduces a dramatic scene between the father and
the son.

The poet has evidently utilized the episode of the demon
Baka and the Brahmana family of the Mahabharata2 for con-

struction of the theme of the one-act play Sfadhyama-
vyayoga3

. It is indeed wholly naive and fashioned

with a dramatic skill. The one-act Dutavakya, “The
Message” is an outright free dramatisation of the episode of

Kfsna’s presentmg himself as an envoy of the Pandavas and

is narrated in the Mahabharata 4
.

Krsna appears in the council-hall of Duryodhana as

the envoy of the Pandavas. With the intention of annoy-

ing Krsna, Duryodhana gets brought a piece of painting,

m which the scene of dragging by hair into the hall ofhalf-

naked Draupadi has been presented. We get an accurate

1. In W. Bhisma.

2. Mahabh. r, 157 ff ,
see above I, 279, transl. p. 333.

3. This and the four following one-act plays have been edited

in the TSS No. 22, 1912 The theme is based on the event that Bhlma is

referred to as “the middle” {madhyama ) among the five sons of Pantfu Empha-
sis is laid on this nomenclature also m the Pancaratra (p. 4°)> a dung that

goes to prove that both the pieces were written by one and the same author.

[This play has been translated by E P. Janvier, Mysore, 1921, and

P. E. P a v o 1 1 n 1 , GSAI, XXIX, 1 f ] On the vyayoga, see above

p. 186.

4 Mahabh. 5, 91, 94 f >
1 124-13:.
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description of the picture in the speech of Duryodhana1
.

Krsna, however, appears here as a human envoy and as

Supreme God at the same time. Hence he is neither terrifi-

ed, nor arc they able to arrest him. He assumes the form

of All-Pervasive (Vilvarupa) and is soon tall, soon small,

soon he multiplies himself, so much so that the entire

hall becomes full of Krsnas2
. In anger lie calls for a

mighty demon, who hands overto him his terrible weapons.

AH these appear on the scene in personification; lastly

also Bird Garu^a, the conveyance of Visnu, comes in.

At the end, however, his anger gets pacified and the old

blind king Dhrlaraspra thoroughly appeases the Supreme

God with his submissive prayer.

Like this piece, Dutaghatotkaca, “(The Drama
of) Ghatotkaca as messenger”, a considerably dull one-

act play, mainly serves towards glorification of Krsna. The
very incomplete theme has been invented by the poet, since the

Mahabharata does not know about the ambassadorship of

Ghatotkaca, with which the rest of the drama has nothing to do
except the tragic death ol the boy Abhimanyu. The Karna-
b h a r a

,
“(The Diama of) Load of Kama” 8

,
is a dramatisa-

tion of the talc of the Mahabharata (1, 111), where Indra

appoars in the guise ofa Brahmana-bcggar and asks for his coat

of mail and car-ring. Among these one-act plays, the most
significant is the Orubhanga, “The (Drama of) Fracture
of the Thigh”, a poetic creation that is worthy of the fame of
Bhasa. Not only is the language of higher style and beauty,
but the dramatisation of the plot* too has been executed with a
superior skill.

In the beginning of the drama three heralds, of
whom each alternately recites a verse, describe the battle-
fit Id and the fighting witli a mace, that has taken place
between Duryodhana and Bhlma in the really difficult

ir f -vi’ I

s im2,
ortant for die criticism of the Mahabh. II

' ”
\\r

,n lcrnit2
» Festschrift Kuhn, p. 399 ff.

understand how all this and also the subsequen

'{Vm ibis trfr
could be represented on the stag*i r.M jhv -- ibJy i« irii to the imagination of the audience.

Itu*, p.U*.

C £ of Mail1
*; 10 according to Li n d e n a u
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kavya-style. So probably in verses, as in prose, the poet,
whose language is elsewhere so simple, proves him-self a
master of the kavya-style. Thus m stanza 6 he compares
a battle with a frightful sacrifice, in which the trunks
of elephants are represented as the poles of a sacrifice

(yupa), the arrows, as the holy grass, the stratified bodies
of killed elephants form the altar, in which the fire of the

enemy is enflamed, the battle-cry is the sacred mutter-

ing of sacrificial formulae, and the men who have fallen

down are the beasts ofsacrifice. Against all rules ofIndian

dramaturgy Duryodhana, with his broken ribs, appears in

person on the scene. Unusual is the scene where the boy
Durjaya searches for his father in the battle-field, touch-

ing is the meeting of the dying wounded king with his

hoary old blind father and his worthy mother Gandhari,

in which the only request he makes is that m his next

birth too may she become his mother. Of all the Indian

dramas, this small piece alone reminds us of the Greek

tragedy, and in fact it ends tragically with the words

that Duryodhana “enters into the heaven”.

The Balacarita, *‘The Adventure ofBoy (Krsna ) is

the oldest of the available dramas that have the Krsna-legend

as their theme. In this work too Bhasa extracts in a historical

manner the dramatic elements from the famous legends and has

freelyintroduced many things for the purpose ofdramatic action

Here the poet presents the wonderful activities ofthe

divine hero partly in a realistic manner on the stage and

partly he narrates them m a lively and not altogether

devised brief report As m the Dutavakya, here too the

weapons of the God Visnu and his conveyance Garuda

appear on the stage as dramatic characters The begin-

ning of the second act is a thrilling scene, invented by

the poet’. Horrible fantoms appear before Kamsa in his

bed-chamber; the curse of the rsi appears as a Candala,

t. 1. Edited mTSS, No 21,1912, Cf. V. Lesny ,
Bh^ovo Bala-

caritam (Listy filologick6 42, 1915, 437 ff )» Win tern it z, ZDMG74,
1920, 125 ff.: Linden au, ibid, p. 22 ff An edition and German tran -

latioa, (Die Abenteuer des Knaben Krischna ) of the Balacarita by

H Weller had been published m 1922 at Leipzig

Winternitz—History of Indian Literature, Vol. Ill, 14
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and among his retinue appear the young Candala-

girls dressed in black, who rush upon him and want

him to rejoice with them. Against all rules of drama-

turgy the fight of the bull-demon Arista is presented on

the stage in act III and that ends in the destruction of the

demon in act IV. Likewise the defeat of the snake-demon
Kaliya in act IV takes place at least partly on the stage.

And in the fifth act not only the pugilist Canura and
Mustika, but also Kamsa himself is dashed on the ground
with the word:

kamsasuram ca yamalokamaham nayami I

“And also the demon Kamsa, I send
Forth into the world ofYama.”
Krsna mounts the terrace, pulls Kamsa by his head,

and slays him on the ground:
esa esa duratma kamsah—
vistirnalohitamukhah panvrltanetro

bhagnamsukanlha}:atijanukarorujanghah 1

vicchinnabdrapatitangadalambasutro

vajraprabhagnasikharah patito yathadrih II

“Here lies he, the devil Kamsa—
With his face besmeared with blood; eyes oozing-out,
Shoulders, neck, hips, thighs, hands and knees broken,
The chain of the neck broken and the bracelets fallen

_ down,
The belt hanging—is dying, like a hill that has tum-

bled with the stroke of thunder.”
n the whole drama, Bhasa appears as a devout

worshipper of Krsna. He docs not allow a single moment
or is audience to think that the hero is not only a god,
but the Supreme Divine Being, Narayana—Visnu.

.

othin the Pra timanataka and in the A b

h

i s c-
* n a t a h a Bhasa has dealt with the story of Rama. The
r t » it. a n a t a h a, “The Drama of the Picture”1 repro-
.ucj in us seven acts the contents of the main story of the

Jr*’ ,°°kS ** an<* *** in a very independent manner.

tit/. I" I

'51 1 ir<*c anc* kWi acts the poet has especially retold
the story with a free device.

i* Publishes! m TSS No. 43,1915.
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In act I we see how Sita puts on just for fun the

bark-garment, accidently brought (from the theatre

cloak-room) by one of her maid-servants with a view
to see how it fits her. Then comes the news that the

coronation ofRama is to take place1 and at the same time is

delivered the message that the coronation ceremony has
been postponed and that Rama is to go to live in a forest

for 14 years. The action develops (as is usual m Bhasa)

with extraordinary speed. In the bark-garment, worn for

the sake of fun, Sita and likewise the faithful brother Laks-

mana followRama into the. forest. In act II the bewailings

of King DaSaratha and his death are represented in a

captivating manner. He appears half-mad on the stage,

speaks incoherently and lastly succumbs to the power
of Death. He breathes his last after he has invoked his

ancestors, whom he believes to be seeing. The chamber-
lain spreads a curtain over the dead body. With heart-

rending bewailings of the audience the act ends—that

stands in sharp contrast to ordinary rules of dramaturgy.

In act III the scene is laid in the picture-palace of his

ancestors, in which the statue of the deceased king

Da£aratha is also installed2} It has been erected for the visit

of the queens when Bharata, free from any presentiment,

returns by chariot to Ayodhya from the house of his

maternal uncle. While he is m repose, that he takes in

front of the temple, for the first time he comes to know

about the misfortune in a talk with a temple-priest. Just

after he has fallen into swoon the queens come with

Sumantra. Bharata regains his consciousness and greets

respectfullyKauSalya and Sumitraand reproaches Kaikeyl.

i. Even the preparation made in the concert-hall (samgitaiala,

p. 4) for staging ofa suitable drama is a part of the ceremony ofordination of
the king.

.a. The scene of the picture-palace of ancestors is an innovation
ofBhasa, that he wants to indicate also by the tide of the drama. It is

remarkable that in Indian literature we find a mention ofa custom like installa-

tion ofpictures of ancestors in a temple. The custom seems to be unknown
even to Bharata. Pfthvfpala, minister of Jayasimha and Kumarapala,
got erected “a mandapa with columns and a self-opening hall, in which the

statues ofseven of his ancestors were presented in the picture of mounting
elephants in the temple, got built by Vimala on the mountain Arbuda m the

year 103a, See H. Jacobi, Sanatkumaracaritam(ABayA XXXI, a, 1921

)

p. XI f.
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He refuses to be coronated as king and decides to go to

Rama Thejourney to the forest-hermitage ofRama con-

stitutes the subject-matter of act IV. Original is the abduc-

tion of Sita in act V. Here we find both Rama and Sita in

a grove in which the latter waters one of her favourite

plants Rama is aggrieved because he has to perform the

.sraddha on the day of anniversary of his father’s death

and is notm a position to offer suitable gifts to the people.

Then comes the demon Ravana in the guise of a mendi-
cant, who is respectfully received and honoured as a guest

by Rama and Sita. Ravara says that he has studied the

Vedas and the Saslras, particularly the Sraddhakalpa, the

manual of offerings to the manes. Rama takes a note
ofthis and seeks his advice as to how he can pay homage
to his deceased fore-fathers in the best manner. Ravana
desi ribes the gjfts with which one should try to pay respects
to his fathers and then says that there lives in the Himalaya
a Pl antelope with which the manes can be got satis-

fied fully Whilst they are thus conversing Rama sees
an antelope that is exactly like this—and is running in
his front. It is an illusion created through witchcraft
by Ravara. Rama hastens after it and leaves Sita ..all

alone. Ravara takes advantage of this circumstance and
carries away Sita crying for help. The rest of the plot
deviates little from the famous story.

.. , 'l

10 Abhisckanataka, “The Drama of Corona-
a

vo .mia) 1 in six acts, is presented w hat is just passinglymmd a , ip act VII of the Prat.manataka. In the Abhise-
anataka ihe contents 0r books IV-VI of the Ramayana have

is \

1CCn t0
P lbtr * Whilst in the Pratimanataka Rama

IV Jm' |

ltr°* ,n l *lc Abhisckanataka, particularly in acts

and in •» i V;VY
CVm d aS so ^c ^ord Visru or Narayana,

Goddess* Lihsmi.'
dcdarc,! lhat Sit:i is an incarnation of

nn .P
XC

.

aCt
**

|

n 'vbich Valin, the monkey-king, cxprics

dP T

•.* i?b
C

* j
in itself a short tragedy. In many of the

details Bluisa deviates from the epic. Thus in act IV a
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bridge, extending upto Lanka, is not constructed on the
ocean but the gcd Varuna gets frightened at the threat

of Rama. He appears fully perturbed, prays Rama, as

Narayana, who has become a man, “the ultimate cause

of the three worlds”, requests him to pardon his fault

and offers him free passage by which the ocean gets

divided into two to enable his army to go across it. Rama
walks over it and in a moment he is present m Lanka
He casts his prolonged glance at the island that has been

discarded by fortune and will shortly be destroyed with

his arrows'

—

udadkijalagateva naurvipanna

mpatati ravanakarnadharadosat II

“Like a forlorn ship, that has sunk

Into the ocean, sinks down (the city of Lanka),

On account ofthe fault ofRavana, the helmsman.”

A fitting deviation from the epic occurs in act V,

where the episodes of the Ramayana VI, 31 and VI, 92

are joined together: Ravana downright shows Slta the

heads, detached from the bodies, appearing to be those of

the heroesRama and Laksmana, killed by Indrajit—in fact,

it is a delusion caused through witchcraft—then comes a

messenger, who brings the news that his son Indrajit has

been killed by Rama. It has really a greater dramatic

consequence. Bhasa has not at all worked towards easy

dramatisation, but has indeed fashioned a real drama out

of the epic. The language is clear and simple. Yet

beautiful pictures are not wanting here. Thus Laksmara

shouts at the sight of the ocean (VI, 3)- “Here, here is

the Lord Varuna” -

sajalajaladharendrariilatilro

vilulitaphenatarangacaruharah l

samadhigatanadisahasrabahtir

haririva bhati santpatih sayanah II

“Like Hari, appears the river-lord lying stretched,

With his one thousand arms of river extended;

He shines forth, his saphire-blue water looking

like the cloud, full of water.

Wearing the beautiful garland of waves with foams

scattered about.”
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Again in the concluding stanza of act IV there is

a splendid description of the sun-set :

astadrimastakagatah pralisathhrtdThsuh

sandhyanurailjitavapuh pratibhati suryah I

raktojjoalaihhkavrte doiradasya kumbhe

jambunadena racitah pulako yathatva it

“The sun has reached the top ofthe setting hill;

He has collected bis rays;

He looks brilliant with his body coloured by the even-

ing

And appears like ajewel placed together with gold

On an elephant’s temple, covered with a shining

red piece of cloth.”

Quite different from all these dramas, based on epics,

in which there is neither a vidusaka nor a comic scene, in which

verses arc strongly dominent and Prakrit is wholly left behind

Sanskrit, arc the prakaranas of Bhasa1 . The most

important of these and undoubtedly the master work of the poet

is the Svapnavasavadatta 1
, “ (The Drama of) Vasa-

vadatta (who meets her husband) in a Dream”. The subject-

matter of the piece, of which the plot has probably been taken

from the Brhatkatha of Gunadhya, is as follows:

—

The soothsayers have predicted that for the good

of King Udayana and his kingdom it is necessary that he

marries Padmavati, a sister of the king of Magadha.
But the king loves his wife Vasavadatta so cordially that

he can never even think of taking a second wife. This

touches very much his clever and faithful minister Yaugan-
dharayana. He gets the city set into flames and the

rumour is spread that he, along with Vasavadatta, whom he
has been trying to save, has been burnt. Then dressed as

an ascetic he travels with Vasavadatta, whom he declares

to be his sister, upto Magadha, where he leaves his preten-

drd sister in the care of Princess Padmavati. The two
ladies at once contract friendship. In act II we see them
together playing ball. From their conversation we learn

PuWuhed m TSS No. 15, 1912, Translated into German by H.
a°jiI , i i «**£!*' VII, X913, p. 653 fF. and into French

hvU je.. ; °a '
1
9 1 * or Elriviriennc No. 87 ) with a foreword
Ration by G. S h e r r i f f and P a n n a L a 1

1

-r pub-i ued at Allahabad in 19x8 (according to Ind. Ant. 48, 176).
Vrjii
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that Padmavatl has a mind to marry King Udayana.
Soon the nurse of Padmavatl reports that Udayana has

agreed to accept the latter as his wife. The soliloquy of

Vasavadatta shows how greatly she gets perturbed at this.

But shehas, however, the satisfaction,as she concludes from
the words of the nurse, that her husband wants to have a

second spouse only out of sense ofduty and not account of

lack of affection for her In acts III and IV the marri-

age of Udayana and Padmavatl is solemnised. Vasava-

datta is very much pained, as she has to string a garland

for the bride of her own highly beloved husband In act

IV there is an interlude in which the vidusaka enters and
expresses his satisfaction that the marriage has taken

place early in which he has enjoyed dainty dishes But

he complains that his stomach has gone out of order.

Then Padmavatl enters with Vasavadatta. From their

conversation we learn that King Udayana still loves

Vasavadatta, supposed to be dead, and always thinks

about her. Then the king and the vidusaka enter into

conversation that the two ladies overhear. The vidusaka

asks the king as to who is dearer to him, whether Vasava-

datta or Padmavatl. The king evades the answer for a

long time, but at last admits that although Padmavatl is

loved by him, still his heart always hangs about Vasava-

datta, who is dead Then the king asks the vidusaka

whether he likes both of them. He, however, decides

in favour of Padmavatl, because she offers him

dainty dishes and takes more care of him. In joke,

however, the king again thinks about Vasavadatta, and his

sorrow again becomes fresh and he begins to weep. When
the vidusaka goes to fetch water for the king to wash his

eyes and the two ladies are deeply touched by the

conversation overheard by them, Vasavadatta goes into

retreat and Padmavatl approaches her husband. Now the

vidusaka brings water for the king to wash his eyes and

the king in order that Padmavatl may not feel hurt says

that flower-pollens have fallen into his eyes.

ActV is played in the bathing chamber of the palace.

The maid-servants report that Padmavatl has got head-

ache and that she is resting on a bed in the bathing
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dagdheti bruvata purvam vancitosmi rumanvota li

“When I was asleep, she aroused me up and went away,
I have been deceived by Rumanvan, who formerly

had reported that she was burnt.”

Vidusaka: Ah, that is quite unthinkable ' Since I

made a mention of the bathing place in Avanti, you
thought about Vasavadatta and you have seen her in

dream.

King.—
yadt tavadayam svapno dhanyamapratibodhanam 1

1

athayam oibhramo va syat vibhramo hyastu me ciram 1

1

“In case, it be merely a dream,

Blessing it would be, if I had not awoke;

In case it be an illusion.

Let this illusion continue for ever.”

While the vidusaka is trying to convince him that he

has just dreamt, the chamberlain appears and brings in

the report of break of war; this induces the king to hurry

forth to war.

Act VI takes us into the palace ofKing Udayana. The
king finds a lute that at one time belonged to Vasavadatta

when he was training her in playing on lute. At the sight

of this lute the painful recollection wakes up in the king.

srutisukhaninade kathcnh nu devyah

stanayugale jaghanasthale ca supta l

vihagaganarajoviklrnadanda

pratibhayamadhyusitasyaranyavasam ll

api ca, asnigdhasi ghosavatiya tapasvinya na smarasi l

sronisamudvahanaparsvaniplditani

khedastananlarasukhanyupagUhitam l

uddisya mam ca virahe paridevitam

vadyantaresu kathitam ca sasmitani ll

“Beloved lute, once hast thou rested

Over her breasts and on her thighs ;

How hast thou led the terrible life in the forest,

Where birds have scattered thy stick in dust
”

“Besides, thou art devoid of sentiment,

O Ghosavatl, that thou remembereth not about her

—
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Carrying thee between her thighs, pressing thee

between her arms,

Offering thee the pleasant embrace between her warm
breasts;

Bewailing in her separation from me,

And the conversation full of smiles,

That took place in between musical pauses.”

The amorous bewailing of the king is interrupted by

the arrival of messengers from the parents of Vasava-

datta. They bring to Udayana, in the name of the queen

(the mother of Vasavadatta), a beautiful picture in

which the king is shown with Vasavadatta1 . In the

meantime Yaugandharayara comes to claim back

her pretended sister. With the help of the painting the

identity of Vasavadatta gets disclosed and the facts come

to be known. The beautiful picture leads to the conclud-

ing verse of the actor (bharatavakya) :

—

imam sagaraparyantam himvadvindhyakundalam I

mahimekatapatrankam rajasimhah prasastu nah It

“May our lion-king protect the whole of this earth, that

extends up to the sea, on whose face the Himalaya and the

Vindhya appear like two giant ear-rmgs2.”

If we compare the story as found in Somadeva’s Katha-

saritsagara3 with that m Bhasa’s drama we cannot but admire

the latte . It is true that we do know how Bhasa found the

story in Gunadhya. In case Somadeva reproduces accurately,

just half-way, the story of the Brhatkatha and has not

l • The picture was produced to ratify m it the sacramental
marriage of Udayana. and Vasavadatta that could not be performed actually
on account of the flight of Udayana. It is a thing that is alluded to also at
the end of the drama Pratijn&yaugandharayana In the Kathasantsagara i,

14 there is no mention of the picture, but we find the actual marriage taking
place instead.

2. The transl given by W. is from Jacobi.
3. Book III, Kap 15 and 16 F L a c 6 1 e (JA p 11, t. XIII,

I9 I„9>^P 493“* )> attempts, on the basis of similarity of the story m the Katha>
s«*r*t ^ra and the allusions in the Bfhatkathaslokasamgraha with Bhasa’s Sva-
pnav^avadatta and with the fable of Tapasavatsarajacanta of Matraraja, to
"cconstruct the form of the story of the Brhatkatha, which had served as the
moael for the drama of Bhasa.
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perhaps, that can hardly be assumed, grossly worsened it,

this work is worthy of the greatest admiration on account of
the delicacy and fineness with which Bhasa has eliminated all

that is clumsy and rude in the story. In Somadeva how vulgar
it is, when King Udayana is almost aware of the truth and appa-
rently rests quite, because wise Narada has predicted that he
will have a son from Vasavadatta; so he should simply remain
firm, in case he himself is not to die immediately; but on
the other hand his rash decision to marry Padmavati appears
as a little motivated and crude

;
and vulgar is the whole of the

conclusion in the Kathasaritsagara Reversely in Bhasa’s

drama the simplification effected with the help of the dream,
that is certainly a creation of the poet, is fine and delicate.

Without doubt it is the well-merited pride for this innovation

that induced the poet to insert the word “dream” (svapna ) in

the title of his drama. The dream prepares the way for the

disclosure that wholly follows as a sequence from the picture.

Because in the drama the king is not aware of the actual situa-

tion. All the remaining scenes are well grounded. The relation-

ship between the two ladies, Vasavadatta and Padmavati,

both ofwhom are generous in spirit and tender at heart and love

with fidelity one and the same husband, can, however, be fully

realised only from the Indian point of view. The westerners

cannot but sympathise with Vasavadatta in her gnef when she,

with another girl, has to make preparations for her husband’s

marriage-celebration and she is obliged to decorate the bride

herself, and with Padmavati when she perceives with painful

resignation that Vasavadatta is loved by the husband the more.

In case, we possessed only this single drama of Bhasa, we

would have been obliged to consider him as one of the greatest

poets, on account of its poetic beauties. But notwithstanding this

it can hardly be of interest for the European theatre, since a

western monogamy-minded audience can scarcely appreciate

the Indian sentiment1 .

The Pratijnayaugandharayana2 “(The

drama of) of Yaugandharayana (sticking fast) to his Promise”

i t The Svapnavasavadatta must have become known and been

appreciated long ago, since it has many a time been imitated by later poets

Cf. L. H. G r a y ,
Vasavadatta, Introd p 1 f

2. Edited m the TSS No. 16, 1912. Her tel, Jinakirtis
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In act III this vow is further extended when the minis-
ter says that he will not continue to be called Yaugan-
dharaya-a if he does not bring back home the people,
the elephants and Vasavadatta together with the king
With this objective in mind he, dressed as a mad person,
begins to run about the residence of Mahasena for execu-
tion of his plan. The act III, m which the vidusaka and
the two ministers in disguise converse among themselves
in Prakrit, is full of subtleties, in which all that they
say has two meanings and refers to the plan for rescuing

the king1
. But Yaugandharayana is not only a clever

and faithful minister, but also a valiant hero m battle ..

After he has freed his master from imprisonment he is

captured by the pursuing enemies after a bold defence,

because he is dashed by an elephant with his tusk. Stately

he appears as a prisoner and with a happy face he cries

out: e‘victory is mine since he has rescued his master

from the jail Since “it is a matter of real luck for an un-

married man to fly into the forest, furthermore aggreable

is the death for him whose desire has been fulfilled: and

in fact there remains nothing for which he who has done

his duty should repent2.” Full of action is the scene in

which Yaugandharayana, who is wounded and has been

captured, meets his rival, the hostile minister Bharata-

rohaka, who rebukes him by addressing him as proud

and self-conceipted prisoner. As against this, the end, m
which, at the consent of the king for the marriage of

Vasavadatta with Udayana, everybody enjoys unlimited

pleasure, is seemingly abrupt and unmotivated. The

introductory scene of act IV, in which the drunk elephant-

attendant appears, is not devoid of humour.

The drama Avimaraka (in six acts )
3 too seems

1 Till the present days the Cakkyats, a class of actresses in modern

Kerala, play this act undei the title Mantrankanataka, and this they

do without knowing its connection with the drama of Bhasa see Gana-
pati, Pratimanataka, In trod, p XL

2 sukham khalu nifkalatranam kantarapravaah jamantjalarah khalu

praplamanorathanam vimpatah apascatlapakarah khalu sahatadhamanam mrtyuh

maya hi . jay ah praptah I

3 Edited m TSS No 20,1920 B e c c air 1 n 1 G r e s cen 2 1,

L’AvimSraka di Bhasa, GSAI, Vol 28, w as not accessible to \\ int ernitz.
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at all, but still helps towards bringing comical changes in
respect of the literary work. Jokingly he says: jannopa-
vldena bamhano l civarena rattapado \yadi vattham avanemi sam-
anao homi : “I am a Brahmana with my sacred thread,
and with the dress of a beggar, a red-clothed person (i.e.

a Buddhist monk) and when I put off my garment I

become a Jaina monk (naked)”. Like a typical joker
he speaks with predilection for food. But on the other

hand, he is the most faithful friend of the hero, who about
him directly says that he is “witty in entertainments, a
warrior m battle, teacher in grief, and bold against the

enemy” (act IV, verse 21). In any case, these are the

characteristics that are not known to be possessed by
the typical vidusakas elsewhere.

In the Avimaraka the language is often very much
artistic Ornate similes and lengthy compounds pro’ve

familiarity of the poet with the kavya-style. Thus for

example at one place the heat of the sun is described

with a bold comparison (IV, stanza 4):

atyusna jvanteva bhdskarakarairapltasara mahi

yaksmarta ivapadapah pramusitacchaya davagnyasrayat I

vikrosantyavasa divocchritaguhdvyattananafc parvatah

lokoyam ravipdkaitastahrdayah samyati murchamiva ||

“The earth resembles a patient suffering from fever,

the trees appear as ifsuffering from phthysis, the hills look

as if tearing their cave-mouths asunder and crying aloud,

and the entire world appears to have lost its consciousness

on account of the heat of the sun.”

The most important, for the literary history ofIndia, among

the dramas of Bhasa, is the Daridracarudatta 1

i. Edited in TSS No. 39, 1914 [Ed also by C R. Deva-
dhara, Poona, 1939 ]. Translated into Norwegian by Sten K o n o

w

in

the journal “Edda”, 1916, pp 389-417. Wintermtz says that he could not

come to a decision with regard to the question whether the drama had come
down to us in an incomplete form, or if this was the last work of the poet that

he could not complete Kono w (Festschrift Kuhn, p. 107) says that oudraka

has added sixnew acts to the four acts of the drama of Bhasa and he has re-

fashioned the whole work In a private communication K o n o w had written

to Wintermtz that the former would try to prove this in a work of his disciple

G. M orgenstierne that was m the press Georg Morgen-
stierne, Ober das Verhaltnis zwischcn Carudatta und Mfcchakapkfi,

Leipzig, 1921, indeed proves that Sudraka’s drama is a resetting of

Bhasa’s Daridracarudatta and not (as Bha$tanatha, ibid, p ig4, assumes)
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(“The Drama of poor Carudatta)”. Unfortunately it has

come down to us only in a fragmentary form. But its four

acts that we have upto the present time do not leave in our

mind any doubt that the famous drama Mrcchakatika1
,

“The Drama of the Clay-cart”, attributed to King Sudraka, is a

genial, elaborate and late adaptation (perhaps a continuation

of Bhasa’s Daridracarudatta. In any case, the four acts of the

Daridracarudatta and the first four acts of the Mfcchakatika

are related together m a way, that is as close as that existing

between two different recensions of one and the same work.

We unfortunately are not in a position to state clearly

whether the elaboration of the drama of Bhasa in the form of

Mrcchakatika was executed soon after the time of Bhasa or

about a century later. About the poet Sudraka we know

reversely cannot be an abridgment of the Mrcchakatika, but the question,

whether the drama of Bhasa has come down as a torso and has been elaborated
and continued by Sudraka or whether Bhasa had written more then four acts,

asK. G. Mehendale (Bhandarkar Gojm Vol p 369 f. ) will like to prove
cannot be decided It is certain that four acts of the Daridracarudatta, as

we know it, are a torso Morgensticme (ibid, p 78 f. ) correctly remarks
that m no ease Sudraka was a plagiator. See also S. K. Belvalkar in
Proceedings and Transactions of the First Oriental conference, Poona, 1920,
Vol. I, p. LI f.

1. Critical edition of A. F. Stenzler, Bonn, 1847. Of the Indian
editions that are worthy of being recommended are the one with two
commentaries ofN B. Godabole, BSS No 52, Bombay 1896 and the
other with a commentary of P. H M.Sanna Sastri and K. P. Parab
*** NSP (3d ed. Bombay 1909 ) German translations ofO Bohtlingk
(St. Petersburg 1877), L Fritze (1879) and H. C Kellner
(Reclaims Umv.-Bibl 3111, 3112, 1894) English translation of HI H.
Wilson, belect Specimens, Vol. I and of A. W. R y d e r m HOS, Vol.
IX, Cambridge Mass. 1905, [ and R.P. Oliver, Ilhnios, 1938 ] . Appendix

a7> 1 9°6 j 4*8 ff French translation of P. Regnaud, Paris
1070. I here are also translations m Dutch, Swedish, Danish, Italian and
Russian. Beitrage zur Erklarung by C. Cappellerinthe Festgruss an

p * 2°^ 3 an
£-A; Gawronski m Kuhns Zeitschrift fur vergl.

tu T?
224ff; People have also tried to adapt the Mrcchakatika for

t pprJ^<?^
aU

T«
ieatre

‘
1

*n P
,

aris xt had been adapted into French by M6ry
e Nerval m the year 1850 and a new recast had been made

the TL toiuugart 1092 ) the piece went a
“V«an,ase„a- andean* for

what * * * - -

H

time an

i on isThe
,0
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dtr d
r
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11 ^“ditwanger’s adaptation (Munich 1916),

p 0 h 1 ,

n for the stage, keeps closer to the original than that of
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nothing beyond what has been said in the prelude in this regard.
Here he says that the famous poet Sudraka was, “the chief
amongst the Aryans” (dvijas), a man possessed of excellent
qualities of body and mind, he was a scholar of the Rgveda,
the Samaveda, arithmetic, pornography and the science of
elephants. He was cured of a serious eye-disease through the
grace ofGod Siva. After he saw his son m the office of the king
he performed a horse-sacrifice and he had attained the age
of one hundred and ten days. But he ended his life by burning
his ownself. On the earth he was equally famous for his skill
in war and for purity of character. But since here we find
a mention of the death of the poet royal, the three stanzas,m which these biographical data are furnished, must have first

been added to the original work later (by somebody after the
death of the poet, at the time of its presentation on the scene
or in some revised adaptation) m the prelude1 . As the king
Sudraka, moreover, is unknown m history—his name we find
neitherm inscriptions nor on coins, but onlym tales and stories

it seems fruitless to attempt to determine his age2
. It is not

improbable that there was a raja, who bore the epithet

Sudraka, on account of being of lowly origin, and had adapted
the drama of Bhasa afresh In this drama we find revolution

1. The prelude itself is found substantially m the drama Dandra-
carudatta of Bhasa.

2. A p o e t iSudraka first of all finds mention in Vamana’s KlvyS.
Jamkaravftt (3,2,4) The view that the author of the Mrcchakapka is identi-
cal with the Abhira prince &ivadatta, who in the middle of the 3rd century
A D. overthrew the Andhra dynasty, as stated by K o n ow (Festschrift Kuhn,
p 108 f ), appears to have ver> weak foundation and stands in contradiction
with regard to the age of Asvaghosa and Bhasa [ His opinion has been refuted
by J. Gharpentier, JRAS, 1923. p 595 f ] Jacobi (Bhavisatta
Kaha von Dhanavala, p 83 *A) has shown that act VI of the Mrccha-
kapka could not have been written before the 4th centuryAD on account
of the astronomical data found m it. Pisehel (GGA 1883, p. 12298*)
has expressed the opinion that the date of the Mjxch. cannot be altogether very
far away from the.dates of the great classical poets, viz Kalidasa, and that Its

“earliest limit would be towards the end of the 5th century AD” On the
basis of its language, G aw r o n s k 1 (Kuhns Zeitscbrift 44, 1911, 241 ff )

concludes that the “latest age-limit of the Mfcchakapka is the 4th century
A. D. The arguments by which M eh end ale (ibid p 367 ff ) tries to

make it probable that 5udraka lived in about 550-600 A. D. are weak
[Jolly, Hindu Law ofPartition, Inheritance and Adoption, Calcutta, 1883,

p. 68 f shows that the legal procedure, as seen m act V, is usually found m law-
books of the 6lh and the 7th centunes. ]

Wmtemitz—History of Indian Literature, Vol III, 15
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heralding in matters relating to manners and customs,

1 and

in it a case of removal of a legitimate king by a cowherd has

been described; besides we find predilection for Prakrit dialects

m it and not for straight standard Sanskrit and notice certain

deviations from the strict rules of dramaturgy, and lastly strong

Buddhist spirit is permeating it — all this appears to go to

point out that the author of the Mrcchakatika does not belong

to any of the two highest Brahmanical castes2 .

The authors of older manuals of poetics do not appear to

have held any high opinion regarding the merits of the Mrccha-

katika. They do not seem to consider this work as of sufficiently

high standard for the purpose of quoting examples from it
8

. On
the contrary in Europe, the drama has enjoyed high grade of

popularity and has been always held in esteem. The work

fully merits this honour. It deviates from the model more than

any other Indian drama and it has been fashioned wholly

on actual life. The characters are presented in a lively manner.

The comic scenes with their firm humour are full of spirit and

wit, and in the beginning scenes we find many passages that

in the matter of tenderness and fervour remind us of the most

beautiful places in the dramas of Kalidasa. It is true that

i. E K u h n (Festschrift Vilhelm Thomsen, Leipzig, 1912, p. 219)
stresses “the poetical heralding of a revolution in the drama Mfcchakajika
that is indeed attributed to a king by tradition” as characteristic of Indian
interpretation of kingship. But the .status of the poet comes to be known only
through actual political events that occurred not long away from the time of

P0®1 *,,
The poet “Sudraka” must have been a close friend of the usurper

_ 2 * Jacobi m the Literaturblatt fur Orient. Philol. 3, p. 72*ff.
r 1 s c h e 1 (Rudrata, p. 13 ff. ) had posed the hypothesis that Danilin might
have been the real author of the Mrcchakafika This theory, that in itself
is based on weak foundation, loses its little force in the face of the fact that
angm was a wonderful master m respect of language, a quality

,
that is

wanting m the author of the Mrcchakatika. Cf. also A GawroAski,
pr c jche Untersuchungen uher das Mrcchakatika and das DaSakumara-

TA?n S-f
* L

,

eip21
£0

I9°7 ; Pandit MahachandraNyayaratnain
KavyidarSa

C *93 ff* und Bohtlingk in the preface to Dandm's

?• ^as first of all been quoted in the KavyaprakaSa. There

the nreceni
0

*

1”1161513^ °n^ drama In any case,it is being staged down upto

Dc
P
Hsi„V«^f‘-

m- <S“JV kson - JAOS 23, rgo2, 317). [ S. K.

a comDositinn hv^5-^i^
iana

j
a
l
rtady m 8th century refers (m, 2, 4) to

which^ocenrs
a^so quotes two passages anonymously, one of

to hm°(Gray 1AOS $l^?datta* Besides thelangSage of 2Wiana^’ascribed
does not rnirnrm

S, XXVII, 1907, p. 41 gf ), shows that Sudraka’s grammar

dcnJuL Z C,OS
?
ly n°™. a fact that indicates not only adeparture from convention, but probably also his early date. ]
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primarily we know, in respect of the first four acts only, the
extent to which the poetic beauty goes to the credit of Bhasa
and to that of Sudraka.

The hero of the hfrcchakatika is Carudatta, a trader,

by caste a Brahmana, who as a consequence of his enor-
mous generosity has lost all that he had, and enters into

the drama as wholly pauper. The heroine is Vasantasena,
a harlot, living in opulence and luxury, who loves the
noble and virtuous trader passionately notwithstanding

his poverty. She is seduced by the brute and uncultured

brother-in-law ofKing Palaka By accident she comes under
his power, but she refuses to obey him He strangles her by
the neck and believes her to be dead Then he accuses the

trader Carudatta with the charge of murdering Vasanta-

sena. The judge’s court, the scene of administration of

justice is presented on the stage, and Carudatta is ordered

to be put to death. He is taken to the place of execution.

When the sword is hanging over him, Vasantasena rushes

forth in the company of the monk, who has rescued her

and then sets him free. At the same time the cowherd

Aryaka, who with his followers has defeated Palaka and

has killed him, is declared king The new king con-

fers the status of a “lady” (vadhu ) upon the harlot, so

that jshe maybecome a rightful wife of the trader, and she

is embraced by his first wife as her “sister”

Since a reference to Aryaka and Palaka is wanting in

Bhasa, it has to be assumed that it was Sudraka who m a

historical manner has connected the love-story with a political

intrigue. The inclusion of bigger scenes from popularlife must

be his work. The burlesque scene of a drama1
,
a nocturnal bur-

glary2
, and the detailed description of the palace of the harlot8

and of the administration of justice and the scene of execution

I.. This scene is wanting in Bhasa, where it is deemed to have been

reflected from behind the scene.

2. This occurs m Bhasa too, where, however, the scene is smaller,

but more dramatic

3 This lengthy description is w holly wantrng in Bhasa Here Maitreya

says expressly, “How splendid is the palace of the harlot? Here sit s range

fellows from different cities and read boohs All sorts*of dishes are prepared

They play on flute. The goldsmith carefully assembles together different

kinds of ornaments
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a multitude of rapidly running pictures Carudatta describes
the rainy night first of all, as in the verse :

eta nisiktarajatadravasamnikasa

dhara javena patita jaladodarebhyah I

vidyutpradipasikhaya ksananastadrstas-

chinna ivambarapatasya dasah palanti tl

“Streams of rains, looking like liquidified silver,

Are dripping with speed from the bodies of the clouds,

Hardly visible in the flame of brilliance of lightening,

They disappear in a moment and fall down
On the ground like filets of the dress of the sky.”

We then see how Vasantasena hastens in the dreadful

night to meet her lover in the company of her associate

—

according to the convention of the Indian lyrics—m this

duet are combined the descriptions of nature and erotics

and the loving couple happily embracing each-other1

in the stormy weather Carudatta calls out his friend,

who abuses the bad weather :

vayasya, ndrhasyupalabdhum—
varsasatamastu durdinamaviratadharam satahrada patantu I

asmadvidkadurlabhaya jadaham priyaya pansvaktah II

“Friend, do not accuse please

—

May this bad weather continue for hundred years,

May it shower incessantly, may the lightening thrill.

Since it is a rare fortune—the sweet’heart is lying

within my arms.”

The rainbow becomes visible and Carudatta points

it to his beloved. And lastly they enter into their house

with the beautiful verse that imitates the music of the rams

in an almost untranslatable manner:

—

talipi taram vitapesu mandram silasu juksam sahlesn candam l

sangitavlna iva tadyamdnds taldnusdrena patanti dharah II

“Loudly on the leaves of the palms.

Lightly on the branches of the tree,

Hard on the rocks and stones,

Heavily into the streams and ponds,

i. About the description of the rainy weather in this dialogue R
Gottschall (Poetik, 2 Aufl. II, 186) says that nowhere else do we hnd

more beautiful a poem on the rams than that we have here The passages

have partly been translated into German byOldenbcrg, LAI» p* 270 »•
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dramatic poetry—mrcchakatika

Vasantasena. A female slave, who has been won by
thy father through his qualities.

Radanika: The lady is thy mother.
Boy: What you say is not true. In case she be my

mother, how can she be so well decorated ?

Vasantasena: From thy innocent mouth thou uttereth
highly painful words (She puts off her ornaments,
weeping). Thus now I have become thy mother Please
take this ornament and get a little golden cart made
for thyself

Boy: I shall not take it Thou art weeping.
Vasantasena (wiping her tears off)- Child, I shall

not weep. Go and play (Fills the little cart with the
bag of ornaments). Boy, get a golden little cart made
for thee.

(Exit—Radanika with the boy).

Certainly it is this scene, that is important also for the
development of the plot, the work of a later collaborator, who
on its account gave the new title to the drama.

The drama Mrcchakatika is of extraordinary value in res-

pect of cultural history, above all for our knowledge of the ways
of harlots and that of their social status in ancient India

The harlot Vasantasena lives in a palace provided with best

luxuries She has her own elephants and an elephant-

driver as well as a large retinue of attendants She is a highly

cultured lady and is treated with high honour and regard by
everybody except the uncultured Samsthanaka. Her servants

are slaves, but they can become free on payment of a ransom

In the drama there is not the slightest hint noticeable that

Carudatta, who belonged to the caste of Brahmaras, misbehaved,

while he was loving the harlot When, she is not free, she

belongs to a despised caste, but after Vasantasena has freed her

slave Madanika against payment of a ransom, the latter stands

higher than her former mistress. This relation of love between

Carudatta and the harlot does not prevent that between him and

his married wife loving each-other and they reciprocate m matter

of showing respect. There is not the least amount of rivalry

between the two wives. The end of the drama leaves the

impression that Carudatta was leading an honourable and
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Ring”1
) of the poet Visakhadatta 2 ). These points

of contact suggest the hypothesis that this drama as well need
not have been altogether widely separated from those works

even in respect of time. And in fact there is some possibility in

favour of the supposition that Visakhadatta lived under the

same Gandragupta II, during the period of whose reign, as we
have assumed, falls the age of the works of Kalidasa8 . At the

central point of this remarkable drama stands—further, more
than in the Pratij&ayaugandharayana—politics (nlti). There

is no talk about love in the whole of the drama. Among the

characters, there appear a few individual women and that

in small side-roles.

Like the author of the Tantrakhyayika, who wants to

teach science of politics through fables, Visakhadatta too in his

1. Editions byK T. Telang, BSS No 27, Bombay 1884 with
the commentary ofDhundhiraja, and by A Hillebrandt, Breslau 1912
Cf. also Hillebrandt in ZDMG 39, 1885, io7 ^ » NGGW 1905, 42gff
and tJber das Kaupllya-sastra and Verwandtes” (Sonderabdr. aus dem 86.

Jahresbencht der Schlesischen Ges fur vaterland Kultur), Breslau 1908,

p 13 ff See Eggelmg, Ind Off Cat VII, p 1589 on a commentary
that explains the text from both the points ofview poeuco-dramatic and also

poliUc (niti). Translated into German byL Fritze (Reclam, Umv -Bibl

6249 ), into Enghsh byH H.Wilson II, 1258" into French by V Henry
(Paris) 1888) and into Italian by A Marazzi (Milan 1874) [An
edition of the Mudraraksasa with a commentary and an English translation

by M R Kale, Bombay 1900]
2 Several MSS. mention the name Visakhadeva Mudraraksasa

is the single work through which the poet is known.

3. In the concluding stanza (bharatavikya) of the actor there occurs

the name of one King Candragupta. Kashi-Prasad J ayaswal (Ind.

Ant. 42, 1913, p 265 ff ) tries to prove that he can be simply Candragupta II

and assumes that the drama was written in c 410 A D So also K o n o w (Ind

Ant. 43, 1914, 64JF Ind. Drama p. 70 f ) and V. A Smith

,

Early History

120 n, Hillebrandt (Uber das Kaupliyasastra, p 25ft and ZDMG
69, 1915, 363 ) assigns the work to the 4th century. T a w n e y (JRAS 1908,

p 910) agrees with him. Since some of the MSS read Ranovarma or Ava-

nuvarma for Candraguptah, many researchers assign this piece to the eighth

or ninth century. Cf J a c o b 1 ,
WZKM 2, 1888, 212iff ,

K H. D h r u v a

,

WZKM 5, 1891, 25 ff, Telang, edition, Introd ; L e v 1 225 if
, K e 1 1 h

JRAS 1909, i48ff, Rap son, ERE IV, 886. All that can be said as

certain is that it cannot be placed later than tne 10th century A D , since 1

has been quoted in a commentary on the Dasarupa V. J. A n am (n •

Ant. 51, 1922, 49 ff tries to prove that the Mudraraksasa was written m he

7th century A D [ Cf. also J C h a r p e n 1 1 e r , JRAS 1828, p 586, also

IHQ. 1931, p 689 ]

[The problem of the age of Visakhadatta, accordmg to S K D c ,

I , a64, full remams unsolved, but there is nothing to preset bun

from being considered as belonging to the older group
. ,cr_

succeeded Kalidasa, either as a younger contemporary , or P
found in

tor to the 9th century A D , the earliest quotation from bis work being found in

the Dasarupaka (xotb century AD.)]
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demonic cunning and a terrible unscrupulousness even
in murdering people or in doing any disgraceful act.

His counter-part is Raksasa, the minister of the last

but still surviving scion of the royal house, brought to

ruin by Canakya He is well-versed in all the intricacies of
politics and he loo does not hesitate m making use of any
means that will help him m attaining his objective; but he
possesses a tender heart and is determined to win over his

opponent The author presumes that the publicum already

knows how Nanda, the king of Pataiiputra, once insulted

the Brahmana Canakya, and howm anger the latter untied

his tuft of hair, sikha, and took the vow that he would not

retie it till afterhe had dethroned Nanda and had destroy-

ed his relations and how he made Candragupta, a young

man of a low-caste and living m the court of Nanda, the

king, after he had dethroned the Nandas But even now
Canakya has not fastened his lock of hairs, since there

still survives one Malayaketu, a scion of the house of

Nanda, to whom sticks fast his faithful minister Raksasa,

who will not recognise the overlordship of Candragupta

and is eager to punish his lucky enemy for the death of

his master. But Canakya likes not only to separate him

from his master but thinks that his task will be over only

when he has made him the minister of Candragupta and

has thereby made his kingship fully confirmed. In the

seven long, but m no way tedious, acts is described how

Canakya actually succeeded through tricks and intrigues,

that often are so refined that it is hardly possible for the

reader to follow him. His plans are executed with the help

of spies, poison-girls and assacinations and he counteracts

the plans of Raksasa But most of the friends of Raksasa

are paid spies of Canakya Yet, however, he has one real

friend, the goldsmith Candanadasa. He is prepared to

sacrifice his own life before he can betray the family of

Raksasa to the enemy Candanadasa is taken to the place

of execution by the executioners, and m order to save his

bosom-friend Raksasa puts his ownself into the hands of

his hated enemy In a really dramatic concluding scene

Raksasa is involuntarily obliged to acknowledge supremacy

of Canakya m politics Thus Canakya is able to win
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erudition is a first class work of Indian drama that is

wholly ornate and has become popular like the famous
book of fables.

The Classical Dramas of Kalidasa, Harsa-
deva, Bhavabhuti and Bhatta - Narayana.

The most famous Indian drama-writer indisputably is

Kalidasa and his most famous drama is “The Sakuntala”,
as it is called generally in European fashion after the name of its

heroine, or theA b hi j nanasakuntala, i.e. “(the Drama)
of the token of Identification (by which) Sakuntala (was again
found)”1

,
as its actual title means The ^akuntala-drama is

one of the first works of Indian literature, that became known to

Europe. It was translated into English in 1789 by William

Jones and from English into German in 1791 by Georg
Forster. Even today people can hardly make a presentation

of the inspiration that this work has effected in the whole of

Europe, particularly in cultured literary circles of Germany.

It was a great wonder that it came from the far away wonderland
of India to Germany and there it was greeted with wonder and

enchantment by eminent persons like Herder and Goethe.
After this Herder kept himself busy with a series of most

penetrating letters entitled “Gber ein morgenlandisches Drama”,

and above all in 1803 he brought out the second edition ofFors-

ter’s translation and in its foreword he wrote an inspiring

eulogy on this drama of Kalidasa2. The famous couplet written

in 1791 s goes to prove the extent to which Goethe was enthused

with this piece.

—

“In case you desire to rejoice in the blossoms ofearly years,

the fruits of the age advanced,

x. Or perhaps*—“The Drama of Sakuntala and her Re-identification”,

since abhijRana can likewise mean both “identification” and the “mark of

identification” (here "ring” ) Gf Bohtlingk’s edition, p 147, he

gives the title “Rmg-Sakuntala”. V Henry. “La reconnaissance de

Sakuntala”.

2. Herders Werke, edited by B Suphan, Bd. 16, p 84 ff 2nd

Bd. 24, p. 576 ff

3 On May 17, 1791 F o r s t e r sent to him hisjust published transla-

*ion, and on July, 1, Goethe sent the poem to F H Jacoby whereit

was written somewhat differently “Shall I, the flowers of ear y etc Cf

Jubilauinsausgabe von Goethes Werken I, 2582nd \\ indisch, Geschichte

der Sanskntphilologie (Grundnss I, IB), p 47A
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In case you want to have something that charms,
something that is enchanting

In case you want to call both the heaven and hearth
by a common name,

I refer you to the Sakuntala,
And thus I describe these all.”

And yet several years later old Goethe wrote to Chdzy,
the French editor of the Sanskrit text of the Sakuntala* •

f t;
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the present day, the real source of Kalidasa were the Mahabha-
rata in its undeveloped form, his skill should be deemed
the more wonderful: in that case he should have the credit of
having cut out the finest piece ofart, that can simply be imagined
by man, out of indeed a rough block. The Indian too consider

the drama ofSakuntala as the master-piece of dramatic poetry
There is current among the panditas the adage :

—

kdvyasu natakam ramyam

tatra ramyd sakuntald 1

tatra ramyascaturthonkas-

tatrapi slokacatustayam )|

“Among the different types ofpoetry the drama is the most
beautiful, among the dramas the Sakunala, in it, the act IV,

Sarkar had already tried to prove in a Bengali book “Jsakuntalarahasya”
(Calcutta 1896) that the drama of Kalidasa was based on the Padmapurtna.
The question regarding the source of the akuntalanajaka and also the question
whether the author of this purana-text had or had not utilized the drama can
be finally decided when we have before us a trustworthy text of the Padma-
purana and an accurate comparison becomes possible Berthold M ii 1

1

e r

,

Kalidasas Sakuntala und lhre Quelle, has made a nice comparison between
the Mahabharata episode and this drama (Dem Rektor und Lehrer des
Gymnasiums zu St Elisabeth, Btfrgermeister der Stadt Breslau C F Ed.
Bartsch bei Vollendung seines 50 Dienstjahres den 21 Mai 1874)

[ “The story is told in the Mahabharata, III, 225 (Bombay ed )

and the Ramayana, 37 It was known to Asvaghosa m some form,

Buddhacanta, I, 88, XIII, 16 (S K D e , HSL p 128) "The earliest

edition (Bengal Recension ) is that by A L C h 6 z y , Pans 1820. The
drama exists in four (five ) recensions (1 ) Devanagari, (ed O Bdhtlingk,
Bonn 1942, but with better materials, ed Monier-Willi am s

,

2nd ed

Oxford 1876, (1st ed 1853), with the commentary of RaghavabhatJa,

ed N B Godbole, and K P Parab, NSP, Bombay 1883,

1922), (11) Bengali, (ed R Pischel, Kiel 1877, 2nd ed m the

Harvard Orient Ser ,
revised by C Gappeller, Cambridge, Mass

1922), (111) Kasmirl, (ed K Burkhard, Wien 1884, and fiv) South

Indian, (no critical edition, but printed with the commentary of AbhuSma,

Sri Vanlvilasa Press, Snrangam, 19x7, etc )
Attempts to reconstruct the text,

byC Cappeller (Kiirzere Text-form), Leipzig igog and by P N
Patankar (called Purer Devanagari Text), Poona 1902 A critical

edition utilizing all the recensions has been undei taken by S K B e Iy a I k a r

under the auspicies of the Sahitya Akademy, New Delhi Shri R am an at ha

J h a has recently (Darbhanga 1957 ) brought out the text of the 5th (Mithila)

recension with the commentaries of Sankara and Harihara Inc earnest

English trans was by William Jones, London, i 79°> but trans have been

numerous m various languages On text-cnttcism, see rise he , e

Kahdasae Sakuntah recensiombus (Diss ),
Breslau 1872 and Ind “

XIV, pp 35-69, 161-311, Harichand, op cit p 243 f For fuller

bibliography see StenKonow, op cit pp 68-70 and M c uy e r n

JAOS, p 237 See also Haradatta S harm a, Kalidasa and thcPadma-

purana, Calcutta 1925, who follows WinternitzjcfSK D c
,
HbL,

p 140 ]
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and there too the four stanzas, namely those in which the sage

Kanva bids farewell to his foster-daughter1 .

In the first of these verses Kanva says:

yasyatyadya sakuntaleti hrdayam samsprstamutkanthayd

kanthah stambhitabaspavrttikalusascintdjadam darsanam I

vaiklavyam mama tavadxdrsamaho snehadaranyaukasah

pldyante grhinah katham nu tanayavislesaduhkhatrnavaih II

“This very day Sakuntala will depart, at such (a thought)

my heart is smitten with melancholy (with grief on account of

separation from her) ; my voice (throat) is agitated by suppress-

ing the flow of tears; my sight is paralysed by anxious thought.

So indeed through affection (is) the mental agitation of me, a

hermit. How (much more) then, are heads offamilies afflicted

with new pangs of separation from their daughters.”
In the following stanza he implores blessings from the

heaven for Sakuntala and lastly he craves protection of the trees

of the hermitage with the words.

—

patum na prathamam vyavasyati jalam yusmasvapitesu yd
nadatte priyamandanapi bhavatdm snehena yd pallavam I

ddye vah kusumaprasutisamay e yasyd bhavatyutsavah
seyamyati sakuntala patigrham sarvairanujndyatam ll

She, who never attempts to drink water first, when
you have not drunk, and who although fond of ornaments
never plucks a blossom out of affection for you, whose
greatest-holiday (highest joy) is at the advent of the season
of the first appearance of your bloom, that very Sakuntala
now departs for the house of her husband. Let her be
affectionaly dismissed by (you) all2.”

In the air resound the blessing voice of the sylvan
lvimty and with affection Sakuntala takes leave of the

animals and trees of the hermitage, her foster-father and
her dear friends3 .

G R. Nan d argikar, Raghuvamsa cd
*• Quoted from

Introd p 31 f

here it is from H «! «
orjS ,aaI is by L V. Schrocdcr and

^ • s o

die words apu'cha tulraLrtnl^l
12 says ,^ ct IV) of the Pratimanataka of Bhasa

trees, that have drumSm*«* “take leave of the animals and
and the scene (ofSita m tlw. 1

ln P ac
f

children” and the whole sentiment
It is possible that Kal,di«^ remind ofact IV of the “Sakuntala”.
is no \rrbnl correspondence.

m,Sht haVC borrowed it from Bhasa. But there
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The sage gives expression to his feeling in the words
artho hi kanyaparakiya eoa tamadya sampresya parlgrahituh \

jdto mamayam visadah prakamam praiyarpiianyasa ivantardlmd H
“Since a daughter is verily owned by some other

person, my soul feels very much content after I have
sent her today to her husband, like one who has returned
back to its owner the property kept in his custody.”
In the sense in which the people of the West understand,

in the poetry ofKalidasa there is no drama at all. He, who will

like to guage the depth of this deliberately constituted fable-

drama with the measure-staff of Greek tragedy will not be able

to appreciate at all its uncomparable beauty. It is absolutely

necessary to let oneselfplunge into the spirit ofIndia for amoment,
believe all that Indians believe, must have faith m the

efficacy of curse, in spiritual communication between gods and

men and in miracles of loss and recovery in the hermitage

in order to be able to realise fully and enjoy the whole beauty

of this wonderful piece of poetry. It has been said about this

work that curse and blind chance execute all that is done here

and man acts just like a doll1. However, Herder has tried to

study the drama “with Indian and not European spirit”. In

any case, according to the Indian conception, an offence against

an honourable saint is a grave sin and his curse is almost sure

and unfailing. Likewise the loss and recovery of the ring is not

a *
‘blind accident

1 * but a destiny, as Indians precisely under-

stand, determined by divine disposition and human conduct

(in earlier birth) at the same time.

These real characteristics of Indian poetry make their pro-

duction on the European stage straightway difficult. G e o t h e

had already been occupied with the idea of staging of the

“Sakuntala”, but he soon gave it up2
. S c h i 1 1 e r too had once

written to Goethe that he had studied the “Sakuntala with

S. Oldenberg, LAI 261.

. It is, however, Jut «j»•^totte^taSu
Faust” written m 1797 has been P

Frankfurt a M. 1879,
f. W. v. Biedermann, Goethe-Forschungen, uransi

54 ff, and Windisch ibid p 2031.
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the idea of finding out if itcould be possible to make it suitable

for the stage; but it appears that he had to face the difficulty of

the stage, so much so that in a sense it seemed as ifthe drama was

just opposed to the European stage. Probably the difficulty lay

in the main characteristic itself, that is m tenderness, and

in lack ofmovement, since the poet liked to interwine the

feeling with certain opportune convenience, because the atmos-

phere itself came to rest3 . Since then attempts have been made

again and again for adapting the drama for the German stage.

The famous adaptation of the “Sakuntala” by AV.Wol-
z o g e n 8 is not an Indian drama at all, not to speak of a drama

of Kalidasa. In the year 1903 the adaptation of Marx M 6 1-

1 e r 8 was performed on the stage and it was rightly rejected by

the good sense of the publicum. Indeed it was nothing but

a caricature of the old Indian poetry. Probably M611er, as also

Wolzogen, had erred inasmuch as they had tried to eliminate

the supernatural, narrative and mythological elements from the

the piece with the intention of making it look probable. On
account of this the drama had become a hybrid composition,

that was neitherIndian nor European. The theatrical adaptation

of L. von Schroeder 4
is free from such mistakes, since here

the Indian drama has been reproduced most faithfully, as far as

possible, and still in it the requirements of the European stage

have been kept in view to the extent it was feasible. It has
remained a narrative drama, what the “SakUntala” of Kalidasa
must always be. It is not understandable why the narrative

Bnefwcchscl zwischen Schiller und Goethe (Stuttgart, Kollek-
tion Spemann) II, p 3 to (letter dated February ao, 1802)

TT n r-o'x
Bcdams Urxvv -Bibl No taog.G. Meyer (Essays und Studien

State
performance of this “Sakuntala” in theMate Theatre ofBreslau that did not enthuse the publicum otherwise”.

BQhnen^L^in^
U
Tu\

a
’ em

T
m^lsc^cs Spiel des Komgs Kalidasa in deutscher

outfit and (Acc°rdmg to the newspaper report) the majestic

effect was not1a»tm£
SP
wif

,C
* u

3®6 PauitinSs had had their success, but the

and unmixed ^lidlsa”'^i3^t^tement°
,r Sa^* tHat h,s ,^adaptation is “pure

that Kalidaii wu Q
statcraent is as correct as the one, when he says

KfilidSsa
ng °n *ho contrary it is unreal, adulterated and diluted

frei nach Kahdasa*'fUr'di ^archendrama in funf Akten und emcm Vorspicl

rmuSltS Bihac MUnchen 1903. It »
Ct R. Bohme P
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im

j
no attcmPt has been made for its performance.

°f Sept t 3i mo3. wS^d
-
ay SuPPioricnt of the “Vossischen Zeitung”

Joumar'Bahneund Welt” «T V6

C

’ Dlc deutsche Sakuntala”, m the

cn the German translations a^ada^aUo^^^^’
that S1VC5 a historical review
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dramas, like those of Raimund and Gerhard Hauptmann,
should evoke such a little appreciation from the publicum1.

The popularity of the Sakuntala-drama in the whole of
India

2

has resulted in the condition that the text of the work has
not come down to us in an uninterpolated form As in the

case of other much-read pieces of Indian literature, we have , in

the case of the Sakuntala too, several recensions that correspond

to the different regions of India. Scholars have distinguished

between a Bengali, a Kashmirian, a Central Indian and a
South Indian recensions of this work. Whilst Pischel*
most passionately conceded for the Bengali recension, although,

it, as already admitted by him, was very much distorted with

interpolations, and described the South Indian recension as the

worst and “mixed recension”, there are other researchers who
believe that the latter represents the original work most closely.

A. W e b e r has already shown the possibility that none of the

recensions, that we have, is exclusively genuine and that one has

the original text here and the other has it there. But it ^question-

able whether the expression “recension” is quite appropriate.

The different compilations do not appear to rest on critical

studies, rather they seem to have gradually assumed different

forms under the hands of the copyists of the different regions6.

1 Attempts have been made for making the Sakuntala suitable also for

the opera and ballet . Sakuntala, Ballett m zwei Akten und lunf Bildera,

nacli Kalidasas Dichtung, Muak von S Bachrich, in Szeue gesetzt by
by G Telle, Wien 1884 In Paris Gautier had presented on the stage a

ballet “Sakuntala’, with music by Reyer (L £

v

1 426) In England the

Sakuntala was staged for the first time in the year i8gg (on the basis of

the translation of Monier Williams) by the Elizabethan Stage Society

m the garden of the Royal Botanic Society m London A recent perform-

ance took place in the summer of 1922 at Cambridge with the cooperation

of Indian students It was performed five times m succession in the Royal

Albert Hall Theatre, London in January ig 13 (see Athenaeum, Aug 10,

I9I2 , p 150 andW P o e 1 in Asat Quart. Review N S 1, 1913, 319 ff )

2 It nas been staged several times till recently at Ujjam; seeJ a c k s o n,

TAOS 23, 1902, 317 P Deussen (Ennnerungen an Indien, Kiel and Leipzig

1904, p 125! )
had seen a performance at Lucknow, G a r b e (Indische

Reiseskizzen, Berlin 1889, p 37 ff ) 111 Bombay.

3 De Kalidasae Sakuntali recensiombus, Diss , Breslau 1870, De gram-

maticis Pracnticis, Breslau 1874, Die Rezensionen der Sakuntala, cine Ant-

wort an Herm Prof Dr Weber, Breslau 1875 Against his view A W e b e r

,

Ind Stud 14, 35 ff and 161-311. Cf also Harichand, Kalidasa, p.

243 ff

Cf C Gappeller in the Jenaer Litteraturzeitung 1877, No
Even Pischel, KG 179 f says.—“Reconstruction of the original4

B fii2i jc.vcuiri 5 i.wci, • jh - —j -- —7-7—— — , — , y. «—
text is impossible We must be content with the philological method to get to
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Consequently it comes that each of the four recensions, in case

we are allowed to say so, presents good readings, and probably

interpolations as also alterations occur in all of them1
.

The second drama of Kalidasa, the Vikramorva-
$ I y a (the Drama of winning Urvasi through Strength)*, or

“Urvasx
M
,as it is often designated after the name of its heroine,

is a narrative drama, in which mortal beings have active and

reciprocal communication with gods and demi-gods. It is an

the original as closely as possible”. Accoiding toPischel (NGGW 1873,

i8gff) there is planned abridgment and distortion of the text in the South

Indian recension. Konow (Ind Ant 37, 1908, 112) holds that it is a fact

that only the Bengali recension provides us with good Prakrit. A Hille-
b r a n d t (GGA 1909, No. 1 1 ) agrees with the eclecticism of C ap p e 1 -

ler (in this edition, Leipzig 1909). On textual criticism of the Sakuntali

see also B. K. T h ako re in the Proceedings and Transactions of the First

Oriental Conference ig20, 1, p LXfF
1. First of all the Bengali recension became known through the

above-mentioned translations of W J o n e s and G. Forster. It was

S
ublished (with French translation) by A. L Ch6zy (Paris 1830) and by
.. Pischel (Kiel 1877) The Central Indian recension (commonly

called the Devanagarl recension) was published by O. Bdhtlingk (Bonn
1842) with an accurate German translation and by K. Burkhard
(Breslau 1872 ) Burkhard eventually brought out the Kashmirian manuscript
in SWA 1884. Of the large number of Indian reprints and editons the
following may be mentioned*—the first one (Calcutta 1761 ) and also of P. N-
Patankara (Poona 1889 ) with an English translation, as well as that of
N. B.Godabole and K. P P a r a b (with the commentary of Raghava-
bhatta), 3rd. edition Bombay, 1891, NSP. On the Calcutta edition by S a r a -

d a r a nj an R a y see L 6 v 1 , JA 1910, s. xor t. XVI, 395 ff The Bengali
recension has been translated into German byB Hirzel (Ziirich 1833, 2.
Aufl. 1849 )i hi a far better manner byL Fritze (Chemnitz 1877 ) Friedrich

1

^ C
j

r * ) had, on the basis of the edition of Bohtlingk,
planned a translation into German that was hardly meant for publication,
(see the one edited by HeinrichR ti c k e r t from Friedrich Ruckerts Nachlese

P* 291 ff ; cf. Rfickert Nachlese I, 293 ff ) The most faithful
and at the same time the most readable translation of the Central Indian recen-
sion is that of H. C Kellner (in Reclams Umv-Bibl.) Free poetical

E Lobendanz (Leipzig 1854, 7th impression, 1884).
1852 ), G Schmilinsky (Dresden and Leipzig

, Vhc most famous English translation is that of Monier Williams;
the best French
translations

translation is by A. Bergaigne. Besides there arc

Schu)lt /"jAo'sxXl” p
t

.
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extremely old tale of*the love ofKing Pururavas and the apsaras
Urva&, thatwe find narrated also in the Rgveda, the Satapatha-
brahmana and in the puranas 1

, that has been retold in this

lyrico-dramatic poetry, half show-play, half opera.

Again here it is a curse that has been pronounced
on account of excessive love and brings about the tragic

complication. Indra, however, tones down the force of
the curse that UrvaSI will live on the earth with Pururavas
so long as she does not see the face ofhis son bom from her.

This curse becomes effective, and so in the first three acts

Pururavas wins the love of the divine nymph. In the

remarkable fourth act is included the performance of a
real lyric interlude, a song-play in the middle ofthe drama.

On account of the feeling of jealousy, full of anger, UrvaSi

loses control over her senses
, forgets the instruction that

no woman should enter into the grove of the kumara,

rushes forth straightway into it, and there she is

immediately transformed into a liana and she disappears

away from the sight of the king. Mad with grief on

account of the loss of his beloved, Pururavas now strolls

about searching for her in the forests and in the planes*.

He takes the cloud hovering over his head for a demon,

who has robbed him of his wife. He hastens to catch it.

but soon he has the bitter experience and he comes to

know that it is simply a cloud. He at once calls forth the

peacock and asks him if he has not seen his beloved, and

then a female cuckoo. Then addressing a flamingo,

he says that he must have seen his beloved at the place.

Had it not been so, he would not have otherwise got this

light graceful movement. He has certainly stolen her.

But the bird flies up in fear that he is being accused of

theft by the king. From a lotus-blossom he hears

humming ofa bee andwith folded hands he implores

madhukara madvraksyah iariisa tasyah pravrttim

varatanurathvasau naiva drsta tvaya me I

T. See above, I, gofV^Sif , 38of, 454(trans xof , izogf , /45f 495^ )

The story, as narrated by Kalidasa, stands most closely to the one narrated

in the MatsyapurSna, already noted by Wilson, Theatre I,itgo off.

a. In a similar manner DamayantI «ar^a for Nala who I«5

duapoeared (Nalopikhyana XII) and Rama (m the RSroayana III, 6off)
disappeared (Nalopikhyana XII)

for SItS, carried away by Ravana.
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yadi surabhimavapsyastanmukhocchvasagandham

tava ratirabhavisyatpundarike kimasmin II

“Intoxicated with honey, please do tell me about

the lady with intoxicated eyes;

But no; you have certainly not seen the decoration of

the charming lady;

Had you smelt the fragrance emitting from her
' breath,

What pleasure could you get in sticking fast to this

lotus1.”

Again, he sees a royal elephant, whom he asks in

vain for information about his beloved. He looks at

the mountain and with imploringly folded hands he asks

him if he has not seen his beloved. The mountain gives

no reply, but the king hears the resounding sound “seen”.

He lets himself be carried away by a mountain stream

and believes that his beloved has been transformed into

the brook. He wants to appease her with soothing words,

but she swings away. Then he realises that it is just

a stream and not UrvaSI. After long wanderings, at last,

his glance falls on a black slab of stone. It is a stone that

is possessed of the magic power of reuniting together the

separated beings. He lifts this stone and hurls it at once

with irresistible force at a liana. He embraces it—and

UrvaSI rests between his arms8
. Years of happy association

are described in acts IV and V. Then a vulture robs

the red brilliant uniting stone. But soon comes the happy
news that the bird has been pierced with an arrow and
that the stone has been recovered. The fortunate shooter

is a Ksatnya boy, who has been brought up by a female

* ?
Hie translation is according to Ruckert, Jahrbuchcr fur

wissenschaftl Kritilc 1834, where at p 968 he has given a detailed account
or the contents with interspersed translation into German of some of the songs
r‘n 5e

f, ^so Ruckert-Nachlese I, 295 ff [ In the translation, however,
naihukara bee has purposely been rendered as “intoxicated with honey

. .u* 1

manu5
^
nPts too give indication of the melodies according to

v^rnch the song s arc to be sung, and also the measure, according to which the

m ^ c«cuted m the fourth act, that is adapted greatly for
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sage living in the forest-hermitage. He is brought before
the king, who is told that he is a son of Pururavas, bom
of UrvasI, and he is concealed from the couple, since
according to the order of Indra UrvaSi is to stay with him
only till he has seen the face of his son. The king, who does
not know about it, feels very much happy and gets sunk
inside the vision of his son. But soon his happiness comes
to an end, when UrvasI is taken away, as she is obliged
to part with his company. A tragic conclusion, in a
European drama appears unavoidable But it is not so in

an Indian drama. Therefore, exactly in the critical

moment there appears the sage Narada and he brings

the message of Indra, the king of gods, that the latter

needs the services of Pururavas m his fight against the

demons, and therefore, he has bestowed upon him the

boon that he should live till the end of his life in the

company of UrvasI.

Curse, magic-stone, divine messenger—these are things that,

in the opinion of the people of the West, appear as too much
of dependence on the supernatural powers for breaking of the

knots for dramatic treatment. But the Occidental people can just

say that it was not too much for Indian listeners and specta-

tors, and that they had absolute faith, and that they consi-

dered all as possible and natural, what appears to the people of

the West as arbitrary interference m human behaviour. The
great popularity that this drama has enjoyed m India is proved

also by the fact that there are several recensions of its text that

are so different from one another that the original text of Kalidasa

cannot be established with certainty1
. The South Indian manus-

cripts in pai ticular show variations and abridgments and in

x Critical editions by R L e n z (Berohni *1833) with Latin trxtns

,

with German translation (Saint Petersburg 1846) by F BoIIensen,
[by Monier Williams, Hertford z84g] and by S P Pandit
(BSS, No 16, Bombay 1879) [Ed with the commentary ofKataya-
vema, by Charudev Sastri, Lahore 1929 English translation by

Cowell, Hertford 1851, German translation by L Fritze,
Leipzig 1880, French translation by P E Foucaux Paris 1879 J I he

South Indian recension has been edited by R Pischel (Monatsbc-

richte der Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin 1875* p 609 ff ) [A Barth

(RHR 19, 1889, 130= Oeuvres II, 5 O says that a better pendant to the

story of Puraravas and UivasI cannot be found than the ballad oi K.ing*

Rasalu m Temple’s "Legends of the Panjab” Sec also Stcn
K o n o w, Indische Dramen, pp 65 f 1
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them the Prakrit, stanzas, that are put in between Sanskrit

musical stanzas in Bengali and Central Indian manuscripts, are

notably wanting. It is still a controversial question whether or

not these Prakrit-stanzas are to be taken as genuine1 .

The Vikramorvaiiya too has often been translated into

German and other European languages, and attempts have been

made for adapting it for the stage too2 .

A poetical composition of an entirely different type is the

third drama of the great Indian poet, the Malavikagni-
m 1 1 r a ,

“the Drama of Malavika and Agnimitra3
. It is

an intrigue drama - as it seems, a free invention of the poet4—
in which is reflected the life in the court and in the harem of

v
India ofthe mediaeval age. In the mind ofthe people of theWest

it is nearest to “comedy* * and reminds them in many respects

*. Against the genuineness of these stanzas that are in ApabhraihSa

Shankar P. Pandit (Introduction to his ed p. gff. and Th. Bloch
(Vararuci und Hcmacandra, Gutersloh, 1893, p 15 ff ) have advanced very

strong grounds H. Jacobi (Bhavisattakaha von DhanavSla p 58 A) as

well considers as arbitrary (the insertion of these stanzas ) and thinks that they

form -the libretto for a pantomime. According to K. H Dhruva (see

Jacobi, ibid) these stanzas were interpolated firstly during the age of

Hcmacandra) with the intention to make the understanding of the contents

or the fourth act easy for the audience not knowing Sanskrit. R. P 1 s c h e 1,

who has brought out a recent compilation of the ApabhramSa stanzas (Mate-

rialen zur Kcnntnis des ApabhramSa, Berlin 190a, AGGW N. F. Bd. 5, Nr.

4), and Konow (GGA i8g4, 475 f.) consider these songs as genuine. [See

also U N Upadhyc, Introduction to ParamStmaprakaSa, Bombay, 1937>

p. 56 note )

2, German translations by Bollenscn (see above), K. G. A.
Hoefcr (Berlin 1837), B Hirzel (Frauenfeld 1838), E Lobcdanz
(Leipzig 1861 and the best one byL Fritze (Reclams Univ.-Bibl. No.
14G5) There arc several translations in English (besides that of Wilson,
Theatre I) and m French as alio m Swedish, Italian, Spanish, and Czech.
In 1888 A. Hillebrandt (Alt-Indicn, p. 155 ) wrote that the drama had
sometime before been played on the stage m Mflmch G Meyer (Essays und
Studien II, 100) sayi that the splendid equipment of the Indian model of the
flattering “UrvaSi” contributed to its success, but the composer had to apolo-
gise as librettists in this respect, since the opera was lacking in dramatic life.”

3. Edited [with the commentary of KSlayavema ] by Shankar
P. Pandit BSS No VI, Bombay 1869 Ed. F. Bollenscn, Leipzig
1H79; [ by K. P. P a r a b , NSP, Bombay 1915. Further Bibltolography m
Sten K o n ow , Ind. Dramen, p. 63 ] The edition of O. F. T u 1 1 b e r g

and Konow, Ind^D rame n, p 69 ]
4. The h'ro, however, is a historical personality. Agnimitra is a

s n ot Pui.-umtra, the founder of the Sunga dynasty (about 185 B G. ); see
smitii, Larly History 198 ff.

'
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of the comedies of Shakespeare. People have had wrongly
believed that Kalidasa could not have been the writer of this

comedy on the ground that it is very much different from his

other dramas. It is self-evident that in this comedy the
dominant motif is different from that of the other two dramas,
besides in it we find more of humour, wit and gaily. However
the fact that humour is so much over-shadowed and that wit
is most moderate points to its authorship of Kalidasa.

This comedy, however, does not lack in gravity and
dignity, that are so characteristic of our poet. At the place

where he presents on the stage a dance-show he does not

miss to put in the first place a sober word into the mouth of

Master Ganadasa about the religious importance of the

art of dancing —
devanamidamamananti munayafi santam krattim caksusam

rudrcnedamumakrtavyatikare svange vibhaktam dvidha I

traigunyodbkavamatra lokacantam nanarasam drsyate

natyam bhtnnarucerjanasya bahudhapyekamsamaradhanam II

“A harmless sacrifice is the dance.

Enjoyable to the eye: so say the wise :

God Siva, who has united into one

His own body with that of his consort Uma;
He has divided it into two.

“So he dances both violently and calmly.

At the time he dances, there generate,

From his dance, the mani-fold activities

In the world, the bliss, the passion, the daik;

The three aspects of the spirit;

And there m the dance

Becomes manifest the singular means of rejoicing

For all the people ofdifferent tastes and inclinations:

What is that ? That is nothing but dance8.”

Sober and full ofmirth is also the entry ofthe Buddhist

nun, who knows to encourage the intrigues of the vidu?aka

for the benefit of the two in her intelligent ways. But the

1. A. Weber inthe foreword to his German translaUon (Berlm,)

1856) and Shankar P. Pandit (preface to his edition, p .

have thoroughly refuted the hypothesis raised against the authorship ol

KShdSsa first of all byW

1

1 s o n (II 345 /

2. I, 4, translation according to the German rendering by F r 1 1 r e

.
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king Agnimitra, in nature, is not different from Dusyanta

and Pururavas; full of most tender outlook and most

exquisite courtesy towards both of his wives, to whom he

is “unfaithful” as the people of the West will like to say,

although from the standpoint of Indian poligamy the term

unfaithful, in the sense of the people of the West, is hardly

relevant. At the end, it is also the first queen Dharini

herself who decorates and guides the young beautiful

woman to the place of her husband, at which the nun

makes the wholly noteworthy comment:

—

naitaccitram tvayi I

pratipakscna.pt patith sevante bhartrvatsalah sddhvyah I

anyasanlamapi jalarh samudragah prapayanlyndadhim II

“Not at all astonished I am at this

Large-heartedness exhibited by thee:

The women are faithful to their husband

To the extent that they serve him
Even against odds and take to him
Even his recently married wives,

Like the rivers that flow down into the sea

And carry to the ocean

Also the water of other rivers.”

But the dialogue and the language of the entire drama show

the same spirit that we are accustomed to find elsewhere in

Kalidasa. And in case there be any doubt about the authorship

of Kalidasa it will certainly be set aside through the charming

scene in act III, where Malavika makes the ASoka-flower

blossom. According to an Indian popular belief this tree is

forced to blossom when a beautiful woman touches it with her

foot - only a poet like Kalidasa, the unexcelled painter of nature,

to whom nature and man always appear as a single harmo-
nious whole m such a way that each and every human feeling

gets reflected in nature—could have succeeded in so majestically

demonstrating such beliefs in his drama. There is no forceful

ground to consider the Malivikagnimitra as the first dramatic
composition of the poet2

P
^wlatioa according <o the German rendering bv

3 St Shankar P P a n d 1 1 (tld Preface p XVI f ) L 6 v
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This drama too has repeatedly been translated into German
and other European languages and twice adapted for the
German stage1 .

We meet again an important dramatist-poet first in famous
Kmg H arsadeva, who is credited with the authorship
of the three dramas, Ratnavall, Priyadarsika
and Nagananda 2

. Ratnavall3 and Priyadarsika4 belong
to the category of natika. In the two pieces the hero is the

[Against this see S K D e , HSL, p 136, footnote 2 J

tt t, l,
German by W e b e r (Berlin 1856) and L. Fritz e (Reclams

Umv-Bibl No 1598); English byC H Tawney (2nd ed London
1891 ) and by GR Nandargikar (Poona 1879), French by F.Foucaux (Paris 1877) and V Henry (Paris 1889) A quite free
stage-adaptation is by L von Schroeder (Prmzessm Zofe, Munchen
ig02) The most recent adaptation by Lion von Feuchtw anger
(Der Komg und die Tanzerin, Munchen 1917 ) adheres closely to the original;
in its first performance in the Munchener Kammerspielen on Marchs, 1917
it had a sympathetic success” (according to LZB of March 17, 1917)

2 Cf on the three dramas F Gimmino m OC XIII, Hamburg
1902, P 3 rf\ and Jackson mJAOS 21, 1900, 88ff That the three dramas
were written by one and the same author can be concluded from the fact
that the words, with which the sutradhara begins the prelude, that he will
stage a drama of the poet and king Harsadeva, are m the three dramas
verbatim almost identical The weak ground m support of the commonly
current opinion that Harsadeva did not himself write the dramas,
but they were written by some poet of his court does not stand If Nagoji-
bhatta, m his commentary on Govinda’s Kavyapradipa (beginning) says that
a poet “D h a v a k a ” wrote the Ratnavall w the name ofKing Harsa and
obtained much money for this, probably his remark is based on the wrong
reading [ Dhavaka for Bana, that is found in some of the Kashmirian
manuscripts ] and on a wrong explanation of the passage in the Kavyapradipa
Gf Buhler, Ind Studien 14, 407 [and Jackson. Introduction

to the Priyadarsika and S K D e , HSL, p 255 ff ] In the manuals of

poetics not seldom are the model examples taken from thedramasof Harsadeva.

[ That Sriharsa was himself a writer of dramas is proved by the fact that

Damodara Gupta, m his Kuttinimata (ed Km III, 1887 pp 98-99,

104-105), written in the gth century, mentions one Ratnavall attributed to

Harsa, while Y 1 - t s 1 n g (7th century) refers to dramatisation of the story of

Nagananda (Takakusu, A Record ofBuddhist Religion, p 163-64) J.

3 Ed byC CappellermO Bohtlingk’s Sanskrit Chrestomathie,

3rd Ed 1909, p 326 ff ,
byN B Godabole and K P Parab, 2nd

ed NSP Bombay 1890, and with the commentary of Naravanasarman by

Krishnarao J o g 1 e k a r ,
Bombay 1913, NSP German by L Frj tze,

Chemnitz 1879 English by Wilson II, 255 ff [Ed also by Knshnanatha

Nyayapancanana with the commentary of Sivarama, Calcutta

1864]

4 Edited byV D G a d r <§ ,
Bombay 1884 NSP, [R V.Kr 1 s h

-

namachariar, Snrangam 1906] French by G St re
,
* * .

x88o, fBibl Or Elz *,8 )
[Edition with English translation and notes by

A V W Jackson and C J Ogden, CUIS, New-jork 1923].
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well-known Brhatkattha-famous Vatsa-king Udayana, who falls

in love with the maid-servant of his first queen and at last takes

her into his palace, after he comes to know that she is a prin-

cess. The motif is the same as that of the Malavikagnimitra of

Kalidasa1 . Even though the two dramas do not belong to the

first rate Indian poetry, we find in them many original and

beautiful scenes.

A cheerful picture from Indian life is the spring-festival

(vasantotsaval observed m honour of the god of love (Kama-

deva) in the first act of the Ratnavali. There the girls sing and

dance. With them the jolly fool mixes up and flirts. The king too

rejoices the cheerful picture and strolls merrily in the lovely park,

where the queen too arrives instantaneously with her attendants

for worshipping Kama and to enjoy the spring. Among her

attendants the queen has one Sagarika (who is called also

Ratnavali, “the pearl-garland”, after the garland of pearls,

by which her identification as a princess gets disclosed later),

the heroine of the drama, with whom the king falls in love,

and in whom she finds an incarnation of Cupid. In acts II

and III is described how the queen comes to know about the

love-affairs in course of events, when she finds Sagarika painting

a picture of the king. This enrages the jealous, but highly

haughty queen, who comes to know about the king as indulg-

ing in love. We are reminded of the style of Subandhu and
Bana, when the king tries to appease the queen with the

words:

prasideti bruyamidamasati hope na ghatate

karisyamyevam no ptmariti bhavedabhyupagamah |

rut ms dofostUi tvamidamapi ca jfidsyasi mrsS
kimetasminvaktum kfamamiti na vedmi priyatame U

“In case I say, please be appeased,
That will not be proper, since angry you are not;
In case I promise, I shall not do it again,
This will amount to confession of guilt;
If I say even this: I am not at fault.

riJ; „^
h™SrP

K
nav5

l
avad

?
tta> that has the sa™ dome « the RatnS-

rirn T *
known to Har9adeva A different view has

been expt«ied by Lacdte, JA s xr, t XIII, 19x9, 5a3 f.
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That too you will consider as false*

In this situation, I know not what to say’**.

In act IV the resolution of the difficulty takes
place through communication of a report on the political
events, with the help of messages, prepared from before
and through an original magical performance. A magician
enters, who first of all makes the gods J§iva, Visnu,
Brahman, Indra Vidyadharas and Siddhas appear and
lastly shows the harem set on fire*. At this the king
rushes forth to save his beloved from burning and brings

her within his arms out of fire Now she is identified as the

princess of Ceylon, who was lost in a shipwreck, and it

becomes clear that all this had been done by the wise

minister who was induced to arrange for the marriage

of his master with Sagarika on account of a
prophecy8

.

The Priyadarsika depends more on the Malavika-

gmmitra than does the Ratnavall. Historically Harsa,

however, is the first poet, who has first of all inserted “a play

within a play”, and since then later poets have many a tune

imitated him4
.

One of the interesting pieces of Indian literature although

it is a total failure as a drama, is the Nagananda, (the

i II, 19 translated into German by Fritze Such a harmony
in the matter of style with that of Bana does not naturally go to prove that

he is the author of this drama There is nothing astonishing m the fact

that both the king and his court-poet belonged to the same poetical

school

2. According to Luders (SBA 1916, p 71

1

) this magical repre-

sentation was presented on a screen with the help of shadow-figures.

3 The poet Matraraja orAnanghaharsa,mhis drama
Tapasavatsarajacarita, from which extracts have been given

by E Hultzsch, NGGW 1886, 224 ff, has also dealt with the

theme dramatised by Bhasa and Har^adeva Since Abhinavagupta has

referred to this drama, it must have been written before the close of the 9th

century A D. Probably Ma traraj

a

followed the Brhatkatha of Gunadhya,

see L s c 6 t e
, JA s 11, t XIII, 1919, 508 f His originality lies m the fact

that he makes Udayana become an ascetic in dispair after the death ofVasava-

datta

4 The play covers the whole of the act III and has been composed

by a nun, named Samlq-tyayanl The Indian dramaturgist calls this type

of “show-play within show-play” used also by Shakespeare, by the expression

garbhanka (embryo-act, ie an act that contains the emb^o of a

,drama) Cf J a c k s o n , m the American Journal of Phdolog} 19, 189°,

849 ff.
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Drama of the) joy of Naga” in five acts1
,

that like a mosaic

consists of three very much different parts.

The hero is the Vidyadhara prince Jimutavahana,

who reveals his Buddhist ideas about the negation of

existence in the very beginning of the first act. Once m
the company of the vidusaka, he listens to the fully

charming lute-music played by Malayavati, the handsome

daughter of the Siddha king, who offers her prayer

in a temple of the goddess Gauri. At this Jimuta-
vahana, not only by sweet music, but also on account

of her beauty, in spite of his Buddhistic renunciation of

the world, gets so much charmed at the young damsel that

he begins to love her at the fit st sight. Although we know

that their marriage is already predestined by the goddess

Gauri and that it has been decided upon also by their

elders, we are told in two lengthy acts that the pair is

exceedingly love-stricken and melancholic, because each

of the two lovers has the feeling of not being liked by the

other. This is their condition till upto the time when they

arc united. In case it was meant to be a comedy, the

drama should have ended here. But in act III it is

followed by a nonsensically violent scene, that we hardly

find anywhere else in the whole of Indian literature. The
marriage of Jimutavahana and Malayavati is solemnized
and drinking plays a great role in it. A drunken
courtier (vita) enters m an extraordinarily motely garb
with a cup in his hand, and he is escorted by a servant,

carrying a vessel of burnt wine on his shoulder.
Merrily be shouts aloud.

niccariijo pibai suram bxasaihgamam cajo kunai |

maha de do adhideva baladevo kamadevo a II

"There arc two faultless gods, as I feel:

The one is Baladeva, who always drinks only wine;
The second is god Kama, who, I think,

x. Edited b> Govinda Bahirav Brahmc and Dhiravam Mahadeo

„ ?
J
X? ?

i

P°°na ,893 ’ and by G a n a p a t i S a s t r f in TSS No
j\

7 1 *e C0
^
mrntar) of Sivarama, translated mto English by Palmer

r r 72.‘md {Hl1 ' -'V a r t h am

,

London .9..] mto

r
'

B cr S“>8ne, Paris 1879 (Bibl. Or. Ha. 37), intoltaliaa
bj I. Cimmmo, Palermo 1903
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Unites men with their beloved1.”

He is waiting for the maid-servant, who had promised
him to meet. But in a drunken state he takes the vidu-
saka, who arrives just then, for the maid-servant and lets
him fall by the neck. Soon, however, there comes the
maid-servant m person and both of them crack jokes,
particularly with the vidusaka, m which they ridicule
his Brahmanism in a manner that nowhere else occurs
in the dramas of earlier ages Whilst this scene is being
presented in a garden, there comes the loving married
Jlmutavahana with his equally modest beloved young
wife, and the young husband indulges forth m verses

that remind us of the musical stanzas ofAmaru, expressive

of his feeling of amiability for his young wife It is beauti-

ful, when raising her face up and gazing at it, he says:

“Darling, I have unnecessarily troubled you to see the

flower-garden on account ofmy carnal appetite

—

etatte bhrdlatolldsi pataladharapallavam j

mukham mndanamudydnamatonyat kevalam vanam ll

“Your face alone is the garden of the heaven,

In which the eyebrows shine forth like creepers.

And the lips look like leaves of the patala-plants;

All other gardens are nothing but forests.”

Very dramatic it is when this amorous conversation

is prolonged through thejoke of the maid-servant with the

vidusaka that is relished by the young married couple.

But all on a sudden this interesting scene gets interrupted

by the report that the enemies ofthe empire of Jlmuta-

vahana are approaching near. And now, m a highly

remarkable manner our hero, a devout Buddhist, at once

bursts forth and says that he has nothing to do with these

affairs, since he knows a single enemy, the sin

The two following acts are mere dramatisation of the

Buddhist legend. Jlmutavahana appears as a Bodhisattva

in the sense of the Mahayana Buddhism, when he says:—

sayya sadvalamdsanam sastsila sadma drumanamadhah

sltarh nirjharavdrt pdnamaianam kandah sahaya mrgah j

i. Retranslated from the German rendering ofJ J Meyer, Who

had reproduced the *hole scene in the introduction to the Altmdischen Schel-

menbuchem” I (Leipzig, 1903 ), p XXIV ft



ilyaprdrlhitalabhyasarvavibhave dosoyameko vane

duspraparthiniyatparSrthaghatana baYidhyairortha. sthlyateW

“Here one has the bed of hay,

Tiie clean slab of stone his seat,

He has his abode under the trees,

He drinks pure cool water of the spring,

And lives on roots of trees, and

He has deer as his companions:

All these objects of enjoyment

Are available, without being asked for:

But the single defect that we find in the forest

Consists in the fact that here the needful

Are difficult to be found whom one

May render any help ;
so he passes a useless life,

Devoid of getting a chance to assist others.”

On the sea-shore Jimutavahana’s glance falls on a

heap of bones and he comes to know that they are

those of the Nagas, the ‘snake-gods”, who have been
killed and devoured by Garuda. There is an agreement
executed between the king of snakes and Garuda that the
former will everyday offer the latter voluntarily one ofthe
Nagas, so that he may not make the race of the latter

become extinct. Then there comes a loudly weeping
mother, who is escorting her son, a Naga-princc, upto
the place where he will be held up by Garuda. Now
Jimutavahana wishes nothing but to offer his ownself
to save the Nagas. He persuades him to be allowed to
be replaced.

_
tcrnblc giant-bird appears and drags Jimuta-

vahana up into the air at once. But soon the former,
after he has put the half-consumed prince on a slab of
stone before his ownself, becomes aware of the fact that he

^^rre
,^ f

nc* n°dces a peaceful grace on the countenance
of his victim and comes to know that here is a Bodhisattva
whom he has killed. He believes that he cannot atone for
this sm^ otherwise than by burning his ownself. But
Jimutavahana convinces him that the right form of atone-
ment or him will be to take the vow of never killing any
living-being.
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Then he dies uttering the real Mahayanistic ccm>
eluding words*

samraksata pannagamadya puuymh
mayarjitam yatsvaiarlradanat I

bhave bhave tena mamaivameva

bhuyatpararthah khalu dehalabhah ll

“May I, as a consequence of the noble deed that I
have performed today by protecting the snake with the
sacrifice of my body, be bom again and again in this

very way m order to be able to render service to others.”

His parents, Malayavati and the Nagas break into

tears and prepare themselves to enter into the funeral

fire. Malayavati, however, prays to the goddess Gauri,

who instantaneously appears on the scene and sprinkles

the liquid of ambrosia over the dead, so he comes to life

again. Garuda showers the liquid of nectar on the bones

of the dead Nagas, who too regain their life1 . But the

goddess Gauri explains that Jimutavahana, as a reward

for his noble deed, will become the ruler ofthe Vidyadharas

and he (who no more belongs to the class of Bodhisattvas,

it is strangely, praises the goddess and is very much grati-

fied at this favour2
.

Nagananda can hardly be considered to be a Buddhist

drama. Notwithstanding the introductory prayer offered to

Buddha, it is the goddess Gauri, who does everything and

brings the drama to a happy conclusion. And according to

the prelude the drama was staged not perhaps on the occasion

of some Buddhist celebration, but in the festival of Indra. Yet

i Probably hence the title “Joy ofNSga”, see F D K. B o s c h , dc

legende van Jimutavahana m de Sanskrit Litteratur, Leiden 1914? P 181.

2. In an apparently accurate correspondence with the Nagananda,

the legend is narrated in Somadeva’s Kathasantsagara 22 and 90 and in

Ksemendra’s Brhatkathamanjari 4, 49 ff 9> 766 ff Bosch, ibid p.

90 ff, has shovfn that Har?adeva knew and used the Kathasaritsagara w both

the recensions m which it has come down to us in their original form (the

Brhatkatha of Gunadhya ’) In earlier Avadana literature the legend is

unknown Upto this day we have not found within the region of the Buddhist

edifice the Jimutavahana-legend (see Bosch, ibid, p VIII f /

however, tells us that the king Siladitya had rendered die story of the Bodhi-

sattva Jimutavahana m verses, and that the poetry of his time was mned to

music and was staged by actors for the purpose of propagation (1 a k a -

kusu, I-tsing, pp LVI, 163 ff )

Winternitz, History of Indian Literature, Vol III, 1 /•
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the time of the drama falls within the period when Harsadeva

had fully become conversant with Buddhist ideologies under the

guidance of Hiuen-Tsang and was inclined towards Buddhism1 .

When the Indians themselves speak about their greatest

dramatists, they mention next to Kalidasa first of all B h a v a-

b h u t i . He lived in the court of YaSovarman of Kanauj

m the first half of the 8th century A. D.2 He had adopted

•he surname Srikantha and was bom in an old Brahmana

family of Vidarbha (Berar, South India), where the Taitti-

riyaveda was studied. His grand-father’s name was Bhatta-

Gopala, his brother was Nilakantha and his mother was Jatu-

karni. He himself was a man of great learning, well-versed

in the Vedas, in the Upanisads, as well as m the philosophical

systems, Samkhya, Yoga and Vedanta. All his plays were

staged in the feast of the god Kalapriyanatha, whose famous

shrine at Ujjayini is mentioned by Bana and Kalidasa. He
knew the poetical works of Kalidasa and had utilized them.

Bhavabhuti has earned the fame not so much on account of his

skill in dramatic technic, but on account of his mastery m the use

of the Sanskrit language. From the linguistic point of view he

is the most prominent Indian poet. He brings in natural pathos

and knows to give expression, in an entirely particular way,

to violent emotions, great natural scenes and the sentiments of

heroism and furiousness. As against this he is lacking in humour.
To him dramatic art is such a serious affair that he feels shy in

bringing into his dramas the joker (vidusaka). The long

* ac* V Jlmutaketu, the father of the hero, is devoted to the Sun-
BU,dB ,he *»«»y *H the drama that contains a

T
hl

?
pOS,lM>n stTOn^y Icnds support to the authorship of

WCI
£
dlvided between Siva and the Sun-god

f j

Buddha on the other, as we have already seen above

inference n noSl? nothinS about the time uhen he lived . . The

St
he

,

had sniggle hard for fame and future . . In

mentions*BhatabhUtt, along'w*3?Wk»ni^fh
,“ chr°nir,cr Kalh^“

K«vcY^Q\aman .( vi t
VR

*iPat,r5J a » having been patronised by
£?be SSJSThatKta Obviously this VSkpat.rflja is the authorYXi snd ,n lwfi
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f
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compounds used in prose passages go to prove that his poems are

rather more suitable for reading than for staging purposes. In
particular his two Rama-dramas are little dramatic.

The Mahaviracarita or “the Biography of the

Great Hero1” treats m its seven acts the subject-matter of the

first six sections (kandas) of the Ramayana, beginning with

Rama’s visit into the hermitage of Visvamitra upto Ins return

to Ayodhya. It is rather a free compilation of dramatic scenes

brought into one place, from the epics, than an actual drama.

Just a little more dramatic is the U ttararama-
c a r i t a , “the Second-part of the Biography of Rama2

,

that (likewise m seven acts) narrates the story of Sita, discarded

by Rama, and corresponds to the Uttarakarda ofthe Ramayana.

Only m acts IV andVII, the poet has deviated from his model,

and it is only m acts I and VII that we have vestiges of some-

what dramatic life. The poet, however, m this drama finds

abundant opportunities for presenting the pathos m its real

perspective and in generating m an efficient manner m the

mind of his audience the feeling of the sentiment of pity

(karunarasa)

In act I, Rama, Sita and Laksmana are reflecting

among themselves upon a number of paintings, m which

the whole story of Rama is presented upto Sita's fire-

orde^al, brought by an' artist Laksmana explains the

1 Edited by F H Trithen, London 1848, [Anundaram-
Borooah (Calcutta 1877 ) critical edition based on important manuscripts

byTodar Mall, (Oxford Umv Press 1938, Punjab Univ Publ ] Also

with the commentary of VIrarSghava byT R Ratnam Aiyar,
S Rangachariar and K P Parab, Bombay 1910, NSP (first

edn 1892) Eng trans byjoh Pickford (London 1871, recent reprint

1892) Table of contents in Wilson II, 3238"

2 Edited with the commentary ofVTraraghava byT R Ratnam
AiyarandV L Sh P a n a

s

I k a r

,

4th ed , Bombay 191 1 FflSP [ 1st ed

1899], [with the commentary of Ramacandra Budhendra, Madras 1882,

ed with the commentary of GhanaSySma (xst half of the 18th century), by
P V. Kane (Bombay 1921), C Samkararamaiastri with the

the commentary of NSr&yana, Madras 1832, byS K Belvalkar (text

only), Poona 1921 , ed S K Belvalkar, vol I, containing English trans

and introd only (HOS 1915 )] English translation by Wilson I, 275 ff

and C H Tawney, 2nd ed , Calcutta 1874 French translation by F
N 6 v e , Brusselles and Paris 1880 and by P ’A 1 h e 1 m C Bois-lc-iois

1906 Besides see Sc huyler m JAOS, XXV, 1904, pp 1891 for fuller

bibliography, see also Sten K on o w Ind Drama ] A scene from Act IV
translated into German by Oldenberg, LAI, 278 ffCf Senart, JA
1881, s 7, t XVII, 562 ff [There are two recensions of the Uttara-
r a m a c a r 1 1 a , see Belvalkar JAOS, 34, 19151 428 ff ].
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pictures, and while reflecting upon these, they are reminded

of the life that they have had led together. We mark the

sincere affection and tenderness with which Rama and

Sita hold fast to each other. On account of reflecting

upon the picture Sita feels tired and drowsy. Rama

addresses her in affectionate words and she lays her arms

about him.

Sita—piamvada, saissam I

Ramah

—

kimanvestavyam 1

avivahasamayadgrhe vane saifave tadanu yauvane punah I

svapahelurampdsntonaya ramabahurupadhanamesa te U

Sita—

(

nidram natayantl) althi edam ajjautta \

atlh edam ( itt svapili) 1

Ramah

—

katham pnyavacana vaksasi prasuptaiva l

lyarn gehe laksmmyamamrtavartirnayanayor-

asaoasyah sparso vaptist bahalaicandanarasah ]

ayam kanthe bahuh sisiramasrno mauktikarasah

kimasyah na preyo yadi punarasahyo na virahah il

Sita
—“Flatterer, come, let us sleep

1 *.

Rama—“My dear, what is it, thou art seeking for ?”

“Ever since the time of our marriage,

At home, in the forest,

In our childhood and youth,

What has been bringing thee to sleep,

And on w hicli no other woman has £ver reposed,

That arm of Rama is here, the pillow for thy head.**

Sita—(Simulating sleep). It is so my husband; it is

so my husband.
Rannt—How now, she, a speaker of agreeable words,

has fallen asleep on my bosom.
“She is the goddess of fortune at home, she is the nectar-

collyrmm for mv eves; to my body her touch is as agree-
able as that of thick sandal paste; her arms encircling my
neck is as cool and smooth as a necklace of pearls; what
i* there, that is hers, which is not sweet, in case I do not
have the misfortune to suffer her unbearable separation.”

I hrmnrh this picture the most tender conjugal affec-
tion is generated only to be merged into the tragedy of
conflicts in which Rama gets plunged as soon as he hears
uat the people unkindly about him that Sita
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has stayed in the house of an enemy and yet Rama has

accepted her as his wife. And only in case we try to under-

stand the Indian standpoint with regard to the ideas about
the wife, we shall be able to appreciate the depth of

mental conflict and pain that Rama suffers, when he is

obliged to abandon sinless Slta on account of the

popular will

Between the first and second acts, there elapses a
period oftwelve years, and the acts II-VI merely describe

the well-known events of the birth of the son of Rama till

upto his meeting with Slta taken from the Uttarakanda

of the Ramayana.
All the subjects as well as the gods and the demi-gods are

present beside Rama and Laksmana and witness a

drama composed by Valmiki. The play within the play1

begins. In a very dramatic manner the drama and realities

are mixed together. Rama becomes wholly unaware of

the fact that it is just a drama. The mother Earth and

Ganga take Slta under their care At first Rama laments

that he has discarded his faithful wife but Ganga justifies

him, and the gods convince with facts and figures the

people, who are assembled, that Slta is chaste and sinless,

so that at the end she is the reunited with her husband

and - children.

The most significant drama ofBhavabhuti is the M a 1 a -

timadhava, “the Drama of Malatl and Madhava2”

in 10 acts. In case Mahaviracarita is a hero-drama

(vlrarasapradhana), the Uttararamacarita is a pathetic piece

(kartinarasapradhana) and the Malatlmadhava is like-wise

a love-drama (srngararasapradhana), in which love is extolled

with ardour and pathos, a thmg that perhaps we do not find

1 See above p 253 and Jackson AmericanJoumal of Philology,

19, 1898, 244 f

2 Edited by R G Bhandarkar with the commentary of

Jagaddhara, BSS No XV, Bombay 1876, 2nd ed 1905, with the comment-
aries ofTnpurari andJagaddhara by M R Telang and W. Sh Pans!-
kar, Bombay 1905, NSP; with English translation by M R Kale,
Bombay 1913 German transl by L F r i t r e (Reclams Univ -Bibl No.

1844). French transl byG Strehly with a preface by A Bergaigne,
Pans 1885. [ The NSP edition, m fact, contains the commentary by Nanya-
deva that was revised by Jagaddhara; one of the earliest editions is that of

G Lassen, Bonn 1832 ]
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frequently in India, and here the principle that other sentiments,

snch as the abominable (bibhatsa), the wonderful, (adbhuta),

the painful (karuna) and the heroic (vira) should be presented

on the stage, as stated by the poet in the prelude, finds a powerful

expression.

In a very interesting prelude, in the dialogue of

the stage-manager and his assistant, the poet states his own

ideas about the dramatic art:

bhumna rasdndm gahanah prayogah

sauhdrdahrdyani vicestitani i

auddhalydmdyojitakdmasGtram

citra katha van vxdagdhata ca 11

“A drama should be full of depth with the presence

of a large number of sentiments; one ought to expect in

it a treatment where the feeling of friendship may become

highly manifest and love may appear stronger through

rude activities; its theme should be interesting and there

should be clarity in expression1.”

The poet, with his boastful self-conceit, makes the stage-

manager say that the drama that he wants to stage is regulated

strictly according to his direction and his idea is:

—

ye nama kecidiha nah prathayaniyavajtndm

jdnanli te kimapi tdnprati natsa yalnah 1

utpalsyate mama tu kopi samdnadharmd

kdlohyayam niravcdhirmpula ca prthvl 11

“Those persons, who slander us and do not under-
stand, I tell them that this work is. not meant for them.
The space of time is endless and the world is wide; so a
person, who thinks and struggles like me, may not be
wanting.”

Furthci he says:

—

yadvedadhyayanam tathopanijadatn sdthkhyasya yogasya ca
jilanam tatkathanena kim nahi tatah kasetdguno ndtake I

yatpraudhitvamuddrata ca vacasaih yaccdrlhaio gatlravam
la- cedasti tatastadeva gamakam pdndityavaidagdhyayoh II

, ^ !*
at relevancy is there in speaking about scholar-

ship in the Vedas or about study of the Upanisads, of the

1*. I f » 1 1
^‘U' rrt'u lr!tu Erujltfh from the German translation of
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Sankhya and of the Yoga, in case a drama derives no
advantage from all these. However, when in it, the
expression is perfect and noble and the theme is sober and
deep-thought that shows scholarship and culture

1

.”

Klein 8 has designated the Malatlmadhava
as “the Romeo and Juliet drama of India with a happy termina-
tion.” But the comparison becomes inappropriate when we
find that the fathers of the loving couple are not implacable
villains, as Capulet and Montague; but on the contrary they
have agreed for the marriage of their children. Now since

Nandana, who wants to make Malati his wife, is a favourite of
the king, her father is obliged to affiance her to him. But
when the two are found loving each other, their parents become
very much happy at the end. But the upholder of the whole
story is the Buddhist nun Kamandaki3

,
who is the proper heroine

ofthe drama. She succeeds in persuading Malati and Madhava
to surrender to each other, and notwithstanding all obstacles the

two get married at the end and become a happy couple. This

splendid personality of Kamandaki, who has so little to do with

religion, so that we would not be able to recognise her as a

Buddhist nun, in case in the prelude she were not expressly

mentioned as such4 and who possesses so much of worldly

wisdom that there is nothing concerning man that is unknown

to her, the motherly friend of both the lover and the beloved,

who, like a mother, sheds tears when her protege is married

to her husband, is probably the poet’s own creation. The

theme itself, to a great measure, appears to have been a

creation of the poet, while some of the topics must have been

taken from the stock of the Brhatkatha

5

.

i The translation given here is according to the German rendering

by F r 1 1 z e

.

2. Geschichte des Dramas III, 135 Kleine (ibid HI, 51 )has

called Bhavabhilti "the Shakespeare of India", but it is a case of exaggeration

3. The name has been selected intentionally with the idea of remind-

ing us ofthe author of the NltisSra Since this nun is simply a lady diplomat,

who has a worthy counterpart in Yaugandharayaija of the dramas of Bhasa

and m Canakya of the Mudraraksasa

4 The assistant speaks to the stage-manager at the end of the prelude,

“the mam r61e, that is of the old Buddhist nun Kimandaki, has been preM’xd

by your ownself, boss, whilst I am ready with that of her disciple Avalobti

5. Cf KatbasantsSgara 104-
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In this drama Bhavabhuti has understood more deeply

and more seriously the problems of erotics thanhas beendone y

most of the Indian poets. The act VI of our drama felsifies the

often-levelled criticism that the people of India were ignoran

of what the people of the West call “true love”.

Madhava and his friend see from a temple the proces-

sion of the marriage of Malati with a groom whom she

does not like. The procession stops just before the temple.

Malati, escorted by her friend Lavangika and the nun, enters

into the temple. Madhava and his friend hide themselves

behind a pillar and listen to the conversation of Malati

with her friend. She tells her that she will like to die,

since she has not the good luck of having the person whom

she likes to be her husband. She futher leaves a message for

her lover, who hears it from the place of his hiding and

this elicits from Makaranda the words “saisa paramo. simS

snehasya,
this is the extreme limit of love.” Madhava, at

a hint from Lavangika, comes o\it from his hiding and takes

her place. But Malati, in the dim-light of the temple

does not notice him at first and, further driven in love, she

embraces him (Madhava), thinking him to be her friend,

and lastly comes to know that it is her lover who is between

her anns—all this presents an extraordinary effect at the

time of reading and must necessarily be so on the screen.

Likewise dramatic is the entry of the KamandakI, who

blesses the fortunately united pair, and while the

marriage-party with the undesired bridegroom is waiting

outside in the dark of the temple, she solomnises the

marriage of the realy loving couple with the words:

—

preyo mtirath bandhula va samagrd

saru kamak sevadforjivitam va 1

slrlnom bharla dharmadaraka pumsdm
ilyanyonyam vatsayorjilatamaslu 11

“Let this be known to my two children, that the most

intimate friends, the whole group of relations as well,

fulfilment of all desires, the best treasure, life itself—all

this is the husband for a woman, and for a man a faithful

wife is all this.”

In the same manner as Bhavabhuti has depicted the

highest spiritual love here, so also in act VII, we find him
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describing sensuous love with equal force. He cites an
expression from the Kamasutra1

:

kusumasadharmano hi yosttah sukutnaropahramah lasvanadhi-

gatavisvasaih prasabhamupakramyamartah samprayogavidvesinyo

bhavanti 1

“Women are like flowers; man should approach

them politely, he who comes close to them m a violent

manner, before he has gamed her confidence, for him love

becomes odious forthwith
”

The poet reveals his accurate knowledge of “the

science of love”. In the impudent sleeping chamber

scene, where Makaranda, dressed as MalatT, the bride,

lies on the bed and listens to what his beloved

Madayantika says about him in the conversation with

her friend, who narrates as to how she dreams about

her lover, how he approaches her violently in the

dream, and how she is hardly able to retort to his violent

solicitations m her burning amorous rapture,—and,

Makaranda, who is very much glad, uncovers his face and

rejoices the friendly services rendered by the god of love.

Further Bhavabhuti is able to find forceful expressions

also for describing the feeling of excessive pain. In act IX
we find Madhava mad with griefm his bereavement from

his beloved who is believed to be dead. He bursts into

violent bewailmgs and turns towards the animals of the

forest and the cloudsm the sky m the beliefthat they must

be sympathetic towards him m his grief Thus he has

certainly followed Kalidasa’s Meghaduta and Vikramor-

vasiya But we meat with real Bhavabhuti when Madhava

ends his grief m the following words :

dhigucchvasitavaisasam mama yaditthamekahno

dhigeva ramahiyavastvananubhavad vrthabhamnah 1

tvaya saha nayaslaya ca divasah sa vidhvamsatam

pramodamrgatrsmkam dhigapaialra kamanuse 11

“Fie on the gnef that has come to me and to me all

alone; fie on the beautiful thing that you cannot rejoice

and so has become devoid of any use; but the day that is

l. The stanza, that is in Sanskrit, occurs in the midst of a Prakrit

dialogue On Bhavabhuti’s knowledge of Kamasa»tra see aso Peterson,
JBRA5 18, 1891, 109 IF.
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not sprnt m your company is wasted, fie on the mirage of

plcasuic that you do not rejoice1”.

Bhavabhuti has special fascination for strong contrasts.

In act V he describes with high perfection the terrible

movements of the witches and goblins in the grave-yards

and the teniblc tantric rites performed for worshipping the

goddess Durga, who asks for a human head. A real master-

piece is, notwithstanding long compounds, the description

of the dance of the terrible goddess Camunda (Durga) with

her many arms, decorated with snakes and her frightful

head performed for the entertainment of Siva. It has been

lightly said that this act V far surpasses the witch-scene in

the “Macbeth” and the Walpurgis Night in the “Faust” in

respect of horriblcncss and vividness and is of importance

for history of religion2”.

Although many of the scenes of the Malatimadhava are so

dramatic, still this work of Bhavabhuti is merely a book-drama.
It is since hardly thinkable that an audience, not consisting

purely of first rate scholars of Sanskrit, could everhave understood
the work merely by hearing it. The language of poetry is

highly elegant. The very large number of model examples,
quoted from the works of Bhavabhuti, that wc find in manuals
of poetics, prove the extent to which his dramas have been consi-

dered as pieces of classical ornate poetry.
The

^

V c n 5 s ariih a r a
, “the Drama of Binding of

the Lock 8
,

of Bhatta-Narayana4
is another drama

that is much quoted m manuals of rhetorics5
.

The plot of the drama is taken from the Mahabharata-
story of the ambassadorship of Krsna till upto the fall of

Dtiryndhana in the mace-fight with BhTma6
. Draupadi who

i . According to the German transl. of F r i t z c .

J
Er aser, Literary History of India, a88 ff

f Ueaddhari K V n
5 r

*^L’
*07 l

» and with the commentary
J- 2 r?; mv nIp A«

P
f
ra

5
W,dfc R MSdgrtvkar, Bombay, 1898,

% » u r 1 n <fi’ n '

\\
‘^Pjndent wo«-k, rather than a trans

, is the work of
,jj*

f g

n ~ 5 o r e (Calcutta 1880), who boasts to be a

1 .Vi f t * 'irV
C

«\
l

’n» Prclude he had assumed also the rpithrt Mfga-
\ IT above p. 53.

Ru>yaka> Nami, Kfemendra,
‘ V I ,V

>5”faVAi* 10 the DaSarupa.
*

- l‘» V, 7J. IX, jp.
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is dragged by her hairs in the hall, is carrying her hairs

loose and will not fasten them till after the humiliation

suffered by her is avenged Bhima takes the vow that he
will fasten her hairs \vith his hands coloured m the blood
of Duryodhana This takes places in act IV, in which
Yudhhthira and Bhima indulge m most highly unusual
joke with Draupadi
Most of the occurrences that take place in course of the

war are just narrated, indeed in a blossoming kavya-style,

but with unreal pathos, in which the force of the old epic is not
visible. The happy, almost severe, conclusion stands in incom-
patible contrast to the tragic end of the great war. The popula-

rity of the drama among the panditas is possibly based on its

language alone and not on the subject-matter. However, the

Indian rhetoricians have acknowledged the defects of this

drama1
.

The Later Dramatic literature

Rajasekhara 8 too is included among the most

eminent dramatists He boasts to have amongst his fore-fathers

a succession of famous poets* and he is proud in respect of his

knowledge of language. In fact he is not a master of Sanskrit

and Praknt only, but also of popular languages, as is evident

from many rare words and provincialisms used by him He
shows extraordinary skill 111 the use of ornate metres. Here and

there he also employs the rhyme borrowed from popular poetry.

At the same time he shows great predilection for proverbs and

proverbial expressions However, he is not a first rate poet.

Probably he lacks in taste as well as m originality m addition

Two of his dramas deal with epic materials His

Balaramayana or “the Ramayana for Boys” 4
,

that

narrates the whole story of the Ramayana in ten long acts

x. GF. Klvyaprakasa 7, 60 fF and Sahilyadarpana 406 ff [But

even the Daiarupa and the Sahityadarpaga are unable to find as proper

illustrations of the garbha- and vimar?a-samdhis from the Venis ,
as from the

Ratnavali, for instance”—S K D e, HSL, p 274, foot-note ]

2 See above p 53L He is cited in the commentary on the Daiarupa

m Bhoja’s Sarasvatlkanthabharana by Ruyyaka, Ksemendra, Abhmava-
gupta and m Somadeva’s Yaiastilaka

3 He names Ahalajalada, Surananda, Taraia and Kavtraja

4 Published in Pandit, Vol III,[ also edited b> G o \ 1 n d a d e v a

£ as tri, Varanasi 1869, Jivananda Vidyfisagara, Calcutta 1884 J
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(with 741 stanzas) is based not only on Valmlki, but also on

Bhavabhuti. Following the model of Harsadeva and Bhava-

bhuti he has inserted a drama within a drama in act III> and

the act V is a tasteless imitation of act IV of Kalidasa’s Vikra-

morvaSiya. The Balabharata or “the Mahabharata

for Boys”, also called Pracandapandava, “the Drama
of Haughty Pandavas1” has not come down to us m a complete

form: may be, the poet left it incomplete or its first two acts are

lost for ever. The first one describes the marriage of the Pand-

avas and the second one describes the game of dice and its

consequences till upto the banishment of the Pandavas into the

forest.

In his two natikas, the Viddha^alabhanjika”
“the Statue2” and the Karpuramanjari 3

,
that deviate

little from their models provided in Kalidasa’s Malavikagni-

miira and Harskdcva’s Ratnavali, Rajasekhaia is not very

ingenuous. Notwithstanding this, the Viddhasalabhafijika is

not wanting in comic situations, that find abundant number of

occasions, m addition to the fact that the heroine is a boy dressed

as a girl.

In contrast to this, the Karpuramanjari is more significant

and more original. It is one of the best comic plays of Indian
literature. It is the only available comedy that is wholly in

Prakrit*. It is often said that it is either the poet’s first work or
a work written at a time when he had not attained maturity—

a

statement that seems to be without basis. On the other hand, we
are able to conclude from the remarks in the prelude that after

Rajaickhara had attained fame as a Sanskrit poet, he wanted

iSn- C^PcUer, Strassburg 1883 and Km 4,

ih-* mm *» »

C
*
r ' ‘nt^ Stud 18, 481 AT. Three Verses have been borrowed

VcrMt,m - Probably the work consisted often« »>r»R>nnlU hvl the sime \olume.
« rn O*'

Vol VI; [with the

Poona 1886. English
c,iUirntirv

I

H‘
1v^ ilha

Somm<‘"tary >n the Pandit,

« v,
m
.:r3^,i'xi
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to prove by writing this that he was able to employ the most
complicated metres m Prakrit as m Sanskrit But he seems to
have made use of not only the popular Prakrit, but
appears to have been otherwise dependent also upon popular
plays. Many a time the somewhat naked humour and the
character of the song-play that appears in occasional songs
are vulgar.

Witty, but at the same time also blunt, is m act I the
dialogue between the vidusaka, who boasts of being a
scholar, since the father-in-law of his father-in-law used
to carry books to the houses of his neighbours, and the

highly gifted maid-servant, who recited her poems in the

presence of the king and the queen, who praise her. This
makes the Brahmana very angry and vindictive. The
entry of the wizard and the tantnka priest Bhairavananda,

who very nicely caricatures the religion of the Saktas with

his filthy eloquence, is described with blunt humour.

A little intoxicated, he, m rhyming four-lined stanzas,

praises the majestic religion of the Kaulas, for whom neither

book nor word nor meditation is necessary for the purpose

of attaining salvation, but only wine, woman and meat.

Then he boasts swaggermgly at the, efficacy of his magic

with which he can bring down the moon upon the earth,

can stop the chariot of the sun, can make gods visible

etc. The kmg expresses the desire that he should make a

beautiful woman appear. And at once there appears a

wonderful girl for enchanting the king The girl is

KarpuramaELjarf, the heroine of the drama, and the king

immediately falls in love with her. The further treatment

runs almost according to the model of Malavikagmmitra.

In any case, new is the scene of the swing-festival, cele-

brated m honour of Gauri, m which a beautiful maid sports

on the swing before a picture of the goddess, and the king

gets an opportunity to sec his beloved again. The songs

5 So V Sh Apte, Rajasekhara His life and writings, p. 22ff

and K o n o w ibid p 184

In the prelude it is said that the difference between a rough unadul-

terated Sanskrit poem and a fine Prakrit poem is similar to that existing between

aman and a woman The drama written m “effeminate Prakrit wa< (accor-

ding to the prelude) staged at the desire of Avaiiusundari, the wife of the poet
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in which the swmging of the beautiful young girls is

described arc really master pieces of syllabic decoration

with alliterations and internal rhymings that in an excellent

manner give expression to the peaceful to-and-fro

mo\ emi nt of the girl in the swing. In act IV too we have

the description of a popular feast, that is of vatasavitri,

and m it takes place the mask-dance, that is exacting

and interesting at the same time.

If wc take the works of RajaSckhara as a whole, wc arc

in agreement with the opinion of Pischel 1 who says:

“Rajakkhara was a master of language and his dramas are

cxtrcmcl) important for knowledge of Sanskrit and rather of

Prakrit. His verses are elegant and flowing, and m his terribly

dull and tedious Balaramayana one comes across many scenes

that, on account of their nicely sounding stanzas and idio-

matic phrases and allusions to the manners and customs, arc

not devoid of interest and pleasuie. But as a dramatist

Rajasehhara’s position is not high.*’

With Bhavabhuti the line of great dramatists in Indian

literature comes to an end. Bhatta-Narayana ana Rajase-

khara alrcad> belong to the category of imitators. This imitative

litcratuic, however, has not come to its real end even upto this

das. Down upto our days new dramas, following old models
hasc bten and arc being composed. The old traditional .stories

have throughout supplied the themes for the recent dramas. In
this connection the Rama-talc stands in. the front line2 .

One of the dramas that on account of its style and language
is much rstochird by Indian panditas is the Anargha-
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raghava 1 of the poet Murari, who may have lived in

between 1050 and 1135 A. D.2 The Unmattaraghava
“(the Drama of the Angry Son of Ragliu)” 3

,
(called

preksanaka) of Bhaskarabhatta is a soliloquy of angry

Rama after the sudden disappearance of Slta, in imitation of

Vikramorva&ya Very much esteemed by Indiansis the Prasan-
naraghava 4 of Jayadeva, the son of Mahadcva of

Kaundinyagotra In the first-half of the 17th century Maha-
deva, a disciple ofBalakrsna (who in 1637 wrote one N 1 1 a -

kanthavijayacampu (in 1636 AD.) wrote the

Adbhutadarpana 8 in ten acts, in which the original

story ofRama is hardly recognisable. In about the same period

South Indian Ramabhadra Diksita, a disciple of

Nllakantha Diksita wrote his drama Janaklparinaya,”
“The Marriage of Sitas,fl

,
likewise with stronger deviations

from Valmlki’s poem.

1

Edited [byPremachandra Tarkavagisa, Calcutta
i860 and ] with the commentary of Rucipati in Km 5, 1887. Extracts m
Wilson II, 375 ff

2

So according to Bhattan a tha Svamin, ibid, whilstDurga-
prasada places him the middle of the 9th century A D Mankha and
Ruyyaka knew Murari He calls himself a son ofTantumati and of Varddha-
manabhatta, and in several places he is called “Balavalmiki” The drama
is often called “Murarinataka". K o n o w , Indische Dramen, p 83 considers

Murari as older [ “The earliest citation from the Anargharaghava occurs in

the DaSarupaka II 1 (ifima rama . «=Anargha III, 21) Therefore, it may be
justifiable to place Murari at the end of the 9th century and in the beginning
of the 10th century The position is not invalidated on account ofoccurrence of
the verse in the Mahanataka, “which is notorious for its appropriation of
stanzas from most of the RSma-dramas cf S K D e, HSL, p 449 ]

3 Edited in Km 17, 1889 According to the prelude the drama
was staged before an assembly oflearned men, who had gathered for honouring
Vidyaranya In case this Vidyaranya be identical with Madhava, the brother

ofSayana, the drama would be attributed to the 14th century

4 Edited [byGovindadeva S a s t r I , Varanasi 1868 ) in the

Pandit, Vol II, and a commentary thereupon by Ganganatham the Pandit

N. S Vol 26-2 8 It is quoted m the Sahityadarpana, sec Bhattanatha
SvSmin, ibid 143 note (edition also byS M Paranjape and N S
Panse, Poona 1894 and K P Parab, NSP; 1893 and again 1914)
The age of the work is not definite, but “probably it was written tn the 13th

century”, cf S K De, Sanskrit Poetics, p 215 f and HSL p 462 ) In

about 1390 M a p 1 k a m Nepal wrote a drama A b hi navaraghava
(Ldvi 268) and m about 1599 Sundaramisra wrote a seven-act

drama A bhiramamani (W

1

1 s o

n

II, 395 )» that is also quoted fre-

quently by the author m his NStyapradipa (see Eggelmg, Ind Off.

Cat III, p 347 f )

5 Ed m Km 55, 1906

6 Edited in Km 1894 Levi 286 gives the contents of the seven

acts On the poet cf TS Kuppuswami Sfistri, Ind Ant 33,
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actually “dancers”), so it appears that the poem is meant to
e recited by one person, while other silent actors will

pantomimically represent the narrated events. Another
presumption is that the piece was meant to be a Shadow-play 1

.

Not only the two recensions deviate from one another,
but likewise two different legends are current regarding the
°rigin_ t*lls work In Mohanadasa’s commentary on
the Damodaramisra-recension it has been said asfollows —
The divine ape Hanumat, the battle-companion of Rama,
composed this drama and copied it on stone-slabs. Valmlki
feared that the charm of this poem would completely
overshadow his Ramayana Since the monkey was
generous and without egoism, he laughed at Valmiki
and threw into the ocean the stone-slabs on which he had
written his drama Several centuries later it so happened
that certain parts of the poem were recovered and brought
to King B h o j a

, who entrusted to Dam oda ram 1 £ ra
the task of bringing together the stray parts of the poem, to
fill the lacunae and to make from them one unified work.
But at the end of the recension of Madhusudana it is said
that this sublime Mahanataka was composed by the higly

well-known Hanumat and was recovered by Vikramaditya
To describe this the commentator says —Once Hanumat
wrote these verses on rocks and sunk them into sea-water.

Vikramaditya, however, got them taken out with the help

of fishermen2 .

1 SoPxschel, SBA igo6, 4g8ff and KG 179 f and L U d e r s

,

SBA 1916, 698 ff Luders ibid 704 ff does not consider it as certain that

the smaller recension is also older, as we ordinarily assume The statement of

Max Muller (Jahrbucher fur wissenschaftliche Kritik 1846, p 4728*)
that the Mahanataka may be considered to be the first rudiment of the real

drama, “the first experiment in the dramatic art . , of an age, when it began
to be separated from the sphere of the epic, but had not” “still taken a
status independent of it”, does not appear as probable. [Konow Indischc

Dramen, p 89 f, speaks with too much of confidence about the Mahanataka
as a shadow-play, although it is still a mere presumption ]

2 Edited m Km 28, 1891, translated into English by L H Gray,

JAOS 32, 1912, 58 ff Gf Eggehng, Ind Off Cat
, p 1604, ff,C Bend all,

JRAS 1898, 229 f, P E Pavolini, GSAI, 25, 191a, 315 ff , P 1 s c h c 1 ,

SBA 1906, 494 ff, Luders, SBA 1916, 698

Wmternitz, History of Indian Literature, Vol III, 18
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Krsna1
) of the poet Ramakrsna, son of Devajiti of Gujarat2 .

It is written wholly m Sanskrit and is full of epical and lyrical

stanzas that do not sound appropriatem the the mouth ofappear-
ing characters Probably lyrical portions, as also communi-
cations m prose, are given seldom in the forms of the past tense

of verbs, as is the case with narratives They are intended to be
addressed to the spectator by the reporter (sucaka)—so is called

once the stage-manager. Metrical descriptions and narrations

in the kavya-style often take the place of stage-directions.

In its contents the Gopalakelicandnka is partly

idyllic and partly mystic. Charming scenes from pasto-

ral life, m which Krsna with his conveyance and his

beloved Radha with her friend enter, are sometimes

extended by songs and sometimes by dialogues Humour
too is not wanting. Jayanta, a cowherd, is the comic figure

who enters m the scenes, full of mirth3 On the other

hand, the religious and mythical background are appropri-

ately brought to light. It is clearly stated that this drama
is to be staged m some festival congregation of the

bhaktas, the faithful devotees of Krsna It is also pointed

out from time to time that Radha is the sakti of Krsna,

that really both of them are one and that Krsna is the Best

of being (Purusottarr.'i), who has come upon the earth m
the form of a cowherd (gopala). As in the Gitagovmda, so

here too, Krsna is often mentioned as “forest-garlanded
5 *

(vanamall). But this pastoial play has otherwise little

of common with the Gltagovinda. The latter is more a

lyric than a dramatic poem; while the Gopalakelicandnka

is something between an epic and a drama, like the

Mahanataka Like the latter, it is probably meant for

recitation. Silent actors, perhaps children, have to combine

recitation with gesture m music and dance.

1

Een onbekend Indish tooneeLstuck (Gopalakelicandnka )
Tckst

met mleiding door W G a 1 a n d (Verh der kon Akadcmie van Wctcn-

schappen te Amsterdam Afd Lett N R DecI XVII, No 3 )
Amsterdam

1917 Gf Her tel, LZB 1917, p 1198 ff W 1 n t c r n 1 1 z , ZDMG 74,

1920, p 137 ff See also Keith in BSOS, 1917, P 126 ff rndKonm ,

Ind Ant 49 1920, 232 ff
, , #t

2 About the age of the author \vc simply know thav he knew the

Mahanataka and the Bhagavatapuiana and that he lived after Ramanuja (12th

centuiyAD) „ . ,

3 He is, howevei, essentially different from the Vidusafca or the

classical dramas.
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Individual episodes from the Mahabharata have often
been the subject-matter of dramatic treatment Thus
Kulasekharavarman, the king-poet of Kerala
(between the second-half of the 10th and first-half-of the 12th
centuries A D.) wrote the dramas Tapatisamvarana
in 6 acts and Subhadradhanafijaya in 5 acts1.

The first one treats of the story of the Kuru-king Samvarana,
who fell in love with Tapatl, the daughter of the sun-god.

She, with the help of the Rsi VaSistha, enjoyed the love of
her sweet’heart for twelve years. “It is rather a narrative

in a loose dramatic form of six acts, utilising the conventional

devices of the vision of the beloved in dream, meeting
of lovers m the course of a royal hunt, the inevitable longing

and sentimentalities, union, abduction and final reumon,

with plepty of supernatural and marvellous incidents2.
55 The

second drama describes how Dhananjaya (i.e. Arjuna) obtained

Subhadra, the sister of Krsna3
. In the vyayoga Dhanafi-

jayavijaya

4

, the poet K a n c a n a , son of Narayana,

describes the recovery by Arjuna of the cows stolen away

by Kama, as in the Virataparvan of the Mahabharata. A
poet Rudradeva wrote the drama Yayaticarita 6

in 7 acts that narrates the story ofYayati and Sarmistha follow-

1 The two dramas with the commentary [ of Sivarama] have been
edited in TSS Nos 11 and 13, 1911, 1912 by T Ganapati £astrl.
The age of these two dramas in the opinion ofK Rama Pisharoti
(IHQ.) VII, p 3igff is the end of the 7th and beginning of the 8th century

A D The story of kidnapping of Subhadra is narrated also m the one - act

play Subhadraharaiia of Madhava Bhafta ( edited m Km
9, 1888), a MS of this drama is dated 1610 A D

2 [ S. K D e HSL, p 466 J

3 Mahabharata, I, 171 ff ; 2ig ff. The Subhadraharana is staged

upto this day by the Cakkyaras, the native actors, on the Malabar coast (sec

K Ram av arm a Raja, JRAS 19x0,637)

4 Edited in Km 54, 1895, Cf Wilson II, 374; Levi 251 f.

The drama was presented under an order ofKing Jayadeva (another reading

Tagaddeva) One Jayadeva of Kanauj probably belongs to the 12th century

A D according to W

1

1 s o n Duff 285 mentions only one Jayacandra

(about 1 170 A D ) in the list ofKanauj-rulers In about 1286 A D. there was

one Jayadeva ruling in Kantipura and Lahtapatfana and one Jagaddcva

was rulingm Pa^i - Pombucchapura in the beginning of the 12th centuryA D
(see Duff 1 1 7, 14°* 206)

* Wilson II, 388 f According to Krishnama charya
103 the author might have been identical with Prataparudradeva, of Orangal,

who ruled from 1268 to 1319 A D However, very frequently the name occurs

as Rudradeva
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Love-god”, of a poet Rama of the Kausikayana-family and
ofan unknown age1

.

The well-known legend ofking Hariscandrg, famous for his

benevolence and truthfulness, taken from the Ma r k a n d e y a -

p u r a n a , has provided a favourite theme to later-day
drama writers In the five-act drama Candakausika,
“Drama of Terrible Kausika2”, the poet Ksemlsvara 3

has handled this story. It is a seriously gloomy piece; and the
scenes, in which are described the awe and horror of a funeral

place and the bloody cult of the horrible goddess Katya) ani

have been depicted, remind us of the Malatimadhava The
force of language and of pathos as well as the difficult kavya-

style with long compound words, to some extent, remind us

of Bhavabhuti, upto whom Ksemlsvara, however, could not

reach. The legend was once more in the 12th century A D.
handled by the poet Ramacandra, the disciple of

Hemacandra, in his Satyahari s candra, “Drama
of Truth-loving Hariscandra5 * 4

.

A versatile drama-writer, who worked on different types

of dramatic poetry was Vatsaraja, the minister of King
Paramardideva (1163-1203). He lived further under his

successor Trailokyavarmadeva, whose inscriptions are dated

1 ‘Edited with a table of contents by R Schmidt, ZDMG 63,

1909. 409 ff ; 629 ff Perhaps it was written just in the year 1820 A D and
is preserved in a single MS.

2 Edited with a commentary by Jibananda Vidyasagara,

Calcutta 1884 Translated into German by L F r 1 1 ze (Reclams Umv -

Bibl. 1926) Gf. Pischel, GGA 1883, p 1217 ff Kausika is the famil)-

name of Sage Visvamitra, see above I, p 468 f ; trans 560 ff

3 He is called Ksemendra too; but he is different from the

Kashmirean poet of the same name He is the author also of one Naisa-
dhanandanataka, from w hich Peterson, 3 Reports, p 340
ff has given extracts The Candakausika is mentioned first of all

in the Sahityadarpana We are not in a position to decide whcthei Mabipala,

under whose patronage this drama was staged according to the prelude, is

the same prince, m whose court Rajasekhara presented bis Balabharata on the

stage, and w ho ruled in about 910-940A D —that is the opinion of Pischel—
or he, asKrishnamacharya p 100 believes, is identical with Mabipala

Bhuvanaikamalla, ofwhom we possess a pancg>ric inscription dated 1093

A D. in a templem the Gwalior Fort (See Kielhorn, Ind Ant 15 , 33 ff )

4 Translated into Italian by M. Vallauri, Firence 1&13

Popular adaptations of the Hariscandra - legend in the popular languages of

India are not seldom One such Hanscandranrtyam, an old Nepalese dance-

play, has been edited by A. Conrad y, Leipzig, 1891, Cf Fritzes
tianslation, p. 9,Jackson JAOS, 23, 1902,317
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that through this it may come down to posterity. He could not

of his own accord presume that later Mohammadan conquerors

wo'uld be so unscrupulous that they would use these stones to

serve as pillars m a mosque1
. Another inscriptionally preserved

drama, that too calls itself a prasasti, is the Panjata-
manjari (orVijayasri

) natika ofa poet Madana,
with the epithet Balasarasvatl. It was composed in honour of

King Arjunadeva, one of the successors of King Bhoja of

Dhara, in the 13th century AD. 2 The prelude begins with the

verse. .

.

athoL kathamddahkhiie srutilekhyam likhyate silayugale \

bhojasyaiva gunorjttamarjunam uriyavahrnasya (i

“On these two stone-blocks . . . the might of the virtuous Bhoja

himself, who has appeared in the body of Aijunavarman,

is written”. The heroine Parijatamafijari, the daughter of the

Caulukya king of Gujarat, that was conqueredbyAijunavarman,

has become the actual queen The poet appears to have followed

the Ratnavali as his model. A panegyrical drama, written in

about 1310 A.D. for glorification of a living ruler, is the

Pra taparudra kalyana or Prataparudrayasobhu-
sana, that wras included by Vidyanatha in his manual

ofpoetics3. The nine-act drama Gangadasapratapavilasa

1. The two plates were discovered during the year 1875-76 from the

polished basalts in course of a repair of the mosque and were published by
F. Kielhorn (Ind Ant 20,201 ff,NGGW 1893, 552 ff and “Bruch-

sIfeke indischer Schauspiele in Inschnften zu Ajmere,” Sonderabdruck aus der

Festschrift zur Feier des 150 Jahrigen Bestehens dcr Koen Gcsellschaft der

Wissenschaften zu Gottingen igoi, Berlin 1901 ) On the Prakrit of this

drama, see Konow, GGA 1894 479 ff

2. The fiist report about this dramatic prasasti (only the first

two acts are preserved; the second slab of stone, that contained the remaining

two acts is lost ) was given by KK Leleinthey ear 1903 It has been edited

and published (Ep Ind 8, 96), also separately on the basis of a proof-copy

by E Hultzsch under the fade. The Parijatamafijari or
V ij ay as rl

,

a natika, composed m about 1213 bv Madana, Leipzig 1906;

a commentary upon it by Laksmanasuri, Leipzig 19°? There arc

inscriptions of Aijuna varman of the years 1211, 1213 2nd 1215 A D.

3 See above p 28 As Levi (App. 45 O S2VS • has

succeeded in making a contemporary Ling the hero of his drama without canng

in the least to bring ir any actual historical moment [ Prataparudra vjas a

ruler ofWarangal, and his inscriptions are dated 1298 1314 A Keith

HSLp 203] The Hamm I ramad am ard an a too of the Jama poet

J ayasim ha is a quasi-historical drama It describes how the pride of

Hammira 1 e of Amir Shikar or of the Sultan Samsu-d-duny a (1 1 235 A D )

was shattered Gf. also S R Bhandarkar, Rqiort IJ, p 16 ff 72 ff.

[ Hus work, that was written between 1219 and 1229 A D , has been published

in the GOS, No 10, 1910 ]
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mination (Viveka) with his wife Revelation (Upam-
sad), who will destroy the whole family of Confusion
(Moha). Moha (Confusion) and his adherents obstruct
this, his mam followers are the Sexual Instinct
(Kama), his wife Sexual Pleasure (Rati),

Spiritual Conceit (Brahmana Dambha) and his

grandfather E g o 1 s m (Ahamkara), Anger (Krodha)
and G r e ed (Lobha) and his wives Injury (Himsa)
and Desire (Trsna). The maid - servants of King
Confusion are Wrong Knowledge (Mithyadrsti) and
Bewilderment (Vibhramavatl). Among his

reliable confederates are to be found Heterodox
Learnings, particularly Materialism (Lokayata)

of Carvaka. These mighty devils are opposed in the battle

from the side of King Discrimination (Viveka),

Peace (Santi) and Compassion (Karuna), the

daughters of Religion (Sraddha), and their friends

Love for Man (Maitri) and Love for God
(Visnubhakti), too have jomed hands In the formi-

dable battle, that is described in act V, the two troops

of heroes, with their elephants, chargers and foot-soldiers

push one another in a bloody arena. Materia-
lism, that stands m the front row, is overthrown, so

that the contestants get hold of each other. The heretic

religions get scattered in the wind through the flood of the

ocean of True Dharma. Buddhism takes

shelter among the barbanous people, Digambara
Jainism, Kapalika Saivism and other

heretic teachings flee towards the regions of Paficalas

Malavas, Abhiras etc
,
all infested with fools.

At the end Old Wisdom is victorious The

Revelation (Upamsad), through DivineLovc
(Visnubhaku), becomes pregnant From her w-omb

are bom a daughter, Science (Vidya), and a son

Rise of Knowledge (Prabodhodaya). A

voice from behind the scene announces that the ternble

Science (Vidya) has burst forth the breast of the Mind
(Manas) and that she has swallowed King Confusion

(Moha) with his retinue Immediately there appears

Rise of Knowledge (Prabodhodaya) and greets
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Peace-—Friend, He is not a demon; rather he is a
weakling

Pity.—Then what can he be ?

Peace —I fear, he is a goblin {pisaca).

Pity •—Friend, how can a goblin dare come out when
the world is brilliant with the net of the blazing

rays of the sun ?

Peace-—Then possibly he is a creature of the lull

that has come up from its den. (Marks him and
pondering) (Ah, I have found out the truth).

It is the Digambara-canon that has

been set mto motion by Confusion. Let us,

therefore, leave him the passage wide open.

(She turns about her face).

Pity.—Friend, wait a moment, till I look for Sraddha

m him. (So both of them stop. The Digambara

Jama appears in the guise of a Jama monk )

Digambara —Hail to Arhats. Hail to Arhats. In

the house with nine gates1 the soul burns like

a lamp This is the emancipation- and bliss-

bestowing highest truth uttered by the most

exalted Jma. (Goes away). (From inside the

stage) Hear, Hear, O young lay-men,

malamaapuggalapinde saalajalehim kelisl suddhl l

appa vimalasahavo lisipalicalanehi janavvo U

“How can the water of the whole world

Clean this body, the mass of filth ?

The soul, that by nature, is pure,

Can be known by no means,

That is different from devotion to sages.”

What do you say ? What sort of devotion to sages ?

Hear this

—

dule calanapanamo kidasakkalam ca bhoanam mittham l

tssamalam na ktjjcm' lisimm dalam lamanlanam 11

“Bow before the holy-men from a distance,

Extend them all hospitability and

A sweet dish, you must offer them :

While these holy-men be enjoying with your women,

Do avoid condemning them filthily
”

. That is m the bod\ of human-being.
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The funeral yard—my residence

I take my food m a skull ofman
With my eye cleared through witchcraft,

I see the world and God,
Both as one and different.”

The Jama ascetic asks him as to the natuie of his

religion and its principles of emancipation At this the
Kapilaka describes the manner of his worship of God m
the words

Tnastiskdntravasdbhighdntamahdmdmsdhutlrjuhvatdm

vahnau brahmakapalakalpitasurdpanena nah parana l

sadyahkrttakathorakanthavigalatkildladhdrojjvalair

arcyo nah purusopaharabalibhudevo mahabhairavah Jl

“We offer to our God human-flesh mixed up with

brain, marrow and fat m fire*

We break our fast with drink ofwme kept m the skull

of a Brahmana
We worship the divine great Bhairava with offer of

human-flesh,

Looking bright with the stream of blood flowing from

the hard neck just severed
”

Monk. (Listening attentively) * O Buddha, Buddha ?

What a terrific religious practice 1

Jama Ascetic O Arhat, Arhat ! How' much has

this wretched fellow been under the influence of

some devil ?

Then the Kapalika angrily proceeds towards the two,

since they have accused God Siva of witchcraft and

threatens them with his terrible sword. Overwhelmed

with anxiety the monk and the ascetic yield before

him and request him to pardon them Then he puts

back his sword mto the sheath and takes upon himself

the duty of propagating his religion wider. One cannot

be happy without enjoyment of sensuous pleasure, without

enjoyment there cannot be spiritual emancipation an

emancipated person should have the form of Siva, w'ho

sports rejoicingly embraced by his loving wrife Parvatl

Since both of them doubt about the correctness of the

principle that a being given to suffering can be emancipated,

the Kapalika summons his religion, that enters m the
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guise of a Kapalinf, resembling a voluptuous woman of

lowly origin. The Kapahka orders her to take hold of

the two spirits. Now she embraces the monk and the

Jama ascetic one after another. These two persons give

expression to their feeling of joy and quickly they get rid

of their religion and embrace the religion of the Kapalika,

whom they recognise as their teacher and master and let

themselves be initiated with the drink of wine into the

great teaching of Bhairava— all this is described with

severe humour, that is hardly to be met with in

many places.

The great popularity of this allegorical drama among the

panditas is proved not only by the large number of its extant

manuscripts and printed editions, but also by the several imita-

tions that it has found1
. Thus in between 1229 and 1232 the

Jama Yasahpala wrote a drama Moharajapara-
j a y a

,
the “Defeat of King of Illusion”, m which the conver-

sion to Jainism of King Kumarapala and his marriage with the

princess Krpasundarl (“Generosity, the Beauty”) are presented

and Hcmacandra is mentioned as the priest, who solemmses the

marriage m the presence of the Arhat2
. In the 13th or 14th

century the Vedanta - scholar (Vedantadesika) Veiikata-
n at h a (or Vcnkatesa

)
4 wrote a philosophical drama,

the Samkalpasuryodaya, “Rise of the Sun of Will”
m 1,0 acts4 . In the 16th century Kavikarnapura
(born 1525) wrote his allegorico-philosophical and quasi-

tliit in«un^i
of the Prabodhacandrodaya is the Vynanagita,

writer was R i m -i c i n V lUlen Jaiaas - A particularly successful drama-

NGGNV icim n *

on fr

^ F
5 *£

Ipe hcmacandra. Cf. Hultzsch,
to'Wlux with’ GanacandnTn ^

DMG »92t, p 6i ff Ramacandra wrote
<in."

j * ‘

T
‘ .

a rornmcntary on the Natyadarpana, a work on
ii

1

!.
J
,

amr^r>a Vi J a y a d h a r m a s Q r ihad reported to\\ Vi,,u" iir>n vtjayac" U,nt he Po^cwtd a MS of this work

:C II. ?4o fJ hlslar^ number of works
* ^ 7

HI ’ I2G a,‘d K r i s h n a m a c h a r > a p .

n. H,ti» orlhe s’

L

-nki!?,!lQr^mi
,

n
c
ar>' m Pandlt N * S Vols * 28‘34 On S3

»-nkalp wirjodja (Snrangam 1917), seeJRAS 192?, p 591 -

see Aufrecht,
P 123 f
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historical drama Gaitanyacandrodaya in 10 acts1

at the command of Kmg Prataparudra. Kali (“Evil Age”)
and Adharma (“Disbelief”) appear in this piece and complain
that on account of the preachings of Caitanya their rule is losing

force. Immediately Caitanya himself (as a demi-god) appears
with his disciples for the purpose ofpropagatmg the right princi-

ples. By the side of the mythological and allegorical characters

(Bhakti, Maitri, Narada, Krsna, etc ) there appear also human
beings like Kmg Prataparudra and others A very learned

work is also the drama Amrtcdaya2 in 5 acts of Gokula-
natha of Mithila It is attributed to the year 1693 AJD.
Here characters like Sruti, Anviksaki, Katha, Patanjali, Jabali

and others enter In the first half of the 18th century A nan-
d a r a y a Makhin 3 wrote a philosophical drama Jivan-
andana m7 acts4 It is likewise a text-book on Medicine

and an allegorical drama with religio-ethical (Sivaitie) tenden-

cies. It presents how Kmg J I v a (Life) m his Capital

(sarfra), “body” is besieged by the army of diseases under the

leadership of yaksman (consumption) and at last attains

victory m the strife through the grace of gods.

An instructive composition of a different type is the drama

Bhartrharimrveda, (“the Drama of) Bhartr-
hari’s Disgust with the World6” of the Siva-worshipper Hari -

h a r a of Mithila It is a peculiarly dramatised legend that

belongs to ascetic poetry, ofwhich we have found so many probes

m the epic, puranic, Buddhist andJama literatures

1 Published m Bibl Ind ,
Calcutta 1854 and m Km 87, 1906 Cf.

L £ v 1 237 ff To the 16th century belongs also the Dharmavijaya
(“Victory of Religion” ) of S u k 1 a Bhudeva, printed m the Grantha-

ratnamala III, Bombay 1889 ,
see Eggeling, hid. Off Cat p 1596 f,

Schuyler, Bibliography, p. 89

2 Published m Km 59, 1897. Gf Haraprasad, Report I, 17 f.

o According to K rishnamacharya, p 1 12, his father was

a minister of Saharaja of Tanjore (1684-1711) See also Burnell,

Taniore 172^*

4 Edited in Km 27, 1891. Detailed index by C C a p p e 1

1

c r in

the Festsdinft Wmdisch, p 107 ff, Another allegorical drama of the same poet

is the Vidyaparinayana, Marriage of Knowledge ,
Edited in Km

395 l89

\ Edited in Km 29, 1892 Translated into English by L H Gray,

TAOS 2? 1004 107 ff Harihara is mentioned also as the author of a drama

ir ab h
5
kl

9
a U p

9Linaya (Gray, ibid 197)
.
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According to tradition Bhartrhari was a king. He loved

his wife Bhanumatl very dearly. After a long period of
separation from her husband, who wanted to go on a
world-tour, once the queen said, that she would not remain
alive without him. The king wanted to get this statement
tested. He went on a hunt and got the rumour spread that
he had been killed by a tiger. The moment the queen
came to know of this she breathed her last. The king
returned back and heard the unhappy news. Now he was
wholly perplexed, burst into tears and reproached his
own-self—

svayam nirmdyandhwm bata hatadhiyasminmpatitam
maya vyadayasyam svayamahipatescumbitamidam

I

krpanena svena ptahatamidamatmanyakarunam
svayam suptva sadmanyahaha mhito dvdn dahanah 11

“A fool, I am, who dug a ditch into which I myself

fell;
I myself opened the mouth of the snake that has

vj u
bitten me;

ith my sword I have mercilessly struck my my
ownself*

Oh, I myself kept fire at the door, while I was sleeping

T ,
inside the house.”

In unrestrained perplexity he enters into a funeral
pyre with the intention of burning himself with the corpse

Tl
US

i 'I!

6 ^en there comes the ascetic Goraksanatha1.

1

* a aPPcars as aggrieved and laments seemingly

samp w .

US
is broken into pieces, in the

he makrs
d°CS kls deceased wife, and thus

death of t
108 lhat 11 is nonsensical to lament the

renun in^
Person“ and that real happiness consists in

likc to haT t
W°rld But n°W thc kinS does not

and worldiv

311

/
1 mg t0 d° Wlth hls kmSd°m, governmentworldly pleasures. But this helps him little and the

(“tom-cared’) ^crJia^/j
founder of the Sivaite sectAD

:
Won, thc te&MT of the 15 century

sometime later Gf
2nd Ed

, London
Ind Ant 7, 1878,® con.oWj

ltotira
,^ n>I15 .

transl P *43
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yogin brings to life his wife through his magical power.
Bhanumati, who is awoke from her slumber of death, is

disdainfully rejected by the king. As the real ascetic
likes, he knows nothing about his wife. All her implorings
and coaxings are of no avail. Then the queen takes resort

to the last means. She brings her children before the
king and tries to arouse fraternal sentiment in him But
even this meeting evokes little response from him. He is

convinced that this world is a lengthy dream, an illusion,

a fata morgana, and he renounces his throne and the
family. Then Goraksanatha praises him as the best of
the nirvana-seekers1

.

Not only was philosophy taught in the drama, but there

exists also a drama that attempts to teach philosophy beside

grammar. This object of curiosity is Antarvyakarna-
natyaparisista 2 of Krsnananda Vacas-
p a 1 1 . Here the verses are to be explained as having two
meanings; on one side they mean rules of grammar and on the

other they teach philosophy and moral

Learned dramas of all types have been written in Sanskrit

upto our times

3

. Dilllsamrajya* written in the year

1 In act V the verse

cilram ah amarangaiai tikcmidam nulhiltikam hlptnch
sankalpasya ntkalpanaimraciiam ndiyomapatu jagal l

dirghascapnamidam vadanti svdhiyah kepindrajalam punah
procuh keiidaihanlankianagaiimtvapare menire H
sadhu vatsa, sadhu l sananapi nuvanasalmo
jivanatiiayya veriest, in which King Bhartrhari gives expression to

this feeling of renunciation of the world, partly reminds us of the Vairagya-
£ataka, but verbal correspondences are not to be found

2 That is to say “appendix to the dramatic art with inclusion of
grammar”. Published m Calcutta 1894, earlier editions 1840 and 1855 (see

Schuyler, Bibliography, p 66)

3 On the attempts that have been made for revival of the classical

drama in modern India, see L 6 vi 401 ff , 466 ff and Barth, Revue crit

i8ga, iq3, f Amongst these dramas of the 19th century are included also the

dramas having strong social bias, e g K u 1 i n ak u I as a r vas va (na(aka)

of Ramanarayana Tarkaratna, written against polygamy and
amongst the Kulina Brahmanas Umeiacandra M 1 1 r a's V 1 d h a -

vavivahanajaka, for introduction of remarriage of widows (The
purposive dramas Kulinakularoava and Vidhavavivaha are m Bengali

and not in Sanskrit) European dramas too have recently been translated

into Sanskrit thus Shakespeare’s Midsummer-Night’s Dream” by R
Krishnamac hariar under the title Vasantikasvapna,
(Kumbhakonam 1892)

4 Madras ig 1 2 The author had made a complimentary presentation

of the work to Winternitz An analysis and partial translation by
Cappeller in Deutsche Rundschau, 39, igi3 » P 452
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For the purpose of giving representation to this type of
dramatic poetry we may here briefly state the plot of one
Srngarabhusana, “Ornament of God of Love”1

,
of the

poet Vamanabhattabana (15th century A D.2
)

Matching with the plot of the drama, the introductory
prayer has a strong erotic colouring. After the usual prelude
m the form of a dialogue between the stage-manager
and his associate is over, there enters the worlding (vita)

Vilasasekhara and he remains all alone on the stage till

the end From his monologue we learn that after he has
spent the night in the company of his beloved he gets

further intoxicated with the rapture of love under the idea
that he will stroll about in the harlots’ quarters during the
day for the purpose of being present on the occasion of the
feast ofpuberty ofthe daughter ofhis friend Kamamafijari.
He begins with a description in ornate verses of the sunrise

and the dawning morning. As in a cinematograph,

there pass before our eyes most colourful pictures of

life in the harlots’ quarters of the city, where harlots,

procuresses, worldmgs (vitas), court-fools (vidusakas)

and dance-master (pithamardaka) loiter about, and
love-revelling is associated with chanting of music and
song. His various encounters with the characters,

who are not made visible to the audience, offer to our

Vilasasekhara opportunities for more or less witty

and humorous conversations and poetical descriptions.

There he sees the beautiful Kamalavati at the terrace

of her mansion:

smaramrgayurvdgurdbhdnasitdnavaklrya nakhamukhairalakan \

tarunajanahrdqyaharindnnisargataraldn grahitumudyunkte II

“With her fingers she is spreading her black hairs like

the net ofKama, the hunter, in order to entrap therein the

gazelles, the wavering hearts of young man.” He makes

his glowing declaration of love and adds to it a malicious

remark on the harlot’s mother. Proceeding further, he

meets the Brahmana-wordlmg (vipravita) Mandaraka, the

son ofMadhava, “who has misappropriated the amount

1. Edited m Km 58, 1896,

2. See above p 278
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that his father had left to his care for the purpose of per-

forming sacrifices and who has taken the vow of offering

the same to the god of love.” He makes himself full of

humour and he is comical in a seemingly heretic manner
towards young Brahmanas. One of his next meetings is

with Indumatl, who is sporting with a ball. He describes

admiringly her beauty and is envious of the ball, that she

strikes with her lotus-hands and which, while falling upon
or falling down, rests on her breasts. The beauty invites

him to an idle gossip. But laughing, he remarks that he
fears to miss the feast of his friend and advances further.

Then he utters

—

“The maiden, whom I see there at the summit of
the mansion, is awaiting her lover, who has been turned
out by the mother.

dbhati malayamarutd taralitasamvydnapallavd taruni I

carularanayctnaiaphara dambararipuvijayavaijayantwa II

This young girl looks like the victory-staff of Cupid; her
delicate mantle fluttering in the wind is the flag-cloth and her
wandering eyes are the Safara-fish set therein1 .

(Having looked carefully). Here is Vasantika, the
aughter of Madhavl. (Approaching her) Friend Vasantika,
w at arc you, sitting on the summit of the mansion,
doing there? What do you say ? “I am gazing at the
majestic beauty of the grove that has become charming
with the advent of the spring:

komalastabakanamrd cdrupallavardginl 1

makandamiha^ vdsanti samtyajya kimu sobhate II

Docs the jasmine-shrub, bent down on account of
clusters of delicate blossoms, shine forth after it has left
he mango-tree and longs for beautiful sprouts. 2”

Smiling bashfully, why are you keeping silent ?

r .

ia
,

** know your great affection for myn<m a anda. ’ Has he been expelled by the mother,

foil) in fus^mien
^^ Camcs sapharas

(sma11 but very much moving

Vlnniika f
mt®rprctat ‘ons and can also mean: “Does

"*ib the delicate tufts (ofhcrmaml
M5kanda (hcr Iovcr); bcnt down

ntle ), seeking the sweet pleasure oflove?”
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greedy of money, overpowered with the devil of old age ?

What do you say ? “That your honour knows to read
the feeling of another person”. Friend Vasantika, let

the crow caw and let the wheel of the water-mill move
along. See •

akrandanam kamukakalaratnh

karotu tavajjanam pisaci l

tathapi bhuyadiyamavyapSya

rnakandasambhogarasanubhutih fl

“Let the devil, of your mother, who is as unkind as

the night of death for the lover, just cry and bewail. Still

let this pleasure of union with Makanda be incessant.”

Our vita advances further. One of his next meetings

is with a group of female dancers who are going to some
drama-hall In order to enjoy their presence he visits

his friend the dance-master Gunadatta, praises his method
of dance-trainmg and does not feel ashamed in giving

expression to his sentiment of love for a dancing girl.

Then an enchanting swing-song strikes his ear. His

friend Makaranda celebrates the spring-swing festival in

the company of his beloved. The vita comes nearer,

admires the beauty and repeats the swing-song that

she sings1 In the meantime it is noon and the vita rushes

forth into the garden of his girl-friend Candravati, on

account of heat After he has some chat for a little

while, he moves further and meets a realistically described

old woman, for whom he utters the proverb : vrddha

vdravilasinl vanari bhavati, “an old harlot becomes a she-

monkey”. She has m her grip a young man, “who had

married” her daughter six months ago without discharging

his monetary obligations; she is draggmg him to a court

of law. Our vita interferes in the quarrel as a mediator.

It is followed by a description of a ram-fight, of k cock-

fight, of a fight between two wrestlers, and of a bloody

fight that takes place between two rivals Then he meets

one of his old beloved, who reminds him of his amorous

pleasure of the last night. Then he listens to the wonder-

ful and charming sweet tune of the harp of beautiful

i It is a Prakrit-song, the only Prakrit passage found in the bhana.
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Mafijubhaslnl, till when it is evening. Now it is time to

attend the festival of his female-friend. He describes

the splendidly decorated hall in which his female friend

is celebrating the feast of her loving daughter. He praises

her beauty. His woman-friend hurls herself upon him
for embracing him. He wishes happiness to her daughter

and finishes with the usual concluding dramatic song that

is as erotic as the nandi in its content.

This monologue is not wanting in poetically beautiftil

passages— at least according to the Indian conception ofornate
poetry still the limits in respect of obscenity, the limits that can
be tolerated by western taste are transgressed more than once.

There are other bhanas, that are of the same type
and of similar contents, that have come to be known up to
this time1 . Even the Mukundananda ofKasipati
Kaviraja 2

, [who lived in the early part of the 18th
century in the court of Nanjaraja of Mysore], in which Krsna
has an unendingly long and mostly erotic conversation
in verse and prose with his male and female friends (who do

(See L6vifa55
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not appear on the stage), makes little distinction between
God Krsna and common worldlings such as appear in other
bhanas.

Almost none of the prahasanas or comedies of earlier

ages has come down to us, and even of the productions of recent
days only a few have been printed1

Sankhadhara of Kannauja wrote the comedy
Latakamelaka, “The Association of Scoundrels”2

,

for the entertainment of his king and patron Gavmdacandra
in a spring festival, probably in between 1113 and 1143 A D.
The famous Dhurtasamagama,” “The Meeting of

the Rogues”3 ofjyotirisvara Kavisekhara, son

of Dhlresvara is a work of later years The contents of this

piece may be summarised as follows —
The student Duracara makes a confession before his

teacher,the mendicant Visvanagara, that he loves the harlot

Anangasena, at which the teacher creates m him the im-

pression that he too is in love with the beautiful Suratapriya.

The teacher and the disciple both go in for common begg-

ing. This brings them into the house ofAnangasena The

teacher is so much charmed at her sight that he wishes

i . Many more may probably be existing in manuscripts B Q h I e r

once told Winternitz that he had brought with him very many prahasanas

from India, but he was not thinking ofpublishing them on account of their

being too obscene To an earlier age (7th century AD) belongs the

Mattavil asa-prahasanaof Mahendravikramavarman
(edited by G an ap a ti mTSS, No 55, 1917) It is oflittle literary value

2 Published m Km. 20, 1889

3 Edited by Chr Lassen m the Anthologia Sanscritica (Bonn

1838), pp 66-g6, 116-130 andbyC Cappellcr, Jena 1883 According

toHaraprasad. Report I, p 23, it was written in 1324 AD Lassen
places it m the 2nd half of the 15th century Cf Levi 252 f [Keith,
HSL, p 261 has given the following account about this work^— ofmuch later

date is the well-known Dhurtasamagama of Jvotirfsv ara Kavisekhara, son

of DhaneSvara, grandson of RameSvar-i of the family of Dhlresvara, who
wrote under the Vyayanagara-king Narasimha (A D 1487-1507), though a

Nepalese manuscript makes his father Dhlrasimha and his pation Harasimha,

who has been identified implausibly with Harisunha of Simraon (AD 1324)

S K De, HSL, p 497 —“The Meeting ofKnaves” of the Maithila Jyot.ris-

vara Kavisekhara, son of Dhanesvara, grandson of Ramesvara of the family

of Dhlresvara, was composed under King Harasimha or Hansimha of the

Kamata-family, who ruled m Mithila during the first quarter of the 14th

century. But the relevant lines read- rameharasya pautnna taUabhaialah

paoitraklrterdhiresvarasyalmajcna kamsekhaiacarya-jyohTihanna vuacitam dhurlasama-

gamam nama natakam So Jyotinsvara was a son of Ramesvara and a

grandson of Dhlresvara Cf S K Chatlciji, Introduction to

Varnaratnakara, p XV ]
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to take her into his own possession and thus incurs the dis-

pleasure of his disciple. They fall in violent quarrel. With
the intention of getting rid of both of them the harlot

goes to a court of arbitration. They approach the Brah-

mana Asajjatimisra. who tries to arrive at a decision in

respect of this difficult case of arbitration. The act II

takes us into the house of this gallant Brahmana, who even
enters into a philosophical discourse with the vidusaka
in which the former asserts that the essence of life consists

in the enjoyment of love, whilst the latter maintains the

view that theft of money belonging to another person is

not less heinous than enjoyment to another man’s wife. In
the meanwhile there comes the mendicant with his disciple.

They place before the arbitrator their points of difference.
Then Asajjatimisra is moved at the beauty of the harlotand
he orders that she must stay with him till he arrives at a
decision. While she is staying in his house, the vidusaka
tries to obtain her. At this stage the barber Mulana-
saka arrives and asks Vasantasena to clear the debt that
she owes to him. She refers him to Asajjati, who pays him
out of his pupils’s purse. Then the Brahmana requests
the barber to shave his hairs and pair his nails. But
t ic barber chains his hands and feet* and runs away.

i
-

G ®r^imana cries for help and the vidusaka sets
him free.

_
A still worse company we meet with in the farce Has-

rH-KM-f

11 a
»
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comedy Dhurtanataka 1
, that ridicules the Saiva

ascetics, one of whom had fallen in love with a dancing girl

2

.

One Pandit Gopinatha is the author of the comedyKau tukasarvasva, that was played on the occasion
of the autumn festival during the Durgapuja in Bengal (we
know not when). The drama is rather a satire on kings and
their ministers than on religious men

Another satire on the kings is the drama Kautuka-
ratnakara’ofa poet, who calls himself Kavitarkika,
son of Vanlnatha. He was the chief priest of King Laksmana
Manikyadeva [end of the 16th century AD]. The hero
is a silly king whose wife is kidnapped away and who
utilizes the services of all sorts of scoundrels and fools for her
recovery Even the names of characters of this piece are comical.

Thus the chiefpriest’s name is Acarakalakuta (“poison of disci-

pline”), the name of a guard of the harem is Pracandcasepha,
the military general is Samarakatara (“terrified in battle”),

and the police officer is Susilantaka (“ender of courtesy”) and
the doctor is Vyadhivardhaka ("increaser of disease”).

Even these farces are composed in the language of ornate

poetry, and not unoften even in a bombastic style It can,

however, be hardly doubted that these too have been written for

the purpose of offering amusements in courts and that on the

model of popular farces already present in popular dialects

[Here a mention has to be made of the four one-act

monologue plays that were discovered and printed as late as

1922. They have been included in a single volume under

the title GaturbhanI

4

. The titles of these four bhanas

1 According to W

1

1 s o n II, 407 the drama is not an attractive

production, but at the same time it is less vulgar than other prahasanas

what Klei ,.(Geschichte des Dramas III, 371 f ) has described in the words

"The farce has the merit of a bald-head that is free from noxious insects and

hairs at the same time” [ On Samaraja D i k s 1 1 a’s age (latter part of

the 17th century) and his works, see S K D e , Sanskrit Poetics, I, p 320

and P K G o d e ABORI, X, p 158 f ]

2 Cf Wilson II 410 ff, C Cappeller in the GurupOja-

kaumudi, (Festschrift A Weber, Leipzig, 1896) p 59 ff [Ed. Rarna-
candra Tarkalamkara, Calcutta 1828 Dacca University Mb
No 1580 D ] . _ „ , _ , T ,

3. Extracts in Cappeller, ibid 62 f. and Eggeling Ind.

Off Cat p 1618 ff [and Dacca University MS No 1821 ]

4. Ed Ramakrsna Kavi and S K Ramanatha
S as tri , Sivapuri, Tnchur. Edited again under the title brngarahata by

Moticandra and V as u d e v a s ar an a Agravala, Bombay
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arc Dhurtavitasamvada, “The Dialogue between
the Rouge and the Rake”, Ubhayabhisarika, “The
Drama of the Girl who meets two lovers”, The Padma-
p r a b h r t a k a, and the Padataditaka, “The Drama of
the Kicked.” We know nothing about the authorship ofany one
of the first three bhanas, and about the fourth we know from its

colophon that its author was one Udicya § y a m 1 1 a k a ,

son of VUveSavaradalta1
. The other three dramas are attributed

to as follows:—the Padmaprabhrtaka to !§ u d r a k a
, the

Dhurtavitasamvada to Isvaradatta and the Ubhaya-
bhisarika to Vararuci. But this attribution is based on a
single traditional stanza2 that is mentioned in the introduction
to the Caturbhanl by Us editors and said to have been found at
the end of Padmaprabhrtaka.

In the opinion of scholars the, probable age of these
tanas falls in about the 5th century A.D., and m any case none

of them was written later than the 10th century A. D.3
,

especially as the Padataditaka is quoted by authors who, lived
not later than that century.

Except m the Dhurtavitasamvada, the hero is not
the vita but a friend of the vita. This fnend-hero does not
appear before the audience, but all that he does is reported

> Hie vita on the stage on which he alone makes hisj™"' In CTraSt ,0 other monologue plays,, these

of U e vrC T ^ deSC
.

riP‘ions °f amorous adventu.es

in them.

a
* btlt ° t lCr l°P1CS °f mtercst to° are introduced4

A mention may here be made of the B h a g a v a j j u -

tnm!.i!ed into English by S u h u ? an
£ notcs Ubhayabhisarika

I27-IJ7, Tim Padmaprabhml S c n

,

Calcutta Review 1926, p,b'J.K A l,o man, Amsterdam r
’ English translation, etc.

k-i', Ed Moncandra. ' ^5 * For Bibliography sec Appendix

= The
I

«TO°,

,"d
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‘rml “dthe Damakaprahasana 2 of unknown
authors and age. In the former Sandilya, a discmle of
a Buddhist saint, falls in love with Ajjuka, a prostitute^ who" b

// f

nake and d‘“' The saint’s soul enters into
the body of Ajjuka with the intention of setting the mind of
lus disctple on proper line The soul of Ajjuka is put through
mistake of Yama s agent into the body of the saint. Now with
the soul of the samt Ajjuka behaves like the saint and the body
of the samt with the soul of Ajjuka behaves like the latter to
the grea t astonishment of eveiybody. But Yama’s agent becomes
aware of the mistake, and the two souls are let re-enter into
their proper bodies. The Damakaprahasana is an imitation of
the usual type of the vidusaka episode of a drama, and perhaps
it is part of another drama, and not an independent
work The Natavataprahasana 3 was written by
one Yadunandana, son of Vasudeva Gayani It is of
an unknown date. It does not conform to the requirements of
a prahasana and does noc present any noteworthy literary
quality. ]

NARRATIVE LITERATURE
Tales, fables and stories belong to the best productions

of the Indian mind and they were elevated to the status of real
literature m India earlier and in a much greater measure than
among the other civilized countries As we have already seen
above, they occupy not only a prominent position m respect of
religious books of the Buddhist and the Jamas4

, but also in

respect ofornate poetry, they are not of an inferior standing.

1 Editions—

A

Banerji-Sastri, JBORS, 1924, with a
commentary by P Anujan Achan, Cochin 1925 Prabhakara
Sastrl Madras 1925

2 Ed K Venkataramaiastri, Lahore j 926 See also
Jolly m Festgabe G a r b e ,

Erlangen 1927, p 1
1
5-121

3 Ed Granthamala, Bombay 1887

4 We can hardly arrive at a decision as to whether the Buddhists
cr theJamas had contributed more towards development of the Indian narra-
tive literature and towards circulation of Indian stories In any case it is an
exaggeration to say, as assumed by Hertcl, that we ought to be grateful
to the Jamas, “due to whom we possess simple excellent prose of the type of
narrative literature” (Geist des Ostens 1, 1913, p 185 ) It can never be true,
since we find the use of Sanskrit m Jama literature first of all in the 9th
century A D

, when Sanskrit prose had long before become fully developed.
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For the people of the West in many respects these tales, etc. are

more valuable than all other branches of Indian ornate poetry.

When one reads the court-epics, m which the same o

narrative materials arc repeated again and again and the

dramas, that, with a few exceptions, contain the same themes

over and again, with which we have already become familiar m

the epic, whilst m the comedies the same intrigues are repeated

with minor deviations according to certain pattern, one could

be led to believe easily that Indians lacked in creative gemous

as such. What a great difference m narrative literature ! What

an inexhaustible phantasy in creatmg wonderful intricacies in

stories l How much of spirit and wit in respect of inventing

sober and comic scenes m the fable: what an abundance o

increasing new materials m stories, novels and fictions1 ! Unlike

other types of Indian poetical works, in this narrative literature

the tendency is not to delineate only the stereotyped figures, but

we meet here quite often several types of people—m fables men

m the guise of animals—that exhibit a distinct physiognomy.

And these men arc not only virtuous kings or bold warriors,

or beautiful and loving princesses and venerable priests, as

in the epics and mostly in dramas too, but also people from

other spheres of life, viz farmers, manual workers, salesmen,

artisans', and all sorts of people like jugglers, swindlers, rascals,

selfish Brahmanas, hypocrite monks, harlots and procuresses.

Lastly, no branch of Indian ornate poetry has exercised so great

an influence on foreign literatures and has become so much
important for world literature as the narrative

liu rature. It is most w’onderful that the Indian narrative

material has passed from nation to nation in such a way that

we find in almost all the countries of Europe and Asia and
even among those of Africa, stories and tales of which the

original home was in India. And the fact is that not only have
individual stories, per hazard, found their way from India into

other countries thiough oral transmission by traders and tourists,

but the entire bulk of Indian books, as we shall sec, have through
Kamlinous become common to the people of different countries.

For a long lime it was generally believed that India was the

Lj,,! , I J
** ev cn. “Das IniHsche Marchen” m the Preu?s.

ijMMtnc literature^
^ scls down fine characteristics of Indian
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birth place of all tales. But with advancement of our
knowledge of folklore and ethnology this theory has been com-
pletely exploded. But the fact still remains that many tales

of different nations have had their original home m India
Long before the existence of bigger narrative

works in Indian literature, it was possessed of all sorts of
tales and stories that offered amusement to the people. Besides
there were stray fables that were invented for teaching religious

or worldly lessons. Tales, swangs, anecdotes and stories that

were m circulation among the people for a long time and
the fables that were included m different places m literary

works formed partly the source and partly the model
for stories contained in narrative works In India, as in

other countries, tales and stories have occupied in all the ages

the same place as the so-called light literature does during

the modern days1
. Tales are different from myths, that

almost always try to explain something and satisfy some urge

for knowledge or a religious necessity m the same manner as

from the fable, that always tries to teach and follows the pada-

gogical objective m one or the other way. Hence it comes that

tales and stones had been in existence among the people long

before they found entry into literature and that they found

their place first of all m Piaknt literature2,
whilst the fable

originatedm literature itself, andm ail probability it belonged to

Sanskrit literature from its very beginning However, it is also

probable that the animal fable sprang up from animal

tales, and the former added to itself short gnomic stanzas,

that are instructive sentences. There are many gnomic

stanzas that at the same time contain fables tti nuce. These

gnomic stanzas are very often placed at the top of the stories,

just like the titles in the narrative literature of the West3
.

1

Cf Ben fey, Kleinere Schnften II, 158, Jacobi, GGA
1892, 632

2 Cf J a c o b 1 ,
ZDMG 48, 416

3 About Indian fables, the opinion of K Mu lie nhoff (Zcit-

schnftf deutsches Alterlum, N F 6, 1875, p 1 ) on
, fabks

literally holds good “Many old German proverbs c°ntaan small

KSbS, etf
1Sr stanzas
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“Sprichwort” (proverb) m respect of India
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NARRATIVE LITERATURE
3oS

Satyakama, who receives by turn instructions from a bull,
from a flamingo and a swan1

, can hardly be called fables.

In Indian literature we come by the earliest fables in the
Mahabharata, and in fact, in the epic proper, as also in book
2£II8 . The existence of fables in India in the 3rd century
B. G. is proved by the reliefs on the stupa of Bharhut (2nd
century B. C.8

.) As regards their currency during the age of the
grammarian Patafijali in the 2nd century B. G. the evidence is

to be found in learned formations like kakataliyam “unexpected,

as in the fable of the crow that was killed by a palm-fruit fall-

ing down” and ajakrpdmyam “m the manner of the she-goat

and the dagger” or in “that of the she-goat killed by a dagger

4

.”

Incase we now review the actually existing narrative

literature of India, we can divide it under the following

groups:

—

1. A great mass of popular tales, stories and swangs,

that we now know in a larger number, meant only for spiritual

or worldly objective, that were originally circulating just

orally. They are found in popular languages, and not only

in Sanskrit.

2. Collections of stories that were gathered together for

religious propaganda by some compilator or compilators. To
this class belong the jatakas and other story-books of the

Buddhists and the Jainas, that were no doubt told for the

satisfaction of the people®.

1. Chandogya—Up 4, 1; 5; 7; 8.

2. Cf above, I, 349 f , trans 405 ff; Mahabhaiata 8, 39 and 41

J

Holtzmann, Das Mahabharata, IV, 88 ff. Probably m the Mah-
abharata 12, 1-130 we may find the precursor of the Pancatantra

3. See above II,' 13 and 102; transl. p 17 and 127.

4. Mahabha?ya, on Pan 2, 1, 3 and 5, 3, 106 f Gf Weber, Ind.

Stud. 13, 486. It is noteworthy that in the KauplIya-ArthaSastra, animal-

tales are not mentioned “As against this, throughout there abound political

maxims and epigrammatic expressions that bear comparison with natural

kingdom, living and not-living, in which we are to find the rudiments of

political fables (Her tel, WZKM, 24, 1910,421).

5. In a more limited measure, the Brahmanas, the Brahmapical sects

and schools make use of this very method. Such is the way of teaching of the

Samkhya in respect of elaboration of basic principles by means of stones.

Therefore, the SamkhyaSastra contains a section on narrative (akhyayi-

kadhyaya), see Sankhyapravacanabhasya, translated frorn Sanskrit mo
German by R Garbe, (AKM IX, 3, P 25 * ff and Jacobi, SBA

1911, (P. 270).

Wmtemitz, History of Indian Literature, Vol III, 20.
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3. Narrative works in Sanskrit that pursue the express

objective of teaching political principles and wordly wisdom.

Of this type is the Paficatantra in its numerous recensions, and

redactions.

4. Narrative works, that offer crude entertainment

(didactical subsidiary objective excepted ) in the form of

fictions with intercalated stories, firstly in Prakrit and later in

Sa-iskrit too. To this class belong the Brhatkatha with its later

rc< actions, the Vetalapancavimsati, Sukasaptati and others.

5. Fictions and novels in Sanskrit ornate prose (Da£a-

ku.naracarita, Vasavadatta and Kadambarl)

.

The works of the last three groups are not compilations

but compositions in ornate poetry, of which the authors try to

build their narrative stuff partly from the first two groups and
partly invent it independently. But in any case they have to

make efforts in framing and arranging them in the form of an
independent work. The popular and generally usual form of

narrative work is the so-called “intercalation1 ”.

In a frame-story arc included stories in a small or large number,
and each of such stones can in turn serve as a frame for one or
more other stories. In every kind of Indian narratiye work
we find talcs, fables and stories beside one another. In the
middle of a narrative, that has purely the affairs of
human-being as the subject-matter, we always find also talcs,
relating to the world of wonder and witchcraft of super-
human beings, and a n i m a 1 - s t o r i e s

, in which human
behaviours arc carried over to the animal world2

. In the
narrative works, that pursue some padagogical objective,
natura

> the fable piedominates, and the tale prevails in
vvor 's o light literature. Hence the latter too are far more
c tpen ent upon popular narratives and tales than the former do.
» mcc t ic a i cs and stories, that arc meant to inculcate a politi-

wor
) wisdom, arc generally the creation of a poetical

iutfrralaUoM and also con«en.,rn»
l lC puranas too> wo find a certain type of

It ti ju>t a refinement of thu ivu ”?7at,vc
P
glvcn m thc first person (I-story )-

J’srtiites hu «on, but »ome ft

1

??
tural 1>TC of narration, when not only thc hero

a. iB’tX " IT
rSOn5

f
S Ydl *ttl1 thcir ^ones.

toncrpvua of viorlri thf
Hpocrstandable, since according to the Indian

sodsdam-c^ forms of creation are equally alike,

<1 uL'ttir. b ft
m

fn and the difference is not
t/ repealed hntl * 14 capable of being levelled in course
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personality and not popular in the real sense of the term1.
They became popular in course of time, as has probably been
the case with the stories of the Pancatantra and with the
Aesopean fables. As against this, the tales have generally
been popular, inasmuch as they spring up directly from the
heart of the people, that is from religious ideas and myths,
from popular belief in witchcraft and from the whim of story-
telling men and women, drawn from the common people. In
most cases there is no objective other than to cause amusement
to one’s ownself or to others2 .

The common name for all the different types of narratives
in Sanskrit is akhyayika “little story, small narrative”

and k a t h a , “conversation, entertainment, narrative”.

In manuals of poetics attempt is probably made to distinguish

between these two terms and to employ each of them
for two different kinds of composition m prose; yet the

authors of these manuals are not all alone m the respect

of their use3
.

THE PANCATANTRA IN ITS OLDEST TEXT-FORM

No work of Indian literature- has so long and eventful

a history as the Pancatantra. The credit of making its history

clear goes to the greatest extent to two researchers: T h e o d e r

Ben fey 4
, who has followed the course of history of this

work beyond India in its travel into different regions of world

i. Similarly already B e n f c y ,
Pantschatantra I, 103.

2 That does not stop even moral ideas incidentally finding

expression in these tales and stories, when they are turned into ornate poetry.

Down upto present times Indian poets have remained a particular class of

teachers ofmorah ty

3. Kavyadarsa 1, 23-28; Dhvanyaloka 3, 7 f Patanjali (on Pamni

4, 3, 87 Vartt 1 ) gives as examples of akhyayika the titles of work that arc

probably fictions. VaSavadatta, Sumanottara and Bhaim^athi Baijacal s

his historical novel Harsacanta an akhyayika, while he has referred to his

romantic fiction Kadambari as a katha. In the Pancatantra smgle ories^

called katha In the Kathasaritsagara, the stones are S««ally gUed

katha, and several times also akhyayika Ksemendra m the Katha^anl*agara

mentions katha as the chief narrative and akhyayika, the intercalated stones

(SeeS K D e, m BSUS, III, P 3<>7 f
, ,

a Pantschatantra. funf Bucher wdischer Fablcn, Marchcn und

ErzShlungen Aus dem Sanskrit ubersetezt mit Eraleitung und Anmer-

kungan I. II Leipzig 1859
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literature and Johannes Hertel 1
, who has elucidated

the history of the Paficatantra in India itself through critical

editions of the most important relevant texts and with a large

number of scientific researches. [Another scholar, who has

succeeded In going back to the primary Paficatantra
is Franklin Edgerton 2

, who has further examined

in detail the different available versions of the work].

It is just too easily understandable that the original form of

the text of a work that consists of a large number of single stories

and gnomic stanzas, in course of its long history, has undergone

alterations in a very strong measure. Thence it is evident that in

such a work new stories and new epigrams have got included in a

large number, that the stories, that did not please later redactors

have been replaced by others, and that some ambitious writers

have effected real or supposed improvements, refinements,

intentional alterations—new motifs. But in spite of all changes
that the Paficatantra has undergone in its cenluries-long course,

it has not altogether obliterated its original character. It has
always remained, according to its original plan, a work of which
the objective has obviously remained to teach in a pleasing
style what the Indians call the nxtiSastra, “the science
of conduct i.e. the art of administration, and which is called
also by another name—a rthaSastra, “the science of
worldly gains ’. In other words, the Paficatantra has from
the very beginning been a work, that was meant to teach the
art of administration and wordly wisdom through fables,
stories and epigrams. In its original form it was used for
teaching of p r i n c c s

, as it is mentioned in the introduction
(kathamukha) found in all the extant versions. But in later-
day redactions, it has rather become a book of training mainly

« «

t antra ^a^mi"sche Rezension des Pafica-

Fsujun;? des Paficatantra a„« rW e
PZ1

£
I9°* ; TantrSkhyayika, the altcste

Annurltmsen I, "L u£L
' X * bcrsc '2t m,t Ernie,tung und

1910; Paficatantra. seine G^clfirW thc same published, Berlin
inn rr w . „ .

'
?
c u«chichte und seme Verb,eitnner. *n/( Rwlin

Test,
P
IntILj

* aaca tantrn Reconstructed,...
PP IUS

' Inlroductl0a
Translation. New Havan 1934 .

1
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for youth, and not only for that of princes

1

. Purely moral
stories were added into later redactions, and there too not in
a considerable number.

The original text ofthe Paficatantra, commonly mentioned
as the “primary work”, is in fact no more available to us, yet
we are in a position to arrive at a well-grounded conclusion

with regard to its condition with the help of the still—extant or
deduced oldest redactions of the work. The redac-

tions are

:

(1 ) the T antrfikhyayika, that is preserved

for us in an older recension and a younger one1.

(2) The text that was translated into Pahlavi3 in

about 570 A D. Actually neither this text nor its Pahlavi
translation is available by itself. But we are able to

draw a conclusion posteriorly about the existence of the Pahlavi

translation and its Sanskrit original4 on the basis of the transla-

tions into Syriac

5

and into Arabic® made from Pahlavi, as also

from the European renderings made from Arabic.

(3)

An extract from the Paficatantra, that was included

in the Kashmirian Brhatkatha, that is now
lost to us and is preserved for us in the two metrical resett-

ings in Ksemendra’s Brhatkathamafijari and

Somadeva’s Kathasaritsagara 7
. The stories of the

Paficatantra are narrated without interruptions in Ksemendra,

whilst Somadeva has added a fool’s story at the end ofeach book

of the Paficatantra. It is now clear that the stories in the Brhat-

1. Her tel (ZDMG 57, 1903, 640 ) mentions the different versions

of the Pancatantra straightway as ‘’school-books” This has certain justifi-

cation now a day, when the Pancatantra and similar story-books are included

among the books that are translated into modem Indian languages and are used

in schools In many Sanskrit manuscripts is found the copyist’s remark, as

communicated toWinternitz byHertel, that the owner of the work

had got it transcribed for the study of his children.

a. See above p. 308, note 1. _ ,

3. Made by Bur zoe under the title Karafaka wa DamanaKa.

4 Details about these translations further below.

[5 Made by Bud in about 570 AD under the title Kaltlag wa

Dtmnag), edited by Schul thess, Berlin 1911 ]

[ 6. Made by Abdullah Ibnul "Muquffa", underthe title

Kahla wa Dimna, Ed Gheikho, Beyruth 1923 J

7. Brhatkathamafijari XVI, 255 ff Kathasaritsagara 60-64 Leo

V. Mankowski. Der Auszug aus dem Pancatantra

Brhatkathamafij ari, Emleitung, Text Ubersetzung und Anmerkungen,

Leipzig 1892.
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hatha have very much deviated from their original objective

and have been transformed into light literature, although the

original motif is not wholly forgotten; when Gomukha

narrates them to Prince Naravahanadatta for his education, he

remarks that even in the case of animals wisdom prevails over

strength. Neither of the two versions has any independent value,

and both of them represent the old texts of the Paficatantra of

importance, and in fad Ksemendra’s version is of less value

than that of Somadeva.1

(4) A very abridged selection “for instruction of the

boys, who have learnt little”, that is available in South Indian

manuscripts and hence called “South Indian Pafica-
t a n t r a

* * 2
. As shown by H e r t e 1 , this goes to a North-

Western abridgement made after the 7th century A D. Diffidult

passages have been excluded. The importance of this text lies

in the fact that it stands so close to the Tantrakhyayika that it

can be utilized for reproduction of the original text. Further

there exist, in a large number, enlarged and popular recensions

made from it that have contributed much towards circulation

of the work. There are several extant recensions of this

abridgement;

(5) A Nepalese Selection of Stanzas
that stands very close to the “South Indian Paficatantra” and
goes back to a north-western text. Although preserved in a
unique MS it is of importance for the purpose of criticism4.

H . , . A. SiSES&, the KathSsaritsSgara, p. 36

1

.

m. „r 15J2.f5?
Lcip”8’ ,93°‘

MH aL “fTfe’SSLS
FjiiCAfantra

mil* m*
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In respect of the text these five recensions agree among
themselves to such an extent that Her tel has rightly traced
them to a common single source, and from their correspondences
he has drawn the conclusion that theTantraTchyayika—
the only complete Sanskrit text among these recensions

—

provides the best picture of the primary work, that is to say it

stands next to the original P ancatantra

1

. Hence
generally speaking, it also holds that whatever may be said

with regard to the Tantrakhyayika is equally valid also for the

primary work of Pancatantra.

The Tantrakhyayika is now just a work of Sanskrit

ornate literature. Its prose is ornate, and as such it is especially

replete with characteristic long compounds Its verses comprise

ofplay of words, duplicity of meaning and linguistic subtleties,

that are peculiar to court ornate poetry Besides many stanzas

are composed in fully ornate metres. Yet all this is treated

with moderation. Its prose does not have the artificiality of

language that we find in the novels of Dandin, Subandhu

and Bana as well as in the Jatakamala8 ; even in the case

of verses, the artificiality in respect of metres is considerably

seldom. However, the author was a man of taste who certainly

knew well the kavya-style, but did not adopt it for the simple

1. We are not in a position to decide the question whether the title

of this primary work should be called “Tantrakhyayika” or “Pancatantra

5

.

In any case the fact remains that the work attained its highest peak of fame

in the whole of India under title Pancatantra only. The title Tantrakhyayika

(i e. Tantrakhyayikam NItisastram ) means* The Instructive Stones comprising

(of a manual of Wordly Wisdom and Art of Administration ) and the

Pancatantra means “The five Books” or “The five Instructive Sections or Boo

(comprising of a manual on the art of administration)” Cf Her e ,

WZKM 20, 1906, 81 ff, 306 ff ;
Tantrakhyayika, Ubersetzung I, 7 f

Winternitz, WZKM 25, 1911 49 ff F- W. T h om a

s

translates the

title* as “Authoritative Text (for Policy) m the form of an Akhvayika and

“Authoritative Text (of Policy ) in five (Books)”. Inaccurate is Lac a cs

rendering (m Mfclange L6vi, p 269 )* “hvre composd d histoires an

learned is the explanation ofJ a c o b 1 (GGA 1905, 383 ). Samm ung

akhyayikas m tantras”, “die in Bucher eingeteilte Erzahlungssammlung.

2. This does not refute the position that in a number of cues the

Tantrakhyayika has not only some interpolated texts but also a
,

*

3. Jacobi, GGA, 1905, 377, and-Her tel, Tanttalhgy**.

Ubersetzung I, 22, compare the Jatakamala But this belongs o
.

type: it is SdmpK in which native ornate prose _alternatesisath ornate

stanzas composed m the kavya-style.
_
The Tantrakhyayika 1

. an(J
as here the verses serve a wholly specific purpose and ha\e fc

employed in a quite special manner
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stories that he was going to narrate1. He was certainly not a poet
ofinsignificant humour and wit. It will be wholly perverse to

regard this work as a collection ofpopular stories2. Probably the
author has made use of older materials as well, but he has re-

produced them in a free and independent manner. And above
all, he has fashioned anew the peculiar class of this sort of narra-
tive. works. Although the method ofintroducing stories within
stories and of mixing prose with verse had been in vogue from
a very early age in India, still the art of framing and intercala-
tion of stories, as we find in the Tantrakhyayika, and the art
of mixing prose firstly with instructive epigrams and secondly
with verses, that in a certain measure contain the whole story in
twee, are characteristic of this work. It was also a new idea
to teach political wisdom (nlti) in this ornate manner. Besides
c poc1 as not made use of only the stories that were existing

rom
.

e ore, but he has also composed new fables and stories.
1 .ewise c as not increased the volume of his workjust with
pious quotations of stanzas, but he has himself too composed

feram.
nUmbC

\°f S‘r0phcs that occur in it. The Paficatantra
&r the first time in its later redactions,

rS*" ynot so, nor was it conceived as such’,

sneaks nr
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!
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AetorkT, -r
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!
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or nonta x/
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In the city of Mihilaropya in South India, there

ruled a king AmaraSakti, who was the wish-yielding tree

for the desire of all the needy people. His feet were

coloured with the mass of rays of pearls and diamonds of

highly exalted princes (who bowed down before him)”. He
was well versed in all the fine arts as also m arthasastra.

He had three sons, none of whom had much interest in

these sciences. Then the king summoned his council

for the p'urpose of consulting them for deciding upon

the means by which knowledge could be imparted to

those boys. And one of his courtiers pointed to Brah-

mana Visnusarman, who was thoroughly conversant with

nltisastra and had studied into other branches of know-

ledge as well. The king permitted him to come near.

Visnusarman, an old man of eighty years, “caused his

lion-roar voice to be heard...”, “the king may exile him

from his country, in case he does not in six months make

the boys expert in nltisastra”. The king and the ministers

got astonished at this inconceivable promise of the Brah-

mana. However, the king put the princes into his charge.

“And Visnusarman invented a useful method and wrote

five books for instruction. And among beasts ormen there

is none who has not been brought within the reach of his

imagination in appropriate places1.”

Each of the five books that go to form the work,

probably in its frame story, was meant to teach the main

principles of nltisastra. The frame of the first
.

book

forms the story of the fruitful effort of the cunning jackal

I. As m the introduction to the Tantrakhyjiyika, so also in all other

recensions of the Pancatantra, Visnusarman is mentioned as the author ot the

work, notwithstanding the fact that many ofthe later recensions have dineren

authors (Pumabhadra, Narayana ) B e n f e y (ibid I, 29 ff) ha? already

posed the hypoth is that the name Visnusarman has been brough m
introduction only, just to recall Visnugupta, another name 01 t»an

[ But no direct influence ofKauplya’s ArthasSstra can be traced in the an

a—S K. De, HSL, p. 86, note 1.] Hertel (Tantrakhyayika^ Uber-

t . r\__ n.ar A- a. amftvl thic nnmion TflOUCH ^tantra—

&

iv. c , uuj uuu. *• j ^ * » v * \- * • • *

setzung I, A.S; Das Pancatantra, p 7 ) has corroborated this opinion xnoug

is not improbable that Visnusarman had been the real author of the p .

work, in any case it is striking that it has been expressly said thathe
.

the book and not just narrated or explained it to boys Cf VV in *

WZKM 25, 1911, 1911, 52 ff Whether the author was a Kashmirian or

not, as assumed by Hertel (Tantr. Ubersetzung I, 23 »
ZDRl^.?%

I9
v.r*

787 ff ), in the opinion ofW., it is doubtful, as is also the case rath F. "•

Thomas JRAS 1910, 974

f
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author has an old fable, that we meet with for the first

time in the Mahabharata1
, where it is told how the surviv-

ing Kauravas were resting under a tree, on which owls
had their nest and how at night crows came and killed

the owls. This is an occasion for making a reference to the
nocturnal attack on the camp of the Pandavas and to the
bloody killing of the whole of the epic. On the basis of
the highly simple story of the Mahabharata, the author of
the Tantrakhyayika has worked out the tales of the fight

of the crows and the owls, of the slyness of the minister,

the crow, of the destruction of the fort of the owls and of

killing of their inmates with the highest skill, whilst he has

included a large number of lessons on the different types

of ministers, on their duties, on the relationship of the

king and his ministers, and on making of war as well on

the use of tricks and bravery in war. Closely connected

with the frame-story is the fable of the selection of the

king of birds that has resulted in enemity of the owls

and the crows—an old well-known tale in world-litera-

ture. Other intercalated stories are the fables of the

ass in the hide of a panther, meant to demonstrate the

harm of talkativeness, the fable ofthe hare and the elephant

meant to show that even a weak animal can defeat a

mighty master too through craft, the tale of the rat that

was transformed into a girl who did not consider even the

sun, the cloud, the wind and the mountain suitable to be

her husband and finally selected a rat for her groom, etc

The frame-story of book IV goes to show how a

fool is deceived when he speaks about a business that he

has undertaken in response to false words As an illus-

tration ofit serves the fable ofthe crocodile and the monkey,

who pretends that he has hung his heart on a tree

The mtercalated-story of the ass without heart and ears

teaches the same moral

The frame-story of the fifth book forms in the

Tantrakhyayika the touching story of innocently killed

mongoose, that is meant to serve as a naming against

i Parvan X see above I, 312, transl p 368 and B cafe y_I>

ff- It is noteworthy that Kamandaki (Nitisara IX 40) refers to the tight 01

the owls and the crow s in the Mahabharata and to that in the Pancatantra
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thoughtless action. The same moral is taught also by
the intercalated story of the Brahmana who was b'uildine’
a castle in the air.

6
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In case the history of the nltisastra had been
already clear, we would have a chance for determination

of the course of development of the Tantrakhyayika and of

the oldest recension of the Paficatantra. But unfortunately we
are not in a position to determine the measure in which Kau-
tiliya-ArthaSastra is the genuine work of Canakya, the minister

of King Gandragupta. All that we can say is that the

Tantrakhyayika did not originate before the age of Canakya,

that is the 3rd century B.G. Provisionally this only may be

stated that the Paficatantra had become a famous work

already in the 6th century A.D., that under an order of King

Chosru Anoshirwan (531-579 A.D.) it was translated into

Pahlavi, and that as early as 570 A.D. a Syriac translation from

Pahlavi was ready. We would be able to arrive at the truth

at least approximately in case we could put the age of its writing

between 300 and 400 A.D. The Tantrakhyayika apparently

creates an antiquarian impression, and without doubt it is one

of the oldest works of Indian ornate poetry1 . But since there

are doubtless interpolations even in older recensions of

the Tantrakhyayika, the age of the primary constituent of

the Paficatantra has to be placed earliei than that of the

Tantrakhyayika.

We are not in a position to arrive at a chronological

conclusion from the religious and otherwise cultural conditions

as presumed in the Tantrakhyayika. Among the religious

ideas we find nothing that could particularly be very old.

The general social hfe, as described, is Brahmanical with

Vaisnava tendencies. In respect of mythology we find the

common epic-puranic divine world, as it is commonly described

in ornate poetry. The minister is usually a Brahmana. Brah-

manas are fed on the full-moon and new-moon days. The

l. As the “oldest of the extant work of Indian ornate poetry

(H e r t e 1 , Tantrakhyayika, Ubersetzung I, 22 ), we need not point to the

Tantrakhyayika The poems of ASvaghosa are older. The often recurring

word dinara (denarius) proves that it was written after the 2nd century •

The word rupaka that occurs once (text p 157, Ime 5 ) is mention
^

as a go

com for the first time in Aryabhata (bom 476 AD), but rupa, pic 5®

older, see Lu d ers, SBA.9.9,p 74 9 f The auto of the Tentakbfo-

yika considers the Mahabharata as an authoritative wor ,
sl
^
ce
^
a n

verses, (for example II, 103-106) are quoted as of“Vedavyasa
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Brahmanical order has attained its perfection. Killing of a

Brahmana is considered a grave offence. In brief we find

ourselves in the Brahmanical world. Only in this sense the work

can be said to be ‘‘Brahmanical”, but not in any way in the

sense that it has any kind of Brahmanical colouring or in the

sense that it aims at propagation of Brahmanical influence.

Religious ideas stand wholly far away from the author. Brahma-

nas and priesthood are not by all means spoken in very good

terms. A greedy wandering monk is the hero of the third story

of hook I. The cat in the fourth story of book III is the type

of the sanctimonious ascetic. In the epigram IV, 13 the greedy

nature of Brahmanas has been alluded to :

dharmamartham ca kamath ca tritayam yobhivdtichaii 1

sonklapdmh pasycta brdhmanam nrpatim striyam U

“He who is in quest of the triad;

Who strives m quest of religion.

In quest of gold and in quest of love,

Must not go empty-handed
To the priest, to the king and to his wife.”

In the Tantrakhyayika there is no allusion to Buddhism,
fliis lias been observed by B c n f e y . He has further
elaborated that the Pancatantra has a Buddhist origin. But
today this must be considered to have been fully refuted. The
very nature of the book as a manual of politics shows that it

cm never be a Buddhist work, since Buddhists have never
ailmiltt cl the justification for any effort made for earthly
piosperit} and for earthly power as presupposed in mtisastrah
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The ethical standpoint of the Tantrakhyayika too is basi-

cally different from that of Buddhism The virtues of the
common man are the same as those of a responsible head of a
family. Fidelity to friends and hospitability are particularly

esteemed high. But the real morality of chivalry, essentially

different from the morality of asceticism, holds good also for

the Icing and the warrior. Their duty is to fight morder to enter

into the heaven. The pigeon-king Citragriva of book II is

the model of heroes and prmces - faithful, courageous, sacrific-

ing, but not peace-loving. Even the blessings of contentment

is praised, as m verses, II, 78 ff., or when in II, 83, it is

said:
*‘What is religion ? Kindness towards the being”, it

is not to be interpreted from the standpoint of ascetic -moral-

ity, but from that of the fighter, who is not obliged to save all

the animals
(
ahimsa), but only the weak, who have resigned

into his care and have been assured of protection and security

{ 1abhaya ).

Notwithstanding the fact that the Tantrakhyayika does

not deny that its aim it to teach administrative and wordly

wisdom, great stress is laid on the narration of entertaining

stories. In the matter of transformation of an animal-tale into

an animal-fable, there is still left behind much of the original,

that is not even touched by the didactic tendency1 . The

stories are not always well-knitted together2. For the author

it is ofmuch more importance to bring in a beautiful story than

to set nicely his interpolation We must keep this thing always

before our mind when the question is raised whether a story in

a Paficatantra-recension is “genuine” or “spurious,” 1 e.

whether it belongs to the primary work or not. We should

not declare each story as has been inappropriately or forcibly

inserted into the collection as spurious. Above all we are not

in a position to differentiate between individual stones on the

basis of their being genuine or spunous Generally speaking,

it may probably be taken as correct that the subject-matter and

the extent of the basic work are capable of being deduced from

the whole of the oldest recension Thus for example, ff a story

1. Thus the story ofHiranyaka’s experiences (II, 1 ) ha?
incidentally also the instructive tendency Primarily it is an amtn

.

story of the courser-bird (I-,io ), who humiliated the ocean, is more

tale than a niti-teaching fable

2. Thus for example, I, 2 and I, 5
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docs not occur in all the recensions, but only in some of the old
ones, it remains doubtful whether we can include it in the
text of the primary work. Reversely, it is not impossible that
an old story may have found place just in one of the younger
recensions of the Paficatantra1 .

In the case ofepigrams it is still more difficult to determine
whether they belong to the original text of the Paficatantra'or if
they have been interpolated later than it is in the case of the
stones. The various recensions of the Paficatantra strongly differ
rtom one another in respect of epigrams, and in later recensions
theqngrams occur not only more frequently, but also appear

Tintr^r-
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work of the Paficatantra. In any case the epigram sccnstitut*

the essential part of the work, and many of them, on accoun
of their wit and humour are not less noteworthy than the fable

and stones. Here are some of the examples.

—

rdjanamapt sevante visamapyupabhuHjaie 1

' ramante ca saha strlbhih kusalah khalu manavdh u (1,27)
“The wise men serve ihe king,

They can swallow even poison,

They enjoy the company of women.”
yadasakyam na tacchakyam yacchakyam sakyameva tat 1

nodake sakatam yati na nava gamyate sthale ii (II, 20)
“What is not possible is impossible;

What is possible is possible;

A cart does not move m water;

One cannot travel on a boat on land.”

sarvah sampattayastasya samtustam yasya mdnasam 1

upanadgudhapadasya sarva carmavrlaiva bhrih || (II, 79).

“He who is mentally content,

For him everything is prosperity :

He who has covered his feet with shoes.

For him the entire earth is covered with leather.”

Later Redactions of the Paficatantra.

None of the old texts of the Paficatantra has been so

popular and has had such a wide circulation in India as the

so-called “Textus simplicior ,,
, that is the recen-

sion of the text that has been best known in Europe and that

for the longest time and up to the time of discovery of the

Tantrakhyayika was considered to be the Paficatantra1 . It is

wholly a new redaction of the old work, rather a completely

new work. A lage number of recently written stories and

stanzas have been brought in, whilst many of the stanzas

occurring m old recensions have been left out. The stones

1. The complete title of the “Textus Simphcior”, as also of “Textus

Omatior”. is “Das Lehrbuch der Regierungskunst Namens Pancakhyanaka,

mit anderen Namen Paucatantra” The “Textus simphcior has been edited

by F Kielhorn and G Buhler, BSS I, HI, V ; translated

into German by L F r 1 1 z e ,
Leipzig 1884 Cf H e r t c 1 , Das Panca-

tantra, p. 70 ff

Wintermtz—History of Indian Literature, Vol III, 21.
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arc narrated in a clearer and simpler language, mostly in a

better style, and always they are longer and more comfortable

than in the Tantrakhyayika. Particularly in books IV and V,
that contain only a few stories in the Tantrakhyayika, there

have been interpolated1
, in a large number narratives, tales

and also pomographical stories, that certainly originated in a
wholly different region of stories and possibly have been taken
from other books or from popular oral tradition.

Of this text, according to Hertel, there are two
recensions that “differ very little in respect of the subject-matter,
but almost throughout in respect of the language.” The
same researcher has proved that this "Textus simplicior”
ultimately goes back to the same North-Western text, to which
goes back probably the Pahlavi translation, as also the redaction
from which has been abridged the Southern Paficatantra. This
text must have been current for a long time in North-West
India, before a redactor gave to it the present form2

. Hertel 3

has also made it probable that this redactor, whose name is not
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one intrigue-story, a witty anecdote, one story about adultery
and one story of fools. One of the most famous tales is that of
the Weaver asVisnu (I, 5), of which the subject-matter
is briefly reproduced here below:

—

A weaver falls in love with a wonderfully beautiful

princess. His friend, a cart-wright, helps him to have a
meeting with her. He makes a wooden Garuda1 that can
fly*in the air. The weaver mourits him, having assumed
the form of God Visnu, and one night he enters into the

palace of the princess through a window. She takes him
to be God Visnu, who marries her in the Gandharva form.

After sometime marks of enjoyment of amorous-pleasures

become visible on the person of the princess. The king

is told about it, and he is very happy to hear from his

daughter that God Visnu Himself has become his son-in-

law. Proud of his powerful son-in-law, the king feels

extraordinarily courageous and annoys the neighbouring

kings. They enter mto war with him. His capital-city is

besieged and menaced by a powerful army. Then the

king, with his daughter as the intermediary, invokes his

divine son-m-law for help. In fact the city is saved by
the weaver who appears in the sky m the form of Visnu

mounted on Garuda. Since the real Visnu does not like

that man should lose confidence in Him, He is obliged to

enter into the body of the weaver and causes Garuda to

enter into that of the wooden bird2.

In a far greater measure than in the Tantrakhyayika,

in the textus simplicior, as in all later redactions of the Pafiqa-

tantra, the character of the work stands out as an anthology

of epigrams. Without or with little consideration either for

cohesion or for propriety and impropriety of occasions, a long

i. The bird Garuda is the conveyance of God Visnu

a H e r t e 1 (BSGW igoa, p 1 15 f , Das Pancatantra
__ p ^

72 f

)

has reproduced this story, that he has translated into German in “JBunte

Geschidhten aus deni Himalaya”, p 50 ff, as a proof in support of his hypo-

thesis that the author of the “textus simplicior” was a Jama, since only a

heretic could speak about God Visnu in such a “contemptuous manner”.

Wintermtz, (with Ed ger ton, American Journal of Philology 33,

iq 1 2, 273 ff ), however, is of the opinion that it is very much probable that

this story may not have been wholly a “satire in reference to Vijnu In

popular stones gods are spoken about with doubtful respect The original

place of the story apparently was in a wholly different narrative work,

perhaps in the Vikramacanta, where it occurs in several manuscripts
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numerous “mixed recensions” and “new recensions” even in

the popular dialects1 .

A selection from one of these mixed recensions was made
during 1659-60 A.D. by the Jaina monk Meghavijaya
“for imparting simple instruction to boys” under the title

Paficakhyanoddhara 2
. This text contams several

new stories, many of which are of importance for study of

comparative folk-lore and for discussion of the question of rela-

tionship of Greek and Indian poetical fables. The stones of

Ratnapala, added at the end, that does not oedur in any other

recension of the Paficatantra, are Jama-made legends that are

based partly on stories of the Hindus3
.

The “South Indian Paficatantra” too presents a very

much enlarged Sanskrit-text. In this text many stones, taken

from different recensions of the Paficatantra and prepared from

Tamil sources as well, have been recently added Most of the

lately added stories are tales that have had their onginal in

popular literature. The language of this work has been called

“Cooked Sanskrit” by Hertel 4
.

The Tantrakhyana, that too is preserved in Nepal,

shows points of contact with the Jaina-recensionsB,
particularly

the Paficatantra are found also among the Avasyaka-stones of _the Jamas

that are attributed to the 7th century AD by Leumann (OG XIII,

Hamburg* 1902, p 24 ff) But it is stdl open to question whether the stories

originated actually m the Paficatantia, or whether, as there, so here too

they have been construed rather from popular stones
, ,

1 To this class of texts belongs the thoroughly uncritical edition ot

J G. L Kosegarten (Bonn 1848) that has its importance even upto

this day on account of the fact that the well-known translation 01 U e n ey

336
2°
n
Hertel, ZDMG 57, 1903, 639 ff; ZW 1906, *49^-

tantra, p 105 ff The mam source of Meghavyaya was a metric^ S^sknt

recension, that is based on the Paficakhyana-Caupai, an old L>uj

sion made by the Jaina monk V a cc

h

ai aj a in the year r

3 In one of these stories is found a passage that reminds us of

Burger’s ballad “Dei Kaiser und der Abt The question
rjhana-

how much ofwater and how much ofmud is in the sea To
do not

datta replies “much mud, and little water is there m it In case y

like to believe this, dam the river and count the water 01 e se
^

4 “Uber einen sudhehen textus amplior des
not

60, 1906, 769 ff, 61 1907, 18 ff; Paficatantra, p 304.” S““!Lh This text
less than 96 stones, it is the most copious of all the Pan“ r

, _ ruses”,
stands very close to that of the book “Le Pantcha-Tantra ou les cinq rus ,

published by Abb6 J A Dubois in 1826.
, h ,

5. On the Jaina-recensions
based also the Ka t a mr

e j

of An ant a and a recension by Dhannapan^ta. w- "
Das Paficatantra, p 250 ff. and 307 ff*
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with that of Purnabhadra, as also with the “South Indian

Paficatantra”, particularly with the “textus amplior”. Of this

Tantrakhyana there are three recensions: 1, that contains only

Sanskrit stanzas, of course narrative stanzas; 2, the one that

gives mostly stanzas and stories in Sanskrit; and 3, the one that,

in addition to Sanskrit stanzas, gives stories in theNepali language

(Newari) 1
. We are not in a position to decide whether or not

the writer of the stories in prose is identical with the compiler

of the anthology. The Tantrakhyana was earlier considered to

be a Buddhist work2
. But it has as little to do with the Buddhist

religion as with Jainism, even if of some the stanzas may have

been taken from some Jaina source. The compiler should have

been living in the 14th century A.D., and in 110 case he was

posterior to 1484 A.D., the date of one of the manuscripts.

The most important of the recent recensions of the Pafica-

tantra is the HitopadeSa, “the Wholesome Advice3”, that

was compiled in Bengal and is best known both in India and in

Europe. In fact it is a wholly new work, of which the Pailca-

tantra, in all events, is the main source and that in its North-
Western Indian version, on which is based also the South Indian
PaSicatantra as well as the Nepali collection of stanzas. In the

colophon the author mentions his name as Narayana and that

of his patron as Dhavalacandra. On the antiquity of the origin

of the work we can say this much only that it was written
between the 9th and the 14th century A.D. 4

In the introductory stanzas the author says that his work
is based on the Paiicatantra “and” one other book.” By the
latter is apparently meant a hitherto-unknown story-book. But
arayana has gone very far in an independent manner . He

iqxo, .8 ff •
a 1

1

’ JR£S l888
> P 465 ff. ; H e r t e I ,

ZDMG 64.

o *e_ p
a
“J

ra
».P 3 *3ff > where the first recension too is fully included,

Barth, M61us^aV fv,
I

56 i’.

LeUmann m BSGW '9°*> P- *32 and

Lassen (Bmn
Ca

i ?f A- W v. Sehlegel and Ch.
Bombay l89y aii*? .J®

T

1®3
}
) and of P. P e t e r s o n ,

BSS No. 33,

Uber Tea, ,1 1»‘rod“t>on to the edition;, cf. Her tel,

tantra, p a

ZDMG 557
342 ff.

z s c h his located qu^tinn^r*
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\5
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a

»
ed

i
n the year J 373 A D.

deSa (see HertT ^ from M^as &$upalavadha m the
^ HCtteI

* Tantrakhyayika, Ubersetaung, I, 145 f.). In tl
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has reversed the order of the first two books and has divid-

ed into two the third book, that is called “Fight and Peace” in

the Paficatantra’1
. He has included the contents of the fifth book

in these two books and has omitted the frame - story and the
intercalated stories of book V. Hence the work consists of only
four books: I Winning of Friends, II Dissension among Fnends,
III War and IV Peace. The warring animals are not owls,

but a flamingo and a peacock with their followers The fable

has been very much altered and the frame-story of book IV
has been constructed anew. Even individual stories have

been further extended or undergone alterations2.

Of the 1 7 stories of the Hitopadesa, that are not found in

other recensions ofthe Pancatantra, 7 are fables, 3 are tales, 5 are

love- and women’s stories and 2 are religious narratives One of

the last two (III, 7) is the story of the servant who was faithful

to his master, that is of Rajaput Viravara, who offered to sacri-

fice one and every member of his family to Goddess Durga.

This story, as also the adulterine stories, and the stories of

pranks of women have been taken from different story-circles8.

Hitopadeia occurs the expression bhajtarakavara, “day of the Lord", for

“Sunday”, a nomenclature of this week-day, that is not found in India in any

inscription of a period earlier than the 5th century A D , but had become

common in the 9th century AD, from which Fleet (JRAS 1912, 1045 f

)

has concluded that the work was written for the first time after the gth centun'

AD Wintermtz believes that it follows also from the 7th story of book,

I, where Gauri is worshipped with little girls, therefore, which presupposes

the tantnc cult of Jsakti. This cult is nowhere mentioned m older
Sanskrit literature H e r t e I (Pancatantra, p 39 f I deduces from the

same story that Bengal was the original place of the Hitopadesa, since this cu t

is indigenous there

1. Hertel had drawn the attention of Wintermtz to e

fact that Narayana alone had not altered the order of the first two boo ,

this had already taken place in the arch-type of the Nepal-recension an

the Hitopadesa See Hertel, Das Pancatantra, p 37 *
.

2. The beginning and the end of each of these books

conversation between the teacher Vifnusarman and the princes

(

only m the Kathamukha in all the other recensions of the Panca aintra , »

each of the four books ends in a benedictory stanza, m which Si

Notwithstanding his name, (Narayana-Vi?nu) the authoi must hate oeen

devotee of Siva ..

3 The story of Viravara has probably been taken
the sou

paficavimsati 4 The story (II, 6 } of the woman, who is
of

of a village-magistrate and whom with her cunning sic 1
, ^ Jts

his father, who too is her lover, and in front of her ow“ rr it occurs
proper place in the Sukasaptati. -The story of the ^also m the book of Srndbad. Cf- Ben fey 33* y

Boccaccio II, 5)
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g

of the 1 1th century1
. Since the PaScatantra-recensIcns redactedby tlle Jamas originated in Gujarat, the main domicile ‘ofthe Jamas, and were mostly enlarged here, it is no wonder thn

T I™™™™ redacti011s in the Gujarati language. InSouth India too theie are numerous translations in popular

™ g *' TeIugu
’ Kanarese

, Tarail, Malayalam and Modi2

I he Malaya recension made by the Malayan scholar Ab d u 1 -
all Bin Abdelkader Munshi3

is based on the Tamil
version made in 1835 by Pandja Tandaram 3

. The
Hitopadesa has been repeatedly translated also into modem
Indian languages; thus m Bengali, Braj Bhakha, Gujarati,
Hindi, Hindustani, Marathi and Newari4 .

The Faficatantra in World Literature

In the famous introduction to his translation of the Panca-
tantra Th. B e n.f e y has shown how this old Indian book
impregnated the literatures of three continents of the globe5 for
many centuries and particularly influenced the European narra-
tive literature of the whole of the Middle Age m an extra-

ordinary measure. With his marvellous extensive study into a
large number of the different languages of the East and the

West B e n f e y has combined his admirable sagacity, and
has succeeded in pursuing through the world literature the

i. Her tel, Pancatantra, p 6g

p
Hertel (Pancatantra, p xzr ff )

treats m detail verses of the
Pancatantra found m Gujarati, m Marathi (ibid p 254) and in South
Indian Languages (ibid, p 291 ff)

3. Hertel, ibid p 294 ff

4 Hertel, ibid p 48 ff Many Pancatantra- stories or parallels to
these are found also m the modem Indian folk-tales, eg B, M Stokes,
Indian Fairy Tales, Calcutta 1879

The Indian narrative themes (such as the fables of the donkc)

(for example ..

go to the sick lion in the cave, because he J
1

inward and not one of conuag o..tv> a^v
.

je> *
' v v k .

African stones are ongmallv a n im a t -**•**-
..

" 0 ' A
'

m»xed up here and. there a nun.bcr cf ^ ^ * '

European, Indian and Mohanm-aca* •xx av*
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history of a large number of Indian stories and motives1. He was

actually able to trace the Indian source of so many stories2
,
and

so he candidly advanced the theory that India was the land of

tales and stories, whilst he believed to have found the home-

land of the f a b 1 e s in Greece and assumed that the India

had borrowed them from the Greece. Since he believed to have

been able to prove further that the great majonty of stories of

the Pancatantra had Buddhistic origin, he presumed that the

Buddhists had mainly contributed towards wide circu-

lation of these stories.

All these conclusions of B e n fe y ,
in the form, in which

he has stated them, deserve to be rejected outright as untenable.

It has already been shown that the stories of the Pancatantra are

not of Buddhistic origin. However, now-a-days nobody considers

India to be the home-land of all tales and stories or in any
case, speaking generally, nobody regards any one particular

country as the home of all tales and stories. As fantasy is a
common property of mankind, so is the fancy for hearing and
narrating stories common human nature. Today it is like

struggling against the wind to attempt to prove that all tales,

fables and stories, that we know about the different nations of
the East, originated in India8 . But this common human fancy

T
Im

? Koch, the founder of the “Zeitschrift fur vergleichende

fo,niS^
geS

r
hl
Si!
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for fabulisation directly brings with itself the idea that all

nations and all men are determined to adopt willingly and
quickly strange stories, to hear them and to circulate them
further. So much more this is- the case that there cannot be even

a doubt that the capacity ofman to invent stories stands in

no relation to his desire for hearing and narrating them. The
human power of invention in this respect is limited, and all

persons do not have it in equal measure, whilst the pleasure

of narration is unlimited. Hence it comes that a good story

once told acquires such a vitality, that throughout centuries

it continues to be repeatedly ever told and spreads over wider

and wider geographical regions. This too is possible that the

circumstances for invention of stones are more favourable to

the people of one country than those of the people cf other

countries, and that in respect of exchange of stories on a mass

scale, that took place between the peoples of different centuries,

one race might have contributed more than another. And since

it seems undoubtful that in India there was an especially favour-

able soil, particularly for invention of fables, animal-stories and

talcs. We may refer only to the Indian theory of transmi-

gration of soul, that directly obliterates the distinction bet-

ween man and animal, and this seemed so natural that animals

were madc’thc heroes of stories1 . We may refer further to the

exceedingly luxuriant Indian phantasy that was never satisfied

m introducing in stories sub-human and under-human beings

—even in the creative art too—knew no limits or measure

Lastly it may be pointed out that m India there were in all

times numberless idlers. Thousands of ascetics, mendicants

and pilgrims have been wandering there throughout cities an

villages since centuries ago, and they have always 1 e o

attract the people towards themselves by telling t em stones

and to while away their own time m narrating among

themselves stories, that have not always been religious

Yet another fact, that might have been the cause, is th

hardly any people have such a rich story-literature

Indians have and that actually Indian narrative w o

a whole, not merely individual stories or individual m ,

i. H e r te 1 (Bunte Geschichten vom
could develop

decidedly goes too far, when he means « that ‘
F

only on the sod of this way of thinking about t
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found in literatures of other countries. And this too is a fact

that very often we are able to trace the way through which

Indian fables and tales have in course of their journey entered

into the world. Although many of the statements of Benfey
stand be refuted today, still many of the results of his researches

there remain correct, and in reference to many of the points

even now we cannot go further than Benfey1 .

But the most important work of the Indian narrative lite-

rature, in any case, is undisputedly the Paficatantra
for the literature of the world. As stated above, the fame of

this work had already m the sixth century A. D. spread
as far as Persia. Then a North-Western recension of the work,
with certain other Indian texts, was rendered into Pahlavi, the
middle Persian literary language under a command of the
Persian king Chosrau Anoscharwan (531-579 A. D.) by A r z t

B u r z 6 e . Unfortunately this translation is lost to us, but
an old Syriac version as well as an old Arabic rendering
from Pahlavi is still preserved, and they allow us to draw our
conclusion with regard to the Pahlavi text. Already in about
570 A. D. the famous Syrian priest and writer, Bud by name,
actually translated the book under thfe title “K a 1 i 1 a g and
Damanag from Pahlavi into Syriac. Unfortunately this
translation is preserved with long gapsm it and that incompletely,
particularly the beginning is wanting. More than full, that is

to say enlarged by interpolations is the Arabic transla-
tion written in about 750 A D. by Abdallah ibn al-M o q a f f a with the title “K a 1 1 1 a and D im n a 2”. This

confirms “the irrefutable cog^ftiol! thaf^he^M “th t
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Arabic translation was the source, from which have sprang
up numerous translations in European and Asian languages so

much so that Ph. Wolff, the German translator of the book,
was able to remark that it was “probably next to the Bible,

translated into the largest number of languages of the world”
and called it a book “that inspired the entire mankind and
which was held m respect by kings and princes and to which
they lent their attention1 So rightly Max Mu ller 2

says :

“The history of march of Indian tales from the East towards

the West is indeed wonderful, more wonderful and more
instructive than many of the stories themselves ”

Ben fey had already admitted that the Pahlavi trans-

lation stood closer to the original recension of the Pancatantra,

the “primary work” than the only Sanskrit text known in his

time. However, he went too far when he tried to derive from it

his conclusions with regard to original volume of the “primary

work.” The Pahlavi-translation comprehends, of course, not only

the five books of the Paficatantra, but also other five of the ap-

parently further eight chapters, that contain other Indian stories,

and two more chapters, of which the one contains the story of

Burzoe’s expedition3 and the other the introduction by Burzoe4.

whole book by the Pahlavi translation The Syriac translation was first

translated and published by G Bickell (Leipzig 1876 } and has recently

been brought out by T. Schulthcss ( Berlin 191 1) . The old Arabic

translation has been published bySihcstrc de S a c y ( Calilah etDimna ou
Fables dc Bidpai cn Arabc, prdciddes d’un mdmoire sur l’origrae de ce

livre, Pans 1816) On this edition is based the German translation of

Philipp W o I ff ( Cahla und Dimna oder die Fablen Bidpais, das Buch des

Weisen in lust-nnd lehrrcichen Erzahlungen des indisches Philosophen Bidpai

aus dem Arabischen, 2 Aufl ,
Stuttgart 1839) Other translations from

the Arabic text into German, Danish, English, French and Rassian arc

mentioned by Hertel, Pancatantra, p 393 On Ibn Moquafla

*ce also Th Noldeke, ZDMG 59, 1905, 794 ff.

I. Victor Chauvinhas gisen a complete list from almost un-

surveyable literature on the translauons and translations of translations of

the “Kalila and Dimna” in vol II of his “Bibliographic des ouvrages arabes

(Liege and Leipzig 1897} . Here he gives inter aha a list of 40 languages

into which this work has been translated See also Hertel, Pancatantra

p. 357 ff. According to Hertel (p- 45**’) there are translauons cf the

Pancatantra and “Kalila and Dimna” in 15 Indian, 15 other Asian,

African and 22 European languages

3. FronTArabic translated by F. Schulthess in Hertel,

Tl. Noldeke, Burzoes Einleitung

zu dem
4
Buch Kalila wa Dimna ubersetzt und er2autert,Strassbmg *££•

All sorts of Indian parables, those of the “man in the well have been

assimilated m this introduction-
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According to him the whole work had ten chapters, that were
contained in the Syriac translation, but apparently from 15
chapters, that must have been really taken from the 22 chapters

of the Arabic translation. Probably Burzoe had before him a
codex, in which, to the Paficatantra, were added other similar

stories, or he, with the help of his Indian friends, following
whom he had translated the Paficatantra, added a number of
chapters from other Indian books. There his intention seems
to be to collect in his book not only the stories that might serve
as suitable “mirrors for princes”, for teaching them the art of
government and worldly wisdom, but also to include in it a
number of moral stories. Thereupon the sentence contain*
ing a statement about the intention of Burzoe indicates that
Anosharwan passionately wished that this book should be not
only the root of all culture and sum total of all wisdom and a
guide to every kind of profitable work”*, but would serve also
as a key *n t^ie Pursuit to the other world and as instrument of
saving oneselffrom its horrors”*, and would be so potent that
kings would utilize it in administration of their kingdoms and

A
h
iT

by
/
h
f
y r°

Uld lead their life inthe right direction” 3
.

Although the Pahlavi translation has its importance for the
history of the text of the Paficatantra, its chief credit lies,
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or in the 1 century) once more in Syriac1. At the end of the
1 1th century Symeon, son of Seth, translated the book from
Arabic into Greek, under the title S Te?avl-nqe kal TxvqXcm]* The
Protector and the Investigator (based on a wrong interpreta-
tion of the Arabic name Kalila and Dimna). On this Greek
text are based the Italian translation of Giulio N u t i (Ferrara
1583), two Latin, one German and several Slav, translations. Of
the highest importance is the old Hebrew translation of Rabbi
Joel (beginning of the 12th century), that is unfortunately
preserved in a single incomplete manuscript2 . A Latin trans-
lation of this Hebrew text was done by Jew Johannes von
Capua, a Christian cinvert, under the title ‘'Liber Kalilae et

Dimnae, Directorium vitae humanae” 3 between 1263 and 1278
A.D. In about 1480 A D. there appeared two printed editions

of this text, that were based on a bad manuscript On a batter

manuscript is based the famous German translation of Anton
von Pforr, who under orders of Count Eberhart at Barte
in Wurttemberg translated it from Latin. Under the title “Das
Buch der Beispicle der alten Weisen” is the work that has been
repeatedly printed in Germany since 1483, and for a long time

this translation has contributed the most towards our know-
ledge of this work. It has not only influenced German literature

in many ways4
, but it has been also translated into Danish,

Islandic and Dutch. Benfey praises it for its merits as “the
most reliable mirror” of the Arabic translation6.

l Kalilah and Dimnah or the Fables of Bidpai, being an account
of their literary history, with an English translation of the later Syriac
version of the same, by J G N Kieth - Falconer, Cambridge 1885.

2. Edited byj. Derenbourg with French translation (1881).

The tenth chapter has been edited and translated into German by A.
Neubauerm Benfey’s “Orient und Occident” I, 481 ff , 657 ft.

3 Edited by J D eren b o ur g, Pans 1887

4. Hans Wilh K 1 r c h h o f has borrowed almost complete stories

n his "Wendunmuth”, and some of them have been taken into “Schimpf

und Ernst” of P a u 1 1 According to B e n fe y ( I, 1 07, i3gf , 179 ff
1 2246 )

the popular epic “Remekc Fuchs”, in case it does not owe its origin to

“Kalila und Dimna was at least influenced by it Likewise O Keller,
(Untersuchungen liber die Geschichte der gnechischen Fabel, Leipzig 1862,

p. 320 ff ) and M u 1

1

e n h o ff ( Zeitschr f deutsches Altertum N F 6

1875, p. Iff) J Grimm (Reinhart Fuchs, Berlin 1834, p CCLXXII

ff, CCLXXIX) explains the correspondences between the German animal

epics and the Indian fables as “an irremovability of the residue of the

akinness of the German and the Indian people .

5 On the merits of the German translation m comparison with tlw

original Latin see Benfey, I, 96 and "
9!il

eat^a^CCld
MtL we!sen” mthc

Wmtemitz knew about the ‘Buchder Weissheynt der AJtenweisen , m the

editions Strassburg 1545 and Frankfurt am Mayn 1565 and 1583
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Based on the Latin text ofJohannes von Capua along with

the German translation of Pforr is the Spanish translation1
,

printed in 1493 A.D. at Saragossa. A free Italian imitation of
this Spanish translation is the “Discorsi degli animali
ragionanti tra loro” of Agnolo Firenz uola, that appeared
first in 1548, and was translated into French in 1556. In 1552
was published the Italian translation of Doni in twopaits.
The first part was translated into English under the title “The
Morall Philosophic of Doni” (London 1570 and 1601) by
Thomas North.

A second Hebrew translation from Arabic by Jacob
ben Eleazar belongs to the 13th century A. D. Only the
first half of the work is available2

. More important is the pro-
perly set Persian translation under the title K i t a b K a II la
wa Dimna of Abu’l - Maali Nasrallah ibn
Muhammed ibn ‘Abdal-Hamid made in about 1 142 A. D. On
this translation are based several East Turkish translations and
a aptations, but the one that is known under the title Anwari
b u h a 1 1 i acknowledges the Persian rendering by II u s a i n
1 bn ‘Ai I a 1 ..W a ‘ i z [1470-1505]. It is a well-known work
o ersian ornate poetry. Its style is extremely artificial and
rnamented, although Husain says that his intention is to
implify the style of the original work. This work is the sourceom w ic ave sprung up the numerous retranslations into

^d
1

AsianlangUages
’ In the East it has been trans-

,.
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circulation through its Turkish translation under the title

HumayunNameh, “the emperor’s book1” by eA 1 1 - b i n
Salih and was dedicated to Sultan Sulaiman I (1512-1520).
G a 1 1 a n d and Gardonne translated the book into French
from Turkish, and this French translation has further been trans-

lated into German, Dutch, Hungarian and also into Malayan
Directly springing from to the Arabic translation of

the “Kalila wa Dimna” is also the old Spanish translation

(probably dated 1251 A.D.). The Liber de Dina et

Kalila of Raimundus de Biterris (Raimonds de Bezier)
is partly based on the Liber Kalilae et Dimnae of Johannes
von Capua and partly on this Spanish translation. The author

says that he has written the book at the command of Queen
Johanna of Novarra on the basis of the Spanish manuscript

and has added to in it verses, epigrams and other things. Most
of the fables of in “Novus Esopus” of the Italian B a 1 d o

,
who

wrote them in the first half of the 12th century A.D
, go back

to an unknown recension of the “Kalila and dimna”

2

.

Partly on the “Kalila wa Dimna” and partly on the

South Indian recension of the Paficatantra are lastly based also

two Malayan books of fables, whilst the other Indo-Chinese and

Indonesian recensions are directly based on the Paficatantra8 .

When, therefore, we see how through the “Kalila wa
Dimna”. the Paficatantra found its way, towards the West it is

no wonder that we find traces of Indian fables and tales

i Fabeln und Parabeln des Orients, der tfirkischen Sammlung
H u majda name entnommen und in Turkische Qbertragen von S ou by
Bey, Mit emem Vorwort von Rirder Pascha, Berlin 1903

a Her tel, Paficatantra, p 363 ft, 400 f, 41a f.

3 On Tamd-Malay versions of Pandja Tandaram and
AbdullahBin Ab de Ik a d e r Munshi,see above p 3ag On the Siamese

« 1- t. . m eaa A P 9 O tl 9 n in t tmiJ TTT

‘Book of Birds”, is an imitation of the Paficatantra (cf Bastian, ibid 171

ff and H e r t e 1 ,
Paficatan tra 338 ff ) The Siamese books of fables do not

contain fables from the Paficatantra alone, but also from the Vetalapafica-

vimsati and other works. See A Bastian, Geographische und ethnolo-

gische Bilder, Jena 1873, P *48J Also m the collecuon of the Malayan

fables and tales ofW S k e a t (Fables and Folk-tales from an Eastern Forest

London 1901, cf Winternitz m the “Globus”, Bd 83, 1903, p 1x3)

we find a number of tales that are known also in the Paficatantra

Winternitz, History of Indian Literature, Vol III, 22.
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in the most popular narrative works of the middle ages1
,
like

the “Gesta Romanorum”, in the French Fabliaux, in the main

narrative classics, like Boccaccio and Straparola, Chaucer and

Lafontaine2 and also in the children and domestic tales of

Brother Grimm. As in India, so also outside India, these tales

ofthe Paficatantra and with them other Indian tales and motives

too have repeatedly penetrated from literature into society and
again have entered into literature from popular traditions,

naturally not having often remained unaltered in course of

transmission. By the side of the literary tradition, the oral

transmission has not played an insignificant role, in which
intercourse of the Christians of the Western countries with the

Muhammadans and with their Oriental co-religionists during the

period of the Crusade and also during the period of the Arab
rule in Spain, likewise the role of mediation played by the

Jews between the Arabs and the people of the West8 have had
their parts.

In any case, we can become sure about the Indian origin
of a tale only when we have actually gone through the transla-
tions of the Indian work like the Paficatantra and its out-lets.
And it is often very interesting to be able to point to the Indian

The first book of the Middle Ages, that shows the influence of
oriental narrative^ literature, is the “Disciplma clencahs” of Petrus

ab°U
^

I
?
6a M a Jew, and in 1106 converted to

SS v2?3 h £ A
r n
W e s s e 1 s k 1 , Monchslatem, Leipzig igog, p XIX f.
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6
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materials Ben fev fr
*
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thc onenta
J and occidental fiction-

contributed towarHc rJrV, 1 *
has also assumed that the Mongols had

m thewSSSaUOn ofthc ^dian, particularly the Buddhist, tales
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Grickschen Syntmas* 3
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P l Hcr,el- ZDM<5 LXXIV, 458BT, and K . c t h , HSL,
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Origin of tales, notwithstanding the fact that the resnectivstories have already become so deeprooted in Europe thM theyhave assumed the unmistakable local colouring of their newhomes. A pair of examples may suffice to prove this statement •

When several years ago W. was travelkng in NorthWales and was going about the place known as Beddge-lert, surrounded by rings of wonderfully beautiful Mils,

h,

C

bT-nTi!*
” U™!Ual mannw

> wh“ ho read the storynhis Fuhrer
, that had provided the name of the placeand in it he found again the well-known Indian story. It

is the tale of Llewelyn (c. 1205) and his little pet dog
Gelert. One day when he returns home from the hunt, thedog comes to him rejoicingly waving his tail, but his snout
is besmeared with blood. Llewelyn anxiously rushes forth
into his house, finds the cradle of his baby turned downand sees blood-marks near about. He at once comes to
believe that the dog has killed his child, takes out his swordand strikes him. Thereupon he turns ihe cradle up and finds
his baby fast asleep and a dead wolf by his side—that had

°i

bV
‘ c“ii

y b
1?", ,'

Cd by hlS dog with the intention ofsaving
the child. Full of remorse Prince Llewelyn gets his dog en-graved and gets a monument constructed there : hence thename Beddgelert, i.e. “the grave Gelrrt”. There is the
proverb sull current in Wales thai means : “He regrets like
the man who killed his dog.”

8

.

™ho wlH not beIieve here we have before us an
original tale ? However, it is nothing but the Indian story
that has travelled from India to Wales, that forms the frame
of Book V of the Paficatantra, only with this alteration that
here we have a mongoose in place of the dog and a snake in
place of the wolf, and it is not a prince, but a Brahmana
who kills his innocent mongoose. In a Mongolian version
the unfortunate animal is a polecat, but m the Syriac
“Sindbad”1

,
a dog has already come into its place. Again

the French monk Jean d e Ha u te - S e i 1 1 e has reset
poetically the legend m his “Dolopathos sive de rege
et septem sapientibus” of a Latin redaction of “the
Soven Wise Masters”. E'tienne de Bourbon, a

i* Sindban, Syrisch und Deutsch by B a ethgen
, p. 25 f.
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Christian priest of the 13th century A.D., who narrates that

in the Diocese of Lyon many women, after a sermon about

superstitions in confession, admitted that they had taken

their children to St. Guinefort, proves the depth which

the legend had got seated among the people in Europe.

On inquiry, however, he came to know that it was simply

an innocent hunt dog, who was killed and was honoured

as a martyr by peasants, and at whose place of burial the

mothers had the tendency to take their sick or weak children.

The legend reported by him is the same as the one of

Llewelyn and his dog1
. The oldest datable version of

the story, however, seems to be found in the V in ay a of

Mahas ahghika, translated into Chinese in 416 A.D.2

and this substantially agrees with the Pancatantra*

Another example of a widely circulated story is the

already referred to interpolated story of air-castle-builder,

the ‘‘father of S om a s’ arman” in the Tantrakhyayika:

A Brahmana very often gets as sacrificial fee some barley-

flour from a shop-keeper. He keeps it in a jar with care,

and in course of time that becomes full. He hangs the
jar to a peg near his bed. One morning he wakes up and
goes into reveree: ‘The flour, I shall sell for twenty rupees,

i. Cf. A. Wessclski, Mbnchslatein, p. XXVIIIff.j Benfcy
473 «•» 479-J Bloomfield, JAOS 36,1916, 63. The Mongolian

version mBeigmann, Nomadische Streifenen I, 1 03, and Benfcy,
anere . Schriften II, 39 ff. On venerable St. Guinefort cf also K. vonnase, Handbuch der protestantischen Polemik, p. 362, cited by HirtelHitopadeia - Ubersetzung, p. 1 71A.

rinn rJnt« ^a*ls^at®<^ r̂om the Chinese Tripifaka by Chavannes,
of W i n t

P‘, 300 ff* Mr. A. Wesselski invited the attention

descrmtin v
nl Z
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cncluehe
T

®

* oe*
Liebrecht (Jahrbuch far romanische und

dankbaren P ’ x6® )» Aug. Marx ( Griechische Marchen von

l andTlwo^J Verwandtes, Stuttgart 1889, p. 1 19) , E. S. H a r t -

London 1808 vnl^’ J* U F r a s e r ( Pausamas Transl.,
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them has an
10

j
hc Greek and Indian stories is that both of

killed. In all other vi™**
has saved a child, for whose killing he is accused and

mgmmal i, hurt ! “?? “ >,Ulck'd " m Pausan.as to say-

but in the Pausani
ln 311 other stones the child remains alive,

bung Gri«hSSndl“wle "£lIIc* w*th h* Smce thc hook X of the ‘ ‘Beschrei-

vol. I,p. XVII) it i<! rtf
Wri
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tCn “’i^wccn i66andi8oA.D (Fraser, ibid.,

European stones are .
hr°nologically older than the Indian stories. But the
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Indian storie» than to the Greek. So in

European stories go back toSefedL?
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with which I shall purchase twenty chickens. They will
grow up, and I shall have a flock of hens. With them I
shall buy a cow, a horse and a big arable plot of land and
lastly I shall get built a beautiful house. Then some
Brahmana, when he will see great wealth, many male
and female servants, will surely offer me his daughter to be
my wife. From her I shall have a long living healthy boy
as my heir I shall name him a Somagarman And when
the little boy runs about, the Brahman! will be all-busy

in her work at the time of home-return of cow. Then I,

with my heart full of love for my son shall call for her

saying : ‘you will not be mindful about the care of the

boy’ and I shall strike her with a stick.” At this he strikes

with such a force against the iar that it breaks into hundreds

of pieces. Covered with flour, all white, he lies there and
is laughed at by the people. Who does not find in this

story the model of Lafontaine’s comic story of the

“milkmaid”, to which goes back the English proverb; “count

not chickens before they are hatched P1

One more example of wide circulation of the

epigrams that contain fables in nuce is given below. It

sounds as cent per cent German when Fischart in the

“Geisthchtskhtterung” says; “why do you not lie like the

wren, holding its paws above its head, lest the sky may
not fall upon it p” This expression goes back to a fable that

was already narrated by Odo von Ceritona (in between

1219 and 1221 A.D.) “St Martin’s bird in Spam is called

a bird, that is small and is of the species of the wien, it

has thm long legs that resemble the stalks of reeds. Now one

day when it was going to attend the feast of St. Martinet so

happened that m the rays of the sun it fell down near a tree,

with its face turned towards the sun and the legs stretched

high up in the sky, and said :
“ by-by, if now the heaven

falls down, I shall hold it up on my legs”. Then a leaf

i . The form, m which the story is narrated in that of Lafontaine
is seen for the first time in the 13th century A D m the Christian “Dialogus

creaturarum optime moralizatus” Cf B e n f e y I, 499 ^ a x M u 1 1 e r,

Essays III, 303 ff and M Bloomfield, JAOS 36, 1916, 62 f The
Indian story seems to have been very much changed in the story of

“faulen Heinz” (No 164 of Grimm’s “Kinder-und Hausmarchen”) The

Indian version is closer to the story of the “Beggar with three jars” ofSouth

Hungnan Gypsies ( Wlislocki, ZDMG 42» *888, 136 f ).
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dropped down beside it, and frightened at this, it exclaim-

ed -.“Saint Martin, why do you not come to help your

bird1”. This bird is found also in the Syriac “Kalilag and

Damnag” in an epigram, where four animals are counted

that rejoice where there is no ground for rejoicing. The

first one is “the bird that flies about in between trees and,

when it sleeps on its back, with its feet raised high up,

saying, “If the sky falls, I shall hold it up on my feet”*.

Although this passage is found also in a chapter of the

'‘Kalilag and Damnag”, it does not agree with the

Paftcatantra; it certainly goes back to the proverb, contain-

ed in several recensions of the Pancatantra of the tittibha-

bird, that kept its little feet high up, so that it might not

let the sky fall down8
.

Whilst we stand on a more solid ground in case where

we can pursue the course of transportation of Indian

stories into the literature of the West through translations of

works like the Paficatantra and fhe“Kal!la and Dimna”, in

other cases, where we find the same or similar stories, as

those found in Indian narrative works, we can, however,

just guess whether India is the lender or the borrower.

Tins holds especially good for such fables as Indian and
Greek literatures have in common. The fact is that there

are such fables in a big number. Yet the figures are mani-
fold over-estimated. Whether all the fables of Aesop
arc found in India or if all the Indian fables are met with
also in Greece : that is no point at all for argument. The

AlmJ* We^seiiki, Monchsiatcm, p. 172 (No. CXXXVII).
Almost word for word also m Pauli’s "Schimpf und Ernst” (edited by
Osterly

, No. 606) where only the moral of the story is added* “Also
,®C

.

I

l
!Chcn

’ “ie mci
*

ncn waa sic nit weren, so kunt man nit hausz

rm.lH
C
«
re m~ny Pp-°P,C» think, if thev were not their one

could not manage his affairs etc."

CWW- ?°*? °\e Hebrcvv translation of Rabbi Jofcl (“Orient und
» .,k'

,
1 ,®° ah° till today in Northern India (See F.Liebrecht, Zur volkskunde, Heilbronn, 1879, p. 103).

baolv m i

doCS n
?J

OCCur ip- thp Tantrakhyayika, but pro-

iXd J a
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^,0r 314 ) and in Punjabhadra I, 329, and
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number of .fables, such as those of the “Donkey in the Lion’s

Skin”, of the “Donkey without Heart and Ears”, of the “Wolf
and the Crane” etc

,
about which we are in a position to

safely assert, that once upon a time they originated either in
India or in Greece, is limited1.

With regard to the place of origin of these fables scholars

are widely divided in their opinion. There are some, who assert

with strong confidence that Greece alone could be their home-
land Besides there are others who likewise affirm that it was only

in India where they originated. A. Wagener8 had derived the

Greek fables from those of India.Th. B e n f e y* andA.W eber4

have pleaded for mutually opposite views, whilst Otto Keller*
refutes the theory of Indian origin of the fables on the whole,

but he w«th Benfey admits that many fables might have in later

ages been first taken from Greece to India. Recently H ertel6

has advocated most firmly the theory of Indian origin of the

fables. But all these researchers have depended on certain

basic grounds, that are not sufficient for arriving at a decision

with regard to the question. They have either attempted to dis-

tinguish out as to which recension of the fable is “more natural”,

“more naif”, "simple” (so Weber), or have taken the posi-

tion (as Benfey) that the more incomplete form may have

been the original: against them there are others who have, on

the contrary, held the view that such a form of a fable has the

claim to be considered original as is consistent or suits more to

the nature of animals that appear in it (so Keller). It

is clear that axioms of this type can lead us only to purely sub-

jective conclusion. But the circumstances go against this sort

1 Whilst Joseph J acobt (ERE Vol 5, 676 f ) maintains that

56 of the approximately 260 fables, that are found in Latm, are Indian m
origin, so he often admits a connection even where one does not exist at all

The remote similarity of a motif or of a story is not sufficient for the

purpose of deriving a cot elusion of a common origin

2 Essai sur Ies rapports qui existent entre les apologues de I’Inde

et les apologues dc la Gr6ce (M£moires couronn£ et mdm de sav

Strangers, publics par l’academie roy de sciences . . . de Belgique, t. XXV)
Brussells 1854 _ _ _

3 Pantschatantra I, p. X f
,
XXI, 102 ff, 170 f., 330 « , 347,

373 ff, 381 f, 429 ff, 463 etc

4 Inaische Studien III, 327*373

5 Untersuchungen uber die Geschichte der griechischen Fabel

(Jahrbticher ffir klassische Plulologie, (Bd 4), Leipzig 1862, 309*418.

6 ZDMG 57, 1903, 659 ff; ZW :6, 191-6, 149 ff., 253 ff.
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of argumentation, inasmuch as m these fables we have before us

only productions of ornate poetry and not those of popular

poetry1 .

Unfortunately the question of chronology is not capable of

ready solution. Only a few “Aesopcan” fables are accurately

dated. The beginnings of the Greek animal tales point to

1 icsiod than in greater extension to Archilochos and to Simo-

i ides, whilst their blossoming age is associated with Aesop, who

lived in the 5th and 6th centuries B G. and whom Herodutus

calls a fable - poet 2
. But whilst on one hand the type of the

fable, as a means of teaching and training, points to have

been used in Greece earlier than in India ; on the other hand

this type appears to have been shaped in an ornate style in

India, and particularly in India alone the fable has been used

as a means of teaching a wholly definite science of statesman-

ship and administration. The oldest Indian fables pre-

sumably go back to the 4th and 6th centuries B.G. and only a

few certainly to the 3rd century B. G But thence it does not

follow that the fables that are common to both Greece and
India belong to the oldest Greek fables of the 6th or 5th contury

B. G. The good majority of the “Aesopean”, like the Indian,

fables belong to an age in which the Greek and the Indian were
briskly exchanging their ideas3

, and it is like-wise possible that

in the very beginning Greek fables came to India and Indian
fables went to Greece.

A strong argument in favour of Indian origin of the fable

seems to be that the jackal, that in the Indian fable plays the
r6lc of the fox, follows the track of the lion, in order to while

fv, ,

K QpUe correctly remarks J J. Meyer (DaSakumaracarita-

r
erse zung, Emleitung, p 118), that the greater or smaller completion
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£
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'
.
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away the superfluous part of his meal-time, and thereby
easily declares himself to be a companion and minister
of the king of beasts, just like the fox of the European
feble - a fact that has been stressed by Kell er. According
to Indian nitis'astra the minister has to be a model of the
cunning. And the cunning of the jackal in the fable would
be explained from the fact that in Indian fable-poems he
is a typical minister. The fox of the European fable had the

same status. So when he com ?s to occupy the place of
the Indian jackal, he owes his wisdom to him1 This argu-

ment certainly holds good only for the fox-fables and the

same cannot be proved m the case of other fables. H e r t e 1

has advocated the theory that the political fables are of

Indian origin and that they were imported into Greece already

at an early age But in the first place the Aesopean fable is m
no way expressly or even essentially “political” fable, and
secondly in case H c r t c 1 is correct, this will be valid only

for the political fables and not for all the fables m general So

H e r t c 1 has gone too far when he sa) s that “it is certain

that greater part of the best Greek fables have been taken from

India2”. The hypothesis of E Rohde, that notwithstand-

ing the fact that although these wisdom-poems did not have

their earliest source m Greece, still that country had been their

place of domicile in any case, that at least such beast-fables

found in the Greek version that recur also m Indian collec-

tions are extant almost completely inGrcecem their original

versions and were just thence taken to the oriental countries3

likewise is of little validity In the opinion ofW i n t er n i t z the

problem really cannot be solved as a whole but it might have

been so for only some such individual cases and in many cases

we are obliged to leave it unsolved Comparison m general can

hardly lead us to any conclusion different from this that for

centuries together there took place reciprocal and continual

i. Actually neither the jackal nor the fox is particularly wise, see

B r e h m s Tierlehen, 3 Aufl by Pcchuel-Loeschc, Saugctieres II, 42 ff

,

172 f Ir. the Mahabharata XII, Hi the jackal appears as the minister of

the tiger, who has the status of the king of beasts

2 ZDMG 62, 1908 113 ff, cf WZKM 24, 1910, 421

3 ‘‘Uber gncchische Novellendichtung und ihren Zusammenhang

mit dem Orient” m the Vorhandlungen der 30 Versammlung deutscher

Philologen und Schulmanner in Rostok 1875* P 57 *
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exchange of fables, tales, and stories between Greece and India,

as also between India and West-Asia, that the first abode of
many fables might have been in India and that of others in

Greece1
,
and that they have travelled from one place to another

like commodities of traders. Although U. von Wilamowitz-
Mocllendorff 2 has hypothesised that the real home of the
stories that have spread in the Wast and the East might have
been “Hcllemsed East”, that in the “Hellenic sea” flew together
all the streams of the East and the West and the opposition
between the East and the West has got dissolved in
Hellenism”, it will be correct only if it is admitted that into

this “H e 1 1 e n i c sea” there have flown many streams and
rivers, whose source is to be sought in India

Gunadhya’s Brhatkatha 3

and the works derived from it.

The poets Dandin. Subandhu and Bana testify that there
existed in the 6th century A D. a work of interesting narrative
literature, that was known and had become famous by the
name “B r h a t k a t h a”, a great novel4

”, of which the author
is said to be Gunadhya, who is mentioned in a rank of
writers like Vyasa and Valraiki. The language of this work
was not Sanskrit, but the PaiSad dialect, that is not
used in literature. Unfortunately this work has not come
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down to us in its original form, but it has been transmitted only
in its Sanskrit versions, that are probably separated from the
original by many centuries. We are able to draw merely
probable conclusions in respect of its subject-matter from these

later works. An introductory story presumptively describes the

life and adventures ofUdayana, a king of Vatsa, and those of

his wives Vasavadatta and Padmavatl and the birth of his son

Naravahanadatta Then the main story describes the adven-

tures of Naravahanadatta, how he gets a large number of wives

and how he becomes the lord of Vidyadharas-half -divine beings,

who participate in prosperity and adversity of man more than

other divinities do1
. On the basis of works derived from it,

we arc able to assume that this story formed the frame m
which were fitted many other tales and stories

2

. It is doubtful

if the stories of the Paficatantra and of the VelalapancaviihSati

that we find in later redactions of the Brhatkatha belonged or

not to the original work8 If the Brhatkatha contained also

the story of Udayana, most probably the poet B h a s a had

taken the plot of his famous work of drama from Gunadhya

4

,
and

in that case Gunadhya would have certainly been older than

Bhasa and he would have lived in about the 3rd century A D.

or still earlier.

There is no doubt that there was a poet Gunadhya,
since the tradition about him is so definite. But we know

i. On the Vidyadharas, sec L a c 6 t e ,
Essai. 276 ff

a This is already pointed to by the title Brhatkatha It might

have been a great comprehensive novel, 1 e to say of the type

in which many small stories were mcludid

3 In the opinion of Lacfite
, p 229 it is true that they did

not belong to the old Brhatkatha Bosch ibid, p 43 ff tries to prove

that the Vctalapancavimsati had these already Subandhu found in the

Brhatkatha, the stones of Vikramaditya, since Vasavadatta (ed. Hall,p 110)

contains one sure reference to the story m which a girl was transformed

into a statue (see Kathasaritas 123, 132 ff).

4 The argument advanced by H e r t e I ( Jinakirtis
* Geschichte

von Pala und Gopala”, p 153 ff) against this cannot be proved Dhananjaya

(Daiiarupa I, 129) advises authors of dramas to fashion their plots^on the

model of the Ramayana, the Mahabharata and the Brhatkatha Bhasa had

already done it several centuries earlier Kalidasa (Meghaduta x, 30)

describes AvaDtl, as the city where old people narrate the story ofUdayana,

a thing that is already quoted by Vallabhadeva, the oldest commentator

of the Brhatkatha Even the Udenavatthu of the commentator of the

Dhammapada (see above, II, 155, transl p 194) might have been taken

from the Bfhatkatha, since the story is 50 little Buddhistic, that it would

have hardly originated or* the Buddhist soil
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nothing about the poet himself, and a colourful net work of

myths has surrounded this name. He possibly was born in

Pratisthana. There was a city of this name on the Godavari in

the Deccan, and that was the capital of the Andhrabhrtyas or

of the Satavahanas. Consequently the poet has been made by

tradition a minister of one King Satavahana. Now Satavahana

is not the name of one king, but the common name of all the

rulers of the Andhra dynasty1
. Therefore, it would not be of

much help to us in respect of determining the age of Gunadhya,

even if the tradition that has made him a minister of Satavahana

had a historical background. In the opinion ofWinternitz,
nothing historical can be attributed to these stories, that were

narrated for the first time in the 1 1 th century A. D. Probably,

however, there was one different Pratisthana on the confluence

of the Ganga and the Yamuna, situated in the neighbour-hood

of Kau£ambl or of Ujjayinl, that had been the actual home of

the poet. Since the geography of the Brhatkatha (inasmuch

as the events aic laid not in the region of the heaven, as often

is the case) docs not point to the South in any way, but to

the ncighbouihood of KausambI2
.

Fiom the tradition, that is not contradicted, we learn

that Gunadhya wrote a work in a language called “PaisacI” 8

Dantjtn has taken this term to mean “the language of goblins'*.

However, the opinions of researchers in regard to the dialect

meant by this name are greatly conflicting. The strongest

probability is for the hypothesis that it was a North-Western

dialect 4
. But still the doubt remains with regarding to the

i. See above, p 114 f

2 Cf Lacotc, Essai, p 26 tT The traditions that make
Miuudhya a contemporary of the grammarian Panini and Vararuci and
of CanakyT do not at all have any historical value

3 In the Kamboj -inscription of the gth century Guijadhya is

mrntmneil as^a “friend of the Prakrit language” (S. Levi, JA 1885, s

,
.4 I » sell cl (Deutsche Rundschau 36, 1883, p 3C8) believes

,

'c speaking the “language of the demons” came to be so
ca

,

"efa
}?*c of >ts lOuglmess or crudeness and that the language standsm close affinity with the Gips> -dialect and the Dardic languages of the

i or n»\\ «t India, see also P t s c h e 1 , Grammatik der Prakrit-Sprachcn,

ir'e-Mr ?t

r

fr^r
s

?
n

i’ Hi".1 3°» | oo, » m6
>
zdmg 66» i 9 > 2 > p*49

t
,‘* V' * ^ V* Thomsen, Leipzig 1912, p. 138 fF. Against

T
K °"°» ZD'fG G4 , , 910> 95 [f.; Lacotc, Essai. p 4off,

L 5 j
,er spadichen Fragmente der PaisacI Brhatkatha, die in

Hrnncandras Pr5kritgrammatik erhaltensind)
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meaning of the word “PaiSac!*’. It has not yet been possible
to say definitely whether it meant the dialect of the Pisacas,
either a class of people, who were so called or were nick-named
as ‘demons

, or if it had been named as the “dialect of the
demons” cither on account of its harsh tone or m opposition to

the literary languages. We are not in a position to assume that

the Brhatkatha cither originated or became famous among the
wild or half-wild people. In the opinion of Winter nitz
it is futile to struggle to restore the original work from out of

the hitherto known versions1 and we are able to deduce
this much that the Brhatkatha was a poetical woik that just

originated in some circle of finely cultured people and could

get appreciation there.

Upto the present day two recensions of the Brhatkatha

have come to be known* one Kashmirian, that has come
down to us in two versified versions (K?emendra’s
Brhatkathamafij arl and Somadeva’s Katha-
saritsagara) and the other Nepalese that has been

transmitted- to us (unfortunately incompletely) m a free poeti-

cal redaction by Buddhasvamin. There are other

recensions mentioned now and then, but till now they have not

been examined closely2.

There arc many points that go to suggest that the

1. One such attempt has been made by Lacfite, Essai 219

ff. In the opinion of W , his effort deserves as much of consideration as

those made earlier by Mankowski, ibid and J S Speyer (Studies

about the Kathasantsagara, p 27 ff) This is a research made with in-

sufficient materials In case it be correct that m the 17th century A U
the grammarian Markan^eya had possessed the PaiiacI Brhatkatha

(Grierson, JRAS, 1913, P* 39 0» to° maY be P°sslbIe that someday

the original may actually is recovered and not deduced

2. King Durvmita of the Ganga dynasty probably had alreadym
the 6th century A D made a Sanskrit translation of the PaiSaci Brhatkatha

(sec R Narsimhachar, Ind Ant 4*, ]9*3. 204 and JRAS 19x3,

389 f But since the inscription on which he depends for fixing
:
the date

of the Ganga dynasty belongs to the class of forged inscriptions, it remains

doubtful whether the one found by Narasimhachar has any sti

to genuineness than those other inscriptions in which the name ofDunmute

occurs (Gf Fleet, Ind Ant 30, >9°V
222

J
K * c 1

h

°
l tl’

Add d 21 ‘VIII Adp, H, P 4 note) Winternitz says that he is

against .h^taternfa. of A. K r . . h n as a am.A lys. gar

(JRAS 1906, 689 ff and Ancient India, London 1911, ^
Tamil wo?k Uda?anan Kadai or Perungadai, that w

.

P"^ a

Q
™

translation of the Brhatakatha and written m andeentury A D On this

Tamil version and the Persian version of the Brhatkatha see Lac ,

Essai p 197 ff
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Nepalese recension, that has come down to us just in the form

of a torso of the Brhatkatha-Slokasangraha of

Buddhasvamin 1 stands closer to the work of Gunadhya

than its Kashmirian version does, even though the

difference m time existing between Buddhasvamin and Gura-

tjhya possibly was very great2
. The nature of the main story

in Buddhasvamin creates a stronger impression of the work

being original than that in the Kashmirian recension. Thus

for example Gomukha, who in Buddhasvamin’s work is an

interesting character, is just a story-teller in the Kashmirian

recension, and it is probable that he has undergone such an

alteration, since in this recension the subsidiary stories become

more and more important, and the main story of Naravahana-

datta goes into the back-ground. In the Nepalese representa-

tion, according to which Kalingasena, a harlot, and her

daughter Madanam?ficuka, therefore, of an inferior st tus for

Naravahanadatta, is much more artificial than the correctly

twisted narrative of the Kashmirian recension. Also when
in the 5th sarga of the Slokasangraha so much has been

said about the artists and the Greek are outright praised

as expert artists, who could build the so-called flying machines,

which Indian artists could not do, and when in the 18th

sarga we hear about the salesman’s daughter, whose mother
was a Greek woman, they point to the time when Greek artists

had become very much famous m North India. In case this

was not the age of the Gandhara art, the period of the 1st

century A. D. was the time in which probably Gunatjhya’s
work was written8.

*• That is named “the great novel, a small compilation in verses”
The work was discovered by Haraprasad Sastrl (JASB 62 1893,

1 11 1
'a Gomptes Rendus de 1’ Acad&mie dcs inscriptions

r
t

.brUwlat tra » 1899 » pp. 78, 84; H c r t c 1 , Sudltches Pancatantra, p XII
r * ri * * ^ p e y e r , Studies about the Kathasantsagara, p. 56 ff.;
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It is a matter ofdeep regret that we do not possess the

complete work of Buddhasvamin. There are few books in

Indian literature in which humour and mirth m hfe are so

dominent as in ‘the Brhatkatha-Slokasangraha, The actual

life of the people is seldom painted in such a gay colour as in

this work: Religious festivals and yatras are described again and
again. We meet with remarkable saints like the kapalikas m
canto XXII and descriptions full of instructions taken from the

life of the Jainas in canto XXIV. Canto V contains interesting

scenes from the life of artists. In canto X graceful Gomukha
takes us into the harlot’s quarters and into the palace of the

famous harlot Kalmgascna

1

.

It is very much striking that Buddhasvamin’s work differs

so widely from the Kashmirian recension, not only m respect

of arrangement of the subject-matter, but also in that ofthe

contents, that in many secdons it appears as an entirely differ-

ent work. It is also remarkable that the title Slokasahgraha is

correct just partly In many places the narrative is so short

that it seems to the anticipate in the reader a good knowledge

of the story from before. But there are many that are narrated

broadly in detail, in a way that it apears as if the poet was more

particular about versification
(
sloka

)

than about compilation

(samgraha ). The composition leaves much to be desired for, in

which there are episodes that have been put side by side

without any consideration of the context.

The mtroductory stones on Guna^hya found in the

Kashmirian recension is missing in the Slokasamgraha. The

name Gunadhya occurs only at one place in the extant portion

of the work, whilst at one place it is said about a king:

“Gunadhya could not sing in his own praise8”. It is a thing

that could hardly be written by an author, who had chosen to

since we have before us only a small portion of Buddhasvamm’s work and
probably its beginning is missing (see Speyer, Studies p 56 ff).

Her tel (Jinaklrtis “Geschichte von Pala und Gopala”, p. 152 ff ) is

rather over-confident when he assumes as wholly certain that the olcka-

samgraha presents a faithful picture of the Brhatkatha.

1 According to L a c 6 t e ,
Essai, p 290 the description of the

palace of Vasantasena in the drama Mrcchakapka corresponds to that of

the house ofKalmgasena in the Brh -Slokasangraha (X, 60-163) passage

by passage

2. L aedt e, Essai p 20
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reproduce the work of Gunadhya in a crude abridged form.

This single remark goes to indicate that Buddhasvamin

had become rather an independent poet, who made the work

of Gunadhya the basis of his own poem.

The Kashmirian recension of the Brhatkatha has come

down to us in apparently two different versions, that in a word

originated one after the other. The older of the two is the Brhat-

kathamanj ari, “Bud (of the tree) of the Brhatkatha” of

Kscmendra, written apparently in about 1037 A.D.1 As

nothing better can be expected from this voluminous writer,

he exhibits little taste m his reproduction of the Kashmirian

Brhatkatha. Though his real intention is to give an abridged

version of the work, on one hand he has many a time made

his story factually so short that it becomes almost unintelligible,

and on the other he is often garrulous and especially delights

in painting erotic scenes and in making the religious section,

longer and longer—no matter whether it then relates to

Saivism or to Vai§navism or to Buddhism. Since the primary

work is not known, we are not in a position to say whether

Kscmendra or Somadeva presents a more faithful picture of the

Bfhatkatha, that is lost to us2. But it is most important

for us that neither Somadeva has copied from Ksemendra, nor

the latter from Somadeva, but both of them go back to the

same primary work, namely to a Brhatkatha-recension that was

in circulation in Kashmir and had its volume very much
increased with later additions

3

.

i Sec above, p 8 1, note a Edited ( badly) in Km. 69, 1901. Cf.
B 0 h 1 e r , Ind Ant. «, 187a, 302 ff. ; L 6 vi TJA 1885, p. 8, t. VI, 397 ff

;

ff » Man kowski ibid: Spey er. Studies
p. 9 fT.; 27ff

; Lac6te, Evsaip n X f.

a. Lacdte thinks that K?emendra, though unimportant as a
poet, presents a picture that is more faithful to his model. Ma nkowski
believes that Somadeva has reproduced a more faithful picture of the sub*

“ b
M u

d-°n
?
bX Kscmendra Cf. Mankowski, ibid 167 f.

and H c r te 1 , Taitrakhya> ika, Obers. I, 4a.

f
..3 Bosch, ibid 85 ff refutes the correctness of the assumption£™‘™ r ‘an r

f.

cc
?
5,
°"i

and assumes that the BfhatkathSmafijarl and

B?hnTk?tlVana«r.
CS^ °n

.

Gjn5dhya’s Brhatkatha. But since theX itl
n
f

' Switiagaca have so much in common that they absolu-

Srtv If
5 »«« source, but the Brh.-Siokasamgraha differs very
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Since Somadeva, wrote his work in between 1063 and
1081 A D.1

, therefore, about 30 years later than Ksemendra,
he might have utilized the work of the latter. But he surpasses

his predecessors in respect of poetical talents so powerfully that

probably he knew just to cast them aside scornfully.

The K athas aritsagara 2
, “Ocean of Streams of

Stories” is probably the current title that can be assumed for the

work of Somadeva 8
. In fact it is a sea in which all the

rivers of stories have fallen, and the main story of Naravahana-
datta forms merely a frame for the rivers of stories, that having

sprung out from all possible sources flow into this one
ocean. The Kashmirian primary work had already this

character, and it was accordmg to this that Somadeva worked.

We know from the author himself that he makes no claim to

having invented the stories, but he explains (I, 10-12):

My this book is just like its primary work. I have not

allowed myself to deviate in the least. I have merely

'1921, 244 ff and Grierson, ibid 424 ff,; SPV Ranganathaswami
Aryavaragun, Ind Ant 48, 1919, 211 IF and Gri e rs on, Ind Ant.

49, rg2o, p 120

1 . Somadeva wrote his book for diverting the mind of Suryamati,
the grandmother ofKingHar?a of Kashmir, see above p 56, note 1.

2. Books ItoV edited with aGerman translation byH.B r ockb aus,
Leipzig and Paris 1839, from book VI upto the end (Sanskrit text only)

by the same in AKM Hand IV (1862 and 1866). Textual criticism with
cxcgetical notes on the same edition by H K ern JRAS III, 1, 1867, p.

167 ff Recent and better edition by Durgaprasad, Bombay, NSP
1889 (2nd ed 1903). Contents of the first five books reported by H. H.
W llson ( 1824) xn his works III, 156-268 Complete English translation

byCH. Tawneyin the Bibl. Ind. 2 vols. Calcutta 1880—1884. [The
same reprinted with notes etc. by N. M Penzer m 10 vols London
1924-28 ]. Selections from the German translation by J. H e r t e 1 , Bunte
Geschichten aus dem Himalaya, Munchen 1903. The first volume of the

complete German translation (from Sanskrit) by A Wesse Iski has

been published (Berlin 1914-15). The book X has been translated into

German byH Schacht, Indische Erzablungen, Lausanne and Leipzig

1918 Text criticism and literary researches have been provided by J. S.

Speyer, Studies about the Kathasantsagara (Verb, der kon Akademie

van Wetensch to Amesterdam, Afd Lett., N. R VIII, 5) Amsterdam iqo8.

Cf C H. Tawney JRAS 1908, 907 ff and L a c 6

1

e , Essai, p. 67 ff.

3 Winternitz does not believe that the real title of the

work was BrhatkathasaritsagaraSlokasamgraha, as suggested by L o c 6 1 e

Essax p . 63 ff In the introduction the author merely says that in his

opinion the title of his work Kathasantsagara means a collection of the

essence of the Brhatkatha” (Brhatkathasarasamgraha). It is not improba-

ble that the dialectical Kashmirian recension had the title or undertitle

Kathasaritsagara .or Bfhatkathasaritsagara ( see L a c 6 1 e , ibid)

Winternitz, History of Indian Literature, Vol. Ill, 23.
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abridged together the big volume of the work, and the

language is different. I have skilfully exerted myself to the

task of resetting the expressions and to keep true to the

context (of the stories) on one hand and to introduce

into it an clement of ornate poetry on the other without

letting the ( original) sentiment of the story suffer in the

leas! J have not made this endeavour for the purpose

of satisfying any desire to become famous for my intelli-

gence, hut simply to (impress easily) the colourful

net of stones upon the mind of the readers1 .

Really the Kalhasaritsagara is a work of ornate poetry

that combines all the excellences of popular poetry m a

certain sense, with the excellences of ornate poetry, such as

must have been the Kashmirian Brhatkatha2
. The nice, fully

ornate, but never artificial language, the moderate use of

figuics of speech like puns and similes and likewise the choiced

use of ornate metres are suitably set in the whole work3
.

Whilst in the novels like Subandhu’s Vasavadatta and Bana’s

Kadambari have a gross disparity between the simple narrative

theme and the artificial form, Somadeva has realised this,

and he has always tried to make the form suitable to the

theme and now here has he allowed the form to become his

main objective. Undisputcdly he is one of the most pleasant

and fiist rate Indian poets.

When Somadeva assures us that he has most faithfully

followed his model, we should not only believe him, but also

attribute even the obvious short-comings found in his work
to this situation One such short-coming is the arrangement
of the subject-matter. In the Kashmirian basic work itself

. ,

j* ^ Deferent interpretations of this stanza have been put toge-
ther by Lvcuu , Lrau, p 123 fT

2 As m the Mnct sense of the term the word popular poetry can
hnrdh ucvRnatr the Brlutkatha The work has nevef been a collection

f PGP‘,W tales (somewhat like Brother G ri mm’s Talcs for children) , butfrom m very b-ginmiuj it has had been an independent work of poetry InwU.dtrws vor.« Inv e been gradually added, many ofwinch Lay
ha\e b^r. m prcuiathvj among the people, whilst others may have hadonrm m Qijmnt literary v orks. In cohrse of time the work had
l Cu..'e $>05 uhr m the same way as the MahSbharata and the Ruin&yana.

~r,i •» „,
3
1 P t

!.
c the Kathasantsagara, there arc only

/, *
V't'-uen m omit* metres, the remaining ones are all written inw * epwal U Av. Q Speyer, Stuoies about the KathUs. p 1 74 ff.
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we find the mam story overrun by the rest of the narrative

stuff, and probably this is the reason that very often we find
stones in places where they are badly misplaced and that

sometimes the stories in different versions occur twice even
thrice in different places m this extensive work. Besides the

mam story of King Naravahanadatta, selected to become the

chief of Vidyadharas, having become far less interesting than
most of the intercalated stories, too may be attributed to the

primary work itself1. It is basically somewhat tiring, when we
are told, how the king of the story, who is just a little of the

nature of Don Juan, wins one woman after another. Since all

these women from the beginning are meant for him, all of

them throw themselves with all their force about his neck. And
the difficulties that present themselves in the way to union or

to reunion signify nothing. However, this is not the case only

with the mam story, but also with many of the subsidiary

stories as well - at least from the European point ofview - that

much of the charm gets lost when it is found just m the begin-

ning of the story that everything is predestined either through

a curse or through some prediction2 .

Bat there can be no question that Somadeva was not

so much concerned over the tale of Naravahanadatta as over

the “colourful net of stories” that were interwoven into this

fiction More interesting than the stones of Naravahanadatta

are the stories, anticipated as introductory narratives, of his

father Udayana, his faithful and wise minister Yaugandhara-

yana and his two wives Vasavadatta and Padmavati. Although

in many respects the Udayana-stories correspond to Buddhist

narratives3,
still the deviations m individual stories are very

1 Both of these shortcomings were probably not to be found in

the recension that formed the basis of the work of Buddhasvamin

2 Many a time we hear about this predestination first at the

end of the story that suits m decidedly better. It is also correct what
has been said by H e r t e 1 ( uber das Tantrakhyayika; ASGW 1904, p
124) that Somadeva has little consideration for the nature of the tales,

and frequently when something appears to him as unbelievable he tries

to give it a realistic explanation

3 Gf Lacote, Essai p 247 ff, besides A Schiefner,
Mahakatyayan a und Komg Tschantja-Pradyota (M£moires de 1 Acad

imp des sciences de St Petersbourg, t XXII, No. 7, 1875) Here we find

also ( p 35 ff ), as m the Kathasaritsagara 12, the story of the Wooden
Elephant corresponding to the “Trojan Horse J see above II, I55> transl,

p ig4 and III, p 220
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great, and as a fiction the version of Somadeva was distinctly

different.

The (approximately 350) intercalated stories are

partly such as may be considered to form the episodes of the

main story and stand in somehow natural relation to it

or rather may, more or less, be broughtwithin the context;

but in a great measure they are such as have been inter-

laced into the frame ofthe main story or do not stand in

any internal relationship with it. There is hardly any

class of stories whatsoever that we do not see to have

found entry into the Kathasaritsagara. Fictions and

fiction - like tendencies like meetings with heavenly

damsels, the interferences by gods and demons in the

affairs of man, the gifts of wonderful things of the

type of a “magic table”, etc., wizards and witches,

money-seeker, wealth-digger, transformation of man into

animals, magic locks and keys etc. are to be found

among the stories that do not properly belong to the

category of tales. But in the more colourful admixtures,

such as wc have already seen also in the jataka-books, we
find by the side of proper tales also novelistic stories, the

stories of boatmen by the side of those of shipwreck and
wonderful palaces under the bottom of the seas, stories

on advantageous travels on the earth, romantic love-

stories, in which love is often aroused through dreams
and portraits, stories of thieves, stories of scoundrels,

fools* stories, witty anecdotes, stories about men who are
out and out wise, but also stray mythological narratives,

epical expressions and Buddhistic, Jainistic and Brahmani-
cal legends. The whole of the books like the Fancatantra
and the Vetaiapaficaviririatika have been taken into this

ocean of streams of stories’*, and likewise there are
independent big novels in which other smaller stories
have been included, such the Padmavatikatha in book
XVII and the Vikramadityakatha in Book XVIII.
Probably it has also a book of “fools’ story*’ (imugdhakatha)
and one book of “wife-stories”

(strikatha

)

that have
been worked into in our book.

In a very appropriate manner, cither our poet or his
predecessor has inserted a number of f o o i’s stories
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in between the nlti-stories of the Paficatantra1 for the
purpose of drawing a line of contrast, hardly with the
idea of teaching his own political (nlti) wisdom. They
might or might not, as has happened in all times and
among all the nations, set the muscle of risibility into

motion. Somadeva did not pursue any other goal2.

Many of the fool’s jokes narrated here are well-known not
only in India but elsewhere too in world-literature. Such
are the story ofthe hungry traveller who eats seven cakes
till he becomes satisfied and observes that he would have
been equally satisfied had he eaten the seventh-cake the

first, or that of the servant, who removes the door from
the hinge over which he is to keep watch and goes with
it to the theatre, or that of the fool who boasts that his

father maintained his celibacy during his life-time, etc.

So as all these stories are told mainly for the purpose

of exciting laughter - many of which end with the words

“even the stones burst when they heard the story”-so also

in the stories of knaves, in which the knaveries of

a master-thief, ofa gambler or elsewhere of some scoundrel

leader are narrated in a witty manner. Very remarkable

is the story of the rogue, who bribed the king, and

through this he began to have a talk with him every-

day. At this the ministers began to treat him as an

important and influential person and bribed him in order

that he might speak to the king m their favour. In this

manner he hoarded a great treasure with which he lastly

appeased the king so much so that the latter made him

his chiefminister (66, 110). One of the nice knave-stones

1. Kathas 60-63. The fool’s stories in the Brhatkatbamanjari

are placed after the Pancatantra-section, all put together, XVI, 568-384

Some fool’s stones occur also m the Kathas. 65, 140 S J. Hertel (Em
Altmdisches Narrenbuch, BSGW 64. Bd. Leipzig 1912) has shown that

at least half of the sketchings of fools narrated in the nth century by
Somadeva have been taken from an old Indian fool’s story-book, that was

written m about 492 A D and was compiled about the same time by amonk
Arya Samghasena, to which go back the fools’ stories translated m 492 A.D
into Chinese by his disciple Gunavrddhi ( From the Chinese Po Yu King

has been made the French translation “Cinq cents contes” by E Cha-
v a n n e s) That stones of this sort existed at least in the 2nd century

A D is shown by a relief on the stupa of Bharhut (see above, II, 108;

trans p 134) belonging to thejataka No 46.

2. Against this Hertel, ibid, who considers the fool’s book as

a niti-work.
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is that of the master rascal Mu 1 ad ev a and of his cunn-

ing wife, who begot him a son, who surpassed his father in

cunning and wit1 . In many of these rogue-stones religion

and still more their champions are badly ridiculed.

Apparently harmless is the story of the gambler who
deceived the god of death. On account of his evil deeds

he must live in the hell till the end of creation (halpa).

But because he is sure to become Indra for one day as a

consequence of his gift of a piece of gold to a pious man,
Yama, the god of death, gives him the option of chosing

to have one first : cither residence in hell for the duration
of the halpa or have the status of Indra for one day.
He wants to be Indra first. No sooner he becomes Indra,
he permits his all male and female friends to enter into
the heaven and rejoices their company and with them he
is taken to different religious places on the earth by the
gods. On account of this his sins get exhausted and he
remains permanent Indra (121, 188 ff.). Mischievous
is the story of the two rogues, one of whom calls him-
self biva and the other Madhava (Visnu). One of them
plays the part of a Vaisnava ascetic, and his comrade
that of a Rajput. With false gold and false diamonds
they excite the greed of a greedy purohita and carry away
irn all wealth (2 1, 82 IT.). Ascetics arc not seldom swind-
lers and

^

robbers. One such ascetic is himself cheated

f
nCC

*.
r
^

^

1C lntcntion of taking into his possession a
tnuti u girl he reports to her father about her birth

un cr the influence of an evil star and advises him to
i c.irc ter. The father packs her in a box and casts her

on. A prince finds the beautiful girl and the ascetic gets
a monkey that takes out his eyes and tears off his cirs.

lie number of women’s stories is quite
large. Among them the stories of faithless and wicked
-
mcS prcvai1

;
For sample, a king has a wonderful

?: ‘"hiatal into Gcrrrnn bv
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white elephant, who gets hurt and falls down. A divine

voice makes the announcement that the elephant will get

well when a chaste woman will touch him Each ofnearly

80,000 wives of the king and all the women of the town
come and touch the elephant, but he does not stand up.

Only one poor woman is found, who is so pious and chaste

that the moment she touches the animal he stands up.

Now the king marries the sister of this pure lady and
shuts her inside a palace in a lonely island, but is lastly

deceived by her as well (36, 9 ff). The chapters 58, 64

and 65 contain a whole series of such stories1 . Amongt
this sort of world-wide current stories are found those

of the water-spint, who goes about with his wife within

his body and is deceived by her2 who is not faithful to

him3 etc.

As against the stories of wicked and unfaithful wives

there are also a small number of stones of honest and

faithful wives. For world literature too, the story of the

wise and faithful woman Devasmita, who assures the

young men v.ho intend to seduce her away to meet them

at a fixed place just to let them go away with a stigma

on their faces4 . An idyll, that is rightly mentioned as a

suitable antethesis to the story of Philemon and Baucis0
,

is narrated in 27, 79 ff.

There was once a king, Dharmadatta by name, the

ruler ofKosala He had a wife who respected her husband

as a god One day all of a sudden she came to remember

ofher former birth and spoke about this to her husband

1 Sec also 34, 182 ff , 60, 3ff , 61, 193 ff ( at the same time also a

fool’s story) , 66, 29 ff ; 71, 22 ff , 77, 48 ff ; 124, 140 ff

2 63 6 ff Cf 64, 154 ff, jataka 436 and Ghavannes, Cinq

cent contes, I, XIII ff , 377 ff,; Tausend und eine Nacht I, 8 (Weil)

3 65, 2 ff Gf jataka 193 , B e n f e y ,
Pantschatantra I, 436 ff

;

Gaston. Paris, ZVV XIII, 1903; Pavolmi, GSAI XI 1897-8,

JRAS 1898, 375

4 H e r t el ,
Bunte Geschichten, p 73 ff A partially doublet

is the story of Upakosa ( 4, 28 ff ;
Hertel ibid p 95 ff ) W 1 n t e rn 1 1

z

m the “Globus”, Bd 92, 1907, p 78 f has shown that a parallel to the

story of Devasmita, who is a replica of Portia, in a South Arabian

narrative (in D H Mu 1

1

er , Die Mehn - und Soqotn - Sprache 111,

Vienna 1907, p 30 ff; 78 ff ; 162) See also 56, 171 ff; 61, 300 ff ; 64,

34 ff
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“O king, I am just reminded today of my former birth

not far away hence. It will be unpolite on my part if

I do not narrate the same to you : in case I tell you this

I am sure to die. It is said that in case one is reminded

suddenly of his former birth and if he speaks it out he is

sure to die. On this account, O my royal husband, I am

wholly unnerved.
M The king retorts that he too has just

come to remember of his former birth and asks her to

narrate it, whatever be the consequence. At this the

queen narrates : “In this very land I was a dutiful maid-

servant of a Brahmana, named Madhava. The name of

my husband was Dcvadasa. He was an obedient servant

in the house of a trader. There in our own home that we
had established we were living on the food that each of us

used to bring from our employers. We were three pairs :

water-tub and pitcher, broom and bed-stead, I and my
husband. We were living happily in the house; there was

never a quarrel and we rejoiced and ate the little that was
left over after we hed made our offerings to gods, manes
and guests. In case cither or both of us had some
spare piece of cloth and ifsome poor person came, it was
given to him. Now there was a famine. Therefore, the

quantity of food needed for maintenance became less day
by day. When our bodies had become emaciated with
hunger and our spirit had alrc ady by degrees lost all hopes,
one day there came a tired Brahmana at meal-time.
Although wc were ourselves dying for food we gave him
the 1 ist quantity of food that wc still had. When he had
eaten tt and gone away, the spirit oflife left my husband,
as if out of anger that he had taken care of that
brggar and not of it. Then I erected a pyre ofwood for
tnv iuisb \nd, put his body on it and burnt myself with
him, ami so my ill luck too left me. After this I was
reborn in the palace of a king and became your wife. The
trer of noble uork bears* the never-perishing fruit for the
piou'," When the queen had thus spoken to Dhanna-
Uitta, biter-said, “come, dear, I am your husband

? y
e birth. I was Dcvadasa, the servant of the

r J
r
” st ^

V * U~*° come to remember of my that
cr Ufc ' Therefore, after the king has said this and
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disclosed his identity, he goes to the heaven, mourns, but
immediately rejoices there the company of his wife1.

The stories of faithless wives mentioned above, at

least partly, had originated from Buddhist sources

2

.

But Buddhist stories are found even elsewhere in the

Kathasaritsagara not in a small number, although

B enfe y’s hypothesis1 that “almost all” tales in Soma-
deva’s work are Buddhistic is certainly not correct. For
the purpose of accuracy, it is significant that although

Somadeva was not a Buddhist, he has faithfully follow-

ed his source and fully maintained the Buddhist character

of the stories. For example Buddhistic4 are, in chapters

27 and 28, the series ofkarman-stories, besides the stories

of the trader’s son who is converted for fear of death,

of the prince, who becomes a monk and takes out his one

eye for the sake of a woman, whose beauty he admires

etc. A complete chain of Buddhist stories is narrated

in chapter 72 for the purpose of elucidation of the 6

paramitas. Even the Vetalapaficavimsati-stories signifi-

cantly exhibit Buddhist influence5 . Allusions to Buddhist

canons occur elsewhere too 6
.

Notwithstanding this the religious atmosphere that

permeates the work of Somadeva is quite different. It is

I. Other stories about faithful wives and actual former life

are narrated m 56, 171 ff, 61, 300 ff, 64, 34 ff ; 111,24 ff ; 112, 111 ff.

The story about a Brahmana and his two wives who were united with a
clover-leaf is narrated m 73,417 ff We learn from 38, 3 ff. and 58, 2 ff

that fidelity is not unknown even among harlots

2 Such undoubtedly are all the stories narrated in chapter 64,
where the heroes, after the experience that there was no faithful woman,
became monks In the stories 65, 2 ff , 43 ff, the hero is expressedly said

to be a partial mcamauon of Bodhisattva

3 Pantschatantra I, 148 f

4 It is not clear why Her tel, Bunte Geschichten, p 1 55ff,

translated s au g a t a (common designation for “Buddhist”) by "Jama”.

5 Thus the mention of Mara in the Vetala-stones 10 and 17 In
the Vetala-story 20, the behaviour of the boy is that of a Bodhisattva Other
Buddhistic stones are 33 and 36 ff 541, 9 ff ; 63, 53 ff ; 65, 132 ff (a cloister

anecdote of a foolish monk) ; 56, 141 ff ( vanant of the MittavmdaLa-

jataka, see above II, 106, trans p 132) Probably Buddhistic is the story

ofunmadml ( 15, 63 ff) 33, 62 ff, 91, 3 ff Vetalap 16 ), that coiTesponds to

the jataka No 527 ( see above II, 114, trans^ p 140) In Rajataraagmi

4, 17, a similar story is narrated about a historical king ;cf Zachariae,
Bezz Beitr. IV, 1878, 360 ff.

6 So 65, 46; 117, 32; 75; 120,50; 116.
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the glorification of Siva and his consort (Parvatl, Gauri,

Dnrra, Devi etc.) that prevails throughout. Whenever

a miraculous relief from some need or danger is required,

there appears in person either Siva himself or his wife.

Bodhisattva Jlmutavahana himself goes into the temple

of Gauri to worship the goddess1
. Unusually frequent is

the mention of sacrifices of human-being, that is either

bt ought to Durga or is (more frequently) offered to

her for the purpose of success of some witchcraft or for

begetting a child or for fulfilment of some other desire.

The wild robber-like Bhillas, who live in forests, as a

rule make offerings of human-being to the goddess, and

for this purpose they attack people and bring them to

the temple". The Linga-cult too is pretty fre-

quently mentioned. Women and girls who offer their

prayers in temples are particularly frequent®. The
Mother-cult and the Tantric rites play a role in many
stories. So in the witch - stories, that arc not

rare and do not imitate the wild pantomime of European
stories of this type. The activities of witches are often

described in a very neat manner 1
. Although Siva is the

supreme deity, other gods too appear and all of them are

worshipped. So for example Naravahanadatta himself is

taken to S\ ctadvlpa, the hcavenl) abode of Visnu and
sings a hymn addressed to this god5

.

Snmndcva in all probability found this colourful admix-
ture of thc*e *ccubr and lcligious stories in the Kashmirian
Blhatkathu. Dis work is of beautiful and amiable type,

in which he narrates the stories m a fine language, full of
witty turnings and poetical descriptions. The praiseworthy
rimphuty of language that greatly suits the plain stories,

nc«*<?u!y elevates the position of Somadcva higher than
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does the kavya-style over which he certainly possesses mastery.
Many stories, for example in the Vetalapancavimsati section,

are narrated in a very ornate style1 . And wherever the
subject-matter so requires his language very often becomes

flexible.

Thus above all, when he speaks about his country
Kashmir, as the “head-jewel of the earth (prthviiirowanih )

2
:

himavaddaksine desah kdbnirahhyosti yam vidhih I

svargakautuhalam karlum marlyanamiva nirmime [|

In the south of the Himalaya, there is the country

Kashmir, that was made by the creator as if for the purpose of
satisfaction of the mortal’s curiosity to enjoy the heaven3 etc.

In respect of employment of similes and puns; Somadeva
ranks amongst the best poets Here is given only one
example (87, 29 ff. ) :

bhramyatasca jagamasya bhimo grismoruhesari \

pracandadityavadano diptatadrasmikcsarah 1|

priyamrahasanfaptapanthanisvasamarutaih l

nyastosmana ivatyusna vanti sma ca samirandh il

susyadvidirnapankasca hrdayaih sphuWairiva \

jalasaya dadrsirc gharmalupiambusampadah II

ciricitharcmukh irdslap imldn.Au ladhardh l

madhumviichdnmargf’svarudcnmva pddapah ll

Harisvamin, a Brahmana, who has lost his wife,

goes about in all the places where one can reach

while searching for her. “And while he was thus going

from one holy place to another there came the summer,

the horrible lion, whose jaws were the terrible sun and

whose manes were the burning rays. Scorching hot

winds were blowing as ifm them the warmth of groaning

of the wanderers, separated from their beloved, had

got accumulated on account of weeping. The tanks

with their water dried up and their drying clay

rent asunder were lying there as if with broken heart.

The trees standing along the paths appeared with their

barks sobbing on account of separation from the friendly

1 ^ The story 55, 26 ff is written wholly m the kavya-style, so also

the (prasash), the concluding stanza (missing m Ed Brockhaus)

2* 63, 53 ff, 65, 214 73>79ff
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spring, whilst their leaves, like their lips, were wither-

ing on account of heat (pain)”.

The Kathasaritsagara of Somadeva has the greatest

importance for the history of Indian literature also on account

of the fact that in it there are several stories which have been

worked upon by several other poets1, of course, not only on the

basis of Somadeva’s work, but also on that of Gunadhya or on

that of some older recension of the Brhatkatha, not available

to us elsewhere so nicely as in Somadeva. The work is of the

highest importance for the history of the World Litera-
ture too, inasmuch as not a few stories that we find in

Somadeva, nay that are still older and perhaps have had their

source in the Brhatkatha, are the most popular and most

familiar ones of the West. The question, as to whether the

relevant stories are of Indian origin, does not permit of a

definite answer in all cases. Often there are only a few passages

that the Indian stories have in common with literatures of

other countries, thus for example the story of the smiling fish2

or that of the princess and the thief3 etc. Other stories, with

minor deviations are current among other nations, such is the

story of Harisarman, the Indian “omniscient doctor” 4
. In

many cases it may be doubtful to say whether we have
before us passages taken from the fables that originated in

different countries independently of one another, or if these

passages have been borrowed. To this class belong the tales of

, r , -
1 * *y° ^1S cat

,?S?
ry belong the thrilling stories 140,17 ff, of which

the fable is the basis of Bhavabhuti’s Malatiraadhava, and the story ofKing
bmnanas and the learned parrot (59 , 22 ff ), op which is based Bana’s
“Kadambarl » cf MankowsLi, WZKM 15, 1901, 213 ff, 16, 1902,
*47 “

«•. » .

a * 5> H S’ Cf F Li ebrechtin the Orient und Occident I, 341
IT; Pcntamcronc 36, Straparola IV, 1

r>r
43 ff* already compared byH H Wilson with the tale

was tr-*ndnt^!i
Herodotus From the Indian version the story

ff ?
Chinese as early as 516 A D , see E H u b cr in BEFEO

ImlShen
9
Sr" .1

A van *n l
T
he Tibetan Kanjur too Cf Forke, Die

(oSLTlx ^
C Eraser, Pausamas, Vol V, p .76 ff

Rhamnsnimt’-inH ,
has S»ven a review of the story of the treasure of

Klcinerc^Srhnfterv t
tic v'’ orid-litcrature; see also R Kohler,

Paris in PHtj Chavannes Cmq cents contes 3, 146 ff, GastonlansmRHRt 55 , 1907, x5 i ff, 267 ff.

Benfev ? * Kinder -und Hausmarchcn, No. 98;

9̂0^373 ff
C,dCntI

’ 374 ff? Th Zachariae , ZVV 15*
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witchcraft, like that of the poet, corresponding to the “magic-
table” that fills by itself, the magic stick and the wonderful
shoe “seven miles deep”1

,
or the often repeated motif of men

who are swallowed by a big fish and again come out alive2 or
the motif of the wife of Potiphar3

, etc4.

Lastly we must not forget to mention the extent to

which our knowledge of Indian culture is based on the Katha-
saritsagara of Somadeva. We have already seen that we
learn from this work much about Indian religions and know
about the position of women in ancient India. But we get from

Somadeva’s work abundant amount of information also about

the caste-system, about ethnographical conditions, about art,

artists and artisans, about court-life, about gambling, about

drinking booths and other things about the actual life of the

Indian people.

The Kashmirian edition of the Brhatkatha contains the

whole of the VetalapancavimSa t i k a , “the

Twenty-five (stories) of Vetala”, an Indian story-book that

like the Pancatantra has got wide currency in world-literature.

This work too had to share the fate of other Indian works

that became popular and its old text is entirely lost to us and

it has come down to us in different recensions made in later

ages. The versifications of Ksemendra and Somadeva are

• •

1 3, 47 ff Gf. J J. M e y e r , Dasakumaracanta-Ubersetzung,
Emlcitung, p 67 ff, Forke, Die mdischen Marchen, p 55 ff;Hertel,
Jinaklrtis “Geschichte von Pala und Gopala, p 60, 67, 76, no.

2 25, 47 ff, 74, 192 ff, 123, 105 ff; cf Rajatarangini IV, 504;
WebcrinAKM I, 4, p 32 (Satrunjayamahatraya X) ,H e r t e I ; ZDMG
65,440 In the story ofJona H Gunkel (Kultur der Gegemvart I,

VII, p 56) has assumed a Phonecian tale of a boatmen

3 4g, 4 ff, like 33, 36 ff Also in the book Smdbad. Cf
Tawney, 1,4640, Her tel, Jinaklrtis “Geschichte von Pala und
Gopala”, p 14 f, 48 f. Temple, Legends of the Panjab, I, XIV,
n-13; II, XV, 396 ff On a similar story in Firdusi’s Shahnameh, see

Javanji Jamshedji Modi, JBRAS 18, 206 ff ; on the Greek story see

U. v Wilamowitz-Moellcndroff, Griechishe Tragodien I, io8f.;

on the Biblical story seeH Gunkel, Intemat Monatsschnft 12, 1918,

p 442 f

4 Tawney has collected together a large number of parallels

to the stones and motifs in the Kathas. m the notes to his translation and

a few also in the Journal of Philology 12, 1883, 122 ff. See also above

p. 359 notes, and p 364 notes
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in respect of chronology older1 than the two different recensions
by Sivadasa2 and Jambhaladatta 3

. But it is Sivadasa
who has passed on to us the story in its original form—an
admixture of prose and verse 4

.

The Twenty-five Stones of Vetala55
derive their title

from the fiame in which they are set :

A yogm brings to King -Vikramasena5 a fruit every-
day about which he says that it contains a diamond.
He pursues this course just to move the king agree to assist
him in a corpse-witchcraft, by which he is sure to obtain
the help of a v e t a 1 a 0 for success m his witchcraft.

Approximatdy^a^ouUiT/^of "the^etSla-s^ones finm'f? 7
l~"translated into German bv F von der T

f °
7l

t
!
ie Kathas have been

a S 1898) who has. in the aZf P
ey

?
n

,

dadische Marchen, Halle
m world-1,. “ratuS On

^ ^ ‘he “*“* °f ,hes'
1886, s 8 t VII too ff

1

j
1 cs> see aIso S h^vi in JA

he had used also^ome recensions^f° 7°m Somadeva, but
Kashmirian (see S p e y e r Studied f?

ie Brhatkatha, other than the
version see B r o c k ha u s m BSGW ^853^^^ 1

37 f } °n Somadeva’
s

und ernes Ungenannten^tTmischen k”
dCU Recensionen des &vadasa

(AKM VIII, i), Leipzi^iS^^The^ros^tex^of th
Cdlted by H

, ? hl °
nymous author is an abridged rende-f

°SC
/ ^ * the recension of the ano-

many manusenpts of ^ vc?es °f Ksem^dra In
inserted. H Uhlehas edited the tevt ,

verses fiom Ksemendra have been
table of contents in BSGW Bd 6fi T

V1 ^ & cntica* apparatus along with a
script Cf Hertel, DLZ , QIa i 9 *4 _

on the basis of a manu-
translated into Italian by V B i>hJ “ r,?,

1
yadasa,s Recension has been

1894, P >87 ff andSIFl I, ,89, The fi"
G
|
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The king agrees. One dark night he starts for the place

of burning corpse, where the yogin is waiting for him.

The latter asks him to go to a distant lonely place, where
a corpse is hanging from a tree. He will have to take it

down and carry it back. The king goes to the tree, brings

down the corpse and carries it forth back. In the

corpse there is a vetala, and he proposes to tell the king

a story in order to while away his time along the path.

At the end of the story, the vetala asks the king a question,

that he must answer. Hardly the king has replied and the

corpse disappears and hangs itself on the tree again. The
king returns, cuts off the corpse and begins to carry it

back again
, but the vetala again begins to tell a story,

asks a question, and this he does twenty-four times.

When the vetala has narrated the twenty-fourth story

and put the question, the king is not able to answer,

at which he wavers. But the vetala, is verymuch pleased

at the king on account of his courage and tells him that

the yogm bears an evil design towards him and puts

into his hand a trick with which he wall be able to over-

power the -wicked wizard and he -will himself possess

the power of witchcraft.

This frame, m which the stories are set, already shows

that the “Twenty-five Stories” originated on the soil of Tant-

rism, so much so that they can be associated -with religion.

Most of the narratives, hoivever, are tales, novels, comic and

tragic stories, in which witchcraft plays a powerful role, and

there is no theme construed from any religious point of view.

The seed of the work lies neither in Buddhism nor inJainism1.

spirits they are capable of assuming all possible forms They are mis-

chievous, but he who has the courage can through corpse-witchcraft make
vctalas even serve him In the Mahabharata the vetalas do not appear

before the Hanvamsa One of the mothers of Shanda is called “vetala-

mata” (sec E W. Hopkins, Epic Mythology, p 46 note, 220 note)

Ben fey (KIcincrc Schriftcn II, 13 A) has tried to assign the vetala-cult

to Buddhism, but it certainly belongs to the Saiva-Tantrism, whence in

any case it might have been taken over to Tantric Buddhism A descrip-

tion of the vetala-magic is given m the Tantrasara ( see Aufrecht, BodI

Cat p 94 f )

1 The fourth and the sixth stories belong to the religion of the

Durga-cult In the 14th story Siva brings about the miracle m Somadeva
and Devi in ^lvadasa The story No 19 of the son of the thie£ who is bom
of a Brahmaija and is adopted by a king and outspread? his three hands
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Even theepigrams, that occupy in the Vetalapanca-

vim<atika as much space as in the Pancatantra, are relatively

just in a few cases Buddhistic or Jainistic, and most of them

belong to common ascetic poetry. The rest of the epigrams

partly contain rules of life and partly belong to the didactic

stuff of dharmasastra, of nltiSastra and also of kamagastra1
. In

addition to the epigrams, we find in 3ivadasas
s recension also

a number of narrative and descriptive verses that give to the

work the character rather of a campu.

The stories of the Vetalapancavimsatika have equal

importance for the history of Indian narrative literature and

for the history of world-literature. Some of the stories have

found their way into different other narrative books of India

and also in literatures of other countries of the East and the

West.

Well-known in world literature is the story of

Madanasena, who is betrothed and has promised her

ardent lover that she will meet him on the night of her

marriage, before she is given over to her husband. She

keeps her promise with the consent of her husband.

On her nocturnal journey to meet her lover she is

overtaken by a thief to whom she narrates her story and

for receiving from him his offerings to the manes, can be understood only from
the standpoint of Brahmamcal death-cult. The stones Nos 16, 17 and 20
might have been Buddhistic. In Sivadasa, the story No 1 1 has as its introduc-
tion an apparentlyJama missionary story, but that is not at all associated
with the story itself The vctala-stories, have found entry into the Jama
litciaturc too, see Gharpcn tier, Paccckabuddhageschichten, p. I35ff-

1. Most of these verses are probably to be taken as quotations and
not as composed by Sivadasa himself Many of the verses are found also
m other books of stones and in anthologies of epigrams 23 verses are in
Prakrit Her tel (BSGW 1902, p. 123) has given an index of the
epigrams that the Vetalap has m common with the Jama version of the
Pancatantra But that is not certain The epigrams here, so also there,
might have had the same source as the mass of epigrams of unknown
authorship and age that have been current as unowned commodity among
learned men and authors and partly also among the common people Since the
manuscripts differ from one another in respect of language, and even the
occurrence of a stanza in Rudrafa is no sure proof of Sivadasa being
younger than him (see P 1 s c h c 1 , Rudrata^ Srngaratilaka, p 26) . On
other grounds it is apparent that m all events Sivadasa did not write it
before the 12 tlx century (cf Weber, Indischc Streifen III, 514 ff ). On
some stanzas in the kavya-st>le see A u'freclit, ZDMG 36, 1882, 375 ff.

wrote to Wmternitz “The dependence on the Jaina
i an antra is certain, because the question is not of an individual stanza,

the P»acS™m
P
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WCd vcrra
' *tatt werc r°r ,he fet col,ecl'd “
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he leaves her to go free. She comes to the lover and
when the latter hears about the consent of the husband,
he returns home unnoticed. Now the question is which
of the three persons is the nicest1 ?

To the world-literature belongs also the fifth

story of the girl with three suitors. The daughter of
the minister Harisvamin takes the vow that she will

marry that man only who will surpass others either

in heroism or in knowledge or in witchcraft. The father

goes on a journey and offers her to the Brahmana, who
is a great wizard and overpowers through his craft

an air-vessel. In the meantime the elder brother of

the girl promises her to a highly learned Brahmana, and
the mother to an excellent shooter, without any one of

them having knowledge of the promise made by the other

two. The marriage is fixed on one and the same day. That

very day a demon robs away the girl. The scholar finds

out the place where the girl is staying, the magician

takes the air-vessel close by and the shooter chases the

demon, kills him and brings back the girl. Now the

vetala puts the question as to who of the three should

have the girl as his wife, to which the king replies that

she should be married to the shooter, since the other

two have been merely his assistants in getting her2
.

We may make here a mention of the sixth story too. A
dyer’s eye catches sight of the daughter of the royal dyer;

he is enamoured of her so much so that he promises to

the goddess Bhattarika to offer her his head m case the

beautiful girl will become his wife. He gets the girl as

his wife. One day he starts with his young wife and

1 The story (translated also byj J Meyer, DaSakumaracanta-

Obersctzung Emleitung p 73 fF ) is found also in the Turkish Tutinameh,

in the “Forty Viziers” ( m Thousand . and one Nights) v in Dschami,
in Gaelic tales and Boccaccio’s Dekamerone Cf Oesterley,
Baital PachisI, p 198 f and F vonderLeyen, Indishe Marchen, p 153

ff Chinese m Ghavann es, No 117 A jainistic version inLeumann,
ZDMG 46, 606. r

2 Taken into world-literature by B e n fe y ,
Kleinere Schnften

II, 96 ff. Shown among the Gypsies and Romanies in Siebenbtirgen by

W 1 is 1 o c k 1 , ZDMG 41, 448 ff

Wintemitz—History of Indian Literature, Vol III, 24
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friend for his father-in-law’s house. They arrive at

the temple of the goddess. The dyer asks his

young wife and friend to wait outside, enters into the

temple and cuts his head off to appease the goddess.

The friend goes to search for him, finds him dead and
fears that he will be held guilty for the murder and
cuts his own head. The wife goes there, and finding

the two persons dead, she is about to commit suicide. But
the goddess is pleased; she prevents her from committing

suicide and offers to grant her a boon that she will

ask for. She asks for getting both of them come to

life again. The goddess asks her to put together the

heads and the bodies. In haste the young wife changes
the heads of the two. Now vetala asks the question
as to who will be her husband. The king replies, he who
has the head of her husband, since

“Of all remedies food is the best,

Of all drinks, water is the best.

Of all friends of man, wife is the best.

Of all members of the body, head is the best”1
.

The “Twenty-five stories of Vetala” has been very often
translated into popular Indian languages2 and is found also in
a strongly changed form m the Mongolian Ssiddi-Kiir 3

.
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A younger work, but likewise containing similarly enlarg-
ed and popular stories of a similar character, is the Simha-
sanadvatrimgatika (or Simhasanadvatrimsatikatha,

Thirty-two Throne Stories”), also called Vikramacarita,
Life and Deeds of Vikrama” 1

. The popularity of this work is

proved by the large number of its manuscripts that differ from
one another greatly and represent the text in different recen-

sions. There are recensions that are in prose or in prose

and verses mixed up together or in verses only. Apparently
the South Indian recension stands closest to the original text.

Beside it there is one versified South Indian recension that

on one hand appears to be in some places very much abridged

and on the other very much enlarged in others. There exists

a third North Indian recension, in which only the skeleton of

some stories is preserved, whilst the moral is greatly enlarged.

In the Jaina recension that is very much enlarged and best

preserved and is full of moral lessons, the stories are strongly

influenced by Jainistic tendencies, and the proper stones have

not only been abridged, but here very often they appear in a very

much worsened form. The special characteristic of this recension

consists in the fact that either in the beginning or at the end of

each story there occurs a verse that summarizes the essential

points of the story2. This recension was probably compiled

by Muni Ksemamkara, who appears to have done this

on the basis of the text contained in the Maharastrl-dialect.

The Bengali-recensiona
,

attributed to Vararuci is just

a Brahmanical adaptation of the Jaina version.

the original form of the work Ssiddi-kur, however, has only 13 stories,

which have little correspondences with the Indian stories excepting the

frame-story Gf F o r k e
,

Die mdischen Marchen, p 17 ff and E
G o s q u 1 n , Les Mongols, Niort 1913 On a Tibetan form of the Vetala-

pancavinriatika see AH Francke, ZDMG 75, 72 ff

1 Cf A Weber, Ind Stud XV, 185-453, F Edgerton,
American Journal of Philology, 33, 1912, 249-284 The manuscripts have
also .the titles Simhasanadvatnmsatputtalikavartta or -putrikavarta, “Story
of the 32 Statues of the Throne”, see Aufrecht, Bodl Gat 152;

Eggelingjlnd Off Gat VII, p is66f.

2 Perhaps they are imitated Kathasamgraha-stanzas of the Panca-

tantra But unlike the latter, they do not form the connecting link between

the frame-story and intercalated stories Besides they do not contain the

moral of the story as in the Pancatantra

3 Weber, Ind Stud 15, 188 ff ;
Eggeling, Ind Off Gat

VII, p. 1566 f, Edgerton, ibid 252, 270 A recension of the work
is attributed also to Kalidasa, see Weber, ibid 196, 233, 294
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The apparently voluminous introduction begins

(according to the fashion of the puranas) .with the

request of Parvati to her husband Siva to tell her some

interesting story; the god grants her request and

narrates the story of the "Deeds of Vikrama” 1
. In

the city of Ujjayinl— so he begins—there lived a Icing

Bhartrhari. Once a Brahmana brought to him a
wonderful fruit that lent eternal youth and immortality.

The king loved his wife so sincerely that he did not like

to survive her and passed on the fruit to her. The queen
gave this to her lover, the stable-superintendent, who
sent it as a gift to a harlot. From her it reached the hands
of the king. So the king had in this way come to
know of the wickedness of his wife, he renounced the
world and left his kingdom to his brother Vikrama-
ditya2

. This mighty king distinguished himself through
his heroism and generosity. (The different recensions
differ from one another although they narrate episodes
about Vikramaditya in greater or smaller details). Once
the king paid a visit to the heaven of Indra, and the god
presented to him as gift a wonderful throne fitted with
32 female satues, that he carried to his capital. When

'

king Vikramaditya is killed in the fight against
Sahvahana, the throne is dug into earth under the
command of the god, since there is none to be foundw o may be worthy to sit upon it. Many many years
ater it is found by King Bhoja of Dhara in a field
near his capital, that was established at the site of
Ujjayini and the throne that is dug there is carried to the

thm,
an

j
* msta

JJ

ed 1x1 a majestic hall decorated with a
thousand pillars. But when he is to sit on the throne one
of the statues utters forth in human voice:-King Bhoja

with the story of J^na version. It begins
Vikramaditya an inserted.

^ ‘ 111 stones of Bhartrhari and
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If you are, in not ideas, heroism, generosity and other
noble qualities, like Vikramaditya, you will not be able to
sit on this throne. At the request of the king the statue
narrates a story that will describe the nobility of
thought of Vikramaditya and concludes it by saying :

etat sahajamaudaryam srlvtkramanrpasya tavagre kathitam 1

evamvidham audaryam yadi tvayi syat taddsmin simhasans tistha 11

“I have described this natural magnimity of
heart of King Vikrama. In case you have in you such a
nobility ofheart you may sit on this throne*’. The king

then tries to sit on the throne, but he is addressed by
the second statue in the same way as by the first, and this

second statue tells another story, and so on At the end

we came to know that the statues are wives of gods that

are transformed into stone-statues on account of a curse.

By meeting King Bhoja they are freed from the effect of

the curse and return back to the heaven.

The 32 stories in themselves are indeed very fantastical,

and by far are not so lively as those of the VetalapancavimSa-

tika. And in fact they are outright partly childish, and very

often they possibly are the contribution of the Jaina redactor.

Originally, this was in no way a manual of morals and in

the least a manual of Jaina morals. The original character

of the stories significantly appears to have become different

under the Jaina guise or distortion2. The stories, that are

meant to describe the nobility of the heart of the king are now

outright altered, so much so that they make him appear as

1. Edgerton, ibid, tries to show that like the Pancatantra this

work too was intended to be a nitrsastra ( so it is mdicatedm one of the manu-

scripts), although, not m the sense of a “manual of politics, but rather of

a “manual of (ethical) conduct of life”. W 1 n t e r n 1 1 z believes that this

idea was far away from that of the original writer In all cases the stories

were meant to represent Vikramaditya as a model king, inasmuch as ®

work is as instructive as the Rajataranginl of Kalhana _
But the characte

of the work is essentially different from that of the Pancatantra. rirs o

all those who prepared the later recensions tried particularly by inserting

epigrams to make it appear to like the Pancatantra See Herte ,
m

1902
expresslon jj modlfied when for example we jjemto

consideration the inappropriate manner m whic
j

1
, r VikramS-

Saint Siddhasena are mentioned in connection with the sto
here f see

ditya, the crude manner in which the Jama religion is ^°/aS^act1rWeber ibid 282 ff . 285 ff,) an d the manner m
has removed some of the stories (for example III, , ) Y

own point of view.
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to go away. Soon Discrimination (V i v e k a ) comes
in and says : “O king, we cannot stay in the place where
there is Poverty. Fortune has gone away and I too must
depart The king allows him too to go a\vay. After
a short while Courage (Sattva) appears and says:

Lord, we cannot stay at the place where there is

Poverty. Fortune and Discrimination have already
left before me. I have come here just to bid you farewell,

since I have enjoyed your long association I will go”.
At this the king shudders and thinks: “Ah, when Courage
has left man, what remams then” 1

.

prayatu laksmls capalasvabhava

gunah vivekapramukhali prayantu |

pranasca gacchantu krtaprayana

ma yatu sattvam tu nmam kadacit ti

“Let L a k s m I, that is fickle by nature, go;

Let the virtues, with Discrimination as chief, leave:

Even Life itself may forsake him.

But Courage, may it never desert man”.

Then he says : “O Courage, let all others go away.

You at least do not go I” Then Courage says : “Sir,

where there is Poverty,

I

can in no case stay”. But

the king says : “So now she deprives me ofmy Head !

Without you what will be life to me ?” Now he wants to

cut his head off. Courage prevents him from doing this.

At this Courage remains with him and his Fortune and

Discrimination that have left him come back agam.

Since in all the recensions the frame-story makes reference

to King Bhoja and Dhara, the work could not be of an

age earlier than the 11th century A. D. Probably it was

written in honour of Bhoja, during the period his reign1.

In about 1574 A. D. this work was translated into

Persian under an order of Akbar the Great.2 It has been

1. Cf Weber ibid 202, Edgerton, ibid 251. Sincethwe

is a reference to the VetalapancavimsatikS in the introduction it must be 01 a

later age No definite conclusion with regard to its antiquity can be drawn

from quotations found m it ( from the Bhagavatapurana, the Mahanajaka,

the Prabodhacandroda) a and Himadn’s Danakanda), since it is not known

whether these citations were in the original work or if they had been

included m some of its later recensions

2 This translation had been rendered into French by Baron
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rendered into many new Indian and Siamese languages*
and has been taken also into Mongolian literature under
the title Story of Ardshi Bordshi Chan”2

.
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wise sayings1
. Pancadandachattra-prabandha,

“The Story of the (Vikramaditya’s) Umbre’las, having five

Sticks”, is a later work prepared by a Jaina compiler who did

not live before the 15th century 2
. It is a book containing

stories of magic and witchcraft, full of wonderful adventures,

in which Vikramaditya plays the role of a powerful magician.

With one stanza m the beginning and one stanza at the end the

compiler has inserted Jama moral that passes before our vision

like Faust. The language is not pure Sanskrit, but Sanskrit

mixed up with the popular Marwari-dialect spoken in Marwar.

A work, that m form is indeed an epic, but in respect

of its contents stands close to the book described here, is the

Vlracaritra3 of Ananta. It describes in 30 adhyayas

the struggle of Salivahana against Vikramaditya as a kind of

introduction, in which the adventures of Sudraka, an associate

sovereign of Salivahana and later of his son Saktikumara are

spoken about mainly. Later, however, he enters into conflict

with him and unites with the successors of Vikramaditya

and other heroes and defeats his enemy. Notwithstanding

these apparently historical names, the epic is full of mythologi-

cal legendry passages and numerous stories have been inserted

into the mam story. A similar work isSalivahanakathl,

a poetical biography of Salivahana, by Sivadasa ,

Although it is an epic (m 18 cantos), it is partly written in

prose4
.

To the most famous and popular narrative work of India

belongs the Sukasaptati, “The Seventy-two Stories

of a Parrot”. This book is not better than other works of

narrative literature and has received a great many interpo

lations. Of this work we have before us many manuscripts

of many recensions that differ widely from one another, trans

1 Cf Eeccling. Ind Off Cat VII, P i??
1* Th

Zachariac i/zVV 1906, 135 ff, Klelne Sch"?®n
from of a^fmrt i

cycle of stories, m which Vikramaditya appeals in 1

j has been
found also m the Jamist.c P a r sv a n a t h ac a r 1 1 ra

translated by M Bloomfield, An art of
, _ujcai Society,

A Hindu Fiction Motif, in Proceedings of the American P

Vol 56, 1917, p 21 ff „

2 Edited and translated by A W e b e r, ABA 1877

3 H Jacobi, Uber das VIracaritram, Ind Stud 4> 97

mit einer Textprobe. _ _ _

4 Cf Eg ge ling, Ind Off Cat VH, p. 1567
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lations in popular Indian languages and redactions in several
foreign languages • but the original must be taken to be irrecover-
ably lost. The Sanskrit text that we possess is of a very late age
and we are in a position to prove that the original work
must have been older by many centuries. Through the edition
and translation of Richard Schmid* the two recen-
sions have come to be known to us, one of which contains a
textus simphcior and the other a textus omatior. Both of
these texts are m no case related as earlier and later revisions:
but the textus simphcior is just an extract from a more com-

cZT\
that iS l0St t0 US - Tim l0St text must have been

textus ornatior. Although the latter, in course

uT^ re“ r &°m the Primary work contains

are throT .f
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.
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f
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°ngmal VerSI°n ' Bdow “ 8iven in abort the
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tions, one of which is that of the holy hunter (dharma-
vyadha1 ). Through these instructions the young man
becomes aware of his duties to his elders. But when he
starts on a business-tour, he entrusts his two birds to the

care of his wife, before he takes leave from her. Prabhavati

spends a few days in agony caused by the separation

from her husband, but she is very soon persuaded by her

friends to send for a lover. When she is decorating her-

self to meet him, the wise crow reproaches her. But be-

fore the woman is to able to strangle its neck it manages
to fly away in the right time. The wise parrot, however,

approves apparently of the evil intention of Prabhavati.

He says that she is perfectly justified to make her life

happy provided she is also as smart as GunaSalinl.

Then the woman becomes further curious, and as desired

by her, the parrot narrates the story of a woman who
was caught while committing adultry, but succeeded

in extricating herself from the snare. At the climax of

the story the narrator stops and says • “what will she do

now ?” Prabhavati ponders over it for a long time forget-

fully so that in the meantime a greater portion ofthe night

has passed away. Then the parrot concludes his first story8.

In this manner for 69 continuous nights he continues to

begin each evening a story, in which some clever person

enters, who with some trick or through some clever

word or through some crafty turning knows to overcome

the difficulty.

Whilst the introduction is preserved better in the textus

z. According to the Mahabharata III, 207-219; see above I, 358,
transl. p 581.

2. The parrot-pair, that wants 'to arouse the feeling of virtue in a

woman, is met with also m the jitaka No 198, {cf also 145), see above

II, 102, trans p 127. Cf. B e n f e y ,
Pantschatantra 1, 271 if. Gray in

WZKM 18, 1904, p 42 and M. B 1 o o m f 1 e 1 d , On Taking Birds in Hindu

Fiction, m Festschrift Windisch, p 349 ff I® Bana’s Kadambari too

there appears a clever parrot as a story-teller

3 So unconditionally in the textus omatior It is ingenuous in respect

of framing that the parrot that wants to prevent the woman from adultry

apparently approves of her intention and advises her to go to her

lover, but actually prevents her from carrying out her design by narrating

stories In the textus simplicior the parrot fails m his part, when he by

mistake speaks to the woman that he will continue the story on condition

that she will not go to her lover that night
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omatior, the original conclusion appears to be missing in it,

though probably it exists in the textus simplicior. On the whole

both the texts present mixed recensions. Notwithstanding this

we are in a position to draw a picture of the original work

on their basis. So far as the form of the work is concerned,

it was probably not different from that of our text : a plain

and simple prose1
,
that alternates with verses, of which the

most are epigrams. Narrative verses are found in the beginning

and at the end of the stories. The epigrams are partly in

Sanskrit and partly in Prakrit. Many of aphoristic stanzas

recur in other narrative works as well, particularly in the

Pancatantra2
. Some of the stories, especially fictions, have

been taken from one or the other version of the Pancatantra,

apparently from its Jaina recensions’. On the other hand

many of the stories on adultry have entered into younger

recensions of the Pancatantra from an older version of the

Sukasaptati4
.

Since 52 of the stories are common to the two

recensions, we may perhaps assume that they constitute

the primary stuff to the greatest extent. Half of these

stories are on adultry, and most of them are of the type

in which a beautiful clever woman cheats her husband
who takes her unawares while she is with her paramour,
but she is able to free herself from the difficulty -through

one or other trick. Others of these stories are of the

type in which a woman who has not preserved chastity

receives either an injury or disgrace, whilst the man,
who commits adultry with her is cunning. The second-
half of the stories are pomographical narratives of

i It is also possible that many of the stone? ( for example 14, 23,
4'» 57) be going back to their original metrical version. Winternitz
does not bche\ e that the whole of the textus simplicior has sprung up from a
metrical source, as assumed by H c r t c 1 ( Festschrift Windisch,p 141 ).
Likewise it is also possible that raanv of the stories may have been taken from
popular language But is c arc not in a position to deduce from the Prakrit-
stanzas occurring here that the wdrk was originally written in Prakrit.

2. Cf Her tel m BSGW 1902, p 125 IT

. 3,
Cf Hertel. WZKM 17, 1903, 343fT and Pancatantra, p 234 ff.

-45 **» B c n f ey
, Pantschatantra I, 246 fT

; 275 ff
; 283 f.
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> r
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-4» ornat. 38),or thestor> mentioned above in note 3 p 327;cf. stnte), Pantschatantra I, 372 f
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all sorts of tricks and pranks ofwomen (adultry excepted),

thief’s stories, stories of clever judgments or of solutions

of riddles1, and lastly some stories of other sorts of clever-

ness. The stories on adultry and on harlots often verge

to pomographical stones and some of them are out-

right obscene. However, it will be simply wrong to brand
the whole book as a work on pornography. The work
must not be measured with the standard of the West,

but first of all we ought to make a comparison between
it and the corresponding works of European literature

of earlier centuries. Frequently striking in these stones

is the misuse of religion for the purpose of cheating. So
(m the third story) the goddess Ambika lends the form

of Vimala to the cheat Kutila with the intention of

helping him in committing adultry. In other narratives

the woman who has violated her chastity makes cash-

payment towards performance of some religious ceremony

for the purpose of happiness of her husband, or in which

she persuades her husband that her lovers expelled from

the house are the people of the landlord, etc. It is not

seldom that the meeting takes place in a temple and

there is a verse m which wedding feasts, procession,

temples, places of visit and opera-feasts are enumerated

among the places and occasions for beginning of

love-affairs.

It is not possible to decide with certainty as to who
was the author of the orignal 6uka$aptati or when was it

written

2

. The work has been often translated intomodem popu-

lar languages8
. The famous Pers on translation Tutinameh

1 For example the stories, in which a magistrate has to decide as to

whom does a woman belong, when her real husband and an imposter lay

claim on her (3,4), or those of Muladeva, who has to decide m a quarrel

between two devils as to who of the two has a more beautiful wife of the

two similarly appearing women (30, in the text ornat 42)

2 The author of the textus simphcior was peibaps a Svetambara

Jama, whose name is not known, and that of the textus ornatior, a Brahmana,
Cintamanibhatta by name Cf H e r t e 1

,
Pancatantra, p 240 ff

Accordingto Hertel the textus ornatior was fashioned out ofthe Pancatantra

and, therefore, must have been written after 1199 A D On the other hand

the Yogasastra ofHemacandra, written after 1160 A D ,
mentions the “70

stones of a parrot” ( Hertel, ibid 234 ff)

3. Hertel (Festschrift Wmdiscb, 138 ff) has studied into an

interesting translation in an Eastern Rajasthani dialect, the Suvabahuttari-

katha. This translation has been made from a Sanskrit rendering, that has
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has become of the greatest Importance for world-literature.

Already in the beginning of the 14th century A.D. there was

a Persian translation of the Sukasaptati, but that was crude

and clumsy. This imperfect translation induced Nachsc-
h a b i ,

a contemporary of Hafiz and of Sadi to prepare an

ornate work 1
. On Nachshabi’s “Parrot-book” is based the

Persian rendering by K a d 1 r i made in the 18th or in beginn-

ing the 19th century2, and one hundred years after Nachshabi

was prepared the Turkish version 3
. Nachshabi has, as he

himself states, omitted many of the inappropriate stories and

has substituted for them other Indian stories particularly from

the Vctalapancavimsati. Through the Tutinam h many
Indian stories have gained currency in West Asia and in

Europe4
. No story has become so famous in world-literature as

the 15th one of the Sukasaptati (text simpl. 5
) of the falsified

divine judgment, that has attained great fame in the “Tristan

and Isolde”® by Gottfried von Strassburg.

as its outhor a poet Dcvadatta, son of Purusottamadasa It contains a fine

version of the “Solomonic judgment”, in which the decision is pronounced
b> a wise girl (see Ben fey, Klcine Scbriften II, 156 ff and above II,

112; trnnsl p. 138) The stones of this version have been translated by
H c r l c 1

, Ind Marclicn, p. 320 ff Of little interest is the Marathi-tr'ans-
lation that has been rendered into German and published by R. Schmidt
(Leipzig 1897, AKM X, 4),

1. In the year 1330 A D
,
according to P. Horn, Geschichte

der persischcn Litttratur, Leipzig 1901, p 212 f

2 Sec Iicr tel. Das Paniicatantra p 244
3. On Nachshabi’s Tutmamch, sec P e r t s c h in ZDMG 21, 1867,

5n5
'55 * The version of Kadiri, thai contains only 35 stones, had been

trail?! tied into German b> C J.L I ken in 1822 A D Goethe was
full of admiration for this translation and enmmended it as a tasteful compo-
sition in respect or the translation of the Sukasaptati promised by Kose-
g a r t e n ( samthche Werhc, edited by G o e d e k e , Bd 8, 364 f.) . A new
impreMton of Iken’s translation of the “Pcrsischen Papageicnbuchs” with an
introduction by R. Schmidt has appeared as vol. 2t of the “Kulturhistori-
schen Licbhaberbibhothek” The Turkish version ofthe Tutinameh (with 73
stones) tint been translated into German also as vol 17 in the “Bibliothck-der
Romane in the Iniclverlag by George Rosen (Leipzig 1858) Cf. also
II c r t e l

, Panentantra 239 ff
* b J J

Pi'rtich
Mon?ohvi

1 ii-re are also two Malayan
• 2DMG 22, 5G8 Many of
collection “Ardshi Bordshi” too

versions of the .Parrot-book; see

them have been taken into the

!*
>e lcxtn* s
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nphcior the same story occurs as No 24, but
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Like other famous works of Indian literature the Suka-
saptati too has repeatedly been imitated by later-day writers
and indeed both m Sanskrit and m popular languages1

.

One such imitation, composed m slokas m the fashion of the
puranas, is the Dinilapanikasukasaptati,
"the seventy stories of a parrot in daily conversation2”. A
remarkable version of the Sakuntala-legend is narrated as the
story of the 16th day.

A famous book of world-literature that with a high degree

of probability can be considered to be going back to an original

Indian work, that is not available and stands m close relation

to the Sukasaptati in respect of its subject-matter, is the Book
of S i n d b a d. The Arabic writer M a s u d i, who died

in 956 A.D., says about the Kitab el Smdbad that it had come
from India. In essence this work is the same as the Persian

Sindibad-namch, a version included in Nachshabi’s Tutmameh,
the Syrian book, Smdban, the Arabic version, that is found

under the title "The Seven Wazirs” in many manuscripts of

"Thousand and One Nights”, the Hebrew version, under

the title Sindabar, the Greek book Syntipas and lastly the

“Seven Wise Masters” of the region of European literature,

that depend on them 3
. The introduction, that is very like

that of the Pancatantra, is Indian. In the Smdbad too a king

makes over his son to the care of a wise man, who promises

to make him in six months so wise “that on the whole of the

earth no wiser man will be found”. Indian is also the idea

that stories are to be told for the purpose of saving some person s

life, here that of a prince, who is condemned to death Most

of the stories arc retold in one or the other Indian narrative

it has been translated byChavanncs, Cmq Cents Contes I, No 1 i6from

the Chinese Tripijaha The motif has been mapropriately used in the jataKa

No 62 On a Mongolian version see B J u 1 g ,
Mongolische Marchen,

Erzahlung aus dor Tristan und Isolde, monogolisch und deutsch, Innsbru

1867 Cf A Pfungst, Aus der mdischen Kulturwelt, Stuttgart 1904,

115 ff, Zachariac, Klcmc Schnftcn 282 f , and particularly J J

Meyer, Isoldes Gottesurtcil, Berlin 1914, P 74 ^

1 A list of such imitations has been is given

Vicr Erzahlungen aus der §ukasaptati, p 6 ff

2 Specimens with German translation by R

45, 1891, 629 ff
, 46, 1892, 664 ff

3 On the whole of this literature see V
graphics des ouvrages Arabe*, t VIII

by R Schmidt,

S c h m 1 d t

,

ZDMG

Chauvin, Bibho-
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work, so the story of killing of the innocent mongoose in the
Pancatantra, but especially the stories of adultery and over
all the stories of wickedness of women. It almost seems that
in this respect the work was meant to be a supplement to
the Pancatantra, a book of lessons, with which young men
could be appraised of the trickeries of women and be warned
against them 1

.

Less certain is the Indian origin of “Th ousand and
One Night s”, although this work in its framing shows great
similarity with works like the Vetalapancavimsati, the Vikrama-
carita and Sukasaptati and the contains other stories that
are doubtlessly Indian2

. J. Charpentier3 has, in a Jaina
commentary of the 11th century A.D., found as frame of a
senes of narratives, the story of queen Kanayamanjari, who
will like to have the king devoted to her exclusively and there-
fore, every night before going to sleep she asks her maidservant
to begin a story that she should continue the next evening.
By this curiosity is aroused in the king so that for six months
he discards all other women and always sleeps with Kanaya-
manjan alone. Charpentier sees in this the model of Sheher-
zade and presumes that the Pahlavi original of the Arabic
collection may have been translated from an Indian popular
anguage. About the frame of the “Thousand and One
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Nights’* E. C o s q u i n1 has shown that all the chief

constituents rest on Indian motiv.es. But the facts do not warrant

the statement that the Pahlavi basic work was wholly trans-

lated from some Indian language. It will be prudent to assume

that a Persian poet had planned the frame and the series of

stories in imitation of some Indian original2”.

Many Sanskrit works of narrative literature have been

probably taken recently from popular languages into Sanskrit.

Apparently of this type is the B ha rat aka dva trims i k a3
,

“Thirty two stories of the Bharatakas” (a class of beggar-

monks). They are stories of foolish and wicked people meant
exclusively for ridiculing the priests.

For example here we find the story of the mendi-

cants, who build a chain for the purpose of reaching the

heaven, and the first of them firmly fastens the chain to the

tail ofthe heavenly wish-cow (Kamadhenu), and when he

wants to show to his companion the dimensions of pan-

cakes that they will be offered in the heaven to eat, he

loses hold of the tail of the Kamadhenu and all the

mendicants fall on the earth. Another famous story is

of a simpleton, who cuts the branch ofa tree on which

he is sitting and takes the man, who tells him that he

will fall down, to be a great prophet, and gives so

much credence to his- talk that he lets himself die4
.

1. La Prologue Cadre des milles et une nuits etc« (Extr. dc la Revue
bibhque), Pans 1909

a However, it is noteworthy that even the stories of Srndbad and
Ahiqar (see above II, hi; traas p 137) taken into the "Thousand and One
Nights” have so many parallels in Indian •narrative literature.

3. Individual stones from this work communicated by Aufrecht,
ZDMG 14, i860, 569 if.; and Fesfgruss Roth I2gff.; Weber, Indische
Streifen I, 243 ff ; P. E Pavolini, SIFI 1, 1897, 51 ff ; Hertel,
Indische Marchen, p 1486" According to Hertel, (ibid 376!) the book
conceals "under the harmless form of popular fools’ stories opposition ofthe
Jainas against the Saiva monks, whom they hated most on account of the
bloody sacrifices practised by them”. In the stones neither about Jainism nor
about a "polemic writing” much is to be found. Probably they were collected

together by a Jaina for ndiculiag the Bharatakas J Hertel has edited

the Bharafakadvatnmfika (Sachsische Forschungsinstitute in Leipzig, Ind
Abt No 2, 1921) and in vol. 5 of the 'Tndischen Erzahler” ( Leipzig 1922),
and he has translated it with Somadeva’s fools’ stones into German. Supple-
ment to the edition, ibid p 194 ff Probably the author is Munisundara,
(1359-1446 A. D.).

4. This story has a large number ofparallels in world literature; see

R. Kdhler in Oncnt und "Occident” I, 431 ff ; 765 ff.

Winternitz—-History of Indian Literature, Vol. Ill, 25.
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A similar work is Katharnava, “Sea of Stories’*

of Sivadas a, with 35 stories, in which occur also the stories

offools and thieves 1
. The legends of the Mahabharata and

the Ramayana have been caricatured in Haribhadra’s
Dhurtakhyana, that is written in Prakrit stanzas4.

Purusapariksa®, (“T e s t of Man” by the poet

\idyapati*, a collection of stories written in the second

b ilfof the 14th century, too betrays its popular origin. There

a.e 44 instructive stories (in prose with intercalated epigrams)

that are meant for the purpose of teaching and are set in a

frame-story. The apparently sober frame is as follows :

—

A king has a wonderfully beautiful daughter, whom
he wants to give in marriage. He asks a Brahmana

as to how he will be able to find a worthy husband

for her. The latter describes to him the different

types of noble and ignoble persons (the “hero of

generosity”, the “hero of kindness”, the “hero of battle”

the “hero of truthfulness”, the thief, the coward, the

greedy, the worthless, etc.), and for each type an example

is added in the form of a story. Most of these stories

are not particularly interesting. But a beautiful story

is the example of the man who has distinguished himself

in wit (hasavidya). IV. 13 :

Four burglars are caught while committing theft

and they are ordered to be put to death. After three

thieves have been impaled, the fourth one escapes by
speaking to the hanger that he wants to communicate to

the king the formula a powerful magic. The king becomes

. . I Cf. Aufrccht, Bodl Cat p. 153 f; Weber, Indische
strefen I, 951 f ; P a v o 1 1 n i , GSAI 9, 189 ff

rr,
2 ?f

.
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01 German philologists and teachers in Strassburg, 1891, p 193
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r tu Ed

.
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curious and allows the thief to be brought to him. He
reports that he knows to grow trees of gold : gold seeds

are sown on the earth. After a month a shrub grows up,

of which the leaves are of pure gold. The king provides

him with facilities to grow gold. The thief is given a
lump of gold that is cut into smallest pieces. He ploughs

a piece of land and says: “Since now the field and seeds

are ready, kindly let a man be brought to sow the seeds”.

The king enquires from him as to why he himself does

not sow. He replies * a thief cannot sow gold ; this can

be done only by a person who has never stolen any-

thing. Now it so happens that neither the king nor

his minister nor the chief judge is able to assert that he

has never stolen. At this the burglar says : “why then of

all persons, am I alone to die ?” At this the king is so

much pleased that he not only grants him his life but

also makes him the gate-keeper of his court1
.

Lastly we must include under narrative literature some
works that contain stories on historical personalities, but cannot

be considered to form historical literature in any sense, since

they contain all sorts of anecdotes, without any consideration for

historical truth and without any scruple with regard to anachro-

nisms. The works of this type are the Prabandhacint a-

m a n 1 of Merutunga and Prabandhakosa
of Raja^ekhara

2

. The Bhojaprabandha*
of Ballala too belongs to the same class of work (end of

the 16th century A. D.). In these works the life and activities

of courts of Indian princes, particularly literary parasitoriums,

are described very nicely in a simple style in prose and verses

(of which most are epigrams). But the contents are only

stories that are associated with the -names of the famous king

Bhoja and ofthe poets and scholars, who are presumed to have

1 Text and translation in Brockbaus, ibid 34 ff
,
German

also by J J Meyer, Dalakumaracarita, p 69 ff A similar story m the

Kathamava, see Weber, Ind Streifen r, 251 f

2 See above II, 332 f , Transl p 520

3 Edited by Th P a vi e m JA 1854-55, s 5 t III, i8sfF,t IV
385 ff , t V, 76 ff with extracts translated into French byK P. Parab,
Bombay NSP 1896, by Vasudevasarman, Bombay NSP 1913. The great

popularity of the Bhojaprabandha is proved by its large number of manus-
cripts and different recensions, see L. O s t e r, Die Rezensionen des

Bhojaprabandha, Diss Darmstadt, 1911.
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lived in his court. So for example Kalidasa is made a contem-

porary of Bhoja1
. This work can in no case be considered

as historical. It is unliistorical to the highest degree and has

misled many of the researchers of former times2
.

ORNATE FICTION
It has already been mentioned above, that according to

Indian rhetoricians metre does not constitute an essential

component of poetry, rather a “kavya” can be composed
equally well in either verse or in prose or in admixture of

prose and poetry3
. “Kavyas” in prose are the Sanskrit

fictions. Of the ornate court poetry, they possess all the

characteristics excepting the metre : descriptions overrun
with ornate pictures and similes, unending long compounds,
puns and other embellishments. However, the plot of the
fiction is not taken as in the epics, or from the legends of gods
and heroes, but mostly from fable-literature.

In this manner the Daf akumaracarita, “the
Adventures ofTen Princes” 4 differs from works like Gunadhya*s
Brhatkatha more on account of perfection in the style of
ornate court poetry than in the matter of the subject-matter,
pandin s work too is a cycle of tales and stories that are setm a common frame. The frame-story, in brief, is as follows

The king of Magadha is defeated in a battle by

i?*
the beautiful translation of the story by He rt el, Tantra-

im altciAndirn 1* »3
** ^cc a*so R P 1 s c h e 1 , Furst und Dichter

The p-

of king Bhoia
11

of
Altertumskudc IH, 836 fT

, has treated the story

Bhojacaritra This ^ tkc u
?
c Bhojaprabandtia and of similar

conclusions are deducible from if*
* t3 C' lke charactcr, but many historical

3 * Sec above p. 13 f.

*891 (BSS Nos
U

and^aWn If 1

and
.

P Peterson, Bombay 1887 and
German (rlillL , /? ^,tI0n by H H. Wilson, London

J. <1902) v.i th a valuable
^eyer, Leipzig, Lotus-Vcrlag o.

jbridgrxnents) .Munclien tnn^rr'u’
a
T
nd H. Habcrlandt (with

Ind. Streift, I ffV*i
H
k
W,

.

ls ° n » Works UI> 34* S'>

W- ff. Winternitz Tal u b -

u

1 - Ilm. Ind. Ant 4,1875,
p. I . P a r a b, Bombay NSP °^* ® Godabolc and
*9*7 were not ava.hbleto

8
?
3 and ‘hat of M- Kale, Bombay

lumiracarita had been iu« A??* 9crman ‘tanslation of the Daia-
Roman J

,

Hcrtcl (D‘e Zehn Pnnzen,Rr**hler Bd. 1.3 Lei>*ig^a)
Y°lbiancilS vcrdcuUcht, 3 vols., Induche
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the king of Malava and flees away into the forest, where,
his wife gives birth to a son, Prince Rajavjihana. At
the same time a son is born to each of the four minister

of the king, and shortly after him five different princes

are brought in a wholly wonderful manner to take shelter

under the former king. These ten boys, princes and
ministers’ sons, grow up together and are trained in all

crafts and sciences m a similar manner. When they grow
up, the prince with his companions starts for “victory ofthe

world”
(digoijaya ). One day, in the Vindhya-mountains he

meets a Brahmana Matanga, whom he renders some help in

achieving certain magical power for acquisition ofmastery

over the nether-world. After different adventures the

prince resumes his own journey. In the meantime his com-

panions, searching for him, go out into the world. Since

the prince does not find them, he too begins to stroll about

and at last comes to a park, where he meets some of his

companions. One by one all the ten princes are reunited,

and each of them narrates the story of his adventure, that

he has experienced during the intervening period.

The stories that are narrated within this frame have

very colourful contents. J. J. Meyer

1

has called the

DaSakumaracarita a “Schelmenroman (knaves* fiction)’*

and Pischel 3 a “Sittenroman (moral fiction)’* and

likewise one may call it also a “tale-fiction”. Some of the

stories of are knave’s fictions, so the stories ofApaharavarman,

Upaharavarman and Arthapala, that are full of intrigues,

knaveries and scoundrel’s activities. H e r t e 1 calls it a

“political fiction”, and in his opinion it is a narrative work

meant for instruction, like the Tantrakhyayika. But this does

not appear to be correct. Although the poet has occasionally

shown his knowledge of arthaSastra, still he has planned his

work as a light literature.

Prince Apaharavarman is a master-thief and

scientifically schooled burglar. He speaks about larceny

as a wholly honourable profession. Therein he is not

a person devoid of moral grounding. He plunders a

1. In the title to his translation

2. DIZ 1903, Sp 3002
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city for the purpose of helping a man ruined by a harlot,

so that he may regain his fortune, s'nce he has

heard that the city is full of rich miserly fellows : for

this he is resolved to follow “the instruction prescribed

by Kamisuta 1 in order to make them realise the perishabi-

lity of wealth and to bring them to senses thereby”.

Even Upaharavarman, the hero of the second story, in

his turn, who has no scruple either in respect of falsehood,

or cheating or killing in his activities directed for getting

possession of a queen, is declared “moralist” by Raja-

vahana, who says :

paiyata paratalpikamupadhiyuktamapi gurujanabandhavya-

satiamukiihetutaya dustdmitrapramdpanabhyupayatayd rdjyopa-

labdhmulataya ca puskaldvarthadharmdvapyariradhat I

"See
,
even by sinful mounting the nupti 1 bed of another

person he has earned abundant profit
(artha) and

merit
(dharma ) inasmuch as the main purpose has

been to secure release from arrest his venerable elders

and it has been the means of killing a wicked enemy
and that of the root of attainment of a kingdom.”
All the stories are full of tale-like branches and rare

adventures. The complication of treatment sometimes
reaches to such a degree that the reader often gets tired in

loosening the thread of the story. In all the stories miracle
plays such a great role that it significantly interferes with
suspense. Everything

, for example, is ordained from before.
All happens as it must happen. But this takes place, not on
the ground of some internal necessity, but as a sequence to
some curse, a predestination, a dream, a prophesy, etc. The
arbitrary nature of talcs prevails everywhere. When there is

something bad with the hero, the reader has no fear about him,
since it is known from before that he will somehow be relieved
of it. Everywhere strong eroticism prevails. With predi-
cction the poet tarries when he describes the beauty of
women and when he paints love-scenes. Many of these
places do not only prove Dandin’s thorough knowledge of the

,

afistra, but also of **1 poetry. Full of thoughtful colour-
*”°r cxamPk» t^ic description from the beginning of

jicjmh chapter, where Pramati narrates, how he falls asleep in

3. Author of a work on theft
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the forest and suddenly wakes up in the company of beautiful

women and finds himself close to the most wonderful princes

Navamalika, the most beautiful of all of them.

That our poet does not lack in humour is demonstrated

by the story ofRsi Marici and the harlot Kamamanjari:

—

One day the harlot rushes forth into the hermitage

ofRsi Marici after declaring that she is determined to lead

a forest-life. The mother of the harlot follows her and
protests against her adopting this course. The sage de-

cides that she may live in the hermitage for a day, know
the forest-hfe, return back to her mother and then again

follow her profession. But the harlot serves the sage with

great love and attention, and she does not take a

long time to make the sage begin to love her fully. To a

harlot’s talk on virtues he retorts with a talk about the

love-god. Lastly she invites him to the town on the

occasion of the love-feast where she appears with the age,

who is entirely captivated by her, in a royal park, where

it is promptly declared that the harlot had made a

bet that she would allure Rsi Marici with her charms.

After she has won the bet, she bids the sage farewell, who
returns back to his hermitage ashamed and full of

remorse. Through this lesson he finds again the path

to attainment of peace 1
.

In respect of language Dandin shows himself as a

master of the kavya-style overburdened with embellish-

ments that of course alternate with the simple language

of the plain narrator. Here is an example of the poet’s

metaphorical language :

—

After th’s the above-mentioned sage Marici to whom
Apaharvaman has narrated his story, ianmanai cyutatama-

ftsprafabhiyevastam raviragat rsimuktasca ragah sandhyatvena*

sphurat tatkathadattavairagyanlva kama'avanani satnakucan.

•j. That this story of Marici is a transformation of the legend of

R$yaimga, as meant by Luders, NGGW 1897, 109, is not believed by
W. Cf also J J Meyer, Das Weib im altindischen Epos, p 407 f The
story may be compared also with the legend of Saint Martmianus, but

Gar be (Indien und das Chnstentum, p. 116 f A) rightly considers the

similarity as accidental In both the stories, there is a harlot who bets that

she wiU allure a sage, but the rest is wholly different. But the stories of

alluring holy men aie so frequent in Indian as well as m Christian literature

that we can hardly think of dependence of the one on the other
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“The sun set as if out of fear of touching the dark

that had leaked out of his mind. And the lustre of

love discarded by the sage shone forth as the evening-

glow. The lotus-forests folded themselves as if they had

been given freedom from passion” 1
.

The entire chapter VII is a stylish ornate

work, in which there occurs not a single labial sound*,

since the lips of the narrator Mantragupta ha/e been

wounded by his struggling beloved in their amorous

sport. It is no wonder that there the language has be-

come very bombastic, so when Mantragupta narrates:

naksatrasantanaharayastyagragrathitaratnam ksanadandhakara-

gandhahastidaramikakesannam kanakasailahngarangaldsyalt-

lanafam gaganasdgaraghanitarangardjilanghanaikacakram

karyakiryasaksinam sahasrarctsarh sahasrdksadtgangandnga-

rdgardgdyilakiranajalam raktranlraHjahmaradhya nijaniketa-

tanam nyatiSnyam; “I returned home having worshipped

the sun, the jewel strung at the top of the garland of the

line of the stars, the lion, who alone tears asunder the

elephant in rut of darkness, the dancer who'dances at the

peak of the mountain of gold, the o n 1 y crocodile who
traverses the surface of the thick waves of the ocean of

the sky, who is a witness of noble and ignoble activities,

who has thousand rays, whose net of rays is painted with

the sandal of the body of the lady of the direction of the

thousand-eyed god “with offerings of red lotuses4”.

As regards the height of the creative talents of Dandin
it is hardly difficult for us to arrive at a decision as to how
far the stories have been composed by his own-self or have
been worked upon some older sources. Probably the writer

took the motif of the frame-story from the Brhatkatha of

ed.
i*

Translation from the German rendering of M e y c r, p. 212 (text
Godabole, p. 89).

'

2. In the K&vT’&daria 3, 83 Dantjim himself states that this ornat<
piece is particularly difficult. “In fact, when somebody hears the seventl
aispter read aloud he has actual!* the impression as if somebody is recitinj
Hwith wounded bps (Jacobi , ZDMG 40, 1886, 99 f.).

Ka^valf, Act III, V, 49. J. J Meyer (p. 324), follow
m appears to have read tkenekrem for H-cckram. Peterson (texU, p does not give a vauant reading for nakram.

ftmslJ
“ Indf*' UlC dcrtndcr of thc East. The quarter* are of tb<
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Gunadhya, since in the Kathasaritsagara (chapters 69-103)
we find the story of a prince, who had ten ministers

5
sons as his

companions, who were separated from each other as a sequel
to a curse and after their reunion each of them narrated his

own experience. In other stones as well we find many
parallels and harmonies between the Kathasaritsagara and
the DaSakumaracarita. They make it apparent that the

poet knew the Brhatkatha and had utilized it. Since many
of the stories occur also in the jataka-books, in any case, it is

certain that Dandin had not composed all the stones himself1.

The Dalakumaracarita is of great interest for cultural

history. In particular we get an insight into the life and
activities of unworthy people, rogues, buffoons, thieves, gamb-
lers, and harlots. We see here amongst others a presentation

of buffoons, over whose head stands a Brahmana. Here we
are able to know about the life in a gambling den and we can

see the practices of a poison-doctor being ridiculed. We find

here described the fight of cocks and a detailed picture of the

ball-dance of a princess. We obtain a thorough knowledge

about the condition of life of harlots. The profession of

harlots is as ordained by the creator and is under the protec-

tion of the king. The story of Nimbavati in chapter VI throws

remarkable sidelight on sexual relationships and on the position

of women in society. The story of Virabhadra in chapter

VIII is important (also for the history of iutiSastra), where

the daily course of king’s life is described more minutely and

in apparent agreement with the Kautiliya-ArthaSastra.

XJnfortunately the Dafakumaracarita has not come

down to us in an intact form. The original work must have

been developed from an introduction and the stories of ten

princes. But the beginning and the end got lost early, so that

i . The vetala-stories are included in the story^ of the sixth minuter

in the Kathasan tsagara Similarly in the Daiakum in Mitragupta s story

of the sixth “kumara” are mcluded four stories, of which the 4th one, tna is

of Nitambavatl, that has the common tendency with one of the vetala-stories,

m which the hero attains his goal through the crude tti ck that he prac s

on his wife under the suspicion of her being a witch Cf Gharpe

n

1 *

Paccekabuddhageschichten, p 143 ff, L a c 6 t e ,
SU

T

289 Here we find also the story of the ungrateful wife (also m the

santsagara 65, 2 ff and thejStaka No 193, see above II, 104, trans p 3J
and of the ideal wife who can prepare a dainty dish out of pad y*

(m the j&taka No 546 narrated with much wit and humour J.
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the genuine text contains only seven stories and the beginn-

ing of the eighth one. But our text begins with a section

(j> urvapithika') that contains not only, as might be expected,

the introduction (on the birth and early youth of the ten

young men), but also the stories of two princes and also the

beginning of the story of Rajavahana. This p urvapithika is

the composition of a later writer, who has attempted to imitate

the style of Dandin. The last story has remained incomplete1 .

As a master of “crooked speech” (vakrokti), Subandhu,
the author of the fiction Vasavadatta 2

,
enjoys high

reputation in India. Bana says that before the * Vasavadatta”

pride of poets sank down3
. A century later Vakpati (Gauda-

vaha, verse 800) says about himself that he enjoyed the

poetry of Bhasa, Kalidasa, Subandhu and Haricandra. And

i. In many manusenpts the purdapifhtka is wanting, a thing that is a
strong pioof for its not being genuine. Another attempt made to complete the

work of Dantfm is one Daiakumarcari tapuivapit hik am verses

of Vinayaka and yet another is the Daiakumara kathasara,
likewise in verses, of Appayya Mantrin (or Appayamatya). More-
over, theDasakumarakathalesa, m5 ucchvasas, ofDiksita C a k r a-

p a n i is
_
a continuation of the work of Dandin. Lastly Maharajadhiraja

Goplnatha in his Daiakumarakatha claims to have improved
upon Dandm’s work, but m fact he has, under insignificant alterations and
additions, merely added his own introduction and his own conclusion, sec
Egg cling, Ind OIF Cat. VII, p. 1551 ff Meyer, Intioduction to
his translation, p. 134 ff. has tried to defend the authenticity of the purva-
pithika R Schmidt ( ZDMG 64, 1910, 476) is satisfied with one "non
liquet”. Bui most of the researchers arc unanimous in declaring it as

spurious Cf A Gawronski, Sprachliche untersuchungcn fiber das
Mfccnakapka und das DaSakumaracanta, Dus. Leipzig 1907, p. 45 ff;

Char pen tier, Paccekabuddhageschichten, p. 144 f.;Lac6te m
Melanges Le\ 1, p. 267. H e r t e 1 (Die zehn Prinzen, Bd. 3 ) has now with
the help of documents proved that the puivapljhika is spurious. He believes
(\ol. 3, p. 46) that Dandm never completed either its beginning or the end.
As regard the beginning W. says that he does not think this opinion as
piobaul- It is, however, possible, that the work was never completed.

6 x’ ^tan » ,

rt* cd*tion of Fitzedward Hall with the commentary of
bivar&ma Tnpaibin in die Bibl. Ind. Calcutta 1859, translated into English

j “ „V ra Y ('Mth reprint of the transcription of the Telugu edition,
Madras 1802) New York CU IS, Vol.8, 19x3. Cf. Weber? Indische
blreifcn i, 3(19 ff

^ *

3. Bans (Ilarjacarita v. 12) does not mention Subandhu as the
/!< tni* *1 a V. a . » A <i*a.

was
that has been referred

1 X ,
4. 3 . 87k and materially it cannot be concluded that

t ,m » meant by Bana But the researches of W. C a r t e 1

1

1 e r 1 (WZKM
t « iBH?, J KX*m fl. V T !l n m .1 1 f iU *n «OaO \ 1 t ^ 1. ^ t. .

\
5
*:/V;rr {* £

ro * * < lb *898, ai ff ) and Mankowski
Vtn S

a
h?wn that Bina htd ‘nutated Subandhu and

doubw ,hi,,,n
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still in later centuries Subandhu is mentioned among the earliest

poets1
. We know nothing about the life of this writer and we

do not find his any other work mentioned anywhere Subandhu
has nothing in common with the drama of Bhasa except the
name of the heroine. It is not known what was the source

whence Subandhu took the plot for this fiction. He has hardly

created it himself. But even if he himself has composed
the story he has in any case utilized a long series of current

tale-motives: love m dream, talking bird, magic horse, trans-

formation into a stone-slab etc. But it is clear that it did not

occur to the poet to invent adventures and to narrate them, but

rather he wanted to show his mastery in respect of the kavya-

style. His style is Gaudi rlti
,
that is the kavya-style over

burdened with long compound words, accumulated puns,

antitheses, hyperboles, ornate similes and all other possible

figures of speech. A brief survey of the contents and a few

probes of the style can hardly be of any use, since the style

is garbed in such a different language that is totally untransla-

table, a fuller representation from this little delightful work

is given below :

—

Kandaipaketu, the son of King Cintamani, sees

in a morning-dream a young girl of wonderful beauty

and begins to love desperately this dream-picture.

With his friend Makaranda, he goes out in search of his

beloved. They pitch their night-tent under a tree in a

forest. At midnight the prince is aroused from slumber

by a conversation. He watches and listens to the talk of

a parrot-couple and thence learns as follows:—The

king of Kusumapura has only one daughter Vasavadatta

who refuses all suitors, although she now is of marriage-

able age and her father has already arranged for

selection of a husband by her ownself. But in a dream

she sees a young man who possesses all the beauty and

perfection that she likes and learns that his name is Kanda-

rpaketu. She is overtaken with burning love for this youth.

A preacher-crow is sent in search of the beloved The

latter eventually sits on a tree and immediately hands

i. Vamana quotes the “VasavadattS” in his poetics The author

of an inscription of the year 808 A D tries to imitate the style of the Vasa-

vadattS
,
see Kielhoin, Ep Ind. 6, 239 fF
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over to Kandarpaketu a love-letter written to him in verse

by Vasavadatta. Under the guidance of the love-messenger

they immediately start for Kusumapura. The two lovers

meet in a pleasure house in a garden and each of them

begins to love the other at the very first sight: they fall

into swoon, and recover fully at once. The friend,

of Vasavadatta describes to Kandarpaketu the torture

of love that her mistress has undergone and in the

meanwhile she says :

—

tvatkrte ydnayd vedananubhiita sa

yadi nabhah patrayate sagaromelandayate brahma lipikarayate

bhujangapatirva kathakayate tadd kathamapyanekairyuga-

sahasrairabhihkhyate kathyate vd : “The agonies of this

young girl on your account can be described only if the

sky becomes a leaf, the ocean, an inkpot. Brahman

himself becomes the scribe, Sesa, the world-snake, the

narrator; and still the time that will be taken to do

this will be many thousands times of the age of the

world” 1
.

But Vasavadatta is to be given in marriage

the same day to the king of Vidyadharas according to

the decision of her father. So Kandarpaketu runs

away with her on his wonderful horse and returns back

in a moment into the Vindhya forests. They pass the

night m a hiding grove. In the morning they are tired

and fall fast asleep. When Kandarpaketu wakes up
he finds that Vasavadatta has already disappeared. He
searches for her in vain, and is so much perplexed that

he wants to commit suicide. But a heavenly voice, that

promises to unite him with her, prevents him from doing
this. For many months he lives in the forest. There
one day, wliile strolling about, he sees a stone-bust, that

looks like his beloved, embraces it—and Vasavadatta
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lovingly stands before him. She has gone away to
collect fruits for her beloved and is knocked down
by two mutually fighting heroes, who in the fight not
only strike one-another but also destroy the hermi-
tage of a sage. The sage mistakes Vasavadatta to be
the cause of the mischief and curses her to be trans-

formed into a slab of stone, but he tones down the curse

by saying that she will regain her real form, as soon

as she is touched by her lover.

Much more important than this tale for Subandhu
is the description of persons with unendingly lengthy

high epithets, descriptions of the night, of the moon, of

the sunrise, of the sunset, of the spring, of the rains etc.

He possesses mastery in the use of words and expressions

having two meanings. For example Kandarpaketu is

described as one “who like the spring has distributed

pleasures to many thickets”, that may be rendered also

as: “who like the spring has offered much pleasure to

different beautiful women. The beauty of Vasavadatta,

as seen in dream by the prmce, is sketched in ornate

pictures in which the poet manifests his accurate know-

ledge of kamaSastra and does not omit a smgle physical

charm of the beautiful woman1
. The swelling breasts,

the slender body and the heavy hips are especially

described with bold similes, for example, “she is ornamen-

ted with a look that has become quite small with anxiety

that she (the look) can not see her moon-like face that

has become curved under the weight ofher high breasts, or

likewise on account of the fatigue caused by the pressure

of the tough round hips and the pitcher-like breasts

she is sparkling with her golden breasts that resemble

coffers filled with diamonds of love, that are visible seal-

like nipples, or that they are fixed m the spike-hke nipples

for fear of tumbling down on account of their extra-

ordinary growth, . . and they are like little houses in

which the god of love, tired m course of his conquest of

the three worlds, has taken his abode, etc.”

The beauty of Vasavadatta, as it is actually seen

for the first time byKandarpaketu, is described in a multi-

i. He occasionally mentions also one Kainasutra of Malianaga.
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tude of puns, that may appear to the people of the West

so tasteless, but probably they charm the Indian panditas

the most, since they \ rove the poet’s knowledge of all

sciences. For example, it is said: “she has painted her feet

red (raktapada )
like grammar”, (since raklapada may also

mean “underlined in red for analysis”), ‘‘she has beautiful

joints ( suparvans ) like the Mahabharata” (the sections

of the Mahabharata too are called parvans ) ;
“she is like

logic because of her shining beauty (uddyotakarasvarupa),

since it is said in respect of logic that it attained its final

form through Uddyotakara, the famous author” etc.

In the description of nature Subandhu has an

inexhaustible source of similies* so the stars are like

the froth of the foam, emitted by the sun’s panting horses

tired on account of their journey in the sky; they raise

the doubt, whether they are not white lotus-blossoms in

the great lake of the sky; they look like zeroes that the

creator has written on the ink-black antelope - hide,

namely the dark for the purpose of expressing the abso-

lute voidness of the samara at the time of calculation

of creations .. and they are comparable to the tear-drops

of the residents of the heaven who are weeping on account

of disappearance of the sun.” The rising sun is red “as if

with the blood of the elephant of darkness killed by the

lion of the morning crimson with his paws ..like a vessel

of melted iron like the red the ante-curtain of the

great actor time”, etc.

The descriptions in unendingly long passages

with endlessly long compound words arc often inter-

cepted by very small expressions that arc meant to

describe some sentiment. So for example in a des-

cription of the night the dialogue ..wholly small passages,

full of expressions having two meanings reproduce the

nocturnal activities of the lovers.

The large number of extant commentaries on the Vasava-
datta 1 on one hand prove great popularity of the work, espe-
cially in scholarly circles, and on the other they show how
difficult it is.

t
*• Thr have }> -en enumerated

comment*r> see Orait
,

by Hall, Preface
JAOS 2$, 1903, 57 fT

P 43 * On
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The author of the second famous fiction is B a n a
(Banabhatta), the first poet, about whose life and age
we know more surely. He lived in the court of long Harsa-
vardhana of Thanesar (606-648 A.D.), and as his court-poet

wrote his main work the H a r s a c a r i t a (Life and Deeds
of Harsa) *. It is a historical novel in prose with only a few
verses scattered here and there2

. In the introductory stanzas,

that form a kind of foreword, he praises Vyasa, the poet of the

Mahabharata, as the highest of all among his predecessors,

the prose-writers Subandhu and Haricandra, the poem-writer

Satavahana (Hala), the epic writer Pravarasena, the dramatists

Bhasa and Kalidasa and the story-teller Gunadhya, the author

of the Brhatkatha. Then he generally speaks about poery.

He requires in poetry a new subject, fine j'udicious expressions,

unusual play of words, a clearly expressed sentiment and

an elegant language”. These requirements are actually ful-

filled in his work. In the matter of style he competes

with Subandhu3
, whom he hardly reaches in respect of play

of words and artifices, but still stands far above him m real

poetical genius. His plays of words in fact often are witty,

his pictures and similes are not artificial, but indeed poetically

fashioned. Fortunately the admixture of poetry and truth

occurs both in the narrative and descriptive parts4
, in which

we cannot easily distinguish between poetry and truth. Above

1 Edited with Sankara’s commentary by A A Fiihrer,
Bombay 1909 (BSS) Translated into English by E B Cowell and F W.
Thomas, London x8g7. Cf Bhau Daji in JBRAS X, 1871, 38 ff,

Fuhrer in OC VI Leiden III, 2, igg ff ,
R W Fraser, Literary

History of India, p 255 ff The English translation is based on the edition

published in NSP, i8g2 On the two recent editions of the Harsacarita

(byP. V Kane, Bombay igr8, and by S D and A B Gajendra-
gadkar Poona 1919) see FW. Thomas, JRAS ig20, p 384, ff

2 In the main colophon the work is mentioned as a mahakaiyc, but

m the introductory verses (20 f ) Bana himself calls it an akhyayika So
all the manuals of poetics Cf Lacote in Melanges L6vi 268 f

3 See above p 394, note 3

4 As a work of history the Harsacarita is of limited value It is

significant that Bana tells us that his hero was bom “in the month ofJyaistha,

on the 12th day of the dark fortnight, at the moment when the tula (libra)

was in ascension, immediately after the time of the dusk, when the baby night

had just begun to rise up”, but the year ofhis birth is not given Yet many
of the statements of Hiuen-Tsiang and of the inscriptions are supplemented

and corrected by the valuable information given by Bana, see B u h 1 e r,

Vikramankadevacanta, Introd p 4 f, Ep Ind r, 87 ff, 4, 208 ff, and

Raps on, JRAS 1898, 448 ff
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all true are the numerous descriptions of the life in the court,
the usages, customs and religious conditions of the age!
For the latter in particular the Harsacarita is of unestimable
value. Bana comes of a Brahmana family, in which religious
ceremonies are strictly observed. Hence he is perhaps
thoroughly conversant with all the religious practices and he
never misses an opportunity to describe the religious cere-
monies, that are observed on the birth of a child, at the time
ot a marriage, after death, at the start on a sujoum, on home-
coming, while marching into the battle and on all other possible
occasions. On each such occasion ihe presents that are made to
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trader, who is not a thief a husband who is not vindictive,
a noble man, who is not poor, a wealthy person, who is

not wicked, a niggard, who is not a thorn in the side, a
hunter, •who is not ferocious, a Parasarya monk, who
may be a pious Brahmana, a servant, who is happy, a
gambler, v.ho is grateful, a mendicant, who is not a
ravenous’, a slave, •who gives friendly advice, a minister,

who speaks the truth, a king's son, who is not dis-

courteous. 5 ' 15

In the first two chapters Bana tells his biography that

contains extraordinarily valuable statements about his life.

The poet begins with the statement that he narrates a
legendry history of his family of the Vatsyayanas2

, vs holly

in the style of the puranas — But after this he reports

in a v. holly historical fashion about his birth, his early

education and lastly his vocation in the court of King
Harsa. He was a son of a Brahmana Gtrabhanu and
of the Brahman! Rajadevi. When still a boy he lost

his mother, and in the 14th year after his birth also his

father, who had become his second mother and whom
he loved cordially. In the beginning he bemoans on

account of the bereavement, but soon he finds himself in a

bad company and commits manyr heinous crimes, due to

which he attains notoriety. In fact it was a remarkable

Bohemian, about whom young Bana, according to his own

story, used to move about: there w ere poets, amongst

•whom there were also such ones as composed in popular

languages, musicians of all types, begging mendicants of

different sects and all classes of nuns, a snake-charmer, a

young doctor, a -reader, a goldsmith, a scribe, two singers,

a painter, an actor, an actress, a chamber-maid, a

magician, a buffoon, etc. His parents had left to him

a handsome heritage, but his lust for adventure carried

him to foreign regions, where he made great travels for

i This is wanting in Fuhrer’s edition

2. We are obliged to leave the question of deciding whether we have

here a tradition cunent in the family or if it is purely a fabrication of the

poet in imitation of the purana-legends Winterrutz considers the latter

as probable.

Wintemitz—History of Indian Literature, V«?l III, 26
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the purpose of seeing foreign countries. After he had

whiled away his youth in such an unrestrained manner, by

and by he learnt about the life in court and in society of

clever and wise people and got trained m traditional and

spiritual practices prevalent m the family of the Vatsya-

yanas. And when in course of years he returned back

to his native land he was greeted by members of his

family “as if on some feast.” After he lived at home

with Ins relations for a long time, there came one day a

message from his friend Krsna, king’s brother, that the

latter asked him to come to the court of the king, since it

was not right that he passed his life away from the court,

“like a fruitless tree far away from the rays of the sun”.

After some deliberation he resolved to follow the vocation.

He quits his native place and joins the court of King

Harsa, whose love and confidence of the highest degree

lie wins very soon After he has spent some time in

the court', he goes to meet one of his relations in his

native land. He is received, honoured and greeted. A
reader is ready to read from the Vayupurana. On this

occasion a singer compares the deeds described in the

puranas with those of Harsa, that induces a cousin of the

poet to request him to narrate the story of Harsa. After

some modest hesitation Bana agrees to abide by tills

request.

In many places the narrative itself is as interesting as the

description of persons. So the descriptions of localities and situa-

tions as well as the descriptions of nature occupy much space,

in which bold pictures and similes are as little wanting as puns.

Only a few probes from Bana’s style can be given here2.

The panegyric description of Harsa, when Bana secs

, ,
*• tS

>

m **?“*! thc th,rd chapter and the transition to the life

,,

r
V* introduction corresponds to the usual introductions found tn

I rj. fi? r
m u*uaMv fegm with the statement that a j%\ appears in the

*
"

>7,.

and after a short or prolonged request he begins
* '

.
' hns developed tn an original manner, this purana*type of

mvudi.rtun irto a piece rutobiographj.

Vvl^ fr J' *! 1?
impossible to present an accurate account of the

,
the compact Sanskrit construction (parti-

•VoW> ” « tmimuahle av the numberless
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him for the first time, occupies not less than ten printed pages1,

that make a single sentence. “He saw Harsa” (all that

follows is expressed in participles). .

kavyakathasvapitamapyamrtamudvamantam . arunapadapalla-

vena sugatamantharoruna vajrayudhanisthuraprakosthaprsthena

vrsaskandhem bhasvadviiribadharena prasannavalokiteni candra-

mukhena krsnakesena vapusa sarvadevatavataramivaikaira darsa-

yantam vikacamukhakamalakarnikakosena anavaratamaplyama-

nasvasasaurabhamivadhomukhena nasavamsena . harsamadraksit-

“who was vomitting fort the nectar, that he had not drunk

even in the discourses on poetry” ( that is, he was reciting

the poem, that he had not heard from anybody else, but

had composed himself),. -who was appearing, with

his body with his reddish shoot-like delicate reddish foot

(with the sprout of feet of Aruna)

2

,
with his beautifully

slowly moving thighs (with slow thighs of Buddha),

with his forearm, that was as hard as the weapon

of thunderbolt (with strong arm of the holder of the

thunderbolt i.e. Indra), with his shoulder of a bull

(with the shoulder of the god Dharma1
), with his bri-

lliant lower lip (with the lower-lip of the sun-god), with

his pleasant look (with the pleasant look of Avalokita)

with his moon-like face (with the face of the moon-god),

with his black hair (with the hair of Krsna), like the

incarnation of all gods in one body. who with his

nose, that resembled the bud of a fully blossomed lotus,

extending out of his face, was inhaling the fragrance of

its smell etc
”

About Prabhakaravardhana, the father of Harsa,

it is said that he was a quarrelsome man so much so that

even the sight of his own reflection in a mirror in the

sheathe of his sword that he had in his hand was painful

to him4
. “For him hostility was a present, fight, a

1. Ed. Fuhrer, pp 1 10-120, (English translation, pp 56-64) 3 Ed
Fuhrcr, p 175 (English translation, p 101 f )

2 Aruna was bom without legs He is the chanot-dnver of the sun-

god Tne second meaning of each of the double-sensed compounds is given

within the brackets

3 So according to the commentary * Vrsan may be an epithet of

Agm, Visnu or Siva

4 kuTrihTtKdhaut*sipT*lmmhknitmanapyaduj?ata.
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favour, beginning of a battle, a festivity; the enemy, sight

of treasure; excess of foes, a good luck; call to fight, a

boon; an accidental fall, a great favour done by fate and

striking with sword, shower of wealth1
.

The early bringing up of Harsa is beautifully des-

cribed. His lotus-like face shining with little teeth looked

like sprouts of pleasant smile pushing up as a consequence

of wetness caused by the sprinkles with the pitchers

of his mother’s breasts 2
.

In chapter V the scene of death of King Prabhakara-

vardhana is described in an attractive manner.

Among the king’s physicians there is one who is only 18

years old, but he is particularly clever, who loves the

king sincerely and when he sees that the condition of the

latter has become hopeless, burns his ownself. Whilst

at this Harsa is wholly perplexed, a maidservant of the

queen comes and reports to him that his mdther has made
up her mind to die by burning herself in fire. Harsa

rushes forth into the female apartment. Then he is

struck with the cries of the queens, who are resolved to

die with their husband. They touchingly take leave of

even the trees of the garden and of the birds in the cages

and of maidservants. As he enters, he secs his mother,

who is ready to die. In her hand “she is holding a picture

of her husband so firmly, as if she is determined

to die.” She is decorated by her servant and by her

devotion to her husband; she is firmly supported by a
swoon and an old woman, both of w'hom are well-trusted

by her, she is embraced by a friend and agony who
are united with her in her trouble; she is surrounded
by an attendant and pain, that have taken possession of
all of her limbs; the sons of the high royal family and
strong breathing are by his side and behind her are
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standing the very old chamberlains and agonies 1” 1
.

Harsa falls at the feet of the queen and implores her
not to forsake him and to abstain from the decision. But
she replies that she, as daughter, wife and mother of
heroes, does not mind anything else so much as not to

live as a widow. For her it is life, not death th t is the

greater evil Harsa is obliged to accept her argument
as correct, so unfortunately it is with him too. Yasovatl

burns herself on the bank of the river Sarasvati, and a
little after this the king dies. The corpse is burnt and
death ceremonies are performed. The servants and
ministers of the deceased partly die and partly become
ascetics or monks of different sects.

Bana is a master in the description of personalities. So
the military events of Field-Commander Simhanada (m
chapter VI) are described with greater prudence and with

much more ornate puns. Splendid is the description of the

commanding officers of the elephant-troups, “whereof the

bridge of the nose (nasavathfa) is as the family-tree of his

own king (nijanrpavamsa )

1 ’

.

With the description of the crimson red setting sun and

of the rising moon—the sunset indicates the bloody batde

and the fall of Harsa’s enemies, the white moon the brilliant

fame of Harsa—ends the chapter VIII, and for us the whole

work. It is not probable that this is the actual end of the

work or that the poet left the work incomplete. Rather we

are to assume that the end is lost to us

The Kadambarl 2
,
a novel, is the second work of the

poet. It remained incomplete on account of death of Bana

while he was working on it. It was continued and completed

by the his sons Bhusanabhatta or Bhatta

r. dhatiya bharttrbhaktyd ca mjaya prasadhitam murcchaya jaraiya ca mja-

samstutaya dhatyamanam sakhya pidaya ca vyasanasangataya somalingitam panjancna

santapma ca gfhitasarvavayavena paritam kulaputtrocchavasitaisca mahaUarairadhxf-

thitam kanCuktbhiTduhkhaticalivrddhairamgatam mataram dadatsa (Ed

Fuhrer, p. 229)

2 Edited by P. P e t e r s o n , Bombay 1883 BSS; translated with

occasional omissions by C M Rid‘ding, London 1896 Index of the

contents by Peterson in the introduction to the edition of W e b e r,

Indische Streifen I, 352 ff, and L a c 6 1 e in Melanges L6vi 259 ff
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Pu lin in the style of his father. This novel rests on a
tale, that we find in Somadeva’s Kathasaritsagara (59, 22-
1/8) and in Ksemendra’s Brhatkathamanjari (16, 183 fH and
from this we have to assume that Banalcnew the BrhatX
sto
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in their boudoir for diversion could not be this. A few probes
about the style and character of the work may be sufficient

The love between Kadambari, the heroine, ani Gandra-
plda originated at the first sight as follows :

—

“sesendrtyanyapi me vedhasa ktmiti locanamayanyeva

na krtam I ktmvanena krtamavadatam karma caksusa

yadamvantamenam pasyati 1 aho atrametadutpaditam ved-

hasa saruaramamyandmekam dhama 1 kutah ete rupatisaya

-

paramdnavah samasaditah l tannunamenamupadeyato vidheh

karatalaparamarsaklesena ye vigalita locanayugaladasrujala-

bindavastebhya etani jagati kumudakamalakuvatayasaugandhi-

kaoandnyutpanndni ’
1

ilyevam cintayata evasya t~>syd nayanayu-

gale mpapata caksuh l tada tasya apt cintayantya rupatisaya

-

vilokanamsmayasmeram niscalambaddhalaksam caksustasmin

suciram papdta l locanaprabhadhavalitastu kadambaridarsana-

vihvalocala xva tatksanamarajata candrapldah I drstva

ca prathamam romodgamafi I tato bhusanaravah tadanu

kadambari samuttasthau 1 atha tasyah kusumayaudha eva

svedamajanayat l sasambhramotthanasramo vyapadesobhavat I

urukampa eva gatim rurodha I nupuraravdkrstahamsamanda-

lamapayaso lebhe I msvdsapravrttir evamsukam calam cakara 1

camaranilo mimitlatam yayau 1 antahpravistacandraplda

-

sparsalobhenaiva mpapata hrdaye hastah 1 sa eva karah

slandvara r:avydjo babhuva 1 ananda evasrujalamapatayal

cahtakarndvatamsakusumarajovyajamdsit 1 lajjaiva vaktum

na dadau I mukhakamalapanmalagaldlivrndam dvaramagat l

madanasaraprathamavedanaiva sltkarmakarot 1 kusumaprakara-

ketaklkantakaksatih sadharanatamavapa l vepathureva karatalama-

kampayat \ mvedanodyatapratiharinwaranam kapatamabhut l

tada ca kadambarlm visato manmathasyapi manmatha iva-

bhuddoitiyah taya saha yo vivesa candrapidahrdayam II

“When the prince saw the beauty of the moon-

like face of Kadambari, his heart began to throb

violently with pleasure like the nectar of the ocean

(when in the whirl the moon and LaksmI see each other).

And he thought within his own self - “Why did the

creator not convert albmy other limbs into eyes ? Or
what noble action was performed by my eye (m an

earlier birth) that it ha3 found the oportumty of seeing

her uninterruptedly ** Ah ! what a wonder that the
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tion or a narrative m quite small sentences for the purpose
of giving lively expression to some sentiment So Kadam-
barl sends the following love-message to her lover
kim va sandisami . atipnyositi paunaruktyam \

tavdham priyatmeti jadaprasnah 1 tvayi garlyananuraga iti

ve'yalapah I tvaya vind na jivamityanubhavavirodhah I

panbhavati mamananga itya'madosopalambhah l manobhave-
naham bhavate dattetyupasarpanopayah I baladdhrteti bandhaki-

dharstyam l avasyamagantavyamiti saubhagyagarvah l svayamd-

gacchamiti slricdpalam l ananyanuraktoyam partyana iti

svabhaktimvcdanalaghavam l pratyakhyanasankayd na

sandisamltyaprabuddhabodhanam l anapeksitanujivitaduhkhadaruna

syamityatipranayitd 1 jfiasyasi maranena prittmityasambhavyam ll

“What message can I send to you ? ‘You are

very dear to me’—will be tautological ‘I am yours’—
will be a silly p-opo ition. ‘I have deep affection for you’

—

will be the talk of a prostitute. ‘Without you I cannot

live’—will be a contradiction to actuality. ‘I am over-

taken by Cupid’—this will be impertinent. ‘I have

been forcibly abducted’—this will be impudence of a

captive girl ‘You must come’—this will be expressive

of pride on account of good luck ‘I come of my own
accord’—this will be fickleness of a woman ‘This slave is

not devoted to anybody else’—this will be my meanness

to report my own devotion ‘I do not send message for

fear of refusal’—this will be bringing to sense a senseless

person —‘I shall suffer terrible pains in case I lead an

undesired life’—this will be excessive familiarity. ‘You

will come to know of my love through (my) death’

—

this will be an impossibility’”.

Though not to the extent as the Harsacarita, the

“Kadambari” too is of much value through many-fold

allusions to the manner and customs of the time, in parti-

cular to religious life m the !§aiva circles.

i. Here (ed NSP. p 414 ) comes to end the story composed of

Bana himself It is followed by the second part (Uttarabhaga) with its

introductory verses, in which the son of Bana states that he wants to comp etc

the work of his father, not on account of his pride for composing poetry, but

because the incomplete work of his fatherwill be painful to -the noble
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Thus for example all rites and sacred ceremonies

that childless Vilasavati performs and gets at last a son,

arc narrated in detail. She sleeps fasting and wearing

white dress in the temple of Durga on a bed of reeds

covered with grass; she bathes in the cow-shed, offers

rich presents to Brahmanas, on every fourteenth day of

the dark-half of the month she performs religious baths,

visits the temple of the Mother, worships holy trees,

etc. In another place the Saiva ascetics are described

in a very lucid manner: with fore-heads marked with

white ashes and rosary in hands, in red garments and hold,

a staff; they have matted hairs or according to their vow;

they wear either the animal hyde or the bark ofa tree1 . A
very interesting passage is the one in which the poet avails

of the opportunity to firmly decry the custom of burning

of widows

2

.

Elsewhere we have already spoken about the Jaina

novels that were written on the model of “Kadambarl8”.

Indian and Greek Novels

Apart from the question of relationship existing between

I ndian and Greek Fables in verses, treated above, we
should discuss here the problem as to whether or not the Indian

and Greek fictions have influenced each other. Relatively fiction

appears in Greek literature in a later period, but in all events

earlier than the times when Dandin, Subandhu and Bana
wrote their fictions. Hence the presumption that Indian

novels originated under the Greek influence. Peterson

4

i Ed. Peterson, pp 64, 208,
Peterson, p 173 f Cf Wintcrnitz, Die Frau in den

indiscnen Rcligioncn ( ArcJuv fur Frauenkundc 1017. Sond 1920) p 64 f

3 Abate II, p. 336, trarol -,34
4. K&tambarf, Introduction p 98 fl\ Wcbtr, Ind Stud. 81, 456

agrees with Pc terson. So also Horovitz, Spurcn gricchischrrM unen im Orient, Berlin 1903 p 96 and with him H R e t c h , DLZ
I0

.

,

A'*.
55, “ dcnVc Indian fiction from Greek Reich (ibid 594 ff)wl IiImo p'o\c that the stor> No 834 of the “Thousand and One

Nn'hts is a Grreh stor\ in an “Arabic garb”; but all the parallels
re erred to b> him—-dream-lift

, ship-wreck, frequent Change of fortune,
accurate descriptions of lose at first sight, heroines ofwonderful beauty—hold
good even for Indian fiction; and m case Reich is correct in respect of

i** Value noie.s, 1m opinion will be so also for the Indian novels
C 'WT P,UH°-U

f* * r* ao * *9°7 » P- 29 AT) “in dcr Vertcidtgung

f
n
rc^

1

,

scken Volksgeistcs und dcrAbwcbr unberechtiger
>

v x der Indo.ogie h\s shown his over enthusiasm on little pertinent
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had first of all given expression to this hypothesis and on its

basis he believed to have discovered in the “Love-story of
Kleitophon and Leukippe” of Achilles Tatius all sorts of
echoes of and parallels to thi Indian fiction. But the single

really striking parallel is a lengthy explanation on the life

and marriage of plants1
. In case here is an actual continuity

of marriage of trees with creepers, that is more often mentioed
by Indian poets, we shall be obliged to accept with L a c 6 t e2

that this idea m India is original and that it has been borrowed
by Greek writers and developed by them Lacote points

also to other characteristics that are found in Greek fictions

and go back to well-known Indian presentatiohs. So in the

“Ethopian Stories” of Heliodor is mentioned a mysterious herb,

that like the Indian plant Vranasamroham cures a wound
in three days, and at another place in the same novel it is said

that gods are to be recognised by the staring eyes and by the

feet not restmg on the earth 3
,
a current Indian representation

E. Rohde4 has already pointed out that the motif

of love m d earn and following it the selection of husband by

arguments F Lacote, Essai sur Gunadhya (1908), p 284 f, refutes

the hypothesis that Indian novles, especially the Brhatkatha, originated

under the Greek influence, hut he repeats the same hypothesis m 191 1 (in

Melanges L6vi 250 note 2 ) and (p 272!! ) and supports the contrary view. On
the relationship between Indian and Greek Actions, see G N Banarjec
Hellenism m Ancient India, p 218 ff He comes to the conclusion that the

difference is far greater than agreement and that we are not m a position to

assume the dependence of the one on the other See also Keith, JRAS,
1915, 784 ff ( against Lacote)

1 Here it is said that in the opinion of philosophers, a plant loves

another. In particular there are male and female palm-trees ‘The male
loves the female”, and when they are widely separated, the former withers

A farmer goes to a raised up place and notes there a tree bending itself

As soon as he knows it, he is cured of his illness * he takes a branch from the

female palm-tree, grafts it into the heart of the male one and thereby they

rejoice The decaying stem comes to life again and enjoys the company of

his beloved” Liebesgeschichte des Klitophon und de Leucippe, aus dem
Gnechischen des Achilles Tatius ubersetzt, Lemgo 1772, (towards the end of

the book I) That is however, different from the marriage of
f

the mango-
tree and the jasmine-creeper, for example in act IV ofKalidasa’s <cSaklmtala,,

or of the small mango with the Madhavl creeper m the * Kadambari”

(p 567 NSP Ed )

2 Melanges Levi, p 302 ff

3. But even m the artistic representation one concentrated on the

sovereignty of the swinging stride of the supernatural being see K S 1 1 1

1

m the Handbuch der klassischen Altertnmswissenschafl VI, 812

4 Der Gnechische Roman, 2 Aufl , Leipzig 1900, p 47 ff
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self, through which the lovers are united first of all in a

dream, has been repeated in the story of Zariadres und Odatis

too, that Athenaeus (XIII, 35) narrates according to the

report of Chares of Mytilene, a courtier of Alexander the

Great as in Subandhu’s Vasavadatta. In Firdusl’s Shahnameh,

the daughter of the king of Rum, Katuyun, meets her lover

Gustav, first of all in a dream, and then she selects him as her

husband. It is apparantly sufficient to prove that the stories

are associated together and that Subandhu has borrowed his

motif from a very old story, that was taken to Persia already

earlier, where it was heard by the Greek’. It is much less

probable that here one should assume the influence of the

Indian novel through Greek, especially when even the Greek

narrate the story as oriental, glittering on the Persian soil2.

But charactcnst cs of this type can only prove that a

number of Indian tendencies found way into Greek novels,

but this cannot prove that the whole Greek family was borrowed

from India. The characteristic form of the Indian novel

is the insertion of stories in a frame story. L a c 6 t e 3 now
points to the fiction "Die Wunder Jenseits Thule” of Antonius

Diogenes, where the entire story of the hero is told m the first

person in the form of his biography. But the essence of an

Indian, narrative work is that its frame is an independent

story in which other stories are inserted in an ornate manner.

But when a person narrates his own experiences, it is obvious

that probably a Greek writer could have planned it in the same
way as an Indian. Besides the fact that in Indian as well

as Greek fictions travel-adventures and love-stories are

interlaced in onc-another can hardly be the ground for

making the hypothesis of their mutual dependence probable.

It is remarkable that in the wonderful adventures in the whole

i The self-selectton or husband (icqyamvara) is prevalent also arnonS
other nit ions (sec Rohde ibid, p 32 note 3), but it is above all usual in
Inhm poem

-* Ccminh it iMjoingtoo far, when W eber ( Ind Stud 18,458)
w-itci ; Thcstorv of Vasivadatta is in substance alrcadj found m Athenaeus
The destruction h\ one another of the two parties of thiefs in Subandhu’s
novel reminds Weber of the Greek novel and of the animation of the

thoueh the rml rwine in the Pvtpnahon
3. Ibid ttb3 fl\
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of the fiction of Antonius Diogenes1
,
we do not find a single

parallel to Indian stories. It is most improbable that the Greek

could have ever known that work of the type of the “Vasava-

datta” or of the “Kadambari” or that they were able to under-

stand it. The Indian fiction is so ornate a composition, a work

of court poetry, suiting so much the Indian taste and its origin

from the popular Indian literature with the use of particular

style of ornate prose is so fully clear, that the hypothesis about

its ongin on some Greek model does not at all come into

consideration2
. It can in no case be proved that any

Greek fiction whatsoever had come into India or

an Indian fiction had reached Greece. Only this much is

probable that some individual stories, tales, swangs, witty

anecdotes and above all individual motives had been taken
from one country to another. Even in that case this occur-

rence took place rather through oral transmission than through

any literary influence

The Campus

The campus form a particular type of kavya. They are

poetical compositions, m which verses in ornate metres and
ornate prose are mixed up together without letting either

metrical or the prosaic form prevail. Since even in prose

fictions we find interspersed verses, ?nd especially wh n even

narrative works like the Pancatantra etc. contain a large

number of stanzas, they too can be designated prose works,

in which verses are brought m always with some particular

objective • they are either epigrams or brief synopsis of

a story, or they serve to bring an important moment of a

story into prominence. On the other hand the campu is a

particular type of literature, in which verses do not serve any

purpose other than what is served by prose. Hence they

1 Gf the Table of Contents in Rohde, ibid p 277 if. In the

“Babylonian Stories” of Jamblichus (Rohde, ibid, p 393 ff) too no Indian

tendency is foundm the enormous number ofadventures

2 Cf also L H Gray, Vasavadatta Introd p 35 ff.

3. Cf Colebrcoke, Misc Essays II, 135 f ; K r 1 s h n a m a -

charya, p i46ff, Eggelmg, Ind Off Cat p 1537 ff The word

campu is not explained.
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can neither be called epic nor prose fictions. The Buddhist

Jatakamala1 proves that the campu is quite an old

type of ornate poetry. But even Harisena’s panegyric

(praCasti) on King Samudragupta, contained in an inscription

of about 315 A. D. can be referred to as an old example of

carnpfi.2 Nevertheless the campus, that we possess, are

nso'tly recent \sorks of little poetical value.

Probably the most famous work of this type is the

N a l a c a m p u or the Damayanti katha 3 of

the poet T rivikramabhatta, from whom we have
an inscription dated 915 A.D.4

. Here the Nala- story has

has once more been narrated in an ornate style. The two
great epics have been reproduced in the campus. There is

one Rama y ana campu (or Campuramayana5
)

of king Bhoja and Laksmanabhatta and one
B h a i a t a c a m p u 6 (in 12 stabakas ) of the poet
A n a n t a. In the 16th century (under Akbar the Great) a
poet K r s n a or Scsa Srikrsna wrote one Par i j a-

t a li a r a n a c a m p u and one Mandaramaranda-
camp u A “swift poetry” is also the Svahasudha-
kstracamp u, written in the 16th century, in which the
poet Narayanabhatta tells the love-story of the
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Moon with Svaha, the wife of Agni 1
. Further in the 18th

century m the Sankaracetovilasacampu of
a poet Sankara, the deeds of king Cetasimha have been
described2

.

1 Edited in Km ,
Part IV, pp 52-58 P i s c h c 1 , HL

, p sg,
compares Homer’s description of the love of Ares and Aphrodite (Od.
p 266 ff ) The same Narayana is also the author of Narayaijiya, sec above

p 140 On “Quick Poetry” 1 e the poetry in which events take place very
quickly, is written m a harriedly short time See P 1 s c h e 1 , HL p 26 f
Many poeticians say that they have composed their manuals ‘'as best” as

“quick poetry”

2 According to Aufrecht, Bodl Cat 121 f the poem may
have been written in between 1771 and 1778 A D One An and a*
vj-ndavana-campu of KarnapQra has been edited in the
Pandit, Vols 9 and 10 and N S Vols 1-3, One Srlniv 5 sa campu
of Venka{ei a (with a commentary) has been edited in theKm 33, 1893
On theJama campQ YaSastilaka of Somadevaand Jivandhara-
campu of Hemacandra, see above II, 336 f , trans p 534
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Wmtemitz—History of Indian Literature, Vol 3, 27
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BhaUacharya, Vidhusekhara 12m1

Bhattagangana 24
Bhaifagopala 258
Bhajjajayanta 82
Bhattanarayana 53, 53 n5

, 237, 266,
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Bhattanatha 223 n1
Bhaftanathasvamin. 30 n3

, 54 n2
,

202 n1, 205 n4, 270 n2
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Bha^anayaka 21

Bhattapulina 406
Bhaftarakavara 326 n4 at 327
Bhaitanka 369
Bhattasvamm 79 n1
Bhattavidyadhara 376
Bhatfa, Vire$vara, sec Vire$vara

BhaUa
Bha(p 5°» 5° n3, 77
Bhatfikavya 78, 78 n2, 79
Bhafti time of 79 n1
Bhaftotpala 33
Bhau Daji 45 n6, 399 n1
Bhaumaka 7q
Bhava 9, 163 n1
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BhavaSataka 163
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Bhayanaka 10
Bhik?a{anakavya 141

Bhillas 362
Bhimadeva 280
Bhitarl 43
Bhoja 24, 25, 28, 29, 49 n\ 53 n 1

,

54, 63, 80, 387* 388, 4*4
Bhojacarita 388 n2
Bhojadeva 142
Bhoja, King 273
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Bhojaprabandha 45, 45 n°, 53 nA,

387, 387 n3. 388 n2
Bhojaprabandha-Rezensionen 387 n°

Bhojaraja 376 n2

Bhramaraduta 105 n3
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Bhudeva Sukla 289 n1

Bhuma 79 n3
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Bhujanabhatfa 405
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Bibhatsa, see Vibhatsa
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333 n1, 383 n3
Bibliography of Sanskrit Drama
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Blatt, Heinrich 310 n2
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Cartelheri 394 n3

Carucaryasataka 173
Carudatta 226 n3

Catak^staka 167
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CaturbhanI 299
Caturvargasamgraha 172
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Caulukya 102, 103
Caura 132 n3

, 133
Caura 133 n2

Caurapalli 133 n1

CaurapancaSika 132 n3

Cauripancasika 133 n1

Caurisuratapancasika 132

CC I 6 n1

C. D Dalai, see Dalai, C D.
Central Asia 198
Centona, Odo von 341
Cetasimha, King 4x5

Ceylon 42, X2i

Chakravarty, M 29 n5
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, 56 n6,

121 n1, 147 n l
, 174 n » *75 n1

Chalitarama 270 na

Chandah 9
ChandahkoSa 33 n3

Chandahsutra, 31, 33
Chanda, Rama Prasad 56 n®

Chandogya-Upanisad 304 n3, 305 n1

Chandonusasana 34
Chandoviciti 13, 33 n3

Chares of Mytilene 412
Charpentier, J 37, 225 na, 233 n3,

346 n3, 366 n4
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Chatterji, K C 79 n2
Chatterji, S K 146 n3
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Chattopadhyaya, Nisbikanta 146 n1
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Chauvm, Victor 333 n1, 383 n3
Chavannes 340 n* 357 nl 359 n2,

309 n1
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364 n3

Chdzy, A L 125 n1, 238, 239 n,

244 n1
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Cidambara 83 n2
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Cinq Cents Contes 357 n1,
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Cinq Cents Contes II 340 n2

Cintamam, BbaJta 381
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Cippaja, Jayapida 54
Citrabhanu 71, 401
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Citramimamsa 30 n2
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Citraiatha 244 n2
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Collms 13 n2

Comparetti 384 n1
Compounds 4f
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Cosqum, Emmanuel 332 n1, 338 n3

370 n3 at 371, 385
Courage : Dhairya 374
Corpus Inscnptionum Indicarum III

42 n1

Courtilher, G 142 n1, 146 nx

Court Epic 3, 14, 57-87, 1 1 7, 146,

302
Court Poetry 3 ff.

Court Poetry, see also Ornate Poetiy
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C U I S 251 n4, 394 n2
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.
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267 n1 , 271 Tt*, 272 n1, 274 a*
276 n2, 276 n4, 277 n2

, 296 n1,

299 n1
, 300 n3

, 307 n3, 313 n1

Dcussen, P. 243 n2
, 304 n3

Deutsche Rundschau 346 n1

Deutsche Sakuntala 242 n4
Dcvadatta 381 n3 at 382
Devadhara, C. R. 203 n1, 233 nl

Dcvajiti 275
Devapala 82 n*
Devaiamkara 31
Devasrmta 359
Devi, sec Durga 137 f., 141 f., 317
Devi Cult 141
DeviSataha 139
Dcvyapaiadhaksamapana 137
Dhammapada 347 n4

Dhanadaraja 162 n*
Dhanadatta 325 n3

Dhanaiijaya 23, 23 n4, 82, 347 n4

Dhananjayavijaya 277
Dhanavala 33 n2

Dhaneivara 297 n3

Dhamka 23, 23 n4

Dhanvantan 46
Dhara 54, 67 n1

Dharma 96, 149
Dhnrasana of Valabhl 503

Dharavar?a 280
Dhannadalta 359
Dharmakirti 11 n3 at 12

Dharmanabha 72
Dharmanatha 72, 77
Dharmapandita 325 n6

Dharma4armabbyudaya 77
Dharmaiostra 150, 368
Dhatmasutras 368
Dharmavijnya 289 n1

Dhritukfivya 80 nJ

Dhatupalhn 80 n3

Dhavaka 251 n2

Dhavalacandra 326
Dhirasimha 297 n3
nhtrr4\flra fJnT. tyeif n3
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Dhvanikara 20 n1, 29
Dhvamkankas ig
Dhvanyaloka 4 n1

, 20, 61 n1
, 1 16 n2

126 n3, 139 n3, 270 n*, 307 n3
Dhvanyaloka-Locana 22
Dialogue de Suka et de Rambha sur

1*amour et la science supreme .

Texte 168 n6
Didactic Poetry 148
Didda 97
Digambara-Jaina 283-85
Dlghanikaya 107 n1
Digvyaya 48 n2

, 63
Digvyaya ofRaghu and connnected

problems 414 n2

Dikshit, Balachandra, see Balacandra-
diksita

Dikshitar, V R R 99
Dilhi 102
Dillisamrajya 291
Dilipa 62
Dima 185, 278
Dinalapamkaiukasaptati 383
Dipaiikha-Kalidasa 63 n1

Dinara (denarius) 317 n1

Dircctonum vitae humanae 335
Disciphna Ciencalis 338 n1

Discorsi degh ammah regionanti tra-

loro 336
Divyavadana 39 n1

, 197
DLZ 170 n1

, 308 n
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, 320 n1
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410 n4

Dolopathos Sive de rege et septem
sapientibjs 339

Dom * the Moral philosopliy 336
Don Juan 355
Don Juan, Indian 66 n1

Douldour Aqour and Toven-
houang 200 n1

Drama in Sanskrit Literature 178
n4 at 179

Dramatic Element m the Popular
Ballad 179 n3

Dramatic Poetry 178
Dramaturgy 5
Drama, Ubcr ein morgenlandisches

Drama 237
Dramatic Art, Bhavabhuti on

262
Drama 2, 28 f

, 32 n, 178, 301

Types «f—8f n, 28, 184-188,

Languages and Dialects in 8, isf

190-92, 193.

Prose and varse in—190! , 193,

Song-stanzas 116, 191,

Early history of—198, 200,

The best poetry— 178 f
, 239,

Religious origin of— 1 8iff

Charactiristics of—187-192,

Indian and Greek—ig2-i97>

Indian and Shakespearian— 195,
Buddhist—38, 196, 197-200,257,
Jama—281 n 3

, 288,
Alegoncal—197 f, 282-87
Latin dramas—267-292,
Bhanas and Prahasanas—292-301;
Inscnptional—280 f

Drink-song 107
Drsfanta ig

Drstantakalika 163
DrstantaSataka 163
Drsyakavya, 30
Dschami 87 369 n1
Duggirala, G K 6 n1

Dubois, Abbd, J A 325 n4
Duff, M 50 n3, 55 n2, 277 n4
Durga 77, 125, 135, 137, 266, 327,

367> 374> 4°°> 410
Durgabhaktitarangmi 386 n4
Durga-cult 367 n1
Durgaprasada 95 n1, 176 n3, 271 n2,

353 n2

Durgapuja 183 n1
Dursch, G M 125 n3
Durvasas 105
Durvinita , King 349 n2

Dutaghatotkaca 25, 208
Dutakavya 121
Dutavakya 204, 205, 207
Dutangada 274
Dvisandhanakavya 82
Dvyasrayakavya 102
Dya Dviveda 173
Dynastic History of Northern India

82 n1
Dyroff, A 20 n3

E

Early History Smith 38 n2, 42 n1

Early History of the Deccan 1 14 n6

Eastern Monachism 200 n6
Eastwick, E. B 336 n3

Eberhart at Baite, Count 335
Ebers, G 346 n1

Edda, 223 n1
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1
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1
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394 n

1
,

4 r3 n3
t
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Ekavali 27, 27 n3

Elizabeth, Queen of England 194
Embryo-Act 253 n4

Embellishments, Sub-types of 17
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Gautfa 15, 92
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GaUdavaho 53, 54 n4, 77, 89 n2,

„ 92, 95 nl , 201, 394
Gaugi Riti 395
Gaulmm 336
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, 48 n2
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,

224 n*, 225 n2
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4*4 »
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182 n1
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344 n2
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382 n1
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48 n3
, 193 n1, 237 n3

Geschichte dea Dramas 263 n2

Geschichte von Pala und Gopala
201 n1, 205 n3

Geschichte Romanarum 338
GGA 23 n2

, 178 n4 on 179, 192 n2
,

195 n1, 201 n1
, 311 n1

Gcsta Ramanomm 331
Ghanaiyama 259 n2

Ghantamagha 74 n1

Ghatakarpara 16, 46, 125
Ghazipur-Bhitari 43
Ghosh, Manmohan 268 n3

Gildemeistcr, J. 117 n2, 124 n1

Gimar 38 n3

Gitadigambara 148
Gitagatigadhara 148 n1

Gltagourlsa 148 n1

Grtagovinda 56, 142 148, 275,
Gitagovinda » Literature 142 n1

Gitaraghava 148 n1

Giuho Nuti 335
Glanneau, G 193 n1
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Glaser, K, 278 n 3

Globus 337 n3
, 359 n4

Godabole N B 117 n2, 224, 239 n,

251 n 3
, 388 Ji

4
, 392 n1

Godavari 115, 348
Gode, P. K 299 n1
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Goedeke 382 n3

Goethe 120, 147, 147 ** , 237, 24 *>

370 n1, 382 n
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Goethe : Works of 237 n3, 238 n1
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Goldschmidt, P 67 a3
Goldschmidt, S 67 n3
Goldstucker, Th 148 n2

Golonbew, V 193 n1
Gomukha Character 350
Gonanda 97 n 1
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Gopalakehcandriha 274, 275, 2750*,

276
Gopalallla 80 n5
Goplnatha Kautukasarvasva 299
Gopinatha, Maharajadhiraja Dala-

kumarakatha 394 n1
Gorakhnatha 290
Goraksanatha 158, 200
GOS 82 n 1
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Gottschall 246 n2
Gottschall, R 179 n1

, 229 n1
Gourisankara 77 n3

Govardhana 56, 134, 135
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of Kavyapradipa 24 n*, 251 n2
Govinda Bhairava Brahme, see

Brahme Govinda Bhairava 254 n1
Govmdacandra 297
Govindadeva Sastri 267 n4, 271 n4
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Greece 195, 345
Greek go, 345, 350
Greek Astrology 47
Greek Fables 345
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1
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Greeko-Buddhist Sculpture 197
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.
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Hasya 10
Hasyacudamani 280
Hasyarnava 298
Hathigumpha 37 n1
Hauptmann, Gerhard 243
Hausrath, Aug 346 n2
Haute-Scillc, Jean de 339
Hayagrivavadha 50
Heimat dcs Puppenspiels 195 n1
Hcliodor 411
Hellenic influence 195
Hellenic sea 346
Hcllcmsed East 346
Hellenism in Ancient India 193 n1
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410 n4 at 41

1
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Heller, L 80 n1
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415 n2
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3
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» 366 n2 , 368 n1
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380 n1 , 381 n2,
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, 385 n3,
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3
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Hesiod 344, 344 n3

Het Indische Origmeel van den
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Heymann, W. 5 n2
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, 67 nS

122 n3, 178 n4 at 179, 181 n\
192 n2 , 224 n1 , 233 n1

, 248 n2
,

316 n2

Himalayas 45
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and Adoption 225 n2

Hira 56 nfl

, 83

Hiralal Hamsraj 103 n1
Hirszbant, BA 172 n1

Hirzcl 238, 248 n2

Hitoncal Literature 88
History of Buddhism—Taranath 4^n1

History of Sanskrit Literature, seeHSL
Hitopadesa, 326, 326 n4

, 327, 3a8
Hitopadesa Individual Manuscripts

326 n3 *

Hitopadesa Recensions 328 n2

Hitopadesa Translations 328 n2

Hitopadesa-ubersetzung 340 n1
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Hiuen-Tsiang 43, 51, 52, 52 n1, 89,
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HL 415 n1

Hoefer, A 27 n2, 69 n4,i22 n2
, 125 n3,

»34 n3» i38 n1, 164 n3 at 165,
166 n2

, 167 n2

Hoefer, K G A 248 n2

Hocrnle 42 n2
, 45, 45 n

3
, 48 n5

, 51 n1
Hofdichter des Laksmanasena 56 n3

Hoffmann, P Th 120 n1
, 238 n2

Holtzmann 46 n1, 305 n2
Homer 344 n3, 415 n1

Hopkins, E W 181 n2
, 366 n5 at 367

Horn, P 87 n2, 382 n1

Horovitz 410 n4

Horse Sacrifice 225
HOS 308 n1

, 324 n 2 3

Hrdayadarpana 21

HSL 18 n3, 2i_n1, 25 n4
,

201 n1
, 205 n2

233 n°

2
73nl

108 n2,

Huber, E 318 n1
, 364 n3

Hultzsch, E 50 n3 , 54n
2
, 72 n

, /a„ ,

76 n1
, 95 n1

, 1 17 n2
, 121 n6,

139 n5, 192 n2, 253 ns, 280 n2,

281 n2, 288 n2
, 326 n4

Humayun nameh 337
Humboldt Alexender v 120

Humboldt, W 148 n2
, 238 n2

Humour 269, 284, 288, 351, 391
Hussain ibn \AIial Wa'iz 336
Huns 120,

Huth, G 13 n1, 44 n
8
, 45 n

2
, 122 n1

.

151 n
Hyperbole (atisayokti) 1

7

Ihamrga 186
IHQ.I. 201 n1

Iken, C J L 382 n3

Iliad 69
Indian Antiquary 5 n1

,
iin3

, 24111

178 n4 at 179, 201 n1, 202 n1
,

205 n4, 233 n3, 290 n1, 388 n4

Indian Drama 194, 205 n2
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JanaSruti 304
Janvier, E P 207 n3

JAOS 3 n2, 45 n3
. 194 n1, 398 n1

JASB 5 n2 at 6, 181 n 2

Jataka 107 238 n3
, 304 n1

,
a,

357 nl, 359 n2,
3
, 393 n1

Tatakamala 197 n3
, 311, 414

Jatukarni 258
Jaavallaham 174
Javanese Shadow Play 182 n1

Jayacandra 56, 277 n4

Jayacandra of Kannauj 56, 83
Jayadcva 30 n\ 56, 132 n3

, 134 n1,

1 35 j 140 n1, 142, 147, 174, 271,
277 n4

Jayadcva, Piyusavarsa 30
Jayamangala 78 nl

Jayanaka Jayaratha 102 n3

Jayanta Bhafta 82
Jayaplda see Cippada
Jayaplda, King 18, 169
Jayaratha 87 n1,

Jayaratha Rajanaka 87
JayaSankara 83
JayaSckhara, Jama 61 n2

Jayasimha of Kashmir 25 n4
, 56, 86

Jayasimha, the Jama poet 281 n3

Jayasimhabhyudaya 95 n2

Jayaswal, K P 114 n6
, 233 n3

Jayavallabha 174
Jayyata 23 n°
JBRAS 78 n1

,
82 ns

, 201 n1
, 365 n3

JBORS 114 n^soi n1

Jehangir 68 n 2

Jewels, Nine 46
JewJohannes von Capua 335
Jha, Ganganatha 18 n3 at 19,

23 n5
, *79 n1, 271 n4

178 n 2 239 n.Jha, Ramanatha
386 n3

Jibananda 272 n2
, 279 n2

Jimutavahana, Bodhisattva 2 n
254f

, 362 nl

Jma 96
Jmadattasuri 8r
Jma harsa 104
Jinakirti Geschichte von Pala und

205 n3,Gopala 87 n 2
, 201

347 n2 ,
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inalamkara 39 n1

inaraja 83 n3
ina Rsabha 81
masunhasun 103 n1

mendiabuddhi 52 n3

ivananda 83 n3, 267 n4, 296 n1
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Ivandhara Campu 415 n2

hanadhiraja, Suganaka 140
nanasagara 384 n1

06I, Rabbi 335, 352 n2

J N Tarkratna 78 n1

Jogalekar, Krishna Rao 108 n2
251 n3

' s

Johanna, Qiieen of Novarra 337
Johannes von capua 336, 336 n1

337 ’

John Pickford 259 n1

Jolly 101 n1
, 225 n2

, 301 n2

Jonaraja 86 n3
, 95 n1, 101, 177 n4

178
’

Jones, W 122 n2, 142 n1
, 143 n3,

147, 166 n2
237, 239 n, 244 n1

Journal of Oriental Research, Madras
201 n1

Journal of Philology 365 n4

Joyser, G R 25 n3

JRAS 5 n1
, 181 n2

, 326 n1, 326
n4 at 327, 399 n1, 399 n4
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Werken I 237 n3

Julg, B 370 n3, 376 n2
, 382 n6 at

383
Jycstha-Kalasa 55, 94
Jyotirisvara, Kavisekhara 297,

297 n3

Jyotinndabharana 46 n1

K

Kadamba 83
Kadambarl 11 n3 at 12, 55, 67 n4,

82, 114 n3, 306, 307 n3, 354, 405-
410, 410 n4

, 413
Kadambarlsara 82
Kadin 382
Kadru 180 nl

Kailasa Hill 1 18

Kaiser und der Abt 325 n3

Kaiyata 23 n6, 139 n2

Kalapriyanatha 258
Kalasa 55, 98
Kalavilasa 170, 172
Kale, M R 233 n1

, 261 n2
, 388 n4

Kalee Krishen Bahadoor 386 n3

Kalhana 50, 50 n1
, 55 n

3
, 56, 77, 95-

99, 101, 169, 258 n2

Kalhana Rajatarangmi 373 n1

Kalidasa 2 n1
, 10, 21 n1

, 22 n6, 34,

35j 389 44» 45 » 46> 47j 48, 49, 57,

62, 65, 68, 69, 70, 84,94,117,
I20n5, 121, 124, 158 n2

, 175, 176

n1
, 177 n2

, 202 n1
, 203, 204, 205,

205 n 2
, 225 n2

, 226, 233, 233 n3
,

237, 241, 247, 249, 250, 250 n2
,

on 251-252, 258, 265, 268,347 n4,

371 n3, 388, 394
Kalidasa, Abhmava, see Abhmava

Kalidasa
Kalidasa, age of 44 n3, 47
Kalidasa, Akbariya 49 n1, 178 n2
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KarniMJta 390
Karpurocanta 296 n1

Karpurncantra 280
Karpuramanjari 34 n2, 67 n4, 115 n3>

19 1 n2, 268
Kanina to, 262
Karun.lt than 1 ft n3

Karunarasa 239
Kashmir 67 n4 at 68, 93-99, 393
Kashmirian Version : Bj-hatkatha

349*33°
Kaiih.1 71 n1, 79 rt

4

Kustkavftlt 70
K.lsipatt Kaviraja 296
K.ltavema 244 n2

Kafayavemn 247 n1
, 248 n3

Kath.l it n3 at 12, 307, 307 n3

Kathaka r8o n1 at 181

Kathakautuka 87
Kathrunftanidhi 323 n6

Katha . Prose novel 346 n4

Katharnava 386, 387 n l

Kathasarngraha 304 n*, 371 n2

Kath.lsaritsSgara 56, 113 n“, 218,

236 n2, 257 rr, 263 n®, 307 n3

347 *>\ 3 49, ,3 49 n
l
, 359, 353

3 r
» 4 , 354 »\

3
» 356 , 3Gi * 3G4

363, 36b n l
t 393 » 393 n1

Kathlsaritslgara . German Trans-
lation 36b n1

Kathlsamsftt’ara , Somadeva 309
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Kavlndravacanasamuccaya 36 n1, 174
Kavirahasya 80, 80 n1
Kaviraja 56 n5

, 83, 83 n1
, 267 n3

Kavirajapandita 83 n1

Kavisara 91
Kavitarkika 299
Kavya 1, 4, 13, 187, 388
Kavyadarsa 3 n2, n n3 nt 12, 13,

_
i 7_n

X
, 33 n3, 50 ns

, 307 n3, 392 n 2

Kavyadarsa m the Tanjur 13 n4

KavyadarSa Tibetan Translation 13^
Kavyakalpalata 3 n2

Kavyalamkara 12, 13, 36, 179 n1

Kavyalamkaravrtti 18, 53 n6
, 83 n1

,

225 n2

Kavyahnga ig

Kavyamlmamsa 3 n2
,
22
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Kavyapradipa 24 n1

Kavyapradipa by Govinda 251 n2

Kavyaprakaia 10 n3, 23, 24, 25, 26 n4,

27, 61 nl, 83, 161 11
4

, 179 n1
,

22G n3, 267 n1

KavyaprakdSadarpana 29 n3

Kavyaprakasasamkcta 26 n4

Kavyarakjasa, sec Rak?asakavya
Kavyasamgraha 106 n3

, 130 n1

Kavya Style 3, 39, 44, 272
Kavya Style, Origin of 2

KavyavimarSa 22
Kayyata, sec Kaiya{a
K B Pathak, sec Pathak, K B
Kcdarabhafta 34, 34 n1

Kediranatha 271 n8 at 272
Keith, A B 3 n1, 13 n2, 18 n3 on 19,

2: n1, 29 n5
, 47 n1

, 69 n3
, 70 n1
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2
,

73 n2, 79 n1
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85 nl
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1 08 n2, 1 22 n3, 142 n1
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, 178 n4 ,
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, 233 n3
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375 n1 , 280 n3 , 297 n3, 338 n3,
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Keller, Otto 335 n4, 343, 345
Kellner, H G 224 n1

, 244 n1

Kcnduli 147 n1

Kenyogen 17 n2

Kerala 140
Kern, H 353 n2

Kern, Album 176 n2

Kcsavadasamisra 288 n1

KeSavamiSra 31 n2

K G 146 n3

Khakhar, D P 290 n1

Khandana-Khanda-Khadya 56 n6
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Khiste Narayana Sastrl 117 n at

1 18
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1
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King Jayapfda, see Jayapida
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Kiratarjunlya Epic 71, 73, 280
Kiratarujuniya, drama 280
Kirchhof, Hans With 335 n4

Kirstc3i2n2

Kirtane, N J, 105 n2

Kirtikaumudi 103
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Kitab el Sindbad 383
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ibn Abdal Hamid 336

K K Handique 83 n3
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Klein, J L 178 n4, 194 n2, 263,

263 n2

Klcme Schnften 370 n1, 375 n

376, 377 n1, 381 n2 on 382, 382 nB

at 383 . „
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, 364 n3

366 n6 at 367, 369 n2

Kleinere Schriften 303 n1, 329 n°,

336 n3, 396 n1
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story of 41 1 _ .

Kohler R 329 n6, 3<H n3, 385 n4,

396 n1

Konde, Nekolaus 336 n1

Konow, Sten 10 n1
, 29 n°, 49 .

n »

53 n3, 67 n4, 115 nJ, 178 n4 at
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205 n2, 225 n2
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3
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247 n1 , 248 n3 , 259 n2, 268 n3
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, 273 n*, 278 n3
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296 n1, 348 n4

Koran 396 n*
Kosegarten J G L 324 n » 325 n >

382 n3

Koul, Ananda 97
Kosmos, II 120 n2

,
148 na

K P Parab, see Parab, K P

K P Tnvedi, see Trivedi, K P
Kramadisvara 78 n3

Kressler, O 151 n1

Krcyenborg 122 n"
Krpasundari 288

Wmternitz—"History of Indian Literature, Vol III, 27
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Lalitavistara 197 n3
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Langlds, L 328 n2

Lanman, R 268 n3
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188 n2
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Lasya 191 n1

Lajakamclaka 297
La Terza, E 157 n2
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Lefmann 197 n3
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321 n1

Lclc K K 281 n2

Lenz, R 247 n1

Leonard, G S 290 n1
Leo V. Mankowski, see Mankowski
Lesealher, D 375 n2 on 376
Lesebuck Hoefer 166 n2

Lesny, V. 205 n1 , 209 n1, 336 n1

Leumann, E 62 nl, 70 n1, 1 51 n1,
324 n® at 323, 326 n2, 369 n1,
386 n2

L6vi, S 5 n2 at 6, 9 n2, 1 1 n2, 23 n4,

67 n4 , 81, 81 n2, 142 n1, 178 n4,

180 n1 , 184 n2,i86 n“, 193,197 n2,
3
,

200 n2, 201 n1, 214 n1, 233 n3,

244 n1, 246 n2, 271 n®, 276 n2
,

277 n4, 281 n3 , 282 n1 , 291 n3
,

296 n1 , 297 n3, 346 n1, 346
,
n4,

348 n3, 350 n
1
, 352 n1, 366 n1

Leyen, F von der 302 n1, 330 n2
,

332 n1, 358 n1, 366 n1
, 369 n1

Liber de Dina et Kahla of Raimundus
de Biterris 337

Licbe und Ehem alten und modemen
Indien 66 n1, 168 n4

o
Liebich, B 44 n3, 48 n2

,
200 n2

Liebrecht, F 80, 330 n1, 342 n2,

364 n2

Life, Three objectives of (artha,

dharma, kama)— 174
Life of Kalidasa Seneviratne 45 n2

Lights of Kanopus 336 n3

Lllaiuka 140 n1

Lendach, H 128 n2, 131
Lmdenau, Max 10 n4, 193 n1,

197 n1, 201 n1, 205 n2
, 208 n*

209 n1
Lmga Cult 362
Literary History of India Fraser

266 n2
Litteraturblatt fur Orient 226 n2
Litteratur und Sprache der Smgha-

lesan 45 n2

Livre des Lumiires ou la Conduite des
roys 336

Livy 90
Llewelyn 339
Llewelyn and his dog 340
Lobendanz, E 244 n1, 248 n2
Lokananda 200
Lokoktimuktavali 163 n4
Lolimbaraja 80
Loman.J R A 299 n4 at 300
Love Songs, Love Lyrics 32, 35,

107-148
L R Vaidya, see Vaidya L R
L Scote 253 n3

Luber, A 366 n2

Lucas, H 410 n4

Luders H 37 n1, 108 n1, 178 n4 at

»79. 195 n1 at 196, 197 n1, 198,

I99» 253 n2
, 273 n1, 273 n

1
, 273 n2

,

274 n3, 391 n1

Lyon, Diocese of—340
Lyne Poetry 3, 35, 37, 88, 106-148,

m single stanzas-i 27 f , Religious

Lyrics 135-148
LZB 154 n1, 275 n1

M
Macbeth 266
Macchiavelh 150 n2

Macdoncll 120 n6, 149 n3, 173 n2,
201 n1

Madana 281, 281 n2

Madanabhirama 133 n1
Madanamancuka 350
Madgavkar, K R 266 n3

Madnava 105 n4, 12

1

Madhavabhafta 82
Madhavanalakamakandala-katha

376
Madhavanala-katha 376 n3

Madhavarao I 31
Madhuravani Poetess 87
Madhuravyaya 104
Madhusudana 272, 273^
Madhusudana of Mithila

Madhusudana Sarasvati 140 n3

Madhyamavyayoga 205, 207
Magadha 43
Magadhas (singers) 40
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1 19 n1.

Matsyapurana 245 1

Maudgalyayana 198, igg
Max Koch 330 n1

Max Muller 38 nl
, 117 t , .

*57, *73 n2, 273 n1
, 333,34m1

Max Muller Hitopadesa, German
Translation 328 n2

Mayapujpaka 270 n2
Maurya, Chandragupta 234
Maurya dynasty 40
Maurya King Candragupta 150
Mayura 52, 52 n2, 132, 132 n1, 140^
Mayura. see also Quackenbos
Mayuraja 270 n2

Mayuragin 105
Mayura Sanskrit Poems of 388 n1
Mayurastaka 132
Mazumdar, B G , see Majumdar

B G
M Chakravarti, see Chakravarti, M.
Mcgati Temple 48 n4

Meghaduta 11 nJ at 12, 45, 49, 117,
122, 265, 347 n4

Meghaduta, Imitations of—120
Meghaduta story 118
Meghavijaya 325, 325 n2

Mchendale 225 n2

Mehendalc, K G 223 n1 at 224
Meier, E 117 n2, 159 n3, 244 n1

Melanges L6vi 346 n4, 394 n1,
399 n2> 405 n*

M61usine 326 n2

Memorial verses, see Kankas
Memoirs of the Asiatic Society of

Bengal 82 n3

Mentha 49, 50
Merutunga 53 n

1
, 158, 387

Metaphor (rupaka) 151

Metres, Metrics 13, 108; mystical

harmony of—31, Names ofmetres

32
Metteya, Ananda 200 n3

Mewatis 89
Mexican festivals 182 n1

Meyer, G 108 n2, no, 120

Meyer J J. 66 n1
, 80 n®, 106 n3,

108 n2
, 130, 155, 169i n*, 170 n2

,

344 n » 365 n1, 369 n1, 382 n6 on

383. 387 n1
, 388 n4, 389,39* n1

,

392 n1
,
3
, 394 n1.

Midsummer Nights Dream : Sanskrit

Tran'. 291 n3

Mihiragula 43
Miller, G. Morey 179 n 3

Mimic Dances 182
Mimus, 193
Muc Essays Colebrooke 154 n1,

189 n1
Mittavmdaka Jataka 361 n5

Mitbila 2 n2

Mitragupta 393 n1
Mira, Pramadadasa 29 n®
Mitra, Rajendralal, see Rajendralal

Mitia
Mittavindakajataka 361 n®
Mitteilungen der Anthropolog 182111

Mixed form, see ProseM L Nagar g3 n3
Modi, J J 365 n3
Mohammad Shah III (1720-1747)

37° **
2

Mohamudgara 166
Mohanadasa 272 n1, 273
Moharajaparajaya 288
Moharajaparmaya 288 n2

Monastery 89
Monchslatem 338 n1

Mongols et leur pritendu r61e

dans la transmission des contes
mdiens vers 1'occident Europden
338 n3

Mongols, 370 n3 at 371
Momer-Wiiliams 239 n, 244 *, 247 n1

Monmohan Ghakravarty 29 n®,

48 n2

Morall Philosophic of Dom 336
Morgenstierne, G 223 n1
Morison, J 102 n4

Mother Cult 362
Moticandra 299 n4

M P L Sastry 296 n2

Mrcchakapka 191, 224, 225 n2,
226, 228 231, 232, 234

Mrcchakapka, uber das Verhaltms
xvvischen Carudatta tmd Mrccha-
katika 223 nl

Mrgaraja 266 n4

Mrtasamjivani 3m5

Mrtyunjaya 376 n1

Mudraraksasa 158 nz, 1 91, 232,

233 n1, 233 n3, 236, 263 n3

Mugdhakatha 356
Mugdhopadesa 173
Muir, John 151 n*

Muka 139, 139 n1

Muktapida, King 82 n1

Muktavali 55 n3

Mukula 21

Mukundamala 139
Mukundamuktavali 140
Mukundanandabharia 296
Mukhya 25
Muladeva 358
Mulla Tantai LoaUon 337 n3

Mullenhoff 303 n3, 335 n4

Muller, August 384 n2

Muller, Berthold 238 n3 at 239
Muller, D H 339 n4

Muller, Max, see Max Muller

Mum Bharata, see Bharata
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3*7 nl
, 3^8, 413 n1

N»ra>ann.b,ia?^ 140, 414
Narayanibhajjnhart 80 n3

Nl'iyinirWtsita 87 n3

Karajans Ganapati Sastri 57 n*
Nrtrayanaoanda TOf
Kara) ana Shah 105
N.ir.V; ayn-Visnu 327 n2

Kara) aniyistotra 140, 415 n1

Narrative literature 301
KajralLlh, etc p 338
Nipt 180 n1 at t8t, 182
Najaka 28, 1 82, 184, 187, 188
Najatutra 6
Niiavajnprahasnna 301
Kafajati 182

Nitr-a Savri, S. M. 45 n3
NApki 186, 251
N’atynJarpann 288 n*
Najjalocana 22 ns

K»i>aprullpa to na , 27t ti
4

KSjvalattra 6, jo n\ 39, 50 n\
im

f
rgo, 234

Najyaveda 7, 8
KivakStidaw 40 n*
Kaiadvlm 106 n3

N tvatahasTihkaearita 92
Navaiah-uankn levacanta 92 n4

Nayacandm 105
Nkyaka it

Xtiifct it

N'-mSditya 414 n4

Ncnitduia 12

1

NerntkumAra 26
NVmimrvitna 23 n4

Ncpjthja I93
KVuhau'T, A- 335 n*
Nerval M. ft G dc. 224 n1

Hive, T. tG6 «% 259 n*
NcwSri 32G
KGGW »i

!
, % t22 tv5 , 173 n*»

tbo n* on t8t, 233 253 «*,

2**8 ti! , «*, 39 1 nl
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Nitipradlpa 164
Nitiratna 164
Nitisara 125 n5, 164, 263 n3
Nilisastra 77, 150, 308, 313, 345,

368
Nit isataka 153, 154, 156, 158, 159 nx,

161.

Nityasvarupa Brahmacarl 83 n3
Nobel, Joh 5 n1

, u n3, 25 n1,

122 n3
Noldcke, Th 332 n2 on 333, 333 n4,

384 n1

Nomadischc Streifcrvetcn im Lande
der Kalmiikcn 370 n3

North, Thomas 336
North Western Dialect 348
Nouthukpakarana 337 n3

Novels 14, 150, 302, 306,—Historical

90, 103
Novels ; Greek and Indians 410
Nuns 19 1, 249 f , 263
Novus Esopus 337
Nuti Giuho 335
Nrsimha 276
Nyayabindu 11 n3 at 12
Nyayaiastra of Medhatithi 204
Nyayavacaspati Rudra 105

O

OC 178 n1
, 183 n1, 324 n6 at 325,

376 n3 399 n1

OCV 57 nx, 193 n1

ODBL 146 n3

Oesterley, H 158 n4 , 369 n1, 370 n2,
372 n2

Ogden, C J 251 n4

Ojha, G H 102 n3

Oldenbcrg,H 5 n
x
, 95 n

1
, 155, *80

n

x
,

229 nx , 241 n1, 259 na, 304 na,
375 n2 at 376

Oldenburg S de 375 n1 at 376
Oliver, R P 224 nx

Orient und Occident 335 n5
, 337 n3,

342 n2, 364 n
2
,

4
, 376 n

1
, 385 n4

Orissa 88, 147
Ornate Epic 57 ff

Ornate Fictions 388
Ornate Poetry (Kavya), Characteri-

stics or mendies 1-5, inverses or

• in prose
Oster, L 387 n3

Otto, Keller 343
Outlines of the History of Alamkara-

Literature . Kane 5 n1

Oxus 42

P

Pabbeka 34 n
x

Peccekabuddhageschichten 384 n3,
393 n1

Pada, quarter 31
Padankaduta 12 1 n3
Padataditaka 300
Paddhati 176
Padmagupta 54. 92
Padmanabha, Brahmana 159
Padmananda 8z
Padmaprabhrtaka 300
Padmapurana 238, 238 n3 at 239
Padmasimha Sarma 174 n4
Padmavahkatha 356
Padyakadambarl 82 n2

Padyamrtatarangini 178 n2
Padyaracana 178 n2

Padyasamgraha 178 n2

Padyavali 126 n4, 178 n2, 276 n2
Pahlavi 317
Pais’acI dialect, 192, 348, 349
Paksipakaranam 337 n3

Palaka 227
Panaslkar 142 n1, 259 n2, 261 n2,

271 n6 at 272
Pancabanavijaya 296 n1

Pancadandachatraprabandha 377
Pancala King 133 nx

Pancakhyanaka 324
Pancakhyana Gaupai 325 n2

Pancakhyanoddhara 325
Pancaratra xgr, 205, 206
Pancasatl 139
Pancasika 133 n1

Pancatantra 41, 232, 304 n1, 2
305

n2, 306, 307, 307 n3, 308, 300,

309 n7
, 310, 311, 312-323, 323n2,

324, 324 n8 on 325, 325, 325 n ,

326, 326 nx, 327, 328, 330, 333,

334, 337 n3
, 347, 35^, 357, 365,

368 nx, 371 n2, 373 a1, 38o,

380 n3, 383, 384, 4*3
Pancatantra Benfey 330 nA, 380 n*

Pancatantra BuddhistOngmof—330
Pancatantra Circulation 332
Pancatantra Heitel 310 nx, 328 n2

Pancatantra Hindi Trans 328

Pancatantra * Gam 368 nx

Later redactions 321

: Nepalese Selection 310
Pahlavi Translation 309,

3 i7, 333 „
Primary 308, 333
Recension 319

• Reconstructed 308 n2

Redactions, Oldest 309
: Southern 322

South Indian 310, 325
. Ten Chapters 334

Text form 307
Title 311
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• Translations 328 n2

Pancatantra, t/bcr das Tantra-

khyayika, die Kasmlrische Rczen-

sion dcs—308 n1

Pancatantra, ubcr emen sudlichcn

tcxtus amplior des—325 n1

World Literature 329
Pancatantra books . different inde-

pendent circulations 322 n1

Pancha-Tantra on Ies cinq ruses

325 n4

Pantschatanlra 343 n3, 361 n3, 380 n4

Pandavabhyudaya 296 n1

Pandavas 207
Pandita 23 n6, 30 n2, 57 n2,

61 n2
,

80 n4, 81 n4, 117 n2, 136 n3, 267 n4,

271 n4 , 288 n4
, 415 n2

Paqd lta
> S P see S P Pandita

Pandja Tandarara 329, 337 n3

Pandya Ter Maram Rajasimha 205 n2

Panegyrics 2, 35, 90
Pamni G n2, 19, 33, 35, 196, 348 n2

Panjab 192
PannaLall 214 nl

Pantcha-Tantra, ou les Cmq Ruses
see m Pancatantra

Pantschatantra, sec Pancatantra
Parab, K P 23 n2

, 69 n4, 117 n2,

153 n3 224 n1, 239 n, 244 n1,
248 n *, 251 n3 , 259 nl, 387 n3

Parab, K P 178 11
2

Paramananda 135
Paramara 92 n4
Paramara Prahladanadcva 280
Paramardidcva 279
Paramatmaprakasa Upadhye 248 n1
Paramitas 361
Paraujapc, D M 254 n1
Paranjapc, Sivarama Mahadcva

164 n3 at 165
Parasara 312
Parasarya, Monk 401
Paraiurama 81
Pargitcr, F E 89 nl , 114 n4
Pana-Legend 370 n1
Parijataharanacampu 414
Parijaiamafijarl 281
Panmnla 92
Panparsvil a 18S n2

P.lnplava 304 n2

Pans, Gaston 332 nl
Ptnsistapartan 107
Parrot as wise counsellor, talking
parrot-book, see Tutmamek 371;,

378 f
375>

Parsh abhj ud a> a 121
PnrsA anathacarita 377 n1
P trih iparakrama 280
Pin, si iq
Faivatj 37

Parvalibhusana 278 n3

Parvatipannaya 278
Parvatlparmayanataka, uber Banas

—

278 n3

Parvatiparinayanataka Vamana-
bhattabana 278 n3

Parvatirukminlya 83 n2

Patalavijaya 35
Patallputra 235
Patanjali 2n2, 32, 37, 107, 156, 189a1,

196, 196 n2 , 305, 307 394 n3

Patankar, P N 239 n, 244 n1
Pathak 1x7 n2, 154 n1

Pathak, K B 48 n2, 50 n5, 82 n5,
83 &1, 157 n*

Pa^tavali 89 n2

Patti-Pombucchapura 277 n1

Pavohni, P E n2, contd at 6,

106 n3
, 207 n3, 238 n3, 273 n2,

358 n1
, 359 n3, 376 n3, 385 n3,

386 n1

Pauli 335 n4

Pauli Schimpf und Ernst 342 n1
Pauranikas 40
Pausamas 340 n2

Pavanaduta 12

1

Pavie, Th 45 n3, 387 n3

Pavyeka 34 n1

Pechuel-Loesche 345 n1

Peep into the Early History of India

38 n1, 42 n3, 47 n1
Pellxot 200 n1

Pentamerone 364 n2
Penzer, N M 3^3 n2

Perm, Dr 292
Persian carpet 193 n2

Persischen Papageienbuchs 382 n3

Persischen Litter atur, Gesclnchte
der—382 n1

Pertsch, W 106 n2
, 382 n4

Pcrungadai 949 n2
Peterson it n3 at 12, 22 n1

, 24 n1,

30 n3, 36 n1, 37 n2, 39 n\ 49 n
1
,
2
,

53 n3, 54 n3, 56 n\ 67 nS
at 68, 70 n1, 95 n

z
, H4n3

, 136 n3,

143 n3, 162 n4
, 163 n1, 164 n2,

175 n2
,
4

, 176 n3
, 178 n1, n2,

265 n1, 279 n3, 326 n3,
388 n4 392 n3 , 405 n2, 410 n1,

410 n2
, 410 n4, 414 n5

Peterson, F G 67 n4 at 68
Peterson J D 143 n3

Petrus Alphonse 338 n1
Pforr, Anton von 336
Pfungst, A 382 n® at 383
Philemon and Baucis 359
Plnlologischc Wochenschnft 346 n2

Philosophy, Philosophical literature

28, 135
Pickford, Joh. 259 n1
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Prlpay . Indian Philosphcr 33O n2

Piiigala Pmgalanaga 31-33, 37
Pischcl, R 5 n1

, 6 n 1
, 9 n3 , 25 n2

,

27 29 n\ 17 n1
, 51 n®, 55 n*

56 n3 ,
68 n1

, 69 n\ 83 11
1
,

1 14 n3,

1 15 n4 at 116, 116 n3
, 121 n1

,

127 n3 , 131 n<, 1 }2 n1
, 146 n1

, \
148 n1

, 162 n3, 178 n2,

178 n4 on 179, 192 n2
, 193, 195

*95 „n\ on 196, 201 n1
,

22*, n*. 226 11
2

, 230 n, 213, 244nl,

246 n3 , 247 n 1
, 248 n 1

, 230 n 2 on
25». 270, 273 n1

,

2
, 279 n2,

3
,

3 j8 n4 , 368 n 1
, 389, 413 n1

Fisharoti, A K 201 11
1

Pisharoti K R 80 n3
, 20t n1

, 277 n1

Pithnmardaka 293
PLtus, John 3Jo~n‘
Plot epic 1 <

Poetesses, see women
Poetical dtsiccs 18
Po-tics 5-35, 39 f

, 7 *. 76 f
, 83 f

,

88, etc

Poetics Aristotle 193 nl

Poctik 179 n 1
, 229'

n

1

Poetik lind Aesthetic dcr Indcr 5 n 1

Poetrv, see also Ornate Poetry
Poetry, Three Tvpes of 2

1

Pohl, E 224. nl

Political r tides 3}-,

Popular PJ.avs 183
Pornographic*! Stories 380, 391, P

songs Jti Pornography 55, 168,

803 f

Porti i 339 n4

Potipliar 363
Powys-mathers, E 13} n3

Po Yu King 357 tv*

Prabandha 1 44
Prabandhacintatnani 53 n 5

, 115 n2
,

138 n3, 387
Prabandhal osa 56 nc

, 387
Prablukara 1 48 n1

Prablukara Sastri 301 n1

Prablukaravardhana 403, 404
Prabluvakacarita 52 n3

Prabhavatiparinaya 29 n5
, 289 n6

ProbodhacandroJaya282, 375 n 1

Pracandapanclava 268
Praretasa-Sr uldhakalpa 204
Pracifinltklumal 1 92 n 1

Pradhan, V G 78 11
1

Pradyota, King 220
Pradyumnabhyudaya 276
Pradyumnavijaya 276 11

6

Prahasana 183, 292, 297 n1

Prajyabhatta 95 n 1
,
102

Prakarana 185, 186, 187, 193, 214
Prakrit 22, 368 n1

Prakrit Period 38 n1

Prakrita-Dvyasrayakavya, see
Dvyasrayakavya

Prakrtapingalasutra 33 n2

Pramadadas Mitra 29 n 6

Prasannaraghava 132 n3, 134 n1
, 271

Prasasti 41, 91, 280
Prasastipattas 89 n2

Prasastiratnaval! 29 n5

Prastavana 30, 188, 202 n1 at 203
Prataparudra 28, 281 n3

, 289
Frataparudradeva 147 n1

Prataparudradcva of Orangal 277 n6

Prataprudra, Inscription of 29 n1

Prataparudra Kalyana 28, 281
Prafiparudrayaiobhusana nn3

, 12

n1
, 28, 281

Prataparudriya 28
Pratiharcnduraja tg, 21, 22 n1

Pratijnayaugandharayana 192 n1,
204, 203, 219 n2 at 220, 233

Pratimanataka 201 n1,
2
, 204, 205,

210, 212
Pratimanataka of Bhasa 240 n3

Pratis{hana 1 15 n4 at 116, 348
Prasarascna 67 n4

, 68, 399
Pravarascna II 30, 67
Pravcsaka 187 11

1

Prayaga 32 n 1

Prekslnakti 271, 278 n1

Prtmacandia, Papdita 83 n3

Picmacandra Tnrkavxiglsa 271 n1

Prcuss, K I'll 182 n1

Prcuw Jrhrb 358 n1

Print?, Wilhelm 202 n1

o
Priyadarsikii 251, 251 n2 , 532
Proceedings and Transactions of the

first Oriental Conference 223 n1

at 224
Prologue Cadre des Milles ct une

nuits 383 n1

Prose mi\ed with poetry 13, 15, 3°4>

31 1, 366, etc

Prose Literature 15, 38, 302, 300

Prosa, Altmdischcn 180 n1

Prosody 3, 9, i 3 > 3 1
,

P R Subramanya Sarma 30 n

Prlhvlpala 21 1 11
2

Prlhvlraja 102

Prthvirajavijaya 102

PrthvI Vallabha 54 11
4

Pulakc&n II 7°

Puhnabhatta 406
Puppet Play 195 n - „

Purana Op, 90, 135.-180 n*> 23B > 4°*

Puramc Sul as 180 n at 181
3

Purnabhadia 324, 324 n ,326, 342 n

Pumabhadrn, Narayana 313 n

Purnakalas’agam 102 n

Purnasarasvati 117 n
Pururavas 180 n1

, 3°4 n
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Pufusapariksi 386
Purusottama 168

Purusottamadasa 381 n3 at 382

Purvapithika 394
Purvaranga 9, 30, 182, 188

Pusalkar, A D 201 n1

Pusyamitra 248 n4

Pygmalion 412 n2

Q
Quackcnbos, G P 52 n2, 136 n1, 2

,

137 n1

Quackcnbos . The Sanskrit Poems
of Mayura 136 n1,

2

R

Rabbi Joel 335, 342 n2

Rlghavabhatta 239 n, 244 n1

Raghavadeva 175 n6

Raghavan, V 25 n3

Raghavanaisadhlya 83
Raghavapandavlya 82
Raghavapandavayadaviya 83 n2

Raghavavilasa 29 n5

Raghu 62
Raghunatha, the poet 105
Raghunathabhyudaya 105 n4

RaghunathajI, K 151 n1

Raghunatha, King of Tanjore 87,
105 n4

RaghunStharao 3 *

Raghuvamsa 2 n1 , 48 n4 , 49, 57, 62,
70, 94. *77 n2

Raghuvamsa . Commentaries 67
Raghuvamsa . Geographical data of-

13 nZ

Raikva 304
Raimund 243
Raimundus de Bitcrris 337
Raimonds de Bizier 337
Raja Bhoja 376
Rajadcvi, Brahmani 401
Rajakavivamaija 49 n1
Rajanaka Alaka 76 n2

Rajanal a Bha{ta 87 n2

Rajanaka Jay aratha 87
Rajanaka Rntnakara 53, 76
Rajanaka Ruyyaka, stc Ruyyaka
Rajanaka Tilaka 26 n4

RajamU igif
, 316 n1, 324 n1 , 334 n3

RSjanltisamuccaya 151 n1

Rajanltisastra 151 n1
Rfijapraiasti 87
Rajapuri 102
Rajasekhara 22, 36, 36 n2

, 50, 54,
54 «"» 70, 70 nl

, 164, 201, 203,
248 n% 267, 268, 269 n, 270,
279 n » 387

Rajasekhara His Life and Writings

54 n1, 269 n
Rajasimlia 203, 205 n2

Rajatarangml of Kalhaga ign2, son
1
.

53 54 nl> 55 n3> 95 j 95nVioi,

163 n3

151 n1, 274 n3.

n°

n3.

161 n4, 169 n2, 361 n6, 365 n2

Rajatarangml of Gonaraja 101
Rajavall-Pataka 102
Rajavarman 50 n,

5

Rajendrakamapura
Rajendralal Mitra

276 n3

Rajputs 89
Raknlgomin 1

1

Raksasa 235, 236
Raksasa-kavya 69
Rama 29, 62 f

, 78, 145, 141 f. etc.

The poet gi
Ramabanastava 141
Ramabhadra 141, 141 n1
Ramabhadradlksita 141, 271, 296 n1

Ramabhadramba 105 n4

Ramabhatfa 148 n1
Ramabhyudaya 53, 270 n2, 274
Ramacandra 168, 279, 288 n2

Ramacandra budhendra 153
259 n2

Ramacandra of Tailanga 80 n®
Ramacandra Tarkalamkara 299 n2

Ramacapastava 141
Ramacanta 82 n1
Ramadasa 67 n3, 67 n4 at 68, 68 n2

Ramadeva, Vyasasrl 274 n3

Rama-dramas 267, 271-275; of
Bhasa 210-214; of Bhavabhuti
259-262

Ramagitagovinda 148 nl
Rama Hill 118
Rama Kavisvara 91
Ramak'rsna 275
Ramakrsna Kavi 299 n4
Ramakrsnakavya 140
Ramanandanatha 126 n5
Ramanarayana Tarkaratna 291 n3

Ramanatha Tha, see Jha, Ramanatha
Ramanatha Sastfi, S K, 299 n4
Ramanuja 275 nz

Ramanujacarya, Vavilla 296 n1

Ramapalacarita 82
Rama poet 279
Rama Prasada Chanda, see Chanda,

Rama Prasad
Ramarsi 6g n®
Ramarudra 126 n5

Ramastaprasa 141
Ramasvami Sastri Jairomani 82 n1

Rama-Talc 362 n2

Rama Tarkavaglsa Bha{{acarya I33n*
Ramavarman, Maharaja 12 r n2

Ramavarman, Pnnce 276 n®
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Ramavarmm Raja, K I J.G n1, iSon1

at 181, 277 n3

Ramlivatara Sarma 174 11
4

Rama> ana 1, 3, 3T11, 35, 39, 40 n

*

55. 6a . 65, 79, 82, 99,^196 n-,

210, 239 n, 347 n4, 354 n“, 386
Rama) anacampu 414
RImayanamafijari 81
Ramayanasara 87
Rambha-&uka-sam\ada 168
Ramcisara 297 n3

Ramila 49
Ramalil Kanjtlal 97 nl

Ranacchodn 87
RanSditya 97
Rnngacarya 296 nl

Rangacariar, S 259 n1

Ranganathaswami Aryasarguru, S
P V 161 n2, 352 n3 at 333

Rantivarman 233 11
3

Rapson 47 n1
, 178 n4 at 179, 191 n3 ,

233 n3, 399 n4

Rasa 9, io
f 20

Rasa dance 182
Rasag-ingadhara 30
Rasalu 180 n 1

Rasamanjari 29, 142 n1

Rasaratnahara 31 n2

RasasvSana 2g6 n1

RasataraAgm! 29
RasinpaHsma 1G1 n2

Rasikamarana 105
Rasikapriya 142 n 1

Rasikaranjana 168, 296 n 1

Rasikaratna 201 nl

Rastraku{a 80
Ras|raudiia 105
Rastraudhavamia 103
Rati 57
Ratuambhoga 6t n1

Ratnacudakathii 384 n1

Ratnadeva 174 n4

Ratnakara 77, 77 n2, 95 n2

Ratnakara Rajanaka, see Rajanaka
Ratnakara

Ratnam Aiyar, T R 259 n, z

Ratnaiekhara 33 n3

Ratnuvall 160,187, 205 n4 , 251, 251

n2
, 252 n1

, 267 n1, 281, 392 n3

Ratnapala 325
Ravana 67, 70
Ravana*-j'jniya 79
Ravanavadha 77
Ravanavaha G7, 68 n 2

Ravicandra 126 n6, 127 n z

Ravideva 69
Ravivarman of Kerala 276
Raudra 10

Rawltnson, R G 193 n1

Rayamukutatnaiji 36 n1

Ray, Sarada Ranjan 244 n1
Rcal-Encyclopadie der klassischcn

Altcrtumswissenschaft, Pauly-
Wissowas 346 n2

Reconnaissance de Sakuntala V.
Henry 237 n1

Rcdcn und Aufsatze 159 n3 , 194 n2
Rcgnaud 5 n1

, 29 n3,
4
, 159 n3 ,

224 n1

Reich, Hermann 193, 194, 195,
410 n4

Rcinehc Fuchs 335 n4

Reinhart Fuchs 335 n4
Rcise nacli Ostindien und China

370 n1

RciUcnstcm, R 187 n2

Relationship between Greek and
Indian Dramas 196

Religions of India 290 n1

“Renaissance of Sanskrit Literature”

38 n1

R6\ ue ArchAologiquc 193 n1

Revue Critique, 176 n3 178 n4 at 179
Rcwa 105 n4

Rczensioncn dcs Bhojaprabandha

387 n3

Egveda 180 nl, 225, 245
Rgvcdapratiiakhya 31
Rhampjipimt 364 n3

Rhdtonquc Sansknte by P. Regnaud

Rhys Davids, T W 45 n2

Rhys Davids, Mrs C A F 136 n2

Ridding, C M 405 n2

Riedcr Pascha 337 n1

Ricmcnschneider, A W 142 n1

Riti 16, 18 n3 at 19
R5cr, E 29 n6 , 83 n3

Roger, A 159 nl

Rohde, E 343, 41 1, 412 n1

Roth 385 n3

Roman 90
Roman Emperors 344 n3

Romoco and Juliet-Drama of India

263
Rosen, F 109 n1, 146 n2, 292 n2

Rosen, George 382 n3

Roscnpranr, K 282 n2

Roy, H C 82 n1

RsyaSranga 391 n1

Rtusamhara 49, 122, 124 n1

Rucaka 26
Rucipati 271 n1

RUckcrt 58 n1
, 71 n4, 7&> \

25 > *28,

143 n2> 144 n1 , 145. 159 n3, 328 n2

Ruckert, Friedrich 64, 69 n2, 128,

142 n1
, 244

>

n1

Ruckert, Heinrich 244 n1

Rudra 27
Rudrabhafta 22 n7, 27
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Rudradaman 38
Rudradasa 268 n4

Rudradcva 277, 277 n5

Rudrakavi 105
Rudradcva 126 n 5

Rudrasimha, see Kfatrapa Rudra-
simba

Rudrafa 22, 22 n7
, 23, 26 , 27 n1 ,

36, 226 n2, 368 n1

RudraySmalatantra 189 n1

Rukmmiharana 280
Ruhnmiparmaya 88, 276 n7

Ram, King 412
Rupadtva, Vidyabhtisana 140
Rupagosvamm 121, 140, 148 n1

,

178 n2, 276,
Rupaka 16, 17, 28, 30, 186, 187, sec

also Metaphor
Rupakrti 42
Ruyyaka 22 n6, 26, 26 n4, 28, 29,

30, 36 n1, 54 n
2
, 78 n2, 86, 86 n4 ,

g2 n4, 136 n3 , 169 n2, 266 n5 ,

267 nz, 271 n2

Ryder, A W. 224 n1, 324 n2

S

Sabdalamkara 11, 16
Sabha 86
§adguru5«sya 32
Sadi 382
§i^rtuv»mana 122 n3

Saduktikamamrta 3911
1

, 174
Sugirika 252
Sagarika : Princess of Ceylon 253
Sagen-Stofle dcs Rgveda 173 n2

SSharaja ofTanjore 1684-1711 28gn3
Sahasankn of Ujjayml 22
Sahid David 336
Sahityndarpana 3 n2, it n2 23, 29,

18G n* 187 n 1
, 191 n1, 2 267 n1

,

271 n4, 278 n\ 279 n3
bahityakaumudl 23 nG
Sahfdaya 20 n1
Sahrdayalila 26 n4

Sahf-day amnda 86
Sailusn 183
Saint Mirttmanus 391 n7

Saint Martin's Bird 342 n3
S.ma Tantrism 366 nc at 367
Saiv ism 332
Sakambhara 173 n 5

Sal ."in 42 n3

S alias 137, 269
Saltikumara 377
Saktisvainln 82 n 1

Sakumala^ p, 188, 237,
25° n® at 251

S lkuntal i ; \daptation 242
Sal untaU, Drut*rhr 0 42

238-241

Sakuntala enactment 243 n1

Sakuntala legend 383
Sakuntalaranasya 238 n3 at 239
Sakuntala . Text Reconstruction

, 243 n4

Sahgrama Sastri 29 n°
Sahvahana 114, 372, 377
Salivahanakatha 377
Salomonic Decisions 376
Salomonic Judgment 381 n3 at 382
Samarajadiksita 276 n5, 298
Samavakara 186
Samaveda 225
Samayamatrka i6g
Samba 137 n1

Sambapancasika 137 n1

Samba-Upapurana 137 n1

Sambhalimata 169 n1

Sambhu 163, 163 n3

Samdesa 121

Samkalpasuryodaya 288, 288 n4

Samkararama Sastri, C. 28, 259 n2

Samkrtyayani 253 n4

Samkhya 305 n5

Samkhasastia 305^
Samsthanaka 231
Samudragupta 41, 42, 414
Samudramanthana 280
Sanaq 151 n1

Sanatkumaracaritam 116 n3, 211 n*
Sandhimati 98
Sandliyakara nancll 82
Sankara 127, 137. 138, 139 nl, 167,

239 n, 415
Sankaracetovilasacampu 415
Sankara . Commentator on Harsa-

carita 399 n1
Sankaradigvyaya 127
Sankaradiksita 276 n7
Sankaralala 274 n3

Sankaramisra 142 n1
Sankaran 20 n3
Sankarapandit 89 n2

Sankara . poet 296 n1

Sankara P Pandita 45 n®, 62n1, Bjn
1

Sinkarasamhita 61 n2

Sankaravarman 16

1

Sankhadhara 297
Sankhyapravacanabhasya 305 n6

Sankhyayanasrautasutra 31
Sanku 46
Sanna 70 n1, 136 n2

Sanna Sastri, P. H. M 224 n1

S mskrit und Deutsch : Indische
spruchc 178 n3, Suka*aptati 378a1

Sanskrit Chrcstomathie 251 n3

Sanskrit Drama 178 n4 at 179, 193 n1,
280 n3

S mshnt Drama, Bibliography, sec
Bibliography, Sanskrit Drama
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Sanskrit Drama Keith 193 n1

Sanskrit Drama • Types of 178 n4 at

179
Sanskrit nos el and Sanskrit Drama

187 n2

Sanskrit Philologie, Geschichtc dcr .

see Geschichtc der
Sanskrit Poems of Mavura 136 n2

Sanskrit Poetics S K Dc 103 n 5
,

271 n4

Santa ro n6

Santarasa 19
Santmatha 280
SantiiataLa 162, 162 n3

Santis ilasa 168
Saptarsi 58
SaptaSatala 108 n2 , 13, n4

Saptaiati 108 n2

Saradaranjati, Ra\, sec Ray, S'irad.1-

ranjan 1

Siradatilala 296 nl

Slradvatiputraprakarana 19O
Siranjadhara 82 n1

, 173, 173 n5

Ssrangadharapaddhati tyn 1
, 173, 177

S*irasam>icca\a 95 n2

Sarasvati Go Idrss 91
Sarass atil an{hlbharana 2J.

Sarassati Riser *03
Sarass ails tot ra 125
Sarda, Harbilas 102 n4

Sarqabandha 14.

Sariputra 198, igy
Sanputrapral arana 198
SantMgara 332 11

3

Sarkar, Vihardal, 'cc Vihanla!
Sarkar

Sarma, Hardatta 29 n2 164. n3 on

165, 174 n*, 239 n
Sam gadliaripadd hati 44 n1 , 175
Sarvabhauma, Kfsnasarman 121

Sarvilaka 228
Sarsananda 177 n1

Safadhara 82 nc

Saiikakl 133 n1

Sastprabhl 93
Sastrakavya 79
Sastri, Carudes a 247 n1

Sastri, Ganapati, t 11 n3, 21 n 1
,

22 n6
,o23 n6,

61 11
2
, 71 n 1,^ n2

,

117 n 2
, 140 n5, 201 n1

.
2
f 202,

204, 203 n4 ,
221 nl

, 234 n1 , 277 n1 ,

297 n1

Sastri Govinda Sankar, sec Govinda
Sankar Sastri

Sastri, Haraprasad, sec Haraprasada
Sastri

Sastri, K L V 83 n3

Sastri, PSP 83 n 2

Sastri, G Sankararama, see Samkara-
rama Sastri, G

|atananda 22 n7, 27 n1, 82 n1
Satapathabrahmana 180 n1, 245
Satasloki 167
Satavahana 22, xo8, 114 115 n2

,

„ 348 , 399
Sail 99
Satrap 38 n3

Satruiijayamahatmva 365 n2

Satfaka 268 11
4

Sattasai 37, 41, 108, 113, 114,
1 14 n3, 116, 1 16 nl, 2

Satyahanscandra 279
SatyakSma
Saubbikas, cm Bcitrag zur Gescliichte

des mdischen Dramas 178 n4
at 179

Saugandhikaharana 278
Saugata 361 n4

Saumilla 49
Sauraseni 192
Saurikathodaya 69 n1

Sa\ itricanta 274 n3

Savitri-Pocm 149
Savana 271 n3

SB\ 192 n4 , 195 n1
, 305 ns

Scenic apparatus 194
Schacht, H 353 n2

Schack 66 n2

Schack, Ad Fr Graf von-62 n1

Schachtclgcschichle 384 n2

Schclmcn Roman 389
Seim fner A 45„

nl
> 89 n3. *53 n1

,

355 n3 , 3/8 n “

Schimpf und Ernst 335 n4

Schiller 238 n2
, 241

Schlagintwcit, H 200 n6

Schmidt, R 9 n1, 76 n 2
, 87 n2,

163 n1,
168 n4 ,

I70„n“, 172 n1,

278 n3, 279 n\ 324 n2
, 378, 381 n3

at 382, 382 n3
, 383 n1,

2
394 n

1

Schmiltnsky, G 244 n1

Schnadcrhupfel 107
Schoenberg, I 328 n2

Schobl, H 376 n4
n

SchOnberg 24 n ,8 2 n"
Shonfeld, K 162 n2

Schroecler, L 106 n3, 120, 124 n2,
128 n2

, 129, 130, 134 n3, 146,

155 n3 , 159 n3
, iSo^n1, 18 1 n2,

182 n1, 193. 194 n“, 240 nz,
242, 251 n1

Schubrmg, W 33 n3

Schulthess, F. 309 n5, 332 nz at 333,

333 n3 , 346 n1

Schuctz, C 71 n1, 72 n2 78 n1, ii7n
2

Schuyler, M I 78„n
4 at 179, 239 n,

244 n1 , 259 n*
Schuyler M Bibliography 289 n\

29 x n2 .

S D Gajendragadkar 399 n
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Schagmtwcit, E 180 n1 at t8i

Schlcgel, A W V 326 n3

Senart 259 n2

Sen, Dmesh Chandra 133 n1

Scneviratnc, I. E. 45 n2

Sen, SuKimara 299 n4 at 300
Sc$agiri Sastri, M 49 n1

Se?akr|na 276, 414
Sctubandha 50, 67, 67 n ,

68
Seven Wazirs 383
Seven Wise Masters 339
Sevya-Sevakopadeda 172
Shadow Play 273
Shah Jahan 31 n1

Shahnamch 412
Shakespeare 194, 195, 249> 253 n4

Shama Sastri, R 40 n4

Sharma, Haradatta, sec Sarma
Haradatta

ShcrrifF, G 214 nl

Shroeder 129
Sib-songlicng 376 nl
Siddha-pocts 52 n3

Siddhartha 200 n4

Siddhasena 373 n2

Sicg, E 173 n2
SIFI 366 n2, 385 n3

Stkha 235
Siladitya 51 n2, 257 n2

Silhana 162, 162 n3

Silvestrc dc Sacy 332 n2 at 333
Simile in Ornate Poetry 16 f„ in

Gnamic poetry 153, m Samadeva
863

Sirahanada 405
Simhasanadvatnmsatika 371
SimhasanadvatriraSatputtalikarvarta

37*
Simhasanadvatrimiika 158 n4
Sunon 127
Simon, R 126 n2,

6

Simonides 344
Smdabar 383
Sindbad 365 n3, 383
Sindbad, Book of 383
Smdban 383
Smdban, Syrisch und Deutsch 339 n1
Sindhuraja Navasahasanka ^4 , q«i

Smdibadnamch 383
Singhalese language and literature

43 n2

Sipanum 193
Siraj-al-muluk 151 n1
SiMtpala 73
Sisupalavadha 52, 72-73, 76, 77, 78 n1
Situ 67
Sittenroman 389
Siva 92, 93
Suedasa 141, 3G6, g66 ns 3

367 nJ
, 3^8 n>, 377/386

’ ’

Sivarahasya 61 n2

Sivarama 251 n3
, 277 n1, 398 n1

Sivarama Mahadeva Panjape, see

Paranjape, Sivaram Mahadeva
Slvaramatripat hi, see Tripathi,

Sivarama
Sivasimha King of Mithila 386 n4

Sivasvamm 77
Skanda 366 n° at 367
Skandapurana 61 n2

S K De, See De, S K
Skeat,W 182 n1

, 337
Slesa 17
Slokasamgraha 350, 351
Smith 37 n1, 42 n1, 5* n3, 54 n4,

92 n2, 1 14 n®, 201 nl, 248 n*
Solf, W 132 n8, 134 n

1

Soma 25
Somadeva 54 n2, 56, 56 n1, 218,

257 n2, 267 11
2
, 280, 309, 310,

a i a Arrt apa a2 orn or 4 ore

i — 7 — 7 — 7 T'U '

Somadeva : Kathasaritsagara 406
Somadeva * Lalitavigraharaja 280
Somadeva, Ueber das Zeitalter des

Kasmtrischen Dichters 56 n1

Somadeva Yasastilaka 267 n2
Soma • King 324
Somapala 102
Somapalavilasa 102
Somaprabha 219 na at 220
Somayajm, G J. ii7n2 at 118
Somesvara II 93
Somdivaradeva 103
Somilla, see Saumilla
Sonncrat 370 n1

Sonnwendfeste m Altmdien 181 n1

Souby Bey 337 n1
Sourmdra Mohun Tagore 266 n3

Sovam, V V 5 n1, 22n*,
Speyer 310 n1, 350 n1, 352 n

1
, 354 n

8
,

366 n1

Speyer, J S. 349 n1* 353 na
,

S P Pandit 92 n2, 95 n1 ,
1950* at

196, 247 n1, 248 n1
,

8 249 ni

Sprachliche Untersuchungen viber

des Mrcchakapka und das Dasa-
kumaracarita 226 n2

Sraddhakalpa 212
SravastI 77
Srldamacarita 276 n6
Srldharadasa 174
Sridharascna 50 n3, 79 n1
Sridharasen ofValabhi 50 n3

Srldharasvamm 79 n1
Srlhar$a 51 n2

, 56, 8g, 84, 85, 85 n3

Srlkantha 258
Srikantbacarita 50 n2, 56, 86 n4, 95

n2 163 11
3
, 177
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Srimala 52 n3, 33
Srfnatha\cdanta\«lq!s? 298 n1

Srinivasneampu 415 n2

5rinnasaca'>a 296 n1

isrinnasa Sastri 105 n1

Srivallabha 54 n4

Srivara 87, 93 n1
, 101, 178

Srticrlm. 10

Smgarabhiisnnn 278 n3 , 293
SiWjarahaja 299 n4

Spigarajii.in'inirna> a 168

Spigara pralaia 25
Spigararasas^aka 124 nl

Spigarasap tasa tika 133
Spigara,;arvas\ a 296 n 1

Spiglrtiataka 133-158
Spigarasataka Janardanabhajja

162 n4

Spigarasataka Nagaraja T63 n1

Sp\garatilaka jo n4 ,
22 n7 27, 124,

271 nc at 272, 298 n1
,
3R8 n1

Spigaratilaka Narahari 162 n4

Spigarntilnka Rudrafa 22 n1

Srutnbodht 34
Ssiddi-Hir 370, 370 n3

Stavarnala 1 jo

Stem 50 n1
, 54 n 1

, 97 n1

Stein, M. A 95 n 1
, 406 nl

Sten, Konou, see Konow, Sten

Steinschneider 336 n2

Stenzlcr, AT 62 n1
, J17 n2, 224 nl,

232 n1

St Gumefort 340
Sthapaka 188 n 2

SthSpana 202 n1 at 203
Sthapati 188 n2

Stokes, B M 329 n4

Stones of Knaves 357
Story ofArdshi Bordshi Chan 376
Stotravali 139
Straparola 338, 364 n2

Strehly, G 251 n4 ,
261 n2

StrikathS 356
Strophen du Madhavanalakatha

376 n4

Studies about Kathasantsagara 310
n1, 350 n 1

Studies in Sanskrit Literature 126 n"
Styles, Types of 1 3, 18

StUmckc, H 242 n4

Stutlkusumanjaii 139 n4

Suali 201 nl

Subandhu 13 n2, 50, 51, 51 n 1
,

83, 252, 346, 347 n3
, 394, 394 n3 ,

395 » 397» 4°8, 410
Subandhu Vasavadatta 346 n4

,

Vasavadatta 412
Subh, see Subliuptavali
Subhadradhananjaya 277
Subhadraharana 277 n1

Subhadrapannaj a 274 n3
Subhadraparmayanataka 296 n1
Snbhasitamuktavali 36 n2

, 175
SubhasitanivI 163 n4

Subhasitaratnabhandagara 178 n2
Subhasitaratnakara 166 n1
Subhasitatnsati 153 n3

Subhasita\ali 22 n1, 49 n1, 93 n4,

178
n”’ I76, 177 nl

*

Subhasitavali Srivara 178
Subhasitavail Sumati 178 n1
Subhn$a 274
Subramanya Sarma, P R 30 n1
Sucaka 275
Sudana 200
Sudhalahari 141
Siidhchc Paiicatantra Hertcl 310 n3
Sudraka 49, 50, 201, 223 n1, 224,

225, 227, 232, 300, 377
Sudraka, Epithet 225
Sudraka’s Grammar 226 n3

Sudrakakatha 49
Suganakajnanadhiraja, See Jnana-

dlnraja Suganaka
Suka 102
Sukasamdesa 121

Sukasaptati 306, 327 n3, 377, 380,
382 n , 383, 384

Sukra 312
Sukrtasamkirtana Ansimha 103,

103 n c

Sukthankar, V S 23 n5, 201 n1 ,

202 n1

Suktikarnampa 174
Suktimalika 175 n2

Suktimuktavall 22, 175 n2, 178 n2

Sultan Muhammad 282
Sultan Shamsu-d-dunya 281 n3
Sultan Sulaiman 337
Sumanottara 307 n3

Sumati 178 n 1

Sundara 133 n1, *34 n1

Sundarami£ra xo n3, 271 n4

Sunga Dynasty 248 n4

SunahSepha 304 n 2

Sunahscpha-legcnd 150
Suparnadhyaya 180 n1

Supanjakhyana 180 n1

Suphan, B 237 n2

Suphan, P 166 n 2

Suprabhadeva 52, 72
Sura 39 n1

Surananda 267 n3

Surathotsava 103
Surya (Aryasura) 140
Suryadeva, see Surya
Suryamatl 56 n1, 98
Suryamall Grandmother of King

Harsa of Kashmir 353 n1
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Sti*') asataka 132, 136

Sudid Kumar D-, see D**, S K
Suri, H'tradatt-i, s' c Haradattasuri

Sj«>ala 93 n 1
, 101, 102

Suns 1, jo, 180 n1 at 181

Sfitndhara3o, 182 n2, 188, 194., 202

Sutralamkara 197
Sutn-siylc 9
S ivabahuttarikatlw 381 n3

Savarnaksi 198
Suvrttatilnka 34, 79 n4

iwahaiudhakaracampu 414
Svapnavasavadatta n n3 , 201, 201

n 2
, 203, 205, 214, 252 n1

Ssnyamvara 63
SvctadvTpa 362
Svetambara fama 381 n2

S. W A 24a3 , 104 n3, 278 n3
,
3x0 n3

Swings 189 n2

Swings of the Panjab 183 n1

.^vamaladan^laka 125
Syireon, Son of Seth 335

T

Tacitus 90
Tagore, S M 53 n5

Taittiris aveda 258
Taka dynasty 163^
Takakusu, J 17 n:, 51 n4 , 136 n2

,

2oo n2,
23b n 1

, 231 n2
, 257 n2

Talc tpic BrhatkathI 346 n4

Talmud 39G n1

raldj-ul-dm 388 n4

Tnin-bin-Slu aoo n3

Tlndva 191 n1

Tanjfir 122, 151 nl
,
200

Tvitra 37 4

rmtrakhyana Nepal 325
raolrakhyana Recensions 326
T vitrlkhjlyika 1 n8

, 41, 134 n1
,

138 n-. 232, 233, 236, 304 n2,

303, 31 1, 31 1 n2
, 316, 317, 319,

320, 320 n\ 321, 322, 323, 333
n • SPf *Ua »£. 352 n 2

, 389
I antr ikhylviki, Ubersetzung Hertel

32b n4
1' mtraloka 87 n1

ra'itns’ira 3Gb n5 at 367
1 i*it ru. B uldlusm 36G n5 at 367
I antric rites 362
Pintrism 3G7
rntumatl 271 n2

T tp^snv imrljacanta 218 n3
, 253 n3

I .imtis um ir tn 1 277
r^nda 2G7 n3

*1 irVilthi 43 n 1
, 89 n3

Tiflnltha Historv of Buddhism a^n1

T irkarmn. J. X 78 nl

'larta** Khan 90

Tassy, Garem de 142 n3

Tausend und erne Nacht 35gn2, 372a
2

Tawney, C H 53 n1
, 158 n3 , 233 n3,

251 11
1
, 259 n2

, 353 n2
, 365 n3,

Telang 51 n\ 157 n2, 233 n3

Telang, K T 56 n6, 153 n3, 233 n1,

278 n3

Telang, M R 142 n1
Telle, C 243 n1

Temple 180 n1

Temple Legends of the Panjab 365^
Temple, R G 183 n1

Tcxtus Ornatior 321 n1, 324,378
Tcxtus Simphcior 321-324, 342n3,

378 n1

Thakore, B K 243 n4 at 244
Thancsar *r, 300
Thanamga 152
Theatre Gurtam 193
Theatre Indien 67 n4, 178 n4,

180 n1

Theilc, G 344 n3

Therlgatha 38
Thieves Stones 386
Thomas, F W 1 n1, 5 n1, 22 n7

at 23, 36 n1, 47 n1
, 49 n1, 51 n2,

54 n2
, 70 n1

, 77 n3, 125 n2, 139
n4» 174, 174 n4, 1 78 n2, 19in3

,

202 n\ 300 n3, 31 1 n1, 394 n3,
399 n1

Thomsen, V 348 n4

Thousand and One Night 383, 384,
385 n 2

Thousand and One Truth 90
Tibet I2i, 200
Tilaka Rajanaka 26 n4
Time analysis of Sanskrit Plays 194 n

1

'rochanan 200
Todaramalla 259 n1

, 276 n4
Tormina 43
Tortusi 1 51 n1
Trailokyavarmadcva 279
Treatment of Love in Sanskrit Lite-

rature De S K. 155 n1

Tribhuvanapala of Gujrat 274
Tree Marriage Baija’s Kadambari

41 1 n1

Tree Marriage m Kalidasa Sakuntala
41 1 n1

Tripathi, Sivarama 31 n2, 80 n3,
394 n2

Tripi^ika, Chinese 340 n2
Tripuradaha 280
Tiipuradahana 69 n1 *

Tripurlri 261 n2
Trisaspsalakapurusacauta 219 n2 at

220
Tristan and Isold 382
Trithen, F H. 259 n1

Tmedl. K. P. 11 nJ , 27 n3
, 78 n1,

79n3
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Trivikramn 414 n4
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1
, 353 n3
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S

Troycr, A 95 n 1
, 138 n2

Trtimpp E 142 n3
TSS 57 n2

Tullbcrg, O T 248 n3
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, 382
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_ 383
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at 179
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Udaynm Kachi 310 It

-

Udavana Kinj 107 n 1

Udayana Stor\ of 347, 347 n4
Udbhatau, 19, 22, 23,26,30,61 n2,/O n-
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Uddhaaaduta 121
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, 348, 372
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Upako£5 359 n4
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Uparupaka 184 n3
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Urva£l 304 n=
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Utpalaraja 54 n4
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Uttarajjhayana 180 n1
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Vaccharaja 325 n2
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1
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Vagbhajas 26 n2
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Vaidarbha 1 5, 38
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Vajnjgy a£ataka 153, 154, 156, 372 n2
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Vajjalagga 174
Vakataka 67 n4

Vakpati 77, 92 n2, 201, 394
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Vallabhadcsa 77 n2, 117 n » *63 n »

176, » 77, 347 , 347 n* ,

Valiabhadcva, Kashmlraka 177 n
Vailaurl, M 279 n4

Valmlki 3, 3 n1
, 47, 50, 62, 268, 273,

346 3
Vamana 11, 18, 19, 26, 33 n3 ,

5211 ,

53, 61 n1
, 70, 72, f

3 n1 , 127,

*79 n1, 225 n“, 266 n3
,

6 395 n
VumanabhaRabana

J
36 , 278

Vamanacarya 268 n2

Vamsamani 148 n1

Vamiivadana 83 n3

Vamuka 22 n7
, 27 n1

Vnnamali 275
Vanlbhusana 34
Vanlnatha 299
Varadacarya 296 n1

Wmtcraitz—History of Indian Literature, Vol HI, 28,
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Varahamihira 14, 33, 46, 50, 95
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, 371
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, 72
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Vasavadatta 13 n1

, 17 n2, 51 nl
,

85 n3, 175 n5
, 306, 307 n3

, 347 n3 ,

354, 394, 394 n » 395 n1
, 4 *3 *

4*3 n2

V A Smith, see Smith
Vastu ( plot) 10
Vastupala 103
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V^udeva, 69 n1

, 69 n3
, 80 n3, 121,

268 n3

Vasudeva Parana Agrawala,
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Vasudfva Sarman 387 n3
Vasudeva Cayani 301
Vasudeva Tullu, R. 45 nl
Vasudevavijaya 80 n3
Vapisavitri 270
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Vemabhuprda 126 n5
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VenTdatta 178 n2
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, 266
Veukajadhvarin 83 n2
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3

\tnkariraman, S 137 n2

Vrnkatarama Sjbtri 301 n2
Venkateia 4 ,5 n2

d

Vcssintara.Jntaka 200
Veta a 366, 36G nc

\jetalabh&fta 46, 1G4
\ eij amata 3G6 n6 at 367
Vctf»bp*uira\ iniiati 306, 027

VetalapancavimSatika 158 n4, 356,
365, 366 n2, 368, 375 n1,

376
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370 n3 at 371
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n6, 366 n4
Vetala-stories 361 n6, 393 n1
Vibhasa 192 n2

Vibhatsa 10, 262
Vidagdhamadhava 276
ViddhaSalabhanjika 268
Vidhavavivahanataka 291 n3
Vidusaka 188, 190, 194, 195 n1,

198, 199
Vidya 133 n1

Vidyabhusana 23 n6
Vidyabhusana H M. 45 n8
Vidyadhara 27, 28, 83 n3, 347 n1
Vidyadhan 93
Vidyadhari Princess 280
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Vidyapati 95, 386
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x33 n1
Vier Erzahlungen aus der Sukasaptati

„ 378 n1, 383 n1
Vigraharaja IV of Ajmer 280
Viharilal Sarkar 238 n3
Vijayacandra 56, 83
Vijayadharmasun 288 n2
Vijayanagara, King of 297 n3
Vijayasena 56 n4
VijayaSri 281
Vynanagita 288 n1
Vikrama 42, 94
Vikrama of Calicut 80 n3
Vikramacanta 323 n2, 371, 384
Vikramaditya 42, 43 , 45, 48 n6,

49 , 49 n1
, 5? n1, 55, 95 , h 5 «&

125 n6
, 158, 273, 347 n3, 366 n6,

372 , 372 nx, 373 n1,
2
, 374,

..

.

376, 377
Vikramaditya VI 55
Vikramaditya Pururavas 244 n2
Vikramaditya’s Umbrella 377
Vikramankadevacarita 54 n6, 55,

sr, 55
”2

,.93 , 95 , *32 n3, 399 n
4

Vikramodaya 376
Vikramorvaiiya 10 n2, <45, 49, 187,

195 n1 at 196, 2^, 248, 265,
268

Vikramorva $Iya : Trans 247 nl
Vilasaiekhara 293
VilomSksarakavya 140
Vimala 211 n2
Vinata 180 n1
Vinayaka 394 nl
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Vmaja of Mahaslinghika 340
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Vira 10, 25, 262
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377 n3
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, 201, 233,
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18

1
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, 330 n3
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3
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2
, 120, 14211

3
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4
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Section V.

THE SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE.

In India science* originated from theology and was at
first cultivated in Brahman ical schools. The recitation of the
Vcdic hymns, the ncccssitv to pronounce correctly words and
expressions of the holy scriptm c$ and that for their wider circula-
tion and the effort to understand them as far as possible led
people early to realise the importance of grammatical
studies and to the beginning of a lexicography. On account
of the great nnstic significance that was already attributed to

metres in the Biahmanas
,
2 it is no wonder that man passionately

worked in the field of prosod) . Philosophy
,
3 that m the

Upanisids—although in a half- poetical form - had already

attained a high degree of development, could not completely

be separated from theology The preparation of the Vedic

calendar for the ceremonies necessitated study of hcaveny bodies

and of then movements, and this led to the beginning of the

asti onomical science. The construction of sacrificial

altars required measurement, and this led to geometry
In the magical formulae of the Atharvaveda and m the related

excgctical works we find the first beginning of a medical
science. At the peak of the six Vedangas, in which we find the

1 The Sanskrit word for a scientific work is sastra The same word
is men to denote also an> branch of 1 now led gc Hence sastra probably means

both “ text-book”' as also "science”, [sastra may be either a scientific uork

or a theological treatise ]

2 Sec nbou. t, 157 f ,
tram p 170

3 On the beginning of phiiosoph) and science, particularly m the

Brahmanas, see H Olden berg, Vonvisscntschafthche msscnschait, die

Weltanschauung dcr Biahmam, Texte-Goettmgen 1919; [Z 1m m e r, rhi o-

soplncs in India, London 1951, Bel va lk a r and Ranade, 01

I uban Philosophy, Vol 2, Poona 1927, Radhahrishnan, n 1

Philosophy Vol j London 1922 ]

Wmtcrmtz, Vol III, 27.
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earliest traces of a scientific literature1, stands the K a 1 p a, the

science of rituals. Naturally this has always remained a section

of theology. But inseparably connected with it is the science of

d li a r m a, dealing with the worldly usages and duties, that

gradually abandoned the sphere of theology and developed

into the extensive law - literature.
AU these sciences were cultivated in the Vedic schools

the purpose ofwhich was to make the students conversant with

:crtain holy texts—with some of the Samhitas, with the Brah-

manas, the Aranyakas and the Upanisads related with it as well

as with the Vcdangas. When individual sciences became more

and more developed, it became impossible to master all of them

in these Vcdic schools. Then there came into existence some

technical schools,1 that were devoted to study of some

special branch of knowledge, by the side of the Vedic schools.

And in course of time the old Vcdic schools were com
plclcly thrown into background by these technical schools.

Wholly independent of theology there developed only the science

of Poetics, that we were obliged to treat above in connection

with Ornate Poetry, and those sciences that are comprehended
under the name Ar tliaSastra, i.c. the sciences of practi-

cal things of life—politics, economics and engineering. A purely
secular science is also the KamaSastra, the science of sexual
love.2

Wc have already seen3 the sutra-style of the apho-
ristic prose, the oldest form, in which all the sciences were taught
in the schools of the Brahman as Characteristic of this style

school/
Vaska there existed some special technical

branches of knowledge, since m the N.ruktahc

{rrimtinn-vn^^imt th^
CX^Crt

t#
*n /^Csclcncco^ sacrifice) the vaiyakaranasand the nairuktas (etymologists) Cf Buehler, SBE,

% A «

i \ nr ill '
» * , o— > *•**•***«*«'»*!, juruiuuitiauaiia

Music 4tut Anha^tm, Cf aBo“r 1 c

1

1 Co^ ‘I”
CmC

’ }
V
f‘

craft>

||

j

#
ii* f

° 1 1 cet » Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum

3. See above 1, 1 29, fT
, transl p. 148.
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and farther of that of the scientific literature in particular is

the use of nouns witn almost wholesale suppression of verbs.
Abstract nouns and compounds are used with predilection1 .

Xhc sutra-stvlc \\ as also retained in the technical schools, espe-
cially in the works of earlier ages: but frequently in the manner
that cither the author himself or one of his disomies appended
a commentary, bhasva, based on it : thus developed the b h a -

s v a * s t v 1 c. a highlv dc\ eloped form of learned prose, in
scientific literature, probably first of all m grammar and in

philosophy. In India this originated in the form of a disputa-

tion, naturalh from a type of scientific pursuit. In particular,

in s a b h a s. the assemblies of learned men held in coarts of
princes or at houses of rich and prominent people, this played
an important part. Every new theory had to be defended

here in these learned discussions, in case it was meant to be

established. Hence it follows that scientific literature in India

is almost whollv scholastic and dialectical2. The dull style of

scientific discussion is ven often agreeably interrupted by in-

sertion of obvioush intelligible similes or bv references to events

of dail\ life In oral discussions of scholars and hence also in

scientific works, the so called n v a v a s or “maxims” are parti-

cularly quoted that have not insignificantly contributed towards

making the style moic li\clv. For example one speaks about

the “rule of the lamp and threshold” (dipad'halinjdja). that

illuminates both inside and outside, when an argument serving

two purposes is employed: or a naan speaks to an opponent

“this is not the fault of the stump that a blind person does not

sec it (;c)77» sOivyrap'.radbak jadcuamandho hti paijali)
3

,
or “he

who depends upon the blind falls after him (
ar.dbena riijninan*

jathdrdhdh o: "of what use is the mirror to the blind (uctrc-

hfoain rihwasjia djip“i<ih An?? Karigait) . An inconsistently ar-

guing pci son is told . “you cannot have half of a hen for the

purpose of loasting and another half for laying eggs ,
[rrdks-

jr.rai~.kuhK •ilr.njaya )
3
.

T H J a c o b i, Dber den nominalen Stil dcs v\ issenschafthchen

Sanskrits in Indogenr.an Forscliungrn 14 1903, p. 236 ff

a. Cf J a c o b i, Int Wochenschnft 29, Oct 1910

3 Collections of such n>ayas have beui published by G A Jacob,
Laiihihanvayanjah, A Handful (a second .. . a third Handful) of Popular

Maxims. Bomba) 1900—1904, Supplement to this JRAS 1909, 4&0 tt.

Vanamah C h a h r a v art 1 1, Ind Ant 4 r, 1912, 33 if
,
besides Jacob

I c 213 f ), V S Ghatc, Ind Ant 42, 1913, 250 fj
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Scientific theories were propounded exclusively in pure
sutras, but were compiled also in stanzas (k a r i k a s, “memo-
rial verses”), that in greater or smaller number are intercalated
in most of the sutra-texts. In later times, however, scientific
works were composed more frequently wholly m verses (slokas)
particularly if they were meant for a wider circle.

. . i

the names of the authors ofthe most ancient
scicm.fic works are known to us. These authors are cited and
frequently mentioned with respect, but then works were replaced
y some later manuals that entered into the field. Conse-quently older treatises ceased to be copied and, therefore they •

are lost to the present generations. On this accounT he Wsto^of scientific literature is in essence only a history ofsol oidcr(but not ofthc oldest) main works and of a grea7mass of com-mcntarics and compendia of later ages.

GRAMMAR1
.

Grammar, called Vvakamno* r .

the science in which several trrh *
i

1S Pr°kabty
out of the old Rr~i i

nical schools have developed

the people Ofld^
amcal“ m the times. For

BO in grammar, he can

dhnna, 3 the irramrmria
" ^ccor<^lng to Anandavar-~7^~?™namarC thc f°~ scholars, “because
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grammar constitutes the foundation of all sciences Moreover,

grammar is the science in which Indian scholars have attained

the highest prominence and have all through made distinguish-

ed contributions towards development of the philosophy of

language. They first of all analysed the word-forms of Sans-

krit1
,
recognised the distinction between roots and suffixes,

determined the functions of the suffixes, and on the whole they

ha\c built a grammatical sjstcm, of which a parallel, m respect

of accuracy and of gradually attained perfection, is wanting in

the world 2
. They ha\c made accurate observations about the

linguistic usages, about linguistic changes that take place in

course of time and in different localities, and while doing this

the) had in mcw not onl> the language of literature but also the

spoken Sanskrit (bhiisa).

In India the stud) of grammar began after a student had

finished his course on the Ycdic texts The compilation of the

padapatha of the Rgxcda bv Sakalya in which not only the

sentences but also the compound and certain classes of

nominal v.oids as well arc separated into their constituent ele-

ments presupposes a grammatical anal) sis [As a matter of fact,

as early as the diys of the Rgvcda, the Indians were intei ested

in di\ision of words into syllables, they wcie particular about

the number of ssllablcs in a strophe. Abosc all m the hymns

thcmschcs we find speculations regarding linguistic problems—

origin of language and its importance The Brahmanas that

possess a nucleus of grammatical terminology are de\ote

to the discussion of catam problems of pronunciation The

Satapatha Brulunana raises up the question of gender3 ] Ihe

Pralifiah'nvas and the Sihsas arc by nature such that the5 can

straightway be dcs.gnatcd as grammat.cal works

the etymologies of the Brahmanas, m spite of their being g

awam

** Sansknt-PIuloIogte, (Gruadnss

J»)> P 55 L’Indc Classique 15 x9

3 Cf R e n o u andr.U.ozat, ^
,o L , „ b , e b,

(Zjr

4 See abo\e I, 240 fT, traiis ^ P “ "

isscnschaft II, 30 ff), thc

Emfuchrung in die cinheiinische P
pr5tisakhya arc older than Paiuni,

Rg\ eda-Pratisahhy a and the \ * c About the Paniniyasiisa (see

and the other Pratisjkhyas arc of a later . g a
20 j

that it

Wcbc r, Ind. Stud 4» 345 » )
~

' r subiect-matter
”

is younger m form but older in respect of subject m
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to the highest extent, manifest a taste for linguistic analysis*.

The Sahkhyayana Brahmana speaks about the language of the

North as being ofgreater pmity where the people tried to attain

an authority in the sphere of language2 . Besides we find tech-

nical grammatical terms in the Brahmanas, Aranyakas and

Upanisads. Yaska, the author of the Nirukta, distinguishes

belts cen the parts of speech, and his explanations of a number

of Vcdic words and stanzas presuppose his knowledge of

grammar3
. The author of the Brhaddevata too is a gramma-

rian, since he speaks about the parts of speech, gives definitions

of noun and verb and treats also the particles, prepositions,

genders and syntax4 . A real grammatical work going back to

the Vcdic period has not come down to us5. In addition

philosophical treatises, particularly those of Nyaya and Mima-
ms.I, contain a large number of observations regarding sounds

as a physical entity and language as a means of communication

and icgaiding semantics.

The oldest of the grammatical treatises that have come
down to us is the famous grammar SabdanuSasanaof Pani-

ni, the Astadhyayl, that is to say, “the eight chapters” (of

girmmatical rules)®. [The work may be divided into an
analytical part, consisting of chapters 1-5 and a synthetical part,

chapters G-8, where phonetics and morphology have been mixed

,

abo' c
.
I, 176, trans p 202! Cf. O I d c n b e r g, Vorvwssen-

sthainchc Wissenschaft, p 79 ff
, 238 f, 242

2 Weber, LG. 49, Ind Stud II, 309, LZB 1892, p 91 1.

3 See above 62, tra”s
. P 69, WackcrnagJ, ibid, I, plAII, and Lakshman Saru p. The Nighantu and the Nirukta, Introduction,

Oxford 1920, pp 54 ff 66

4. Brlrdd I, 39 AT
; 42 ff; II 92 ff, 97(1*

*' A rhat does not belong to flie Veda and in reality treats Vcdic
a

v
CCnt

i

F^t.cularl> of the Vajasancyisainhita and of

T
^^nbraJunana) ,s the B h a s 1 k asu t r a of K at y ay an a with

S rhVrfn InV *^t°
r
»

a h

a

*<? * m 1 n » scc r ^ i c I n o r n and A
\* eber in ind otuu 10,397 ff

a*nusasana, “Teaching of Words” is the common title of the
„\u. of j r.un nar Pan 1ms Grammatik herausgegrben, ubersetzt, crlautert
' n
~\ *$”; iijtknrncn Indices \ersrhen b> O 1 1 o B o h 1 1 1 n g k, Leipzig

«« m'lfl’r 'ISIS' i t* 'iJ 1. 'w»h com , was brouglit b> Bohtlmgk
t 1 r

aTl
'

1,,0“ ,nt0
,

EnPhsh b' V D Basu, Allahabad and

fl "V‘ \>
: C

* Hnm s ciphl ,K,cks of grammatical stitras,Ikunlm Ia.ucattwj. Soe 1 rm, 1882, mio 1 rcnch b\ Louis Renou Pans

tf V * rfln ? 1 Vdu" ^lUOnS °rthis v ork The mcst beautiful

la* , s-nflr. P'n *,
eU‘ S ‘ rf ’ Madras, ard the edition of!Uni-nUr*i ande> a, Pau.a 1037, is presided vnh fine indices}.

m »nu

urd nut
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up together. In addition to these there arc rules for conjunctions

of sounds and accents (soara ) The grammar of Panini is

rcallj the termination of a long course of development of gram-

matical discipline. It is not a Vedanga, but teaches Vedic

grammar rather m the form of exceptions to grammatical rules

for Classical Sanskrit. But the foundation for the rules ofPanini

is laid on an idiom that agrees more with the languages of

the Briilumnas, Upanisads and Sutras than with Classical

Sanskrit1
. Panini himself mentions many (about a dozen) of

his predecessors who had treated grammar from the same

historical view-point as he himself. His Astadhyayl presupposes,

thence, a large number of lost works Although we are inclined

to fix the age of Pan ini in about 350 B.C 2
,

there is no certainty

about this date Since he has given the names of Yaska and

Saunaka he must have been younger than these authors ol the

Vedahga-texts. He could haidiy have lived before the 6th

century B.C.3
,
and he can with some probability be placed in

1 . According toR G Bhandarkar (JBRAS 16, 274 )
the grammar

of PAmni deals wuh “Middle Sanskrit”,whilst h.s successor Katyayana teaches

tne grammar of Classical Sanskrit See also K 1 el h o rn, NGG\\ 10H5,

185 IT , L 1 c b t c It, Panini, p 38 ff. and O Weeper, Der Gcbrauch der

Kasusin der Altcren Upani?nd-Literatur, \crglichen xmldcrlgsu rtehre der

indtschcn Grammatil-er, Rrz Bcitr 30, 1906, 1 ff> *77 ^
IThe

u unable to accept that the grammar of Panini is not a Vedanga y
-

rana is the reco id m hst Siksa, Vjaknrar.a Kalpa Jyautisa, Nirukta and

Candah, and even today orthodox Brahmanas commit to memory tne

Aspidhjajl as a Vedanga ]

2 Tlic date is based on a story that is outright fabub^and histori-

cally v orthiesi and occurs in the Kathasaritsagara 4 »
20 “

, p- . ..

(inm. by Scbicfner, p 83 f) about

to, there s nothing m Panmi’s A5{adii>a>i mai is A .

flourished in the 7th century B C In case ye arc

ments based on h.s study of the Puranas etc of Yudh.stlnra hCmamsaka^

lived a ccntur> or two after the great MahabhSrata occurrence m
is not of a known age* cf Vjakaranasastra ka Itihasa, > ^ _

It is evident from the fact that Panini 4, ^ the
Whether *.«w

the woid yavanani
“Greek alphabet,” in any case

when the Greek were called “Jonicr
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the jth century B.C. } In an age when Buddhism had not attained
any importance 1

.

Pamni Mas born at a place called Salatura (in the vicinity
ofmodern Atak) [identified by Cunningham at modern Lahaurm the l usuf Zai Valley*] in North-West India [now in
Zakina,,] There existed a statue raised in his memory upto
.e .mc ori-in'en-Tsiang, who narrates a legend about the

r ,1 T! lha* 1C had hcard at Salaturas. In Case we

T
th
f
MmC 0f hls mother Daksi, since

• time he is referred to as a “son of Daksi,” we have said all that

srsi Efsf'•<ras According the VedarthadipTka^
Pingalawastheyounecrbroih^rrvrr.- P °i Sadgurusisya

probable that Vyadi^vas the son
Jt may also aPPear

mothci 7 and possibly Kamca
^rot^cr °f Panim’s

Mah.-ibh.isya, was one Jf the’ se^al d.^ T fT™* °f the

Wi do know the « v ofP5nin.»]

! Jph'.edrj’m nf""
1

/
'?**' 8>h X^Yc L

34
f

'’“h Golds-
Ilecidlia, bui 1K& *!?

c
!' IS Pr°habIe^hat

C
kni„

b ‘ C
.

h
’,

P5finl
, P 8,

(JI^S IQJQ G"n? i J

t ,c beginning of the Chr.^t
1S to

,
I

J
e Placed after

irntury U (j * rf'
CS ^,al *1C could not ha\e nf*^?

3 ’ Smith

LZpVh
?

of ,h‘ »“
4 IrxtmSimni

°ccn mentioned under the name
, *r,

m 5,mpncior, ed BuhW tt

f; BcHaj3?‘ar ibidjp ,9

^Jakama, „c. p ,,,
I’tmrn 1.—'“.?, ian*3, 2, 108 ana i .

P *3*-
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did not have further cii dilation point* to the fact that he sur-
passed them all on recount of his mastery In fact the grammar
of Panini is a work that not onh m India m all ages has enjoyed
high estimation but it lias also been astonishingly admired by
those Eutopcan scholars who have taken the trouble to dive
deep in then effort to understand it

Panmi’s giammar tries to help the student by giving him
a chance to form each wotd couccth. With this objective in
view it attempts to formulate in the shortest possible form the
rulc< that he should learn b\ heait*. These rules consequently
arc in tip form of formulas of algebra. In the place of works
there com: 1*1 a gic.it measure abbreviations and combinations
of letters of tnc alphabet, of which the meaning has to be learnt

from bef >rr : l'ot unclt rst.'ndmg the import of each and every

rule it is nccfssnry fo keep m inind the foregoing rules More-
over, it is obligators' to know a number of rules of interpreta-

tion, p a r i b h a s .1 s, tint base their application thioughout

the whole woik. Since all words and word-forms are derived

from verbal tots, the rules ofgiammur presuppose a knowledge
of the Dli .I tu pat ha or index of iorts, in which the roots

of Sairkut are collectively nriangcd Lastly for the understand-

ing of the rules, study of the G a n a p a t h a, “a list ofword-

groups” that behave in like amannci in icspcctcf certain rules

and in the *utrns thcm'ch cs arc indicated by the first word of the

group
,

3
is also anticipated. [The principle of “recurrence”

ted, in any case, the technical terms of the ancient grammarians Some of the

sutras of Panini are found also in Katya) ana’s Vajasancyi-Pratisakhya, and
Licbich (Zur I.mfiihrung in die ind onh Sprachw II, 42 ff ) *s

_
in“

chned to admit that Panini fashioned his grammar on the basis of the Prati-

lakhja. But it is possible that both Kat> ayana and Panini took these sutras

from some earlier grammars.

t. Ballantync, in the Pandit, vol I, 146 ff, describes the

manner in which the rules of Panini arc committed to memory m India

[Cf also Character ofPanim’s, work inS K Bclvalkar ibid, p 19 “J

t

2 * Thus for example ire means “vowels”, ha!, “consonants”, ku, “guttu-

rals *, tin, “personal terminations”, sup “case-terminations” etc

3 Probably the paribhasas, as also the Dhatupatha at least partly, may
have been taken by Panini from his predecessors L 1 c b 1 c h (Zur ism u -

nmg in die ind einh Sprachw II, 51 fT) corsidcrs it probable that rauni

"as
» “generally speaking, taken the Dhatupatha in an unaltered orm

hts picdecessors ” According toGoIdstuchcr {Panini 106 ff J there

arc many paribhasas that first go back to Patanjah The Dhatupatha nas

been edited by N. L Wester gaard, Radices linguae hanscruae,

Bonnae ad. Rh 1841. In Bohtlrngk’s “Panini” ( 1887) arc included
(

also the Dhatupatha and the Gnnapatha See also L 1 e b 1 c h,
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(nnuvrtti), the use of indicatory words {anubandhas) ,
standingfor

the value, form and modality of use of each grammatical term

concerned is adopted.] It was only through this intelligent and

cleverly planned system of abbreviation that it couldbe possible

for Panini to frame such short sutras, that often consist of one

or two words or ofa few letters of the alphabet, and to produce

a complete grammar in the shortest imaginable compass1 . The

rules of Panini can on good grounds be considered to form a

complete grammar, since they treat not only phonetics and

morphology but also formation of words and syntax as well.

And this grammar is based on accuiate observation of and

penetration into the linguistic usage as a whole as it presented

itself to the grammarian on one hand in literature and in ele-

gant spoken Sanskrit on the othci . He had in view also the

local deviations, since he often refers to the teachings of the

“Northerners” and “Easterners”, a thing that proves the exis-

tence of other two schools of grammarians, and what points,

m any case, to the distinction between the linguistic usage of

the East and of the North2
.

Many of the researchers of earlier generations believed

that Panini taught “a grammar without language” (B e n f e y),

or “a grammatical Sanskrit” (W h i t n e y) : otheis held that

m the Dlutupatha the roots, in a great measure, were fabrica-

ted and that he tiught grammatical forms that did not actually

occur. Some held that Panini’s knowledge of the Veda was
not perfect. All such criticisms have been discussed thread-

2um Dhitupalha (Sstzungsberichtc der Ilcidclbcrgcr. Ahad. d.Wiss. 1921).
(Kjlrauranginl is a commentary on the DhStupatha, edited by
Bnuio Liebich, Breslau 1930, [the same rcpioduced in Devanagarl with
Hindi annotation by Y u d h 1 5 | h it a Mimamsaka, (Amritsar, 1957). Other
editions are in Madha\I\adhatuvrtti by Damodara £astri and Gungadhara
S&strt, Pandit 1802-1897, and another bj Ananta Sastri Phadke and Pandit
SadSina Snrmnilstri, ChSS, 1934 etc ]

t. For cxtt.tple tt is situ in Panini 4, i f no : The names of
t..*,uren a r '* formrd from the wards aita etc with the s\ifCix-dya>ia

t
that is

tii s’> from the group of words that begin in the Garuapa}ha w uh aha.

,
2 l’mimps the 1 m sutra of inis grammar furnishes the best example

of w.o-tn-jj of rules It reads “u a”, and has been translated by Bobt*
1

1

n g h * *' 1 h** e, oft^n treat d 111 this grammar as open, is actuallv a
<hv\l & (dust 11 e)

'

3 too mentions a Northern school aiiu an Eastern school of
pia:n*»arian* itvt u: c phee o! birth of 1’,'mim l*cs in ihe extreme north of
Irsi a, wron.ri; to Liebich, Panini inrlongcd to the Northern school,
n^un irs; m R. O. 1 ran k e, GG \ 1891, 037, 973 IT. Panini was bom
n> sh* No'tJi, tau.e to live in the East, hence lit could be considered to
b-umf 1 1 ihe t as,.
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bare during all these years1 . Although many Western scholars

have written so much about the grammar of Panmi—and
certainly no European should have written a grammar of the

type written by Panmi—they forget that Panini wrote his

manual, that is “well-thought and planned, and is not only
artificial, but also fully artistic, for the native people who
heard Sanskut in common communications and dealings and
that he had not written his work for foi eigners2”.

Whilst the language treated by Panmi stands closest to

that of the Brahmanas, Upanisads and Kalpasutras, Katya-
y a n a and Patanjali, the successors of Panini, had essen-

tially in view the language of classical Sanskrit literature

Patanjali is the author of the M a h a b h a s y a, that is

of the “great commentary” 3
. But it is not a commentary on

Paninfs sutias, but on the Vai ttikas of Katyayana, that

arc incorporated in the Mahabhasya4 [Really it will be more
accurate if we say that Patanjali speaks more about Katyayana

than about Panini.] The Varttikas too do not constitute a

commentary on Panini, but they are really critical, expla-

natory and complimentary notes on certain rules Katyayana

is not, as many people believe, an opponent of Panini, rather

his admirer and follow'd , who examines without sparing pains

the rules of the teacher and the objections raised against them,

and either sets aside these objections or improves upon the

1

We owe a nice critical edition to r Kielhornm the BSS, 2nd
revised Ed 1906 fT, [3rd Reused edition, \ol 1, byK V Abhyankar,
Poona 1962 Edited with the commentaries Pradipa and Uddyota by Sankar
S.lstri Marulakara, AnSS, 1938, Raghunatha Sastri and Bhargava
6.1st ri Jos hi, NSP, 1935-40, Vols I-V The work has been tamslated

either wholly or partly also m Marathi, Bengali and Hindi The five

Ahnilas of the Mahabhasya have been translated into German by
Ludwig, Lcipng 1933 ]

2 Cf K 1 c 1 h o r n, Katyayana and Patanjali their relation to each

other and to Panini, Bombay 1876 The varttikas are only on one-third

of the sutras ofPanmi and they are m circulation only with the Mahabhasya

The manuscripts that contain only the varttikas arc recent compilations from

the Mahabhasya [cf also P CLahir 1—Concordance Panmi—Patanjali,

Breslau J935 ]

3 Cf W D Whitncyin the American Journal of Philology, vol 5,

1884, 279 ff.vol 14,171 fif, GSAI 7, 1893, 243 ff As against this Buhl er,

Ind Ant 23, 1894, 141 fif, 250 ff, WZKM 8, 1894, I7ff„ 122 ff andRO
Frankc, WZKM 8, 321 ff L v Schioeder (ZDMG 49, 1895,

101 ff ) has shown that Panini had an accurate knowledge of the Kathaka and

Maitraymi Samhitas

4 Speyer, ZDMG 64, 1910, 322 f Th B e n fe y, Geschichte

dcr Spiachwisscnschaft, Munchen 1869, p 74>
^ias ma(*e 311 elaborate
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ndes, and m only a few' cases, he has rejected the sutras ofPan ini.

Frequently the varttikas constitute the supplements, that partly

rest upon the actual shortcomings of Panini’s teachings and

arc partly based on the fact that the linguistic usage had very

much changed during the interval tha*" elapsed between Panini

and Katyliyana. These varttikas are generally short prose

sentences written in the style of sutras, but they are not so brief

as the sutras of Panmi. There are also a metrical varttikas

(sloka-varttikas) that are based only in parts on Katyayana

lumsclfand in parts on other predecessors of Patanjali. In

addition in the Mahabhasya there are also collected memorial

verses (karikas) that have different authors1.

In the first place, the Mahabhasya is indeed a com-

mentary on the varttikas. But Patanjali is not satisfied only with

explaining and criticising them : m his work very often he agrees

with Katyayana and sometimes he goes against him; m addi-

tion he continues the work of Katyayana as well; while doing

this lie ethically studies into the sutras of Panini and some-
times lie supports them agam't the objections and sometimes
improves upon them and makes them perfect. Patanjali “did
not have” fascination for any special theory and he did not
make his remarks regarding grammar conform to this, but
planned them on the basis of linguistic usage These are things
that are piovcd by the intioductory chapter of the Mahabhasya,
in which a student inquires about the utility of learning the
words that arc not in actual use. To this, the reply is : either
these woids were in use in earlier ages or that they are cui rent
in other countries.

i he Mahabhasya is the oldest of the works that are written
in the blwsya-stylc mentioned above (p.419). And in fact in this
\sork this style appears in the form of an actual conversation
that takes place in direct talk and very often in charming dia-
logues The language is simple and clear and the sentences are
short, as they have the tendency to be m actual conversation.

hi 'piu'ns
Rlnmi and of his contributions to the science

\
* "uLm s 1 “ f ^ c r

* Panini, p. 96 IT. neither the

; f.[fu or the karikas are the svork of a

1 i~u Vi k" ifiSG ‘I’

lhc Mahabhajj a see Kiel horn,
UI?

fT
.
lActor

?
,r*S *o S K 11 c 1 v a l k a r, KatyS-

' ' rciJ a°° tmd 550 B.C approximate!}. Ibid p 29
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Generally a question is put by a student An ostensible teacher

(acaryadcsiya) answers the question more or less superficially

without trying to lemove all the difficulties, then a real teacher

(acarya

)

enters and clearly explains the subject under discus-

sion1. The convcrsition-st} lc is often so charming. Idiomatic

is the style of conversation and there arc references to the inci-

dents of daily life. On account of these, for us the Mahabhasya

offers a fertile source of information about the cultural and

historical conditions of the country2
. At one place the con-

vcrsation-st\ lc reminds us of the edict of King Asoka m which

after short sentences is added “why,” “how” or “what”, and

the answer is given at once Perhaps on this ground it may be

possible to assume that betss ccn ASoka and Patanjali the interval

was not altogether \crv long 1

On the age of Patanjali much has been written and dis-

puted. Scholars arc, however, almost unanimous that he

would have lived in the second century B.G 4
. But we are not

On the wirtiikas, see Vasude\a Gopula Paranjape-Lc Vartika

de Katya) ana line e’tude du stjl, dcr \ocublairc ct drs postulate

philoiophiqucs, Heidelberg, 1922 ]

1. There is no doubt that this form of the Mahabhasya finds ex-

planation in the fact that it was written actually after the oral discussions

or the graumnmm, as they really took place Cf Kielhorn,
MahabhSsva, \ol III, Preface p to, and Indian Antiquary 15, iBHb,

80 f; R G Bhandarkar, JBRAS 16, 1885, 266 f Danielson,
ZDMG 37, 20 ff . (translation of the introduction) and B kreiger,

Mahabhasya on Pamni VI, 4, 22 and 132 (SWA 160, 1908, 8 Abh ) eac

gi\cs a review of the stale of the Mahabhasya
2 A Weber, on the basis of the Benares edition of 1872 ol the

Mahabhasaa lias made a compilation from this work of the statement

are important for lustora of literature and culture (Ind Stud 13, 293-49 J

3 In the old Buddhist suttas too we find frequently questions inserted

there It is remarkable that the epithet dudnamprya (favoun cog )

that occurs so frequently in Asoka is not used in Pimmi, but taug

tila (see Ldvi.JA 1891, p 8, t XVIII, 549 ff )>

important as meant by Ldvi, since it occurs in still furthe

as well, (sec Keith, JRAS 1908, 172) amriirt in the

4 This date has been sought to be deduced from some p
. Q

Mahabhls>a, so first of all Golds tucker, Pamni, p

RG Bhandaikar, JBRAS 16, 1885, 181 ff, Weber I^S^ 5,

147 ff and L 1 c b 1 c h, Pamni, p 1 1 ff According *h
p^amitra,

Patanjali was possibly present at a horse-sacrifice Pc^°™ <.7 a dynasty
who in about 185 B C defeated the Mauryas and founded the S unga dynasty

The context leaves here no doubt that he who spoke the se" r _ t>u!ha )
iha pufpamilram yajayamah ,

(a variant reading is
/> Contemporary of

‘Here we offer for Puspamitra”. So must have be
formulated this

Pu?pamitra But is doubtful w’licthci Patanjali hint®
e auoted it from

example or (as it is not seldom the case with g^rn ^ nQ^m a posltion
an earlier grammatical or some other text From th

f TASB 6, 1910,
to conclude with scholars like Haraprasad Sastri UA
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in a position to c o n f i rm that this is the correct date. Only

this much is certain that between Patanjali and Katyayana1,

the author of the varttikas, a considerable period of interval

must have elapsed, since Patanjali refers to the grammarians

who had already explained the varttikas before him2
, and we

must assume a lapse of a longer interval between Katyayana

and Panini. During the period intervening between Panini

and Katyayana, who in all events alludes to his predecessors,

the linguistic usage had changed, a thing that did not happen

between Katyayana and Patanjali. So in case we assign Panini

to the 5th, Katyayana to the 3rd and Patanjali to the 2nd

century B G , we have here nothing but a merely “working

hypothesis”.

261) and Smith (Early History, p 202) that Patanjali was actually

present m the sacrifice performed by Puspamitra and that while living under
him, he wrote the Mahabhasya between 150 and 140 B C Pandit N. B h a -

shyacharya (The Age of Patanjali, Adyar, Madras 1889 ) has shown
quite nicely how weekly based is this hypothesis regarding the said date of
Patanjali but the same pandita, outright uncritically, tries to prove that

Patanjali wrote the Mahabhasya and the Yogasutras in the 10th century
B C On Patanjali as the author of the Yogasutras see further below
Buhlcr (Die mdischen Inschnftcn und das Alter der Kunstdichtung,

p 72) thinks that the date 2nd century B C. may not be accu-
rate, but it is not probable that he lived later, such as m about
the rst century B C In an inscription the study ofthe Mahabhasya has been
referred to m Kamboja m the 6th century A D ; see Wackernagel,
Altind Grammatik I, p XXXVII

I. Since Katyayana is a frequently mentioned as a family-name, it

seems to be discussing an idle question whether or not the author of the
varttikas is identical with the writer of the Vajasancyi-Pratisakhya. Patanjali
calls Katyayana a Southerner, daksinalya

(pryaiaddhita dakfinatyah yatha loke vede
ceti prayoktaiye yatha laukthavaidikesuprayuhjate)

[In case we are to follow scholars like Bhagavaddatta and Yudhis^hira
Mlmamsaka, Samudragupta in his Krsnacarita has referred to
Patanjali as the author of the Mahabhasya, the Yogadarsana and one
Mahanandamayakavya in the stanzas *

—

patanjalmumvaro namasyo vidufum sada
kflamyena vyakaranabKafyam vacanasodhanam I

mahdnandamayam kavyam yogadarsanamadbhutam
yogamjiianabh utam tadracitam cittadofaham 11,

r. °itenV
bIy 0n Quranic evidences, Patanjali lived in about 1200

II L*. oanskfta Vy.ikaranaiastra Ka Iitihasa, Part I p. 243. Later the
same scholar promises that he will m the second edition of his work prove
that Panini lived in about 2000 B G —ibid, Part II, p 347 ff.

... _
here have been scveial Katyayana*

, and according to Yudhislhira
Mtmonmka, if lus guess about our grammarian Katyayana being the son’s
son 01 1 ajnavalkya be correct, he lived about 2700 years before the commen-
cement of the Vikrama cm,—ibid p 214-15]

2 According to Kiel horn (NGG 1885, 189 ff we must assume
pa.’omg uv.ny of generations of scholars between Patanjali and KatyayanaK P. J ay asnwal (Ind 47, iqi8, p. 138; 48, 1918, p 120) has tried to
prove on the basis of a varttika on Pamm 2, 1, 60 that Katyayana wrote
the varttikas between 248 and 200 A.D.
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Whilst vc do not have any sort of historical infor-

mation about the tiircc great grammarians, their names, many
a time, have attained the status of legends Panini him-
self has become a dull student, to whom grammar was revealed

by the grace of god Siva as a consequence of severe penance.

According to tradition, Patanjnh is an incarnation of Naga-
Sesa, the world-snake, on whom god Visnu reposes during

the period of the change of two world-time-cyclcs1
. In tales

Katya} ana appears under the name ofVararuci.

V a r a r u c i is one of the most famous names of Indian

literature, or rather of the legends associated with literary per-

sonalities. In fact we know* Vararuci as the author of an old

Prakrit grammar and several unimportant works of Sanskrit

grammar as v. ell as a poet of a number of stanzas that are attri-

buted to him in anthologies. The legend, as it is narrated in

the Kashmirian Brhathatha, and in a story narrated in Soma-

deva’s Kathnsaritsagata, makes him a rival of Panini and a

minister of King Nanda, and several remarkable stones are

told about him2 Tibetan Taranatha docs not tell a less wonder-

ful stor) about Vararuci vs horn he mentions as a contemporary

of Nagaijuna, the court-priest of King Udayana3
. Further

another tradition makes him one of the ‘nine jewels’ in the court

of King Vikramaditya. But m ease we raise the question as to

how to explain the fame of Vararuci as a grammarian, the

probable answer seems to be that the author of varttikas, who

completed the grammar of Panini, was known by his full name

Vararuci Katyayana We say this because none of

the other works that arc traditionally ascribed to him could

have brought him such a great fame Rather we are obliged

to assume that the name Vararuci first became popular as an

authoi’s namcjlatcr when he had already became famous people,

as it so frequently happens in India, attributed the different

w’orks to the famous man, since this helped them m

x. According to Licbich (Zur Einfuhrung in die in e

Spraclmissenschaft I, p
Patanjah was the author <

founder of the Sankhya-Sysicm, nua uccu “»«“<-“ — -- 7 - _ _
Vi?nu, so has the author of the Yoga System, that is closely conn

, ,

the Sankhya*System, has been made the incarnation of a divm 8 Y

associated with Visnu
2 Kathasantsagara 2, 30 ff , 4, 1 ff _
3. Taranatha, translated by S h 1 e fn c r, p. 73 “•
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becoming well-known.1 Even thcVarurucasamgraha, 2

a collection of 25 kankas, that briefly describes the case,

compound, verb and formation of words, is probably the

work of an anonymous author who decorated his own self

with the old famous name Varai uci.

Particularly for scholars of the West, with Pan ini,

Katyayana and Patanjah the history of the scientific gra-

mmar came to an end. About the grammarians who preceeded

them, we know nothing excepting their names. Sakatayana

and Apisali are quoted by Panini as well as by Patanjali.

The latter mentions also Vyadi, Vajapyayana, Pauskarasadi,

Gomkaputra and Gonardlya3
. Later Indian grammarians have

added nothing essentially new to what Panini, Katyayana,

Patanjah and their predecessors had done. Some of them

have taken delight in rearranging the rules of Panini

with the use of the varttikas and of the Mahabhasya

for some practical purpose and commenting upon them:

others have tried to make verbal alterations in the sutras and

have adopted new terminologies, and they appear to have pro-

i . Naturally it is also probable that there were many authors who bore
the name Vararuci. So the author of the Prakntaprakasa might have been
Vararuci by name, and the same person may have been the author
(sec L 1 c b 1 c h, Zur Einfuhrung in die ind eihheim Sprachwissenschaft.
I, p. 1 1 ff ) also of the book IV of the Katantra and of the Lmganus’asana
Vararuci is mentioned in many of the manuscripts of the Puspasutra as
its author (sceR Simon, Das Pu§pasutra, p J95 ), while a commentary
on the Taittiriya-Pratisakhya is attributed to him and he is mentioned to be
the author of an old lexicon (see W eber, LG 123, 244; Z ac h a r 1 a c,
Worterbuchcr, p 6, 26, 38 ), and finally he is said to be the originator of one
of the recensions of Simhasanadvatrimsika (see abovep 371 ), so m this case
too the name Vararuci can hardly be more than a beautiful decoration.

•rcc
.Audited Wlt^ *kc commentary ofNarayana byGanapati Sastrl

in 1 oh No. 33, 1913 Since m the Mahabhasya is mentioned one vararucam
kavyam, an epical peom ofVarai uci”, and this name, is included m the
list of the poets of the first rank by Hemacandra, who attributes to him the
authorship of a work Kanthabharana “ornament of the neck,” it is pro-
bable, that there med actually a poet Vararuci Asvaghosa m the Sutra-
Iamkara (translated by E H u b e r, p 88 ) mentions one Vararuci as the
poet of six stanras, composed m glorification ol King Nanda and as his minister,
but not as a grammarian (as wrongly assumed by L 1 e b i c h , Zur Einfuh-
rungm die mu. cmheim Sprachwissenschaft I, p 11) Cf also P 1 s c h

c

1,
Grammatik der Prakrtt-Sprachcn (Grundriss I, 8) p. 33 f and S. L6vi,
JA 1908, s 10, t XII, p 85 f

3 Cf Kiel horn, Ind Ant i 5 , 81 ff; 16, 101 ff. Earlier it
_srongl> held that Gomkaputia and Gonardlya were the epithets of

Patanjah Gondardiya was the author of the kankas. Vvadi’s Samgraha is
considered^ to be themam source of information for the Mahabhasya. Pauf-
hanvvidi (l uskara^udi) is cittd as an authority m the Apaslamblya Dharma-
sutra and in the Hiranvakesi-Grhyasutra.
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pounded a rew system, in which it did not occur to them to

review those nc* linguistic facts that could be observed in

Sanskrit literature. Tor them, it seems, the rules of Panini were

fixed once for good and they bad to be accepted without

questioning their authority. They did not wutc on the

grammai of Smskrit, but especially on the grammatical rules

of P.lnni.

The admitted!) best, on account ofbrevity and clarity, co-

tnmen tarv par excellence on the sutras of Panini, is theKa 5 1 k a-

V r 1 1 ih "the commentary of Kp.m” ofjayachtya andVamana.2

Since 1-tsing tell*, us that* boys of 15 years began the study

of this continental y and understood it after five years and

that the Chinese first of all learnt this grammar when they

came to India, Jayachtyn died not later than6Gl or 662 A.D.5

I-tstng himself as (before the end of the seventh century A.D.)

taught Sanskrit through this grammar. The authors of the

Ka<ik:i, in addition to the old commentaries, that they very

often rite without naming, had used the Mahabhasya and the

Candrevyaha ran

a

4
. The Nyasa, a commentary on the

Knsika ofjinendrabuddh i, is mentioned by Magha,

the poet5
.

1 Edited in the Pandit , \oh 8-io, and N
-nes, Vaninas! 1800, published separately

.o-l Kfiiika. translated into German ana

vols 1-3, also in two

\olum‘e*, "vSin^-VSso, JJa'J&SSZZ
Kapitel der KlUiLl, translated into German and proaiaco

duction, Breslau 1802
. hooks I-V and Vamana that

2. Prob ibl> )a> aditya is the author of Uie Iwo^ i v
c f_

of the bool s VI-VI1I Cf B h a n d a r l a.r, Report.1883 84, P 57j^ ^
son, Report 1882-83, p 28 fT In Kashmirian M,,to

Kashminan
. tin* fintJinn

people Dninc
(tn soitc or a rcicrcncc m

Vainana \\ is lus minister That, how e\ er,
,
(in V Vamana must be taken

is not chronologically probable and bene P
cf g q h 1 e r, Report

to be different from the grammarian of that na™
important edition of the

72f. and Stemon the Rajatarangim IVi>497* 4

|atf<i ,{,to English by S G.

KaSika is by Pt Damodara Sastri, B«iar« JKfDdh“ 963 ]

Vasu, SBH. No 19; Reprint Motilal Bananidas ,V
XIIff f t,VIf , 175

3. Cf Using, transl by Takakusu, pp

and Max Muller, Ind Ant. 9, 305 * ,89 ff Kielhor n, Ind Ant.

4 Cr. K i c 1 h o r n, Ind Ant
#
15, “ thc KaSika, that

16, 178 has compared the text of Panini with that given

many a time differs from the former v i e 1 h 0 r n, Ind. Ant ,8>

5. SiSupalavadha II,
h a n d a r k ar, Ep

P a t h a k, JBRAS 20, 303^ D * ^£
a n d ^ chandra Chakra

[It has already been published m two volumes y

v a r 1 1, Rajashahi, I9t3» *9 ,9*®4 J

Wintemitz, Vol. Ill, 28.
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Jinendrabuddhi was a Buddhist, and Buddhist
was also fSaranadcva, who in the year 1172 A.D. wrote
the D u r g h a t a v r 1 1 i,

1 in which attempt is made to simplify
the difficulties of Panini’s grammar. It was revised by
Sarvaraksita, who probably was his teacher. The
KaSika and the Nyasa [also called Vivaranapanjika] are often
cited in the Durghatavrtti, and so are quoted there also a
large number of other grammatical texts and works of classical
Sanskrit liteiature, like Kumarasambhava, Meghaduta, Raghu-
vamsa, etc. Tiirec stanzas from Panini’s Jambavativiiaya too
have been quoted m it.

[A mention here be made of the T a n t r a p r a -
dip* of Maitreyaraksita (HOOA.D.), a cntical
commentary on the Nyasa, also called K a Si ka-Vi va r an a-

brilHan't a

3

d
7“ P a d a m a b j a r of H a r a d a 1

1

a is a

writTin ab
e

^“?r,
CO,^entaryonthe was

worW the
p“„-

I3th
,

C
°r

ryA 'D - To the Kst ofimportant
grammar may still be

who must have lived before 1172 A.D"VitV *
1

?* d *
V*

thc Vcdic language

basic pldpL5
hC

tSrr
r

th°

f P
t”

ini " b3Sed <* certain

brevity is the chief objective^f
8^- “ter™pted> because

throughout intercalated here- for the
th® SDtraS are

been combined together to the
^ttfnt W ^ they haVe

arc not in any wav assn™* j ^
th 4 evcn the sQtras that

nvi ~
,ta- - rslee

f/confden'lteI^’^ fl
•»

7 he published mi nj° Frenck by Louj, r
not of less importance;

7. AteSV ,,Mr ' R"'
' AJtind. GrammatiL, I, p. LXir.
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In order to help the reader out of this disadvantageous position
several manuals have been compiled. In them the sutras of
Panini appear to have been arranged in a different order.
Of this type is the Prakriya-Kaumudi1 of R a m a -

c a n d r a
, son of Krsna. The author himself wrote a small

commentary' [Prasada] on it. This grammar was the model
followed by B h a 1 1 o j i D I k s 1 1 a, who in about 1625 wrote
his S i d d h a n t n-K a u m u d I

2
, in which the sutias ofPanini

appear to have been arranged according to the subject-matter

(phonetics, declension etc.) and to have been buefly and clearly

commented upon This easily understandable work is suited

best for introducing into the study of the indigenous Indian

grammar. Its great popularity in India is proved by the fact

that there arc available several commentaries, manuscripts and
printed editions of this work Bhattoji himselfwrote a detailed

commentary the P r a u d h am a n o r am a on it3 . [In addition

Bhattoji wrote a great commentary on the Mahabhasya that is

entitled the Sabdakaustubha4
,

a work that probably

remained incomplete.] There are two abridgements of the

Siddhanta-KaumudI by V a r a d a r aj a. One isMadhya-
Siddhanta-Kaumudi 6 and another is Laghu-
Siddhanta-Kaumudi, the latter is better known as

58
Cat

ff,

II,

362 ff

;

164 ff*

AD, see S Ch.

r Cf Bhandarkar, Report 1883-84, p
Burnell, Tanjore, p 40; Eggeling Ind. Off

Ramaenndra’s son Npsimha had copied this book in 1423 . - - -

V 1 d y a b h u $ a n a, JASB 1 988, 593 ff* P^d K P. Trxvedi, BSS,

1923, 1931.3

2 Cf A u f r c c h t, ZDMG 45, 1891, 306, and H u 1 1 z s eh. Report

II p XII A beautiful edition has been published from Bombay [Published

in’ a MS form by Babu Rama, Kiddcrpur 1811. Translated

into English by S C. Vasu, Allahabad 1904-1907 reprint Motdal

Banarsidass, Delhi 1962, and by S Ray and K Ray, Calcutta 1927]

o Cf Aufrccht, Ind Stud 4,
* 7 * ff Likewise the Siddhanta-

Kauniudi has been printed several times in India [Praudhamanorama

w ith Sabdaratna with a Marathi translation, parts 1, 2 and 3 recently

published by Nfi Da Vadegaonkar, Nagpur I244 work

Eiii commented upon by H a r 1 d i k si t a under the titles L a ghu-
, 1 j „ , „ , „ _ Snhdaratna The former has been printed

several times and_the latter has been pubbshed by the Banaras Hindu Uni-

versity, cd

havc*sccn^lic ctbuon extending apt® 1 byTitadatta

D h I t a 1 a, Varanasi .907 $%StJSTand tte^eis3
o?thc work ctdending upt^th^end of the 4th Atlltyaya tn the Saas Univ.

lab ,
VaranasO^^ out by the NSP, Bombay, tS5o ]
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Laghu-Kaumudi1
. [Of the several commentaries

on the Siddhantakaumudi, the most popular are the

Tattvabodhlnx2 ofJfianendra Sarasvati and

the Balamanorama3 of Vasudcva Diksita.]

[ An important work is the Panini sutra-
vyakhya of Manalur Raghavacarya. It is a
work prepared quite recently and follows in respect of the air-

angement of the sutras of the Siddhantakaumudi4
. Its objective

had been to make the study of Sanskrit grammar simpler.

Anothci i/’crnlly wutten commentaiy on the giammar of
Panini is by Dharanidhara and KaSinath a6.

As a grammarian and philosopher was famous in the 7th
century A.D. Bhartrhari, who according to the
testimony of I-tsing, died in 651/52 A.D.« He wrote a
commentary on the Mahabhasya of which we possess only
some fragments7. We have, however, his Vakya-
p a d i y a in full8

, that is rather a treatise on the philosophy

.

of language than a work on grammar. This book is divided
into three sections (hence it is also called “Tiikandl”), ofwhich
the first one is devoted to grammar and speech in general, the
second one deals with sentences and the third oneLh words.
In the Kavyaprakasa the following sentence is quoted frdm the
Vakyapadiya : na hi gauh svarufiena gauh ndpyagauh gotvdbhisam-
andhat gaunti “An ox is neither an ox, nor a not-ox by himself,
u he is an ox because he belongs to the class of ox.”

Benares i 5ngli
?\??

nsl
l

at
1

ion by J- R. B a 1 1 a n t y n e

„ T ,

Reprint Motilal Banarsi Dass, Delhi, 1963.

3 8W swfri" India
118 5^ beSt 0nc 155 that of NSP» Bombay ]

of thc

5* Published CalSnta "809
* S c k h a r a «» Madras 1954-55.

b * T .1 k a k u s u, I-tsmg, p 180.

[Part I. consisti™ V * V°
r ^ab5bbasya » vol. II Preface, p. 11 ff.

H. U., Press. Varanasi*
5

iq64 ]

0U
On

mkaS
’ edltcd by V* Swaminathan. B.

Born, Ind Ant. ra, reSa'oofiff
Brammanan Bhartrhari see Kicl-

34* IT), hou tries to prove that fiStr*!”
11 K,B Path ak (JBRAS i8f.

*57 IT
uprose mat Bhartrhari was a Buddhist. See above p.

»9**7 [iuiddie^i^
1

Unda bvT?^ «f Punyaraju in BcnSS, 1887
»036, and kandi I by c h

Samba |iva Sastrl Part I, TSS
Ins been commented uoon

Uw e
»
3

^astr >» Lahore 1939. The
\ arSnasi 1063, and Linda ttttX * a S h u n a t h a Sarma SWTS.
So bamam i y er, Poona i&3 f.

** bffn nird >” «*ditcd b>' K * S.
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The commentary ofK a i y a l a1 on the Maliabliasya is

merely an extract from the commcntai y of Bhai ti haii. Nago-

j i b h a t t a is mentioned ns “one of the greatest giammarians

of the recent age” b> K i c 1 h o 1 n2 This gicat giammarian

wrote a commcntai) Uddyota on the commcntai y Pradipa of

Kaivata.

Associated with the ginmmai of Panini thcie aie several

adaptations and commcntai ics that constitute accessones to the

sutras Tiicic aie many ticatises on the panbhasas (see above

pp. 423-26), of which the best one is the Paubhasendu-
ickhau3 of N a g o j i b h a 1 1 a Scholars have ficquently

woihcd upon the Dhatupatha and have commented upon it.

One of the oldest adaptations is the Dhatupradipa of

M a i 1 1 c y a r a k s i t a4 (C. 1100 A.D.). This was utilized

by D c v a in his D a i v a, wi itten m verses, on which Krsna-

lllaSuha v, rote his commentary F u i u s a h a i a5. His work

deals with the loots that show the same oi similai forms as those

in the Dhatupatha, but have different meanings and belong to

different conjugations [We may mention here the P i a k r i y

a

s a r v a s v a6 of N a i ayana Bhatta (1537-1620 A.D.).

There aie twenty sections m it andit generallyfollows the method

, The Pandits of

£ 'AJj . but Bubier behevee A*

he did not li\e before the 5th century A D. ... NageSabhatta,
2. In the Ind. Ant 5, *876, 248 Nagonbhatg or

. a dlsciplc

a thoroughly successful author (see A u f r c
- B h a n d a r k a r,

ofHan U1I51U. who was nn unde ofBlalW " Mababhasya
Report .OO3-O1. P 0>- [fo™ °'Yu, T »!?,“>«. (Ed ChSS
are •— Vy.'i karanasudhanidhi . 5 5 a (hitherto unpublished,

1924 ), the M a h .I b h a 5 v a r a t_n a p r a k a S1 a
a t , addltlon

but presen cd m MSS) ofSivaramend commentaries. We
there are notes and comments on or tlic otner

p - y

a

g Un de on the

may refer here to the notes of 7?ly Vol I of the Mahabha5ya ]

Mahublia?ya in the NSP, Bombay edition
h the commentary

3 Ldited by F. K 1 e 1 h o r n, BSS Fublishca wn
Revised

in the
3
AnSS No 72. (Translation and notes, Bombay i«7’ 74

Edition, Poona 1 963. , —- W e s t e r g a a r d. Radices

4 On this and other works of the twe see We s * 8 c h a r fc r a -

p 11 f [Edited with annotations by Srish unan

varati, Varendra Res Soc RqjshaJn IS
1 9 J -j.jgnS and Part III by

[Edited Parts I &. II K. Samba^ivaSastri x 93 i *93

V. A Ramaswami Sastri, TSS 152, *947 J
. d by Ganapati Sastn, TSb

* nl . .MMS^vC
b
heSn

C
quoted W“vtam and the

and 1938;
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of Siddhanta KaumudI] . Madhava the brother of Sayana

has quoted from Daiva and Purusakara in his great work

Dhatuvrtti 1
. [Wc may here mention also the Ksira-

tarahgini 2 that is a commentary by Ksirasvamin
on Paiiim’s Dhatupatha.) The Ganapatha too has been

worked upon very frequently. But the Ganaratna-
mahodadhi3 of Vardhamana [about 1140 A.D.]

is written not from the standpoint of Panim’s grammar

but from that of some other grammar. To the accessories

to the sutras of Panini belong also the Unadisutras 4
.

They are rules framed for deriving certain nouns from

verbal roots of Sanskrit with the help of a particular type

of suffixes that aie included in a list beginning with-«n, (i.e.

with the suffix-u). Such a list existed from before the time of

Panini, since he twice refers to it. There is some probability

that Sakalayana, mentioned by Panini, was the author of the

Unadisutras6 . The best commentary on the Unadisutras is

the one by Ujjvaladatta (approximately about the

middle of the 13th century A.D.). Lastly the Phitsutras8

too constitute an accessory to the work of Panini. They are

rules on the accent of the Vedic language as well as of Sanskrit.

The author of these rules isSantanava, who certainly lived

after Panini. Probably Patanjaii too was not aware of these

rules. [Air important supplement to Panini’s grammar is the

Svarasiddhanta - Candrika7 of Srinivasa

i. Madhaviya-Db5tuv|tti, edited in the Pandit, Vol. VIII; and N. S.
Vols 4-0, 17-19; see Wcstcrgaard, 1. c.p. Ill; [also published by Tara
Printing works, Varanasi, 1964]

1

i2, Editions by Srish Chandra Chakravarti, Rajashahi, 1919
and also by Bruno Licbich, Breslau, 1930]

rrA 3
.nn^

d,t
«
d.A J Seeling, London, 1879 Cf Zachariae,GGA 18B0, p, 9»7 IT , and Kielhorn, Ind Ant 18, 1889, p 85. See p 444.

.
,,S P** Unudi-Affixe, edited by O. Bohtlingk in Mtooircs

de
,

Pctersbourg 1844; Ujjvaladatta’s commen-
tar^ on the Unadisutras, cd by Th Aufrccht, London 1859 (with
valuable indices and a glossary.

oy v

.
5
„ fY«Ju« }?° 13 mentioned as the autlior-of the Unadisutras; but

commentary, p VIII f. Accordihg to
“n

p- ’ P * J 3
r
9 f ) the Unadi-hsts, and not the Unadi-

\V??ni'.n ,
tThere 1S one Unadiko$a oFMahadeva\cdanun (C 1600 A D ), edited by K. Kunjunni Raja, Mad Umv.

P J .1 . *.* • mmm,

. introduction and
zig 1866.

19-63'' . rvuuiuuartj umv. SS No. 4, Madras
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Yajvan. It is a commentary on the svarasutras of the

Astadliyayi and was written on the bank of the Kaveri in the

seventeenth century.]

The Katantra of Sarvavarman, [a Buddhist
scholar]

, is probably the oldest among the grammatical works
that without being independent of Panim have attempted to

build a new system of grammar. [This work is called also

Kalapa ] At least this elementary book of grammar, of which
the aim was to place in the hands of students a book of rules

that were easier than those of Panmi, originated in the first

century A.D.1 Apparently this work consisted originally of
four books or rather four padas, but was already enlarged by
the time of the commentator Durgasimha (8th century)

through additions that arc found in our texts and also in the

Tibetan translation. The Katantra springs outfromPanim’s sutras

that sometime have been reproduced ad verbatim in it The
terminology in a great measure ism accord with that of Panim.
However, the Vcdic language and accent have not been taken

into consideration. This grammar has till recently been studied

in Kashmir and in East Bengal, and it must have been popular

throughout the centuries in these Indian regions, since it was
taken also into Tibet and into Central Asia2

. The fact that

the Katantra was used by the Pah grammarian Kaccayana and
that it served as model for the indigcncous grammais of the

:. Edited with the commentary of Durgasimha byj Eggeling,
Bibl. Ind 1871-1878, The title "The Small Manual” might have been given

to it on account of its small volume. Since according to tradition this work

was revealed to Sarvavarman through the grace of god Kumara, it is called

also Kaumara or Kahlpaka (after the plume of the peacock, the conveyance

of Kumara) Cf. Kathasaritsagara 7, 10 fT The oldest part of the work

has been translated into German by B L 1 c b 1 c h, Zur Emfuhrung m
die ind clnhcim, Sprachwisscnschaft I, Hudclbcrg 1919 Cf also

Bohtlingk, ZDMG 1 41, 657 ff On the Katantra see also Haraprasad

Sastrl, Notices of Sanskrit MSS, 2nd Scries, vol I, Calcutta 1900, p II f

2. W 1 n t c r n 1 1 7 says that he docs not have so much of confidence

in the stories of Somadcva and Taranatha that he (with V A Smith,
ZDMG 56, 660, L a c 6 t c, Essai sur Gunatfhya, p 28 f and L 1 e b i c h,

ibid, p 3 ff ) could consider Sarvavarman to be a contemporary of Hala
Satavahana in the first century A D Since almost all the Andhra-mscrip-

tions are in Prakrit and since a great collection of Prakrit stanzas is attributed

to Hala, it is little probable that a minister of this king could have written

a grammar of Sanskrit According to W it is probable that this work is of

about the same age as that of the Tantrakhyayika, 1 e. of about 3°° A D,
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Diavidian languages1
,
proves wide circulation of this woik2.

Tlicre are seveial commentaries on the Katantra

and tiicrc exist many treatises accessory to it. Withoutt he

commentary ofDurgasimha the text would not have beeni ntelli-

giblc. Durgasimha wrote further a commentary (tlka) on

his commentary (vrtti)\ The Dhatupatfia of the Katantra

is preserved only in its Tibeten translation^. TJ grabhuti s

& i s y a h i t a n y a s a, a work that has been mentioned by

Albcrunl, is a sort of commentary on the Katantra. In it one

single chapter has been extended in the form of two. Here

sutras, one after another, are explained in a verbose style; a

siiira is omitted here or one or other sutra of Panini is made

more complete there. This Ugrabhuti wrote in about 1000

A.D., since he was the teacher of Anandapala of Kabul who

came to the thionc in 1001 A.D.5
. The Sabdarahasya,

a treatise on the philosophy of language, of Rama kanta
Vidyavagi£a too belongs to the Katantra6

.

The Tibetan scholars say that the Katantra agrees with

the Aindravyakaraiia of Indragomin. Probably

this was the grammar of the Buddhists of Nepal. But it has

t On the fragments of the Katantra found in Cential Asia see E.
Sicg m SBA 1907, XXV and 1908, VIII and L Finot, Le Musdon,
N S. 12, 1911, 193 ff In a South Indian inscription of the year 1161 AD
a deed or gift of apicccoflandismadc to teachers, whom the matha (cloister)
explained the “Kaumara” Other inscriptions mention the places where
not only the commcntaucs on the Kaumara, but also on Panim and Saka-
laynna Mere written, see Fleet, Ep Ind 5, 22, 222, Kiel horn, Ep.
Jnd. 7, App. No. 279 note

u \V acker n a gel, Altindische Grammatik, I, p. LXXIII.
(I raqincnts of a i\ork, named Kaumara, that is now lost, have been recovered
trom Turl istan, and accoiding to Ludcrs it was based on the Kalapavya-
katana Although the text so recovered differs from the available recension
rf tlie latter in minor details, it proves the great popularity of the system

—

Renou and Filliozat, L’Inde Classiquc, Vol 2 5 1530 Cf
lie in rich L U cl c r s K. i tantr a und Kaumaraiata, SBA 1 930] •

3 Sic E gge 1 1 n g, Ind Off. Cat II, 196 ff and Peterson,
Report V, 41 1 on other commentaries and texts belonging to the Katantra.

r 5,rSuJal?s 115 'be Uhatupatlia of the Katantra is in
fact tlu Dh itup.qha of the Cundrn grammar, see L i c b 1 c h, NGG 1895,

r
> W Allieruni.trans EC Sacliau

Jii'toiv 382, \N in
“SmahitV, the 'I

to «hf}< u nt from
p. 578, note t.

t e r n 1 1 z-K e 1 1 h, Bodleian
ibuan translation b> Monk
the Si})ahttan\asa; sec L

1, 135 f 1 Smith, Early
Catalogue, p. 129. The
Sthiramati appears
1 e b i c h, NGGW 1895,

0 Eggeling, Ind Off Cat II, p. 207 ff.
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not ccme down to ns1.

The Candravyakarana2
is the Sanskrit giarnmar

that has its circulation in the Buddhist countries extending from
Kashmir, Nepal and Tibet down upto Ceylon. It was written

by Candragomin. He has extracted his materials not
only from the sutras of Panini, but also fiom the Mahabhasya.
Bhartrhaii and ICalhana tell us that Candiagomm had taken

upon himself the task of making the long uninteirupted study of

the Mahabhasya fui thcr popular1. As against this the Tibetan
sources tell us that when Candiagomin was studying the

Bhas^a of Patanjali in the house of Vararuci in South India it

came to his notice that “it contained too many words and little

thought”, and at this he himselfwrote a commentary' on Panini,

namely his Candi avyakarana4
. In addition to Panini and

Patanjali, Candragomin had utilized several other sources that

arc not available to us, and purposely incorpoiatcd them into

his own work. A sciics of technical terms were particularly

coined by him. To the Candia giammar belong not only the

text and the commentary, but also quite a numbei of accessory

works, particularly Dhatupatha, Ganapatha, Unadisutras,

Pariblwsasutras that arc diffcicnt fiom the concsponding texts

of Panini5
.

1, Earlier some scholars spoke about an “Anuha School” of Indian

grammar and believed that this “grammar of Indra” was older than that of

Panini, see AG Burnell, On the Amdra School of Sanskrit Grammar-
ians, Mangalore 1875, and on it Weber, Ind Streiftn 3, 402 ff Tins

was an error. But there was a grammarian Indragomin Gf Kielhorn,
Ind. Ant 15, 181 ff, Liebich, Zur Emfuhrung in die ind emheim

Spraclm issemchaft I, p 11, II, p to
,

2 Glndra-Vyakarana, the grammar of Candragomin, edited by

Bruno Licbich, Leipzig 1902, AKM XIV, 4 Candravrtti, the original

commentary ofCandragomin on his grammatical sutras, ed by B L 1 e b 1 c h,

Leipzig, 191O, AKM XI, 4 Licbich has shown that Chandragomin was the

author oftht sutras as well as of the vftti [Edited also byKshitish Chandra
Chattcrji Sastri, Deccan College, Poona, 1953 and 1961]

_

o On the passage in Bhartrhari’s Vakyapadlya, sec Goldstucker,

Panini273 f, Kielhorn, NGGW 1885,188, Weber and Stenzler,

Ind Stud 5, 158 ff; 447 f Accoidmg to Rajatarangmi 1, 176, through

Acarya Candra and others, under KingAblnmanyuIjcircasoo A D ),the

study of the Mahabhasya was revived But Rajatar 4, 488 f
,
Kalha a

reports about a revival of the Mahabha5ya-study during the period ofmgn

of King JayapIda (end of the 8th century A D )
through the grammarian

(K?iriwvamm
) ^ yj^yabhu ?ana, Mediaeval School of India Logic,

p 122^ and Taranathas Geschichtc des Buddhismus in Indien, translated into

%L 272 ff, S™ . Uibbogiapliy of the
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Although according to L i e b i c h1
,
Candragomin might

have lived in the 5th-6th centuries, it is difficult to state with cer-

tainty his age. According to the Chinese sources refetred to by

P 6 r i
2
,
Candragomin has to be placed either in the beginning

or in the first-half of the seventh century A.D. According to the

Tibetan sources, he should have been living under Slla, the son

of Harsadeva, sometime in about 700 A.D.3 In case this be

correct, it becomes understandable that I-tsing in his report on

the study of giammar in India does not say a word about the

grammar of Candragomin. But against this Tibetan evidence

stands the fact that in the first half of the 7th century A.D. the

authors of the Kaiika had utilised the Candravyakarana and

Candragomin is mentioned by Bhartrhari as the reviver of the

Mahabhasya-study. Therefore, it may be that Candragomin lived

in about 600 A.D. 4 [The Candravyakarana consists of sutras

and a vrtli thereupon. According to Gurupada Haidar,
the author of the Vrtti was one Dharmadasa, because in

one of the MSS there is the inscription dkarmadasasya krtiri-

yam*. But the evidence not sufficient.

An interesting work is the Akhyata candrika6

ofBhattamalla. Since Mallinatha has referred to him
as an authority he must have lived before 1400 A.D. It is a
short treatise on verbs written in verses in the style of the

AmarakoSa. In seveial cases the meaning given to verbs differs

from that given in the Dhatupafha of Panini.]

The Balavabodhana is based on the Candra-
vyakarana. It was written by Monk Kasyapa in about
1200 A.D. It is an elementary book of grammar that is used

le'ets belonging to the CandiavySkarana and of those that arc preserved only
in J ibetan translations.

[i. Renou and Filliozat, L’Jnde Classique. part 2, § 1531.].

“
,

Sec above II, 251 note, 379; transl p 365, 279 note. P6ri. A
propos dela date dc \ .isubindhu, Extrait p 50 note 2, places Candragomin
between Hiuen-Tsiang and I-tsmg

r
•*#. P*" Vidyabhusana, Mediaeval School of Indian

Logic, Calcutta 1909, p 122 f

. 1 *»» ^,LC °i
a

{!:^- r^
ncc to a campaign against the Hunas in the

'J ' \
1 Y»cb»ch, Das Datum Candragomms U Kalidasas, Breslau

1003), he could not Imr lutd befoic 470 A D He would, therefore, fall
brtwrni .*70 md 600 A D Sec, however, also Thomas, JRAS, 1903, 397.

[j. 1 i.!>.k.u}nrn, p. 81 to part I of the Vyaharana-DarSanera Itih.lsa
lb r J. by lenkajaianganathajia m I, 111 the ChSS Benares
J
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in Ceylon1
.

Like the Buddhists, the Jainas too wrote their own books
ofgrammar that too deviate rather little from Panini. The oldest
of these manuals that stands close to Panini is theJ ainendra-
v y a k r a n a2

,
i.e. the grammar attributed to Jinendra,

and ofwhich the authoi was PujyapadaDevanandin3
.

Latci than this grammar is the Saka^ayanavyaka-
r a n a

4

, the grammar of S a k a t a y a n aB
, who wrote it

during the period of reign of King Amoghavarsa I (814-877).

Sakaplyana had utilised not only Panini’s sutras, the Varttikas

and the Malubhasya, but also the Candravyakarana. The
technical terms arc partly those of Panini, partly those of

Candragomin, and there arc abbreviations that are the same
as those found in the Jainendravyakarana. In addition to the

text, to this grammar belong also a copious commentary6
, some

Paribhasasutras, Ganapafha, Dhatupafha, Unadisutras and a

LinganuSasana.

The grammar ofHcmacandra [12th century A.D.],

the Siddhahcmacandra orHaimavyakarana7

1. Of W.Goonetillal e, Ind. Ant. 9, 1880, 80 ff; Liebich,
NGGW 1895, 272 f

2 Edited and published with the commentary of Abhayanandi Mum
in the Pandit, N. S vols 31-34. In the year 1205, Somadeva -wrote a com-
mentary Sabdarnava candrika. See also Zachariae,
Bezz. Britr 5, 1880,296 fT, K B. Pathak, Ind. Ant. 12, 1883, 19 ff.

Peterson, Report II, 67 ff

3 According to BhandarLar, Early History cf the Dekkan,

2nd lid p 39, Pujjapada h\ed m about 678 A D ,
according to B Lewis

Rice (JRAS 1890, 243 ff ), in about the middle of the 5th century A D.

Since Pujyaplda may also be a title it is difficult to determine difimtely

his age.

4 Edited by G O p p e r t, Madras 1893; new edition with the com-

mentary of Abhayacandrasuri, London 1913 [The latest edition

with the commentary Jainendramahavrtti of Abhayanandi has been brought

out by Sambhun.ltha .Tnpathi and Mahadeva Caturvedi, Varanasi 1950 J

The Sutras with Laghuvftti also in the Pandit, N S vols 34 and 35

Kiel horn, Ind Ant. 16, 1887,24 ff and NGGW 1894, speaks about this

grammar : it is mentioned m a Cannrese inscription, see Fleet, isp. ma.

5,222, Kiel horn, Ep Ind. 7, Anp No 279 note
fS„aria„ fnr

5 He is called also Abhinava-Sakalayana, “the new Saka{ayana for

the purpose of differentiating him from Saka^ayana, who was a pre

Panini (see above p 432) On his age see K. B P a t h a k, Annak of the

Bhandarkar Institute 1918-19, I, 1, p 7 ff »

'^
iere reference is made to Ind.

Ant 1914, 205 ff , 1915, 275 ff and 1916, 25 ff

6. Of this Yaksavarman’s Cinta man 11s merely 8 »

as V. S S u k t h a n k a r, Die Grammatik gaka|ayanas (Adhyaya 1, Fada

1 ) nebst Yak?avarmans Kommentar (CintamaniJ, Ber 9 )>

has proved.
. , . o-Hema-S a bd anui asan

a

7 [It is called also S idd h a-xi ema
beautiful

An edition published by Y a i o v ij a y a, Benares g 5*
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is not different from an improved edition of the grammar of

iSakalaynna, but still K i e 1 li o r n1 has called it to be the

best grammar of the Middle Age of India.” It is arranged in

a convenient form as the author lias used practical technical

terms, that in other respects, in a great measure, have been

taken from the Katantra, in addition to from the grammars of

Panini, Candragomin and Sakatayana. Since this grammar

jn written for the Jainas, naturally the language of the Vedas

. nd the accent-system have not come into view. Hemacandra

/rote this grammar at the command of King Siddharaja2, who

Oot him provided with eight old grammatical works from the

library of the temple of Sarasvati in Kashmir. The author

himself wrote two commentaries on his grammar, a long one

and a short one. Likewise he wrote his own Unadisutras and

a Dhatupafha.3

[The Ganaratnamahodadhi, attributed to

Varddhamana is a commentary on a Ganapa^ha
of a school that was close to that of Hemacandr a4.]

[The Kasakrtsna-Sabdakalapa-Dhatu-
patha6 of Ganna Vlrakavi written in the 15th

century is a work that may be mentioned here. Another small

but modern and important giammatical work is the N i p a t a-

vyayopasarga vrtti0 ofTilaka. It was copied

m the Tclugu script in 1911 A.D. It is written in the form of

sutras and vrtti and has one chapter devoted to each of the

three topics mentioned in its title.

Several other grammars have rather local importance
They arc studied and cultured in particular regions of India.

So the Samksiptasaraof Kramadiivara7 is

editor has been brought out by Sri Vijay aiavany a Suri, Bolad,
Siurastra, Vikram Sam 201*3 ]

*• WZKM 2, 1888, p 24, K i c 1 h o r n gives here (p. 18 ff ) a re-
view of this grammar.

2 Hence the title Siddhahemacandra, 1 c. “grammar dedicated to
King SiddharSja and written by Hemacandra”.

3 TMitcd with a commentary by J. K si ste, Wien 1805 and 1899
(Queilenwerlx der mdtschen Lcxikographie II and IV ) See also K 1 r s t e,
Lmlcgomttn xur Ausgabc drs Unadiganasutra m SWA 1895 and on the
DhStupHha m OG X, Gcnf 1891, I, p. 109 ff.

j 4 bee above, p 438 )

13 * Edited with a commentary in Kannad by A. N. N a r a s i m h i a,
Sources of Indian Lexicography No. 5, p. n Introduction, Poona 1952]

l~L Ixiited by AppaUa Soraeivara Sarma, Sri Vcnfca-
teivara Oriental Series, No—28 Tirupati 1951.)

7. CfZachariaein Bezx, Bcitr. 5, t88o, p. 22 ff. and Egge-
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chiefly studied in West Bengal1. In this grammar, the only
thing that is new is the arrangement of the subject-matter.

The author considers even the Bhattikavya to be an autho-
rity on grammar2

. Kramadisvara devotes the first seven
chapters of his book to Sanskrit and the eighth to Prakrit.

The author himself wrote a short commentary on his grammar.
This commentary \\ as revised byjumaranandin, whence
this grammar is sometimes designated also as “Jaumara”.
This treatise loo has some accessory works like Paribhasasutra

Ganaprak.Ka, etc. We are not in a position to determine

accurately the age in which this work was written; but in any
case it was prepared aftci the 11th century A.D., since here

we have a quotation from the poems of Murari. The
Mugdhabodha3 of Bopadeva has enjoyed the

widest circulation in Bengal (Gauda-land ). This grammar
deviates from Panini in respect of the arrangement of

the subject-matter as also in that of the technical

terms. The author was a court-poet of King Maha-
deva Dcvagiri, who was reigning in the second half of 13th

century AD. It is a Sanskiit grammar with a short commen-

tary. Bopadeva himself wrote one Kavikalpadruma
(“Poet’s Tree of Desire” ), i.e. a Dhatupa^ha in verses, in addition

to a commentary on it
4
. In East Bengal [now m East Pakistan]

the Supadmavyakarana5
,

written in 1375 A.D. by

Padmanabhadatta [has been] in circulation. There

is one Unadivrtti and as well as a Dhatupatfia belonging to

this grammar. In Bihar and at Varanasi is found also the

Sarasvatiprakriya or the Sarasvatavyakaranasutra

with a commentary by Anubhut

i

6 [rather Anubhuti-

ling. Inti Off Cat II, p 21O ffl

1 Edited by O B 6 h 1 1 1 n g k, St Petersburg 1847 The large

number of commcnldues (see Eggeling, Ind Off Cat II, p 230

ff) [and editions] prove popiiHuty of this work

[2 See above pp 78-71) ]

3 Cf E g g c 1 1 11 g, ibid II, 2428", Ilaraprasada Sastri, Notices

of Sanskrit Manuscripts NS I,p VII [It has had many editions ]

[4 A fine edition by Gajanan Balkrishna Palasule,
Sources of Indo-Aryan Lexicography, Poona io^]

[5 Published with a coinnicntaiy Dh at u dipika by Durgadasa

Viilvuvuglsa, Calcutta. 1904] . .

6 This grammar has been printt d in India many a time and is pre-

served also in its librtan U.inslalion Cf Eggeling, ibid II, p 210

ff., and S. Cli V 1 d y a b h u ? a n a in JASB, N S. 4, 1908, 593 ff.
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sv«irupacarya. It is said that when this learned grammarian

committed a linguistic blunder, he tried to justify it too in his

trrammar. Now it has almost no circulation. The

Prakriyasarvasva1 of Narayanabliattsi (G.

1586 A.D.) is a scholarly work that is still read in Kerala.]

Intermediate between lexicography and grammar are

the LihganuSasanas2, manuals on grammatical gender, that

arc found partly as accessory to grammars and partly as

appendices to several dictionaries. The Lihganusasana3

attributed to Panini could not have been written by the

famous grammarian himself. One of the oldest works of this

type is the Lingavi£esavidhi of Vararuci,
written in the Arya-metre. This has been quoted in the

Lihganusasana of Harsadeva (7th century

)

and ofV a m a n a4 (8th century), who might have been identi-

cal with the poctician of the same name. The Linganu-
£ a s a n as of &akatayana and of Hemacandra5

arc of later dates. [The Linganuiasana of Harsa-
v a r d h a n a6

,
consisting of 95 k a r i k a s, is an important

woik. The identity of its author with Srlharsa is not

ccitain
]

[The Lihganusasana7 of Durgasimhais
an important work of the type, as will be evident from the fact

that it is quoted by important later-day writers. According
to the editor of the work the author lived in between 850 and
11*10 A.D.B The manual contains also a vrtti probably written

by a D u r g a who was different from the author. Although
the MSS present divergences of readings, we have no reason
to think of its having more than one recension.]

[i. Ditto! m the TSS 1931 and onwards.]

t
® J rA n l_c t Die indischcn Gcnusrcgcln mit dem Text dcr

Lmgamisinna drs Sitajjyana, Har$avardhana, Vararuci nebst Auszugcn
ftits der Knmmantarcn u*su.. Kul i8go.

. „ A*
printed in 187a in Calcutta and put together with the Sid-

dlnmil-umiudl.
Rcp’-oJutcd in Peterson, 3 Reports, pp 110-114 from a

rnanusamt t **u cunt uns also a siitrapj|ha and an Unadisutra of Vamana.
. ,

f*
,

Ltngamisasanti mit Kommcntar und Obers-tzune
published by R Otto Fran h e, Gottingen 1886.

*
4 " ,th Co “nentary S a r v a l a k s a n a of P r t h i \ I-

i\ an NSS4, 1031.

J

[7. Edited by Datt vtre>*a Gangadhnra Koparkar, Sources ofIndo-
Ar> an lexicography, No. to, Poona, igr|2 .]

{8. Introduction p. XI ]
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The method and the system of Panini have been taken
over also to the Prakrit grammar by Indian grammarians1.

[Actualb- the Prakrit grammars appear to constitute imitations

of and appendices to one or the other Sanskrit grammar.]
They consider Prakrit only as a literary language derived from
Sanskrit. [As a matter of fact the Prakrit grammarians try

mainly to note the aspects and cases in which Prakrit deviates

from Sanskrit that they sometimes call siddka, correct.] Hence
Prakrit grammar was a kind ofcontinuation ofSanskritgrammar
in which rules for derivation of Prakrit words from Sanskritwere
given. [In it Maharaslri is treated as the principal dialect and
others are considered to be subsidiary ones: Paisaci andApabh-
rarma too arc tugged with them. These grammars are all written

in Sanskrit.] Hence [modem scholars, particularly of Europe,

have been led to] entertain doubt as to whether Prakrit grammar
is younger or older than Prakrit literature2. Since literary

Prakrit had never been a living tongue, some scholars held the

view that the persons who composed verses in the dramas or in

the lyrics must have learnt this language from grammar, whilst

others have believed that there must at firsthave existed a litera-

ture before a grammar of some language could be written.

Winternitz believes that there can be no “either—or*
5

, but

onl> a “probably-as also
5
*. The position with regard to Prakrit

is not different from that with regard to Sanskrit and poetics.

In the same way as there existed Sanskrit works before Panini

wrote his grammar and as there must have existed poems

written in ornate Sanskrit language before the first manual of

poetics was written, although later Sanskrit poets were guided

by the rules ofgrammar of Panini and those of the rhetoricians,

there must have existed literary productions in Prakrit before the

first Prakrit grammar was written, although [later day] poets

mighthavclcarntPrakritfromgrammar. The lays of the Sattasai

and the tales of the Brhatkatha must have existed before

some one could have thought of writing a grammar based

on them. The popular dialccts, that were originally used only

j_ CfR. Pischel (Grammatik dcr Prakrit Sprachcn (Gnmdris 1,

8, Slralsburg 1000, p 32 fF.). On the luslorj of Prakrit grammar see also

BhamiarkarJBRAS 17, 2 ff [L-jgia Xitti-Dolci, Lcs Grammaricns Prakrits,

Paris, . _ .

2* CL Tii Bloch, Vararuci und Hemacandra, cm Batrzg _zur

Kritik und Gcschichte dcr Prakrit-Grammatik, (Leipziger Dis }, Guter-

sloh 1833 and Sten Konow GGA 1804, 472 ff.
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in folk-songs began to be employed later also in advanced

literature, in which all sorts of literary dialects, the

different Prakrits developed. They arc the product of evolu-

tion exactly as Sanskrit and not artificial creations of the

grammarians. We notv know that in the Buddhist dramas of

the first century A D. an old Prakrit was used what is termed

by Tv ii ders1 as “Alt-Prakrit” [Old Piakrit.] At that time,

therefore, Prakrit could not have been fixed in gi ammar.

Hence it follows that the improbable statement, first

found in later-day writings, that Panini wrote also

a gtammar of Prakrit, a Prakrtalaksana, cannot be

taken as coricct. Ftnthcr it also comes that Vararuci-Katya-

yann, the author of the oldest grammar of Prakrit, could not

be identical with the author of the varttikas [on Panini.

2

]

[The researches ofLuigia Nitti have shown that at

first the people felt the necessity of a code ofrules for Maharaspi

lyrics, keeping in view the objective of describing a language,

rather than that of helping the versifiers to compose stanzas.

Secondly they made observations regarding dialects for the

use of actors, as we find in chapter 32 of the Bharatiya-
n a t y a s ft s t r a. Then they tried to formulate rules about

ApabluamSa lyrics, and last of all they provided rules for Pai-

CicI narratives. !

]

In all events it is certain that of all the works on Prakrit

gi ammar, that arc available to us the Prakrtaprakasa4

ofV a r a r u c i is the oldest. The very fact thatBhamalia, whom
we have considered to be the author of one of the oldest man-
uals of poetics (see above p. 1 1 f. ), has a written a commentary
on this work also leads us to conclude that this must be rela-

tively an old work. But the age of Bhamaha too has not
been determined accurately in the same manuci as that of

i. llotcji'tutlc buddlmtncher Dramen, p. 64; see above p. 108 flu
e. P 1 sf li <!, ibid p qqf. considers bulb to be identical, but finallv

b** nri*'.*»tkj * Ibr idfntijv of K«tt)ajana and Vamruci cannot be established
nit trim oiUt rertutm

[v K e n «>u, 1 ’huh* Cheque, 5t rm ]

,
4 *.

t commentary of Bhamaha and an Tnqbsh
traud vton by 1

- j* t O \\ I I. L
, Hertford 1854 , [Prakrtaprakasa

"*«b Uuiiim \ rm or RumplnnAdt, rd. (J Kunhan Raja
K. ttamiclnr)' n Miarnrt, Adyit 1046.}, with the commentaries

b-udvtnl of W-anniu*. *md> .bodhuil of badfiti mda, ed. bv lUtjkanitha
»«*! Bthlrva UpidhvJja, \ub. I andVmxm of Writs Saranaft Him ana Texts, No 19, 1927).

11, \3r4na<iM
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Vararuci. Vararuci ' deals only with four Prakrit dialects

(Maharastri, PaisacI, MagadhI and SaurasenI), whilst later

grammarians have added others as well. He devotes nine
chapters exclusively to Maharastri, while only one chapter is

devoted to each of the other three dialects. At the end, how-
ever, he concludes by saying that in other respects all these

other dialects are like Maharastri. Later grammarians too hold a
similar opinion, as all of them agree that Maharastri is the
characteristic and best Prakrit dialect, since it stands next to

Sanskrit.

To the oldest works belongs also the Prakrtalaksana1

[what probably is a translation into Prakrit]
, of Canda, whose

age is likewise outright indefinite, so much so that there are

more than two recensions of his manual of grammar, of which

the text has been come down to us in a very bad condition. It

appears that Hemacandra had utilized the grammar of

Can^a and had in the eighth chapter of his Siddhahemacandra

given a Prakrit grammar2
. Hemacandra has been always

something more than a compiler and he has, in this work too,

quoted copiously from the ivritings of his predecessors. Never-

theless his grammar is the most important of all for us, because

it is extraordinarily rich and complete in respect of information.

In addition to the dialects treated by Vararuci, he deals with

three others, namely Arsa, CulikapaiSacika, and Apabhramsa,

and while describing Maharastri he takes note also of Jaina-

MaharaspI (with which he as a Jaina monk was quite familiar)3.

His work is important also on account of the many exam-

ples that he has quoted in it from his predecessors. On his

iuIcs about Maharastri he quotes texts from the Sattasal and the

Sctubandha, for PaisacI, passages from Gunadhya’s Brhat-

katha, for SauiasenI and MagadhI; he quotes examples from

dramas and for the Apabhrariisa dialect he has quoted other-

r. Ed by A F R II o e r n 1 e. Part I, Bibl Ind 1880. According to

Hocmlc Canda was older than Vararuci, but the latter is older than the

younger revisionists Against tins P i s c h e 1, ibid p 36 f.

}

2 Hemacandras Grammatik der Piakritsprachen (Siddhahema-

nnrlra" VIII 1 edited by R Pischel, Part I, text and word-index;

Part II: translation and annotations, Halle 1877-1880 Published also as

ns appendix to the Kumarapalacanta by S. P. P an

d

1 1, BSS, No. 60,'™PP
?AUo reviled »..b notes by P. L Va.dya Poona 1§s8]

3. Cf. J a c o b 1, Bhavisattakaha von Dhanavala, p 4*.

Wmtemitz, Vol III* 29 *
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wise unknown strophes that are like those found in the Satta-

sal. Wholly dependent upon Hcmacandra isT rivikrama
(or Trivikramadeva), who wrote the PrakrtaSabdanu-
{ ft s a n a and a commentary on it in the 13th century A.D.1

.

He *ays about himself that he is in agreement with Hema-

candra, and has mostly taken the sutras with minor changes

from him; but he has given them a metrical form and has

changed their order. He has, after the model of Panini, coined

his own terminology of abbreviations in a proper order, al-

though lie makes use also of the abbreviations of Panini.

The Prakrtasarvasva of Markandeya Kavindra

and the Prakrtakalpataru of Ramatarkava
g i < a, both written in the 17th century A.D.2

, are important

for the dialects that have not been mentioned by other gram-

marians. A very recent work in Sanskrit is the Jain a-S i d-

dhantakaumudi3 that treats the Ardhamagadhi
language. It is of little literary value and has been written

in slavish imitation of the SiddhantakaumudI of Bhaftoji-

dfkpta.

Among the recently written works on the grammar of
Prakrit and Apabhrariria the following may be mentioned here:

RumaSarman TarkavagISa’s ApabhramSa-
s t a b a k a s4

,
being written in stanzas; £autasem and MagadhI

stnbakas of the same authory5
; §adbhasacandrika of

Lak$mldhara® consisting of sutras, ascribed toValmlki
and a commentary. This Valmiki is sometimes claimed to
be identical with the author of the R a m a y a n a7

. The work

4a J Bhattanathasvamin, Ind.
“*

?,
nc* Tukarnm Laddu, Prolegomena zu Tnvib-

fyl
‘•Grammank : Dim Halle 1912. The sutras of Tnvikrama

rfV.SSi htr! the foundation for the Prakr tarupavatara
I

'

™ ? J a
4n!°

n of Samudrabandhayajvan (ed. bv E H u 1 1 z s c h,

A rx. h was "r
L
ltcn «« thc Hth ccntuiy

li,.,,,,.,,, rr\r.r. T — - vaimui, wno lived aiicr

i^.V u .},. ^l'tl0ns °f *he grammar by Trivikrama, the
1

"I
'h
c?

n
%

ou* b>’ Rb. Vaidya, Sholapur 1954.]

off c<t 11 n fr
®kaw»ttakah‘»

f p. 72. See also Eggeling,
~ - ’ P PI ?a and other Prakrit grammarians.

Ind

and

SJb>X^LGxtG"V5

S°

n
* I"*

I932j l3*28 ' 3

, P.htnihil? r> tv j*'n

t

-. I927» Supplement 1

risi-it LXYl 'a
1 and published in thcBamba\ Sanskrit

, vj? . V° Embay miG.]
7. Ibid., Introduction, p. 5 ff.

4

3 -

4

d:
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describes Maharastri, SaurasenI, Pracya, Avanti, Bahlika,
MagadhI and ApabhramSa. This Laksmidhara appears to
have lived in the 16th century A D. and was a contemporary
of tiic great commentator Mallinatha. The Prakrtanusa-
sana of Purusottamadeva1 (pcihaps of the 1 1th
and 12 centuries AD. The work is divided into 19 chapters
and is written in the form of sutras

)

On the merit of Prakrit grammai Ians the scholars have
expressed a very unfavourable opinion 2 They have been accu-
sed on the charge of lacking in criticial acumen and for

inadequate knowledge of literature. Nevertheless these criti-

cisms arc true in part only. In particular the older woiks are

indispensable for our knowledge of the Prakrit-dialects and for

understanding the Prakrit poetry as also the Prakrit dramas.

Exactly like the grammarians of Prakrit, the grammarians

of Pah1 too, in Ceylon and Burma, have arranged the subject

matter derived exclusively from literature, and m their

method they slavishly follow the model of Sanskrit grammar.

The oldest of the extant Pali grammars is the Kaccayana-
ppakarana4

,
“the grammar of Kaccayana”. He differs

from Prakrit grammarians in the way that he does not derive

Pali from Sanskrit, but treats it as an independent language,

although he has adopted the terminology of Sanskrit grammars

and has framed his sutras on their model. In addition to the

works of Panini and his successors, particularly the Kasika,

he has utilized also the Katantra. Since Buddhaghosa did not

know of the grammar of Kaccayana it was in any case written

sometime after the 5th century A.D. and perhaps in about the

[ i Edited by Luigia Nitti D o I c i, Pans 1938]

2 So Bloch, Vararuci und Hemacandra, p 30 ff and A.

Gawron’ih in Kuhns Zeitschnft 44, 191 247 ff But see P 1 s c h e 1,

ibid p 45 f
n On these efR O Frank c, Gcschichte und Kritik der emhei-

mischcn Pali-Giammatik und Lcxikographie, Strassburg 1902, and W.

Geiger, P«tlt Liteiatur und Sprache (Grundnss I, 7), p 25, 33 ff

4 Grammaire Palic dc Kaccayana, sutras and comm published with

a French translation and notes by E Senart, JA 1871, s 6, t XVII,
L_ /r lg, it e Kuhn, Kaccayanappakaranac specimen, Halix Sax,

?So,
9
akd’^,m™ !o7 . S« al» W c b c r, Ind S.rc.fea a, S.6

ff \ u8 ff ,
and Geiger, ibid p 25 Kaccayana is the Pah form of

b it he is not identical with any of the grammarians known by

Uus name [Published by Laksminarayaia Tuvan and Birabnla Strma,

Varanasi 1962.]
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I |th century A.D.1 In this grammar there is also a chapter on

t!ic Unadi-suffixes that does not agree with the Unadisutras of

IVinini, and a list of roots, Dhatumanjusa2
. In addition to the

large number of commentaries on the grammar of Kaccayana,

tiicre arc also very many recent adaptations of it. One such

is the Rupasiddhi or Padarupasiddhi3 ofBud-

d h a p p i y a DIpamkara of the second half of the 13th

century. [The second important commentary is the popular

B.'ilSvaiara of Dharmaklrti written in the

Mth century A.D.4
] Anew school of grammar was founded

by Thera Moggallana, who probably wrote under

Pnrakl.amabahu I (1153-1186 A.D. ). In his grammar

(Saddalakkhana with a v u 1 1 i) he has utilized in

addition to an old Pali grammar, the grammars of Panini,

Katantra as also Candragomin with enthusiasm5
. As in Ceylon,

so in Burma too, people had been unsparingly working on Pali

grammar since the 11th century A.D. Not only the monks, but

also kings, ministers as well as women learnt grammar and
wrote grammatical treatises®. Saddanlti by Aggavamsa of

Arimaddana in Burma, written in the year 1154 A.D.,

is particularly treasured also by the scholars of Ceylon : but
the author essentially depends on the Kaccayana and also on
Sanskrit grammarians.

For the people of India, “Panini” and “grammar” have
the same meaning and it appears to them as obvious that any
type of giammar can be written only on the model of Panini.
*1 Ins is a thing that has been demonstrated by Parasipra-
k a s a of K r ? n a d a s a7

, who struggled spasmotically to
write in Sanskrit a grammar of the Persian language. He

, i

^ f Union, I.Tnde CKwquc, § 133G, considers the woik ofKaccayana
to have Ixvu written not before Uic j ith century AD]

.... i . V (
A ’luim Kern, p 35 * ff.) lias later proved that there

ev*te t a r.ih-1 ih tnip^iln
3 - Cf A Gr Unwed cl, Chapter VI of the ltupasiddhi, Berlin,

-
V 1Chandra V i d y a b h 0 s a n a, and Santana

h s ISitm
** m

n
1
' totfi; edition also h> Don Audi is de

Ji4 {u\ 4nH*^.Hc Pandit, Colombo j86n ]

w —si ;V V / 1

1 U
i

l *' P 7o if- Cf. Pischel, DLZ 1902,

f.'
,,a, ‘ Mah.*v>ukaraiin, Delhi 1963.]

.ini> tpoTi, p 81 ir, and Pal. Literature orU **' m*,, pp af
-

i g, fl-

irt.* tuT* 1

" r* ilpifl, III [Edition under preparation by
Uhtsbana BSanwir)*, Vararau

J

1
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wrote it during the reign of Akbar the Great (1556-1605).
[In Indian grammar there has developed the theory of

sphota1
. This sphota is manifested by sound and is eternal,

indivisible and really expressive of the sense2. This sphota-theory
has been critiscd by naiyayikas who consider s'abda to be katya,
action, lienee non-eternal. The sphotavada had originated
from Sphota} ana, who is referred to by Panini and it was
developed first in the Mahabhasya and later explained and
elaborated in certain treatises.

The theory of the Sphota has been treated in detail in

the Spho(acandriJka by Krsnabhattamauni3

and in the Sp h o t a v a d a4 of NageSabhatfa,
about whose other famous works we have already spoken

above. The theory of sphota links up the transient pheno-

menon of the pronounced word to Brahman as Sabda-

Brahman, the eternal Noumcnon of every form of significant

sound of word and indeed of every manifested object of

creation5.]

LEXICOGRAPHY6

The beginning of Indian lexicography is found in the

Vcdic nighanfus.7 However, the latter are separated from the

koSas8 or word-books, dictionaries by an apparently wide gulf,

that has partly been filled with the development of the science

of grammar. To the grammatical literature belong the

[j. Cf Prabhat Chandra Chakravarti, Philosophy of Sanskrit

Grammar, p 84 IT ,
Calcutta 1930 ]

[2. evam tarhi sphofah iabdo dftvantfr labdagurtah I kalham I bketyaghataval-

bherimahatya kaietdmmiatipadam gacehanti-sphotasfavaneva, dhavamkrta buddhth

dhvanth sphofalca iabdanam dhvamslu khalu laisyaie (Mahabhasya, vol I,p 181.J
m -Tf If T"l VI rl 1 ft n JtO Jl t 1

1946 ]

[5
6

JjUilli JHVUUiium wimiiwiH ’ V / 9 * * •*

!« Edited by VmdhyeSvarl Prasada Dvivedm and Ganapati
Sastri Mokate with Sabdakaustubha, ChSS, 1898-1917, Varanasi ]

4. Edited by V. K r 1 s h n am a ch ary a, The Adyar Library,

From the Preface to the edition ofthe Sphotavada ]

6 This section is based essentially on Th Za.chariae, die

indischcn Worterbuchcr (Kosa), Strassburg 1897 (Grundnss I, 3 B) Here

the literature published up to 1897 has been fully noticed

7. See above I, 62, 244 ff ,
transl p 287.

8 Kola (orKo?a) “thesaurus” is an abridgement ofAbhidha-

n a k o 5 a "Treaiaire *of Words” Other appellations of dictionaries are :

namamala, ‘garland of nouns”, or namaparayana, ‘ complete list of nouns .

In south India the expression mghantu [or nirghanju,

and among the Jainas mgghamta] are also used.
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J)h itujwthas Un .Id isfilms, Ganapathas and Linganira^anas,

and these constitute the tumsition to lexicography. Whilst

in the nighanpis vcibs too aic included, the kosas contain

only nouns and jndcclinables. And while the nighantus

belong to some particular Vedic texts, the kosas are not deriv-

ed from any particulai word-book.

In fact the dictionanes, that we have, follow an objective

that is quite diffrtcnt fiom that of the Vedic nighantus.

1 hr lattu aie meant to serve as commentaries. The kosas are

in a great measure collections of important and rare words and

their meanings arc meant for use of the poets. The
Irvjcogiaphcrs often emphasise that they have written their

work for the use of the poets1
. The dictionaries are compiled,

therefore, all m verses (commonly in slohas, many a time in

the Aryfi-metre ), and like the alamkaraSastras they too are

indispensable help-books for ornate poets. The study of

dictionaries often spaicd the poets of undertaking the trouble-

some task of studying other sciences. This was so because the

authors of the kosas collected from manuals of different

sciences, vi/. nltriasha, astronomy, nouns and all impoitant
woids.

There ate two kinds of dictionaries : synonymical and
homonymical. The dictionaries of the first type have syste-

matically arranged collection of words that have one and the
same meaning. They arc often arranged according to the
subject-matter and have the appearance of a real encyclopaedia.
I he homonymical dictionaries contain words with meanings
more than one (anchurtha, nanartha). But most of the
great synonymical dictionaries contain also a section on ho-
monyms.

Ihe arrangement of words in dictionaries is executed
on different principles, usually according to several principles,
according to the extent of the items (first the big ones, then
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tlic sm.ill ones), in order of the letters of to the alphabet

(either according to the terminal consonant or according to

the initial letter or accoidmg to both at the same time) or

according to the number of syllables1 . In homonymical

dictionaries the woids and their meanings stand either side by

side in the nominative 01 the meanings are put in the

locative form. Several dictionaries give not only the meaning,

but also the gender of words"-, and often they contain a special

section on the gender of words as an appendix. Many a time

the words arc partly arranged according to gender too.

The older dictionaries have come to us only, in frag-

ments They were arranged neither alphabetically nor

according to any other system. Them explanations of words

were sco- elaborate Whilst later the largest P°ss'ble

of words have been dragged into single verscs the o d ko

^
used a whole stanza for expressing the meaning of a single word

Probably the oldest^
eight leaves found among the so ca ^ of a very

from Kashgar m Centra s,“‘
of which the author was

old looking synonjanous d cuon Ob
number of die-

perhaps a Buddhist Ford™™™
in commentaries. One

tionarics only through q
. KaSika. To the

Nanarthakosa is alrca V ^u0 c

others Katyayana
older lcsieog.aphcrs belong, amongst others K y y

(or Katya), whose N.
a

J »»
»£ „ . v a,

V. k -

Vacaspati, ,hc “
a,.c„bcd one S a m s a r a v a r t a,

ramaditya, to whom
t j t n a 1 i n I, that was parti-

and V y a d b the authox ol P ^ Buddhist literary

cularly copious and contai
amongst the grammarians,

usage.
^V

hC;^oTr;^r^a
g
who standshighest

&£ ' ^ fit “»—»*>

nonaries arc not meant f
imdtouSSsana at the
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in respect of fame above his all successors, so amongst the

books on dictionaries stands out the name ofNamalinga-

n u £ a $ a n a (“teaching of names and their genders” ) of

Amarasimha, commonly called only Amarakos

a

1
,

“ Amara’s dictionary”, enjoys a similar superior position.

Amarasimha was a Buddhist, but no particular attention has

been paid to the Buddhist vocables in his work. We know

nothing definite about his age. That his name is included among

the “nine jewels”, nova ratnan ,
of the court ofKing Vikramaditya

goes to prove nothing. It has already been mentioned above

that he must have been younger thanKalidasa, since he has deriv-

ed his materials from his works2
. Since the decline ofBuddhism

in India began in the 8th century A.D., we may assume that

Buddhist Amarasimha lived in between the 6th and 8th cen-

turies A.D. Nevertheless it is a pure hypothesis and this too

is not certain that Amarasimha’s book is the oldest among the

extant dictionaries. [In the opinion of the authors of LTndc
Classique probably the Amarakosa was written in the 6th

century A.D., rather in the 4th century3
.]

The AmarakoSa is a dictionary of synonyms that con-

sists of three sections (whence many a time it is called also

“Trikandi” ). In section I we find words for the heaven, gods,

atmosphere, st.us, time, uord, language, sound, music, dance,

nethrrworld, snakes, sea, water, island, ship, river, water-
animals and water-plant; in section II there are words for the

earth, city, mountain, forest, trees and plants, animals, man,
woman, iclationships, illness, parts of the body, different kinds
of garments, ornaments, the four castes and their professions;

section III contains adjectives, compound words and suppe-
ments on homon)ms, indcclinabics and on the gender of

.
*• single edition that has been brought out in Europe was by

JonMn.r De s Ion gc it nm p % Paris, 1839 and 18*5 In Indja there
Ime \rrv nnm edit'ons 'Hie rnon recent one is that of Gan a*
p si j *> a s t r 1 tint contains the commentary fi Jtjsarvas va, sa*d
to h*\r been *%c.Ucn m 1

1 30 b> VW>

a

S a r v a n a n d a, TSS
. 4*» 5 - \ J Oi 4*toi 7 } A pooj edition is alvO th it by V. Durga-

,

K - 1 * v^Ah Wi,i »*vat! tUa, Bomb iy T\SP. 1889. [The edition of
it a r a 1 a 1 1 \ b a rin a, ro.>na, ry*i is ptriicularly useful on account of
inaryt'ial no’/s 1*, English ]

2 iynr p $6 f. 0 bitutiarkar, V usnavbm, etc p i-} v ill lilr to
purr bi'ti i-i t •- V t century A D , bcc.m*<- hr ivt? a Mahasann-Buddhist.
but li*.d y'. tl e -sh tmiyn «>e-ntt-uta Mah^ara-antW as SSntidcvj.

[3. Vt4 I, |» i«x> J
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nouns1
. Similar is the introduction in which other syno-

nymous words occui and the subject-matter is divided into
three sections. There are not less than 50 known commentaries
in the AmarakoSa2

. Important is the commentaiy of B h a t -

ta Ksirasvamin, who probably lived in the 1 1th century
A.D.3 A very elaborate commentary was wntten in the year
1431 A.D. by Brhaspati Rayamukutamani, who himself

admits that his commentary has been extracted fiom 16 former
commentaries and that he has quoted from not less than 270
works and authors. [The most popular commentary on the

Amarakosa is that by Ramasrama4
]

A supplement to the Amarakosa is the Trikan^ase-
saof Purusottamadcva [and follows its arrange

ment.] This index of particulaily rare words “undisputably

belongs to the class of most impoi tant and most interesting dic-

tionaries that we possess6.” It contains rare names of the Buddha
and many words that are peculiar to Buddhist Sanskrit. He has

included also words that arc found only in the inscriptions and

also Prakrit words6. [The number of words that do not occur

in the Amarakosa, but have been recorded in the TrikandaSesa,

is quite large.] Purusottamadcva is also the author of a small

dictionary the Haravall, that contains a section on syno-

nyms and another on homonyms and has more rare words than

the first book has. He says that he had worked on this book

for twelve years, : e. during this period he had collected rare

words from literature. We know nothing about the age of

Purusottamadcva who wrote also a commentary on Panim and

several other works on grammar. In any case he must have

lived in an age when Buddhism was still flourishing in India.

[In all probability he hved in the 12th century A.D 7
. His

another important work is VarnadeSana.)

purana
2

ff

3

The so accurately arranged lexicographical section of the Agni-
o=q.o66 is probably only a selection from the AmarakoSa

Cf B u r n e 1

1

,
Tanjore 44 ff ,

E g g e 1 1 n g, Ind Off Cat II,

270
Since he cites the drama-writers Rajesekhara and Bhoja, he cannot

be identical with the grammarian Ksira, who is mentioned in the Rajata-

rangini and was probably living under King Jayapida (8th century AD.)

[4 Edition by Silaskandha Mahanayaka, Khemaraj Knshnadas,

Bombay, 1972 Vikrama Samvat.]

Zachar 1 ae, ibid p. 23, Har a prasad, Report, I, p 7

6 On this topic see Z a c h a r 1 a e, Bezz Beitr 10, 1886, 122 ff

[7. Cf L’lnde Classique, § 1529]
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03a and important is the homonymical dictionary Ane-

k 3 rthaumuccaya'ofSaivata, [probably written in

thr 6th century A.D.2
.] The arrangement of the subject-matter

is outright antiquarian. First of all are explained those words

that need an entire verse, then those that need a half-verse

ftnd Htly those that need a quarter for their explanation. They

arc followed by a supplement and a section on the indeclinables.

The Abhidhanaratnamala of Halayudha3
,

written in the middle of the 10th century A.D., is the single

ancient hosa ofwhich the age can be determined approximately.

This dictionary is very small and contains only 900 stanzas. As

against it, voluminous is the dictionary VaijayantI4

of Y a d a v a p r a kasa [1 1th century A.D.] , who was a con-

temporary of Ramanuja. Like Halayudha he too was a South

Indian. In this work, in the beginning words are arranged

according to the number of syllables, then according to the

gender and in each sub-section again according to the initial

letter. Consequently the work is of great importance, because

it contains a large number of words that are not to be found in

other dictionaries''. Dhanaftjaya®, a poet and Digam-

bara Jaina, wrote in between 1 123 and 1140 A.D. the N am a-

m .i 1 a7
,

an old dictionary. The homonymical dictionary

V i i v a p r a k a < a8 of MaheSvara, was written in

II 1 1 A.D. according to statement of the author himself.

M a n k h a, the poet, with whom we arc already acquainted,

%vrote in the middle of the 12th century A.D. one Anckar-
t h a 1 o & a with a commentary'0. He himself mentions

•1 Si

j, Ldiudb. Jii Zaclia-nac, Berlin 1882, who then tried to prove

.
v than Arnrtrasiraha But in the Grundriss (Die indis-

tV*, ^<Sii rbJther, p s 4 ) he represses doubt about it

1« Ittde Cl&sMquc, § 1547)
3 Th Aufrerht, London 1861. [Also in the SBT^ x-. ' himu 1870] Stkftbda—1957 A D.
4 IA b\ G Op pert, M idras 1893.

_ 5
;

hi*

h

1 c r, WZK.M. 1, 1887, 1 ff, Zachariac, GGA
iM'4, i 14 It *v i Di- intltwh-n \N Orlcrbucher p 27

tj St si »’v ’) fry

ly with ih- comnmttrv of Amaraklrti, Bh"irati>a
Jt .> % '

r

y Kf * ,, *« b contains also lie AnclSrtha nighantu
«*' 1 t 1 L i } 3- r 5

1

0 ^ j, p-sirvw bs the sarne author.!
t b,i*< 'in Cl'sS jf,n.

J

three

drr
, . F.pilt ns Jtu d-r Ansqalie drs

jwjjs, bwA tvjrtf B 3 141, jt p i0 If. have been treated the

( J.M** lit Ci Jf»l j.

„ Jk b T
",

5 Ay t with extracts from th- commentary and 1

j. ,rt e-bt-d hs 111 Z arranat, Wi-n 1847 {Qurlfcnurrke
$*• 111 ) be- ftbo Epitt t«*m< na £\i tbr Anseab
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Halayudha, Amaiasunha, Sasvata Dhanvantaii among his

sources. The dictionary of Sasvata had been utilized by him
in particulai . His credit lies in the fact that he has suggested

a large numbci of meanings that are not indicated in other

dictionai ies In the commentary the Kashmirian poet Bhallata

and Harsacanta have been fiequently cited

Of great importance aic the dictionai ies ofHemacan-
d r a As the author himself has said they were written as sup-

plements to his grammar. A synonymical dictionary is the

Abhidhanacintamanimala, briefly called Abhi-

dhanacintamam 1
. The woik contains an introduction and

deals with different word-types Of its sections the first one

is devoted to Jaina gods, the secopd to Brahmanical gods, the

third to men, the fouith to animals, the fifth to residents of the

undcnvoild, the sixth to abstract nouns, adjectives and parti-

cles. Hemacandra himself wrote a commentary upon his this

woik In addition, he piovidcs us with much information,

partly fiom Ins ownsclf, and partly from others2. As a supple-

ment to the Abhidhanacintamani, he wrote also

the Nighantuscsa, a botanical glossary in 396 slokas.

The A n c k a r t li a s a m g r a h a3 of Hemacandra is a

homonymical dictionary in seven chapters. In the first six

chapters fiom the monosyllabic, the di-syllabhc, upto six-

syllabic substantives and adjectives have been explained is an

ascending order of the number of syllables. The seventh chapter

deals with indechnables The anangement of w'ords is very

practical they have been ai ranged according to the number

of syllables, accoidmg to the initial letters and according

to the final consonants. Mahendrasuri, a disciple of

Hemacandra, cither made public or himself composed on the

koSa a commentary that is rich m contents.

Of the later dictionaries only two homonymical ones

sources of the Manhhahosi Zachanae has tned to show that probably the

commentator js identical with the author _ _>

1 Edited by O Bohtlingh and Ch R

1

e u, St Petersburg

[Edition with Gujarati translation by Vyayakastur Sun, Bombay
Vihram Samvat ]

2 On this see Z a c h a r i e, WZKM 16, 1902, p 13 ff

„ With extracts from the commentary of Mahendra, edited by Ih

Zachariac, Vienna and Bombay 1893 (Quellenwerke der altind

Laxikogr I } Sec also Epilegomena zur Ausgabe mit einem Verzeicluus

dei von Mahuidi a zilici ten Dicliter, SWA 1893, Bd 129.

1847
2013,
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rlfsmx still to be mentioned. At the end of the 12th or in

the beginning of the 13th century A.D. K esjivssva. m i

n

wrote the Nanartharnavasaraksep a

1

, in which

north arc arranged nicely according to the number of syl-

lables alphabet and gender. Very well known and much

quoted is the Nanarthasabdakosa8 of Medial-
k ft r a, who probably wrote it in the 14th century A.D. The

work is shortly called Mcdinlkosa or Medinl. Its chief

source appears to the Visvaprakasa [of M.thesvara Kavlndra.]

[We may add here a list of small dictionaries recently

published:—The Nanarthamafijari of Raghava
comes first. Although we know nothing about the author, the

editor of his work conjectures that he possibly lived in the 14th

century* A.D8
. Another work of the same type is the Nanar-

tharatnamalaof Irugapa Dantjadhinatha4
,

who was the minister of law in the reign of Harihara II of

Vijayanagara who came to the throne in 1379 A.D. and

ruled upto 1406 A.D. The work is divided into six kandas, viz

daf.fara, diyakfara, tryakfara, calurakfara, sankirna and avyaya.

The Kalpataru of ViSvanathas
, who found a

patron in Jagatsimha of Mewar and wrote in between

1628 and 1644 a poem JagatprakaSakavya, is

one of the biggest works of its kind and consists of more
than 5000 verses. It is both synonymous and homonymous.
The synonymous part is modelled after the Amarako^a and
the homonymous portion is arranged according to the number
of letters under different heads. In addition the work deals

with the gender of words and indcclinablcs. A small lexicon

divided into chapters and consisting of 626 stanzas is the
X 5 nt a m a 1 i k a* and is attributed to Bhoja of Dhara

l. Edited by Gwapiti Sfcstrl in TSS Nos, 23 and 29, 1913.
-* I ub. tilled m the collected work NflnSrthasamgraha by

Ar'Ucram Roron ah (Comprehensive grammar of the Sanskrit Lang-
V*

5

^* '03. in. Part n, Calcutta 1684 [Medinlkofa edited byJagannfitha
u Sanskrit Senes No, 41, and the ViivaprakiUa by

IU-

m

ehSS No 1G0, 1911.]
i i+U''*.* b> K .V. Krijnamoorthy S harm a. Sources of

L. ^V'jAn Poona, 1954.].
f,4 l/<i'cd bv IW!tlfi;h Rarsachandra S harm a in the same

t—sr\ 3W s,

{*. test byMadhukar Mange ah Fatkar and K. V.
K r 1 1 n S f* m r t .» y harms »n the same series, Poona, 1957J

fo M" ». hv• !i.arvh Datta*rrya Kulatarni and Vanid-va
“ , *~r j* Uvl jSlc, in the same series, Poona. 1955.]
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of the 11th century A D.1 An important work in four kantfas
is the Anekartha tilaka of Mahipaof uncertain

date. Since this writer has referred to Hemacandra,
he was posterior to the latter2. Here the words are arranged
in an alphabetical order in each of the chapters. To S a u -

b h a r i, who probably flourished not later than 1639 samvat
1582 AD., is attributed the authorship of Ekarthana-
m a m a 1 a-d v y a k s a r a n a m a m a 1 a3, a dictionary in

211 stanzas dealing with words having a single syllable or

two syllables. Unlike other similarly entitled works the present

one gives not only the meanings of ha, kha, etc., but also of

hi, khi, etc. Only the Abhidhanappadlpika, the

Buddhist kosa has this peculiarity4 . One Harsakirti
composed his Saradlyakhyanamamala 5

, a

dictionary of 995 stanzas divided into 4 vargas. He pro-

bably lived in the 16th century A D. and there is another work

the Sabdanekartha, that is also attributed to him®.

As late as in the 17th century A.D. S a h a j i, the ruler

of Tanjore, wrote a dictionary named Sabdaratnasa-
m a n v a y a7 and in the same century K e § a v a wrote the

Kalpadrukosa®. In recent years there have been

written great many dictionaries on modem lines and we may
make here mention of the Sabdakalpadruma9

of Rad-hakantadeva (1822-1858) and the Vacas-
patyam of Taranatha Tarkavacaspati10

(1873-1884). Lastly we may mention the name of the syno-

nymic glossary of D. G a 1 a n o s, who was a Greek and

prepared it in between 1786 and 1833 at Varanasi.]

[l. According to tlic editors, Introduction p 3.]

[a. Edited by Mad hukar Mangesh Patkar, Sources of

Indo Aryan Lexicography, No 1. Poona 1947 According to Stein,
Cat of Kashmir and Jammu MSS , p 52, the work was dated 1374 A D.j

cf. Patkar, Introduction p 4]

[3 Edited by Ekanatii Dattatreya Kulkarni, Sources

of Indo Aryan Lexicography, Poona 1955].

14- See below, p 463 j

I5 Edited byMadhukar Mangesh Patkar, in the Sources

of Indo-Aryan Lexicography, No 6, Poona, 1951].

[6 India Office Catalogue No 5175]*

[7. Ed by Vi tthalram Lalluram Shastri, Baroda,

GOS No 49, 1932 ]

[0 Vol I edited by Ramavatara Sarma, GORI, 1928, Vol II

complied by Shn Kanta Sharma, Baroda 1932

[9. Recently reprinted, Motilal BanarSidass, Delhi 1961]

[10. Recently reprinted, Varanasi 1961.]
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a

In addition to the s^nonvmical and homonymical dic-

tinnaric', there arc all sorts of special dictionaries e.g. glos-

fvir* of words, that aic capable of being written in two or

\\XTft different manners (dvirupakosa,tiirupakosa), besides there

M( medh o-bomnical and astronomico-astrological glossal ics.

r\Vc may mention here the N r t y a r a t n a k o s a1
]

,

that a sen inn of an encyclopaedic work the Sangitaraja

of Mali a raj iKum b h a karn a of Catrahufa. It is divided

into
*

chapter?, tillasas. We may also add here the V astur-

a t n a 1. o s ai ofan anonymous author. It means a tieasurc of

jrv.fls and in fact it is a short treatise on various subjects which

n fulturul man was supposed to know in Indian society

in ancient limes. 'I’lic woik is divided into two paits. The
first part is written in the sutra-stylc, w'hilc the second one is in

the fonn of sfitras and a vivatana. Its age is not known and it

was piobably w'rittcn sometime between 1000 and 1400 A.D.

)

Spmal dictionaiies aicalso the dictionaries wfrittcn for

the pui pose of interpicting the Buddhist Sanskiit texts. They
Mand (losct to the Vedic mghnntus than to the rest of the Sans-

l.» it du tionaiies, inasmuch as they aic written for particular texts

and are not piescnted in n metrical fotm. The most noteworthy
of tin in i*. the M a li ft v y u t p a 1 1 i\ This voluminous lexicon

not contain only an cnumciation of Buddha’s names and
an i \planation of Buddhist technical tcims but deals also with
othn things *. names of iclations, pails of body, names of
animals and plant*, diseases, pronouns etc. It gives not only
* v»ou\ ms, but also phrases, \ cibal foi ms and complete sentences.

I he oldest extant Piakiit-dictionaiy is the P a i y a*
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verses. According to his own statement, the author wrote

this work in 972 A D. for his younger sister Sundari. In the

arrangement of words there is no noteworthy method that has

been followed except that in the first three sections the names of

godsandwordsexpressiveof holy things come first. Notwithstand-

ing its title, the Namamala contains not only nouns, but also

adverbs, verbal forms, particles and affixes The Paiyalacchl

was utilised by Hcmacandra in his Desinamamalaor
Dcsisabdasamgraha.1 As its title indicates, the purpose

of this work is a treatment of “De£i”-words. The grammarians

of Prakrit, who on principle derive Prakrit from Sanskrit, divide

all words into three classes : t a t s a m a, words that are

like Sanskrit), tadbhava (words that are derived from

it, i.c. Sanskrit) and DeH (or Deiya), “provincialisms”,

that cannot be derived from Sanskrit. Hemacandra has in-

cluded all sorts of things in this dictionary, including tatsama

and tadbhava words, but only in a limited number. On this

account his work is of extra-ordinary importance for our know-

ledge of Prakrit, not only because Hemacandra has stated

the sources of his information, but also because the works

on the basis of which he has compiled his dictionary, that

arc not available to us. The D e s I n a m a m a 1 a, his another

woik, is divided into 8 vargas, in which words are arrange

alphabetically and according to -the number of syllables,

i/thc case of his other works, so here too Hemacandra h

written his own commentary on it.

Of the older Pali dictionaries only one is extant: the

Abhidhanappadipika of Moggallana, who

is probably identical with the above-mentioned grammarian

Vm— >•m £“S ”tTLX
after fl. mode1

dictionai
narts are even simply transla-

had used also some

‘olr’tnSt lc£t* Verc was also a compiled Sanskrit-

. 1 uec Tsln 17 1880 [Second Edition, with

1 Ed by R P' i^ c ,l e
^riScary

7
by Paravastu Venkat

Introduction, Critieal Notc^and Gl
also by Muralydhar

Ram-inujaiwami, Bombay

Banrrjc. Calcutta 19V]
h und Kntik der emlieimischen

2 Gr Frank e,
ZurWOTicn

6 - ff, and Geiger, Pah

pSU-Grammank-and Lesilograptac. p. 05

Literatur und Sprache, p. 37 •
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CUin,r%r dictionary1
.

J.a rtlv it may be mentioned that even in recent days dic-

tion’rier. have been written in w hieh words of a modern Indian

horn igc <<r those of a foreign language are explained in Sanskrit

nr r-.^r.wh Sanskrit words arc explained in a modern Indian

Iinguige, During the period of reign ofAkbar the Great one

K r n n a *1 .1 s a wrote a book under the title Parasi-

p r a k a s a3 that is also a Persian-Sanskrit dictionary; whilst

nnr V e d a ti g a r a y a wrote in 1643 A.D., under the same

title, under Shall Jnhan. one similar dictionary of astronomical

and astrological terms2.

The Lokaprakasa of Ksemendra is some-

thing between ho<a and arthasastra. Only a small portion of

the work can be called a dictionary; its major portion contains

misceHancousnoticcsabout all sorts ofthings that one should know
m daily life. Hut even the dictionary-like sections are devoted

more to words and to'things that arc ofdaily occurrence than to

thoV- that arc found in literature. On this account this badly
preserved work of some importance is WTitten in a mixture of
Sanskrit, Persian and popular languages. The author, in the

introduction, calls himself to be a disciple of the great wise

Vj.'im, that perhaps is an abbreviation for Vedavyasa, that

w.<s an epithet of Ksemendra, with whom we are already
fundhr. Since in this work there occur also Muhammadan
r.'mtt** and Shah Jnhan too is frequently mentioned, who ruled
frvrt 1 6*2U to 163ft A.D., in the form in which it is presented
to m it cannot be a work of Ksemendra of tlie 11th century
A l) It may be that an old work of this Ksemendra was re-

in wHled in the 17th Centura’ in a manner corresponding to
th** situ *!«>n then obtaining3 .
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PratiSakhyas. This topic has been dealt with at pp. 243 in the
original book and at pp 282 in the translation in vol. I. Later
the following important titles have been published • Bharad-
vaja£iksa with the commentary of Nagesvar

a

1
, the

Kauhalisiksa2 and P a n i n I y a s i k s a\ It is not
necessary to add further comment.

As an auxiliary to grammar there has developed in

Sanskrit a special branch of learning that goes in the name of

the Sabdakhanda This branch ofknowledge is included

in Nyaya that \\c shall deal later below.

The fitst work in which the principles of Sabdakhanda
appeals to ha\ c been enunciated is the T a 1 1 v a-G intam-
a n i of Gangcba4 and they were developed m the S ab d a i-

akti piakasika of Jagadisa5 Tarkalamkara.
According to the Naiyayikas sabda is a quality of the sky and

sabda or “verbal cognition” is one of the sources of knowledge

(pramana

)

G
. According to the Sabdakhan^a verbal

knowledge is derivable from a sentence7 and not from indi-

vidual words.

Amongst other problems Sabdakhanda deals

with all the different aspects and categories of Sanskrit

grammar. It deals with semantics m particular. In any case it

is rcmaikablc that m spite of its most penetrating and

critically logical approach according to this science words are

created by God
This subject has been treated in detail in commentaries

jD notes and in glosses etc. on the section

Sabdakhanda of the Tattvacintamani and there has

[1 Bhandaikar Or Res Ins Poona 1938, edited by Ramacandra

DIksiia] _

r« Edited by S a d h u R a m, Lahore 1935 j

[3 Edited Manomohan Ghosh, Calcutta 1938 ]

r
, Edited wifh sc\ 1 ral commentaries by Kamakhyanatha

Tarkivaeha in the BIS, Calcutta 1888-1901 and by so many others

A recent edition is bung published by the Mithila Research Institute,

Darbhangap!^s
hcd in ChSS No 109, 1934 ]

[6 pral)ok lanumanopamanaiabuah pramanani (Nyayasutra 1,1]

r -j For further discussion cf Prabhat Chandra Chakra-

v a r 1 1 The philosophy of Sanskrit Grammar, Calcutta
J93

°» P 3*5 #
and also R C FancUyn The Pi oblcm ofMeaning in Indian Philosophy,

Delhi, 1963 ]

Wintcmitz, Vol III, 30
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d<*vc?'.p*d on its basts a considerable amount of literature in

h msfcrii that tries to explain rules of Panini’s grammar in the

lamot^c of ^abdakhantfa of Nyaya. The basic work is

l.jijrjni'ahdcndusckhara of Nagesabhatta
or N a j; o j i b h a n a, and learned commentaries have

been written on it till recent days.]

PHILOSOPHY

The meaning conveyed by the word philosophy to the

people of the West is expressed most closely by A n v I k s i k il

(or A n v i k s a k i), that is to say “the science of demons-
tration or search”. In the Kautiliya-ArthaSastra (p. 5 f.)

•about this discipline it has been said that it is associated with
STunkh^a, Yoga and Lokayata, and it is enjoined in a verse
that it is a lamp for all sciences, means for execution of all

the affairs and basis for all that is to be done2
. But in
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India this science of search5

has been struggling in vain for
more than two thousand years to extricate itself from religion
and to make itself independent of faith in the scriptures. So
arc the so-called darsanas or “way of viewing things”, as the
philosophical systems are usually called, not only the teachings
of particular philosophical schools, but also those of the relig-

ious sects1 . The Indians generally enumerate such six darsanas
of which tw o are closely associated with one-another : Purva-
mimams i and UttaramTmanis.1, Sankhya and Yoga, Nyaya
and Vaiscsika [Xyfn a and Yaisesika constitute samanatantra,
so do Sanikhya and Yoga ] The six darsanas are considered to

be orthodox because they hold the words of the Vedas to be the

highest authority, or at least recognise them amongst others as

one of the means of knowledge. Howrever, this enumeration of

the darsanas2 is not very old and does not appear to have

been universally recognised as well.

Cambridge 1022 The v olume (the onlv one that was then available ) con-
tains a n-prr sen ration of the philosophy presented in the Vedas (Samhitas
and Bralmnms) anti m the old Upamsads, the philosophy of the Buddhists,

thr philfscplw of the Jamas, the Sankhya and Yoga, the Nyaya-Vaisesika
philosophies, the Mimamsa and the Sankara-scliool of Vedanta [By not. the

abo\r-mrntioned work ofDasgupta has been completed in 5 volumes, London
1022-19', 1 In addition the follow ing arc the most important publications

—M Hiriyanna, Outline of Indian Philosophy, 3rd impression,

London 1956,"History of Philosophy—Eastern and Western, 2 vols
, edited by

S a r v apnlli Radhakrishanan, and others, London 1952; S
Radlu-1 rishnan, Indian Philosophy, in two volumes, London 1923,

1027. $ K Bclvalkar and R D R a n a d e—History of Indian

Philosophy, 2 vols, Poona 1927, Jadunath Sin ha. History of

Indian Pndosophy, Calcutta 1952; 1956; Umesa Mishra, History

of Indian Philo^oph}, \ olume one, Allahabad 1957* S G Ghatterjee
andDM D a 1 1 a, An Introduction to Indian Philosophy, Calcutta 1939

An excellent resume of the different schools of Indian Pnilosophv has been

provided by J Tilliozat and L Rcnouin LTndc Classique, vol II,

Paris 1953 1 . , , ,
.

1 On the philosophical systems in relation with the religious currents,

sccj EstlinCarpcnter, Theism m Medieval India (Hibbert Lectures),

2 A short sketch of the six darsanas will be found m Siddharsi’s U p a-

mitibhav aprapaficakatha (906 A D ), [edited by Peter Peterson

and H Jacobi, AsSoc of Bengal, Calcutta 1899-1914 The book is written in

Prakrit) According to EB Cowell (m Rhys Davads. Dialogues

of the Buddha, I, p. XXVII), this introduction is of the later middle age .

According to Dasgupfi, ibid p 68 note the word darsana oowmtrn the

sense of “true philosophical knowledge’ 'first of all in the Vaisesikasutra DC

2, 13, that lie considers to be of a prr-Buddhistir age [On the import of

the word ehriana, see Radhahnshnan, Indian

pp 43-44 Cf also Umesha Mishra, Historv of Ind Philosophy, Vol 1,

p 18, where the term saddarsana is said to be a misnomer. In addition

we may here mcnUon the works Caturmatasamgraha, which
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Wc have already seen that Jaina Haribhadra'in
his S a d d .ir'anasamucc a y a describes not only the

abv. '•-mentioned six systems, but also the Buddhist and Jaina

in addition to N>aya, Vaiscsika and Pun^amimamsa .
1

? n ih'* fj n r v ad a r i a n a s i d d ha n t a s a in g r a h a,

"Short Collection of the Principles of all Systems’*2
,
attributed

in s a ;< k am, notwithstanding the fact that the author adhe-

re* to the stand of the orthodox Vedanta, the teachings of the

IjA V.ntilr.is (materialists), of the Jainas, of the Buddhists

(and t r illy of the Madh> amikas, Yogacaras and Sautran-

tdas and Vnibhasiha schools), of Vaiscsika, of Nyaya, of Pur-

v.imtmamsl (according to the schools of Prabhakara and
Knmuila), of .S.unkhya, of Patafyali, of Vedavyasa (philo-

sophy of the Mahabharata ) and of Vedanta have been pre-

dated in succession in an apparently objective manner. Even
in cue the work may not be attributed to great Sankara, it

\va* certainly a production of his school, just like the more de-
tailed and more critical S a r v a cl a r s a n a s a ri g r a h a,

the "Short Collection of all Systems
*’3 of M a d h a v a, the
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famous Vedanta-scholar of the 14th century1. But he too
does not limit the scope of his work to the “six darsanas” and
gives a representation of 15 (with Vedanta 16) systems [in-
cluding the philosophy of the grammarian Panini and the
philosophy of a’chcmy-rasesvara darsana ] . Like the author
of the preceding work, he begins with the systems that merit
to be more strongly refuted from the point of view of Vedanta
and proceeds with the “better” systems. He commences frig

book with the materialistic system of Carvaka and then
passes on to the systems of the Buddhists2

, Jainas, Ramanuja,
different Saiva sects, Vais'csika, Nyaya, Purvamlmamsa,
Panini3

, followed by Samkhya and Yoga. At the end he
says that he has already elsewhere spoken about the system

of &amkara, the “head-jewel of all systems”4
. A quite small,

but comprising of all the systems of philosophy is also S a r-

vamatasamgraha5 of an unknown author (unfor-

tunately also of an unknown age). According to some, in

the introduction, dealing with the means of knowledge, a

distinction is made between the two classes of sastras: Vedic

and non-Vcdic (Buddhist, Jaina and Materialist) systems.

In the beginning the last three systems are described, then

follow the teachings of Kanada, Aksapada, theists and atheists

I. Madha\ a, under the monastic name Vidyaranya, “forest of know-
ledge”, is held by the Indian as one of their most learned scholars. His
brother was the famous Vcda-mtcrpretcr Sayana He was a minister of

Bukkara of Vnayanagara m 1368 and became a Sannyasin m 1391. Cf.

Bhau Daji, JBRAS 9, 1869, 225 FT , Shamrao V 1

1

Ji a I, JBRAS
22, 374 fT, G R Subramian Pan lu 1 u , Ind Ant 27, 1898, 247 ff. K.
Klcmm, Gurupujal aumudl 41 ff, P Peterson and G B e n d a 1 1

,

JRAS 1890, 490 ff Sayana and Madhava are often changed for one-another

and many scholars consider them to be one person, soEB Cowell
ibid, p. 1 note) See also Aufrccht, CC p. 711 f

2 Chap II, translated into Trench by La Vallee Poussin
m Lc Mus£on II, 1901, III, 1902 ... , . ,

3 The teaching of Panini is considered here as a darsana, because the

grammarian admits the same philosophical theories of language as do the

adherents of the Purvamlmamsa

4 So in the earlier editions and m most of the manuscripts The new

edition of AnSS has a chapter also on the Vedanta, that is found m two

manuscripts The question whether this “Sanhhyadarsana” is genuine or not

remains to be investigated It is also noteworthy that in the colophon of

this chapter the work is attributed to Sayana In the introductory stanzas, the

author calls himself once Madhava and once as Sayanamadhava (stanza 4).

Actually Madhava has himself written works on Sankara s philosoply, see

below, p 49j^d jn TSS No g2j Igi g cf also Saddarfanasidhanta-

samgraha of Ramabhadra m Burnell, Tanjore, pp 84 f 96
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meat of philosophical systems inside
schools, their formation into sastras, and lastly the 1 i t e -
rary fixation of the systems in definite text-books
and school-works (sutras, karikas, bhasyas), that constitute
the foundation for further activities in the philosophical schools.
Since it has not been possible for us to determine accurately
the age of even the philosophical sutra-texts1

, naturally it is

impossible to establish the age of the origin of the philosophical
systems and schools. So it is generally admitted that although
Scimkhya is considered to be the oldest system of philosophy,
that has developed into a system, the Sankhyasutra is the
youngest of the philosophical sutras

In closest relationship with Vedic religion stand the two
systems, Purvamimamsa, called briefly also Mimamsa
and the Uttaramtmamsa, better known under the title

Vedanta2
. These two darSanas constitute the real

i Jacobi (J \OS 31, 191 1, 1 fT), who is followed by S u a 1 1 (Intro-

dunonc p 13), tries to determine the chronology of the philosophical sutras

and conclude--; that m them sometimes ncgavitism [iwyauada) and sometimes
idealism (iijMneuada) of the Buddhists are refuted Since he places Nagar-
juna at the end of the 2nd century A D and Asanga towards the end of the
5th centurv A D ,

he conies to the conclusion that the Nya>asutra and the

Brahmasuln. were written in between 200 and 450 AD The Vaisesika-

sutra and the Purvammiamsasutra have cither the same antiquity or are not
removed considerably away from it, whilst the Yogasutra was written after 450
A D and the Sankhyasutra originated still later In case Asanga lived in

the 4th ccntur) A D (set above II, 256, note 1 , trails p 354, note 1 ), the

difference of time between sunyaiada and vijmnavada is essentially small

The entire argument appears doubtful, because the idealistic view is pre-

sented more than once in Buddhist philosophy (sec Th Stcherbatsky,
The Soul Theory of the Buddhists, Pctcrsbourg 1919, p 825, note)

Jacobi, however, adheres fast to his dating of the sutras (DLZ 1922,

Sp 270) Uncertain, however, is the conclusion deduced from the definition

of anviksikl in the Kaupliya-Arthasastra (so Jacobi, SBA 1911, 732 ff ,

Garb c, Samkhya-Philosoplues, p 3 ff ), since this Arthasastra could hardly

have been written in the 4U1 century A D (see further below) [According

Dasgupta—Hist cf Ind Philos, Vol I, p 418, the Brahmasutra

was written in the second century B C As regards the antiquity of the

VaiScsikasutra, this scholar is of the opinion that it is probably the oldest of

the sutra-works that we have and in all probability it is of an pre-Buddhist

age ibid p 282 The Mima msa sutra of Jarmini was written

in about 200 B C ,
ibid p 37° The Yoga-system had developed as a tech-

nical method of absorption sometime before the Buddha (ibid p. 227)

and the Yogasutra of Patanjali was written probably during the first

300 or 400 years of the Christian era (ibid p 236]

[2 The word mimamsa means “investigation,” properly desire

for intensive thinking”, and it recurs in Vedic Samhitas It is a thing that

points to the great interest taken bv ancient Indian sages m thinking

The scholars of mimamsa, called mimamsakas, have been praised 111 the

Mahabhasya as the people who are well familiar with traditions.]
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orthodox ikuhmanicil philosophy, for which the word of

the Veda constitutes, ns the “revelation”, the highest

authority fur all knowledge. Mtmaima means “full discussion”.

I’unauiUnSmsu is the “discussion of the hist part” (or preli-

minary investigation), namely the Karmahand 1 (work-part)

of thr Veda, and hence it is called also Karmamlmamsa. The

Uttar .*rnimTtm&a is “discussion of the second part” (or tlie

final investigation), namely of knowledge of Brahma taught

in the UpanHads, lienee also called Brahmamimamsa, “dis-

rmrion about Brahman” or &arirakamimamsa”, discussion of

the wo:Id-pervading spirit of the Universe1
.

The V u r v a m i m a m s a2 was originally only a system

of maxims (mvyns),[as a matter of fact the words mimamsa and

i$&)g arc employed as synonyms], formulated for correct expo-

sition of the Veche texts (Mantias and Brahmanas) connected

with religious performances. The scholars who knew these

maxims were called nyayavida h. This word is used in this

*wue already in the Apastambiya Dharmasutra3 . Tlie authors

of manuals or rituals, of the Srautasutras and Grhyasutras,

were obliged to know these maxims in order to be able to re-

concile tlie scattered and often contradictory statements of the

Veda (Mantras and Brahmanas
) in respect of sacrifices.

Ihctefure, these maxims must have been prescribed centuries

Ivcfurr Christ, [according to some scholars before 300 B.C.] 4
.

'limner, however, it does not automatically follow that in
that age I’urvamimams!. had already become a darcana.
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a complete system of teaching about emancipation. But at
least this may be concluded that the primary work of Pur-
vamlmamsa, the Purvamimamsasutra1

, [a treatise

in 12 adhyayasj
, attributed to J a 1 m i n i goes back to such

an antiquity. Indeed this work is principally just a manual
of hermeneutics, a system of rules for interpretation of religious

texts, so far as they relate to the performance of Vedic sacrifi-

ces and to the treatment of rituals According to the Purva-
mlmarhsa, there is no means for emancipation other than work
(karman), performance nf sacrifices and cf ceremonies—and there

is no authority regarding religious duties (dharma

)

superior to

the Veda. All other sources of knowledge, such as perception

{pralyalifa ), inference (anumdna ), etc. must be either relegated

into the background of this Sabdapramana, or ‘verbal authority”,

rather they must contribute towards correct interpretation of

the eternal Vedic word. Since the Veda is the highest

authority of the system, the sutras try to understand the

connotation of the word for the purpose of determining tho

relationship of a word with i-S meaning and discuss the

associated problem of the philosophy of speech2. In these

sutras, there is nothing else that we may call “philosophy.”

The importance of Purvamlmamsa lies in the fact that m it has

developed the method that has remained the measur-

ing standard for all philosophical, nay for the entire scientific

literature. According to this method every argument has five

parts: 1) presentation of the subject under discussion (ivi$aya ),

(2) expression of the existing doubt {samfaya), (3) view

of the opponent {purvapaksa ), (4) the reply to it or the view

that finally stands (ultarapaksa, siddhanta) and (5) consistency

in all related sentences (samgati). This method has become

x. With Sabarasvamin’s commentary, edited m Bibl. Ind 1873 ff

Translated by Ganganatha Jha m the Sacred Boohs of the Hindus, Vol X,

jqio (Introduction to Mimamsa-Sutras by Mohan Lai Sandal,
SBH vol 2), English translation by the same author SBH vol 25 191923

Aphorisms of the MImamsa Philosophy with extracts from commentaries.

Edited by J R. B a 1 1 an t y n e, Allahabad 1851 J

2 G Thibaut, mthc introduction to his edition of the Arthasam-

graha, gives a brief representation of the Purvamlmamsa, a detailed des-

cription of the system and of the literature is given byA B Keith in The

Kanma-Mimamsa, Calcutta and London 1921. (K A Ni Ik ant a

S a s t r y (Ind. Ant. 50, 1921, 21 1 ff , 340 ff ) tries to prove that Purya-

mlmams§ too contains philosophy, ard as an example he cites the

discussion on the question about the existence of personal gods )
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v5da “emphatical explanatory statement”, force of mantra,
resolution of conflict between Smrti, “tradition”, and Sruti,
“revelation” etc. The second chapter defines injunction,
codand, its grammatical sign Itnga, the verb, the real force of
the verb and determines the different kinds of verbal activities.

The third adhyaya is devoted to complimentary items Se$a,

that contributes certain external elements m a ritual. The
fourth chapter is devoted to distinction between kratvartha,

“what is meant for a ritual”, and to purufartha, what is meant
for elevation of one’s personality.]

The oldest of the (extant) commentaries on Jaimini’s

sutras is that of Sabarasvamin1
, [probably a scholar of

the North.] His date is considei ed by tradition to be about

the first century B.C. on account of his having been

mentioned as the father.of Vikramaditiya, the founder

of the Vikraroa era in the sloka :

—

brdhrnanydmabhavadvardhamxhvro jyolxrvxddmagramh

raja bhartrhartSca vikramanrpah kfatralmajayamabh ut n

vaiiyayam harikandravaxdyaUlako jataSca Sankuh krtxh

Sudrdydmamarah fadeva Sabarasvdmidvijasydtmajdh2 |l

Since Sahara, 6, 1, 12 has quoted the well-known text

bharyd ddsaSca putraka ntrdhandh sarva eva Ic, from the Manusmrti,

he must be posterior to this first law-giver.]

Sahara further quotes from an older small commentary

that is not available to us [ihat is said to have been

written by] Upavarsa3 and probably lived in the 5th

century A.D.4

[According to tradition Baudhayana was the

first commentator on the Mlmamsasutra and his

i . The commentary has been translated into English by G J h a m
the Indian Thought, Vcl II, ign, sec G A Jacobi, JRAS 1924, 297

ff on some important technical terms and maxims [Edition byM a h e s a-

chandra Nyayaratna, Bib Ind Series 1873 and 1889, by

jivananda Vidyasagara, Calcutta 1 883-4, and English trans-

lation by G Jha, also in the GOS, vol I, 1933 ] _ .

[2 Quoted by Ganganatha Jha, m the Purva-Mimamsa,

Benares 9^14^ ^ the auth0r is not at all certain, since he is generally

known as the Vrttikara, see Keith, ibid p 7 f Upavarsa must have

been older than gabarasvamin, since the latter refers to hrm with the

honorific title bhagavat [The date of Upavarsa is given as between circa

V00BC and 200 AD C Kunhan Raja, Int to Tattva-

b 1 n du, Bhandarkar, JBRAS 20, 1900, 402 ff
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padas of the first adhyaya and the adhyayas II and III of the
bhasya and the T u p % i k a1, notes on the rest of the nine
adhyayas of the bhasya. As regards the method of exposition
adopted by Kumarila one can just get an idea from the fact
that the interpretation of the words athatafy is contained in not
less than 104 Slokas. It is a highly scholarly work manifest-
ing deep and intelligent thought; nevertheless it contains much
jugglery and hair-splitting.

Kumarila frequently refutes the teachings of VaiSe-
sika, but he speaks most angrily against the Buddhists, who
deny the authority of the Veda. The Veda is eternal and
unpcrishing; it has no author, and it alone is true as well as

dependable. This eternal truth of the Veda is repeatedly

supported against the false teachings of the Buddha. The
Buddhists posit that the Buddha is omniscient; this is ab-

surd. In case the Buddha was omniscient, contemporary

people could not have known him, since he who is himself

not omniscient is incapable of knowing one that is different

from the other. Kumarila posits that the Buddhists too do

not run counter to the Veda : in actual day-to-day life they

too follow the teachings of the Sruti, Smrti, Itihasa and

Puranas. Moreover, he says that the teachings oftheBuddha

arc followed only by outcastcs, foreigners, and tribes who
live like animals2. (Kumarila’s opposition to Buddhism is

so strong that an adage makes him the executor of a

actual chasing away of the Buddhists, a thing that in all

events is historically incredible3 . )
Kumarila, in the follow-

ing manner, posits that the Veda alone is true : "people in

common tell false things. Therefore, we can little beheve

the people of the past in the same way as we do with the

people of today.” Besides we can distinguish between what

is good and what is bad (dharma and adhanna) never

through reasoning, but only with the help of the Veda.

Those who hold that good (dharma) consists in one man

making another happy and evil (adharma) consists in one

in Bibl. Ind 1903 (with extracts from the commentaries) {Edited also in

the Pandit, New Series 3, 1878-79 and alsom AnSS 1929-1033 ] _

1 Edition m BenSS 1903 [by Gangadhara Sastn.]
2. Cf. La Vall6e Poussein, JRAS 1902,369 ff

3. On these and other adages by Kumarila, see G. Howells, lne

Soul ofIndia, London 1913* 354 “•
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s;nn miking another unhappy, will at last come to the

r- that intimacy %%»th teacher’s wife is good,

thereby one makes another person happy1
.

Important P the commentary of Kumarila on account of

Irinv liirnry references and all sorts of allusions to manners

nnd cirtom' tint arc of greater significance, since its age ap-

p’nxhn i\r\y is the end of the seventh and the first-half of the

<! 5h rmtury A.D.S
. Rumania lived in South India and it

i: mna-kablt* that he too had a knowledge of the Dravidian

hnru.v’rv*.

HV principal commentator onPrabhakara was & ali k a-

n a i h a in i
•' r a, who in addition to the Rjuvlmala4, wrote

an imlqvmdrnt work the Prakaranapaneika5 and

his work was continued by Bhavanatha in his Naya*
v i v c k a4 . Bhavnnutha, who lived in Mithila, was bom in

th* 15 emtury A.D.]

Ju't a little after Kumarila, MandanamiSra [615-695]

a dbriplr of Kumarila, according to others, a disciple of Sam-
h ua, wrote his V i d h i v s v e k a , “Analysis of Rules”7

:otd tins wo4. had the honour of having been commented upon
by V a c a s p a 1 1 m i l r a in his Nyayakanika.
M a n d a n a is considered very often o be identical with
S u x r < v a r a, the famous Veduntin.

Rumania found a large number of commentators;
Part h a 5 ; r a t h i of Mithila (probably in the 1 4th
century A.D. wrote a commentary on the Slokavarttika
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under the title Nyaya ratnakara and also a gloss on
the sutras, the Sastradlpika1

, discussed some important
points of the doctrine intheTantraratna2 and wrote an
independent work the N y a y a r a t n a m a 1 a?.]

There have been written several commentaries on Mi-
maihsa down upto the seventeenth century, when Khanda-
d c v a, following the line of Kumarila, wrote the B h a $ t a -

d i p i k

a

4 and the Mlmamsakaustubha5
. Another

important work of ManijlaramiSra is the Vibhramaviveka®.
Later hand-books of Purvamlmamsa are Ny ay a-m a-

lavistara7 of famous Madhava [14th century] and
the very popular Mimamsanyay a-P r a k a i

a

8 of
Apadeva, [a Maharas(ra scholar the 17th century],

son of Anantadeva, meant to serve as an introduction to the

system. The Arthasamgraha, meant for beginners

is based on it, Another name of this work is Mlmam-
sarthasamgraha*. Its author was Laugaksi Bhas-
k a r a. In this elementary book has been taught the manner
in which each of the five constituent parts of the Veda contri-

butes towards knowledge of some or other religious duty. Ac-

cording to Purvamlmasa, each word, and each line ofthe Veda
has this objective. It contains only sentences that are rules

(vidhi), but also that are adages and hymns (mantra), names

(namadhtya ) of performance of sacrifices, prohibitions (niftdha )

and clarification of meaning (arthavada )
10

.

[i. Edited by Ramamiira S astrl, Pandit N. S 7» 1885-1891.]

[2. Edited by GanganathaJh a, SB Series, 1930-33.]

[3 Edited in ChSS 1900, by Gangadhara Sastri Man av a 111].

[4 Edited by Candrakanta Tarkalankara and Pramatha-

natha Tarkabhusana, As Soc. of Bengal, 1899-1912.]

[5. Edited by Cmnaswami Sastri and Pattabhirama S harm a,

ChSS 1924-33 ]

[6. Ed. by S Kuppuswami Sastri and T, V. Ramcandra

D I k s 1 1 a Madras 1927 ] Probably Bhavadasa, according to Maithila

tradition Bhavanatha, and Man^anamisra were identical, see also p. 478 ]

7. Ed by Th Goldstflcker and E B Cowell, London

1878, and in AnSS No 24. On this work is based the presentation by Max
Muller, Six Systems 200 ff. Man^anamiira had written also one

Nayavivcka This has been edited by S K. Ramanatha Sastri, Madras

1937
T7. Ed byRamaSastri Tailahga in the Pandit 1903-1906

]

8 Published in Pandit N. S Vols 26, 27; also by a A.

C h innasw ami Sastri, ChSS, 1925; translated into English by

Franklin Edgerton, New Haven, 1929

]

9 Edition by G. Thibaut, in BersSis ho. 4, 7882.

10. See above I, p. 175 f- *81., trans. p. 20J f., ao8 f.
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Of the large number of spcciil treatise on Purvaml-

t-Af'iA' on!V one, that is Manameyodaya1 of N a r a -

v a n a Bhatta [1 6th century A.D.] of Kerala, the poet

r£ (

}

t
* XirAvanlya, deserves still to be mentioned here. His

u srk that remained incomplete has been very popular.

Another Naraynna, however, made further additions to it.

[Really there arc three schools of Mtmamsa. We have

already noticed in brief some of the most importants works of

th<* Bh'pa and Prfibhakara schools. The third one goes by

th'* name Mifot school, that was started by Murari-
m i

* r a. Wr do not possess any complete work of Murari-

mi*m, but according to a report by Umcia M i .< r a referred

to by G a ii g a n a t h a Jha the former had come by

fraemwnts of his two glosses on the Mimamsasutras. Accord-

ing to Unv<a MHra, Murari flourished in the eleventh and
twelfth centuries of the Christian era2. But G. K u n h a n
Raja is of the opinion that M u r a r i ’s age fell in about
ltfr0-!2?0 AD.3 Since Murari founded the third school of

MlmanuCt, there has come into circulation the expression :

—

nu'Ztetitiiyih psnthak. The title of his work was Tripadl-
nltinavan a] *,

Probably there existed from the very beginning an op-
position between Purva-Mun.'msa and Uttara-Mimarfisa, in-

asmuch as the former believes only in the performance of duty
and the latter only in the knowledge of Brahman to be the path
to emancipation. As a matter of fact the Mlmarhsakas (espe-
cially S'lharAsvSmtn and Kumarila), the Aupanisadas, that
is th- adlwerms to the philosophy or the Upanisads, and the
\*vrz

t in particular Gautfapada and Sankara, defend them-
against the Mimamsakas. This opposition, however,

’

Ss "! ultimately patched Tip, when both of them were united in
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the region of Brahmanical orthodoxy1. The primary work of
Uttaramlmamsa is the V edantasutra attributed to
Badarayana2

. This work is called also the Brahmasutra,
the. Uttaramlmimsasutra, and the Sariraka-Mimamsasutra.
This work was redacted approximately at the same time as the
Purvamlmamsasutra. This is a thing that is supported by the
fact that Jaimini is mentioned in the sutras of Badarayana
and the latter in those ofJaimini. On the whole the Purva
and Uttaramimamsa are considered to constitite respectively the
first part and the second part of a single discipline. Hence
the general maxim that have been elucidated in Purvamlmamsa
have not been refuted in the Vedantasutra3 where views of

Jaimini have been often referred to in an extraordinary measure,

although they are opposed to those ofBadarayana. Once he says,

without mentioning by name, that “both” of them are in agree-

ment that certain religious performances do not lead to attain-

ment of true knowledge4. In addition to those of Jaimini and
Badarayana, in these sutras are mentioned the teachings of

[i. An elaborate discussion on this subject has been provided by P. V.
Kane, Purvamimamsasutra, Brahmasutra, Jaimini and Badarayana, m
the BDCRI, Poona Vol ao, parts 1-4 pp 119 ff]

2 The tradition that makes Badarayana identical with mythical Vyasa
is first found in the Bhamat! of Vacaspatimisra written m about 850 A.D.
[sec K T Tclang, JBRAS 16,1885, 1900 ff ), Madhusudana in the

Prasthanabhcda calls Badarayana the author of the 18 Puranas Badari,

who is mentioned also by Jaimini as also by Badarayana, must have been an
ancestor of Badarayana. W 1 n d 1 s c h (Ober das Nyayabhasya, p. 6 ff )

tries to associate Badarayana with aVedic school, and m the opinion of W.
he has not succeeded m doing this ]

3. Cf Vedantasutra III, 3, 26; 33; 43 f
» 5°J 4» 4® “d T h i b a u t,

SBE Vol 34, p XIII When, however, Thibaut (ibid p. X f.) say*

that the Purvamlmamsaiastra must be much older than the Vedantasutra, be-

cause necessity for it arose later, this holds good only for the sutra as a

manual of hermeneutics, and not as a darfana treatise. The sutras of Badara-

yana would be going back to a high antiquity, m case the brahmasulrapadaih

mentioned in the Bhagavadgita 13, 4 were connected with our Brahmasutra

and the passage belonged to the old text of the Gita Winternitr con-

sidered this < arher as probable and later as improbable Jacobi (DLZ
iQ2i p 717) perhaps rightly calls the verse “an obvious interpolation ”

Nilkanla S as try (Ind Ant 50,1921, 167 ff ) tries to prove that

Jaimini* is older than Badarayana and that there have been two Badara-

yanas and three Jaimmis Dasgupta, ibid p 418 is of the opinion that

the Vcdantasutras should have been written m the 2nd century A D
fThere is an interesting discussion on the identity of Vedantasutra mid

Brahmasutra is the Nagari-PracSriiil Patrikt, Samvat 2017, Vol. 65,

No4,p.356ff Here MM. Pt Giridharasharma says that the

original name of the work was B h i k ? u s a t r a, and this he does on the

basis of Pamm’s aphoiism paraiatyahffltbhjrtt bfnkpmatasiilrqyon.J

4 Vedantasutra IV, 1, 17.

Wmtenutx, Vol. III> 3 1
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continuing from B5darayana down up to Sankara, whom we
hold to be the most ancient among the writers of the extant
commentaries, we do not know with certainty in all cases as
to what the teaching of Badarayana actually was.

However, this appears certain, that one of the main teach-
ings of later Vedanta, that is the Maya •—theory, according
to which the world is merely a deceptive vision, an illusion

(maya), was not developed in the Vedantasutra1 . We come
by it in its full development in the Gautfapadlyakari-
k a s2, in the memorial verses of Gaudapada, that we must
consider to be the oldest Vedanta work, beside the Vedanta-
sutras. According to reliable tradition Gaudapada was the
teacher ofGovinda, the teacher of Sankara, therefore, he lived

in about 700 A D. The work consists of 215 memorial'stanzas,
that are divided into 4 sections, of which the first one contains

the Manqlukya Upanisad, on which the kankas present an
elucidation3

. The author of these karikas apparently is under
an influence of the Buddhist philosophy of negativism, as

we know it from the MadhyamikaSastra4. The mayavada
and the Sunyavada are in agreement not only in the denial of

reality of the world, but we find even here, as there, the same

explanations of one sutra ofBadarayana CfKT Telang, JBRAS 18,

1800, p 7 f Thibaut, SBE Vol 34, p XVII ff

1. Cf Thibaut, SBE Vol 34, pp XCI ff, Prabhu
Dutt Shastrl, The Doctrine ofMaya m the System of the Vedanta,

London 1911 (Diss Kiel) has, however, shown that the preliminary stage

of the theory of Maya already existed m the monism of the Upamsads
a Published m AnSS Nr. 10, igir. Translated into German by

P. D c u s s e n, Srchzig Upanishads des Veda, p 573 ff A representation

of the contents in Prabhu Dutta Shastri, ibid p 84 ff Gf also

Carpenter, Theism in Medieval India 304 ff According to Max
Wallescr, Dcr altcrc Vedanta, Heidelberg 1910 the title did not mean
“the karikas of Gaudapada” but the “karikas of the Gauda-country”,

(ic. of the Northwest Bengal The name Gaudapada, as an_ author,

occurs in the commentary (attributed to Sankara)on the Svetasvataro-

pamsad, where he is mentioned as the teacher of Suka, but Waileser does

not consider Sankara to be the author of this commentary He holds

the Gaudapadiya-Kanka to be older than the Vedanta-siitras. T“a* is not

wholly improbable The succession of teachers m the order Gaudapada,

Govmda, Sankara (sec Aufrerht, Bodl Cat p 227) is trustworthy

3 The Buddhist author Samtiraksita calls the Gaudapadakarikas

as an “Upanisad-sastia” Cf W alleser, ibid p 21 ff

4 Cf V A Sukh tankar, WZKM22,igo8, 137 ff La Valine
Poussin, JRAS 1910, 134 ff ,

Bouddhisme,p 189 note: H Jacobi,

TAOS 22 1012, M ff Dasgupta, ibid p 423 ff makes it almost certain
J
thS cludapada was mtiiSately familiar with the Buddhist philosophy of

Sunyavada as well as with that of Vynanavada, and thinks that possibly

he himself had become a Buddhwt.
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followers of the school of Ramanuja include also the §rlmad-
bhagavata and the Visnupurana in the prasthanas.

We know almost nothing about the date of the Brahma-
sutra. But from the fact that there are m it certain polemics
against the Mahayana Buddhistic teachings, it is probable
that the compilation of the sutras took place in about the
3rd century A D.

Although Sankara or Sankaracarya, “Master Sankara”,
as he is commonly called, the universally recognised greatest

of the Vcdanta-philosophcrs, passionately refutes the logic

and metaphysics of Buddhism, his teachings have many distinc-

tive points of contact with the text of Buddhist philosophy1
.

Sankara is the chief propagator of the A d v a i t a - theory

of “One, without a Second”, that is to say of strict monism By
the cultured people of India2

, since centuries, he has been

considered to be one of the greatest scholars of all times. In

Europe Paul Dcusscn3 in particular has appeared as his

admirer and prophet. He compares him with Luther and calls

his distinction between a “lower” and a “higher” science, that

is to say an cxoterical, the understanding of the multitude of

preconceived and planned doctrines, and an esoterical, the

philosophy satisfying the strictest requirements of thought,

as “emblematical”. In the opinion of Winternitz,

i La Vail 6 c Poussin, JRAS 1910, 129 ff, speaks with

great caution about the relation existing between Sankara and Nagaquna
But he describes only about a family-likeness of Vedanta with the Vynana-

vada of Buddhism In the same way as the adherents to Sankara’s teachings

arc reproached as bemg”prcicchafifuibouddhuy concealed Buddhists , so are the

adherents of the Buddhist Vijiianavada accused on account of “Brahma-

ipical” speculations R Otto, Dipika des Nivasa, p VIII f says :

whether the Vedantins arc dependent upon the Bauddhas or the latter on

the former or neither ofthem are dependent upon the others and rather both

ofthem appear to manifest parallels under the similar conditions of the similar

inner motifof religious feeling, that is not certain In the opinion of W 1 n-

tcmitz it is more probable that they have influenced each other

[Dasgupta, ibid, p 493 f
>

considers it certain that Sankara was

dependent upon the Buddhist philosophy j

2. Howells, Soul of India 356, says that probably five of every

six panditas m India consider Sankara as the highest authority in respect of

religious and philosophical matters The extent to winch Sankara is

honoured till this day can be guaged on a perusal of Mamlal N D vive-

d i’s essay in WZKM 2, 1888 95 ff or ln
no IfNath . The Philosophy of A d v a 1 ta in OC XI, Paris 1897, L 99 ff-

Sec also R W Frazer, Literary HBtory of India 320 ff , C a rp e n t e r.

Theism in Medieval India 307 ff and V S G h a t e, ERE XI, 185 ff.

3. Cf. for example AGPh I, 3» P* 5^2,
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between the second-half and the beginning of the 9th centuryA *D - 0Vc know from tradition further that Sankara was
a Nambudn Brahmana, had been a contemporary of
MantfanamiSra of Mithila, founded several temples and died
young at the age of 32 years at Kedaranatha. Various dates
ranging between the 5th and 9th centuries have been
postulated as the age of Sankara, although the question still

remains unsettled].

The main woik of Sankara is his commentary on the
Vcdantasutra, the S a r i r a k a b h a s y a

2

. But as in
his other commentaries, so in this work too, he is not so much

1 K B Pathak (Iml Ant. 1 1, 1882, 174 f) has noticed a state-
ment in a manuscript of three leaves, whereof the authenticity and age are
wholly uncertain, according to which Sankara was bom in the year 788
A D. and became "one is ith Siva” m 820 A D , according to this very state-

ment he studied the Vedas for four years and all thesastras for twelve years,
m his 16th year he wrote the Bha;ya and became a muni m his 22nd year
Hence it remains, in all events, to be proved whether his this “union with
Siva" in the 32nd >car means lus passing away or his “emancipation as a
bannyasm, or—whether the entire report is apocryphal The attempts

of J T fleet (Ind Ant 16, 1887, 41 f
)
and K. T Te 1 a n g (Ind.

Ant. 13, 1884, 9j ff ,
and Mudrarakjasa, Introd , p XXXVII ff

;

JBRAS 17, 63, fT and 18, 1 fT ) to prove that the age ofSankara was either

the 6th or the 7 th century A D. must be considered to be unsuccessful,

although Trail kc, GGA i8gi, 960 has associated himself with them
See also W. Logan, Ind. Ant 11, 160 f, Deussen, System

des Vedanta, 36 If
,
B u h 1 c r, SBE, vol 25, p XXI f

, K B Pathak,

JBRAS t8, 88 fT, D R Bliandarkar, Ind Ant 41, 1912, 200, 42,

1913, 54; A B Keith Aitarcya Aranyaka, Introd , p u, and Karma-

Mlmamsa p 16 S V V c n k a t c s w a r a , JRAS 1916, 151 ff has tried

to prove that Sankara lived from 805 to 897 A D. See also A Bala-

krishna Pillai, Ind. Ant 50, xgzi, 136 f

Sankara byP Deussen,
G T h 1 b a u t, SBE, vols 34
presentation of the Vedanta by

Leipzig 1883 [Some other

edition by Wasudco Lakshman

2. Edited in the Bib Ind 1854-1863 and in the AnSS No 21 Die

Sutras des Vedanta odcr die Sariraka-Mimamsa des Badarayana nebst

dem vollstandigcr Kommcntar des Sankara, aus dem Sanskrit being

a German translation of the Vcdantasutra with the commentary of

Leipzig 1887 Translated into English by
and 38 On this commentary is based the

P Deussen, Das System des Vedanta,

important publications are the NSP
|__i Shastri Pansikar, 1915, chapter

II, Quarter I, edited with English translation by S V Belvalkar,

Poona, 1023, edition with English translation by K M B ane rj e a, ASB,

Calcutta 1870, Sankar Acarya’s commentar op de aphonsmen van den

Vedanta, Vcrtaald by A Brumin g, Bydragen tot de taal- land - en

Volkcnkundc van Ncdcrlandisch-Indic, 1873-78, f
so tl

}
e T)

J
S

Sankaracarya m 20 volumes, ed by T K B a 1 s u br a h m a ny an,

Snrangam, rgio. Select Works of Sri Sankaracarya, Sanskrit text

with English translation by S Ve n k a t ramana n, Madras 191 1;

Edited with Bengali commentary
^

by Yogendranatha T ark a vagiU
Calcutta and Durgacarana Sankhya-Vedauta-Tirtha, Calcutta

.J
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and the A t m a b o d h a1
, a small compilation of his teach-

ings made up of 67 stanzas with a commentary the Atm a -

bodhaprakasika. Religious poetical writings that
arc attributed to Sankara have already been mentioned

(p 137 ff ). Here, however, one stanza, that is a very
characteristically philosophical is quoted from the S vat-
man 1 r u p a n a : “I do not bow before the gods, he who
is godly docs not care to show reverence to gods; he is free from
the responsibility of performing any sacrificial duty. Rever-
ence to mv ounsclf that terminates in the One”2

.

Extraordinarily copious is the literature of the Advaita
philosophy of Sanlara Sometimes to his own self are attri-

buted the commentaries on the poem Hastamalaka3—
many a time the text too is attributed to him It is a philo-

sophical poem (in 12-14 stanzas) of which the main basic

idea is contained in the refrain :
—

“I am the self (atman) m
the form of eternal real perception” and further significantly

in the second stanza

“I am neither a mm nor a god nor a Yaksa, neither a

Brahmana, nor a Ksatriya, not a Vaisya, not a Sudra, neither

a student of the Vedas, nor a house-holdei, not a resident

of a foi cst, not a monk—I am my own knowledge.”

A commentary on the first five padas of Sankara’s bhasya

is the P a n c a p a d i k a4 of Padmapada, who might

1 Edited by T Hall, Mirzaporc 1852 and in Haeberlins Kavya-

stingraha English by J F Kearns in the Ind Ant 5, 1876, 125 ff and

J I i) lor in the appendix to his translation of the Prabodhacan-
d rod ay a, 2nd Ed Bombay 1893 [Editions also in complete works

of the author ]
2 Translated into German byHvGlasenapp in Der neue

Orient” 5, 1919, p 59 To the apocryphal works of Sankara probably

b ‘longs the Vajrasucyupanisad, of which the contents of the

first part do not correspond to the VajrasucI, attributid to Asva-

ghosa Sic above II, 209 f trans p 265 and Weber, ABA 1859, 259 ff

3 Several times printed m India Text with English translation by

E B Cowell, Ind Ant 9, 1880, 25 ff The title means . (so dear

as) an amalaka in the hand ” [Edited with Bengali translation by Ananda-

candra V c d a n t a v a gi s a, Calcutta 1849 J

4 Translated into English by A V e n 1 s in the PanditN S vols 23,

25 Text and Commentary of Prakasatman, edited VizSS, vol 2,

1891 and 1892 The V 1 v ar a n a p r am cy as a ngr a ha 01 Ma-
dhava, published in VizSS, vol 5, 1893, and translated1 into English m
Indian Thought, vols I-III, 1907-19” [Edition also by R a maSast r 1

Bhagavatacarya, Part I,
_

Benares, 1891 T a P »

a commentary on it by Prakasatman too has been Y

same, Benares 1902 j
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type is the Khandanakhandakhadyaor “Biting

of the Criticism”-1 of the poet !§ r I h a r s a. It is a work of

scepticism, a refutation of the criticisms of the teachings of

Vedanta, that confident of the testimony of perception, assumes

reality of the world, so particularly of Nyaya and Vaisesika,

with the intention of establishing amrvacyavada, that is the

teaching according to which the world is inexplicable and all

illusion, till we know what Brahman is2.

The best known and most popular small handbook of

Vedanta and excellent introduction to the system of Sankara

is the V e d a n t a s a r a, “the Essence of Vedanta3 of S a d -

ananda, who must have lived a little before 1500 A.D., since

commentaries on his work were already written in the 16th

century. It is in the spirit of time that in Sadananda the

theories ofVedanta are mixed up with those of Sankhya. The
Vedantaparibhasa 4 of Dharmaraja is an

elementary book of Vedanta in which technical terms have

been defined.

[Before we pass on to the next important school ofVedanta

associated with the name of Ramanuja, a mention ought to

lated by A V e n i s in the Pandit N S -vols 1 1 and 12) of Prakasa-.
n an d a (16th century), who tries to justify the basic principles of Vedanta
and to refute the teachings of T a 1 1 v a s a r a of Ramanuja Anumbcr
of works on Advaita-philosophy (of Madhusudana Sarasvati,
Ap paya Diksita and others) have been edited m the Advaitamanjari
Series, Kumbhakonam 1893 ff

1 Edited with a commentary m the Pandit N S vols 6-13, translated
into English byG Thibaut and Ganganatha J h a in the Indian
Thought, vols I-V, 1907-1913 [Edited also by Madana Mohana
Tarkaratna, Calcutta 1948 ]

2. “C’cst le cogito ergo sum rdduit a son premier tcrme et laissd sans
consequence”, A Barth, RHR ig, 1889, 154 —Oeuvres II, 26 Cf
also H a r a p r as a d. Report I, 14, Keith, JRAS 1916, 377 ff

3. Printed several times in India Sanskrit and German by Othmar
Frank, Muenchen and Leipzig 1835; German translation, trans-
cribed text and glossary by Ludwig Poley, SWA 1869, I, p 33-156.
English by E R o e r, Calcutta 1845, byRammohun Roy, Calcutta
1816, byG A Jacob, (A Manual of Hindu Pantheism, London, 1881,
4th Imp 1904, Sanskrit and German m O Bohtlingk, Sanskrit-
Chrestomathie, (3rd edition, by R G a r b e, Leipzig 1909, p 287 ff ).
German by D c u s s e n, AGPh I, 3, 615-670 English Translation of the
commentary Vidvanmanoranjani of Ramallrtha by A. E Gough and
Govindadeva S a s t r I in the Pandit vols VI-VIII [We know about
another Vedanta-tcacher Sadananda, the author of Pratyaktattvacmtamani
Jfed. Acyutagranthamala, Varanasi, Samvat 1988, ed. by Sri Knsnapanta
S a s t r i ), who possibly lived m the latter half of the 19th century ]

4. Edited with English translation by A V e n 1 s m the Pandit
N. S. vols. 4-7
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made of Bhaskara, who wrote his own commentary on the
Brahmasutra1

, the Gita2 and the Chandogyopanisad3
.

We know nothing about his age. But since he has criticised

the view of Advaitavada and has in turn been quoted by
Ramanuja, it is definite that he was anterior to the latter and
probably posterior to the former. But the difficulty arises from
the fact that the principle of Bhedabhedavada, of which
Bhaskara is the first known exponent, has been criticised

by Sankara We get a further limit to his age from the fact

that Udayana in the Nyayakusumanjali has criticised the

Brahmaparinamavada of Bhaskara Therefore,

Bhaskara lived before 984 A.D., although the position as to

his being senior to Sankara is not established.

Bhaskara outright refutes the mayavada of Sankara,

whom he calls a Buddhist, and he was perhaps the first com-

mentator, who pointed out that Advaitavadins tried to impute

their own ideas on the Brahmasutra. According to

Bhaskara individual soul is neither different nor indifferent

from the Supreme Soul—Brahman. According to certain

scholars this theory of Bhcdabhada stands closest to the teach-

ings of Brahmasutra4.]

In the same way as the followers of the philosophy of

Sankara form simultaneously a religious sect, so [many] other

schools of Vedanta too represent many religious sects Exclud-

ing the school of Sankara, the most important one is that of

Ramanuja, who is called by his followers also “chief of

the ascetics “(yatlndra, yatisvara) Whilst Sankara teaches

absolute monisn (Advaita), Ramanuja has propounded the

“qualified monism” (Visistadvaita) and thereby has

tried to establish the supremacy of devotion to a single God

and of the cult of love of God (Bhak i)5. [His philosophy is

f i Edited by Vindhycsvarl Prasa'd Dvivedin, GhSS,
1 9 I5 1

[a Edition under print in the Saras\ati Bhavana Text Senes and
also in the HOS ]

[3 No MS of this work appears to be extant But m his commen-
tary on the Gita Bhaskara says that he had commented also upon
the Chandogyopanisad ]

[4 Sec PN Srinivasachar 1—the Philosophy of Bheda-
b h c d a, Adyar iq34 ]

5 O11 Ramanuja’s teachings see V A Suklitanka r, WZKM 22,

1008, 121 IF, 287 ffj R G Bhandarkar, Vaisnavism, Saivism, etc.

p 50 ff and A B Keith, ERE X, 572 ff
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based jointly on the Bhedabhedavada of Bhaskara and the

Saktivada of Yadavaprakasa ] The works of Ramanuja fall

in between the last quarter of the 11th century and the first half

of the 12th century A.D 1
. He was a South Indian.

.

His

father’s name was Kesava and his mother was Kantimatl.

In his youth he lived at Kaiiclpura (Conjeevaram) and he was

a disciple of Yadavaprakasa, who was an Advaita-philosopher.

Not satisfied with the absolute monism,he soon parted company

of his teacher. Yamuna of Yamunacarya2
,

the

teacher of his teacher, had greater influence on him and as his

successor he became the “Acarya” of the Vaisnava-sect of

South India3 . One of the last commands of Yamunacarya was

that he commissioned his successor to write a new commentary

on the Vedantasutra of Badarayana. And the Sribhasya4
,

“the masterly commentary”, on the Vedantasutra is the chief

work of Ramanuja. He believed as strongly as Sankara about

the infallibility of the Upanisads as well as of the Brahmasutras.

But as soon as he begins his Sribhasya, he starts refutation of

the theories of Sankara. He refutes his theory about the rela-

tionship of work and knowledge, about real knowledge, about

the relationship between Atman,Brahman and the World, about

emancipation, etc. R. Otto considers the Sribhasya to be“one
ofthe most important works of thought thatlndia hasproduced.”

1 Cf S Krishnaswami Aiyangar, Ancient India, London 191 1,

p 192 ff According to tradition he lived for 120 years, from 1017 till

1137 AD, In the year 1091 lie got erected a statue of god Visnu on the
Yadava mountain R Otto (Vispu-Narayana, Jena 1917, p. 73) gives
1055-1137 [AD.] as the life-time of Ramanuja The Yatirajavai-
b h a v

a

(in 1 14 stanzas}of Andhrapurna (Sinski it and English
by S Krishnaswami Aiyangar, Ind Ant 38, 1909, 123 ff ) is a
strikingly sobci biography of Ramanuja with a few miracles mentioned m
it Andhrapurna was brought up among the disciples of Ramanuja.
Gf also Carpenter, Thusm, etc 386 ff

2 He is the author of the S 1 d d h 1 1 r ay a, published m ChSS No
36, 1900, ofthe A g am a p r a m a n y a (published in the Pandit N S.
Vol 22 } and ofother works [see Aufii cht, GG 476 ]

[3 On the philosophy of Ramanuja, see Srinivasachari,
The Philosophy of Visistadvaita Philosophy Adyar 1943, tHe
Siddhanta dcs Ramanuja, Ttxte zur mdischen Gottesmystik II Aus dem
banskrit Ubertragen von Rudolf Otto, being the German translation of
chapter 1, of the Sribhasya, Jena 1917 and Tubingen 1923].
_ 4 Published m the Bibl Ind 1888 ff and byj J Johnson m
the Pancht, N S. vols 26-29, 33 > with two commentaries in the Pandit,
vols 7-19 English translation by G Thibaut m SBE, vol 48.

Dtllu
, J [Edition also by Ramanatha T a r k a r a t n a,

ASB 1888-91 and by Vasudeva Shastil Abhyankar, Bombay, BSS 1914
English translation also by Diwan Bahadur V. K. Ramanujach

a

r,
Kurabhakonam, 1932.]
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M. W a 1 1 c s e r1 agrees with him and adds further—“it could
at once be considered to be one of the most important produc-
tions of world-literature.” He thinks, the mass of mental work
that is stored up in the work of Ramanuja is suitable for utili-

zation even in contemporary philosophies, especially with ref-

rcncc to the theories regaidmg perception In the opinion of
Wintcrnitz this conclusion appears to be exaggerated As
of Sankara, so of Ramanuja too, the main objective seems to be
to make the texts of the Upanisads, the Bhagavadgita, the

Puranas, and the Mahabharata, that are equally holy for him,

mean something that is in accord with his religion and philo-

sophy. It is a theological and not scientific way of thinking
and argumentation. He dcclaies that he has rightly under-

stood the teachings of “old teachers” and mentions as his pre-

decessors Vahyakara, Vrttikara and Dramidacarya or Bhasya-

hara, who had already interpreted the sutras of Badarayana in

the light of ihc tcachingsof the Bhagavata-religion The “author

of the Vrtti” is Bodhayana, of whose work too httle

has come down to us as that of Dramidacarya2
, who

had abridged the commentary of Bodhayana. The legendary

Vyasa, for Ramanuja, is probably the seer or the redactor

of the Brahmasutras as also of the Veda and of the Mahabha-

rala. He refutes that Sarxjilya’s Pancaratra-philosophy stands

in opposition to the Veda On the contrary his teachings were

preached for the purpose of making the real meaning of the

Veda intclhg blc. He postulates three principles the individual

soul, the irrational world and God (Isvara )
as the highest soul.

Above all he associates Bhakti with his philosophy. He has

borrowed his theories regarding the external world from the

Puranas and Sankhya.

Other works of Ramanuja are ; the Gitabhasy a,
3

a commentary on the Bhagavadgita, the Vedarthasa m-

gr ah a4, a polemic work for refutation of the Maya-theory, the

t. DLZ 1920, p 501 f

2 He is older than Sankara, See Thibaut, SBE, vol 34, p XXII.

3 A Bombay edition has been mentioned by V A Suih t an ha r,

WZKM 22, 123 [English translation by A Govin d acarya, Madras

iqa8; Edition in ANSS, Poona 1923]

4 Edited with Tatparyadipika ofSudarsana Sun in the Pandit, N S.

vols 15-17.
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Vedantasara 1
, a systematic representation of the teach-

ings of the Vedantasutra, according to the interpretation of

Ramanuja, and the Vedantadipa2
,
an abridgement of

the Sribhasya. Sometimes the V edantatattvasara3

too is attributed to Ramanuja. In it the teachings of

Ramanuja have been defended against Sankara. But the

actual author of the work isSudarsana Suri
An exposition of Ramanuja’s system is the Y atindra-

matadipika, “lamp of the meanings of the chief of the

ascetics”4,
of Srinivasadasa or Srinivasa, son of

Govindacarya and disciple of Nimbarka The work consists

of a section on the theory of knowledge (chap. 1-7) and of a

theological section (chap. 8-10) on the soul and God. Sri-

nivasa has written also one Sakalacaryamatasa m-

g r a h a, “a brief collection of the views of all teachers5 . It

is a collection of teachings of all the teachers of the Bhakti-cult.

Of the 12th and 13th centuries A.D., of Ramanuja, ofVisnu-

svamin, of Nimbarka and of Madhva. In the middle of the

13th century AD. Visnusvamin propounded his own Vedanta-

theory. On his theory of Vedanta Vallabha (1478-1530)

laid the foundation of a sect believing in the Krsna-cult. He
wrote also a number oftracts and a commentary the Anubha-
s y a6 on Vedanta. Nimbarka too, whose age is not deter-

mined accurately, but who must have lived a little after Rama-
nuja, wrote a commentary Vedantaparij a tasaura-

1 The text docs not appear to have been published, and it is contro-
versial whether Ramanuja was its author, see S u k h t a n k a r, ibid
[Edition by V Knshnamacharya, with English Translation by M B
Narasimhia Ayyangar Adyar 1953 ]

2 Edited in the BenSS Nos 69-71.
3 Edited with English translation by J J J o h n s o n, in the Pandit

^
r \ Trj-9

"12
.

Uf Ench v Voss, Das angeblich von Ramanuja
verfasste Vcdantatattvasara, mit _cmer Emleitung und Anmerkungen
herausgegeben und ins Deutsche Obertragen, Leipzig igo6, Diss , V A.Sukhtankar ibid p 1 24

0 s *

4 Edited m the PanditN S vol I, m BenSS No 133 andm AnSSNo 50, translated by R Otto, Dipika dcs Nivasa, tine indische Heilslehre,
Tubingen 1916 ’

5^
Published in. the GhSS, translated into German by R Otto

Visnu-Narayana, Jena 1917, p 57 fF
6
a

O'1 V^btoya see Bhand arkar, Vaisnavism etc p 76
ff and G ar p e n t e r, Theism m Medieval India 437 IF His An u

-

f^ rfiftR tq„1
l

t
^m^anubhasya has been published in the Bibl.

Ind. 1888-1897 and m the BenSS 1905 fF. Sixteen small works of Vallabha
have been published under the title §oda£agranthasamgraha, Benares 1884.
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b Ji a on the Vedantasutra.1 IntheSiddhantaratna,
a collection of 10 stanzas, ( hence also called Dasasl o kl2)*

he has given the essence of his teachings Madhva
too is die founder of a sect He is known also by the names
Anandatirtha, Anandajiiana and Ananda-
g i r i He lived fiom 119/ to 1276 AD 4 and preached in
the country as an itinerant asccslic. In addition to the com-
mentaries on die sc\ cn old Upanisads, the Bhagavadglta, the
Vedantasutra and the Bhagavatapurana, he wrote a number
of magnificent independent works 5 For him the Upanisads
and the Vedanta-sutra have a religious value But he has suc-

ceeded merely through his most forceful discussion on the dualis-

tic theory about the creation in which he has tried to effect a
compromise between the Vedanta wTith Samkhya-philosophy

and the Bhagavata-rcligion. In the T attva-samkhyana6

[ i I dit'-d b> Vmdh> acshwariprasadv Dvivcdin, ChSS 1910, and by
Dim* dnirlji S 1 s t r I with the Vcdanta-Kaustubha in the same Series, 1932 )

2 Cf IJ h a n d a r k a r, ibid p 62 ff A work of the Nimbarka-
sert is the Vcdantakaustubhaprabhaof Kesarabhatta,
published m the Pandit, \o!s VIII and IX [Sribrahmasulram edited with
three cornmcntaricsfthe \ < d.lntnkaustubhaprabhaofKesava-
b h a 1 1 a, the \ e d .1 n t a p a r 1 j a t a s a u r a b h a of Nimbarka and the

\ c (1 a n t a I. ui a u b h a of Srinivasa, a commentary on the

comment'll v of Nimbarka edited by Nityassarupa Brahmacarin
and published b\ Dciakunndana Press, Vrndavana, 1904 The Dasa-
sl ok. i of Ntnib'irka has been edited b> Dhundhiraja Sastri,
ChSS, Benares 1906-27 ]

3 On the life and teachings of Madhva, see Bhandarkar, ibid

57 IF,, Car pen tt r ibid 406 ff and G ri ers o n ERE VIII, 232 ff

[Tile Brahmasutribhls} a of Madhvacarya with a gloss of Jaya-
1 1 r t h a, etc edited b\ R Raghaicndracharya, Bibl Sanskr ,

Mysore 191 1-1922, Vedantasutras w ith the commentary of Madhya, trans-

lated into English b> S Subba Rau, Madras 1904 Brahmasutras with

Madhva’s commcntarj and Jayatirtha’s Tika, edited by Bhikacarya

Ainapurc and Anantacarya Astapure Bombay 1883 J

4 Bhandarkar, ibid p 58 f has made this date protable on

the basis of mscnptional ctidenccs H Krishna Sastri (Ep Ind

6 , 260 ff ) places inm during the period 1238-1317 AD
_

5 He is the author of37 works that were printed in xgnin 4y6Iumes

at Kumbhakonam, and here he is called simply Madhva and Ananda-

tirtha: sec also Aufrecht, CC 46 ff, Bhandarkar, Report 1882-83,

p 16.ff, Burnell, Tanjorc 100 ff Madhva’s commentary has been

edited and translated mto German by Betty Heimann, Leipzig 1922

The authoi of the TarkasangraJia (ed TM Tr 1 pa t h 1, Baroda

1917 m the Gackwad’s Oriental Scries No 3), in winch the teachings of

Vaiscsika have been refuted for the purpose ofproving that there is nothing

except Brahman, that is real, is probably a different Anandajnana and is

not identical with Madhva
6 translate d and annotated liyHV Glasenapp m Festschrift

Kuhn 326 ff

Wmternitz, vol III, 33.
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he has construed in brief his thesis on this dualistic Vedanta.

Madhva was so much against Sankara that his followers call the

latter an incarnation of a demon who tried to lead man along a

wrong path.

In the case of many of the Vedanta-works we may be. m
doubt as to whether they ought to be included in philosophical

or m theological (sectarian) literature. So it is with the

Yogavasistha1
,

that is said to be an appendix to the

Ramayana and is attributed to V a 1 m i k i. It is rather a reli-

gious work that discusses the topics like renouncement of the

world, conduct of persons striving for emancipation, creation,

conservation and cessation of the world, nirvana, etc. There are

many commentaries upon thiswork that iswidely studied inNorth

India. Besides there is its the abridgement the Yogavasisth-
s a r a by Abhinanda, who lived in the middle of the 9th

century A.D.2
. Therefore, the Yogavasistha must be of an

earlier age. Since, however, Sankara does not refer to this

work, perhaps it was written by one his contemporaries.

An apparently modern sutra-work, that is more theolo-

gical than philosophical, is the Bhaktisutr

a

3
, attributed

to Sandilya, that is quoted by Ramanuja, although he,

like Sankara, considers Sandilya, as the propounder of the

Pancaratra system and tries to prove that it is also founded on
the Vedic soil4. Jaimini and Badarayana have been cited

x The title is called also Arsaramayana, Jnanavasis£ha, Mahara-
mayana, Vasistharamayana or Vasistha, see Aufrecht CC, 478 ff
andWindisch and Eggelmg, Ind Off. Cat IV, p 772 ff The
work has seveial times been printed m India, published with a commen-^ P ans Ikar, Bombay 19x1; translated into English
Vll«“ i^^itra, Calcutta 1899 See also B L Baij Nath mm OG XI, Pans 1897, I, 123 ff The Bhaktisagara of Nara-
y a a o h a 1 1 a, publishedm the Pandit N S

, vols 33-35, is a compilation
made for some religious objective and is a work in which, m addition to the
Puranas, the Yogavasistha has been quoted [Thework has been edited criti-
cally and studied by BL A trey a - The Philosophy of the Yoga-
vasis ha, Adyar, 1936; Yogavasisjha and Modern Thought, Varanasi 1934edition Hindi Translation, Acyutagranthamala, Kashi Sam
and also NSP Bombay 1937 with the commentary Tatparyaprakasa.

2 Konow, Karpuramanjarl HOS, Vol 4, p 107

R*n3
f
dltCd Wlt

t commentary of SvapnesvaraBalia n t y n e in the Bibl Ind 1861 , translated into English byCowell, Bibl Ind. 1878
4 Sribhasya on the Vedantasutra, II, 2, 43 Sankara on II, 2, 45quotes a passage from the Pancaratra-text to prove that the Paficaratras

are anti-Veaic :

calurftt vedefu parath Sreyo labdhvd Safidilya Math tastramdhigatavdn.

2004

by
B
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in the BhaWsuira The modem Bhagaiatas mention, in
addition to SandiKa, Narada too, as one of their great teachers
and attribute to him the authorship of one Narad! v

a

Bhaktivastra1
. The Bhaktamala2 isa purelv theo-

logical wotk of the Bhakti-religion in which we find all sorts
of technical discussion (for example on the luck-foreboding
signs on the feet of the incarnation of the divinity or on the
characteristic marxs of the saints, etc

) and also interesting
legends.

One of the finest legends is that of the meeting of Rama
with the poor BLil-wonnn In order to appreciate this one
ought to keep before his c\ c the importance of castes in India
It is said that a great sage scolded and insulted a poor woman,
w ho w as born of a \ cr\ low family of Bhils and that IJLama, the

God. who had become Man, himself goes to the hut of the poor

woman and rebukes and humiliates the arrrogant sage by saying

“I recognise no relationship except through faith - neither

caste, nor race, not religion, nor status nor empire, power or

connection, neither virtue noi ability
'*

[Among the other w orbs of the Bhahti-Cult, w e may here

mention the Bhaktiratnavall, which was commented

upon by V 1 s n u p u r I of Mithila3 and the Bhaktisa-
garaofls’arayana Bhatt

a

4
.]

The Ycdanta-plulosophy is associated not only with the

Visnu-cult, but also with the Siva-cult And it is true that

“S'nr<* Slnddya did not find m the Vedas the highest bliss, he

studied this sastra” G A Grierson, (JRAS 1907, 314) and before him

alrc-dv H H Wilson (sec Weber, LG 225 note) belies ed to has

e

found in the sutris echoes of Christian ideas Grierson (ibid 317 ft

Cf ERL IT, 3|8ff) in addition also belies cs that Ramanuja and Visnu-

ssamm too were under the influence of Chrisftanity
__

1 Xlradi-Siitra, an Enquirs into Lose (Bhakn-Jynasa), trans-

lated from Sans) nt bs E T Sturdy London 1896, svas not as-adable

to Wintcrmtz [The Bha* ti-Sutras of Naradn svith explanatory

notes and translation b> Nandlal S in h a, SBH Allahabad, m so 7

No The aphorisms of N'arada (Trans bs Lala Xanoo Mai ,, Triplicate11923 J

[Th, B a 1. 1 1 Candrika (commentary on the Sanddy’a Sutta ot

Narasana Tirlha, Edited by Gopmatha K a s 1 r aj a, 1924, FWbbi 9

The'onc liundttd -plmmim of Sanddyaiuth
'f

.

Ssapncsvara Trans (.• ith test of sutris) by M a n m a t h a n a t h P a ul

SBH
o
A11

cf
b
G’

A

9
Gric-son JRAS, 87 ff , 269 %.G”

erso
?;

JRAS

1907, 321 makes the Christian influence on the B
J
sk
q
t
!ff P

lv5m5carana
[3 Text and Trans bs a Professor of Sanskrit, Syamacarana

grant havali. No 1, Allahabad 1944 1 Tnl „ Tnl . a

[4 Ed Ganapati Sastri M o k a t c, Pandit ton, 19 -> 9 3 > 9 4 -
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among members of the different Saiva-sects there are both

the orders : monistic as well as dualistic. Further there is

an inclination towards Bhakti among the devotees, of Siva.

In Kashmir there have developed two schools of Saivism J the

Spandasastra and the P r a t y a b h i j h a s a s t r a1
..

The

former is attributed to Vasugupta and his disciple

K a 1 1 a t a. The twomam works of the school are Sivasutra

and the Spandakarika (51 stanzas)2. The former

is believed to have been revealed by God Siva Himself to

Vasugupta. The Spandakarika was written by Kallata

on the basis of the teachings of Vasugupta. Kallata was living

during the period of reign of Avantivarman (854 A.D. ). A
commentary on the Sivasutra is Sivasutravimarsini3

of Ksemaraja, a disciple of Abhinavagupta. The founder

of the Pratyabhijna-school, “Recognition-School”4, was

Somananda, who had written a work. Sivadrsti in

the beginning of the 10th century A.D. But the chief work
of the school consists of the sutras : the Xsvarapratya-
bhijnasutra ofUtpaladeva5

, a son of Udayakara
and a disciple of Somananda. In between 993 and 1015, the

famous rhetorician Abhinavagupta, who is already fami-

liar to us as a poetician,a disciple of the disciple of Somananda,

i Cf Buhler, Report 77 ff, Bhandarkar, Report 1883-84,
PP 89 ff

, 375 ff and Vaisnavism etc p 129 ff : C a r p e n t er. Theismm Medieval India p 346 ff

[2 Ed with the Vrtti ofKallata by Jagadish Chandra Chatterji,
Srinagar 1916, KTS 5 ]

.
3 J^te

? the Pratyabhynahrdaya by J C Chatterji,
Bombay NSP (see the discussion by V S Ghate, Ind Ant 42, 1913
271I [really Srinagar 1911, KTS 1]; translated into English by P. Tonrinivas Iyengar in Indian Thought—vols III, IV, Allahabad,
igm Ksemaiaja wrote also a commentary on the Pratyabhijnahrdaya(m 20 sutras), that Ghate (ibid ) commends as a Handbook of Introduc-
tJ°"

ff

tQ Kashnunan Saivism See also L D-Barnett, JRAS, 1915,

A Allowing is the explanation of this name : The individual

r
ldentlcal Wlth God : but m order to be able to rejoice the

rSrEJ
of this unity, it is necessary that man (with the help of a teacher)

This ic ill. Lt

XZ

^

a

completeness of God is piesent m his soul too

n S,t.l« S!ted " lth the exainPle : a Sirl has heard about the excellent

meet earh nfW
e

r

young man she beSins to l°ve him, but when they

Efown his fill
h

*i

quit
|

lndlfferent towards him, so long as she has not

£ LTlltleS 88 soon « she ^es to see love in him, she

towards the ehd :)

beC°meS hapPY (Gf Sarvadarianasangraha, Chap 8,

III.
5 ’ IwaraPratyabhijnavimarMnT, edited in the Pandit, Vols II and
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wrote a commentary- on this sutra cpmposed in verses. The in-

terpretation of the Paramarthasar a1, according to the
teaching of the Pratyabhijna school also originated in Abhinava-
gupta. The Paramarthasara, “essence of the highest tiuth”,

is one of those popular religious texts in whch the basic ideas

of the teachings of ascctism, accoiding to the Advaita philo-

sophy, arc so associated with the objective of Yoga and with

the sentiments of devotion for rcveience to Siva or to Visnu
that they could with sonic alterations be claimed by different

schools and sects to belong to each of them Abhinavagupta him-

self says that his own woik isbascdontheAdharakarikas, “me-

morial verses of the bearer of the w'orld”, i.c. the World-carry-

ing Snake Scsa. And wc actually have a woik consisting of

85 Arya stanzas2
,
that is attributed to Adisesa or also to

Patafijah, as an incarnation of the woi Id-carrying snake, and

is Vaisnavistic. Indians generally include it amongst the work

on Yoga, as also among those on Advaita Since Abhi-

navagupta’s woik consists of 100 Arya stanzas, it cannot be an

extract from a smaller text, but it is obviously an exposition

of an older one, that is no more available to us.

The Virupaksapancafika3 of Virupak-
sanathapada contains a representation of the Pratya-

bhijna principles. But wc know7 little about the other philo-

sophical systems of the Saiva sects. An exponent of the Vira-

Saiva or the Lingayata-sect is Srikantha Sivacarya
who, in his Vcdantasu trasaivabhasya4 interprets

i Edited and translated byL D Barnett m JRAS 1910, 7°7*

747, who interprets it as a work ofYoga, vlulc V V So v a n 1, JRAS 1912,

237 calls it to be an exposition of the Vaisnava Paramarthasara (see le o

-

lowing note) Against this B a r n c 1 1, JRAS 1912, 474 f, I9 I5 > P *7 »

note 2 [Edited with the commentary of Yogarajaby Jagdish

Chandra Cliattcrji, Srinagar 1916 Another important work of

UtpaJadcVw, who is called also Rajanaka Utpala, isPrz^ y
karikavrtti, cd by Madhusudana Haul Shastri, Klb 34,

Srinagar
^^ pandltj y0l V, 1871, P i8g fT and m TSS, No

12,1911 Cf Weber, ZDMG 27, p 166 f A text consisting of 79

stanzas has betn published from Madras
_ €,71,.,n rtia<1vararvi’s

[Cf also the Brahmamlmamsa with Srikanthasn acarya

s

commentary, edited byL Snnivas a c a r y a, Mysore 19 4 arnett
3 Edited m TSS, No 9, 19*° [Edition also by L D Barnett,

^
*TSlJS in the P^dit, vols VI and “2S

Vaisnavism, etc 137 and L D Barnett (JR 9 ’^ anan
work that was not available to Winternitz »
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the Vedantasutras in the sense of Siva-bhakti. lo the same

school belongs also the great Saiva philosopher and prolific

author Appaya Dlksita of the 16th century, the authoi who

wrote a large number of philosophical and theological treatises .

Since in the Arthasastra of Kautilya the systems of

Purvamlmamsa and Vedanta are not included among the

scientific philosophies (anvlksikl), the reason must have been

that here one saw in them more of theology than of philosophy.

According to the Arthasastra only Sankhya, Yoga and Loka-

yata belong to the Anvlksikl, the science based on inquiry

about reasoning (hetubhir anviksyamana vidya hctuvidya).

By Lokayata, the word that means “concerning

this world”, we understand the principles of materialism of

which the founder or teacher is said to be Garvaka. The
fact that in the Vmayapitaka 2 the Buddhist monks

are forbidden to have any contact with the Lokayatas goes to

show that these principles are quite old in India. But we do not

possess any literature about the exponents of this school. We
know about their teachings only from their presentation by their

opponents3
, and we know that their philosophy has found litera-

ry presentation even in a sutra-work, that is attributed to

Brhaspati4
,

the teacher of demons, and in a work
of B h a g u r i, mentioned by Patanjali in the Mahabhasya.
None of these works has come down to us, a position that we
can easily understand, since all the religious sects bate the

materialists not only as peisons not admitting the infallibility

of the Veda6
, but also as enemy of religion.

168

I, 3,

The Search after God,” (Brahmamlmamsa by the inspired Samt Badar-
ayana with the Holy Interpretation (Saiva-Bhashya) of the Teacher in
God (Sivacarya) Srikantha, known also as Nilakanlha, Madras 1910

1
. n T>^

u ^rec k t> P 22 Krishnamacharya, p.
and G R S Pantulu, Ind Ant 27,1898,326!
2 Gullavagga 5, 33
3 Max Muller, Six Systems 86, 94 ff, Deussen, AGPH

•iP Olden berg in Kultur der Gegenwart I, V, p 33 f

,

S* 1 » A Hillebrandtin Festschrift Kuhn, p 14 ff, Garbe,
bamkhya Philosophic, p 179 ff, J Dahlmann, der Matcrialismus
in Indian (Stimmen aus Maria-Laach 52, 117 ff, 278 ff ), La Valine
oussin, ERE VIII, 403 f [On the Caivakas see also Dasgupta,

Hislo^ of Indian Philosophy, vol 1 p 78 f The latest and most upto-
datc description of the Lokayatamata has been piesented by Debiprasad

at opadhyava, Lokayata, A Study m Ancient Indian Materialism,
.Delhi 1959 j

4 ky ^ ^ Thomas, Le Musdon, 1916
5 io W 1 n t e r n 1 1 & the opinion ofJ a c o b 1 (GGA 1^19, 22 f.)
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[The Maitrayaniya-Upamsad mentions Brhaspati, who
assumed the form of Suki a and propagated avidya (ignorance)
amongst the Asuras with the intention of leading them to
destruction. But it is not understandable how Brhaspati, the
priest of the gods, could be identical with the politician
Brhaspati or the originator of the Lokayata philosophy.
It appears probable that Lokayata-darsana was the precursor
of the Aithasastra.]

Wc may here add the name of Kambalasva the
author of the Tattvasamgraha1

. He explains thus his theories

(like the polemics of other materialists against the Vijnana-
vadm school ) : the different combinations of the four elements
are called the body and organs : there is no element other than
the four. There is no transmigration of consciousness from one
body to another. With the body that is dead the body that will

originate has no causal relation and the flux of conscience differs,

since the consequent knowledge varies In addition, the spirit had

been possessed of Lida (impurities ), it could not produce

after its complete extinction another spirit. Thus conscious is

, the product of a body endowed with life and vital air.

Ajitakcsakambali is considered to be identical

with KambalaSvatara. The former was a contemporary of the

Buddha and was the author of the theory of Ucchedavada
, the

theory of annihilation of the individual after death Although

tradition is unanimous in making Brhaspati the author of the

materialistic sulras, there are others who do not hesitate in

calling Ajita kesakambah to be the founder of the nastikamata,

since Brhaspati and Carvaka are purely mythical personalities.

[It appears probable that a veri'able materialism was not

of vital importance in India, nor had it a continuous existence.

Wc find here an aggregate of divergent doctrines, some of

which are very old and others are recent, and that it was in

the 14th century A.D. that materialism appears to have been

that there existed an orthodox Lokayata conforming to the tenets of

the Veda stems improbable In the A rt h a s a s t r ao
rV/vja)

AnvJh$ikI stands higher than all (including the revered) Traja (Veda)

since the AnvIKsikl has to prove “on the basis of reason
g Lokavata

or wrong m the Trayi Accordingly neither Anviksiki not Lokayata

bcl0Ts?-—
of K am a IS i va^^cdited by Embar K r i s h n a mo c h a ry a in *

volumes, GOS, 30, 31, Baroda 1926 ]
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presented in a definite and systematic manner by Madh-
a v a, who borrowed the ethical and social pai t from treatises

on politics, the latest logical part from the nastikas and sophists

and the materialist physical part from the doctrine of the

four elements and from that of svabkava of the Buddhists

and the Jainas.1
]

We possess literary works, although not of the most ancient

ages, of the two philosophical systems of Samkhya and
Yoga, that are closely connected with each other (m a manner
different from the one in which Purvamlmamsa and Uttara-
mlmamsa aie associated. Notwithstanding that there is no
doubt that the oldest philosophical ideas of India are the teach-
ings regarding Brahman and Atman contained in the Veda,
especially in the Upamsads, the oldest philosophical system,
that is the oldest philosophy, that has been systematically
planned and presented is apparently Samkhya2

,
the

philosophy of realism, that originated in express opposition
to the idealism of the Upanisadic philosophy. The common
tradition mentions Kapila as the founder of the Samkhya
system; but whatever is said to have been taught by Kapila is
wholly legendary. Alieady m the SvetaSvatara Upanisad

V’
18 a dial°gue about Rsi Kapila and his teaching

o the highest Brahman. In different passages in the Maha-

J
ar

f

a
?\

he
T

18 incIuded among the sons of Brahman and
en e as iranyagarbha, and sometimes he is mentioned

also to beanmcarnation of Krsna or ofAgni. These legends

Z?}™ °u
gmate

?
m an ^ when the Samkhya systemhad already been admitted into Brahmanical theology. Even

[i. Louis Renou, L’Inde Classique
§ 1504 ]

meration’ ratio™
k

^dmsi

,

on
°S “phlIosoPhy of enu'

pks, etc ) are especially charactfrisi?^ r *^°n a
?
3 Sunas, 25 pmici-

Samkhya-Philosophie 18q
7
ff S ' °f tlus

,

scho°l
, cf G a r b e

;

had explained it at ^her (CGA .895, *>9]
plained it as the “d1hIo«w>W „r

e Uon Iatcr (GGA 1019, 28 f ) ex-

tern of the sphere of understandfmwf
iatl0

i

IX” m l
|}
e sense °f “deternnna-

The best presentation of the Samkhva-r^T
11^h

u
num“atlon of its contents”

Die Samkhya-Philosoplue 2 Aufl ^ T
^l°s°phy is the one by R Garbe,

The Samkhya-System The i
91

?
Gf also A B Keith

19*8, Deussen, (AgPh I ^
Calcutta and Londoi

~ V-/U «ie &bhusana, JASB 1907, 571 ff

3 Cf H 1 1 1 e br a n d t, ZDMC- 74, , 9
,Uj 4c, r
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though wc know about him nothing olheiwhe, we should pio-
bably mention Ivnpila as the founder of the Samkhya philo-

sophy1
, he was, in respect of religion, a thinker who did

not depend upon the Veda. Perhaps it may not be possible

for us to say about him as to whether he was a Brahmana, who
turned down to a new way of thinking, or a Ksatnya (hke

Gotama Buddha
) standing far away fiom Brahmanical envi-

ronment. It is certain that unlike the Vedanta-system, the

Samkhya-systcm was not ongmally depending on the interpre-

tation of the scriptures, but wfas later tugged to the Veda and
was admitted into Brahmanism2 But Kapila lepudiates Brahman
and the existence ofa Universal Soul He distinguishes between

a substance, that is real, and the unending multiplicity of souls,

that arc not considered to have emanated fiom a single uni-

versal soul. He teaches that the primary cause (Piakitij is the

ultimate cause, and notwithstanding its being single, consists of

three constituent substances (gunas). Soirow lesults fiom igno-

rance of distinction between the soul and the mattei. The dis-

tinctive knowledge brings emancipation fiom gnef. So

Sankhya too is not only a bare system of knowledge of the

world and an explanation of the creation, but also a system of

religious teachings But all these teachings are not found in the

Vtdic hymns, not m only the Brahmanas and m the Aranyakas,

but also in the oldest Upanisads. Tlierefoie, they are said to

stand in opposition to the Vccja. On the other hand, we find

that Kapila’s theories already had their influence m the second

layer of the Upanisad literaturem the Katha—,
Svetasvatara ,

Prasna—,
and Maitrl—Upanisads

3

. We find an admixture

i. \Vinterml7 (with G a r b c, ibid 46 ff )
sees no ground

to doubt that there s%as an actual thinhet Kapila by name J aco 1,

had cat her (GGA 1895, 205 ff) been of the opinion that there was a real

Kapila, who had the credit of regulating an existing disciphne into

a system, later (GGA 1919, 26) did no more believe ab“{

“

Kapila and considered him to be an equally mythical person ty ’

Bpliaspatl and Usanas

2 It was only in this sense that Samkhya was originally nn ra im^u

cal” Cf Garbc, ibid, 13 ff, O ttr a m a r e, ibid Besides

Jacobi, ibid and Festschrift Kuhn 38 f ,
A B Keith, RJAS 19 5,

444 f and Samkhya System, pp 5 ff 87

3 Wintcrnitz is wholly m agreement with G a r b

e

(ibi p

32) on this point E A Welden (American

f

n
5 ’

1914, 32 ff ) has tried to prove the probability of the P
those

back to an old systematic Samkhya-text Other re
f natural

Upanisads a “pre-classical Samkhya", that probably was a lurUier natural
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of the philosophies of Samkhya and Vedanta m the philoso-

phical sections of the Mahabharata, of the Puianas, and of

the Manava-Dharmasastra. Samkhya is the philosophy of the

Puranas to such an extent that it is commonly designated as

the epical philosophy, and it may more correctly be designated

as the “Puramc philosophy1”. In this philosophy was un-

doubtedly trained Gotama Buddha, whose cosmological theories

are essentially based on Samkhya2
. In case we hold the

opinion that the age of the oldest Upanisads could be about

800 B.G. at the latest, the foundation of the Samkhya system

of Kapila was laid sometime in between 800 and 550 B.G.3

We do not possess anything written by Kapila himself.

The Samkhyasutra(or the Sankhyapravacana),
of which the authorship is attributed to him, is one of the

youngest works of the Samkhya literature. [Scholars consi-

der it to be a work of the 9th century A.D., while G a r b e

comes below as far as the 15th century A.D.4
] Tradition

names Asuri as a disciple ofK a p i 1 a, and Pancasi-
k h a was probably a disciple of Asuri. Whilst for us Asuri

is a bare name, we possess stray fragments from a work of a

development of the philosophy of the Upaijisads Cf Oldenberg, NGGW
I 9 x 7 j

2i8 ff , Oltramare, ibid 222, D e u s s e n AGPh I, 3, p 508 ff

;

G C Everett JAOS 20, i8gg, 3og ff , K e 1 1 h, Samkhya System, p. 9 ff.

1 See above I, 374, ff
, 376 A transl p 437 &440 G a r b e, ibid, p.

60 ff
_
and Keith ibid p 29 ff J Dahlmann has, m the book

“Nirvana”, Berlin 1896, described his opinion on the “epical Samkhya’*
as the primary stuff of the classical Samkhya D c u s s e n AGPh I, 3, 15
ff

, 408 ff and O Strauss, Ethische Probleme aus dem Mahabharata
GSAI 24, 1911,1 93 ff, separately Firenze 1912 ) have used “epical philo-
sophy” m the same sense. Jacobi, GGA 1897, .265 has already shown
that we find in the Mahabharata a fusion of Samkhya, Yoga and Vedanta
Later he (GGA, i gig,p 6) was tempted to speak about one “epicalVedanta”
as about the epical Samkhya” See also Winternitz, Osterr Monats-
schrift fur den Orient 41, 1915, p X84 f

2 Cf Jacobi, ZDMG 52, 1898, 1 ff , Gar be, ibid, p 6 ff

;

S t c h e r b at sky. Soul Theory, p. 824, Keith, ibid, p 20 6off ,
O

o r a u ss, WZKM 27, 257 finds that the presentation ofthe Samkhya systemm Asvaghosa, Buddhacanta XII, standfe closer to the Samkhya of the Maha-
bharata than to that of the systematic Samkhya-texts

3 Jacobi (ibid p 3 ) considers it undoubtful “that Buddhism ori-

?Af
iat

u
ak°ut severai centuries later than Samkhya-Yoga ” According toW e b e r, LG 256 the blossoming age of Samkhya-Yoga fell m the first

century A D , since its influence in the development of the gnostic principlesm further Asia cannot he ignored ” In China the Samkhya parabole of the
blind and the already has been attested in the ?nd century B C (See A.Conrady, ZDMG 60, 6, 190, 33 ff )

[4 Uf. Louis R e n o u, L’Inde Classique § 1429 ] >
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Pancasikha in the Yogabhasya of Vyasa1
. Varsaganya

[author of the Sas^itantra], is a senioi contemporary of

the Buddhist scholar Vasubandhu. From his this Sastitantra2

(System of Sixty Principles) and his other works we possess

only a few citations According to Chinese, seemingly legen-

dary' reports, that, however, arc based on Indian sources3
,
this

Varsaganya was a snake-king, who was living in a pond at

the foot of the Vmdhya hills. In the Vmdhya hills, approxi-

mately 900 years after the niivana of the Buddha, there lived

a philosopher, and hence he was called V indhyavasa.
He was a disciple of the Naga-princc Varsaganya and learnt

the Samkhya<astra from him But while he was learning this

from him he made improvements in places where it was faulty

and wanting and brought out a completely revised text. He

became \crv arrogant, defeated the old teacher Vasubandhu

in a disputation and composed a work in 70 stanzas for which

the ruling king gave him a reward of 300,000 gold corns, where-

fore the work came to be known as “the Golden Seventy

(Suvarnasaptati or Hiranyasaptali ). For the purpose of re-

futation of this work, Vasubandhu probably later wrote his

Paramarthasaptati. Takakusu has posed the

hypothesis that has received general approbation that Vin-

dhyavasa was just an epithet of ISvarakrsna, whose

Samkhyakarika4 (in the singular) is the oldest available

t r V Hill Samkhvnsara, Preface, has collected together these

fragments,
'

and G a r’b c (Festgruss Roth 75
lived

German. According to G a r b c, Samkhya Philosphic
> NGGW

“in about the beginning of the Christian era” Oldenbcrg

1917, 25 IT), considers Kapila to be a really historical personality, but

A-suri and Pancasikha According to D a s g u p t a,
1 J ’ medicine,

traces of the S.unkhya system is to be found in Caraha, the writer on meai ,

with whom Pancaiikha is in agreement
, o5TntViva

* Cf G a r b c, ,b,d p 73 The Sa^ntra ntowlto
system generally as also this work particularly

ZDMG 68, 1914* 101 cct ifg of Vasubandhu” of

3 They arc contained partly in th
, disciples of Hiuen

Paramartha and partlym a report of£’ucj*tschi Samkhya-philosopher, see

Tsiang, on a disputation between a Buddh.s .and a

F

J Takakusu, in T’oung-Pao 1904, 282 ff, »

1 fT, 40 IT, JRAS 1905, 47 ff
_ d Gaudapada, edited

4 With the commentaries of Narayanatirtha and^ Enghsh by
by B T 1 pa tlii m the BenSS No 9, i 883

> Oxford 1837, also by
H T Colbrookc and H H Wilson, Oxford^^ by

John Davies, H,ndu
^Edited wUh an introduction, translation

D cusscn, AGPh 1, 3, 413*400 ,
L^oitea

]

and notes by S Suryanarayar.a S a s t r 1,
Madras, 93 J
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complete work of the Samkhya-pliilosophy. [It is considered to

have been composed in about the 4th century A.DJJ This work

was translated into ChinesebyBrahmana Paramarth a,who

wrote also a commentary on it in between 557 and 5o9 A.D.

The Sanskrit original of the commentary, the Mathara-
vrtti of Mathara was discovered a little before2. This

discovery has made it improbable that Vindhyavasa was just

an epithet of Isvarakrsna3. After we have received the Chinese

documents, in addition to Paramartha’s translation, we can

conclude now from these that the text and the commentary of

the Samkhyakarika that had already become famous long before

the age of Paramartha, and apparently before Vasubandhu,
and that they were written in about 300 A.D.4 The Samkhyaka-
rika, written in the Arya metre, stands out not only on account

of its high antiquity but also on account of its clear and brilliant

presentation of the principles. Barth5 calls them pearls not

i. Cf Bunym Nanj i o. Catalogue 378; S Be a 1
, JRAS 1878,

355 ff and Takakusu, BEFEO 4, 1904, 978 ff (Text and Translation
with Sanskrit correspondences to Suvamasaptati of Paramartha Paramartha
lived from 499 to 569 A D and in 546 A D. went to China where he lived
tor 23 years and translated the Indian manuscripts that he had brought
with him See above II, 258, trans p. 341, 355 and 356 n

2
’ w ?

owe tbis discovery toS K. Belvalkar, see Bhandarkarm* Vol
, p 171 ff fSankhvakanka with Mathara.VrttJ pHitpH hv

*
u viumoise DyMj Takakusu, BEFEO4, Paris 1904.

)

into French ]

C°ntainS and the vrtti, that have been translated

Vin^ro.Jlf
1 v a 1 k a r, ibid, p. 176 There are several citations from

to u-°
S

f- £ a rb e (Jhid, p 78 ) hence holds that m addition

findfn f
a™khy^arika

» Isvarkrsna wrote also some other work Rather we
dhvaSin rv?

d^Ce
-
n s?PP°rt of the hypothesis that Isvarakrsna and Vm-

SvJtemnfio

^

two different persons. Keith (Sankhya

of the Mktharavri/
Stlw *°^ ^ntity of the two and doubts the correctness

notel he xLn* m~another, Place (Indian Logic and Atomism 248

Isvarakrsna^ Smre
Clte^ by Kumarila is expressly different from

noU^ nLt,n^n .
e Malharavrtti has not yet been published we are

note 2 holds the iHenmv
6 decision Dasagupta, ibid p 218,

other grounds
^ ^svara^rsna Wlth Vindhyavasa as doubtful on

the b^inmnv^nf Hie
a r ^ a r QBRAS 20, 407) places Isvarakrsna in

Vasubandhu"£**&££* a r b'Ap 77 ff places both

Belvalkar
a a

~J
S
j
a together m between 420 and 500 AD.

Isvarakrsna to’the nr £ate5 X^ubandhu m about 300 A.D and assignsSTi il and of" the first halfofthe 2nd century AD Cf also Tuxen,S
Vot"^I^3

r

8
Pentler> WZKM ^ ZDMG 65, 845.

m0artate ^riakxyathdnxlyat I
puntfasya tathatmanam prakaiya mvartate prakftih U
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only ofSamkhya but of the whole of the scholastical philosophy
of India. However, the karikas are not often different from the
sutras 1 in a metrical form and are hardly intelligible without
a commentary. But sometimes the prosaic and tedious presen-
tation is made lively through thoughtful and poetical similes
Thus the relationship of Matter (Prakrti) with Soul (Purusa)2

in the verses 59-61 is expressed in the following picture .

Just as a female dancer, after she has appeared on
the stage, retires fiom the dance, so does Prakrti stop to work,
after she has been face to face with Purusa ; in several ways
she helps him, who docs not help her and unselfishly

sets into action the qualities for his benefit who is not en-

dowed with any quality3
. In my opinion there is nothing

more delicate than Prakrti; as soon as she comes to

know that she has been seen by him, she never comes

within the langc of his vision.

The Samkhyakarika with the old commentary, the

Matharavrtti was utilized by Arabian Alberunl in about 1030

A.D. for his presentation of the principles of Samkhya But

Alberunl mentions also “a book of recluse Gauda” that is

named after lnm4
. By this is meant the commentary of Gau-

da p a d a, that is just a briefadaptation of the Matharavrtti,

that had, however, replaced it. It is not probable that this Gau-

dapada appears to be just a plagiator, who is identical with

the teacher of Vedanta of the same name5
. The most valu-

nanaiidhairuJ>q)aiTuf>akurm)anuf>akannah pumsah I

gurtai at)agvnasya sataslasydrlhamaparl/iakam carati ii

prahfteh sukumarataram na ktiicidaslUi me matirbliaiali 1

yd drstasmiti punnrnn darfanamupaiti ptirufasja 11

i . According to E S Walden (Anitr Journal of Philology, 35 j

I9 I4 > 34 f) the Sankhyaharika is based oil an old sutia-text, that was

reproduced in the Arya-metre CJ ...
2 The word purufa has been used in two meanings man and soul

3 Here the word guna has two meanings the technical Jerm of the

Samkhya that means the '“three constituent substances and also virtue

4 Cf E C Sachau, AlberunI’s India, London iqio, I, 132, il,

2G6 f and Gar be ibid, 91 ff _ . , .

5. See abo\c p 483 Gar be, ibid, p 87 f ^hetwo Gauda-

padas as identical See, however, D c u s sen, AgPh j 3>4 i
’

Die altcrc Vedanta, n ff, Jacobi, P
^
Belvalk^

ibid p 174 [In the opinion of Renou, _L Inde Clas q S 4 »

Gaudapadabhasya or the Sankhyakarikabhasya was ® x _
. CenturyA

D

oldest commentary and tliatits author lived perhaps;in the^mhcenm^All

and that m spite of G a r b e, it is little probable that he vwas ident.cai wim

the Vedanta-scholar of the same name j
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able commentary on the Samkhyakarika and at the same time

the best methodical work on the Samkhya-philosophy is the

Samkhyatattva kaumudi,1 “the Ray of the Essence

of Samkhya”2 ofVacaspatimisra. He not only writes

in beautiful and clear Sanskrit, but presents the teachings of

the system lucidly, and in doing this he shows the same objec-

tively m respect of the other systems as well. King R a n a-

ranga Malla or Bhoja was probably the author of

the R a j a v a r 1 1 i k a3
. The work is not available to us,

although Vacaspatimisra cites three verses form it.

It has long been admitted that the Samkhyasutra
or the Samkhyapravacana

4

,
attributed to Kapila, is not

an old work. Since Madhava (about 1380) does not quote

it in the Sarvadarsanasangraha and since Aniruddha in about

1500 A.D. wrote a commentary on it, G a r b e held the view

that it was written in between 1380 and 1450 A.D. It is, how-
ever, not probable that it is actually a work of such a late

period, on the other hand it is possible to assume that there

was an old Samkhyasutra, that was elucidated with
the help of the Karika and the Yogasutra under the

influence of Vedantic observations. This view receives

circumstantial support in the fact that Siddharsi (906 A.D.

)

in his Upamitibhavaprapancakatha cites the sutras, but these
sutras are not identical with those that are found in our 'Saih-

khyasutra

6

. In the Samkhyasutra the sutras are not so short
and formula-like as those in the Purvamunamsa—or in the

i Editions have been brought out m Calcutta, Benares and Bombay
German translation by Gar be, ABayA XIX, 3 , Munich 1892; English
^anslation with Sanskrit text by Ganganatha J h a, Bombay j896 See also

_ ooo™ <*er uidischen. Rationalisten von den Erkenntms-
. A- and A Burkon the theory of argumentation accord-

ing to Samkhyatattvakaumudi, WZKM 15, 1901, 251 ff
° d™\ Th

^
Yoga System of Patanjali, p XXI andG a r b e, Samkhya-Philosophie, p 89 ff

J y

111^ Samkhya Aphorisms of Kapila, with extracts from Vijnana-
186- Bibl l3“T*

ta7’u
lZnsl^d by J R Ballantyne, Calcutta

Hinrins vnl yt && Nandalal Sin ha m the Sacred Books of 'the

^
I
?,
A1Ia

f

habad
r
1912 [The Sankhya Philosophy ofKapila, being

EdSJh ( th° Stakh^‘«). ^ Jag Moha„
P
Lawl,

4 Samkhya—Philosophic, p 94 ff

self
x9°8 * 593 posits that Siddharsi had him-

W nX t t v? ^
that

t
re Clted by him.” But in the opinion of

the Indtan nntVinrc
' 0/ H11”® that was hardly m accord with the habit of

0Cu“ nr.t8 note°L
alSO GGA ,895, 2IO f and Barth,
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Vcdantasutra. Sometimes the prosaic style is made lively
with examples and similes that are throughout very popular
in Samkhya.

Elsewhere too in philosophical literature frequently there
recurs the simile of the string that in the light of the dusk is

taken to be a snake and is feared so long as its real nature
is not know n, or that of the white conch that appears
to be of yellow' colour to the person suffering from jaundice.

As examples of things that are absurd are mentioned re-

peatedly the horns of the hair, the fata morgana, the gar-

land of flow ers of the sky and the son of a barren woman1
.

The three gunas or “constituent elements” are already com-
pared in the Sariikhyakarika with a cord made of three

brands—gunas, called also string—the material, that en-

tangles the soul. One of the most familiar pictures of the

Sanikhya philosophy is that of the connection between

the Matter and the Soul compared with that of the blind

and the lame. Matter is compared with the sincere servant,

who docs not expect cither a thank or reward from its Master

in exchange the Soul, for its performances. The acti-

vity of Matter is not directed according to the command or

desire of the Soul, but only through proximity, hke the

magnet in which there is no will, but still attracts iron. The

unconscious Matter is often poetically compared with the

being cndow'cd with the Soul. Matter binds itself in a seven-

fold manner with its oivn work like a spider with its self-

spun web. The Matter is disciplined like a wife taken from

a noble family, who docs not manifest her bashfulness before

her husband. The migration of the minute body (linga
-

Sarira ), on which the personality rests from the gross body

into another (in the case of rebirth), is compared with

the change of the role of an actor or to the to and fro

movement of a cook in the kitchen of
.

a king. The

organs on account of their major or minor importance are

compared with the courtiers among whom one is always

In the commentary on the Taittiriya Upamsad we find all these

things m the stanza •— ,
,

After he has bathed in the water of the mirage, put on * garland of the

flowers of the sky, there comes the son of a barren woman drawing bow

of the hair’s horn.
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above the other and the minister (Soul) stands above them

all1.

The book 4 of the Samkhyasutra contains an entire collec-

tion of examples. Similes and parables (akhyayikas) that

partly correspond to the epical and Puranic stories. In the

rntras they aiejust briefly alluded to and are elaborated in more
ir less details in the commentaries.

For example it is said in the sutra IV, 1 that know-
ledge is attamed through “training in truthfulness as in

the case of the king’s son”. On this the commentary
adds :—A king’s son was bom under the influence of an
unlucky conjunction of stars and he got burnt in fire. He
was adopted by a chieftain of the Sabaras (wild
residents of the forest) as a child. He learnt only their

mode of living. After the king died issueless, the boy was
brought into the city by ministers and he heard from
them that he was not a Sahara, but a king’s son.
Immediately after this he took to the behaviour of a king’s
son as a consequence of his earlier habit. Sutra IV, 9 :

Through misfortune originates quarrel in the company of
many, as in the case ofa conch and the girl. Commentary:

—

When there are many there originates strife, as through
mutual rubbing ofmany conches in the hand of the girl there
ensue, rattling; therefore the girl (m the story) got her
all the conches, excepting one, removed, with the inten-
tion of avoiding the displeasure, that might be caused
y eir rattling, of the guest for whom she was pounding

rice. Sutra IV, 1 1 : He who has abondoned hope is as
happy as Pmgala.” Commentary The harlot Pingala
was not

^

appy and she could have no sleep, because she
was awaiting her suitors in vain. At last she felt dis-
gustcdwrtb her past conduct and gave up the hope—
en she could sleep in peace2. Sutra IV, 16. “Even

on account of forgetfulness (of the truth there ensues

merUarv T7 °f) the Httle ^male frog”. Com-
y • ng had gone on a hunting. In the forest

*• Cf Gar be, ibid sai ff.

transtoonTp^'rnMlTp^s.
178

’^^^ h 34

8

’ note’ 358 and’
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he found a wonderfully beautiful girl. He asked her “Who
arc you ?’* She replies : "I am a princess.” The king

says : “Extend to me your affection”. She replies :

"Yes, but only on the condition that you will never point

to me water”. The king agrees and marries her. After

some time she feels fatigue m sport and asks the king,

“Where is water ?” The king too does not lemember of the

condition on account of confusion and show's her water.

But she, who is the daughter of a frog-king, through con-

tact with water, again becomes a female frog And the king

searches for her with nets, etc. to get her back, and suffers

much grief, ns she is not found1 ”.

The oldest commentator of the Samkhyasutra isAni-
r u d d h a, who wtoIc his Samkhyasutiavrtti2 in

about 1300 A D. In the middle of the 16th century

V i j ft a n a b h i k s u wtoIc his Samkhyaprava-
c a n a b h a s y a3 that is an excellent objective commentary

on the sutras. As a firm theist and believer in Vedanta

he pci foicc tries to impute his own view's to the Samkhyasutra.

He tries also to effect a compromise betw'een the common

Brahmanical ideas and those of Samkhya, whilst otherwise m
Samkh^a the mythological elements are of no importance4.

He is also convinced that all the six orthodox systems preach

the highest truth and supplement each other5
. Vijnanabhiksu

divides his teachings on emancipation into four parts

that to respond to the four “noble truths” of the Buddhists,

1 Cf Mahabhurata III, 192 The talc belongs to the irorld litera-

ture, see Ben fey, Pantschatantra I, 257 IT E Rohde, Rhcmisches

Museum filr Philologic, N I* £}, 1888, 303 fT

2 Ed and translated by R Gar b e, Bibl Ind _i888, 1892 These

editions arc abridgements of the Samkhyavrttisara

Mah.ldcva (end of the 17th century AD )

1 Ed F’E Hall, Bib! Ind 1856, R Gar be, HOS, vol 1 ,

l89 r
)> translated into German by R Gar be, AKM 1^,3

,
JP*

1

® ^ ^
The Akh> ayikadhy aya (IV) translated into English (with the text) m
Panelu Ni S

t

,.
£45 llsdf lhc ejampta

:

j»

not those found in mythology, but they have been take

5 It is less astonishing that Vijnanabhiksu, who was *.T^han^the
sents this view, (See also Keith, Samkya Syse , P

D CUS sen,
opinions of Max M u 1

1

c r (Six Systems, p XVII
T
La

?1 who say that the
(Erinncrungcn an Indten, Kiel and Leipzig tgo4,p 7 2 .jOSOnhy of life

six systems supplement each other and form a uniform philosophy

Winternjtz, Vol. Ill, 34
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which obviously were bonowed by Buddhism, as by Samkhya,

from Yoga. Vijnanabhiksu himself admits that this division

was originally borrowed from medical science in which are

taught roga malady, arogya health, roganidana cause of disease and

bhatsajya cure. Under the title Samkhyasara1 Vijnana-

bhiksu has given a small collection of the Samkhya-principles.

The Tattvasamasa or the Tattvasamasa-
Samkhyasutra was written before the 16th century,

but we do not know how much earlier. Max Muller2 con-

siders this work, that consists of only 54 words, to be an old

sutra, rather the oldest Samkhya-text,- that is considered by

G a r b e to be wrong “on account of its wholly modern

characteristics. However, it must be admitted that it had

become considerably popular, since it had been commented

upon so frequently.

Whilst Samkhya has had its origin independent of ideas

regarding religious belief 3
,

the system of Yoga4 came into

i. Ed by F E Hall, Bibl Ind 1865
a Six Systems 224 ff

, 242 ff , see G a r b e, Samkhya-Philosophie
94 f and Keith, Samkhya System 89 ff Of the commentaries only the
Samkhyakramadipiha (wrongly attributed to Pahcasikha) is available Text
and commentary in JR Ballantyne, A Lecture on the Samkhya Phi-
losophy, Mirzapur 1850 ) Of the other works of Samkhya only the following
may be mentioned . Samkhyatattvapradipa (text and English
translation by Go vind ad eva Sastri m the Pandit, vols IX, X)

3 Nothing is more characteristic for it than the Samkhyakknka 4,
where only three means ofknowledge (perception, inference and trustworthy
expression) are prescribed, and the remarks made on it by Vacaspatimisra.
He says :

drtfamanumdnamaptavacanam ca sarvapramanasiddhatvat 1

irividham pramanamistam prameyasiddih pramanaddhi II

elacca laukikapramanabhprdyam lokavyutpddandrthatidcchdslrasya tasyawddhikdrdt

..nrp
topic of discourse is only the worldly means of knowledge;

rwn nnil u?
nua aimS at

(,
offering) explanation to man, and for this

iX nfl?
136 roeans of knowledge are suitable The extraordinary know-

(that 1S not attamed) cannot be like that of men

not mclnrinH
^ough 11 exists, actually, for the present purpose, it is

not included among the means of knowledge

A \ ^P°
St

Cf R
•9 arbe

’ Samkhya und Yoga (Grundriss III,

filncnfi na, * I,
u x eP5

. v?£
a cn oversigt over den systematiskae Yoga—

grondlag af kildeme, Kopenhagen igu: Charpentier,ZDMG 65, 1911, 843 If, Thomas, JRAsVs, 537 f Poet Bhasa al-

talitv ^nd
a
Xc?H

S

n
aStra

T
See
/b0Ve P 204 [M?rcea

5
Ehade—Yoga Immor-

S Lrimmnrt U London 1958, originally published m French :
Le yoga Immortal^ et Liberty, Pans 1954 S N. Dasgupta, Yoga

t0 other Systems of Indian Thou|htf Calcutta,

of
SrlL ?f

hllosophy and Religion, London 1924 and A Study
of Patanjali, Calcutta 1920 Roesel, Richard-Die psychologischen
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being directly through religious necessity. As a matter of

fact the origin of Yoga goes further back to the pre-Bhahmani-

cal and prc-Yedic religious ideas, that the people of early

India maintained in common with the people of other coun-

tries. The word joga originallv meant so much as docs the

word “discipline 1”, especially disciplining of the will, with the

intention ofconcentrating all thought at a single point, hence

“submerging, concentration", * and the practice in the discipline

of breathing (ArJnJj :ns), of seating (
asana) ,

and control over

senses(wm) that should serve towards extricating all other things

from the thought and towards concentrating it wholly on super-

sensual one with the intention of attaining in this manner super-

natural knowledge and gaining influence over supersensuous

forces3. This Yoga-practice is \crv primitive and reaches back

to an age when there existed no essential distinction between

a saint and a magician. The practice in Yoga was prevalent

in India long before the Buddha-a thing that ^evident from

the fact that the Yoga-practices played a great role u anaen

Buddhism1
. The discipline regarding control of mind, that

belongs to the Yoga-practices, comprises also of the mo

relationship or man, so that Yoga in a certam»
"ethics” (;*»«". “toga of activity”).

yoga-practice as well as as concentration and « J
Steps too, the practical morahty-can be assocated anth

Gnintll'tyen tier Yt>rpr.'\i>. St
, n?nl Sain'. Voga^'tte

D’c Mrthodrn dcs ^oga, Lund I9j-> ^ ^ t jacqucs> cd \oga,
rtf London 1o ans-

[ i. Cf Punmian Dhatup itha—; uj
dcr Yogapravis, cine

L

= According to J W H^' c nachWda und

Untcrsuchung ub’ur die \\ urzcln. dcr - *
,8g ff \oga fir5 >

Atharsascda, Berlin, Stuttgart, Lcip R magical formulas etc. and

means, “controlling s itchcraft or god W
force

11 In an> c^e

just secondarih it means disciplining °
_

*P
the present context

ibid 200 ff. 300 ff. and Hsucr Ij
'^Xcnrooi sery earivm China

. That this Indian \oga had
p
re4

*£ shown to be probable by -

and h\d gained influence on Taoism h« b«n
* ta History ofIndian

Conrady, ZDMG 6o, iqo6, 33» ff Lw " -

Philosophy Vol I, p 227.J
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Vedanta as also with any other system of philosophy1. The

fact, however, remains, what might always have been the

basis—that the system of Yoga appears in closest con-

tact with that of Samkhya, and these two systems differ essen-

tially only on account of the Yoga-practices and belief in God

(that are warning in Samkhya). Cosmology, physiology,

psychology and teachings about emancipation are considered

from these two points of view in yoga in the same manner

as in Samkhya Even the intercalation of belief in God in

the Yoga-system appears to be unconnected. God (Isvara

)

cieates nothing and does not ofFer any reward or punishment.

It is only the individual soul that stands m perpetual asso-

ciation with the minutest ingredients of matter and hence

possesses strength, wisdom and excellence. The devotion

to God appears to be just a part of the Yoga-morality:
(knya-

yoga). Among the cultured adherents of religious sects, who
had faith m a personal gods, there was the necessity to lay a

philosophical foundation for their religion, and this was found

in Samkhya as well. Therefore, the Samkhyapravacana is also

the common title for the Samkhyasutra and for the Yogasutra2
.

The Yogasutra
,

3 the primary work of the Yoga.

i In the Apastambiya-Dharmasutra I, 8, 23, 5 Yoga appears to Be
be m association with Vcdanta-ideas According to Deussen, AGPh, I,

3> 5°7 Yoga had directly been derived from Vedanta Among the Indian
ascetics, as also among the Buddhists and Jamas, we find Yoga prevalent in
one or another form

2 See Gar be, Samkhya-Philosophic, p 149 ff and DLZ 1922,
p 103 and Jacobi, ibid Sp 266 fF on the belief in God m Yoga

This Yoga-system is still fuithcr- mixed up with elements of Vedanta under
ic n me Samkhya-Yoga that has become the philosophical basis for the

p 1

.i°

S0
^r^j

,

1
-
C> osclHating between theism and pantheism that we findm the Mahabharata in the Puranas and in the Manusmrti See above

{?
?°”> n

.
ot
® l

O 1 tra “»rr, ibid 302 ff Yoga is distinguished also as

rri
dicistic Samkhya”) from anlsvarasamkhya (atheistical

P n J 2 .

1S nothmg here that can be used against the statement,

r f P a Obid P 68) that Samkhya and Yoga are modifications

“paSyafa fLkTya™]
dcs‘Bna,C! as “K5p,la Samthya” and

rid !
3
nrV5r«

nS
t

WUh the
,

V a * a b h a s y a and the Tattvavaisa-
r a d i of yacaspatimisra by R Bo das, BSS 46, 1892 and also with

i?’
J ?°4 J H Wood?, The Yoga-System

. 1
.
P Yol XVII, Cambridge Mass 1914, contains an English

Fid

i

Yogasutra, of the Vyasabhasya and of the TattavavaisaradI
translations of the Yoga-text by J R Ballantyne andtw in, , n-

m th
D
e Pandlt

* vols HI-VI, by Ganganalha Jha,
9 7 d

.

R a “ P r a s

a

d a m the Sacied Books of, the Hindus
1910. The commentary Mamprabhaof Ramananda Y a 1 1 edited in the
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Tradition knows only One Patanjali who wiote also

the Mahabhasya and who had, in the legends, been made
an incarnation of the snake-king §esa. European scholars

arc inclined more towards the view that Patanjali, the

author of the Mahabhasya, could not be identical with the
writer of the Yogasutra1

. But even if we admit that gram-
marian Patanjali had founded the Yogadarsana by
bringing together into the Yogasutra the teachings, it does

not necessarily follow thence that this Yogasutra has come
down to us the form in which it was wiitten in the 2nd
century B C. The statement ofDeussen2 that the Yoga-
sutra was compiled from four different texts and that its fourth

section was a later appendage is actually unconfirmed But it

may be probable, since the oldest commentary that has come
to our notice contains many things that the old Yogasutra of

Patanjali did not have. The Yogasutra consists of four sec-

tions : the first one deals with different types of meditation,

BcnSS,No 75, EnglishbyJH W o o d s, JAOS, vol 34, 1915, 1-114 German
translation of the Yogasutra byP Dcusscn, AGPh I, 3, 51 1-543
[Also H a u c r, J. W. Einc Ucbcrsclzung dcr Yoga-Mcrkspruche des Patanjali

rnit dem Kommentar dcs Vyasa, (Hambnrg-Wilhhelmsburg 1931

Edition with the commentary Vyasabhasya and Bhasvatl thereon,

with a Bengali Translation by Hariharananda A r a n y a, and Dharmamegha
A r any a, Calcutta 1949]

l See above, p 430 L 1 c b 1 c h, Zur Einfuhrung in die indische

Sprachwisscnschaft, I, p 7 ff ,
holds the identity of the two Patanjalis as

apparent, Gar be, Bhagavadgita, 2nd cd p 76, as possible, Deussen
AGPh I, 3, p 508 leaves the question open, Woods, Yoga-System, p XV
ff, Jacobi, GGA, 1919, 14 f >

DLZ 1921, Sp 723, 1922, Sp 271 and

Keith, Tljc Karma-Mimamsa, p 5 have argued against their being iden-

tical Patanjali, however, is not a frequently recurring name The legends

about him m Rajcndralala Mitra, Yogasutras, Ed Preface p
LXVI ff According to a tradition, he is said to have written also a medical

work and is considered to be identical with Caraka, see B o d a s in Athalye’s

Tarkasamgraha, Introduction, p 24, D a s g u p t a, ibid p 230 ff , firmly

holds that the tradition that makes the two Patanjalis identical cannot be

proved to have been current before the nth century A D , as against this

Woods has snown that the teachings of the Mabhabhasya and those of

the Yogasutra arc in agreement to such a measure that there is no necessity

to separate them A 1 b e r u n I has translated into Arabic “Kitab

—

Patanjal” and quotes from it frequently This book was written in the

form of a dialogue between a disciple and a teacher, and therefore, m any

case, it was different from the Yogasutra, and we are in a position to con-

clude from it, that it taught alchemy (Rasayana )
as a means ofemancipation

It does appear probable, as remarked by Dasgupta, that this book was

written by a different Patanjali in between 300 and_400 A D He must have

been much younger and was probably called only Patanjala, because it was a

Yoga-text See also G a r b e, Samkhya und Yoga, p 41 f

2. AGPh I, 3, 508 ff
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the second one with the means thereof, the third one with the

wonderful powers that can be attained thiough meditation and

the fourth one with kaivalya, that describes emancipation as

isolation of the Soul. [Dasgupta believes the first three

books of the Yogasutra to have been mitten in the 2nd century

B.G. and the 4th book to have been added later. In the opin-

ion of Keith the Yogasutias of Book 41 contain clear polemics

against Buddhism, and hence this book could not be of an age

anterior to the 5th century A.D. Since the Yogasutras are

believed to contain an expression that alludes to the Yogacara-

philosophy of the Buddhists, these sutras are considered to

have been written in an age not before the 2nd or 3rd century

A.D.2 But the passage which is said to allude to this

Yogacara is of questionable autheticity, and in case Patanjali

was the author of the work, probably, it is a composition of a

century or two earliei 3
.]

But the thing that we know as the Yoga-philosophy is

really contained in the commentaries. The oldest commentary
is the Yogabhasya [seventh-eighth century], that is attri-

buted to legendary Vyasa. The very fact that even the com-
mentary is assigned to the same old sage, whom tradition names
as the author of the Mahabharala and of the Puranas, points to

its high antiquity. But he must be later than Varsagany a4,
whom he quotes. Vacaspatimisra- [9th century
A.D.] and Vijnanabhiksu5 commented upon

[i. On this Book IV, seeJ. W Hauer (Das IV Buch des Yoga-
sutra etc Studia Indo-Iramca, Ehrengabe fur Wilhelm Geiger, pp 122
IT, Leipzig 1931 ]

[2 Cf Renou, L’lnde Classique § 1448.]
[3* Of Jvala Prasad The Date of the Yogasutra 1

!, JRAS , 1930 ]
4 Woods, ibid, p XX f limits the age ef the Yogabhasya between

G30 and 850 A.D But since Magha (Sisupalavadha 4, 55) knew the Bhasya
on the Yogasutra, as admiled by Woods, it must be o 1 d e r than Magha,thcre-
orc, it was written before 650 A D Further as the system of calculation of
numbers mentioned m the bhasya is found first of all m Aryabhata (accor-
ding to Thibaut, Astronomie, etc p 71), Vyasa could not be greatly
anterior to 500 A D All that we can say about this is. the Yogabhasya was
written sometime between 330 and 650 A D

, probably m the 6th century A D.

•1V1
°S av5 rUikaof Vijnanabhiksu, edited m the Pandit

N.S \ols. 5 and 6 Vijnanabhiksu wrote also a small manual of Yoga, the
Yogasarngraha, edited and translated into English by Ganganatha J h a,
Bombay 1894.
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ihc Yogabha^a. The Rajamartanda,1 atliibuted to
Raja B h o j a, is an excellent commentary on the Yoga-
sutra. It is a clear, but simple and sobei, exposition (a vrtti and
not a bhasya) that many a time follows the commentary of
Vyasa, but in woith stands far behind it2

. [As late as in the 16th
century Ramananda wrote the commentary Mani-
prabha B h a s v a t i is another commentary on the Yoga-
bhasj a w ritten by Harihai arany a]

Of later-day origin aic the manuals on the Hathayoga,
i.c. the "Severe Yoga3”. They aic practical hand-books for

scvcic Yoga-piacticcs, with accuiate instructions about physical

exercises, diet, breathing, etc. The most famous of these is

the Ha(hayoga p i a d i p i k a4 of Svatmarama
in 395 stan/as Although the author was an ascetic, he bore

the title Yoglndra, "king of yogins” and he likes not only

allegorical and m> tliical references, but takes delight also m
making occasional obscene allusions clothedm expressions having

two meanings.

The N y a y a and V a i $ c s i k a systems supplement

each-other and finally merge mto a single system in a different

manner in which Sanihhya and Yoga arc associated. According

to their very principle Nyaya and VaiSesika are altogether

independent of religious beliefs and they have the merit that

entitles them to be designated as strict scientific systems of logic

i Edited and translated [into English] by Rajcndralala Mitra,

Bib! Ind i O83. Cf. Paul Markus, Die Yoga Philosophic nach dem
Rajamartanda dargcstcllt, Leipzig Diss ,

Halle a S. 1886 Other coinmen-

larics, see in Aufrccht, cc , p. 480 The Patafijalasutravrtti of Isagesa-

lihapa was published m the Pandit, N S ,
vols 25-28

2 G a r b c, Satnhhj a und Yoga (Grundoss), p 41

3 In opposition to this the Yoga of Patanjah, that essentially consists

of meditation, is called “Rajaycga”, see G a r b e, ibid, p 42 f

4 Edited by Tookaram T a y t a and translated by Shrinivas I y angar
Bombay 1803, printed several times elsewhere too in India Translated irom

Sanskrit mto German by H c rm a n n Walter, Miinich 1893, Diss Some

other works on the Hathayoga are the Gcraksasataka and the Gheran
Samhit.1 , [The Goraksa Sataka has been edited by Briggs,

G W, Calcutta 1938 and the Gheranda-Samhila has been edited by

Bhuvana Chandra Vasaka, Calcutta L877, and translated into English

bys C Vasu, Allahabad 1914 ms B H Ano^er important work on

Hathayoga m the 6 1 v a-S a m h 1 t a, that has been edited and trans-

lated into English by S C Vasu, Allahabad, S B H 19H A
manual ,s the Hatha yoga by Ramacharaka Yogi, London, date

not given ]
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and theory of knowledge1. Nyaya means directly lule ,

string of rules, maxims” for every kind of argumentation. The

thcologicians have their own nyayas or “rules” for the mterpieta-

tion ofthe sacred texts2
;
the lay scholars have their own rules

(laukikanyaya) of the types mentioned above (p. 419) for com-

mon life. But disputations and formal learned discussions played

an important part in the intellectual life of ancient India

—\\e hear of such ones already in the Upanisads and in the

ancient Buddhist texts—,
that it was simply natural, that there

developed a formal type ofdisputation and a system of dialectics.

So NyayaSastra gave origin to a system of rules for right think-

ing. inference and argumenting. The Vaisesika sys-

tem, that tries to explain nature independently of religious

belief, in its character does not appear to be widely separated

from the Lokayata system. Nyaya and Vaisesika constitute the

secular philosophies of lay scholars, of nontheological panqlitas

and of “heretics3.” It is significant that in the development

of these two systems both the Buddhists and the Jainas have

had made abundant amount of contribution.

i. For a history of Nyaya and Vaisesika, cf B. F a d d e g o n. The
Vniscsika-Systcm (above p. 466 note 2), R Bod as in the introduction
to Athalye’s edition of the Tarkasamgraha, BSS No 55; AB Keith,
Indian Logic and Atomism, Oxford 1921, and S Ch. Vidyabhusana
in the Bhandarkar Com. Vol p, 155 ff. W. Frey tag (Vierteljahrsschrift
fiir wisscnschaftliche Philosophic 29, 1905, 179 ff) has made a presenta-
tion and evaluation of the Indian theory of knowledge (on the basis of the
Nyayasutra and its commentary) About Nyaya, he says that “here
critical questions regarding the problems of knowledge are accurately and
scientifically discussed L Sualnn the journal “Isis

4
’, No. 8 (vol. Ill,

2 )> 1920, p. 219 ff makes a presentation of the theory ofknowledge accord-
ing to N> aya and VaiscMka Th dc Stchcrbatsky, Rapports entres la
th6one bouddhique dc la connaissancc ct de I’enseignment dcs autres £coles
plulosophiques de I’Indc (Musdon 1904, 129 ff) has returned to the same
position, bee also Su al 1, IntrcduzioiTc Kap XVI

2 See abo\ e, p. 472 Thence, however, it does not follow that since
the Mimamsakas were originally called “scholars ofnyayas”, the Nyaya Sys-
tem developed from the Puryamimamsa System, as Bod as (ibid p. 27 ff)
tries to prove ^and Keith, (ibid p. 10 f ) too assumes The “rules” of
exegesis and he rules for correct thinking and correct argumentation are still
or different types, although both of them are called nyfiva D a s g u p" t a
(1 ml p. 276) too assumes that Nyaya and Purvamimamsa have had the same
origin, especial!) the topics relating to disputation and debate about the
correct interpretation of the Vcdic texts In the Upanisads, such debates,
according to Dasgupta, arc referred tobj the word takotakya

3* Then there are those who depend on the Hctusastrn and on the Tar-

,

' istrn, than* to sa> those who are devoted to the study of the systems of
logic and diabetics The*' arc not referred tom respectful terms m orthodox
Brahmanual htcratme. Thus according to Manu II, it he who despises the
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The tradition unanimously names Aksapada
G o 1 a m a1

, (also called Gautama,) as the foundei of the
Nya> adarsana and authoi of N y a y a s u t r a s2. [But Gotama
is the name of a r,u that was borne by several persons ] Whether
vse consjdti gotama to be a mythical personality or the real

author-founder of the s\ stem, it is substantially of the same value.

[It may here be added that 6atlsa Chandia Vidyabhusa-
n a considers Aksapada and Gotama to be two different per-

sons.] 'I his much is ccttain that w c know nothing about the

authof1 of the Nvuyasutia, that is said to have been written by
Gotama, and it cannot be confumcd whether it is the work of a
school and not of one person. This is also true that we do not

have the present work in its original form, and in the form it

exists, it includes obvious altciations and additions3 . It is divided

revelation and tradition (^ruti and Smfti) and depends exclusively on the
Hetuirmm is to lie cm hided ftoin noble society

yo avian} tin U niilr hntusdslrairajdddi yah 1

sn sddhubhxilnhiM iityo naitiko itdamvdaknh 11

'Plm stanza is current among the Brahmanas and pantfitas (and is found
in bmasiddh'mt.vam'raha 6, p too) •

*‘I w ould rather 1th* to Ik* rcliorn as a jackal in Vmdavana than attain

emancipation iwiording to the principles of\ aiscsiha (secVanamali Vedan-
ta it r l h a, I \SB i, iqo«j, 2jt f ). Sec also V id y a bh u sa n a, Bhandar-
lar, Cam’ll , Vol , p 1 50* ]

As against this m Mitlula and in Bengal, Nyaya-
scholars enjoy lughrr respect than do scholars of any other discipline )

1. In an him ription of the middle of the 12th century AD, lie is men-
tioned as Angirnsa, P.p. Ind I, 197,20) According to G a r b c (Samkhya-
Philo-ophte 171) ongmallv Aksapada w.as probably a nickname “the eye-

footed”, that is to sa> “he whose r>cs (in constant thinking) were set in the

feet " His another name prolnbl) is Gautama, spelt also as Gotama,
according to Keith, ibid, p 19, Gautama is the older form

2. Text with Vats) a) ana’s commentary edited in Bibl Ind 1865 and
in YizSS, IX, iCgG, [with amend) written commentary Prasannapada
of S u d a r i a n a car) a, published by the commentator, Gujarati Press,

Bombay 1922 ] Sanskrit and English b) B a 1

1

a n t y n c, Allahabad 1850,

by Kesava & as trim the Pandit N S vol 2 [Text with an English

Translation b) S C. V 1 d ) a b h u s a n a, AHahabad_igi3 ] With extracts

from commentaries translated into English by Ganganatha J li a in the

Indian Thought, vols IV, V, 1912, 1913 [The originator of Nyaya, ac-

cording to S Oh V 1 d y a b li ii 5 a n a, was Medhatithi Gotama (550-500

P C.) and Aksapada was the author of the Nyayasutra who lived in about

>50 B C This statement has the support of Vutsyayana and Uddyotakara

Devaraja, Bliarntiyadarsana ka Itihasa, p 214-216 The text with transla-

tion, annotations and a glossary b) Walter Ruben, Leipzig 1928 J

3 Haraprasad Sastri (JASB 1905, 245 fT )
tries to prove that

the Nyayasutra was compiled by putting together the tliicc different texts that

had originated at different times and that it has undergone alterations by

additions of portions from other philosophical systems T he text of the sutras

(contrar) to the sutra-text of the other philosophical systems) have been

pmtrvcd very badly there are variant readings and many of the sutras

havt bicn mentioned in the commentary itself as not genuine, bee also

Faddegon, ibid 43, 46 f
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into Jive books ;
the fn st tw o books ai e oil logic, iheoi y ofknow-

ledge and dialectics; the ihiid book is on psychology, the fourth

one is on rebirth and emancipation and the fifth book is a subse-

quent appendage. It is naturally impossible todeteimme the date

ofsuch a wo k. When S u a 1 i
1 assumes that the N y ay a su t r a

was written in between 300 and 350 A D., this may be so

only for the last i edaction ofthe work, since the old Sutra might

be going fui thcr back to an earlier age. [It may here be noted

that m the Carakasamhita we find certain theories

that are connected with those of the Nyayasutras and this Cara-

kasamhita is older than the redaction of the Nyayasutras.

These theories contain sufficient number of data to prove that

before the Nyayasutra and the commencement of the

Chiistian era, or rather even earlier, there existed currents of

speculations on reasoning and in the Nyayabhasya there is an

allusion to certain other Nyaya schools2.]

The Nyayasutrabhasya3 of Paksilasva-
min Vatsyayana (c. 300 A.D. ) is a very old com-
mentary on the Nyayasutra. This bhasya has certain similarity

with the Mahabhasya of Patanjali, inasmuch as it too consists

ofshort sutra-like sentences that like the Varttika ofKatyayana
complete the sutras oi extend further their subject-matter4

. A

i. Introdu7jonc 1} Cf
,

as agamst him, P Masson-Oursel,
JA. 1913, p 11, 1 Up Up 423 IF A B Dhruva (Pioceedings and
IransactKms of the 1'irst Oriental Conference, Poona 1920, \ol I, p.
I.XXXVI 1I ff ) tries to prove that logic begins already in the pre-Buddhist
nqr, .md that as a science it was settled befote 300 B C and that the Sutra was
wrimn in about 200 BC Gar be (ERE VIII, p 423) fixes the date of
the Sutra at about 150 B C T-hc statement of S. Ch Vidyabhu-
s a n a (JR\S 1918, 469 if, and otherwise in the Bhandarhar Comm.

" P* , ® 1 I )> that Gautama wrote one Tarhasastra m about 550 BC,
that was perhaps different from the Nyayasutra of Aksapada (according

1 ^ D.)rtmams totally unproved. It is remarkable that the principles
01 ixvaja and_ V aisesika formed the basis of the oldest medical work, the
Oarahasamhita (see Jacobi, SBA 1911, 732 note, 736 note).

.. ,

R c n o u, L’Indc Classiquc §1461 ,SurendraNathD as gu p t a.
History of Indian Philosopln, Vol I p 302 and Walter Ruben, zur
indisciien l.rkenntnis^ thcoiy-Dic Lclirc son der Nya)asutra III, 1, being
1*^1. introduction to his edition of the Nyayasutras On the contents of the
dillcrent chtptcis see Reno 11, ibid § 1465.]

r
._3 Cf L. \\ indnch, Uebcr das N) avabliasj a, Leipzig 1888,

{
\ tine "tutlN ofihework is Montz Spitzcr, Begnffsuntersuchungen zum

Nj »>abha?\a, Kiel, 1926 ]
b b

. 4 * ^ » nd 1 sch, ibid, p. 15, bthcscs that in respect or time the
i\au!».is) a <an ix. taken to be neat the Mahabbassa Ilowesei, these

small sentences arc not called Vaitukas m the Nya^ a-traditions.
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commc ntai
j on tlic *ty nbh.tsy a is the N y y 3 v e r 1

1

1 k
of P a mi ]) a t n c .11 \ a B h a r a d v aj a, who is better

known unde r the name Uddyotakar a, “the light-maker”.

Again \ .1 c a s p a t nn 1 i r «i* wrote a commentary, the

N \ »i\ a \ .1 i t t i k a t .1 1 p a r \ a 1 1 k a3
, on the Ny aya-

\.~ittB.\ nnu this v.oik was further commented upon by Uda-
y a n a in the T.‘ tpai \ a iuddlu These five woiks, the

Xwensutra with the foui commentaries and sub-commenta-
ries form tile oitlu'dox XxuyaQstia. Vacaspatimisra says in

Im commt utarv .

at! a hhf'cc (tie* uijn'dn a mhsnya'ahtlcM sdstre pranile vyut-

padi'e cn bLa^cld /W.u/<tr» amnia LunaparamaoaSisyalc yadarlham

tatllx}dmnbhah .5 aiLipi Maty id rla J rt(uyutpa<Ianam dal dinna-

paprebbrUbh :rcu atit.nib } ub'ljsantamcsasamullhapanenacchaditam

Sashaxil ia IrlU at in,a)>\,a paryaplav ilyuddholalarena svantbandho-

ddyoler a ladal ruuala ih prayojanarambhah |i

“'J hr % durable Ah*apada composed the saslia, that aims at

guiding one to salvation and it was annotated by Paksilasvamin.

What now still remains to be done is composition ofa Varttika.

Although the auihot of the Bhasya has given an elucidation

of the '.“stra, late 1 -day scholars, like Dignaga and others, have

wiled it in the dail ofdelusive aigumcnts msucli a w*ay that the

annotation is not suflicicnt for the purpose of determination of

the truth Therefore
,
Uddyofakara tiics to dispel the darkness

with his work Uddyota, “light”. Vacaspatimisra, wrho lived

m about 850 A.D. mentions Dignaga, who did not live later

than 300 A.D as a “moderner”, in comparison to Paksila-

s\amin, the author of the Bhasya In ease Vacaspatimisra had

the coircct information, the duration of the interval between

Dignaga and Paksilasvamin must have been considerable, and,

1 Published in the Ihbl Ind 1907 On tlic theory of knoulcdge

according to thr N> IsasArtlil a, see V, Chakravartti, J >

1910, 2H9 If [I'dition also in the ChSS, 191G]

2 Vacisp'itimisrais also the author of the Ny^asueinibandha, that

is dated 1 AD, sec .those p 490110104 The latparyatika

mentioned by Vacaspatimisra in Ins Sanikh) atattvaJ aumuen

_ 3 Edited in the Vi/SS XII, 1/98 [by Gangadliara j
as t r i

Eiil.inKa) and Part I also h> Rajeisara SastriDr a v id a, ChbbWS,
Edmd unit Nyay adartana, Ny.lj ahhasy a and Varttika by Amrendra Mohan

Tarlatlrtha and Tar.math N > a y a - T a r k a 1 1 r t h a, Calcutta

>936 ]
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therefore, the latter may have been living in about 350 A.D.1

This Uddyotakara, who is mentioned by poet Subandhu, quotes

the Buddhist logician Dharmakirti, who lived in about 635

A.D. and who in his turn refers to Uddyotakara. It is, there-

fore, very likely that Uddyotakara, poet Subandhu and Dharma-
kirti were contemporaries and lived in the first-half of the 7th

century A.D 2 [Another important work of Vacaspati, the

N y a y a s u c I n i b a n d h a3
, is an index of the Nyaya-

sutras.] Udayana, who is held m high esteem on account of
his contributions to the study ofNyaya and Vaisesika, wrote his

book [theN y ayavarttikatatparya parisuddhi
in the 10th century A.D., since one of his works is dated 984A.D.]

Udayana is also the author of the Kusumanjali
or Nyayakusumanjali (a handful of blossoms of the
Nyaya-trcc4

)
in 72 memorial stanzas in which the existence of

God is sought to be proved from the standpoint of Nyaya-
Vaiscsiha. Herein he refutes in particular the atheistic teachings
of the Mimamsakas5 and also the theories of causation of Ved-
anta, of Samhhya and of the Buddhists. Against the Buddhists he
wrote his own polemic work the B a u d d h a d h i k k a r a (fie
on the Buddhists) oi A t m a t a 1 1 v a v i v e k a6

, in which there

..jiSAisaa-'iisiisss

KJU.I9II, f
0105 fr0m th,S 'VOrk S,ven by Ganganatha J h a Indian Thought,

hrvrim the Whs, uorc of«(.n enfnH
C’

u
1 ,s tbc Mimamsakas, who be-

!>r with thr Uj Idfusts Cuttme
^ actb®,s

J:
and m this respect they would

-0 til'll under thr influence nr^n/
rcni:u k of Varahamiluia(Yogayatra 14,

hk'* ||.- I,.,u uiCTc J” uT* ^"^onsssaskiHedk wickedhem!
and id tjum * ^ p’aie m the presence of Mimamsakas

b J\itjh«hrJ under tins t,«n. .

dud P jo f
i

' l8{9 and i87a 9f' Bodas >

m i s r a, ith a ei r 1 1 !« .» • 1.
rommc-maries of Sankara-m i s r a, ith a tj i r 1 1 h 1 ii.it 1

1 ,c fomrncmaries 1

Ma.l.uri n J ! h a r a r It a viVl
R th‘-rta \ Jgi»a, etc. m the Bib Ii

a lirumani,
Ind Series, 1907,
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exist several commentaries. Partitas narrate a beautiful anecdote
about this Udayana. Once the famous logician went on
pilgrimage to the temple of Jagannatha and found the gate
of the temple closed on his arrival. At this he got very much
angry' and hurled at the God the words :

—

aisvaijamadamatlosi mdmavajnaya Ufthase l

bauddhefu samayatefu madadhina tava slhitih II

“You arc maddened with the pride of your godship and
w ant to ignore me ? When the Buddhists rise up, your existence

depends upon me.”

The above-mentioned [seven] works, to which we may
perhaps further add a pair of commentaries, form the “old

school” of logic. D i g n a g a, the great Buddhist logician

introduces the “materialistic logic”, that has been refuted

chiefly by Buddhist and Jaina scholars1 . Many of these are now
available only in their Tibetan translations In the whole of the

Buddhist \\ orld Dignaga is famous as a great philosopher. I-tsing

has gi\cn him the respectful name “Jina” and mentions him as

the master of hetuvidya2
. His works, the Handbook of Logic,

also b) Jayanarayana Tarkapancanana and M ad a n a
Mohana T a r k .1 1 a m k a r a, Calcutta Sanskrit Press 1849) Atmata-
tta\ av i\ cka w itfi the commentaries ofRaghunatha and Sankara
M 1 s r a, edited by Rajesvara Sastri D r a v 1 d a ChSS 63 1927 ]

l On this compare S Cli Vidyabhusana, History of Medi-
aeval School of Indian Logic, Calcutta 1909 The works of the Buddhists

and Jamas on Njajaand Vaiscsika arc profane and have nothing to do with

Buddhism or Jainism See, however, Mrs Rhjs Davids, ERE VIII,

132! The age ofDignaga is usually giv cn as 500 AD (see Vidyabhusana,

ibid p 78 IT and Su all, Introdurionc 42 fT), [and S N Dasgupta
and S K Dc, HSL I, Introduction p IX] R G Bhandarkar
(JBRAS 20, igoo, 406) puts him in about 400 A D , and likewise K e 1 1 h,

Indian Logic, p 27, in consonance with Taranatha’s statement that Dignaga

was a disciple of Vasubandhu Mallinatha and sev cral modem scholars

with him have seen in the Meghaduta (I, 14) an allusion to Dignaga,
sec G Hut h. Die Zcit des Kalidasa, p 54 ff

,
FW Th o m as, JRAS

(1918, 118 IT ),and they makes him a contemporary of Kalidasa Wmtermtz
does not believe in this allusion [On Buddhist Logic important contribu-

tions are . Guiscppc Tucci—Translation of the Nyayamukha of

Dignaga the Oldest Buddhist Text on Logic, MKB, Heidelberg,
J93

°»

Prc-Dign.Tga Texts on Logic from Chinese Sources, Baroda 1929 and Buddhist

Logic before Dignaga,JRAS, 1929, English translation of the Chinese Version

of the Vigrahavyavarttanl ofNagarjuna and of the S a t a -

sastra of Aryadeva, GOS 49 ]

2 Takakusu, I-tsmg, pp 181 f, 184, 186 Dignag
,

Dharmakirti give to the Buddhists a new philosophy with logic, psychology

and theory of knowledge, see La V a 1 1 6 cP o us si n, J * 9° > 3 5 -

Dignaga had great influence with the scholars of Japan and China,

Haraprasa d Sastri, JASB, 1905, 17/“

see
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Pramanasamuccaya1
, the Nyayapravesa2

,

that deals with inference etc., are known only in Tibetan

translations. Sankarasvamin of South India was a

disciple of Dignaga and he wrote one Nyayaprave-
Satarka sastra, that was translated into Chinese in

647 A.D. A disciple of Dharmapala, who became

the head of the university of Nalanda before 635 A D., was

Dharmakirtij about whom I-tsing says that he effected

improvements in logic according to Dignaga. He was born in

a Biahmanical family, but in his youth he became a Buddhist

convert. He appears to have composed poetry too**. Whilst

Uddyotakara4 refutes the views of Dignaga, Dharmakirti whose

theories are refuted by Vacaspatimisra, addresses his polemics

against Uddyotakara. The Nyayabindu6 of Dharma-
kirti is available in its original Sanskrit and his Prama-
navarttikakarika (with a commentary on it) is known
only through a Tibetan translation. Dharmottara, who

1 Quotations from this work have been located by L a Vallie
Poussin (JRAS, 1902,365) m the Nyayaratnakara (published m the
ChSS), a commcntary on the S’lokavarttika On the contents of this work,
see Vidyabhusana, Indian Logic, p 82 ff [Fragments from Dignaga, cd
and translated into English byH. N R a n d 1 c, London 1926, and Pramana-
samuccaya, edited and restord into Sanskrit from the Tibetan translation
with Vftti, Mysore Govt. Branch Press 1930 ]

2 On the Tibetan translations of the Nyayapravesa and the Hetuca-
krahamaru of Dignaga, sec Vidyabhusana, JASB 3, 1907, 609 ff. and
G27 ff.and Indian Logic, p 89 fF,, On Dignaga too, the same JASB 1, 1905
217 ff. [Nyayapravesa I, Sanskrit text, edited and reconstructed by N D
Mironov. T'oung Pao, ser II, 28 (1-24) Text in Roman ofthe sutras recovered
from Iiaribhadra’s commentary and the Tibetan and Chinese translations ]

-i
?’ ,J?

nzas cornPoscd by him arc cited in Anandavardhana’s Dhva-
iiyaloka III, 41, 54 (Jacobi’s translation, p 134 f.) and in anthologies,
sec Peterson, Subh, 46 ff and Thomas 47 ff.

... .
4 _

See above p. 525 note 2 The Vadanyaya by Dharmakirti and the
adanj ayapk 1 by Vmltadcva arc preserved only m the Tibetan translation.

5 *
,T1« N^.ij abmdu and the Nyayabindutlka were edited by Peter-

^rr
n,

,» t, T,
n^ See .ilso Peterson, JBRAS 17, 1889, Part II, p 47

? ’ l^thak, JBRAS 18, 1891-1892, 88 ff, 229, Ha rap rasa d
bastn, Six Buddhist Nv ay a Tracts in Sanskrit, Bibl. Ind. 1910, has

several small treatises on individual topics of Buddhist logic of Rat-
n a k 1 r 1 1 and or Pandit A s o k a (both in the middle of the qth century A

on s\llogi«m by R a t n a k a r a S a n 1 1 ‘[Nvayabmdub
e L

h
llu

4 of Dharmottan, edited with notes in Sanskrit by Chandra
“ f SI* aslr N ChSS, i<i2j; translation of the text and

IZ™ £?L
cmary mt,° .

Russian Th Stchcrbatskj, St Pctersb-
urs ’5 3 * Tibetan translation b> Stchcrbatsly, Bibl. Buddhica, 1918.]
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li\ cd in Kashmir1 towards the end of the 8th century A.D.,
w rote one N y a y a b i n d u \ I k a, that is available in Sans-
krit. On ill is last work, Jaina M allavadin, apparently a
\oungcr contemporary of Dharmottara, wrote a commentary2

.

Among the Jainas prominent arc Siddhasena Divakara, who
wrote a systematic work Nyayavata r a3 in 32 stanzas, and
famous Hcmacandra, wlio wrote a w’ork on logic, the

Pramjinamimams a 4 in the sutra-stylc. The Pariksa-
m u k h a s u t r a5 ofDigambaraJainaManikya Nandin
is a famous N\ a> a w ork, on w Inch A n a n t a v I r y a wrote a
commentary in the 1 1 th century' A D. Manikya might have
been influenced by Akalankadcva (7th century A D. 6

),

by which the age of the work gets limited Jaina Yasovi-
jaya Nyayavisarada (about 1608-16887

) wrote a

large number cf works on Nyaya. The Brahmanical logician

B h a s a r \ a j n a, the author of the handbook Nyayasara

(about 900 A.D.6
), stands under the influence of the Buddhists

and of the Jainas. This work is influenced also by Vaisesika

and mcnifcsts strong Saiva tendencies.

The "New School” of logic—Navanyaya or the school of

Na\advlpa (Nuddea) in Bengal [also called Navyanyaya]

—

1 H u 1

1

7 s c h, ZDMG 69, 1915, 278 f
,
pro\cs on the authority of

the Rajataraugin! 4, 498 that Dharmottara was a contemporary ofjayapida

Vidjubhusana, Indian Logic p 131, puts him in about 487 A D.

2 N ) .1 > a b 1 n d u t i k a 1 1 p p a n i of M a 1

1

a v a d i n, edited

b) Th Stclicrbatik), Bibliotheca Buddhica, XI, St Petersburg 1909

It is to the credit of the Jainas, who never shunned to utilize the works of the

people belonging to a different faith (see BUhler, WZKM 10, 1856,325 f ),

that the Nvayabindu and the Nyayabmdutlka arc a\ ailablc to us in Sanskrit

Since Mallavadin wrote the commentary they were particular about copying it

3 Ed. byS Ch Vidyabhusana, Calcutta 1908, translated

in Research and Review’, I, 1908, 109-122 Vidyabhusana, Indian Logic

13 ft* places Siddhasena m about 533 A D , see also S u a 1 1, Introduzione,

p 38 1 [Published also by Jama Publishing House, Arrah ]

[4 Edited ’with the author’s commentary by Motilala Ladhaji,

Poona, Jaina Printing Works, 1925 ]

5 Edited with commentary by S Ch Vi dy a bh u s an a, Calcutta

1909, Bibl Ind On the contents of this work see ibid. Logic, p 28 fl.

6 See above II, 352, note 2, trans p r82, note 6 Vidyabhu-
sana, ibid, p 28, places Manikya in about 800 A D

7 On him Vidyabhu?ana, JASB 6, 1910, 463 ff

8. With the commentary N y a y a t a t p a r y a d I p i k a of J a y a s -

imha Sun, edited by S Ch Vidyabhusana, Calcutta 1910,

Bibl. Ind Gf Suali, Introduzione, p 59 f.
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begins with the N y a y a-T a 1 1 v a c i n t a m a n i

1
, briefly

called Cintamani, a systematic representation of Nyaya, of
Gangeia (or Gangesvara) [Upadhyaya of Mithila ] at the
end of the 12th century. The book consists of four sections on
the four means of knowledge—Perception, Inference, Analogy
and Authority, [that is pratyakfa, anttmana

, upamana and iabda.~\

It is a classical work on Nyaya written in clear and simple prose
and forms the starting point for an unending commentary li-

terature2. Whilst, however, Gangesa is still a philosopher, this
new school was, according to him, the place of shelter for

most unsuccessful scholiastics. “Here” says R. B o d a s
3

wc find scholiastics in the fullest blossoms and real philosophy
at the lowest depth”. R. G. Bhandarkar4 too is of the
Opinion that this fashionable science has pushed aside the Nyaya-
system of Gotama and Vatsyayana.

[This criticism of the Navyanyaya system, obviouly made
by scholars who had not taken pains to penetrate intot he rele-
vant treatises, is wholly unjustified. This branch ofdiscipline is
as much connected with the Nyayasutra ofGautama as any other
uor o t at branch of knowledge, since Navyanyaya tries
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mainly to discuss the sources of knowledge (pramana) of

Gautama in its different aspects, and that purely on the basis

of valid reasoning. But the real difficulty of non-traditional

Sanskritists in following the discussions is on account of the unus-

ual style and verbose c\prcssions adopted by the authors with the

sole intension of giving an accurately scientific description of

the subject-matter in these treatises They define a thing in

terms of its constituents. Thus a cow (gauh

)

is one that has the

constituents of a cow: so for gauh one will say golvavacchinna But

this is not all. To understand what gauh is we are to understand

also what gauh is not; etc Hence a thing that in common

parlance may be expressed in a single work of two syllables may

require a long compound word occupying even dozens oflines

as the speaker may chose, his attitude depending upon the extent

of accuracy in expression that may be aimed at by him ]

But there arc works on logic that have been written ac-

cording to the old school even during later centuries.^ Such one

is the Tat kikaraksa1
,

consisting of karikas and^ a

commentary ofV a r a d a 1 a j a, a presentation of the Nyaya

svstem according to Gotama. This work is younger t an

Kumariln, but older than Madhava, who cites it m his Sarva-

darsanasangraha. The Nyayam am jarl“ o Jayan

Bhatta, who polcmiscs against Purvamlmamsa, too is an

exposition of the Nya>asutra The Nyayakosa is out ngh

a modern and cxtraoidinarily useful work. It is a dictionary

of technical terms of Nyaya that were collected together by

Pandit Bhimacarya Jhalaklkar m 1874 under the

direction of G. Buhlcr and F. Kie lorn *

.

We arc not able to say whether Nyaya or Vaisasika

1 Published with commentary m thc
,
P“ndA^ k

S
r 1

1

SaSB
Bhandarkar, Report 1883-84, P Oi and V Chakrav

19*0, p 297
, Tnrhan. Logic 33, The

2 Published m VizSS V, 1893, see K c 1 1 h, Indian nog 33,

KaTN

bSS No «
f

A very much enlarged second ed.Uon appeal

1893 A D
^a|

.
p<ila IS syatem

I'mthl!

1*
s

1

tcmth|
h
Sltiplieit3'

generality, difference and inherence, [ .A -
fl was added later ] On

and samavaya
,
a seventh category abse > „ jj ff, j

see Atomic

the VaiScjika Philosophy see Jacobi, ERE u, 199

Winternitz, Vol III, 35
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older of the two, and from this point the two systems cannot be
differentiated1 \vith certainty. In Nyaya we find the theory of
the origin of the earth from atoms that has been developed in
Varicsika; whilst on the other hand we find in VaiSesika the cla-
ssification of logical concepts that belongs to Nyaya. Both the
systems, like Samkhya, stand on the ground of probability, and
Vaisesika is essentially an attempt towards a physical explanation
of the world. It is not improbable that it is merely an aberration
from the Lokayata. In the Kalpanamandanika of ASvaghosa
Vaifcsika-thcorics are refuted*. In the Suyagadamga of the
Jamas, among the heretic theories, have been enumerated two
matenahst10 theories, one ofwhich appeals to be a popular form
° ai

,

C
.*

a
',

n *e odler hand the Jainas have participated
ac lvcly in the study of the VaiSesika and they posit that the
Vaisesika Philosophy was founded by one of their schismatics,
namely one C h a 1 u y a R o h a g u 1 1 a of the KauSikagotra.
Between Jama Philosophy and Vaisesika there exists really

ral
Cry

,W- d TmP
;

Thus bo* Of them teach the knyl
tmia, that ,s they hold that the soul is influenced by the acti-

SmkhvTT
CtC

-„
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S“ T Euddlllsm
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th
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,C^ “ d‘fferent from the material “use

add to it thatR dm
15 dlffe

f
ent from a substance3. We may
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U

'd”-

1

,°
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i- I'add r
tsee aoovcp 520 note i).
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utra m between 300 and 350 A D.

nTnn
n°

iJl
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P aUk >> Fhe Soul Theory of the Buddhists,

r
» and I\ Liuinannflnd

V
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> XXXII ff,XX
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* J ac obi, however.
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of origin of YaNcsihn was caihcr than that of the origin of the

Jama canons and of the Buddhist philosophy—approximately

about the second ctnluiv B G., docs not lose its weight.

The Yni^csikasuti a 1

,
the authorship of which is attributed

to Kas\ ap.i K a n a d a2
,

the basic woik of the Vaiscsika sys-

tem, in its modem foim w death not so old1 . As it exists at

present it is, of coin sc, absolutely a Brahmanical work with

religious and ethical tendencies It begins even like an out-

right religious manual with the woids .

—

cAh’rf* t’hnnnnm ij if hyasyamah

“Now wc shall desmbr ichgion (
dharma

)
and dharma is

defined as the one through which salvation is attained

[
jah hiUrna'fiiuVLiI. sa tlLimah.] In the following, sutra

the Yeda is dcclatcd to be the highest authoiity. Imme-

diately after follows the theory of category, and by far the

greater portion of the ten sections that consititute the work is

devoted to the exposition of matter, space, lime, psychology,

theory of atom, pciception, inference, causation, etc., wdiilst

1. El with r«nn in H.bl In-1 1OG1; with the

Pra.iM.vHi and tl.r Gloss of Uth>an icarji. BenSS i88j ff EnglU

tr.mslatio , b> \ K G o u g h m the Pandit, vob IH-VI toman1 l on

b> E Rocr, ZDMG 2., .OG7, 309 fT , 22, >868, 383 £
The^edition

m the Bengali impt (Kan'.cln’s wttras and a common ary by

Kasirntnaj, Bcrhnn.poic 1868, difT-rs strong!) from P,.
.

. (RHR
Bibl Ind (atcordmclo I a d d ego n, ibid, p 23) A B a

1 g
27, -77" Ocmtr. II, I }« f > % cr> much pratscs the ed on oT»nd«Un»
*1 a rV a 1 a m l .’« r a with hi* own commentar) (Calcutta 1877),

t J
he trie* to tiring Wujejikn in agreement w ith W r

-j
tcrn

,
1J

Menken (Annalcn
Die naturphilosophisclKn \115clnuungct1 im altindi

overwhelming cor-
der Xaturplulosophic 8,1909, 483 IT),

respondents between Kanfida and the Physicist
, , ,

v ans
a Tnc nnmi

“eater ol corn-particles” According to a trathtion fe

thc ffo^s ]
“Eater

a* an asrrtic hr In ed on picked up corns, [left *c«
€ fuluka) The Vais-

or grain-par 1 iclr." could aim be a name for the
hy Df the Owl”,

estl a-darsatia is called also Auluhyadarsana, i c
revealed this s> stem

and there goes a store' that Siva, m the form of an ow ,
reve ;*™

Kan\ d!l

(see P c t c r e so n, 3 Reports 26 fT )
It ha* abo bee n B o d a s ibid,

w a* an epithet th it could mean as well atom-eater XXXVII
p 22, Su ah, Introdu/ionc p 22, Jacobi, , .a-Philosophie 167
IT, SBC, vol 4-„p XXXVII f ,

G a 1^nfcrStton, Bp 1, 44
Kasjapa, as a name of Kanada, occurs in an .,.P.

tain that thc Vaiscsi-

3. D a * g 1. p t a, Ibid, p 280 holds »* c>-rtam t

^ A p #
smcc

kasiitra w as w rittcn before Caraka, " hom he p
jjUt tjlc entire basis of

Caraka cites not onl) a sutra from the Vaisc «
r ankavatarasutra knows

hi* medical system is founded on Vaisc§iKa y . to follow Dasgupta
thc atom-theory Winternitz expresses ‘

v, as pre-BuddhiSt
arid

(ib,dp 1280 If’) whcnho.r.Mtopro™tbatV»»^>5niJ
that it had evolved from an old school of th
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the teachings on theology and ethics and reference to the Veda
arc inserted in a few places only. There can hardly be any
doubt that here an originally unadulteiated secular scientific
work has just superficially been converted into an orthodox
Brahmanical text. The entire composition of the sutras is very
irregular; however, it is clear that the original plan was to pro-
vide a theory regarding the categories1.

An older commentary on the Vaisesikasutra has not come
dow'n to us2

, since the bhasya Padarthadharma-
samgraha3 of Pralastapada is itself an indepen-
dent work, with a new systematic arrangement of materials, inw uch the categories {paddrtha) in general and then each of the
individual categories are treated. As Prasastapada calls Kanada
a mom, the latter must have lived long before him. He is older

•

K ” * °}a ara a”d would not have been widely separated
n respect of time from Dignaga*. The PraSastapadabhasya

is claimed by both the Vaisesikas and the adherent of Nyaya.

k a n d a*l "£>

a
l

991 A,D * a commentary Nyaya-
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1 ’

T , .
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The same Udaynna is the author of the Vaisesika WOik, the
L a k s a n «i \ all 1

, written in 904 A.D. A comparison of
the Vats'crikasutra with the Prasastapadabhas^a and the Kan-
dall shows that the Sutra contains much that is wanting in the
commentaries, whilst on the other hand the latter quotes sutras

that arc not available in the existing redaction of the text2. The
first real commentary on the Yaiscsikasutra is the Upaskara3

of SankaramiSr a, who lived m about 1600 A D , and
hence in an age when the original tradition regarding the exposi-

tion of the Sutra had long been intcirupted. Suali4 says

that the commentary is ornate, ingenious and little dependable.

There arc numberless commentaries and massivewrorks that

try to explain the s\ stems of Nyuya and Vaiscsika, that in later

times became inseparable. None the less a scholar of the emi-

nence of R. G. 13 h a n cl m k a r5 says that all these voluminous

books that try to elucidate the aya-Vaiscsiha systems merely

help towards making them obscure On the other hand there

arc many handbooks of this “Tarha-philosophy” 6 that are

eminently suitable, not only as introductions to the Nyaya-

VaHesila that M. N. Trivcdi7
,

aptly calls “Grammar of

Indian Philosophy”, but they make valuable contributions to

ihcstueh of scientific literature of India. These handbooks state

the subject-matter of the system concerned, its dogmas and

definitions without examining their correctness or without

entering into criticims of other disciplines. In most of these

manuals the arrangement of the stuff is, therefore, obviously the

same, often with verbal correspondences.

t. Edited with the commentary by A Vcn is m the Pandit N S ,

vols. 2t,22 Some other Vaiscsiha-worhs tint may further be mentioned

arc* P adarthatattvanirupanaof Raghunatha Si roman i

(with a commcntars, edited in the Pandit N S yoJs 25-27, another

commentary on it, ibid \ols 28, 31, 34) and Kanadasicdhantacan n
(edited in TSS No XXV, 1913) of Gangadharasuri who wrote

it m the first half of the 17th century A D
2. Tad d egon, 27 f

2. Edited in the Bibliotheca Ind i8Gr with the text of the sutras

S 1 n h a m Sacred Booh of the Hindus,
Translated by N a n d a 1 a 1

Allahabad 1910-1911.

4 Introduzione p 8:fTCr Faddcgon, ibid p

5. Report 1882-1883, p 21 If

6. So desci ibes J a c o b 1 (WZKM 1,

Nyiya and Vaiscsika

7. Tarkakaumudl-ediuon, p. 7*

n

1887, 76 ff) the union of
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The oldest of these handbooks is the Saptapadarthi1

of S i v a d i t y a, who has been mentioned by Sriharsa and
Gangesa, and so he must have lived befoi e the 1 2th century A.D.
The work is really a text-book of Vais'esika and contains also
the Nyaya-thcory about the means ofknow ledge. The Bhasa-
paricchcd a 2

, called Karikavali too, the text of the
ISavadvipa school, is a manual that is studied all over the whole
of India, of Vi 5 vanatha Tarkapancanana, who
in 1634 A.D. wrote also a commentary on the Nyayasutra.
The w'ork consists of 166 memorial stanzas, that almost every
Pandit learns by heart, and it is usually accompanied with the
author’s own commentary the Siddhantamuktavall. All of its

stanzas, however, were not composed by ViSvanatha himself,
and some of them are quotations from eailier wwks3

. Remark-
ably small handbooks of Nyaya-VaiScsika are the Tarka-
bhasa4 ofKesava MiSra, the T a r k a k a u m u d I

6

i fitvt -German
priinum cd.. . A. Winter, Lipsiac
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t
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of L a u 5 ,i k -> 1 Bhaskara, the Tai kamrta1 of

J a g a d i s a and the Tai kasamgraha1 of the South
Indian scholar Annam B li a 1 1 a, that is best known in

Euiopc The last one is a shot t compendium of the most impor-
tant principles of “Taika that is to say of logic and dialectics

It is meant to be learnt by heart and is very clear and intelligi-

ble As against this the author himself has written on it a com-
mcntai), that is a discussion on difficult problems and contro-

versial questions and that is in no way easily intelligible to

Europeans Annam Bhatta was a highly learned person who
w rote on Pfir\ amimamsa, Vedanta and grammai too. About
his fame thcic goes the adage —“One w ill not become an
Annam Bhatta merely because he goes to Varanasi.” His

age is not certain1.

Thci c is nothing that may go to show' the close lelationship

existing between the philosophical s> stems and the religious sects

m India more significantly than the circumstance in which the

obviously secular Nyaya and Vaiscsika systems stand in

closest contact with the Saiva sects We have already seen that

Udayana and other Nyaya-authors are zealous defenders of

faith in God and Udayana identifies God with Siva. Uddyota-

kara is mentioned as a follower ofthe Saiva Pasupata sect There

is a story that narrates that Siva lcvcaled the system to Kanada

Parab, 3rd cd ,
Bombv, NSP 1907, German byE Hultzsch m

he ZDMG 61, iqoy, 7G3 ft (Tins) Bhaskara is also the author of the

Arthasamgr'ilia, (set abo\e p 479) and of a commentary on the Nyaya-
siddh.lntamanjari of Janakinatlia (in the Pandit N S , vols 29-34, swth

the commentary of Yadava), i\ho cited Sivaditya Bhaskara calls

himself a son of Mudgala, m case the latter had prepared a summaiy of

S.3} ana’s Rgsedabhasya (see Rigveda-Samhita, ed Max M ul 1 e r, 2nd

E l , \ol I, p XLVIII), lie must have h\cd after the 14th century A D
Cf Suali, ibid p 95 ff

1 Published, Calcutta 1880, translated into Italian by L Suali,
Pavia 1908 in Rivista Filosofica, Jagadlsa, who wrote also a commentary
rattvaeintSmanididhiti, lived m the beginning of the 17th century, see

A u free h t, GC, p 194, 203, S u a 1 1, Introduzione, p 94 f, Keith,
Indian Logic 38

2. Edited swth the author’s Dipika and Govardhana’s Nyayabodhini

by Y. V Athalye, reused with a Preface and Introd by M Rajaram

Bod as, BSS, No 55, 1897 Translated into German (with the Dipika)

by E Hultzsch, AGGW N F IX, 5, Berlin 1907, Cf Suali, Intro-

du7ionc, 97 ff

o B o d as places him in between 1625 and 1700, but he must have

been older since one of the MSS of the Tarkasamgraha is dated 1585 AD ;

see A Ve’m s, in the Pandit N S , vol 22 (Bibliographical Notice on

the edition of the Laksanavali
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(sec above, p. 531, note 2). And lastly there arc the Jaina

authors Gunaratna and Rajasekhara who pro-

vide us with most interesting information about the Saiva as-

cetics, who call themselves as followers Nyaya and Vaisesika1 .

Very often the manifold correspondences between Indian

and Greek philosophies are brought into lime-light. But scho-

lars arc divided in their opinion as to whether or not the Indian

and Greek philosophies are historically connected. Thus for

example the similarity between the teachings of Eleates (Zeno-

phanc, and Parmenide) and of Vedanta are brought to our
notice. But most of the scholars are inclined to assume here a
case of parallel development and not of borrowing2

. Garbe3

has shown that probably the Samkhya philosophy had exercised

some influence on the Greek philosophy. At least this much
has to be admitted that even in case the possibility of a parallel

development cannot be ruled out, the influence on Heraklit,
Empcdokles, Anaxagoias, Demokrit and Epikur is probable. As
against this Winternitz with Garbe and L. v.

Schrocdcr1 holds the influence of Samkhya on Pytha-
goias as doubtless. Likewise Indian influence on the Gnostics
and Neoplatonics is as good as certain5. But in case one takes
into consideration the characteristic peculiarities ofthe Indian

p 2C*ff
Cf Sual * ^ntr°duzionc p 126 ff and Keith, Indian Logic,

u
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philosopliial hlcratuic, he will hardly assume that the Gieek
had ever studied the Indian philosophical texts. In the cases
where dependence of the Greek philosophy upon the Indian
philosophy is rather apparent we have to assume that the ex-
change of ideas was oral. Scholars have often tried to study into
the relationship existing between the logic of India and that of
Greece, but up to this time it has not been possible to prove
their interdependence. This holds good also for the atom-
llicorj of Vaiscsiha and that of Empcdoklcs1

. Probably we are
obliged to admit the possibility of the influence of the

Aristotlian principles regarding syllogisms on the later deve-

lopment of Indian logic and of the Greek on the Indian atom-
theory.

DHARMASASTRA2

The woid Dharma<astra is often translated as “Iaw-litera-

lurc”. But the connotation ofdharma, the scope of this science,

is more c\tcnsi\c than what is denoted by “law”, it includes

“religion, custom and usage” too3
. The oldest manuals

1. Cf Max Mtlllrr, Si\ S> stems, 386 fF, 446, Vidyabhu-
*ana, JR\S tyill, jflytr, and K c > t h, Indian Logic, 17 f The note
of W. Jones ( \m*U Res IV, 163), that Kallisthcncs had found a logic in

India and th.il he coinevcd the s ime to Ins uncle Aristotle, in support of

which he refers to Dnlmt.ui, must ha\c been based on some misunderstanding
There is nothing in the Dalmt.'m about this and, as far as W could see there

is nothing t!-o m the fragments of Kalhsthcn (as Otto Stein communi-
cated to him) tint inav support this Schopenhauer (Welt als Wille

und Vorstclluntr I, So) is right when lie docs not put any faith m this

assumption
2 Particular!) G II u h 1 c r and J Jolly, in their introductions m

the SBE, sols 2, 7, 1 j, 23 and 33, have the credit of carrying investigations

into the Dharinai'istra literature J Joll>’s Rccht und Sitte (Grundri's H, °)>

Strasslnirg, 189G, is a short primary work. [A\cr>’ comprchensisc apd learned

surscy of this branch of learning has been made by P. V Kane,
History of Dbann isastrns, Poona 1930—1962]

3. See abosc, sol I, p 236, trans p 275 The meaning of dharma

includes also “custom” in the sense of propriety, for example the Uharma-

sastras deal also with the forms of greetings, bchasiour of disciples towards

their teachers and elders etc Noteworthy is the Apastamblyadhannasutral, 7,

20,7 yarn tiarydh hrryamdnam praiamsanli sa dharmoyam garhantisodhama w a

the Aryas appros e of is dharma, what they disappros c of is adharma J J 0
_ Y

(Transactions of the 3rd Int Congress of the History of Religions,

II, 30 fT ) has described the inseparable manner in which religious an se

duties arc connected together in Dharmasaslra Among the Koma
we find religious and secular writings inseparably Pj|?

t

ccc^?
gct

, . T , t
u at

word lex means both religious and legal writings The Chinese \ ’

means m the widest sense proper attitude in transactions wi ,JP

and gods (see Grubc, Geschichtc dcr Chincsischcn LiUcratur, P 31 .

covered in a great measure hy the Indie dharma [For a de _ .

of the meaning of dharma, sec P V. Kane, ibid, Vol , PP J
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on dhai m a, the Dhaimasutras, originated in the

closest association w ith the litci aturc ofrituals (Vedanga-Kalpa ).

'I Jn> association with the literature of rituals is still wholly mani-

fest m the Dhaimasutras. Hence they arc neither mere collec-

tions of rules, noi puic lcctuics onjurispiudencc; but they, with

predilection, deal with religious duties of man They form the

constituent elements of leligious and Vcdic literature. They,

exactly as the old manuals, had sprung up in the Vedic schools

and wcic written by Brahmanas, priests and scholars for the pur-

pose of imparting msliuction and weic not written as codes for

practical use in courts of law. The subject-matter of these books

constitutes mlcs regulating daily usage and duties in respect of

devotion to gods, leligious purifications and atonements, rules

on duties and rights of husbandsmen, Biahmanas, kings, ascetics

and holy men leading a retired life in forests, rules on food as

also lectures on cosmology, cosmogony and eschatology; here we
find also sections on family laws, on legal pioccedings and on

civil and criminal laws (vyavahara ), since one of the duties of the

king is also to take decision in law-suits. As these oldest works

were merely text-books of one or the other Vcdic school and were
meant to be learnt by heart by the adherents of these schools,

in com sc of time they attained a far-reaching importance in

the schools concerned. They were considered to have absolute

authority in respect of duties and rights of Brahmanas—in

secular as well as m religious matters, particularly for the
chins, who took their decisions according to these books. So
although these books were not written as lawr-codcs, they
neve 1 the less possessed certain force of law.

therefore, exactly like the Sraula- and Grhyasutras, the
Dhaimasutras aie written in the.sutia-style. However, almost
all tin Dhaimasuttns contain also some verses (written in the
umu-ptbh-'tloha untie, many a time also in the tristubh-metre).
boiiu of these works have come down to us as constituent parts
fd biyger collections of the sutra-texts of paiticular schools. In
thr of othtis it icmnins still to be decided even with tole-
1 u ttainh wheiliu they belong to this or to that school.

1 hr A p a s i a m b i y a Dhar m abut r a1
,

i.e.
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tjic Dharmasulia of the “Apastamblyas”, 01 “of the school of
Apastamba

, forms a constituent part of a big sutra-woik, the
Apastamblva Kalpasutia1

, belonging to a South Indian school
of the Krsnajajurvcda. G Buhlcr has shown that this

sutra-work, on linguistic and factual grounds2
, could not have

been compiled latci than the 5th or the 4th centuiy B.C That
the Dharmasutra goes i datively back to a higher antiquity is

apparent also from the fact that Rsi &\ctahetu, alieady mentioned
in the Satapatha-Biahmana and in the Chandogyopanisad, is le-

ferred to herein as one of the rsisboin“ma recent age”. Accord-
ing to a tradition that is u ell-founded and is attested by the

subject-matter of the book, however, the Apastambiya school

is in anv ease younger than the school of the Baudhayanas3
, that

belongs to the Krsna-Yajuneda and is settled in South

India The Baudhayana Dharmasastra4 forms

a part of a bigger sutra-work, to which the Srauta-, Grhya- and

Sulbasutras too belong. But while the Apastambiya Dharma-

sastin is picscivcd even in its original form, the same is not the

ease with the Baudhiivana-Dharmasutra m which certain

portions of the tc\t arc such as were certainly interpolated in a

fairlv early later age. [As regards the antiquity of the Dharma-

sutrns it may be noted that the extant work is later than the

Gautamadharmasutra, since Gautama is mentioned in this work

with the commentary Ujj \ ala by Haradatta Misra and A Chmnasvami
i A s t r i, ChSS, KSS 1932]

1 See nbo\c, I, 237, trans p 276.

2 On the stvlc and language of Apastamba see B u h 1 c r, ZDMG
40, 1886, 530 f and SBC, vo! 2, p XLIII ff [and P V. Kane, History

Dharmasastra, Vol I, pp 32 fT ]

3 Cf Buhlcr, SBE, vol 2, p XIX fT and KU Patliak
(JBR \S 21, 1904, 19 IF )

have, on the basis of a passage occurring in the

'i antravurttil a, tried to prove that Apastamba is older than Baudhayana and

Gautama, since both of them possibly have raised a controversy against

Apastamba But Rumania cannot be our standard of mcasuiement m
this ease [P V Kane is of the view that the Apastamblja Dharmasutra

was composed Tatcr than the Gautama-Dharmasutra and the Baudhayana-

Dharrnasutia and that before 300 A D and concludes that we shall not be

vc ry much wrong in ease we assign it to some pciiod m between 600-300

B C Ibid p 4-1*45 3

4 Although it is called Sutra, it is so entitled “Dharmasastra” is the

common expression that comprises also the Dhaimasutras It was published

by E Hultzsch in theAKM VIII, Leipzig 1884, [Improved edition 1922 ]

Translated into German by G Buhlcr, SBE, vol 14,1882 (Published

also in AnSS and at the Mysore Government Oriental Series 1907 (with

1 lie cointiK ntnrv of Govindasvamin, edited also by Chinnasvami
Sastri CliSb, 1991 [Vikramasamvat— 1934 AD]
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by name. Bulilci considcis Baudhayana older than Apastamba,

but the reason advanced by him in support of the hypothesis is

not convincing. Kane has discussed the problem in detail,

and he comes to the conclusion that although the age of this

Gautama cannot be fixed definitely, m all probability this work

was written somewhere between 500-200 B.G.1
] A school younger

than that of Apastamba is of Hiranyakesin, but his

Dharmasutra2 differs only throughout superficially and insigni-

ficantly from the Apastamblya—Dharmasutra. [As regards

its age P. V. Kane says that it existed long before the 5th

century A.D 3
].

In all piobabiiity the oldest of all the Dharmasutras,

that have come down to us, is that ofGautama or of the Gautama
school, the Gautamly a—D h a r m a s a s t r a4 . It is

preserved rather as a constituent pait of the collection of the

Vedic sutras, but it is characterised by its form and subject-matter

as being of the same type as the above-mentioned sutra-texts.

Besides it remains to be pioved that this Dharmasutra belongs

to a school of the Samaveda and actually to the school of the

Ranayaniyas. The high antiquity of Gautama is proved from
the fact that he is cited as an authoiity even by Baudhayana
and Vastsfha. In any ease, however, as we find many later in-

tci polations in our Gautamasutra, it appears to have somehow
been retouched. [As regards its antiquity it may be said that it

can not be placed later than between 600-400 B.G.6
] Younger

than Gautama is the V a s i s t h a DharmaSastra6
, that

unfortunately has come down to us in a vciy bad condition, since

several of its available MSS arc either fragmentary or contain
ntKingly interpolated texts. The ancient tiadition mentions as
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uuthoi of tins woik one Rsi Vflsislhzt, to whom a large number of
hymns ofbook VII of the Rgvcda are too attributed. This posi-
tion is in accord with thewcll established tradition,already known
to Rumania, accoiding to which the Vasistha Dharmasutra ori-

ginally belonged to a school of the Rgvcda and later became
authoi ltativc foi all the Brahmanas In its form and subject-

matter it is probably, in any case, an old Dharmasutra. Appa-
rently it belonged to a North Indian school of the Rgveda. In
addition to Gautama, Yama, Prajapati, Hailta and Manu have
been mentioned m the tc\t as ancient teachers. Of particular

importance aie, as we have already seen above,the citations from
a Dhaimasutia of Manu, that prSbably formed the nucleus of

our M a n u-S m r 1 1 . On the other hand, the latter contains

a quotation from the Vasistha-Dharmasastra that, therefore,

must be older than our current Manu-Smrti. [We may tenta-

tive!) assign the Vasis{ha DharmaSastra to a period in between

300-100 BC. 1
].

The Vaisnav a-D harmasastra[or the Visnu-
dhaimasutra ]

or the V i s n u-S mrli2
, as hitherto

known, is a c opious work. In its introductory section and m the

concluding chapters the work is said to be a revelation made by

God Visnu, and the entire work is presented m the form of a

dialogue between Visnu and thegoddess Earth. In any case there

arc in it oinamentations made by interpolators belonging to one

or the other Vaisnava sect. The basic stock of the work is an old

Dharmasulia of the Kiithaka school of the Krsna-Yajurveda.

The inlcipolations made by the Vaisnavas could hardly have

oiiginatcd before the 3id century AD.3 As against this the

oldest sections of the woik must be going back to a very old age,

and the text of the Kanaka, with which the Visnu-Smrti is

[i. P. V K i n c, Iltslory of Dharmasasti a, vol I, p 59 ]

fa Lditcd by J I v a 11 a n d a V 1 d y a 5 a g a r a in the Dharma-

s 1 st! asamgraha, Part I, Calcutta 1876, Asiatic Soc ofBengal 1881, edited

by I Jolly' with extracts fiom the commentary Vayayanti, and translated

into English by J J o 1

1

y in the SBE, Vol VII.]

o It is suggested by the mention of the seven week days in chapter

78 and the indication by the word jaiva of Thursday, that goes back to

Greek Zeuc The passages, in which burning of widows is prescribed,

too belong to the age when the work was completed with alterations and ad-

ditions T o 1

1

y, in the mtioduction to his translation, has distinguished

between the older and younger constituent parts of the work with tolerable

accuracy.
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associated, belongs to the oldest remnants of Vcdic litciatuie.

A very old Dharmasutra, that belongs to the Maitrayaniya

school of the Krsna-Yajuivcda, is that of Harita1
,
who is

already cited by Apaslamba and Baudhayana. It is an elabo-

rate test (in 30 adhyayas

)

of the type of Baudhayana-Dharma-

iastia and of the Visnu-Smrti, in which sutras alternate with

anuslubh and tristubh verses. A purely sutra-work is the

Vaikhanas a-D h a r m a s u t r a2 that describes in 3

prasnas the castes and the asramas, the duties of brahmacarins

and of house-holders, but especially in detail those of anchorites,

ascetics and monks. Pcihaps originally it was simply a manual

foi anchontes and ascetics—a tiling that is pointed to by its

title, since vaxkhanasa means “anchorite”—that later became the

common tc\t-book on dharma and was attributed to a sage Vi-

khanasa. Iiithcito unpublished is one U s a n a s—S mrti3

in sutras and verses, that is often quoted; but is different fiom

the Smrti-voik bearing this title and printed in verses and with

only few prose-passages. The Sankhalikhit a-D h a r -

m a s u t r a4 belongs to the Vajasancyins and the Dharma*
sutiaof Paithinasi, to the Atharvaveda, the latter

1
. J . J o 1

1

y (Der Vya\ nharadhyaya aus Harita’s DharmaSastra
inch Citaten 7usammengcstcllt, (ABayA, Bdi 18, Munthen 1889, p. 503
fl.) fi-st of al! ha l compiled a section on propcr laws from quotations from
nilnndhas and he later (OC X, Gcnfccc 1891, II, 1 17 IF.; Ind. Ant 23, 1896,
* 47 f )

u X'tc ways on the hitherto-found single manuscript of the w oik.
I n<- ndhr irn XII (sraddhnkalpa) agrees with the text repi oduccd by W.
Cal and, Mtmdtschrr Ahntncult, Leiden 1893, p. 90 If.

2. 'I he VaiUi’inasadharmaprasna of Vikhanasa, cd. by T Ganapati
Sfistri. I.SS, No. XXVIII, 1913. It is present c\cn in a Vicna-
mamtuript that utili/c.1 by Ih liloch in Ins fiber das Grhva—und
l)

,

n-in*uutr.i der \ aikhannsa, Leipzig i«gG. According to Bloch this work
b-lutigs to out* of tin youngest schools of the K^naAajuneda and is quite
ddWsnt Horn the \ atUiaii.Kv&'tn, tint is mentioned m Bauefh II, 6, 11,
1 ; and to which trfer aho M.tmi G, 21 (vmkhmasamatc ) and Gautama 3,
e? L:} Cf Bhhlei, SBU x«l 23, p XXMIIT and Barth,

41, 34 fi. tOenres II, 274 fF ). Since the text punted in

i\
,n * t;mt*T measure deals with the duties of anchorites and ascetics

\d»e ond pi v n*i begins, atha tarttiihaiva Ztiimnnaknm), its association
wuh t old test h nh for am horiu s’* appears to Winlcrnit* as
t*f l W’duddr.
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\vork being know n only from citations There arc othei Dharma-
sutras that arc known partly from quotations and arc partly
incomplete and according to the popular Indian practice they
arc attributed to sages like Kasyapa, Atri, Satatapa,
Brhaspati, etc.

Although it is not possible to set down a definite chronology
of the Dharmasastia litciaturc, it maybe assumed with tolerable

probability that the age m which the Dharmasutras belonging
to the Ycdic schools originated was in the proximity of the
period beginning in the 8th and terminating m the 3rd century

11C In any ease they represent the oldest phase of Dharma
litciaturc of which the characteristic is that m it we have more
talk about religious duties and manner of worship than about

scculai duties. Thus for example in the Apastambiya-Dhaima-

sutra, the section dealing with pure jurisprudence covers almost

only about one-seventeenth part of the whole work So the

Dharmasutras arc the precursor' of the metrical Dharmasastras

or Smrtis. IIowc\cr, we must take note of the fact that even m
further later ages and down uplo the present times Dhaima-texts

have been written in the sutra-style In coircspondence with

the already mentioned usage such texts have been

attributed to such sages as arc considered authoritative

in respect of the old Dharmasutras. Consequently

we have also wholly modern texts that are known as

Dharmasutras of Usanas, Atri, Kasyapa, Sankha1
,

etc. So when we find such texts in manuscripts or when

they arc referred to m quotations, it is necessary to examine

them very strictly before deciding whether or not we have

before us some real old Vcdic text or a lecently prepared work.

The fact that ofthe o 1 d Dharmasutias much has come down to

us in a bad and often m fragmentary forms is associated with

the situation dcsci ibed above (p 418) that each of the ancient

Vcdic schools or Caianas, m which these sutias were taught,

in course of time either fell into disuse oi lost their old import-

ance and that they made place for technical schools. This

cspcciahsalion began in the sphere of Dhaima m a fairly

earlier age, and w'C are in possession of evidence that there

were special schools for study of dharma m ancient days m which

[i Published m the AnSS. Nos 8, 22, 284, Poona, 1905 ]
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dharma was taught to people of all classes and professions

and also to a wider section of society.

Xn these technical schools of dharma, there originated the

metrical Dharmasastras or Smrtis. These are no longer text

books meant for guidance of strictly limited circles of the follow-

rs of some particular Vedic school, but they are works in which

cligious and worldly duties ate taught for all the Aryas for

Srahmanas, Ksatriyas and Vaisyas. These text-books too have

now become very much copious
;
the presentation of the subject

under treatment has become more minute and more detailed.

In particular the real law, that in the Dharmasutras is

described just cn passant, is treated in these works in far

greater detail. The works of this type are not written in the

aphoristic sutra-style, but in a metrical form, in particular in

.<lokas that foi the longest period had been adopted as the natural

metre for narration of plain epical stoi ics and which had been

closely associated with didactic poetry. This didactical

poetry, the gnomic poetry, had been one of the main
sources for Dharmasastra. The Indian Sastrins, the teachers

of dhaima, mention as the sources of dharma, in addition to

&ruti and Smrti also fiffacara (“usage of the cultured” i. c.

“good manners”) and ddajalikuladharma (“usage and custom
of the legions, castes and families”), that is customary law. The
rules of “good conduct” and the Ian's were set in the customary
form of epigrams in Slokas already in an earlier age. Many of

such viokas arc found already in the Dharmasutras too. And as

surh many old legal dicta, in the form of short gnomic passages,

go hack to the age of the Dharmasutras 01 to a still higher anti-

quity; it may be that in the dharmaSastra-trcatises of later times
certain old cpigiam-hkc teachings, and with them many other
old lesions hn\c come to be included 1

. A large number of these
ilnlaq that contain moral lessons or legal doctrines in the form
ot aphoustic epigrams, arc found in epical poems, particularly

in the Mahabharata 2
; it is why the epic (itihasa) is often
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called the fifth source of dharma. [tlthasah puraram ca pancamo
veda ifyate. ]

These metrical Dharmasaslras too have now been studied
for centuries till modern days by teachers and scholars of
dharma in the whole of India and arc still referred to
as authoritative in legal affairs and are recognised as
such [subject to icccntly enacted laws by the legislatures,]

It is claimed in them that the rules and regulations

prescribed thcicin hold good for all castes, although
the)

,
like the Dhatmasulras, are primarily written from the point

of \ icw of interest of the Brahmanas. In all events, however,
thc\ arc concerned much more with the rights and duties of

the king, who always is inferior to Brahmanas, but he is also

“a great dmnit\ among men (Manu VII, 8) :

[halnpi naoamanlavyo manu<ya iti bhumipah

mohati da ala liycfa nararupena tiffhalt. ]

It is just natural that the Brahmanas for the purpose ofsecuring

greater authority foi the teachings of then Dharmasastra, traced

its 01 igin from <omc god, some divine being or a sage of some

hoan antiquity Hence they could be designated also as

“Smrtis” (lemcmb.ancc i.c “tradition”), since in respect

of their authority their place was only next to that of the & r u t i,

the “icvclation”, on which was directly based the Veda.

[Thanks to cfioit of the British administrators and of the

westernly-nundcd rulers of independent India that professes to

be secular that now most of the laws concerning the Hindus

aic against the sastras and usage that have lost force to a gieat

extent consequent to a number of parliamentary enactments

concerning the Hindu society. It is remarkable that the laws

governing follow cis of other religions have not been touched by

these laws fiamed by modem lawr-makeis.]

[Although in the Dharmasastras the Brahmanas are des-

cribed to possess the highest status, it is not true to say that it

w*as written fiom the point of view of Brahmana s interest.

For a society cvci y mcmbei is equally important. We need not

only intellectuals and warnors, but also manual woikers and

tradcis. Each member of every caste had his own rights and

obligations, by performance ofone’s proper duties, as prescribed,

cveiy such body would attain the same status ultimately A

&udia, through peiformance of his own duties, could become a

WintermtZj Vol HI, 3®*
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Brahmana and attain salvation, mukti, nirvana, svarga, etc
J«kc any Brahmana practising severe austerity. Any person to
whatever caste or sex he may belong, does not bother about his
present life alone,

,
but he has before him always the idea of

rebirth One attains a higher and higher status in subsequent
births by purity acquired as a consequence ofperformance ofhis

f“
ty' I" Case thc Brahmanas had certain privileges, that

life The
d n<>t

tTr’ ‘l!

C f°rmer WCre deprived pleasures of

L™ itf T ,

°r
,

th
r
S0CiCty and the society maintained

untCnaHnd' T™ °fthe Dharmas-“a ‘hat is

There is T t* , ? fOT CVC,y «*"•* human being.]
X here .s no work that has had such a great fame and

hTi°J-!vT

D

h
b“n C

°< idCrCd be 50 authoritative as the

code of Ma'nu.

a
I.
m

a

'S 5
,

s
!

‘ a °r the Ma n u s m r t i, the

attributed to Manu haTcnl “"T ,

3'1'1 fame the work. ‘hat is

that since vervnUd J JT* bccome «=«dent fiom the fact

ha™ bee„ 2 n- 1 r“
bC“ COnSidCred not ‘°

orallsoeblo^Seuli' ^ bW as Sunder

are directly put into himoT’^™por
'f
nt P-mciples of law

that “all that Manu h <« >

is ah eady stated in thc Veda8

J'am Yaska refers to Manuks atuhoih
C *** manuravadal tMe?a

‘

cession3. There arc latter \ r
1Uy ln rcsPcct of law of suc-icrc arc laigc numbe of passages in thc Grhya and

^ K°I IH^'k r*
n
Co

,n SUcraI times, usually

«hn.,n Mlnt bt r .?r,cn‘ariK.°n the svholr
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s,ns

,

D'lirr o ::r.*5 r< w i II as m the Mahahluunta, in whhh
p-rr'p.cs r-c cited as Im*oc1 on Mann, when , how chi i n tv. e\S'

cited b», *‘>a spoke Mann” (rwrimhant ). But the pi u\o»h\ tb*\\

quoted arc r^t to lu' found in am ol llu hooks ut.it ih"U\l to-

Mare, hut thc\ just follow the ohjutiu (»f imphusiunp th 0
N a

teaching is prin.iti\cl\ old, pennant nth holding good and ute'et

able1
. Our Mann\udhnimasastiu U*o is said U* h i\o a dwuc

origin. In its first chaplet it is said that this vedo of Uw o a

work of Brahman, the utator hhmtll. Utuhmuu tovevUd U

to his son Maim, the ongmator ol mankind. The laUs'V then

fashioned this wotk and first of all t\pl lined tt tow he WWW ww\

at last entrusted to B h { g u, one of his sons, the task ol o\

plaining it to the inoitals So .u tot dint', to the Italian \iow point

our Manusmjii contains also the laws levelled hv (ho t'W'Ulni'

to Manu in the loini in whuh llhjgu luts rotunutuh ah d llu’tn

to mankind 2

H\cn in Ihnopc the sdiol.us of eatly aftn \\hn had limn

famihai with the Manusm|ti had made « omldeiahlv I<111I<U1< l« ill

presentations icgat cling the anti<|uity and “tlftln ol llii'i
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The first scholar, who posited a plausible hypothesis about the

origin and age of the Manusmrti was Max Muller, who held

that the metrical dharmasastras were possibly not different from
adaptations and elaborations of older Dharmasutras. But
G. B u h 1 e r, on the basis of a large number of evidences, has
scientifically pioved the fact that Max Muller had been able
just to conjecture, in respect of the Manusmrti, since he has
discovered that theie actually existed one Manavadha-
rmasutra. In the Vasistha-Dharmasastra (chap. IV), in

particular, we find a long quotation that ends with the words :

atraiva ca paSuth himsyannanyathetyabTavinmanuh.

This is the manavam ,s
. This prosaic passage, that is partly

metrical, is written wholly in the style of old Dharmasutras and
could have been taken only from a Manava-Dharmasutra. The
text of this quotation is partly in accord with a passage found in
our Manu-Smrti, hence it may be assumed that the basis of the
modern Manava-DharmaSastra was the work quoted by the
Vasistha. But in any case it has not been proved, but it is just
probable that the old Manava-Dharmasutra belonged to the
Manava-school of the Maitrayanfyas1 . In the style of the

anu-Smrti, we often find further recognisable traces of the
o utia-work, from which it had sprung up, there arcm particulai several hardly intelligible stanzas that are
interpreted even by Indian commentators in different ways
an o which the obscurity is due to the fact that they are
mci ely versifications of the old sutras. It is very much probable

t ic anu-Smrti represents one of the earliest attempts made
ouai s transformation of.an old Dharmasutra into a metrical
larmasasti a. However, up to present time, all that can be

aic a out its 01 igin within tolerably widely separated limits is

,

ia

0^j
SS1 y t0°k P^cc between the 2nd century B.C.

and the 2nd centurv A D 2
J

q»otauons frot^
l

^BrlmraH
C
r °?a^c

|

onS before the 3rd century A D. as the

\°I. I, pp 1^8-1 jr).].'
^ ant* others show History of Dharma*astra

;

1

$7.
B u hJ e i*. SBE, \ ol. 25, p XXXI, ff; P v Bradke,
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The relationship of the Manu-Smrti with the Mahabharata
is not without importance m regard to the antiquity of the for-

mer work. In the latest sections of the Mahabharata, in parti-
cular in book XIII, certain passages have been cited from a
Dharmasastra of Manu, that are actually found in our Manu-
Smrti. On the other hand there are very many stanzas that are
identical in the Mahabharata and in the Manu-Smrti, although
they arc not maikcd out as quotations1 . And in fact the vari-

ations arc of the ty pc that many a time the Mahabharata or

many a time Manu presents better readings. Thence it may
be Concluded that in t h c s c cases cither Manu had quoted them
from the Mahabhaiata 01 that the latter had borrowed them from
the Manu-Smrti; 01 that such stanzas in both the texts have
been fashioned out of some aphoristical poems, that

we have recognised above (p 544.) as the main source of

the metrical Dharmasastras, and they became so much common
among the cultured people that the places, wheie this or that

"Dhimyxs Vlra”, tint appears to be a free rendering of the stanza Manu-
Smrti VIII, 261 The possibility of Kalidasa having been familiar with the
ltu -booh ofM viu is suggested b\ theRaghmamsa 14,67, secK T Telang,
JBRAS if!, 1 'in 1, 148 note R G Bhandarhar (A Peep into
tnc Larlv History of India, JBR \S igoo, Reprint, p 46 f) believes m
the light of Manu X, 13 f that the Manu-Smrti first originated when the

foreign rulers (Yav anas, Sakas etc ) vs ere vanquished by the Guptas and
the Brahmanas rcgaincl their supremacy

,
thc-efore, first m the 4th century

A D The relevant lines read —
sanat aislu / nyalopadmidh kfafrynjalajah 1

trfalaham gala lofe brahmanadarsanena ca 11

pmmdrakds:ci(dradrai idal kambojah yavanah khagah 1

paradah palla.ascindh kiratii daradan khasah 11

Iiaraprasad Sustri (JASB 6, rgro, 307) places the Manusmrti
in the first century B C ,

because m those days the Brahmanas already enjoyed

supit macy in the society This entire argumentation is not of much help,

and although in Manu and in other Dharmasastras the allusions
extolling Brahmanas arc very many, they do not in any way prove that

they were actually so recognised by the kings during the period in which

they' were composed [P V Kane, in volume I of the History of

Dharmasastra, p 155, has the following remark^ —Long before the 4^
ccnturv B G theic was a work on Dharmasastra composed by or

attributed to Svayambhuva Manu This work was most probably

inverses Hicrc was also another work on Rajadharma attributed to

Pracctasa Manu, which also existed prior to the 4th century B C It is not un-

likely that instead of there being two works there was one comprehensive work

embodying rules on dharuici as well as on politics Then between the 2nd

century B C and the 2nd century A D the Manusmrti was finally recast,

probably by Bhrgu etc ]

x. According to B u h 1 e r’s researches not less than 260 such verses,

nearly one-tenth of the Manu-Smrti, are found only in the books III XII

and XVI of the Mahabharata
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passage was mentioned for the first time, were forgotten1 . In
addition we assume that the Manu-Smrti contains repeated
allusions to heroes of the Mahabharata, presupposing an accurate
knowledge of the main storyand ofthe legends of the epic and som the opinion ofWinternitz (1) there is no doubt that the
earliest part of the Mahabharata is older than the Manu-Smrti,
(2) that the authors ofthe didactical portions ofthe Mahabharata
and that of the Manu-Smrti had refashioned them from some
common old inherited epigrammatical stuff and (3) that in the
alcsl section of the Mahabharata a work is already mentioned
that is essentially not different from our Manu-Smrti2

. These
hypotheses are in accord with the wide limits that we are obliged
to assume with regard to the date of origin of the Mahabharata3.

n the present condition of our knowledge, in the opinion of
is i ustrious scholar, there is no possibility narrowing these

limits further down.
A survey of the contents of the Manu-Smrti would de-

monstrate that the interval of time between the oldest, not

n .

1C

-f
Cr

,

fas^oned Dharmasutras (e.g. Apastambiya-
rmasu ra), and the metrical Dharmasastras must have been

considerable.

The ManavadharmaSasti
a pronounced by Bhrgu”,

|m the expiession manave dharmaSaslre bhrgubroktayam
.iw>/ it

, (so the work speaks about its ownself) consists
o twelve sections (adhyayas). The first chapter contains
ci m ro uction in the style of the Mahabharata and

.

1C

f

P?r5nas - The great sages approach Manu andH fltlcst him to reveal to them the hply laws of different
‘

f£
a
.

nu a3rccs and begins with a discourse on thea cation. This tolerably intricate discourse on the creation,

Manu-
-Dharma-

.i>Miii.»ngt!nt thcaplmmocai'JlV.r.nV
sianzas

\
1‘^.se be explained by

'U.\ is.
apiionsiical discipline \sas the common source of all these

1* l-*l ff.

3 !>« cl, U-,0, 103 ; <6., 474 .
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that is begun by Afanu and continued by Bhrgu, rests partly
on Vcdic sources and is stiongly mixed up with the
Sankhya teachings1

. The sections I-V, after a short introduc-
tion cn the sources of dharma, among which the Veda is the
foremost, describe the consecrations (samskaras) that every
member of the three higher castes must perform, in

particular on the occasion of a student’s going to a school
for the first time

(upanayana ), the life and conduct of
the student of the Veda (brahmacarin ), the duties of hus-

bandsman, the marriage and every-day ceremonies, the

sraddhas, the rules for the snataka, i e. the young man who
has completed his study as a student of the Veda and still

continues to live with his teacher and studies a kind of code

of usage and custom, regulations regarding Vedic' studies,

rules regarding permitted and forbidden food, about reli-

gious impurities and purification-ceremonies and all sorts

of rules useful to women. The chapter VI speaks about

anchorites and ascetics, the chapter VII about the duties of

the kings This last named chapter contains also rules about

administration and politics (nth).

The chapters VIII and IX speak about civil and

criminal laws (vyavahara) beside legal processes (evidence,

ordeal, etc.)2. In fact here law's are divided under 18

topics. In the Dharmasutras w’C do not find traces of such

a division. [Actually disputes arc classified under eighteen

heads i. e. as{adaSamargefii mbaddhani ( vyavahara-) karyani]

.

These 18 topics arc the following3 :— (I ) laws regarding

debt, (2) pledges and deposits, (3) sale without ownership,

(4) dispute about joint companies, (5) nullification

i. Gf F Johan t gen, Obcr das Gcsetzbuch des Manu, Berlin,

1863: W Jahn, tlbcr die kosmogonischcn Grundanschauungen im Manava-

DliannaSastram, Leipzig i9°4»
Diss.; Gar be, Samkhya Philosophic,

p 52 f

2 Tim section had been translated into German, following the com-

mentary, in the Zcitschnft fur \crglcichende Rechtsw issenschaft, 3, 1882, 232

fT by Jolly.
, ,

3 [ituim'idyammadanam tukscposvamiviKrayan 1

sambhuya ca samutlhanam daltasyanapakarmaca 11

vetanasyawa cadanam samvidasca vyatu.Tamah 1

krayavikrayanuiayo vnadah siamtpalqyoh 1

simavnadadharmasca pdru#e danda^acike U

sleyam ca sahasam can a strigrahanameia ca i

padanyafladaSaitdm vyavahSmst/atJotna 1 IJ *
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of gifts, (6) non-clearance of wages and emoluments,

(7) breach of contracts, (8) investigations in cases of sales

and purchases, (9) disputes between a master and his servant,

(10) boundary disputes, (11) real injury, (12) verbal injury,

(13) theft, (14) violence (robbery etc ), (15) sex-offences,

(16) marriage-rules (duties of husband and wife ), (17) laws

of partition and inheritance, and (18) gambling and betting.

The chapter IX ends with a brief recapitulation of the duties

of the kings and contains some remarks on those of the Vai-

<yas and Sudras. The chapter X deals with mixed castes and

describes the usual professions of the three castes and emer-

gency laws (apaddharma
)
The chapter XI deals with purifica-

tions (prdyaicilta )
regarding ritualistic and other omissions;

m addition there are some rules about gifts and sacrifices

and a classification of sins, omissions and commissions.

The chapter XII is on the consequences in future life,

of noble and ignoble acts in respect of future rebirth. This is

followed by the concluding stanzas containing philoso-

phical reflections on the journey of the soul and on the

means of attainment of the supreme bliss (mokfa ). So like

the chapter I, the chapter XII too is strongly influenced by
the Samkhya principles that is here mixed with the teach-

ings of Yoga and Vedanta.

We see that in Manu as well, the same is the case with
othci metrical DharmaSastras, that the rules regarding religious

instructions occupy an overwhelmingly gi cater portion of the

work. In any case the purely juristical paits of the Manu-
Smrti covers approximately more than one-fourth of the entire

work. After what we have said about epigrammatic poetry as

the souicc of DharmaSastia, there should be no wonder that a
great poition of the Manu-Smrti reads more like a didactic

poem lather than a dull text book. Even in the purely technical
sections we often find pictures and similes and a highly polished
language. That proves that the authoi’s objective was to w’ritc

a book that would be valuable ftom the literal y point of view1 as
well.
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Some probes may possibly show that this is the case
throughout the whole woik, hence A few quotations are fur-
nished here from its different sections II, 238-240 :

iraddadhanah Subham vtdyamadadilavaradapi 1

ant) adapt param dharmam slriratnam dufkuladapi 11

vtfadapyamrlam grahyam balddapi subhafitam 1

amilradapt sadvrltam amedhyadapt kaheanam 11

strijo ralndnyalho vtdyd dharmah Saucam subhafitam 1

vwidhdni ca Jtlpam samddheyani sarvatah 11

“Full of devotion, one should accept supreme know-
ledge c\ cn from the mean, learn duty even from the lowest

and (accept
) woman-jewel even from a lowly family.”

“One should collect nectar even fiom poison, a noble

instruction even from a child, learn good conduct even from
an enemy and gather gold even from one that is not pure”.

“From all (sources) one should acquire, jewels, know-

ledge, morality, purity, noble words and various arts
”

IV, 135-137

hfain)am caiva sarpam ca brahmanam ca bahusrulam I

navaman)da vat bhupiuh krsdnapi kadacana |i

claltrayam Iti purufam mrdahedavamamtam I

tasmadclaltrayam mlyam ndvamanyeta buddhiman II

ndlmdnamavamanycla purvdbhtrasamrddhibhih l

an^lyoh Iriyamanvtcchcnnaindm manyela durlabhdm 11

“He who wants to be happy should never disregard a

Ksatriya, a snake or a highly learned Brahmana, although

they be weak ”

“These three, if disregarded, will certainly burn a

man *. therefore, a wise man must never insult these three
”

“One must not insult onself on account of his previous

niggardlyness : he should try to be happy till death and

should never think (of happiness) as unattainable.

The section on the rights and duties of the king begins

W'ith the following verses (VII, 3-9)

in the satnt breath Contrary to Nietzsche’s enthusiasm for Manu, the aesth-

ctiral and critical discussion ori the law-book ofOldenberg (LAI, P*

177 A*) is tolerably refreshing In case Nietzsche, on account of his

ignorance of the contents of Manu’s work, has taken a long jump, it may be

said that Oldcnberg, always with his Western vision is m no way right in

his remarks in respect of the Indian work.
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ardjake hi lokcsmin sarvaio vidrute bhayal l

iakfarthamasya sarvasya rdjanamasrjal prabhuh II

“When there was no king in this world and on account

of fear everywhere there was disturbance, for the protection

of this whole world the Lord created the king.”

itidranilayamdrkdndmagnesca varunasya ca 1

candravitteiayoscawa malrd mrhratya sasvatih 11

(He created the king) “with the eternal elements

taken out of Indra, Wind, Yama, Sun, Fire, Varuna, Moon,

and (Kubcra), the god of riches.”

yasmdde$dm surendranam maliabhyo mrmito nrpah 1

iasmddabhibhavatyefa sarvabhutani tejasa 11

“Since the king was created with the elements of these

divine rulers, he excels all beings with his brilliance.”

lapatyddilyavaccaipa cak$um$i ca manamsi ca 1

na cainam bhuvi faknoti kahidapyabhwikfilum 11

“Like the sun he burns the eyes and the mind : no-

body on the earth can look at him face to face.”

sogmrbhavali vayuka sorkah somah sa dharmarat 1

sa kuberah sa varunah sa mahendrah prabhavatah 11

“He is Fire, he is Wmd, the Sun, the Moon, the Loid

of law (Yama), he is Kubcra, he is great Indra—on account

of his power.”

bdlopt navamantaoya manuya iti bhumipah 1

mahati devald hyefa nararupetia Ufthati 11

“Although a child, one must not show disrespect

to a king (on the ground) that he is a man: he remains a
great god in the form of a man.”

ekameva dahatyagnirnaram dunipasarpmam 1

kularft dahati rajagnih sapaiudravyasamcayam 11

“hire burns only one man, who approaches him care-
lessly, but the king-fire burns (his) family with the herd
of cattle and treasure.”

On the necessity of punishment, that is personified
also as Band a (“Staff”) he (VII, 18-23

)
says

dendah fasti prajah sarvd dartda evabhirakfati 11

dendah stipte;u jdgarli dandam dharmam vidurbudhdh II

“Danda rules o\er the subject; Danila protects all;

D mdu remains awoke (when others) arc sleeping: the learn-
ed Imr recognised Danda as justice (Dharma)”.
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1

samiksya sa dhrlah samyak sarva ranjayah prajdli 1

asamihya pranilastu vmdiayali sarvalah 11

“Held properly, aflci necessary reflection, punish-

ment pleases everybody, but earned without proper reflec-

tion, it taiscs all to the giound 5

jadi na pranayedraja dandam dandyc$valandrilah 1

stile tnalsy anivapakyandnrbalan balavatlarali 11

adyatLakah purodasam sva ca lihyaddhamstathd 1

Siam)am ca na syat hasmimscil pravarletadharoltaram 11

“In ease the king, without being inactive, does not

award punishment to the culpnt, the stronger ones w'ould

look at the weak like fish on a spear” :

“A crow' would eat the sacrificial cake and a dog

would taste the oficiing, nobody w'ould possess anything,

and everybody would go up and down ”

sarvo dandajito loho durlabho hi iucirnarali 1

dandasya hi bimat sarvam jagadbhogaya halpate 11

“This whole woild is upheld by punishment, a right-

eous man is rarely to be met with, it is only on account of fear

of punishment that cverybcing helps the other.”

devadanavagandharva raUamsi palagoragah 1

lepi bhogaya halpante dandenawa nipiditah 11

“Even gods, demons, Gandharvas, Raksasas, birds

and i cptilcs, having been subdued by punishment, serve the

purpose.”

dmycyuh saroavarnasca blndyeran sarvasetavah 1

sarvalokaprahopaka bhaveddandasya vibhramat 11

“All castes would get polluted, all bonds w'ould break;

thcic would be trouble everywhere in case of want of (there

was no fear of) punishment ’

yalra syamo lohitakso dandascarati papaha 1

prajaslatra na muhyanti neta lelsadhii pasyati U

“Wheie black-i ed-eyed punishment, the destroyer

of evil, moves about, there is no trouble among the people

—

when the bearer (of punishment) coirectly has taken the

decision
”

VIII, 44.

yathd nayalyasrkpatairmrgasya mrgayuh padam 1

myelialhanumanena dharmasya nrpalih padam 11

“As a huntei follow's the tiack of the (w'ounded ) wold
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animal along the line of chipping blood, so a king should

follow the track of luslicc thiough correct infeicnce.”

VIII, 91 :

ekohamasmiljdtmdmm yaltvam kalydna manyase 1

miyam sthitaste hrdye$ah punyapapekfttd mttnih 11

‘My dear, that you believe that you are all alone (is

not true, since) there is always present in your heart the

sage, the seer of noble and evil acts
”

The section on marriage-laws ends with the stanza

(IX, 101 f) :

anyonyasyavyabhicaro bhaveddmaranantikah 1

c$a dharmah samasena jfieyah slripunisayoh parah 11

“In brief the supreme rule for husband and wife is

this : there should be mutual fidelity till death .”

tatha nityam yateyalam slripumsati tu krtaknyau 1

yathd nabhicaretam tau viyuklavitaretaram 11

“So should the husband and wife, performing their

duties, always so try that they are never separated and
arc not faithless to each-other.”

The large number of commentaries1 on the Manu-Smrti
that have been written in the diflcicnt regions of India prove the
high reputation and honour that this work has enjoyed in the
whole of the country. The oldest of the commentaries is [theM a n n b h a s y a] that of Mcdhatithi2

, who probably
wrote it in the 9th century A. D. [As Mcdhatithi names
Asalia^ a and Rumania and most probably quotes the view's of
oankaia, he is later than 820 A.D. And as the Mitaksaia consi-
ders Mcdhatithi as an authoritative writci, he must be earlier
than 1030. Most probably he flourished in between 823 and
.K)0 A.D.3

] Perhaps he w?as an inhabitant of Kashmir.
He has been quoted early in South Indian woiks. Mcdhatithi
repeatedly refers to commentators, some of whom were of
earlier and others of still earlier ages {cirantana). Therefore, it is

ceitain that long before his age this law-book must have enjoyed

1 1. I\ V. K a n r, Ibid, Appendix \ to Vol. I, p CGo cues a list of
»I 5 coowvMjtarirs on this work ]

U- W. !>> G.«.s3natha J h .1, Bib. Ind
, No ;,i 6. Calcutta 1932;

E'ltpob tta ulaMnn r *Amr Cdiutta ipan-jG }

h< I*. V K ane, Hiitw) of DhannaiSsira, Vol. 1, p 273.]
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high esteem. The commentary, that is characterised by high
acruiacy and is important for explanations of difficult passsages,
is that of Go \ indaraja1

,
who might have written it in

the 12th ccntu.v A D. The more famous and the most
frequently printed is the commentary written in the 15th
ccnturv at Y .lianas! by Kulluka, who essentially was just

a plagiat of the old work of Go\ indaraja.

The fame and importance of the law-book of Manu
has i cached even beyond India. The Buddhist law-books of
Burma arc strongly influenced by the Indian work and most of
them are called also Man u-D hammasattham, ie.

Manu-Dharma^astia The most important of these law-books is

tlu Dhaminasattham2 attributed to KingW a g a r u (1281-1306)

'I hi* law-book is based on Indian law, as found in Manu and
other Smrtis, but with the exclusion of the Vedic and Brahmam-
cal elements, so far as they relate to sacrifices, sacraments and ex-

piations Their law' of punishment is built w holly on the theory

of ha i man The law-books ofSiam too arc associated with the

tradition of a law -giver Manu and are influenced by the Indian

Jaw. In the Java Island too is found actually Manavadharma-

sastia3 that is till today the law-book in the Bali Island.

But the age of the Manu-Smrti must be considered to have

been anterior to that of the coming into existence of the

Dharmasastras ascribed to Narada and Brhaspati.

The Narada - Smrti4
, in its prose introductory fore-

word, claims itselfto be the ninth chapter,dealing with proper law,

[i Edited with notes by Visvanatha Naravana Man d lit,

Bombas t8<% ]

2 Km" Wagaru's Manu Dhammasattham, Text, Translation and
Notes (preface In John Jardine ), Rangoon 1892 (Text and Trans-

lation In E Tort hammer) Cf Jolly, Recht und Sitte § 13 and

M H Bode, The Pali Literature of Burma, 1909, pp 33, 85 ff See

R Rost, Ind Stud I, 315 ff on a Burmese law book m Pali under

the title M a n u s a r a, that probably differs little from our Manu-Smrti:

On the Birmese law see also J Kohler, Zeitschnft fur \ ergl Rechls-

wusscnschafi 6, 1886, p 161 ff

3 Edited and translated b> E C G J o n k c r, cf Jolly, ibid p

43 and D vanH La b be r ton, JRAS 1913, p 3. [A Bergaignp’s
Inscriptions Sanscrites dc Campa ct du Combodge (p 423) has an inscription

in w hich occur \crscs, one of which verball> is identical with Manu3 II, 136

utlam bandhunayah karma itdya bhaiati pancaml 1

clam manyaslhanani gariyo yadhultaram 11

4 There is a bigger as well as a smaller recension of the text Jolly
holds the bigger one to be the original and he has edited it in the Bib)I Ind

1885 and has translated it into a English m the SBE, vol 33, p XII,
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of a selection made by the divine sage Narada from an ancient

and exhaustive recension of the Manu-Smrti. It is questionable

whether this prose foreword actually goes back to the author of

the metrical Smrti and it is still moie questionable if the mythical

“sioiy of the text” that is nai rated hcie is at all historical1. In

no ease it is possible that the Narada-Smrti is derived from a

recension of the Manu-Smrti, older than that of B h r g u.

The tradition, maintained in the Putanas, in which Bhrgu,

Naiada, Biliaspati, and Arigiras arc enumerated as the success-

ive rcdactois ofthe Manu-Smrti, coi responds to a great measure

with the actual condition. Thence it is certain that the Narada-

Smrti is younger than the Manu-Smrti. It presents a very

advanced stage of development in the treatment of law. It

recognises 132 sub-divisions2 of topics of disputes (evamefam

prabhedanam dvdtrimiacchatamcva vai). In lieu of the 18

topics of disputes (afladaSa vyavahdrapadam) of Manu, he

has 15 types of slavery, 21 types of professions, 11 types

of witnesses, 5 types ofordeals; and in respect of the process

of written piocccdings and documental y evidences he mentions

things that make this woik clcaily appear younger than the

Manu-Smrti. The word dindra— dcnaiius, meaning a gold-

coin, found in the Narada-Smrti, shows that in no case it was
written before the 2nd century B.C and probably not before

the 4th century A.D.3 In Bana’s Kadambari (7th century

i. Cf. II d h 1 c r, SBE, vol 25, p XCVf, Jolly, SBE, vol 33,
p XI ff a»<l Recht uml Sittc, p 21 f It is important that in an old Nepal
manuscript the work 1$ actually called as the “Manava-Dharmasastra in the
recension (samhitn) revealed b> Narada” (SBE, vol 33, p. XII)

(2 According to a quotation in the Mit.lksaia on Yajfiavalhya, II, 5,
there are 10B subdivisions thereof . efameia jnabhrdonyah satamaflotlaram bhaud )

.
3 I he wjunng between e and 1 is a peculiarity of Hellenic Greek,

tnu begins firstly not m the anti century A D (sic J. JolK, Recht und
p 23), but mmli e'uber («*c K Biuggmaun, Gricchisrhc Gram-

ni'ttik, )th < u , published bv A
^
rhumb, Munich 1913,. §§ 9 and it,

Keiih.jKVS loi
-, f 30} f Iach in case Ronian cold coins came

Gupta
IV V.•rn'i.p’Kvts et t> , jih century \ D, (^e Sew ell ibid, ps tne, Horn \ r f l).i*imiasastra, Vol I p 204 f., has discusso t question

!

U - r;r < l •! r X.u idvinfU and snw-”iherr is nul.m<r to
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AD ) we find an allusion to a law-book of Naiada1 and in the
8th century AD. Asahaya wrote a commentary on the
Narada-Smrti

There aic some passages found in the Narada-Smrti too
that wete taken from some older cpigtammatic poetry. In an
elevated language and with poclic aidour the witnesses are

leminded about tiuthfulncss m the couit ofjustice There it is

said (I, 210 fT) —
ckamcvSdoilryam talprahuh pavanamatmanah 1

sal) am soargasya sopanam paravarasya naurwa 11

aivamedhasahasram ca salyam ca lulaya dhrlam 1

a (vamcdhasahasraltu saljamcva visiyalc 11

bhurdharayali sal)cm sat)cnodch bhaskarah 1

sal) cna vaytth plavalc salycnapah sravatili ca II

salyamcva param danam salyameva param lapah 1

sal)amcva paro d/iarmo lokanamih nah Srulam II

pitaraslvavalambanle tvayi sdkfilvamagale 1

lara)tfyati hinlvasman him cayam patayiyati 11

sal)amalma manuyasya salye sarvam praliflhilam 1

salyamuklvalmanalmanam sreyasa sammyojaya 11

“It is said that tiuth is a single means for attaining

puiity of the soul, tiuth is the cairiei to the heaven, like

boat that takes us from one bank to another Thousand-

horsc-sacrificcs and tiuth weic weighed on a balance and

tiuth weighed heavier than thousand horse-sacrifices” .“With

truth the earth upholds (all being ), with truth moves the

sun, through ti ulh blows the wind and through truth flow's

water
** “Tiuth is the highest gift, truth is the highest as-

ceticism, truth is the supreme duty of man—this we have

already heard.” “The fathers want that you must not de-

pose as a witness. They ask—Will he so try that wre may
attain a better status or we go down into the helP [Properly

When you come to depose as a witness, the fathers are

anxious as to whether he w'lll carry us across anyhow,

or if he wall drop us down.] Truth is the Soul Itself ofman,

everything is based on truth therefore, you must speak the

truth and lead yourself to the supreme heaven through

truth. [Properly —connect yourself with the highest bliss

through truth ]

I. Buhlcr, SBE, vol 25, p, CVII, note
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Mote closely associated with the Manu-Smrti, than the

Narada-Smrli, is the B r h a s p a t i-S m r t i, that is preserved

in fragments1 and in quotations in medieval Indian jurists.

Bdwspali always begins with the teachings of Manu, that he

completes or enlarges or upon which he comments. The Brhas-

pnti-Smrti is in fact a kind of “Varttika” on the Manava-

DharrnaCistia-. It passingly speaks about legal documents

and prohibits burning of widows, a thing that is not seen in

older law-books. Brhaspati, however, stands at several points on

a mote elevated giound than that on w'hicli stands Narada and,

thcicfoic, must be a century 01 two younger than the latter.

In the licatiscs on law', from the 9th century onwards, he is

mentioned as an ancient rsi. [But since Katyayana looks upon

Il.liaspatias an authority, he must, therefore, have flourished

sacral (.attunes before him. Hence, Brhaspati cannot be

placed later than the 4th century A D. As he knew the extant

Manu-Smrti, he svas latet than Yajnavalkya and piobably

later than Narada too, so Brhaspati must have flourished

between 200 and 400 A D.3
).

Probably Narada as well as Brhaspati is younger than
the Y si j f» a v a 1 k v a-S rn r t i, the Dharmasastia ofY a j n a-

valkya*, that in respect of antiquity, impoitance and
authority stands next to the Manu-Smrti. This v/oik too begins
in the style of the Manu-Smrti: the sages approach Rsi Yajna-
\ alk> a to make inquiries about dharma, and then he presents
to them his book on law. This Rsi Yajiiavalk) a, to whom is

attributed the authorship of this Dharmasastra, is most closely
associated with the Sukla-Yajurvcda, where he is vciy often
mentioned with his patron Janaka Vidcha5

. Obviously it is

assumed that the \ ajuavalk) a-Smrti belonged to the Sukla
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\ ajur\ cda and is based on a Dharmasutra, that is no more avail-
able to us and belongs to Eastern India. [Actually Yajnavalkya
is mentioned to be an inhabitant of Mithila.] This hypothesis
receives its confirmation from the proved coirespondencc between
the Yajnavalkya-Smrti and the Paiaskaia Grhyasutra1 .

[Although thcic aic some mantras

2

quoted in this Smrti that
aic found only in the Vajasancyi Samhita, in the opinion of a
scholar like P. V. Kane “No such conclusion that there

was a dharma^astia of the White Yajurveda and that the

Yajna\ alk\ a-Smrti was based thereon are warranted by the

facts so far furnished’ 53
.]

It can not be denied that Yajriavalkya’s views are more
model n and moi c advanced than those ofManu. The arrangement

of the subject-matter is more concise, clearer and more syste-

matic. The work ti eats in approximately three equally long sec-

tions customs {near

a

), laws (vyavahara
)
and expiations {prdyaScilta

)

In the section on law (Vyavaharadhyaya) the 18 topics of

dispute of Manu arc not expressly mentioned, but we can infer

that Yajfiavalkya too had recognised this division4
,
but there

occuis the 19 ill topic regarding conditions of service, and the

20th section deals with “miscellanea” (
prakimaka ). Whilst

Manu prescribes l ccordmg ofthe witnesses and ordeals with fire

and water only as admissible evidences, Yajnavalkya speaks in

detail about diaftmg and examination of written documents and

he describes five types of oidcals. The occurrence of the word

nanaka for coin (II, 240) and some passages that reveal his

acquaintance with Gicek astrology go to prove that the Yajna-

\ alkva-Smrti could not have been wutten earlier than the 3rd
4

or 4th ccntuiyAD.

[P. V Kane has examined this view elaborately and he

is of the opinion that since the Yajnavalkya-Smrti mentions the

arrangement of the naksatras fiom the Krttika to the Bharan!

i Othci lcfcrcnccs with regard to the Sukla-Yajurvcda, so in respect

of the mantras, arc, however, doubtful, P v Brad ke Uber das

Manva Grhva-Sutra, p 7 ^ >
shows correspondences with the Manava-

Grhvasuia According to Beaman, On the Sources of the Dharma-

sastra of Manu and Yajnavalkya, Yajnavalkya had at times utilized the

then existing Dharnia—and Grhyasutras more than the Manu-Smrti had done_

[s 1' or example yavost (Vaj S 5, 26=Yaj Smfti I, 23oi)
,
ye satnana

(Vaj S iq, 45=Yaj Smrti I, 254, etc ]

3 History ol DharmaSastra, vol I, p. 183 )

[4 Yaj Sin IT, 240-241.]

Winternjt?!, Vol III, 37.
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and not from the ASvinI to the Revat! as settled in the time of

Varahamihira in the 5th century A.D., the Yajnavalkya-Smrti

can not be of a pci iod so late as the 4th century A.D. It appears

that Yajfiax alkya did not know of astrology anything more

than what was cuncntin days of the Brahmanas and Grhya-

sutras. Further Yajnavalkya prescribes fines for persons who
counterfeited natiakas. Now this nanaka is a gold coin bearing

the picture of the goddess Nannaia of the Kushan kings1
, who

< id not rise to power before 78 A.D. This would place Yajria-

alkya aftci 100 A D Concluding P. V. K a n e says that there

»•> nothing to prevent us from holding that the extant Smrti was

composed in the first two centuries of the Christain era or even

a century earlier2.]

In respect of language, style and subject-matter the

Dhai masaslra of Yajnavalkya, like that of Manu, shows points

of contact with gnomic poetry. Thci e arc again several passa-

ges in which the language ofthe text-book goes over to that of

gnomic poctiy; but their number in Yajnavalkya is not so large

as in Manu.

For example, the stanza (I, 348) on destiny and
man’s action belongs to gnomic poetry.3 In respect of the

Biahmana’s position of superiority and in legard to the

relationship of the pucst and the king, Yajnavalkya is in

agreement with Manu. So in I, 199 he says:

sarvasya prabhavo viprah iruladhyayana&Uinah 1

tebhyah kryaparah iresthaskbhyopyadhyalmavittamah 11

‘Of all the mastcis arc the Biahmanas, who aic de\oted
to the study of the Veda; superior to them arc those who
have ofleied sacrifices; and those who know’ the soul arc
ftu liter supetior.”

udiaft parataro dharrm nrpunam yadratidrjilam 1

^ ^
diyale draiyam prajabhyakabha)am sada 11

I here is no higher duty fot kings than making gift
to Biahmanas the wealth gained in fight and (the gift of)
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perpetual fcailcssness to the people ” And so as in the
Manu-Smrti, so also in the Yajnavalkya-Smrti, there are
philosophical sections. In the chapters on the duties of
anchorites (III, 45 ff.) and of ascetics (III, 56 ff

) occur
also the teachings of Samkhya and Yoga and general ascetic

morals In III, 66 is described dhaima :

saljamaslcyamakrodho hrth iaucam dhlrdhrtirdamah 1

samyalcndnyala vidyd dharmali sarva udahrtah 11
“
Truthfulness, abstaining from theft and anger, mo-

dest}, purity, patience, self-control, subduing the senses,

sciences, the dhaima is comprehended in its entirety in

these.” In III 67 the teachings about multiplicity of the

soul is lllustialcd with a loving picture .

mssaranh yalha lohapindaltaptat sphulingakah 1

sahdsdddtmanasladvaddlmdnah prabhamnli hi II

“As spaiklcs spring up from a glowing clump of iron,

so from alman spi ing up the almans (l e the individual souls

fiom the universal soul.”)

Here we find also (III, 72 )
a wholly embryological and

anatomical section in which inter alia are accurately enume-

rated the ncivcs, the muscles, veins and hairs of the body —
dvdsaplalisahasram hrdayadabhimhfrtah 1

hitdlntd nama nadyastasam madhye iahprabham 11

mandalam tasya madhyastha alma dipa ivdcalah 1

sa jtlcyaslam viditveha punarajayate na lu 11

“There are seventy two thousand veins, called “good”

and “bad”, that come out of the heait, m the middle of

thesr shining like the moon theic is a cncle, in the centre

of it stands Atma like a motionless lamp* one should know

Him, having Xnoun Him one is not reborn”. (Ill, 108 f )

In the verse that follows Yajnavalkya says —
j/lcyam cat anyahamaham yadadilyadavaplavan 1

yogasdstram ca matpraptam jiieyam yogamabhipsata 11

“One should know the Aranyaka, what I have known

from the Sun, and the Science of Yoga, that has been

revealed by me, one who wants to know Yoga should

know it l”

i Probably ue are to understand by this the Yajnavalkya-Janaka-

Samvada of the Mahabharata XII, 310-318, m uhich the teafhinqs of

Samkhya have been explained.
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Associated with the ci cation of man (III, 118 ff. )
is

the theory of rebirth and its dependence upon noble and

evil deeds (III, 131 IT ). Here we find also the well-known

compaiison of the soul with an actor as in Sarhkhya :

jalha hi bhcralo varnairvarnayatyatmanastanum 1

ndndrupani kurvanaslathatma karmajastanuh 11

“As an actor paints his body with colours, whilst

he assumes difici ent forms, so docs Atman assume (different

)

bodies begot by His own activities (III, 162)”.

On the Dharma^astra of Yajiiavalkya too there arc

many comrncntaiics The most famous one is the one com-
posed by the bcggai-monk Vi j n a n e s v a r a, the M i t a k-

s a r a. This Mitaksaia is moic than a commentary : it is a

juristical ticatisc that is based on the Yajiiavalkya-Smrti. Vijna-

newaia was a South Indian who lived in the second half of the

11th century A.D. I lis work was held in esteem eatly in the

South and also in VaianasI and in a Jaigc pail of North India,

and undot the British rule too its section on law's of inheritance1 ,

for the put pose of modem legality as well, has been of
impot lance thiough Colcbrookc’i translation. On the

Mitaksaia. loo time aic vciy many commentaries2.

[In addition to this Yajiiavalkya, we find mention of
\ rddh.i Yajiiavalkya, Yoga Yajfnwalkya and Brhad Yajna-
valkya as Smi ti«\v» ilei s. The Mitaksara and Apa-
i.uka fuqucntly quote fiom Vrddhayajnavalkya, who w'as
a wijim on Yyavahaia and Piayaiciita. Further the Mitak-
*MtX °*ms Bihad\ajfla\alkya on Piayascitta. So Vrddha
\ajna\alks.i and Brhadyajnavalk) a must have flourished
brioie r,00 A 1).
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S * " Y 5 J " a v a 1 k Y a cxlslcd m a peiiod cailiei than
800 A.D., since he is quoted by Vacaspatimibra, who wrote hisN v a > a s ft cinibandha in the ycai 808 of the Vikrama
cm. i c. in 841-42 A D. 1

]

One of the famous tcachcis of the Sukla-Yajui veda is Kat-
> a

) a 11 a. of whose Smrli2 we find only fragments thiough quo-
tations in lutci-d.iv jurists. So fai as weaie able to conclude from
the available citations it appears that possibly the Katyayana-
Smrti m.ty ha\ c been \ ci y similai to the Smrti of Brhaspati in
lcspcct of the contents and that piobably it was written in ab-
out the came age. [But since Katya yana often quotes the
view of Bihaspati, the formci must have been a few centuries

voungci than the lattci. '1 his uppei age limit is the 3id or the
1th centui) A D. Fuithci Katjayana is quoted hj Visvarupa.

IIuicc the age ol K a t y a v ana mav be said to be m between
tlic ith and 3lh century A.D.1

] Of the large number of Dharma-
MStias, that aie bnow 11 only fiom quotations, may be mentioned

the one asenbed to Vy as a 1 that ism agreement at many
places with Naiad 1, Brhaspati and Kdtvayana and another

that of Pilfimaha3
, who is quoted as an authority m

Brhaspati. IiomHailta too aie quoted ovci 50 stanzas

on junstic topics that aie not found in the above-mentioned

Dhaiinasastia oi Hailta, and, thcicforc, have been quoted

Horn some youngci Haiila-Smrli

'I hcic must have liccn a large number of Smrtisb
,
younger

than these and othci Sinrtis, out of which have sprung up some

Smrtis that arc piesci ved in manuscripts and have been biought

KJ27 and Kaljajinasmrlisaiociclliarafi or Nai\a)ana-snini on \ya\anara

ll iws and piotcdutr) 1 c\t (u constructed), tiaiislalion notes and intro-

duction Ij\ 1 * V Kane, Bombay 1 *133 ] ,
_

[3. P. V K a n c, History’ of Dhaiinasastia, vol I, p 217 tj

4 In the deeds of gift we often find cited cci tain \ erscs inn Inch great

religious merit is accorded for gift and which aie attributed to Vyasa Many
ol these verses arc take n fiom the Mahabhaiata and many from the Vyasa-

Smrti, sccJolIy,JR\S 1913,671 IT (Editions AnSb 1905 and Jivananda

Vidyavigwa, Calcium
Fragmciltt dcs Pitamaha, Te\t und Obersetzung,

Leipzig 1902 (Wurzburger Diss )

G Yajfiav alhva I, 41, enumerates 20 authors of Dharmasastras

Ihesc very names (m another order) occur alsom thc Agn.-Purana i62 In

the Viramitrodaya 37 and m the IVimayasindlni 131 Smrtis are cited,

bhatmao V 1 1 h a I, JBRAS 22, 335
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nut in v iks, They do not ticut dharma as a whole, but only

in parts. All these is oiks aic attiibulcd to diffcienl gods and

rris, most of v.hom aic such as aic clscwhcic too well known as

authors of Dharmasastras Frequently many works are attri-

buted to one and the same author and they arc distinguished by

me of the expressions L a g h u (“small”), B r h a d (“big” ).

V r d d h a (“old”) from one another. Thus one of the collec-

tions contains 28 Smith1
,
and among them thcic is one Laghu-

Alri-Samhita, an Atii-Samhila, a Vrddha-Atri-Samhita, a

LaiThu-Harlta-Smrti and a Vrddha-Harita-Smrti, an Ausanasam

DhnrinaCistram of 51 Slokas and only one Ausanasa-Smrti in 9

ndhyayas, an Angirasa-Smrti, one Yama-Smrti, one Apastamba-

Smfti, etc. To them belong also the Brhat-Manu-Smrti and one

Yiddha-Manu-Smrti, that aie not identical with the Manava-
Dh:irma<fistia, but they arc much younger woiks2

. In the Maha-
bharata and in the Puranas, there arc many pieces that are

not different from such Smrtis3 . The propci law' is treated in

none of these texts, but only customs and religious usages
(acara )

and expiations {frrajalatta). We do not know even the approxi-

mate .‘ge of any of these w oiks One of the more important
and relatively older of tlusc woiks is the ParaSai a-S m r t i

4
,

on which Mfidluna wiotc a commentary in the 14th century
A.IX 1 he authoi of this Smrti, in his intioduction, calls him-
‘rif a “rnudrrner” and states that he is piescribing rules for
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the modem Kali-Age, whilst Manu, Gautama and Samkha-
likhita have codified lulcs for the former ages :

[krlc lit manava dharmdslrclayam gautamah smrtah 1

dvaparc ianikhalihhitdh kalau paraiarah smrlah 11]

Since \ ajnavalkva names oncPaiasaia as an authority on
dhanna, it is not cci tain that Paiasara quoted by Medhatithi [m
the 9th ccnlui*) A D ] is identical with the author of our Smrti.

[We may, however, with P. V Kane, assign him to some
period between the fust and the fifth centuryA D A much
) oungci w ork is, how c\ cr, the Brha t-P arasar a-S m r t i,

“the great Para<ara-Smrli”, that in fact is approximately five

times as big as the Paiasaia-Smrti.

More impoi tant than these modern Smrlis aie the Dhar-
m a n 1 1) a n d h a s. They arc systematic and partly very volu-

minous treatises on dharma. These began to be wiitten approxi-

mately m about the eleventh century A D and they have conti-

nued to be written down upto the recent days. Many of these

works arc important on account ofa large number of quotations

contained in them that were taken from caiher woiks that are

now lost to us. They unlike Smrlis, w ci c not wiitten in the

schools of dharma, but were usually wiitten by ministcis, jurists

and similai other personalities under orders of the kings. One
of the oldest of these w'oiks is the Smrtikalpataru, also

called Smrtikalpadruma or Krtyakalpataru2
,

of Laksmidhara, foreign minister of one King Govinda-

candra, who is piobably identical with King Govmdacandra

of Kannauja, who ruled between 1105 and 1143 AD The

work speaks about all the parts of religious dharma, about the

rightsof the king and about legal proceedings In the 1 2th century

Halayudha, the Chief Justice of King Laksmanasena of

Bengal, wrote one Brahmanasarvasva3 on the daily duties of the

Brahmanas. Important is the Smrticandrika of Devanna-
b h a H a 4 This work, that w-as probably w'ntten m about 1200

AD, is divided into several sections, of which only one, namely

that dealing with the law of inheritance (
dayabhaga ) has been

printed. In between 1260 and 1309 H e m a d r i wrote his

[1 History of DharmaSastra, Vol I, p 195 ]

f 2 Published, in u vols m GOS, 1943-1955 J _

[3 Published (2nd Edition), Calcutta 1839 edition, Calcutta

iqGo, Published also lithographically m samvat 1943 ]

[4 Edited and Published m 6 parts. Govt Oriental hbiary, Mysore

1914-1921 ]
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\ohiimnutis work the Calm vaigacintama n i
1

, that in

3 big chapters deals with vows, gift1
,

places of pilgi image,

ndcmption, ‘r.lddha and saciificial calender and is replete with

quotations from the Puranas and SinHis. Ilemaehi was a minis-

t?t and iccoid-kctpcr ol two mighty mlcis of the Vadava-

<i\ n.ivty. In the 14th centurv Candcivau [of Mithila], son

of a minister and himself a minister of King Harasimhadeva

(about 1323 A. D )
wiolc a voluminous compendium

S m r t i r a t n a k a l a2 and a small work, the Krlsacinta-
in a n i, that deals with religious duties. In about 1473 lived

in th? court of King Haiinai Tirana in Mithtla the jurist

Vftcasp.uimisra who wrote different Cintaman s (w ish-jew els )
on

*cvrral branches of clharmak The M a d a n a p <i i i
I
a t a4 of

Visvesvarn, whose patron was king Madanupala (about

1300-1370 A 1). ), ticats religious usages and also laws of inheri-

tance and expiations. This woik too is cxtiaoidinaiily rich in

quotations from Smith, such as Manu, Vrddha-Manu, Brhacl-

Manu, Atri, Visnu, Yrddha-Visnu, Brhad-Visnu, Yajnavalkya,

Ynt>i-Yajfta\alkya, Vrddha-Yujnavalkya, etc. and also from
othfi dhnrnn nibandhas as well as from 21 difTcicnt Puranas.

Whilst these works mainly deal with lehgious duties and
usigrs, there aie other compendia that deal with ical laws

(n iUuharn) Probably m the 13th ccntuiy J I ni u t a v a -

!i a n a wrote his D It a i m a r a t n a. The section dealing with
the 1 \ws of inheritance, the D a y a b h a g a5,

is the chief woik
of the Bengal school oflaw. R a g h u n a n d a n a, in the IGth
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ic»lur\, \\ 1 ole lus \ oluminous S 111 r l i t a 1 1 v a1 in 28 sections,
among ninth of paiticulai impel lance aic those on the
supunaluial 01 deals, laws of mhciitance and junspiudcnce In
the 1 7th century N 1 1 a k a n t h a wiotc the Bhagavanta-
b h a s k a 1 a2 in 12 mys (Mayukhas), and Kama 1 a-
k a 1 a, a cousin of Xilakantha, bi ought out a voluminous lite-

raiy pioduction the N 1

1

n a y a s 1 11 d h u3
, that even now is

considcied authoritatne foi lcligious piactic.es m Mahaiastra.
Apart fi om his bigger w 01 k the D h a 1 m a t a 1 1 v a is the £ u d-
r a cl h a r 111 a t a 1 1 \ a, called also & ii d 1 a k a m a 1 a k a r a4

that dcsciibcs tlic rights and duties of the Sudias Mitra-
m i s 1 a, the commentator of the M 1 1 a k s a 1 a, is also the

author of the Vlramitroday a3
,
a \ oluminous encyclopae-

dia, that ticals not law exclusively, but contains also sections

on Medicine, Astrology, Bliahti and Mohsa In the 18th

century many Dharmambandhas wrcre compiled by native

pantfitas at the behest of English ofliceis

Lastly it may be mentioned that m lccent yeais scholars

ha\ c wiiltcn special woiks on diffeient topics of law. Thus for

example thcic is extant a complete literature on adoption,

such as the Dattakamlmamsa of Nandapandita
(of Varanasi) w'rittcn in the 17th century and the

Dattarka 01 Dattaputrarka of Dad a Kharagji
Konci i writtten in the year 1 769® A.D.

1 Several tunes printed in India

2 I hat is to say “Sun of Bhagavanlu”, so called because the work

was \\ ntteri at the command of the Rajput prince Bhagavantadeva (in

about 1640 A D )
The “lav” dealing with real jurisprudence (vyava-

hara) has b**cn repeatedly printed in India, so Bombay 1826 by Borrad*
a j 1 c, who has also translated the work into English (Surat 1827).

3 Bombay 1868 and several times printed in India

4 Editions published in Bombay 1862, 1877* 1880

r it should not be confused with the Mitaksara commentary that too

has the same title, that means “rise (it rise of the moon of law) written

by M 1 1 ra m 1 s r a in honour of VIrasimha”. His patron was the same

Virasmiha who in the year 1602 was assassinated by Abul Farl The work

6 The Dattakamlmamsa has been printed several times m India

JGG Sutherland (Calcutta 1821, 2nd ed 1834), too_ has translated

English this work along with the D a t t a kac a n d r 1 k a See also J

J o 1 1 y, Gbcr emc Handschnft des Dattarka, S BayA 1908, und Die Adop-

tion m Indien, Wiirzburg 1910, p 6.
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ARTHASASTRA (NIT IS A S TR A)

The Indians undeistand by the teim A 1 t h a s a s t r a all

the theories and manuals taken together that deal with piactical

life—Technique, Domestic Economy, Administration and in

particular Politics. The most important blanch of Arthasastra

is Politics that is mentioned also as the independent science of

NltiSastra, the science of ‘‘guidance
55
or of “government 55

In particular knowledge is necessary for the king for

the purpose of domestic affairs and for administration. It

constitutes a section of “Politics
55

, so much so that sometimes

the term Arthasastra and Nitisastra are used as synonyms.

Since the Indians could not conceive of any form of

administration, other than monarchial, this science is called

alsoRajaniti, “King’s Politics
55

, and since the most important
mstiument of administration was the power of punishment, it

was called also Dandaniti, “Punishment Politics.
5 *

The development of Arthasastra is associated with the
three aims of life (tnvarga), and so it offers three aims to human
being : d h a r m a (performance of religious and customary
duties, a r t h a (useful acquisition and possession of property
and gold ) and lama (enjoyment ofsexual pleasure ). Pataiijali1

was already familiar with this discipline, Asvaghosa knew it and
it has several times been referred to m the Mahabharata2

, in
the Manu-Smrti and in the Tantrakhyayika. We are not in a
position to state the time since when these sepaiate sciences came
to stand foi each of the three constiucnt parts of the tnvarga.
In the Caranavyuha, belonging to the Atharvaveda PariSisfas,
about whose antiquity we know nothing beyond this that Artha-
Sastra is mentioned as an Upaveda or a “subsidiary Veda55

of the
Rgveda. But is is the product of a purely Brahmanical effort to
attribute all knowledge, including even the most secular sciences,
as connected with the Vedas. Bhasa knew the Arthasastra3.

GrhvJs.-,t
:

i?
h
TT
h
^l
yV^?^nini 2

>
2

> 34,
Varttika 9 In the HiranyakeSi-

Visnu-Smrti cn o’ ®vP^
arma > Artha and Kama are personified In the

an meutionirPa
pursuit for attainment of three objectives of lifecutioned among the preliminary duties of house-holder

Dharmasastra 2> claims to be an Arthasastra, aunarmasastra and a Kamasastra, sec above I, 272, ti*ms p. 326

131, vvidiou/nam.n^
0
,^ m

u*
c atijiiayaugandharayana (act II, verse

Mti so m the. Piat?
*- as,Th

’ l^e cntire drama is a glorification of
«, w th. PiatinianataJca [The translator is unable to read in the
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In the Lalita\ lstara1 it is included among the sciences that were

learnt by Siddhfulha In the Mahabhaiata (XII, 58,

1 IT) the gods and Wise Brhaspati, Visalaksa, Usanas, the

thousand-eyed Mahendra, [Sahasraksa Mahendra], Manu,

con of Pracctas, Bharad\aja and Gaurasiras are named as the

“originator of the king’s science'
5

(
rajasasUapra'Ularah).

Elsewhere as well thcic appear partly the same teachers who

arc named as authors of Dharmasastra and Aithasastra Fiom

this piobabh we may conclude that in couise of time

AtthasaMia blanched off fiom Dhaimasaslia or that m the

beginning, before piopci the Arthasastra schools originated, both

the sciences wcic taught in the same school as kings

duties2” [rajadharma] Indeed thcic have ahvays existed

topics that ha\c been common to both the sciences Already in

the old Dharmnsutias3 there were treated topics that fell w'lthin

the junsdiction of Aithasastra, so for example the lay-out of

cities and palaces, the appointment of officers, the types of

tariffs and taxes and the oigamsation of the army The metrical

Dharmasastias that we possess ah cady pi esuppose the existence

of Aithaiastra as an independent discipline4 Yajiiavalkya

(II, 21 )
5 and Niirada (I, 39) ha\c expressly laid down as firm-

ly standing the lule that in ease there is opposition between

Dhaimasastra and Aithasastia, the formei pievails over t e

latter-

[jatrn vipralipalUh syaddharmasastrdrihafaslrayoh 1

arlhaiaslroLlamuisrjya dharmasaslroktamacaret 11]

Thcic arc fundamental differences existing in lespect

of the mode of administration prcscnbcd m the two sciences.

Arthasastra deals more with actual conditions, w 1 st larm

\crsc 13 of Act II of the Pratijnajaugandharayana the meaning gncn by

W 'I he stanza reads —
,

1

arthasastraqunagrdhi jjrflho gopalakah suluh \

gaiulhauadicfi .jajamasali cajijamipalahah 11

J

This may be translated as „r»hisastra and e\en the
“ I he eldest son Gopalaka is anespcit n

eNpert m wrestling.”
younger brother of Gopala is later of Gandhai

1 Ed L
.
c r

V) R,
11

7o ,o
P

p
b
O38 f )

considers it doubtful whether
2 Jacobi (blir ie)i 2 > P °o <

, < yriMG 67. iai3, P Qt
there was any real school of Arthasastia Cl J Y

. .
5

the dis-

Hillcbiandt, ZDMG69, i 9 ij, P 3bo «» r,gllUy 35

tmction between the schools TT ancj 2g

3 So m the Apastambly andfin the Visnu-

4 The same holds good also
a \ 344 ff ,

V.snu 3 38 f

, Passages like Maim 7, >55 * ,
Yajnasaney ,

smrti Passages like manu /, *jo **
> a rthaiastia

etc pres ipposc a teinunology known hem
[atthasdstraltu balaiaddhamaSastiamti st/nti(i J
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Sasha often lays down only the ideal requiicments. What for

one science appeals to be particularly essential is considered

by the other as subsidiaiy and is passed over. Thus

in Arthasastra they teach torture in matter of legal proceedings

and ordeal is passed over, whilst Dharmasastia speaks only

about the latter, in case both of them are feasible1. Besides the

axioms too of the two sciences aie different : Dharmasastra

prescribes duties, that are based on the revelation, the

Sruli, whilst Arthasastra on the contrary presciibes standard
rules for attainment of particular material objectives,

without taking into consideration either religion or morality2
.

It is on this account that the Buddhists too are wholly opposed

to Aithasastra. In the Jatakamala3 the principle of the king’s

science (Rajasastra) that morality (dharma

)

prevails only sp

long as it is not opposed to gain (atiha ) is expressly refuted and

Niti is said to be on the same level as falsehood :

iatah sa vidvanapi rajasastramai thamwrttyd gatadharmamargam 1

dhai manuragena dadau gajendram mtivyaiikena na samcakampe 1

mukto maya nama sametya geham samantato rdjyavibhulhamyaml

yanmatsamipam punragatastvarh na nilimarge kusalost tasmat 11

Ex actly like legal aphorisms, the counsels for the conduct

of the king, the oldest teachings on a r t h a and niti, must
have for a long time bee n i n circulation either in the form of

memorial verses or m that of epigrams before proper schools

and sastras came into being. It is why we find in the Maha-
bharata, at many places, dharma—and niti-epigrams placed

promiscuously4
. Many sections m the Mahabharata are directly

short Nitisastras or extracts from them5
. The existence of an

i. Cf Jolly, ZDMG 67, p 49 ff, 94 f

2 Magha m the Sisupalavadha II, 30 says “One’s own prosperity
and defeat of the enemy—these arc the two things that go to make all niti,
o< c. also above p. 316

almodayah parajydntrdvayam vitintiyate 1

tadunkrlya krtibhinacaspatyam pratayate 11

3 IX, 10, XXXI, 52 f.

4 So in the dialogue ofViduram the bookV, in particular in the
chapters 33 > 3°> 37 and 39 Full of afti-stanzas is also the book XII and m
pmticular its chapters 80 ff

, 93 ff., 103 ff, 112, 114 f., 118 f, 168

. 5 Passages like the Mahabharata I, 140, where Minister Kanika
nc \ ists King Dhrtarastra as to how a king should struggle unscrupulously foranm a a ion of his enemy or those like IV, 4, where directions are given for

,°i.

f c°ultlcrs
> kmd of “hmga” for dealings with kings As

*Nltila^tra

lIS ^ c mPtcr 5‘7» might have been borrowed from an actual
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Ai lhasastra is definitely hinted at in book XII of the Maha-
bharata. It is narrated here that Creator Biahman himself
urotc a huge book m 100,000 sections, in which the whole of
t r i v a r g a had been explained. With the intention of
making the woild prosperous and foi establishment of trivarga

he has created the science of Dandanlti. This is followed by a
table of contents of this manual that apparently corresponds

closely to that of an Arthasastra. It is further said that this

manual of niti was learnt first of all by sublime Siva, the Great-

Eyed (Visulaksa), and it was abridged m view of the shoitness

of human-life. This abiidgcmcnt (in only 10000 sections) was
learnt b> God Indra and lie abridged it further into 5000 sec-

tions. This newly abtidged vcision called Bahudantaka (of

Bahudantm, a courtier of Indra) was further abndged into

3000 sections b> Brhnspati and W'as named Barhaspatya Finally

it was abridged into 1000 sections b} Kavya (i e. Usanas) 1
.

The Indian ornate poets show much familiarity with Niti-

saslra. Study of this discipline is prescribed as compulsory for

poets and eminent poets arc seen to attach gieat importantce to

parade their know ledge of this science. Thus Kalidasa demon-

strates his knowledge of Nitisastra in the Raghuvamsa (XI, 55,

XII, 69; XVII, 45 etc.), Bharavi in the Kiratarjuniya(I and

II
) and Magha in the whole of the canto II of the Sisupalava-

dha. Somodeva in his Kalhasantsagara demonstrates his know-

ledge ofNiliSastra. The piinciples of Nitisastra that Kalhana

in the Rajatanginl (4, 344 if,) puts into the mouth of King

Lahtaditya point to the affiliation of this science to Kashmir.

The oldest w’Oiks on Arthasaslia have not come down to

us It follows from the above referred to Mahabharata-passages

that Indian tradition considered Brhaspali to be the founder

of Arthasastra2
. At another place in the Mahabharata ( III,

32, 60 f.) Draupadi says that she has heaid the niti-theories

i NLihdbh XII, 59, 28 ff ,
7G IF In the Xautihya-Arlhasastra Visa-

laksa, Bahudantiputra, Brhaspali and Usanas are mentioned as authors

of Artha Gf also Kamasutra, p 3 ^ where it is said that from the creator’s

gieat work on 1 1 1 v a r g a Manu separated the part dealing with d h a rm a,

Brhaspati, that dealmg with artha, .and Nandm, Siva s attendant,

that on k a in a
,

2 Brhajjiati ivas at ,the same

H 1 1 It b r a n d t in the Fcstschnfi

Lokayata ami Atlhasastia

time the teacher of Lokayata See

Kuhn, p 20 on the connection of
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propounded by Brhaspati when a Biahmana-scholar was con-

veying her to her brothers :

[brdhmanam me pita purvam vasayamasa panditam 1

sopi sarvamimam praha pitre me bharatar$abha 11]

In Bhasa’s Pratimanataka (p. 79 )
Ravana says that he

has studied the Barhaspaty a-A rthasastra. But un-

fortunately of this Arthasastra of Brhaspati we possess aversion

that is very much altered and replete with modem elements1
.

In particular in adhyayas II and III the text that has come down

to us inter aha carries against heretics tirades that certainly do

not stand m any ancient Arthasastra The position that it is not

possible to verify the observations of the Barhaspatyas quoted

at several places m the Kautiliya-Arthasastra goes to prove

that only a small portion of the little extensive work should have

belonged to the old Arthasastra of Brhaspati.

By far the most important work of the Aithasastra literature

is the Kautilly a-A rthasastra, i.e. the text-book of

the art of administration and government, that is attributed to

Kautilya (or Canakya or Visnugupta), the minister of King
Chandragupta of ihe Maurya dynasty. No other work of Indian

literature provides us with so rich amount of information about

ancient Indian political and social conditions as does this book,

of which the existence has been known to us since long ago2
,

although its text came to be known for the first time in 19093 .

i It has been edited by F W Thomas m Le Museon, p 3, t 1,

No 2, March 1916 An (unauthorised) reprint is No. I of the Panjab
Sanskrit Series, Bnhaspati-Sutra or the Science of Politics according to the
school of Brhaspati ed by F.W Thomas, with Introductory Remarks
and Indexes by Bhagavad Datta, Lahoie 1921.

2. Cf Th. Aufi echt, ZDMG 28, 1874, 104, Th Zac h aria e,
Beitrage zur mdischen Lexikographte (1883), p 43, and WZKM 20,306,
A Hillebrandt, Uber das KautiliyasasU'a und Venvandtes, Breslau
1908 [Some other important publications are —Hindu Political Thought
and Its Metaphysical Foundation byVishwanath Prasad V arm a, 2ndcdn,
Patna ig'jgj Some Aspects of Hindu Polity—D R Bhandarkar, Benares
1929, Substance ot Hindu Polity— Chandra Piakash Bliambliri,
Meerut 1959, Rajadharma by K V Rangaswami Aiyargaj, Adyai 1941.

^,aw
»
Aspects of Ancient Indian Polity, London, 2nd Edn

i960 J By Tar the most important work is K P. Jayaswal, Hindu Polity
Second Edition, Bangalore, 1943]

OnKautiJya see also Kautilya by Nara>an Chandra Bandyo-
padhyaya Calcutta 1927. On Mauryan Polity, see V R Ramachandra

Madras 1
95*1 *j

Madras i932 j and also A S. Panchapahcsa Ayyar,

,

3 * Through the edition of R Sham a S a

s

t

r

i, Mysore 1909, 2nd
[Wi ntemit? quotes from the latter edition], a

l°n
?
f th<* "amc " ork hv the same author was published fiom

gal m 1915; (its several parts with a translation had come out
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The work is written in prose and is composed in admixture of
the sutra and bhas)a-stylcs 1

. Sometimes epigrammatic stanzas

atreach eirhcr, Inti Ant 3f, 38 and 39) On the textual criticism of
the Kaut we ha\e tiu important cssass ofj J o 1

1

y , ZDMG 68, 1914, 345fr,6q, 1013, 369 ff, 71, 1917, -} 1 4 ff
» and J J Sorabji, SomeNotes

on the \dh\ il sha-Pr-u an, Booh II of the Kautilisam Arthasastram,
Di^ (Wurzburg) 1914 Booh I has been translated into Italian by M
\ .illiuri in the Rwistn dcgli Studi Or VI, 1317 IT, Roma 1915 and
into German b\ Jolly, ZDMG 74, 1920, 321 IT Sc\eral passages ha\e
been translated b\ Otto Stein, Mcgasthcncs und Kautilya, Wien 1921,SWA Gf also j oil), cm altmdtsdics Lchrbueh dci Pohtik in den \cr-
handlungcn dcr I HaiipWcrsammlung dcr Intel nat Vcreimgung fur
vcrgleichcndc Rrchtswisvcnschaft und \ olhwirtschaftslchre 1911, Berlin
1912, p tltf If XaundraNath Law, Studies in Ancient Indian Polity,
London 1914 is based on the first part of this worh and the same author’s
Inter-State Relations in India, Part I, Calcutta and London 1920, is based
on its second part [that \\ hnew only from the discussions m the JRAS
1921. Gif IT] [A A Lars, Interstate Relations in Ancient India also

m the Ind Vnt 49, 1920, 129 ff, 148 ff, 176! ]

1 It is liardls possible to separate the sutras from the commentary
(bftaya) clcarh Sham a Sastri ( Translation, p XXIII) belies es that

the cate h-words standing at the end of the 150th chapter arc composed as

sutras, but he hnnstlf adds to it that the “commentary” at many places is

not vers much different, 111 respect of the stylc.fiom the sutras,whilst at screral

places the language is aim to that of the Upamsads and of the Brahmanas
oflatcr ago Thomas, JRAS 1910,971 f

,
compares the style of the Kaut

with that of Patafijali and Jacobi too (SBA 1912, p 842) places

Kaut m .1 line* with the works like 'iasha’s Nimkta and Patanjah’s

Mahlbhusyt But the prow of the latter appears to W to be more elegant

I he C .1 n a k \ iisfitraiu, printed in the appendix to the second edition

of Shaina Sastri, hare little in common with the sutras The 571 small

sentence!, that arc more like prose cpigiams (of the type of Canakya’s

epigrams inverses) than like sutras Only a few of them occur also m the

Kaut [Some other important publications are —Arthasastravy akhy

a

Jas amaugala, cd with Introduction in G Harihara Sastri ,
Madras

1958 Canahyasutrani with Hindi translation and commentary

by Ramus atara Vidvabhaskara, Svadhyaya Mandala, Paradi, i959 >

G a 11 a k v a s u t r a in with the commentary Sararthabodhini, edited

by Rajendrakumara Bh attach a ry’ a, Calcutta I 932 >
Kautiliy a-Artha-

sastra with a Hindi Commentary, Varanasi, Sam 2016, Hindi transla-

tion b\ Prunmutha Vidyalankara, Lahore I 923 als° by Uday’a-

slra Sastri, Lahore 1925 The Arthasastra of Kautiliy a with the com-

mentary Srimula of T Ganapati Sastri, edited by the com-

mentator in three solumes, Tnsendrum 1921, 1924, 1925, TSS 79, 80 and

82 , Srthasastra of Kautily a, anew edition byJ Jolly andR schmidt,
with the commcntars Nayacandnka ofMadhava Y aj s a n, Lahore, 1924

Bhattasvamin’s commentary on Kautilya’s Artliasastra, ed K F

J a y a s sv a l and A Bancrji Sastri, JBORS, Supplement to vols

xi and 12 102^26 Altindischc Buch vom Welt und Staatsleben, das

Arthasastra des Kautils'a aus dem Sanskrit Ubersetzt und mit Einleitung

und Anmerkungen vcrschen von Johann J a k o b Meyer, Leipzig

1926 German translation by J Jolly, ZDMG 74 1920

A different w'ork wholly in verses is the C a n a k y a r a j a n i t 1-

s a s t r a m, ed by Isvaracandra $ a s t ri, Calcutta 1919 The colophon

reads —
eiinakyanarnkyamidam Kanthe hibhrati ye budhah 1

prahttam blwjnrnjena bhm 1 him prdpyate na tath 11
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and memorial verses are interpolated, mostly in slokas and a

few and in the upajati metre. In particular each chapter

(adhyaya )
ends in one or more verses that generally supplement

the ideas expressed in the preceding prose passages.

The work begins with an exposition that this Artha-

sastra is on the whole just a small collection of earlier teach-

ings of well known Arthasastras1 . It is followed by a table

of contents, in which the titles of 15 main chapters (adhika-

ranas) and 180 topics (prakaranas) are enumerated2
.

The first mam section, according to the headline,

contains “instructions” regarding the mode of training”

(vinaya) for rulers (
rajavrttih ). The sciences that the princes

must learn are enumerated : Philosophy (anvi$iki)
3
,
know-

ledge of the Veda (trayi ), Economics (parla), and administra-

tion (dandaniti ). Philosophy constitues the basis for all other

sciences : it sharpens the intellect for all eventualities and

lends dexterity to thought, conversation and conduct4. The

This work has almost none of the characteristics of the Kautillya and is

full of didactical stanzas and of those on daily life ofman A few probes will

make a presentation of its style —
jateh emtam, mahalim prasiile

deyalra no veh vicaraduhkham 1

datla sukhatn listhali va na veh
kanyapilrlvam hyatikastamevo II

“When (a daughtei) is bom, (patents) are very much unhappy;
one is tormented by the anxiety as to whom she should be given then after

she is given, (the anxiety) is whether she is happy or not to become a
girl’s father is simply painful

”

rahasyabhedam paisunyam paradofanukirlanam 1

kalaham paramnddm ca duralah panvarjayet 11

‘‘One should avoid from off (the habit of) disclosing secrets, wickedness,
strife and speaking ill of others

”

Speaking about the duty of the king he says .

—

puspam pufpam vicinvita miiloccheda/n na kdmyct 1

malakata ivardmc na yathangdrakaiakah 11

“As a garlandcr in a garden collects flowers from different plants, so
one should not uproot a tree like a fire-brand.”

i. [prthivyah labhe palane cayavantyarlhasastram punacaryaih prasthapitam
prayasaslani samgthya ekamidam arthasastram'krtam ]

2 In the book itself each main section is divided into a number of
chaptcis (adhyayas), that are just pailly associated with theprakaranas.lt
appears tluit this adhyaya- division is the work of a later icdaction.

3* Anviksiki, see above p 466 f and Suali, Introduzione no ff.,
Jacobi, SBAign, p 733 ft and GGA 1919, p 22 ff. On this very im-
portant chapter for the history of Indian Literature see J a c o b 1, SBA 1911,
954> ffj'-nd H e r t e 1, Das Pancatantra, p 1 ff

.

[The different schools ofphilosophy aie Sankhya, Yoga and Loka-
yata j

1 '
pwdipah larvavidyanam vpayah sarvakartnanam I
airayah sarvadharmanath sesi'ad anviksiki mala 11
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knowledge of the three Vedas and the Vedangas contributes
towards determination of the duties ofthe diffeient castes and
stages of life. In lespcctof these instructions about duties
ArthaMStia wholly stands on the soil of Brahmamcal religion
and prescribes, exactly as Smrtis, in particular the duties of
all castes and for all stages of life (varnas and aframas

)

In
lcspcct of Economics (Agriculture, Cattle-breeding, Trade
and Piofcssion ), the prince should be trained by his officers,

in the Science of Administration (Dandaniti, polity of ex-

ercise ofauthonty) by theoretical and piactical politicians.

For completion of his ti ainmg he should always be m contact

with senior and cxpci lcnccd people. He should devote the

forenoon to military tiaming and in the afternoon he should

listen to stories1 For the idlers, it is of gieat importance

that he keeps the mind under his control and defeats the

six enemies2—deswe, anger, greed, pride, power-mtoxication

and excessive plcasuic But even the best ruler cannot

become successful unless he has leal fi lends and faithful

attendants Thcrcfoi c, the Ai thasastra devotes several chap-

tcis to the subject of selection of officers and ministers. Here

the authoi describes the qualities that are most important for

a king's servant and the extent to which a king should depend

upon his ministers Spies, secret agents and agent-provoca-

tors arc indispensable for these purposes Above all they are

indispensable for rulers in campaigns against internal and

external enemies. In this Arthasastra the enumerations

and descriptions of the different types of spies and secret

1 The term “story” (
ilihasa ), according to 1, 5 (p 10), means

legends {{ntrana), historical narratives (
Uivrtla ), imaginary anecdotes and

stones (akhydyika), examples
'nr"

rbhdgnm hastyasvarathapraharanaoidydsu vin.w . „ -
, , „ ..

purdnamilivrltdk/iydyikoddharattam dhanrwfatramartliasastram ceUhasah Naturally

W.’s statement is not accurate The passage wil mean he should devote

the forenoon to training for knowledge about elephants, how, chariots

,

and wars and he should devote the afternoon to ^
itwrtta, dkhydyikd, udalmrana, dharmaidsira and arlhasastra, the-e constitute

the ilihdta ]

2 [The passage reads — mdydvmayahcluh wdnyajayah kamakrodha-

lobhamanamadaharfat) agdt karyah]

Wmtermtz, vol III, 38
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DharmaCistra . for example the verse I, 19, p 391

prajasu 1 h? suUiam idjnan prajanam ca lute hitam 1

nahiapnjam lutam rdjiiah prajanam iu pnyam hilam 11

“Happmrss to a king comes when his people are

happ\ ; when something good happens to the people, it is

good (foi the king), a king has nothing that is dear and

good to his ownstlf; but what is liked by the people is

good to him
*’

A complete chapter is devoted to construction and

finishing of the roval harem, m which the author prescribes

detailed rules for appointment of eunuchs etc as guards for

his women and for the security of the king’s life in particular.

Now heir else should a king be so careful as w’hcn he is in

the female apaitmcnt Several kings have lost their life

on account of gric\ous injuiy caused in the haicm-. The

last chapter of the main section is devoted to the description

of precautions for the security of the king in the palace, m
the street and in public places for the purpose of forewarning

hun against poisoning and othci attempts to murder him.

Of the most elaborate and interesting subject-matter

of the main section II, that is devoted to the “duties

of the inspectors” (
adliyahfapracaradhtkarana ),

we can

just give a presentation of the circumstances described in

catch-words. Each branch of administration has its own

inspectors and the chapters devoted to them describe in

detail the relevant branches of administration We get

exhaustive information about planning villages and towns,

division of piopcrty, installation of industrial concerns,

mountain-works, wratcr-wrorks, markets, socia provision

for the care of orphans, sick, women, particularly those m

childbed, suckling and old, about forestry and elephant-

hunt, construction of forts, and their internal furnishing,

about finances, taxes and imports, about precaution or

security of the state-treasures, and about severe P^hments

of finance officers m ease of misappi opnation y

1 P 42 in the edn of i960
t as\et na kancidabht-

2 antargfahagatah sthaviraslnparisu
Qf kingS who were killed m

gacchtt After this there is a list of the
assasslnation The same or

the harem either on account of poisonmg
. £ they are found also in

similar examples occur elsewhere also
, , a e WZKM 28, 206 ff

,

the w isdom—epigrams of Sanaq, see Zac nan ,

and above p 151 note 1.
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employees should never be trusted, as it is said in stanza
(II, 9, p. 691

)
:

—

yatha hyandsvadayitmh na sakyarh

jihvdsthalastharii madhu va vi$am va 1

arthastatha hyarthacarena rajnah

svalpopyanasvadayitnm na fakyah 11

matsya yathantahsahlam caranto

jndlum na sakyah sahlarn pibantah 1

yuktastatha karyavidhau niyuktah

jnatum na Sakyah dhanamadadanah 11

In the same way as it is impossible to avoid tasting
honey or poison placed upon the tongue, so it is for the
royal finance officer impossible to let the king’s money
remain untasted by him.” “In the same way as fish that
move m water and cannot be detected while drinking it,

so are the king’s finance officers incapable of being known
while they are misappropriating money.”

To name only some, other chapters describe the
promulgamation of royal ordinances {sasanadhikarana),
examination of gems {koSapravesyaralnaparikfd), salt-trade,
mining-operations

(dkarakarmantapravartanam
), monetary

system manufactuie of articles of food and trade in articles
o ood, import and export, wages, weight and measure,
ri es a out tra e on the other side of the fiontiers, weaving
an spinning, agriculture (manure, meteorology2

) etc.,
liquor-distillation and inn-affairs, rules about prostitution,
cap ure, rearing and tending of elephants and their train-
ing for war, assessment of taxes etc.

.

The main chapter [adhikarana] III is devoted to

andd^k"
admmistratio“ justice (dharmasthlya)

lt r::
h
,
PrOK lngS and civlc r«hts ' The main

StaLidt T"
a IV " °n “lcmoval °f *orns”

' e ' fishtinS all the hostile

potey and cr •T ,hroush ad°ption of P^nedpolicy and criminal laws. In chapter I are mentioned the

P 79 of ihc edition of i g6o ]

P *73» (ateordnig^o^hr' QuSflv’ f
f

* (MclcorologistIic Zeitschnft 1912,
Society 191 s, p }

^uartcil>' Journal of the Royrd Meteorological

W * omKkarvkmilaian It kuhal anucanj an larycddctyndimal 11
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thorns like deceiving labourers [karukaraksanam], false-
coincrs, stealing sli ect-sw ccpcrs, unscrupulous physicians,
and wandering tribes like musicians, dancers and others.
Such “rogues”, as ate thieves, without being called
thic\cs, should be checked from becoming country-plague ”

Tiic rest of the chnptcis arc devoted to topics concerning
supci intcndcncc o\ cr different trades (for prevention of rise
in prices, checking adulteration of food-stufTs and so on),
sanitation, social sccuuty and criminal laws1

.

Next the main section V deals with all sorts

of fraudulent means for subduing persons guilty of high
ti enson and enemies of the state against whom a king can-
not proceed opcnl) . Refined methods of various kinds
arc prescribed here in which there is no despicable means
that is too bad foi the attainment of the objective and it

does not matlci c\cn if an innocent person suffers on this

account. For example, the king sends a minister whom
lie suspects to be guilty of high ti cason on an expedition for

subduing a wild tiibc, and when the latter enters into the

field of battle hcis assassinated by desperadoes (sent with him),

or by spies dressed as robbers, but publicity is given to the

rcpoil that lie has been killed in a fight. Or the king

is on the point of matching into the field or he is ready to

go foi a hunt, and he summons into audience his suspected

minister. While the mmistci is being taken to the king,

desperados at once, (according to the planned arrangement

)

with concealed weapons, cntci into the royal apartment,

let themselves be arrested and seat chcd; people find

weapons m tlicii possession and they confess their having

been hired by the ministers The matter is brought to the

notice of the public, the suspected minister is killed and in

the place of despciados some other persons are executed.

i The mam chapters III and IVm respect of then subject-matter rather

arc concerned w ith Dharmasastra and exhibit certain striking correspond-

ences with tlic Yajfiavalkya-Snn ti and with theNaiada-Smrti K P Jayaswal

(Ind Ant 42, 1913, 306) says, "Yajnavalhya had taken certain things

hom the Dharmaslhlya of the Kaut Naiada has accepted its prmcip es

and Manu lias criticised it” Shama Sastri (Translation, p

IT ) tries to prove that Yajiia\alkya had made use of the Kaut tf, how-

ever, Jolly, ZDMG 1913,49 ff and Zcitschufl fur vergl Rechts-

wisscnschaft 37, 1919, 329 IT
,
and above p r

,7 * It seems plausible lit

Kautiliya and the Dliarmasastras of Y.yhavalLya and iXarada weie m
respect of lime not widely separated
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In chapter II of this section all sorts of partly crafty

methods are prescribed through which a king in need of

money may fill his tieasure Above all peasants, traders

and manufacturers are pressed through threats and pro-

mises to pay to the utmost possible contributions and taxes.

Rich people are obliged to pay generous contributions to

the secret'agents m order to protect their honour and prestige.

Even the property ofsecular corrporate bodies and of temples

of god is appropriated on one or the other pretext for filling

in the royal coffer. Even during the night the king may visit

any sanctuary with an image of some god and make it

publicised that it has sprung up by its ownself and he

may collect money for his coffer through pilgrimages and

processions
[daivatacaityam nddhapunyasthanam aupapadikam va

ralravutthdya ydtrdsamajdbhydmdjivet] . Or the secret agents of

the king should appear as magicians, inspire in the mind
of the public a feeling of fear from a demon (by showing

a man’s hand from) some tree and make the people offer

presents to the god (apparently for appeasing the

demon
: [manttfyakaram va. vrkfe rakfobhayam prarupayitva

siddhavyanjanah paurajanapadandm hiranyena pratikuryuh].

Two birds may be got killed with one stone: while unreliable

persons may be forced into some suspicious situation, or with

the help of his secret agents the king may get some crime

directly proved, get the suspect either ai rested or killed

and his property confiscated to the state-treasure. Of great

interest is the third chapter in which salaries and remu-
nerations of all the officers and functionaries—from the

highest priests and ministers at 48000 down to the most
inferior servants and workers getting 60 panas per year

—

are accurately recorded. The following chapters contain
rules of conduct for the courtiers and advice contain for the

ministers m regard to the manner in which they should
divide the po\\cr among themselves.

With the sixth main section [prakrtisampadoli

Samavyayanukam] begins real politics. In chapter I, the seven
prakrtis, i.e. elements or basis for administrators (king, mini-
ster, land, foit, treasure, army and friend) and their desirable
requisite qualities arc enumerated1

. In the second chapter

1. Htcv arc f.or.j, pmnlya, janapada, durga, kosa, danda and mttra.
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follow the definitions of different “territoiies” (mandates
of hostile nnd fucndlj neighbours With characteristic Indian
pedanticiem arc distinguished the conqueror the
enemy (<alru), the fuend [mitra], the friend of the enemy
[nn-mitra] , the friend of the friend [mxlramilra], the friend
of the fuend of the the enemy

[ anmitramitra], the enemy in
the lear [fwrftrgraha], ally m the real [akranda], the ally
of the* tncm\ m the rear [{>arfmgrdhasara]

,

the ally of the
ally til the rear [akrandasara], the one holding a middle
position [madhanw], the ncutial [udasina], m which the
friend nnd the enemy aic again grouped as “natural”

[sahajri] , and “acquire d” (/.rtnma

)

With this end there are

discussions on the foundations of political success and the

seem it\ of the state [sor/xa^j dj timxka adhikarana].

The seventh main section [yadgimyadhikarana]

discusses the* si\ methods of politics * peace [sandhi],

war [itqraha], neutrality [asana], readiness to march
(jtlria), alliance [samiraya] and double-dealing [dvaidhi

-

bfiaia] and the conditions in which one or the other of

these methods is to be resorted to. The eighth mam-
section [lyasaiiudlnkarikadhikarana] is devoted to evils

{vj asana), that is to say, those that are to happen either

on account of depravities of the king (hunt, gamble,

drink, woman), as also due to unfortunate accidents

(such as epidemics, file, flood etc )
that may take place

in the state and it is explained as to which of the evils are

worse

The ninth and tenth main sections [abhiya-

syalharmadhikarana and sangramikadhikarana] are devoted to

military affairs *—organisation of the army [bala], defini-

tions of the different army wings, camping arrangements,

etc. He who is too weak to defeat his enemy m an honest

fight should not shirk behind in making use of treacherous

means to gam his end When the hostility ends m an open

conflict the king should encourage the soldiers with his work,

which his astrologers, priests and court-bards should

support him by explaining to them that they will attain

the heaven as a reward for heroism and that hell is the
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place meant for the cowaid1. At the end it is said that

for defeating an enemy heroism alone is not enough, but

for this practice in the craft too is necessary: since,

\eham hanyanna vd hanyadipih kfipto dhanupnatd 1

prajiiena iu matih Jcppla hanyadgai bhagatdna.pl 11

“An arrow hurled by an archer may kill one or may

not kill at all but the craft hurled by an expert kills even

the baby that is in its mother’s womb.”

The stanza leads us to the following sections in which

tnckery is described to be one of the chief weapons for

fighting. The eleventh main section [satigha-vrtta-

dhikarand]
is devoted to lelationship of the king with certain

aristocratic oligarchies that follow military profession.

The king must win them over for his own sake and for the

purpose of employing them for his own advantage; or in

case this be not possible, they should be rendered innocuous

through causing rift in their unity by different means. For

success m this line employment of spinsteis is prescribed m
particular: they will cause rivalry and conflict among them,

and this will give an occasion to desperadoes to interfere in

their strife; and in this way the ring-leaders may be

got assassinated. It is prescribed:

—

[bandkakipo$akah plava-

[l. The text reads —
tulyavetanosmi bhavadblnh saha 1 bhogyatnidam rdjycm 1 mayablnhtiah

parobhihanlavyah iti I vedcsiapyanusriiyate samapladaksinanam yajhancmai abhrihesit

sa tc gatiryd suranam iti 1 apiha slokau bhavatah—

“I
enjojed

It may be translated as*

yan yajnasamghaislapasa ca viprfih
soargaismall patracayaisca ydnti I

ksanena lanapyatiyanli surah
prandn suyuddhefu pantyajantah II

navam saraiam sahlasya purnam
susamskflam darbhahrtottariyam 1

tattasya md bhunnarakam ca gacchcl
yo bhartrpindasya kxtc na yuddhyct 11

iti mantripurohilabhyamutsahaycdyoddhan

am having the same wages as you all have This kingdom is to be
.

(by along with you all The enemy named by me is to be
kdlcd In the Vedas too is heard—let thy fortune, after payment of the
ftefor clchration of sacrifices and after completion ofthe ceremony ofablu-
UOn ^ the as tliat of the heroes There are also the two stanzas —The goal that is attained by the Brahmanas desirous of liv ingin the

!lnal
ofsacr,ficcs

> penance,and with heaps ofpots, that very
^moment bv heiocs, after they give up tlicirlifc in battles.

mil 11! ^ *!‘e
r
C"

,
carthcn

,

CUP full of water that is finely cleaned

15 n £
rass

’ hc
i
" ho docs not fight for the master—may

pn« "
,d ",US TO,h",C ,hl: °f «'”=— through
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/.analanarlahasaubliiha va pranihitah slribhih paramarupayauvana-
bhi/i sanqlianaiUi) atiunmadqjcjuh 1 jalakamanamanyalamasya
pratyojam hrlvanjatra gamancna prasabhaharanena va
halahanutpadaytyuh 1 cvamadifu Lalahasthancfu svaj amuipanne
va f alaht lifynairutpddite va hxnapahfain raja hosadandabhjam
upagrhya vigmept uframajcd apaiahajcdvd]

J lie twelfth main section
(abaliyasadhikarana )

provides a mimbri of proscriptions followmg wdiich a weak
king mn) be able to ovcicomc a mightier enemy through

intrigues executed with the help of spies, secret agents, des-

peradoes and poisoners The employment of female secret

agents and wrong use of ichgious institutions play in it the

main rolrs Foi example, the secret agents, who are dressed

as magicians, ofTci to the gallant monarch apparently

wine, but in fact they administer poison. Or the king

should send to the other side of the frontiers spies, dressed

as traders, shepherds, ascetics etc for the purpose of sur-

\ eying the territor> of the enemy or they in the garb of

liquor-sellers or as meat-vendors enter into regions belonging

to an alien with the intention of poisoning the people Or
in religious congregations or places w’hcre enemies may
assemble either for worshipping the gods or be going on

pilgrimage he should get the instruments properly set with

wdiich the head of the enemies may be got crushed cither

by felling of a Avail 01 by dropping of a slab of stone or

they be killed and so on and so forth’ [dcvatagrhapraviftasyo-

pnn janiramohfartena gudhabhitlvn Silam va palayel, he shall

cause a hidden wall or a slab of stone to fall over him when

he has entered into a god’s temple] through some mech-

anical device etc. Similar methods for acquisition of forts

arc laid down in the main section XIII [
durgalambhopaya

-

dhtfearana']. “When a conqueror desires to conquer some

village of an enemy he should encourage his own followers

through circulation of the news about his omniscience and

association with the divine beings and to make the followers

of his enemy anxious* [vijigifuh paragramamaptukamah saroa-

jnadaivatasamyogakhyapanabhyamsvapakfamuddharfayctparapahfam

codvcjayet\

.

He succeeds m making the people believe in his

omniscience when he gets some report through his spies

or through carrier-pigeons, but the public thinks that he has
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obtained it though his supernatural agents. People come

to believe about his association with gods, for example,

m the following manner : he talks with the fire-god on the

altar or with a divinity personified in some statue and offers

his prayers, whilst actually some secret agent, through a

subterraman passage enters into the altar or has already

hidden himself inside the statue, who speaks to him1 . A
hostile king may be won over or subdued also in the follow-

ing manner* for example (XIII p. 425 :
—“an ascetic,

who is either bald-headed or has matted hairs, who is living

in a hill-cave and calls himself to be four hundred years old,

will with a band ofa large number of disciples2 encamp in the

neighbourhood of a hostile state. The disciples will

approach the minister and the king with presents of roots

and fruits and will exhort them to see the great hermit.

When the king comes to him the ascetic will narrate to him
stories of old kings and countries and then tell him :

“everytime when I am one hundred years old, I enter into

fire and become young again. I shall now in your presence

enter into fire for the fourth time. But it is necessary that

you remain close to me. You may ask for three boons for

yourself’ After the king has expressed his consent, the

ascetic says, “You must, with your wives and children stay

here for seven days and nights for the purpose of witnessing
all this and for making offerings”. Whilst he is staying

there unexpectedly they fall upon him3.

Whilst several chapters are devoted to dishonourable
methods for storming and capturing a fort, lastly in one
chapter is described also the “honest” siege of and attack on
a fort. Then follows the interesting chapter (XIII, 5, 403

The passage leads —sanajriakhyapanam tu s’rhaqtdiyapratrtltjnanena
pralyaaesa mukhydnam kantakasodhanapasarpapagamena prakasanam rajaditfla-
Kartnam l ' lJndpyopuyamkhyapanamadrflasamsart’aiidyasaTnjMdibhih uddcpravrlh-
jmnam~ ladahareia grhakapoiena mudrasamyukhna danalatamyorakfoapanam lu

Naturally the ascetics and the disciples are spies
(’lhe passage reads *

—

mundo jatilo ra pan aiaguhavasl catunarfa-

hsyaicaya mvlaphalopa-

ith 1 samagalasca rajfia

’halo 1

v iaic ca 1 aW>am purndiamannwi praiisja purar-

.,,, r .
ft tha bkaiatsamipe caturlhamagnun pravtksydmtl araiyam bhavan

srtwUatlt'rtrt? hTA'-\
m ta

t

ttn vrn'sia ,/f I pratipannam bryiiyat - saptardtramiha
srputiut't rrra pnlfapnuahanapunan, iasta0am ,ti 1 xasautamLskandeta ]
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fT.
)
l on the pacification of the people of the conquered re-

gion. Here we read
: \navamavapya labhyam paradopan

svagunaiichadyet 1 gtman gunadvaigunyena 1 svadharmakarmanu-

grahapariharaddnamanakarmabhiica prakrttpnyahitanyanuvarteta 1

yathasambhafilam ca krlyapakfamupagrahayet 1 bhiiyaJea krta-

prajasam 1 avifvasyo hi msamvadakah svefam parefam ca bhavati

prah rtn iruddhacaraSca 1 tasmatsaTnanaiilavefabhafacaratamupa-

gacchcl 1 dcsadawalasamajotsavaviharcfii ca bhaktimanuvarteta]
—

“When he has taken mto his possession a new region, he will

cover up the faults of his enemies with his qualities, and the

former’s qualities he should overshadow by doubling his

own noble qualities Through strict performance of his

duties, by distribution of favours, by participation in pri-

vileges and by showing reverence he will be able to render

sendee for the w cll-bcing ofhis subjects In respect ofcustom,

dress, language and mode of life he will follow the people,

and he should show' reverence for local religious customs in

respect of worship of gods and performance of ceremonies

and festivals of the subjects \yidyavakyadharma£urapuru$anam

ca bhumidravyadanapariharan karaycl], “hewill win over to his

side the learned and otherwise important persons by making

land-gifts, monetary donations and remission of taxes.

He will set at liberty the captives” : caturmasyefvardhamasi-

kamavaghalam [sarvabandhanamokfanamanugraharn dinanathavy-

adhitanam ca l paumamasTfu ca caturatnkam yombalavadham

pumstvopaghatam piahfcdhayet], he should prohibit ammal-

kilhng on certain days of festivals, for example on the days

of feasts in the beginning of the three seasons, and on the

days of the full-moon feasts, he should work for all sorts of

humanitarian adjustments in respect of the poor, orphan

and sick2 ”

The main section XIV [paraghataprayogadhi
-

karana] describes the secret activities [aupanifadikam], and

it is a book of witchcraft that is hardly intelligible. Here

we find formulas for preparation of mixtures and charming

1 p 435 of the i960 edition

2 The Arthasastra does not deviate here from its stand-point of utility

larlha) Humanity needs not only dharma, but also justice and honour, so

the scare the best means for the king to keep acquired regions in peace and

under his control
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materials meant for arson, murder, blinding, causing sense-

lessness and diseases of all sorts. Then there are similar

prescriptions for recovery from diseases, for month-long fasts,

for changing one’s colour, for entering into fire, for seeing

in the dark, for making oneself invisible to others and for

causing a man to sleep.

The (last
) main section XV \tantrayuktyadhi-

karana] contains a presentation of the plan of the entire work
and an enumeration of the devices of reasoning[ yuktinam
mrdeta

] followed in the book. Whilst m the dialectics of
Mlmamsa and philosophical bhasyas we find only five or
six such methodical devices, here they are 32, mentioned,
defined and illustrated with examples from the book itself1 .

This short review of the contents of the book suffices to
show that the Kautiliya-Arthasastra is a work of unique type
and throws more light on the cultural conditions and actual life
of ancient India than any other work of Indian literature does.
But this work would have been considered of inestimable value,
in case, as accepted by first rate researchers2

, it were actually
a work of the famous minister of King Candragupta and if it
could be viewed as a work of the 4th century B.G. It would be
the fust and the only datable evidence of Indian literature and
cu tuie of so earlier an age. And we would have nothing more
covetable than to possess such a work. But at the same time

technical remarks that among the 22
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for this very reason it is necessary that we do not allow our
judgment to be influenced by our desire, but thoroughly
examine the data that arc cithei in favour of or against the
work being considered as one of the 4th centnry B G 1

\\ hat do we know about Kautilya ? The Puranas report (m
the form ofa prophecy )concordantly that Kautilya destroyed the
roj al family of the hTandas and made Chandragupta the king*5

.

Thc> know nothing about Kautilya eithci as a teacher or as an
author. In about j car 322 B.C Candragupta sat on the throne, m
as the year 302 B C. there came to his court Gieek Megasthenese,
an ambassador of Sclukos Nicator. He had written a report

about India on the basis of the cxpeiicncc gamed by him during
his stay here lasting for a considerable number of years and this

has come down to us at least in fragments It is remarkable that

neither Greek Megasthenese nor some later-day ancient writers

know anything about the famous minister of Candragupta. A
close comparison of the report of Megasthenese with the Artha-

Sastra docs not prove the hypothesis that its author and Megas-

thenese were contemporaries3 Even m i cspect of the conditions

i Hilkbi mult, Ober das Kautdiya-Sastra p io (cf

ZDMGGg.igij, qGo fi* and GGAigty, Gag) says we need not presume

that Kautilya himself was the author of the whole of the text that is before

us He was the founder of his school Her tel (Tantrakhyayika, Ubers

I, p 22) agrees with Hillebrandt that the Knupllya was worked upon and

enlarged in course of time, but he remarks “1 he rudiments of the work and

of the commentary’, then fore, certainly go back to Canakya” Old c n-

berg, Die indische Philosophic in KG tgfj, p 32 says> that theKautiliya

may have been written in about 300 B C and that of course by Canakya or

“a thing that appears to have been accepted ”, earlier "by the scholars who
agreed with him", but in theNGGW igtB (geschafthche Mitteilungen p £>7)>

rather he expresses himself in sceptical terms J o 1
1 y, who too, at first

considered the Kaupliya to ha\c been wntti n by a minister of Canakya (so

mtgis, "Em altindischcs Lchrbuch dcr Pohtik” was very much hesitant

in respect of the antiquity and genuineness of this work (firstly ZDMe* 00,

iqia, aGo), in tgig in the Z’ itschrift fur vcrgl Rcchtswissenschaft 37, p

32g; he speaks about the Kaupliya as a work that might be going back to

the 5th 01 the 6th century A D ,
although it should have so little to do even

with the st mi-historical Canakya, like the “Wcisheit Salomoms with

famous King Salomon Against its genuineness, see A B Keith, JKAb
iqiG, 130 (T, t 92o, G28, andR G Bhandarkar, Proceedings and

Transactions of the First Oriental Conference I, Poona i 920, p 24

2 FEPargiter, Tlw Puiana of the Dynasties of the Kali Age,

P
3

’ R Mookcrji m the introduction to N N Law, Studies in

Ancient Hindu Polity I, p XXXV ff and Smith, Eaily History, p

136 (F believed to have found one such correspondence between Megasthenrae

and Kautilya H G R awl in son, Int< kouhc between India and the

Weslfrn World, Ga.nb.idgc, tg.G, p 67 f ,
wholly depends on Law in his
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as obtaining during the age of Asoka and those described in

the Kautillya there is no demonstrable agreement worth the

name1
. P a t a n j a 1 i in the Mahabhasya mentions the

Maurya and the sabha of Candragupta, but about' Kautilya

le says nothing. All that is elsewhere reported about Kautilya

belongs to heresays and poetry that are based on the story of

the drama Mudraraksasa and on the story in Somadeva’s

Kathasantsagara as well as in Hemacandra’s Parisista-parvan2.

But even in this heresay there is no mention regarding Kautilya

as a teacher or as an author. Only in act I of the Mudraraksasa

Kautilya appears with a disciple In the genuine portion of

the Kautillya-Arthasastra nowhere there is trace ofany reference

to the Nandas, to the Mauryas or to King Candragupta or to

any incident of his age3.

There is no doubt that the Arthasastra itself claims to be

a work written by Kautilya, this is so particularly in the conclu-

ding stanza of I, 1 and II, 10 and at the end of the complete

work itself, where there is an allusion to the annihilation of the

Nandas, it is said:

yena Sastram ca iastram ca nandarajagata ca bhuh 1

amarfenoddhrldnyahi4
tena Sastramidam kriam 11

“He, who with anger impatiently raised up science ahd
aim as well as the earth from under the conti ol of the

attempt to prove that Kautilya and Mcgasthenesc aie partly m agree-
ment and partly supplement each other At manv points there arc probably
such agreements, (cf also J ol 1 y, m Festschrift Kuhn, p 27 ff ), but the
complete comparison of the Greek report with the Kautillya, as instituted
by Otto Stein (Mcgasthenesc und Kautilya, SWA 1921 ), goes to print
out that at essential points the deviations are moic significant and more
numerous than the agreements

1. What Thom as, JRAS 1914, 383 fT , lefers to is too minute to
prove anything.

2 3 > iq8 Parisistaparvan VIII, 194 ff (Hertel’s Uberset-
ZU,*S» P ft ) Here Canahya appears tathcr just as a type of cunning
.mu unscrupulous diplomats about whom all sorts of stones that arc charac-
teristic of this clas-, of people have been built up

3 Mookcrji (m Law, p XXXIII) tiics to find allusions to
Landrngupta in certain passages, butW docs not be lies c that the same may
not hold good hn any other person as v *11

4 Hie word udtlhrtani "dug out” is employed in three different mean-
mgs here. The idea is who forcibly extracted the science,
Arthas islrn by name, from earlier treatises, took out the sword fiem the
stuathr, and has s n a t c h e d away the earth from the hands of
nc V tula, that belonged to thorn.” The thought-provoking discourses of

*J \ V .1^^ ‘ 9 ,2
> *47’ f ) cn this stanza could notconvmcc W inter-

n » 1

7

of the correctness of his explanation.
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Nanda kings, has written this manual.” Even in case the
chapters, m which these stanzas occur belong to the
original text of the i\ork and in case they were not first

added in its final redaction—as appears to be probable in
the opinion of W i n t e r n 1 1 z—it does not necessarily

follow that the ArthaSastra is a work of Kautilya, but all that

can be concluded fiom this is that it c x i s t e d In the work it-

self the aulhoi nowhere has been mentioned as Canakya Visnu-
gupta, but he is ahva>s referred to as Kautilya, and this

name Kautilya stands against our assuming that we have
befoi c us actually a work of an author of this name. The word
kaitfilya means “falsehood”, “crookedness” 1

,
and it is not impro-

bable that the minister of Candragupta had himself given to

himself this name Jacobi lays great weight on the hypo-

thesis that the author of this work was a statesman and not a

politician. He calls him outright the “Indian Bismarck”, who
in his leisure-hours or perhaps in his old age wrote a theoretical

work on his professional career “exactly as Friedrich the Great

had done.” But docs the subject-matter of the Arthasastra

actually attest this interpretation ? That seems hardly pro-

bable. In the Arthasastra we find the same predilection for

definition, pedantic division, classification and schematization,

as m other scientific works written by panditas. The work

presupposes the existence from before of a completely fashioned

terminology of NltiSastra We are able to explain many of the

discussions, in which the meanings of “the teacher” i e earlier

teachers or certain schools (Manavas, Barhaspatyas, Ausanasas

)

or even individual writers (as Bharadvaja, Visalaksa, Paraiara

etc.
) arc compared with those ofKauplya only when we assume

that long drawn efforts had been made in the school of NitiSastra.

When, however, in such discussions and with the words “so says

Kauplya” the standard principle is taught, thence it does not

necessarily follow that Kautilya was its author, but generally

this type of reference to the author is usual only in the Sutras,

that are to be considered as texts prepared in schools and not

as works of individual authors2
.

1 From kufila, “curve, false” This meaning of the name Kau-

plya was familiar to the author of the Mudraraksasa, see I, stanza 7 and I\

,

stanza 2

2 So are mentionedJaimmi in the Purvamlmamsasutra, Badarayana
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Therefore, Winternitz believes that the only ground

on which the Kautillya-Arthasastra may be ascribed to Kautilya

is that this fabulous minister of King Candragupta had the

credit of being considered to be the typical teacher, if not the

oiiginator of politics. Canakya or Kautilya is the model or

the most famous type of clever, cunning and unscrupulous

minister, who is, however, faithful to his master, whom we

meet so often in dramatic and narrative literature beginning

from Bhasa. On the same gi ound all nlti-epigrams were later

traced to Master Canakya.

But in case wc review the subject-matter of the work itself,

we find here, m addition to politics in the strict sense, enormous

numbci of topics concerning administration treated in it, topics

that presuppose a thorough technical knowledge in the sphere of

architecture, of land-policy, of fortification, of military practices,

etc., that even m ancient India too could not possibly be mastered

by one single person. It may be assumed that when
Kautilya wrote these chapters he had officers as his collaborators1.

But it is more probable that there had existed special works on
individual topics that were adopted with little alteration by
the author of the Arthasastra m his work3. It is a hypothesis

that is supported also by the condition that the same subjects

arc more often dealt with m several chapters. From this it

follows that the origin of the Kautiliya-Arthasastia must not

pi esuppose a prolonged literary activity only m the field of poli-

tics but also in diffeient branches of technical sciences and eco-

nomics. This too as well does not at least make it very much
probable that our work was written in the 4th century B.C.

In order to be able to determine the age of the Kautiliya
it is ofgreat importance to discuss the question as to which ofthe

m \ ctlantasfihn, B*ukI haya.ua in the Baudhayana-Dharmasutia.
1 bo Jacobi, SBA. 1912, p O49
2 also the intioducloiy i\ouls of the Kaut (above p. 576) and

Kimimliklva-NUisriial, C
r

'ii'i'nm $imanaithi<a\tr,tinaliodadhch 1

Vd mW.i4hTt nutaaslamai itfnmpipltiya tedium II

llul to wm. and most famous Visnugupta, who churned out and
rw*tl tht* nalar ol nTii*4«u.t from the occcan of nrth.iiailra

0 The
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literary branches other than early Arthasastra-literature can be
presupposed to be known in this work*. We are able to con-
clude from different passages that in addition to the Vedas and
the Yedangas, some epical, narrative and didactical literature

must have been known. The main story of the Ramayana and
that of the Mahabharata were already known, but the stock
of legends on the basis of which the Arthasastra w>as fashioned

contained many that do not occur in the two epics, but are

attested partly in V’cdic and partly in old Buddhist literature.

But they arc all wholly Brahmanical legends to wdiich they

allude. We do not find any definite proof in the Kautiliya

regarding the existence of a kavya or of a nataka.

In the Tnntrakh} ayika, in the Dasakumaracarita and
in the ayabhasya of Vats) ayana the Kaupliya-Arthasastra

is presupposed to have been know n, and that as a work of the

minister of Canahva 2
. In ease we take into consideration, m

addition to the already mentioned correspondence of the Kau-

tiliya with the Dhannasastras of Yajnavalkya and Narada, the

fact that the KauplI^a or a technical wfork utilized m it pre-

supposes a knowledge of alchemy3
,
it may said that the Kau-

tilija-ArthaCistra was indeed an old w'ork, but not of an age

earlier than the 3rd centuryA D. So in case the Tantrakhyayika

and the N\ ayabhasya could with tolerable probability be placed

in the 4th century A D., the Kautiliya might possibly have been

just a little older. Even the mention of “Kodillayam” m
list of Brahmanical works in the Nandisutra and Anuyogadvara

of the Jaina-ennons docs not go to prove anything in addition4.

i. Cf on this Her tel, WZKM 24, 1910, 416 ff , J ac o b 1, SBA
*9 * *. 954 I?

,
and Charpentier, WZKM

2

T
8' „

2 Cf H r r t c 1 ,
Tnntrakhv ayika, Obers I, 9, 171 »

*4* « >
ZUA1Gr

69, iQi'u 2fio ff , 207, Dasakumaiacarita, od Peterson, Part II, p 52

(chapter VIII), j o 1 1 v, ZDMG 68, 1914, 34a S >
andjacobi, ibid

603 IT and SI$\ 1911, 7^4 f » 74 *
. . -

3 Cf ToIIv in Festschrift Windisrh, p 103 f ...
4 Thai this list goes hark to some pre-Christian period has been

proved nr ithcr h> Jacobi (ZDMG) 74, 254? )
nor by C h arpen

(Uttaradhj ayana Ed , In trod p af )
E\cn in case portions of the Jama-canons

go back to the age of the Nandas, as s do not have any evidence ^a> en-

ablr us to consider the relevant passages to be older than the age o
,

(5th century A D ), see above II, 295,transl p 4^9 f That Kahdasstknevv

the Arthasastra is apparently sufficient, but it is funny vvhen
n^art^rlvm his essays “Kautilya and Kalidasa” (Reprinted from ‘he Quarterly

Journal of tlic Mythic Society, Banglore (Vols X and ) P “

tint Kalidasa and Kautilya not only agre”, bjt also tha b

one and the same person
Wmternitz, vol. Ill, 39
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And we may, in any case, have reasons to be content that we

possess such a work ofsuch an old age, although our expectation

regarding discovery of a definitely datable work of the 4th

century B.C. has proved illusive.

From the contents ofthe Kautiliya-Arthasastra it is evident

that its author stands wholly in the region of Brahmanical re-

ligion and that his outlook about life was completely Brahmanical

and it presupposes a condition of the state in which Brahmanas

played one of the most important roles. In respect of perform-

ance of his duties the king was always guided by his priests and

religious advisors who figured also as ’high officials of his court.

But in case the question is regarding the safety of the person of

the king or of adding funds to the coffer of the state, as we have

already seen above, this dependence on the Brahmanas

did stop him in making wrong use of the religious belief and

prejudices of the people. Likewise was also Machiavelli,
for whom, as for Kautilya, there was nothing that could be

too bad for attainment of his objective, but who appears to be

an ardent believer in God and religious-minded. In other res-

pects, the often heard appellation of Kautilya as “Indian

Machiavelli” is appropriate merely in parts1. Like the “Buch
von Fursten”, the Arthasastra too does not contain any idea

about the possibility of a non-monarchial state, and so far as

security of the king is concerned both of them are “equally
good and bad.” But the basic distinction between Kautilya and
Machiavelli lies in the fact that the latter is above all a histori-

cal personality and that his methods are derived from lessons

of history, from which the “Indian Machiavelli” stands wholly
a part. He is purely a theoretician and he just inquires :

what is the means that is useful for security of the government
and what is not ? In any case some of the chapters (for example
those on salaries of officers, planning and organisation of cities

and feasts, etc.
) wholly create the impression that here we have

simply a description of the actual conditions given as a theory.
This circumstance makes it probable that the author of the
relevant chapters or peihaps of the whole book was an officer
of not an unimportant administrator.

Rcch
,*

‘ \fe^Vr"cln? ,s l

!

lc cPmion of Josef Kohler (Archiv fur
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[Hcic \\c cannot do better than by quoting m full the
obscr\aUon of Louis R c n o u’ “The scholars are divided m
opinion on the diflucnt problems (conccinmg the Kautillya-
Arthavastia) Most of the Indian scholais, supported in
Europe b\ men like Jacobi, Meyer, and B r e 1 o e r,

considu the woik to be authentic for diveise reasons Whilst
Brcioci insists on the coneoi dances with Meg-
a s t h c n c s c, O. Stein had, m particular, marked the

divergences I-Ii 1 1 c b r a n d t, Jolly, Keith,
Bhandarkai, W i n t c i n i t 7 and olhcis feel we have
here bcfoic us a sensibly more modem tc>ct that was allowed to

pass for a work of KaupKa for the simple reason that this name
( that means also “false-hood” could ncvci have been the name
of an individual) was indicative of the inventor of politics, the

model of faithful, but unscrupulous minister, who appears in all

narrative literature and to whom, under the name Canakya,

arc attubuterl aphonsms and stanzas of Niti It may be ad-

ded that ti adit ion knows nothing about the literary activities

of Kauplyn, his capacity as a statesman; the geography is

partly icccnt (S. Levi) as also are the alchemical and

metalluigie.il data (of the woik). It may further be noted

that the ithgious condition is based on strong Brahmanical

soil w hci c Jainas and Buddhists arc hardly mentioned the work,

that is composite and m all events contains additions (Jolly),

and picscnts the same chaiactcr of the school-texts as those that

arc conscciatorily devoted to the establishment of other sastras.

Tor Jolly the Kautiliya is posterior to Dharmasastra, whilst

for M e y c i
, w ho notes the acquaintance of its author with

the Visnusrrtiti and Baudhayana, the Yajnavalkyasmrti had

utilized it giosslv. In all events it should be anterior to the

Kamasutia of which it is one of the sources (Ghakladar)
In litciaturc it is not quoted before the Tantiakhyayika, the

Nyayabhasya and the Dasakumara In buef the writers who

deny the authenticity of the work consider it as of the 3rd or

4th century A.D However, it should be noted that none of

these arguments is convincingly proving and that there re-

mains the possibility that we may have before us sensibly more

ancient materials although not in the form of a complete text.

[r. L’Inde classiquc, § 1598 3
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The style suggests little argumentation that, it is archaic but

certain modernisms check us fiom placing it on the chro-

nological standard that one should have assigned it, in case it

was a question of an ancient arthaiaslra.']

The N 1 1 i s a r a1 ofKamandaki orKamandaka is

not only a work younger than the Kautiliya-ArthaSastra, but it

is a work of an altogether different kind. It is written not only
in verse throughout, but in fact it is intermediate between a text-

book and a work ofdidactical poetry. The dry tone of the cha-
racteristic sastra, as that of the Kautillya, is often discarded, and
several parts of the work belong wholly to the class of epi-
grammatic poetry on Niti, with which we are already familiar
m some sections of the Mahabharata or in those of ornate
poetry. In the introductory stanzas the author eulogises
Visnugupta who destroyed the Nandas, who through his skill
in intrigues conquered the earth for Candragupta and squeezed
from the great occean of ArthaSastra the nectar of the Nltisastra
and he assures us that he will explain the idea of the scholar
of the “king’s science” in agreement with the teachings of the
master, although in an abridged form :

yasyabhicaravajrena vajrajvalanatejasah 1

papatam ulatah irtman supaivd nandaparvatah 11

ekaki mantraiaktya yah ?aktyd Saktidharopamah 1
ajahara nrcandrdya candraguptdya medmim 11

mtiSaslrdmrtam
Srimanarthasdslramahodadheh 1

ya uddadhre namaslasmai visnuguptdya vedhase 11

yatkimcidupadekfyamo rdjavidydviddm matam 11

Tin

nothcr place he refers to Kaufilya as his “guru”
L c expression iti no gurudarianam—this is the philosophy of

with the commentary'o? V-fn v
* a

-
S ^ 1 1 r a mBtbl Ind 1849-1884;

1 SS, No ,4^12 Ganapati Saftrl in
Calcutta 1896 (Wealth of

*°E
T
n?

|
,sh by Manmatha Nath D u 1 1

,

vols. , 2-17. The Sarga ? F o r m 1 c h 1 m GSAI,
t «6 f (K<1 * ,th the common tarv

‘

b m Ind - Ant 4 > i875 »

tomrnont-ir)
Upadh^ajanirancksS Ji c

3 “ of Samkara and the
Translation by J\aH Pr-,cVJ^ Xf

n
. 136, 1958 Ed with Hindi

'Mth aermnuntary also bv T i

lsra
> Bombay S.im 2009 Edited

»«75 Nitiiastra dt
a n

.
d a V 1 d y a s a g a r a, Calcutta

'OffHilo j }

* inianuaki, (translation by) G Fomicht GSAI

winning priWana-diviM^IV* °rnatc P°tm lnt0 sargas (besides the
charai tor «f a IMi,!lU- oitl the comnu ntarv says, that “it has the

3- « *. ^Jac’„£;,Jb“u?
,

834T,I,, ' !! ' 83<!
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our teacher.J But the word gum is not used here in its usual
sense of teacher”, but it merely means the respectfully hono-
ured master whose w ork has been the main basis, even though
it was not the only source of information for his book. Since
the author of the Nitisara of Kamandaki is obviously post-

erior by several centuries, he refers not only to the minister of
King Candragupta, but also to the author of the Arthasastra,

that is ascribed to Kautilva It is noteworthy that the Kautiliya

has been cited in the Tantriikhvayika, whilst the later redactions

of the Pancatantra depend on the Nitisara1 . The name of the

splendid nun and lady diplomat in love-affairs, Kamandaki,
has been selected by poet Bhavabhuti in his drama Malati-

madhava2 definitely for the purpose of reminding about the

manual of Kamandaki; or perhaps it v\ as the work ofa contem-

porary of the poet whom he wanted to offer his compliments

in this way. Vamana (about 800 A.D ) cites a stanza3,
in

which the “Kamandaki NIti” is mentioned. Since Dandrn

did not still know the Nitisara4, we may with stronger pro-

bability ascribe the origin of the work in between 700 and

750 A.D.5

The subject-matter of the Nitisara coincides only in part

with that of the Kautiliya The number of such big sections

of the latter, like the chapters II, III and IV, dealing about

government, the Aupanisadam (XIV) and the last section on

the methods, as have nothing correspondingly similar in the

Nitisara, is quite considerable This work too shows significant

1 Cf Hcrtfl, ZD.MG 69, 293 f.

2 See above p 263

3 Krtwalamkarasutra\ rtli 4, 2 Cf also P. V Kane, Ind.

Ant 1911, 236, and J o 1 1>, ZDMG 68, 348 ff

4 The mention of Kamandaki m the beginning of the Daiakumara-

canta proves nothing, since the passage belongs to the later added purva-

pithika The fact that Dantfin, m chapter VIII of the genuine Dasak treats

Nitisastra in detail according to thcKautdija and mentions other au ors

ofArthasastra, suchasSukra, Visalahsa, etc ,
but does not mention Kaman-

daki, is a conclusnelj evident argumentum ex silentio

5. The existence of a book “Kamandaki-Niti”, mentioned m t e

Kaw l-htcrature of the Bah Island (see R Friedrich Ind Stud 11,133*

145: JRAS 1876, 188) dees not stand m opposition to this, since even m

413 A D Fahien found Brahmanas m Java and the blossoming age o

Kawi-litcraturc fallsm the 10th ccntur> A D ,
seeE u In

,

den ari'chcn Induns auf die Nachbarlander in Suden un sten, un en

1903* P t9
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deviations that prove that the author had utilized some other

sources in addition to the Kautillya Arthasastra.

In sargas I and II the topics on the control of mind

[indriyajayaprakarana\ and on the sciences that ai e important

for the king [vidyavibhagaprakarana] correspond to Kaut. I, 6

and I, 1 . But anviksiki is referred to as knowledge of the self

atmavijnana)1
. The sarga III contains epigrams on the

characteristics of a good king, that could equally well stand

in a Dharmasastra or even in the Dhammapada. Sarga IV

treats the seven “members” of a kingdom [prakrlisarhpat
-

prakarana] (corresponding to the prakrtis in the Kaut VI).

The sarga V on the imperial services [
svdmyamijivivrttapra-

karana] on one hand provides a manual for guidance of the

officers and on the other it contains rules about the le-

lationship of the king with them (as in Kaut V, 4).

Here have been described also the king’s anxieties for the

state-treasure and m respect of his conduct in dealing

with his subordinates. Significant are the stanzas V, 81-83.

ayuktakcbhyakaurebhyah parebhyo rajavallabhat 1

prihivipatilobhacca prajdnam pancadha bhayam 11

pancaprakaramapyetadapohya mpatirbhayam 1

adadita phalam kale Invargaparivrddhaye 11

yatha gauh palyate kale duhyate ca tatha piaja 1

sicyate ciyale caiva lata pufpapradayalha 11

The subjects aic menaced by danger fiom five sources;

first of all fiom the officers, then by the thieves and rascals,

the king’s favourites and the greed of the ruler. In case

the king has first of all lemoved these dangeis of five kinds,

he enjoys the fruit of success of the three-fold aim of life: in

the same way as the cow that is maintained in the right time
gives milk and just as liana that is watcied spieads its

blossoms, so should the subject too be first protected and
then squeezed. The saiga VI on the legal punishment and
rendering the bailor innocuous [kantakasodhanaprakarand]
corresponds to the Kaut. V, the saiga VII on the standaid
rules for safety2 of the life of the king coi responds to Kaut

.

1 Nni\ara, II, 7 Cf Da hi in a tin, Maliabharata als Etics und
Rtchishnclw 1

j, .

*ht sarga deals with watch over princes it bears the title
IUIj tputrar?) fampn 1 .11 an-

J
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I, 17 and 21. The sargas VIV-XI are devoted to ex-

ternal politics (like Kaut VI, VII); in it the division and

classification of “distncts” (mandala) of the hostile and

friendly nughboms ha\ c been carried to an absurd hair-

splitting cMmt Sarga XII is dexoted to discussions (like

Kant I. 13), XIII to ambassadors (like Kaut I, 16),

and to spies at its and (like Kaut I, 11-12) The spies

aic the “f.n—x\ mdeiing eyes of the king1 ” Through

the spies, as thiough a web, lie watches the conduct of

of his enemy . “since a king having spies as his eyes is

awoke c\tn while he is sleeping (XIII, 28. f) The

sargas XIV and XV on the “evils” of the kingdom cor-

responds to Kaut VIII. The last sargas (XVI-XX) are

dexoted to description of military organisations, m xvhich

Klmandaki, like his teacher Kautilya attaches great

importance to ciafts and intrigues for victory over stronger

enemies. So lie saxs (XIX, 71 )
” Firmly determined, he

must destiox his enemies m a dishonest strife, since murder

of his enemx will not dimmish his ichgious merits- did not

Drona's sondcstiox dunng the night with a xvell-sharpened

sxxoid the feai h ss auny of the Pandavas

Till upto the I Oth centuiy the Kautillya-Arthasastra was

studied in Kashmn This is prox cd b> the Nitivakyamrta

(in 32 samuddesas )
of Somadcvasuri, xvho is already

known to us as the authoi of Yasastilakak This nectar o

[« corah stdih'um mpiJescatyjrduwcaram hi le 11

sil1 jr/tU f ulrapro\auna pay adi aniceflilwn

supannapi jo^arti ciirocul furniaLipalih II

2 surti ntamufmluvijiit Luta)uddhcna JatrOt

nn hi tirSjati dhatmem chadmana salrus’hatan I

acnhlamaiaiuptam pnndai anatnaniham

ms 1 swmitnsuUro dromsumTjaghana n
r

3 Tlie tcM with a sh<n l c™"nic"tar>

,

has
ZDMG 'egf^g

1

ff reports

ntharatanamala (Bombay i387-iU8k) J®
lblcj j

c , tes saveral

about it on the basis of manuscripts •
‘ p J

jt pannalala S o n I,

passages fiom the Nitn ahyamrta [^di
- Granthamala Series] A

Bombay 1922 m Manihacai.dra Digam i J
_ gg by the Oriental

fine edition has been published in the Sans Somadevamtisutram
Research Institute, Mysore i 957 > *?

u
ir^Hhacamirraha )

and is included m a volume entitled Kautihyarthasamgrai J

^^
4 See above II, 336, traus p 534 T

\k
t *1C

tb

°
c°olophon to the Nitivakya-

tioncd also Yaiodhaiamaharajacawta anil *"
0f Yasodharamaharaja-

mrta the author refers to Ins ownself as nc
_ the Mysore edition

caritaiastra ” Therefore, tins is lus earlier work [in

thcic is, lioxvevcr, no such colophon J
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the Niti lessons” is in fact strongly dependent upon Kautilya
and often agrees with him verbally1

; but still it is a work of a
different type. It is not like the Arthasastra of Kautilya, a
practical hand-book of politics and economics, but it is rather
a pedagaugical work that contains fine counsels for the king.
With Somadeva the concept of Niti includes perhaps “political
wisdom ’ as well as “moral conduct of life.” Hence the work
egins quite as a handbook ofmorals and here in several chapters

the morahc tone is throughout dominant. Even though in places
where the Nitivakyamrta treats the same topics as those of the
Kauphya, as often the accord in i espect ofthe titles of individual
sec ions creates the impression, it appears, that Somadeva gives

enter^
g
fr

eral

r
1" °f COnduct for the kin& whilst Kautilya

enters sufficiently into details m respect of political practices.

XouIVX'nv v
KaUtlIya appears trifiinS to Somadeva. So

trea^Z A
NlUvakyamrta has actions on fortification, onSX ,

°n Sti" ” them we seek in vai“ all those

HifT • i.

WC Bnd m the KautllIya- Somadeva actually

for examine i”
from KautHya in certain cases. Thus

vith thc D a
"

-

Sa Pr0“ed
i

ngS hC preS“ib“’ in accordance
‘hat agai

T-
the“ya-

otherwise
Somadeva is a Jaina, he stands

ca. c^repficn oTliff °and

r5

ta,

;

iCa

,
1 “d °f Br5hmapi-

system Onlv at , r ^
firml he suPPorts the caste-

Induce !r|

Cry W pIaCeS he shows Jai^tic tendencies.

both fiomThe K t
ngUage and StyIe the Nitivakyamrta differs

wtlly ” ntfTn
!

H
,ya aS

r?
n fr°m ^Nitisara.

7
It is written

however have noth'
“ Sh°rt pregnant sentences that,

language ^
ve.bs and proverbial sentences a' h

'

ntr°duCe pr0‘

picsentation of the char-irtr-r j
A short Pr°be may offer a

P 7 • r , ,

d subJect-matter of the work.

raifio hi dultn, r<w 1

»»*
followers like Indra ld •

’ H wh° “ rcspect of his

Yama is the kmc The .

rcsPect of his opponent like
S‘ Tlic king’s duty is to punish the wicked

ran l„ and he
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and to protect the noble, and neither to shave his hairs nor
to keep matted hairs

**

P • 1 ’— [anadhilaiaslrah cakfufmanapi puman andha

(pn 1 na hy ajhaninoranyah paSurasti 1 varamarajakam bhuvanam

na tu rnurfho rdjn

“A man who has not studied the sciences is blind,

although he has c\es. there is no beast other than an
ignorant man; it is rather good to have the world without

a king, but not a king who is not learned.”

P. H .— [mint aoyavaharaprasadhanaparam lokayatikam

mutant 1 adhitaloha) atamalo hi raja raflrakantakan uchettum

halpate 1 na Khali chantato j almdmapyanavadydsli kriya 1 ekdniena

Kanin) aparah haratalagatamapj arlham rakfitum na kfamah 1 prafam-

aiKaJttam In narna na paribhavali 1 aparadhifu praSamah

yatindrn bhufanam na mahipalinam 1 dhiktam purufam yasyatmaSa-

Ktyd na stall lopaprasadau 1 sa jmannapi mrta tvayo na vikramati

pratil filrfti 1

“The Lok.nata [philosophhy] (materialism) is the

best guide for administiation of the current affairs of this

world. Venly the king, who has studied the principles of

Lokajata is capable of uprooting the ‘thorns’ of the king-

dom E\ cn the conduct of ascetics is not outright unob-

jectionable He, who is of full of pity only, is not capable

of c\cn protecting the purse that is even in his own hand,

since he scorns none whomsoever. Who does not defeat

the person ofgentle temperament ? Patience and tolerance

arc ornaments of ascetics and not of kings. Fie on the man

who is not capable of keeping under his control anger and

favour. The man is dead w'ho does not use his force

against his enemies

Somadeva, like the Dharmasastras, as well^as the

Kautilfya, stands outright for peiformance of ones own

duty”
(svadharma

)

for each caste and each stage of life He

speaks more about the duties of Sudras than does the Kau-

tiliya, and he is familiar with the notion of ‘‘pure Sudra

[sacchudra]. p 16

i “Since mind” according to W But the text demands the line

to be translated as “v.ho docs not trouble the person, who is a ways men a

quite ”
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acaranavadyalvam hichupaskaiah iarlrasuddhtka sudranapi karoti

devadvijatapasviparikarmasu yogyan 1 anriamsyam amrfabhasitvam

parasvanivrtlih icchaniyamali pralilomavivahah nifiddhasu ca stri?u

brahmacaryam ill sarve$am samano dharmah 1 aditya loka iva

dharmah khalu sarvasadharanah 11

Irreproachable conduct, uprightness, diligence and

purity of body render even Sudras fit for service to gods,

Brahmanas and ascetics. Abstenance from cruelty, truth-

fulness, unmmdfulness of the property of another person,

control of desires, no marriage against caste-laws*, celibacy

in dealing with prohibited women : these are the common
duties prescribed for all Like light of the sun, duty is

common to all.

talra sadaiva durbhiksam yalra raja visadhayati 1

samudrasya pipasayam kuto hi jagati jalani 11

“There is perpetual scarcity, where the king collects

money continuously • when the sea is itself thirsty, whence
will come water on the earth.”

In respect of the ministei who exerts his full force

in the interest of his master it is said :

P. 32 :—svammadhifthilo me$opi simhayali : “at the

command of his master even a ram behaves like a lion.” A
minister’s advice must not be divulged till when there is

still time to act--[akaryasiddhermanlro rakfayitavyah 1 dlpte grhe

ktdrSam kupakhananam\. “What is the use of sinking a well

when the house is set on fii e. The king should be careful in

respect of choice of his setvants: buddhau arlhe yuddhe ca yc
sahayah le karyapurtifah 1 khadanavelayam kah kasya na sahayak,

“the persons who render help in respect of intelligence,

money and battle ai c friends
; verily who is not whose asso-

ciate at the dinner-table?” How fine the sentence is for our
own days :—iastrddhkarmo na maniradhikarinah syuh : “those
who hold authority in respect of wreapons must not hold
authority in respect ofgiving counsels; i.c. militaiy generals
must not be appointed ministers ”

I he chapter on the daily routine of work of the
Lin!' contains a multitude of lules on propriety, decent

«
'Uu-WO-il fr-ttl ’"* nu .mwn.irmqt \%nli a woman of a higher
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brhaxloui, culture, food and hygiene. Particular emphasis
5<; laid on moderation in respect of food; since :

P. 96 —)o milam bhunkte sa bahu bhunkte, “he who
takes measured food, he cats much ” A little Jaimstic
sounds the precept (p 99} : kuhakdbhtcdrakarmakdnbhih
saha m zacch'l. “he should have no association with the
prison who is guilty of offending a loving one”

Although the Arthasastra of Kautilya has been unspar-
ingly utilized, that woik is nowhere mentioned here. How-
ex < 1

,
at one place (p. 52 ) there is an allusion to Mimster

Canal- %.*, in the line {sruyalc hi kila canakyastikynadutapra-

jageuaitam nardam jnzhdna • “it is heard that through employ-

ment of intelligent messengers, that is to say by employing

dtspriadots, Canakya killed Nanda In the chapter on friend

\vufrasamitd(Ma) (p 86) it is remarked that often animals

arc lx Iter friends than men 5 l
. As an illustration of it is

narrated the story [updlhydnakam], so xvell known m Indian

ns well as in woi Jd-htcrature, about the grateful animals and

ungrateful men * atarjdnhla andhak upeyu pahlefu kapisar-

pasimhdf .raidltf ffu hlopakdrah kdnkdyano ndma kakit pdnthah

uuVdjdm pun lasmdddkfaidhkddv) apddanamai aba Once

upon a lime, m a forest, a monkey, a snake, a

lion, and an aicluxist (dkyaSahkar), fell into a xvell that

xxns coxcrcd A trax’cllor, Kankayana by name, xvho had

rescued them all x\as put to death in a big city by the

archivist ” Another remarkable allusion occuis at p 1103
.

When the judge and the assessors err m respect ofjudgment,

xvho will xvin the suit ’ Is it not true that through conspiracy

some people got a goat piovcd to be a dog ? Here also is

an allusion to a familiar stoiy of the Paficatanlia about

the wicked people and the Brahmana who xvas carrying a

goat for a sacrifice, the foimcr always telling him that he

was carrvm" a dog, till the latter believed them and threw

auay the goat that was taken away decetptfully by the

rogues. Lastly an intci estmg allusion to Bhavabhuti s

Malatlmadhava may here be mentioned As a proof that

1 Cf -iboxc II, 101, 180 f 369, trans ,P I29> I5 1> 225 etc

[ yetia hnopayena Uryancojn bhaymti praiyupakartno

ainibhicunnascti na punah praycna manusya J
—„nmbhr

2 Accciding to the commentary akfasalda=dyutakara- gamier

3 JTantrakhyayAa HI, 5
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in war intelligence is often more important than weapons

when Somadeva (p. 121) says:

—

iruyate hi kila durasthopi

madhavapita kamandaki-prayogena malatrn madhavaya sadhaya-

masa: “it is heard that although staying far away.

Madhava’s father procured Matati for Madhava by em-

ploying Kamandakl.”

The Laghv arthannitisastra1 of the

Jaina scholar-monk, Hemacandra, whom we have

met in so many spheres ofliterature and science, is a “small

manual of politics” for Jainas that has come down to us.

It is a selection from a great work in Prakrit the B r h a -

darhannitisastra, that is not extant, that

Hemacandra had written at the behest of King Kumara-
pala. The work is written in Slokas with occasionally inter-

calated explanatory passages in prose. By far the greater

portion of the work is not devoted to politics but to civil

and criminal laws in imitation of Dharmsastra, particu-

larly the Manusmrti.

The common topics of Arthasastra—qualities of the

king, instructions about his conduct, the seven prakrtis,
the

six methods of politics, rules for ministers, military generals,

and other officers—are dealt with only in one small section.

In the beginning of the section II Nlti is divided into three

parts, of battle
j
yttddha], criminal procedure and civil

procedure [vyavahata]. The fact that the author is a Jaina

is noticeable in a few places, only, for example in the

chaptei on war. Thus it is said that one must not resort to

war so long all other means for subduing an enemy have
not been tried:

sandtgd/to vijayo yuddhesamdigdhah janakfayah 1

salsvanycfmtj tipaye,m bhupoyuddham vwarjayet 11

“Since doubtful is the victory in war, but undoubtful
is the destruction of human-life, so in case there be any
other means, the king should avoid war”2

. If however, the
war be una\ oidablc, one should be careful that there is

1. rdit«*d and published with acommentary in Gujarati, Ahmedabad,
I$u0 ( Of Hfrlrl, TantrakhviyiVa, Obers I, 157, 159 [The title ac-
tually U catn .vs \rlnnnlii and not as given by W.]

s II, t, *<>. $<> also Pahcaiantra I, 314 (vxt Orn ) and IV, 13
[trxt smvjit

)
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the least possible harm and that it should be carried in a
humane manner. He must not fight with wholly deadly,
poisoned or treacherous weapons or* with those that glow
in fire, neither with stone, nor with clods of earth.. .. He
should not kill an ascetic or a Brahmana, even not the
coward, who has laid down his arms, or one who is

about to die or is betaken by some misfortune, a eunuch,
a nude, a mercy-seeker, a non-combatant, one who is

sleeping, sick, one who seeks protection, one who holds

grass between his teeth in the mouth1, a child who is to

be consecrated in a sacrifice, nor him who has visited his

his house as a guest:

natirukfairvifaktaima caiva kutayudhaistatha 1

drfanmrdadtbhimaivayuddhyeta nagnitapitaih 11

na lianyaliapasam vipram tyaktaSastram ca kataram 1

naiyanlam vyasanapraptam kltbam nagnam kridnjalim 11

nayuddhyamanarii no suptam rogaritam iaranagatam 1

muUiadantalmam balam dikfepsum ca grhagatam 11

The chapter on Dandaniti (II, 2 ) begins with a citation

from theJama canon (from the Sthananga)2
, where seven kinds

of punishments are enumerated. The longest section (III)

deals with civil law (vyavahara ) Here too, as in the Manu-

smrti, the points of dispute are grouped under 18 topics. The

section IV is devoted to atonement and purification \prayascittd\

and here too we find the same Brahmanical atonements, pre-

scribed as those in the DharmaSastras with this addition that

worship of Jama too is prescribed as an atonement. The

chapter significantly shows straightway the extent to which in

ancient India the foundation of states was always laid on the

Brahmanical soil. Even the Jamas reconciled themselves to this

condition when they wanted to secure influence in the state.

For this Hemacandra accords full recognition to the caste-

system and he prescribes atonement for one who has passed his

meal-hours in the house ofa Kirata, a leather-worker, etc.

i. By doing this one has admitted his complete surrender, see R.

Ptschcl, SBA 1908, p 445 ff

2 II x 27, 59, 61 f Similar rules are already found inthe Dharma-

saslras (Apastamba II, 10 Baudhayanal, 18, 11, Gautama X, 180, Manu

VII, 90 IT ,
Yajnavalkya I, 323, 325) and m the Mahabharata 12, 98, 49.
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Works of quite a recent age, not to speak a thing that is

wrong, are the Sukranfti, i.e. the manual of politics
ascribed toSukra or Usanas and the N 1 1 i p r a k a-
5 i k a, that is claimed to have been written by V a 1 s amp-
ay a n a, the narrator of the Mahabharata. On their basis,
the editor of these woi ks O p p e r t1 has tried to prove that
ancient Indians were already familiar with fire weapons and
gun-powder. The Y u k t i k a I p a t a r u, “the tree of
desire of practical methods”*, attributed to King Bhoja,
is preserved only in a few manuscripts. Candesvara
whom we have already known above (p. 568) as an
author on DharmaSastra, is also the author of a work the
Nitiratnakara on Nitisastra3 . This book deals with
the entire field of administration, organisation of the army,
burlesque arrangements, etc4 .

[We may add to the list the name of the Nid-
hipradipa of Siddha Srikanfha Sambhu.
The subject of N 1 1 i has been treated in several Puranas as
well, notably in the Agni-, Garuda-, and Visnudharmot-
tara-~, and it may be noted that this literature has penetrated
nto urma, into East Indies, into Tibet, where its translations
were placed under the sponsorship of M a s u r a k s a oragarjuna. In Ceylon there exists a translation Nlti

.^.
CrC " a colIccti°n of n 1 1 i v a k y a s in Telugu under

ctitlc Sakalanltisammatam of MadikiSingh ana (15th century A.D.] .

Vol ,!10i '^W“ur“ ''

“I
L'k-iatmc and Science, Vol. a, 1879, and

tn dircdition ^ dn-S„La,'u,
S

'bvO
"* f iA add,non

one by J I b a n a n d a V*i d v - ^.®PP cr * (Madras 1882) there is also

spiral Imha,tr«rmV, f 8 a r a (pUcutta '***) and there arc
The edition oil K S 1 r k a r Jn ° v °,

Bcn^h > Marathi and Hindi.

_ nVanslatedlntoE^; —ot avadable to W.

Whether or not the mmnnt^of an
1

?{f !p
2I

-
ls on the Sukraniti

SuLnnttt remain* «tdl be examined Vi ^v- bnsastia are included in theM ,88..) d,* ° P P” •*

li M^eXr
,

R-'
h,

',
Ar

.

,h3s:mri' "PomV.rk.r, dndp. „ff
“'I. H end O R-, sj ',‘

J
I

' 3
'.l

a
f b> K. P Jayai

L !> t-’. Aulircht, t 0*177’
Cf. alsoH a 1 a p r a 5 a d, Report

is.

r

£lL'?pp o,e";
b

;
s 1 ' a S5s,r ‘ in tss' n°- io-s, >930.
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Xo the sphere of Arthasastra belong all sorts of manuals
on special branches of learning1

, such as knowledge about
horses, about elephants, about war, about building, jewels etc.

According to Madhusudana, Dhanurveda was com-
piled by Rsi V 1 s v a m i t r a in four books, dealing with arms,
warcraft, army and also on secret weapons, magical sentences,
king s ordination and omina. In manuscripts, works under
the titles Dhanurveda are attributed to S a d a i 1 v a, to

Vikramaditya and to Sarngadatta2
. [There

arc chapters devoted to Dhanurveda is the Agmpurana
and in the Visnudharmottara3

]

.

As founder of the horse-science [A^vavidya]

is credited Wise Salihotra. Hence this science is called

not only the ASva^astra but also Salihotra. Since it

describes treatment of diseases of horses it is called

also ASvacikitsa, Asvavaidyaka or Asvayurveda, i e.

“science of healing of horses ” But the works like the

Asvavaidyaka of Jayadatta Suri and the A s v a -

cikitsa of N a k u 1 a

4

are not treatises that deal only with

healing of diseases of horses, but also with their breeding and

training. [A similar work is the Salihotra ofBhoja
(1100AD.] 0

. The work consists of 356 stanzas and is not

devoid of literary interest. Two stanzas are quoted here from

this :

—

1 Madhusudana in the Prasthanabheda includes Nlti$astra, A£va-

sSstra, (science ofhorses), JsilpaSastra (manual ofarchitecture and building).

Supakara£astra (science of cooking) and CatuhsajJikalasastra (science of

sixty four arts) in Arthaiastra Of these Supaiastra, that deals also with

dlatetics, is included m medicine too, sceP. Cordicr, Le Musdon, N S

1903, P 34

6

«

2 Cf Buhlcr, Report, p. XXXVI, Ha ra prasad. Report I,

I, p. 9-

[3 Rcnou, L’Inde Classique § 1601.]

4 Both the works have been published by Umesacandra Gupta,
Bibl Ind 1887 A work bearing the title Salihotra is attributed to

King Bhoja .

fr Edited by E D. Kulkarni, Sources of Indo-Aryan Lexi-

cography, Poona, 195.] deals with topics hkenandlmg;
and training

of horses and their diseases, see Jolly, Sansknt Handschnften der Hof-

und Staatsbibliolthek in Munchen (19x2), p 68. Stanzas from this work

have been quoted in the Sarangadharapaddhati (see Aufrecht, ZDMG 27,

n 20 aa 02 ) The Salihotraiistra is often used alsom the sense of Veten-

Ea^ Sa’n
9
ce” and is divided into one Awasaslra and the one Gajasastra,

Sec also S a r k a r, ibid I, p 238 If
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uru sthirauyasya calau ca padau trikonnatah sirhhasamanacittab. 1

sa vajivahabi kalhitah prihivyarh iefd tiara bharavaha hiyam 11

“He whose two thighs are firm and the two feet are mov-

ing, the lower part of spine is raised up and whose tempera-

ment resembles that of a lion has been called a horse-rider on

this earth; in respect of riding the rest of the people are verily

load-carrier. (45).

javo hi sapieh prathamam vibhufanath

trapanganayah kr&ata tapasvinam 1

srularn dvtjanam dhaninamagarvata

pardkramah Sastrabalopajivitam 11

“The first quality is speed of a steed, modesty of a

woman, leanness of sages, the Veda of the twice-born ones,

pridelcssncss of the rich and valour of the people living on

the strength of arms.”

An important work on Salihotra is the A £ v a -

y u k t i section in the Yuktikalpa taru1
, ofwhich the

authorship is attributed to B h o j a , whose Salihotra
has many stanzas that are contained in the ASvayukti
too.

In his elaborate introduction to Salihotra E. D.

Kulakarni has given a long list of names of treatises on
this subject and this he has done on the basis of R a g h a -

van’s New Catalogus Catalogarum and Aufrecht’s Catalogus
Catalogarum.]

.

Whatever has been said about the Salihotra, is true also of
the science of elephants ofwhich the originator is said to be
wise Palakapya. Often it is included in veterinary science; but
the work is mainly related to all the topics of knowledge about
elephants. A very comprehensive work is the Hastyayurv-
c da, “Science of healing Elephants”*, that is based as a dia-
logue between king Romapada ofCampa and Muni Palakapya,
in the style ofPuranas. ThcMataiigalllaor “Elephants’
Sports* ) ofNil akan ; h a, a work ofwhich the age is not
certain, is a synopsis ofscience of elephants. Written partly in
ornate metres, in twelve-small chapters, it describes the mythical

{
1 '

r?.*'?
1 h

\
P

x
rac *»andra Sastr! 1917.)

the No a6 i ** ahoJ oily. Median (Grundriss)
P M find Sarltar, ibid, p- 03-,.

v ‘

the m!r Thi'tllir
,l*c

l

TSS
_
N<> X, 1910. [Translated Into English under

* *"»«» EdBcr.cn, New
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origin of elephants and Palakapya, the founder of Elephant’s
Science, the distinguishing signs of their span of life, their
qualities; the method of catching and training them etc.

[We may add here the name of Syainikasastra
by R a j a R u d r a d e v a1 of Kumaon It is a book on
hawking and is ofspecial interest to readers m general ]

Silpaiastra in fact constitutes the lessons on the
art of building mainly It is particularly utilized by engineers,
and is called also Vastuvidya There are also several works
available under the title either Silpasastra or also under the
title Vastuvidya of which the authors are unknown2

. One
of the important woiks on architecture is the M a n a s a r a3

,

that in 58 chapter deals with diamensions and site of temples
and houses, villages, city—planning, temple-building, instal-

lation of divine idols etc

In the opinion of R c n o u, the work consists of 70
chapters, and according to its editor P. K. A c h a r y a it is a
work of the 6th or 7th century A D. and its importance lies

in the fact it refers to 32 authorities, whose works are all lost

to us and in any case it was ofan incontestible authority.

Some other important works on architective that may
be mentioned here arc :

—

A ryamanjuSrimulakalpa4

Kasyakalpa5 attributed to Mahesve ra-, C i t r al a-

[1. Edited and published by Haraprasad Sastrl, Calcutta

1910]
a Cf Goldstuckcr, Literary Remains I, igx f , who cites

a work ofRam Raz, On the Architecture of the Hindus, London 1834 On

the manuscripts ofworks on architecture and similar crafts, seeEggeling

Ind. Off Cat V, p 1129 ff; Burnell, Tanjore, p 61 ff , Hara-

prasad, Report II, p 10 The V a s t u v 1 d y a is a metrical work on

building-construction engineering published in the TSS No 3°, I9 I3 J F

Kearns, Ind. Ant 5, 1876, 230 ff reports about one SilpaSastra translated

Into Tamil from Sanskrit.

[3 Edited under the title Manasara On Architecture and Sculpture,

Sanskrit Texts with Critical Notes by Prasanna Kumar Acharya, Oxford

Umv. Press, London 1934, and translated into English by the same scholar

OUP, London 1934]

[4 Ed by T. Ganapati Sastri, TSS Nos 70 76 and 84,

Trivendrum 1920, 1922, 1925, Chapters *7 translated into French by

Marc c lie L al o u, Paris 1930 under the tide Iconography des dttoffcs

(Jiafa) dans lc Manjuirlmulakalpa ] _ .

[5 Edited by Krsnaiarman Gargya AnSS No 95 ,
*9*6 ]

Winternitz, Vol. Ill, 40.
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k sana1
,
rendered into Sanskrit from the Tanjur, Citrasutra

of Saras vat I, Sivatattvaratnakara, Narada-
s i 1 p a or the Naradiya-Silpasutra, the Matsya-
Purana, the Skanda Purana, the Agni Purana,
thcVisnudharmottara, the Mahanirvanata
n t r a, the Karanagama, the V aikhanasagama,
Suprabhcdagama, and the Kamikagama, con-
tain chapters on architecture. 2

]

Before we close this topic we may make a mention of the
Nitisutras of Brhaspati. The work is known also
under the title BarhaspatyinTtisutrani3. It is written in the
same type of short prose sentences just like those of the Nlti-
vakyamrta It also covers nearly the same topics of Nltisastra
that find place in the said work of Somadeva.

The identity of the author is not known. Brhaspati
is referred to be an originator of Nltisastra indeed. But it

appears that the Nlli-principles that are said to constitute the
Barhaspatya-nitisutrani rather go back to a school than to an
individual. In the opinion of its editor these sutras were
written by some pantjita, Brhaspati by name, and that not
before the 6th 01 7th century AD.* In the opinion of
F. W.Thoma s, however, “its date may be brought down
at least to the twelfth century A.D.6

.

AS1 egards its age it may further be mentioned that it was
written long after the various religious sects had already come
to be recognised fully, as is evident from the lines mokfapurydh
dvdram trayam Saklam vaifnavam iaivamiti.

But this much true that, as commonly supposed, the author
oi the present v>ork was not an unbeliever6. He had taught
Nitisnrvasva to Indra and in conclusion he says dharmamulam
ca mdyamarjajet

, he should learn science that is the root of

I^ipm^ifn 3
n

]

r0tlUUd ft"d transla,cd »nto German by Berthold Laufrc,

ft CltsMquc § 1603 1

band.ru Senes No". ntP
Venkatanath5nch2rya, University of Mysore

under the title BVlmniua .*.«

a
°J

Cmakyanlttsutrani, published
lr,3i

J

« wlmpatya utra. edited by T W. Thomas, Lahore

4. I'ltmhiction p XVI
S r7 fe

rC
?
uf,Mw 10 edition p

f-7 * *?£* ^kaspeUrUajak cCrcrJ as5s-
quf’cd b. \ * rut..*

jmid Achir)a
^*a^3std:»ka and its Vivnrana
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dharma. In addition he prescribes that a king should think
about artha and dharma both1

. As against Kautilya, he com-
mands that a king must not cause trouble m relgious institu-
tions devdlayam ca na badheta This author is wholly Brahmanical
in approach and advises caturvarnyam rakfet and decuesLok-
a\ atikas, Bauddhas and Jamas m lokayatikakrapanaka-baaddhadi

bahitSarduladu$tamrgahirnaSima(aviguhamargavat

There arc some fine epigrams m it —
durjanamadhyc suryaval prakaSate sujanah . “among the wicked

a good man shines like the sun” * gurumapi nitivtyuklam Jiirasayet,

“he should oppose even a teacher who has strayed away from
morality etc.”

The Nltiprakasika2 ofVaiSampayana is

a woi k ofan uncertain age It consists ofstanzas that are group-

ed in eight sargas. This work is included in Dhanurveda
and according its ow n admission it is an abridgement of the other

works of the science. The commentator)' attributes its authorship

to a disciple of Vcdavyasa who taught it to Janamejaya in

presenting it in the form of a dialogue between the four-faced

[Brahma] god and Prthu. In respect of its subject-matter the

work comes m the category of works like Kamandaklya-Nfti-

sara, Kaupliya-Arthasastra, Hanhara-Caturanga, Sangrama-

\yayodaya etc It dcsciibcs in a Puranic style the military

science and contains enumeration of names of things of

importance for military purposes

In addition to topics concerning Dhanurveda, there are

lessons 1 egarding Arthaniti and Danqlaniti etc and the author

calls his work to be a kavya (piece of poetry3 ) In the work is

prescribed fantastically large number of members of different

units of the military oiganisation The smallest unit is path and

the biggest is aksauhini. A path consists of one chariot, one

elephant, five men and three horses. It will have a large number

ofauxiliaries Again an akfauhtni will consist of2187 chariots,

218700 elephants, 28870000 horses and 2187000000 foot-

soldicrs. It is clear that the work is actually a piece of poetry

[x brahme muhurle utthaya dhamarflrthanca cmiaytt ]

[a Edited with the commentary T a 1 1 v a v 1 v r 1 1 of S 1

1

a r a m a,

tn the Madras Government Oriental Manuscripts Scries, 3, Madras 95 ,

hyT Chandrasckharan ]

3 VIII, 97-
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and could never have been written by a person who had ex-

perience of some military organisation.

The Ranadipika of Kumaraganaka1 is a

metrical work divided into eight adhyayas and was written

under orders of Govindamahisurendra’s brother Deva-
s a r m a. Since this Govinda is said to have been a Brahmana

king of Kcralj probably he was Govinda of the Champakessari

family. As regards its age it may be mentioned that the work

has been cited as an authoi ity in Prasnamarga, known to have

been written in 1650 A.D. Further the editor of the work says

that in case Rajaraja, mentioned in its colophon might, be

identical with the king of Mahodayapuia described in the

SukasamdcSa, the age of the author of the present work

might have been in the middle of the 11th century A D.2

The work deals with topics that are dealt with in other

sciences like Dhanurvcda, Arthasastra, Jyautisa, Svaragama,

Paksisastra etc. and mainly describes the auspicious occasion

for marching into a battle. A few probes from it may not be
devoid of interest:

—

lathapi htilalo yah balahinaica saktatam 1

gajopi hanti pancasyam garudam ca iatha phani 11

yatha kalavttefena ralitina paribhuyate 1

mahanadilyadevopi phanina garudaslatha 11

devasthane vane ramye purvahne balavan khagah 1

vidalo balavan gratae sayahne sabahudrume 11

"Still on account of time even a weak attains strength:
e\ cn an elephant kills a lion and a snake, even a garuda.

In the same way as even the great sun is over-powered by
Rahu in a particular time, so is a garuda (overpowered

) by a
snake.

In a beautiful temple or in forest a bird is powerful in the
forenoon; a cat is strong in the evening in a village that has a
large number of trees.”

The Rajanitiratnakara, already mentioned
a \e, is one ol the famous Dharmasastra-nibandhas of

_
n n
^

c
i
^; a r a 'vi'° lived in the court of Harisimhadeva

of MuhUa, who disappeared from the battle-field in

[l. IUJ. by K. SJimbaiiva Sfistri, in the TSS, No, XCV,
irntmofum 19. 1? }

*

S, IVrfrcr j> j.
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1324 A.D., after he was defeated by Ghiyasuddin Tughlak1.

This work records the following changes m political
ideals :—A sovereign may be of any caste -—rajataldopi
naira hpalriyajdtiparah htnlvabhiftklajanapadapalayitrpuru$aparah2

hcvalafauiyddydptardj) asya rdjatvavyahdrdt
, “the word rdjd, here

docs not mean one of the Ksatriya caste, but it means an an-
ointed protector of a region . , because the word kingship is

used only with reference to kingdom acquired by heroism,
etc.”

It is likely that this statement was written afterKamesvara-

thakkura, a Brahmana, became the ruler of Mithila after

Harisimhadeva disappeared

It is a digest of Hindu polity and is of a type quite diffe-

rent from that of the Kautiliya. It is more akin to Dharma-
S.lstra than to Arthasastra.

A \ cry recent publication is the Manasollasa,
otherwise know n also as the Abhilasitarthacinta-
m a n 1

1
,
attributed to the Western Chaulukya King B h u 1 o-

kamalla Somesvara, son of Vikramaditya VI. It

is a voluminous work, extending to about 8000 granthas and

is divided into five vnnsatis, each containing 20 adhyayas, some

chapters being further divided into several sub-sections. As

regards its authorship Shrigondekar holds that it is

not a work of SomcSvaia himself, but of somebody else at-

tached to his court. In any case, therefore, one may consider

it to be a work of twelfth century A.D.4

The Manasollasa is written in verses in the anuspibh

metre writh prose passages intercalated here and there. Its

language is simple and the w'ork is devoted to many topics, so

much so that the author calls it Jagadacaryapustaka. Politics

is described in the second vimsati m several adhyayas that

arc intermixed also with chapters dealing with topics concern-

ing Astiology, Test of Jewels, etc. In addition it describes

also march of the army and its organisation.

[ 1 . K.P Jayaswal, Introduction to the edition of the Rajaniti-

ratnakara, p x ff, see also above, p 606 ]

[a. Text p 2 ]

[3 Edited by Gajanan K Shrigondekar, Gaekwad

Oriental Senes, XXVIII, Baroda 1925 and later Abhilasitarthacintamani

of SomeSvaradeva, Ed by R Shama S h a s t r y, Mysore 1926].

4. Cf Ibid, Preface, pp VI ff Cf also A u fr c c h t, GC, p. 452.
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The HayasIrsa-Paficaratra 1 of an unknown

author is a very important treatise on Vaisnava Architecture

and consecration ofimages. It begins with a history of creation

in the style of Smrtis, and is divided into several patalas each

written in verses composed in the anustubh metre. As regards

its age the editor is of the opinion that it may be tentatively

assumed to have been written in about 800 A.D.

The work describes dimensions of temples, their plan-

ning in addition, the forms and sizes of images of different

gods arc also prescribed. Further it may be considered to be

a work on Karmakanda inasmuch as it contains sections also

on the manner of worshipping different gods.

The Kasy aparilpam is attributed to sage Kai-

y a p a2
. The age of this work is not known, and its editor

conjectures that it was written probably after the reign of the

Nanda-kings, and as such it is not older than 400 B.G., although

Kaiyapa, is mentioned to be an architect already in earlier

works. It describes the minute details about the form ofimages

of different gods.

The Pratimalaksanam, Samyaksam-
buddha bhasita m3

, description of images uttered by
the Great Buddha, is a work ofwhich the author is as yet not
known. This work is preserved in the Tibetan Tan-gyur. It

begins in a regular sutra-stylc. Bhagavan Buddha addressed it

Sariputtra isariputra mayi gate parinivrtevanyagrodhaparimandalam
kayam kartavyam 1 yavalkayam tavadvyayamam, “Sariputra, after

I go away or I die or attain parinirvana, about the nyagrodha
tree, a statue should be built, its dimensions should be the
same as of the body”. And after this follows the description.
There arc descriptions of images of Bodhisattvas and Sugatas.

1 he Sabhaparva of the Mahabharata attests an already
advanced technique of Silpasastra.4

V Edited h> Bhuban Mohan S&nkhyatlrth a, Varendra Rc-
s*arrh borirt>, Rwhahi, Vo]. 1, ,o5C, Vo] 2, tn.,6 ]

K v *!"!
b% ^n-ulha V aj h c, AnSS. 95, 1926 ]

SWV nd! /-
r

r *
,ha t omnirntar> b> Haridas M i t r a,

u,” > \ .^y'* d®* \ arenas*, 1033 Edited with English trans-

b ,
X'\ J,,c,ldra *M,h rjc a. Journal oftheDepU. of

* No 2 *> alw ’ Pratimi-minal.

1 *1 _, r
iuia.vmia Bose (Greater India Publications 5,

U R C it o u, L’Ind. Clawtquc § 1C02].
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A comparatively modem work on Rajaniti is the Bud-
dhabhusana attributed to King Sambhu, ie Sam,

bhajij son of Shivaji 1 Of course the editor of the work hopes
to ha\ c proved that King Sambhaji had compiled it The work
is based on miscellaneous sources and does not appear to have
an> special mcnt of its own

The Aparajitaprccha attributed to Bhuva-
nadeva- is an important work on architecture written pro-

bably in about the 12th or the 13th century A.D.3 This work
presents the Southern school of Indian architecture as opposed
to the SamaranganasutradharaofBhojadeva4

,

that represents the Northern school. The Aparajita-
prccha, that is also known as Sutrasantanagunaprakasa,

is written in the form of questions by Aparajita and their

answ ers by his father Visvakarman The school of architecture

represented by it is called the Nagara school. The work des-

cribes in Purana-hkc style the various subjects concerning

building of temples and images. In adition it attests that

religious merits accrues to the architect and to the person

who gets constructed buildings according to its prescriptions.

The Prasadamantjana, ascribed to Mandana
or M a n d a n a - S u t r a d h a r a5 is an important manual

of Hindu architecture It seems to be a recent compilation,

as is evident from the presence of some modern Indian words

in it. The general topics dealt with here are not original,

but repetitions of items already treated exhaustively m other

works0
.]

Here a mention may be made of the Sangitasastra7
,

I. Go\crnment Oriental Senes— Class C, No 2, Edited by H D.

Vclankar, Poona 1926

[a Edited m No 67 the GOS No CXV,Baroda 1950 by Popatbbai

Ambashankar M a n k a d ]

[3 Introduction, p XII.]

[4 Edited by T. Ganapati Sastrl, GOS 25,32, 1924, 1925 ]

[5 Ed by J D Z a d o o Kashmir Series ofTexts and Studies No

LXXII, Shnnagar 1947 ]

6 Zadoo, Ibid, Introduction, p 4 [On Indian Architecttune see also

Dvijcndranatha £ u k 1 a, Bharatiya Vastusastra-Pratimavynana, Lucknow

1956, Benjamin R a w 1 a n d— ,

The Art and Architecture of India-Buddhist, Hindu,Jain m the Pelican

History of Art, Second Edition 1956 ]

[7 On Indian Music, sec J Gross e t,

dc la musique lundouc, Bibhothequc dclaFacultc

Contributions a l’dtude

des Lettres dc Lyon, Pans
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really “the Science ofConcert”, i.c. the science that means all

disciplines about song and music.1 [In India, the science of
music has been considered to have the status of a Veda, and
another name of Sangitasastra is Gandharv a-V e d a.

It is said that Narada brought this science from the heaven
upon the earth. At first this science was treated in literature in

close association with Natyaiastra, Dramaturgic.] We have
already seen that in the Bharatiya Natyaiastra,
the chapters XXVII-XXXIV are devoted to music and song.
These chapters arc devoted to the theory

(jatilakfana ), to musical
instruments (atodya) song susira, lala (measure) and dhruva.
According to the Natyasastra music has three elements: sound
(svara ), rhythm

(tala ), and grammar and prosody applied
to the musical texts

(pada ). We have in addition a number
ofmanuals that treat the entire sphere of the art of music from
diffcrcnct aspects. Hence they contain chapters on notes, scales,
melodies, art of singing, musical instruments, dance and mi-
micry,. organisation of music-parties, performance of concert,
requisite qualifications of music-teachers, dancers, and singers
etc. [First of all we may mention the Sangitamaka-
r a n d a, attributed to N a r a d a , that probably was written
m the 10th century AD 2

] The Sangitaratnakara3

°J N l hanka S a r » g a d e v a (13th century A D. ), son
° o ! h a 1 a of Kashmir is an old work, although it is by
centuries separated from the Bharatiya Natyasastra. But we
arc not m a position to determine definitely its age although
we knowthat its commentator Kallinatha lived in about 1450
A.D A later work, in which Kallinatha is already quoted,
istic a n g i t a d a r p a n a 1 of Damodara, son of

!uTiI
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Laksmldhaia. He has not only utilized the Sangltaratnakara,
but has parth drawn materials from it even verbally. In the
case of passages, where he deviates from it, probably they are
his own composition, fashioned on the basis of earlier sources
and is of importance on this very account [An important
text is the Dattila or Dattillya, a short manual
that is supposed to be a work of Dattila, a disciple of
Bharat a. There arc the B r h a d d e s i of Matanga
and S a n g i t a p a r 1 j a $ a of Ahobala1

, that has 635
stanzas and treats vidya and tala ] There are also mono-
graphs, that arc dc\otcd only to melodies, like the Radha-
vinoda ofSomanatha, written in the year 1609 A D.
ofw Inch the fifth section contains also the author’s compositions

for the musical notes and their notations There are 50 pieces,

of which each one has its own melody2

[The Sangltadamodara ofSubhankara3

(in 5 stabakas
)

is another important treatise on music and

dramaturgy'. It refers to the Bhar&tiya-Natyasastra, and as

against Bhaiata, 6ubhankara accepts Santarasa as one of the

sentiments of drama. It describes various modes of music and

dance as well4
. 6ubhankara’s father was KavicakravartI

Srldhara and his mother was Subhadra. It is claimed that he

was born in the Lalndi family of Bengali Biahmanas and

according to Sri Gaurinatha Sastri in all probability, he lived

in the 15lh century, especially as he has referred to Dhtirta-

samagama ofJyotiriSvara (14th century)5 and has been quoted

the Sangltanaruyana of Purusottama misra (see Simon,

ZDMG 57, 521 f ) and the Sangltacandra, an encyclopaedia of

the art ofmusic, on whichJ agajjyotirmalla wrote the commentary

Sangltabhaskara (sec Haraprasad, Report I, p to f ).

[1. Ed byK VcdantavaglSa and Sarada Prasad Ghosh a, Calcutta

New Sanskrit Senes 1879 ]

2 Cf Simon, Die Notationen des Somanatha, S Bay A 1903, see

447, ff W Jones, in the year 1912 made use of this work m his

essay "On the Musical Modes cf the Hindus” (Asiat Res Vol III) He,

however, considers the work to be very old

[3 Ed by Gaurinath Sastri and Govindagopala

Mukhopadhyaya, Calcutta Sanskrit Coll Research Series, No 8,

1960 ]

[4 For a synopsis, see ibid, Introduction p 16 ff]

[5 Sec above p 297, m3] [5 P 77 J
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by Bhavananda Thakkura in the 16th century1 . [In the
opinion ofL ouis Renou he should have been living before
the 1 5th century A.D.

)
2

.

While the wish of the author to be born again in the
Lahidl-family makes his being a Bengali probable, quotation
as an example ofApabhramsa by him of the sentence mori vani
avahamse ramai-mama vani apabharmia eva ramate goes to point out
that the author was an inhabitant of Mithila, the form man not
being attested in old Bengali3 as against old Maithill where
both mori and mori occur4

. Besides there is the tradition that
this Subhankara was the son of Mahesa, who is said to have
obtained from Akbar the Great the kingdom of Mithila.]

Another important work on Music is the Aumapa-
t a m%y anunknown author. It isa treatise on music and dance
purporting to have been addressed by Siva to Parvatl. Its
date is likewise unknown. Another work on music and dance
that may be mentioned here is the Sahgitopanisat-

]

d cl h a r a by Vacanacarya Sudhakalasa8 written in

,

A,D ‘
7 The author was a Jaina scholar. An anonymous

woik on dance is the Nrtyasangraha8 . In respect of language
ticwor* cviatcs from the Paninian grammar at several places
and its age is also not known.

1 he A b h i n a y a d a r p a n a ofN a n d i k c s v a r a9.

[i cfiunarbhsi a nastu bhaiaJcedjadi jagralu 1

iahalhj rf ultjanma kasttd hanbhaktayah . 11]

{a. LTndc Classiquc § 1605 ]

lj. Cf Chattcrji ODBL, Vol. 2.]

U. C! vmrtral, (Song, of V,dj5p.„, p. I) and ercti mm (ibid p.

OOCIx".’!,-;]
3 S5 ’ ,rI ’n ,hc GovemmenlOrient.il

Klf„ ]

’* °OS N°* Cd ‘ b> Um»kant Prcmmand Shah, Baroda

Infro>!urt«nn. pp IVfi"]
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the Sarigltasamayasara of Srlpravaradeva1

arc other important works on music]
An old branch ofknowledge has, m India, been the science

of gems and diamonds (Ratnasastra, Ratnapariksa ). In the
Div\a\adana itself we find the sons of a trader learning this

science. In the Kamasutra “the examination of gems” is

included among the 64 arts (hala). Varahamihira shows his

familiarity with the science of gems m his Brhatsamhita But
the age to which B u d d h a b h a 1 1 a, Agastimata,
Navaratnapariksa of Narayana Pandita,
etc. belong is not known2

. These texts not only enumerate

the names of the precious stones, but they narrate also the

myths regarding their origin, report about the place where they

arc found and their colouis, explain the signs of their genuine-

ness or spuriousncss and mention the value, price, importance

etc. of each of them.

There is a text book on theft mentioned not only m lite-

rature3
,

but it actually exists in a manuscript. Its title is

Sanmukhakalpa “Rules for the Six-headed, Being” 1 e.

K a r 1

1

1 k c y a, w ho is the god of thieves as well The

Sanmuhhakalpa plays in the profession of theft the same role

as docs the use of the magical formulas and the magic-portion

perform m the last section of the Kautiliya-Arthasastra. A chief

thief must necessarily be well versed m magic as well4.

Kam^sastra (Erotics)

Closely associated with Arthasastra and parallel to it

has developed in India Kamasastra, the science of sexual

love5 . Both of them are purely practical sciences that start with

the teachings of the three aims oflifc[lnvarga) In the same way

as Arthasastra docs notknow of any other way ormeans through

W'hich one may attain and rejoice earthly happiness (
arlha ),

[1 Edited by T Ganapati § astii, TSS 87, 1925 3

2 L r 1 n o t, Les Iapidaircs mdicns, Paris 1896 (Bibhotheque de

l’dcolc dcs hautes dtudes, sc phil ct hist ,
fasc 1 1 1 ), has pub is e ,

translated and dcscubcd these works

3 So m the Mrcchakatiha and the Mahabharata, see A Hi

brandt, ZII, 1 1922,69 ff

4 Cf Haraprssad, Report I, p 8

Ed

naraprsiaa, ~ j

R Schmidt, Bcitragc zur indischcn Erotil., Leipzig 9 ,

(without Index Berlin 1 9 11 )
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KamaSastra strives merely to teach the means and manner

through which man may enjoy sexual pleasure (kama) the

best. As ArthaSastra has in vew the rulers, the kings and the

minister and it tries to show as to how a kingdom may be con-

quered and governed, so Kamasastra, above all, has the towns-

man {nagaraka ), that is to say gentleman in the court and in the

town, the man in love in view, and it tries to show them the

method of attainment ofcomplete sexual pleasure. The woman
participates in this science only to the extent that she belongs

to the same circles or is connected to them1 . In respect of

methods, the manner of teaching and arrangement of the

subject-matter the treatises show a sti iking correspondence

between the two sciences, at least when we compare the

two oldest extant books with one another.

The oldest of the manuals on the art of love, that is

available to us, the Kamasutra2 of Mallanaga Vats-
y a y a n a is planned clearly on the model of the Kautiliya.

Aithasastra. Like the latter, it is written in the sutra-style,

approaching the Bhasya-stylc, and each chapter ends in a

l. It is noteworthy that m the Kamasutra p i, 3, the question is
post'd w hether women too should learn this science, and in reply it is said
that its stud} should be prescribed for courtesans, for princesses and for
da<tr,htm of lugh officials
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sloka. The arrangement of the entire book is similar1 . The two
works are in accord also m the fact that although they fully
recognize the Brahmanical religion and morality and dharma
in the Brahmanical sense, still they set up their theories without
any scruple regarding this dharma so to say, “without any con-
sideration of the good or the bad”. When Vatsyayana teaches
the art and craft through which a worldlingmay win over a girl,

or he may “seduce” the wife of another man, so much so that he
may outright be designated as a “Machiavelh” of love. Hence
the Kamasutra, c g. speaks about the friends of the lovers

and of the love-mesesengers not differently from the manner

in which the ArthaSastra speaks about friends of the kings

and the spies and ambassadors

The contents of the Kamasutra to a great extent ap-

pears obscencc to the people ofthe West, but the people ofIndia

have spoken about sexual life always more frankly than those of

the West arc accustomed to do In the concluding stanzas Vat-

syayana assures us that he has written this work “in moderation

and with the highest reverence,” since it is to be used forjourney

in the world, and that his compilation is not meant to be utilized

in reference to satisfaction of lust or passion The person who
has correctly understood the real nature of this science is

a man who has controlled his mind, whilst he pays attention

to the three aims of life • Dharma, Artha and Kama occurring

m the world. The clever man, who has studied this science,

when lie is given to sexualism, he will take into consideration

Dharma and Artha and will not subject himself to grief exces-

sively ” We need not take these words seriously, but we are

merely to understand from this that the Kamasutra is written

in the style of a dry text-book2
.

x Like the Kautiliya Arthasastra, the Kamasutra too begins with an

introduction that contains a complete index of the contents with an exposition

of the three aims of life and with a chapter called Vidyasamuddcsa and ends

likewise with an aupamsadam, a chapter on secret means There axe also

verbal correspondences Cf Jacobi, SBA, 191 1, 962 f , J o 1

1

y, ZDMG
68, 361 ff and E Muller, Hess m Festschrift Kuhn, p 162 ft

2 In the Prasthanabhcda of Madhusudana Kamasastra has been in-

cluded m Ayurveda, Medicine, and the authormentions also ‘Potency-streng-

thening, Vajikarana, Kamasastra ofSusruta About Vatsayana s Kamasastra,

he says—it consists cf five chapters, a thing that docs not a^ree; with our text

Further Madhusudana says “its objective is to teach moderation m respect

of sensuous pleasure, “since in case of enjoyment of sensuous pleasure

according to the method taught in the sastras tne end is sorrow.
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As in other manuals, so here too the subject-matter has

been most passionately divided, classified and defined, so much

so that it does not present an inappropriate comparison with

the “ars amastoria” of Ovid.

The greater part of the work is, however, of the type that

it can be or should have been of interest only for researchers in

scxuology. Consequently it is not devoid of importance on

account ofits antiquity, in respect of literary or cultural history.

In the introductory chapters we find remarkably an ethico-

philosophical exposition on the three objectives of life and an

interesting enumeration of the sciences and technical arts, know-

ledge of which is necessary for cultured women. The chapter

III constitutes a valuable supplement to the marriage-customs

described in the Grhyasutras and the chapter VI is of the

highest historical interests concerning the ways and manners

of harlots.

The Kamasutra is the oldest available work of this class,

but in no way it is the oldest book on erotics. Vatsyayana
himself, in the beginning of the Kamasutra, gives a partially

mythical and partially historical and literary introduction1,
from which we arc able to conclude that there existed an old

work attributed toAuddalaki Svetaketu, that was
abridged by B a b li r a v y a P a n c a 1 a, but that appears to

have been in any case a copious work. This work consists of
seven chaptcis to which correspond those of our Kamasutra.
Subsequently the chapter VI on the different types of harlots
was tt rated by D a 1 1 a k a2 with xcfercnce to the harlots of
P.q.diputia m one particulai book and on the texts of the
other sections individual scholais Carayana, S u v a r n a-
n a b h a . G h o \ a k a m u k h a, Gonardlya, Goni*
h a p alia, k u c um a r a—wrote monographs. So after
the entire ‘•asti.i was ti rated piecc-mcal, Vatsyayana,
mue more abridged together in his one single manual Kama*
sutra, the rntsir xtufTbrrause the woik of Babhravya on account
of erc.ti.v.wincis pxesemed difficulty in study. All the famous
rthul w* h iw been rcftrird to not only in the text, but in the
c uv tfyi. a i _ ... _
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their opinions, End even &lokas from their works hEve been
cited there. Therefore, there is no doubt that there existed
actually works of these authors. Carayana and Ghotakamukha
arc mentioned also in the Kaupliya-ArthaSastra. We meet
Gonardiya and Gonikaputra as grammarians in Patanjali’s

Mahabhasya Ghotakamukha is mentioned besides Kauplya
in a list ofBrahmanical texts in the Nandlsutra and in thejaina
Anuyogadvara1

. Babhravya must have founded a sort of
school, since Vatsyayana more often refers to the opinions of
“Babhravlyas2

.

KamaSastra is, therefore, apparently an old science, that

developed parallel to and perhaps contemporaneously with
ArthaSastra. It, however, stands in closest relationship also

with ornate court poetry. The study of Kamasastra was adop-
ted as an exercise for the ornate poet, and the manuals of

Poetics contain several sections that cover the subject-matter

of Kamasastra. We have also seen in so many works the extent

to which ornate poets attached importance to parading their

know ledge of the science of love in their poetical compositions.

Kalidasa too was certainly conversant with Kamasastra, al-

though we may not be wholly sure about his acquaintance with

the w’ork of Vatsyayana3
. As against this Subandhu m the

Vasavadatta mentions the name of Mallanaga and shows

his most accurate knowledge of Kamasastra4
. Bhavabhuti

cites the Kamasutra and he is well-familiar with its contents.

From this it follows that Vatsyayana wrote the Kamasutra, in

any case before the 7th century A.D. But we are not in a posi-

tion to determine accurately its age However, there can be no

doubt that it is younger than the Kautiliya-Arthasastra. In

any case it is hardly much younger, and the great similarity

x Cf Gharpcntxcr, The Uttaradhyanasutra, Introd. p

20 f Among the sciences, which the Buddha had studied according to Sutra-

lamhara of Asvaghosa (translated by E Huber, p 31 x) is included also

Kamasastra In the Introduction to the Tantrakhyayika-, Dharma-, Artha-,

and Kamaiastra arc said to have belonged to the course of study for princes

according to grammar

2 Cf J a c o b 1, SBA, 1912, 840 f and 1911, p. 959 notc

3 See above p 58, 66 note, and Peterson, JRAS 18 1891,

p xogff R Narsimhachar (JRAS 1911,183 f ) tried to find allus-

ions to the Kamasutra in the Raghuvamsa and m the Sakuntala-nataka

4 Cf Gray, Vasavadatta, pp 69, 76 f Magha too mentions the

Kamasutra (see above p 78 )•
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between these works makes it probable that the Kamasutra is

separated from the Kautillya-Arthasastra only by a short

span of time. So in case the age of the latter was in the 3rd

century A.D., the Kamasutra should have been written in the

4th century A.D. But this is nothing more than a conjecture1.

{7n the opinion of H. C. C h a k 1 a d a r, as quoted by L o u i s

Rcnou, wc know nothing about the author of the Kama-

sutra who was prabably an inhabitant of the West, except that

he has mentioned in this work a king of the Satakarnior
Satavahana dynasty of the 2nd or 1st century B.C.2

Besides there is not a single citation from the Kamasutra that

is of an age earlier than the 7th century A.D. On the basis

of certain archaisms of forms and concordances with the Kau-

tiliya and Apastamba, Winternitz considers Vat-

syayana to be the 4th century A.D. and Keith of the 5th

century A. D.fl

Wc have a very elaborate commentary the J ayaman-
g a 1 a ofYasodhara Indrapada, who lived in the 13th

century A.D.4 There arc other commentaries of later ages.

Of the test of the apparently elaborate Kamasastra-literaturc

only few deserve to be mentioned in particular and there is none

that in respect of importance can be compared with the work
of Vatsyayana.

[Wc may, however, add here the following titles :

—

K u \ t i n I m a t a5 and the Samayamatrka.
i. In the Kamasutra U, 7 (p, 154) there is a warning against sadisti-

pr»ctitrs m lo\c-afiairs and a is narrated that the Kuntala-King Sata-
l mu Sfstavail ina lillrdhis queen Mala>a\ all with scissors We find the
tulc SrvtAlarm and the surname S'ita\aham of the kings of the Andhra-
iKiuimv m the ttml and tst centuries BC Hence Vats>uyana must have
u ritu-u ho wnrl Hter than that age. Since in the Kamasutra the beggar-

ippears as a procuress,
the work must have

... ------ - , jocornc degenerate.
:. Cf. I. Imie. Clusiqnr $ t6oG ]

i. H» * )
* * 1

In one of the manuscripts of thecomment iry it is said that it was
» H<hr King V.siJadrta ); see h. R. Bh and a r J* a r,
n, p 40,

^

It n m arrord rbo with the fart that the Jayamangala
tb- \rw 1107 b> .Tmapraiiha in hts commentary on the

*\,a ‘ J ~i\ *•
4
‘ SBU V <>K a* 1 » ^ *u*t»' C’.h. G 11 l e r i (Ind

already
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Both of them arc likewise connected with the K a m a s u t r a.
Then there is the KandarpacudamamofVirabha-
d r a and the V a t s y a y a n a-s u t r a-s a m s a r a of
Ksemendra, In addition there is one Nagarasarva-
sva of Padmasri, who was a Buddhist. He has veri-
fied in 10 chapters the amorous life of a prince ]

The Ratirahasya, “Secret of Amorous Sport”
was written by K o k k a k a before the 13th century : another
name ofthis work is Kokasastra Down upto the present
day it is much read in India, and there are its several trans-

lations. The work is written in ornate stanzas, and the author
boasts that lie has collected together not only the teachings

of Vatsyayana, but also the teachings of former teachers

like Nandikcsvaia and Gonikaputra have been taken into

consideration 1
. As teachers Gomkaputia, Nandikesvara.

Mtiladcva and Rantidcva arc named also in the Paiicasayaka2

ofjyotirisvara Kavisckhara. Since Kokkaka mentions

Kscmcndia, he must have lived after the 11th century

AD. A very ivcll-known and elaborate woik is the

Anangaranga “the Stage of God of Love3”, of

K a 1 y a n a m a 1 1 a, a princely author who apparently

lived m the 16th century A.D A small handbook of

erotics in 60 stanzas is the Ratimanjari4 of Jayadeva,
who is hardly indcntical with the writer of the Gitagovinda.

i. Schmidt, Bcitragc zur ind Erotik, p 35 ff (j3 ff )•

2 That is “consisting of five arrows” Tnc work is divided into five

clnptcrs, called sayakas, that allude to the five arrows of Love-god of Indian

mythology. Gf Schmidt, ibid p 49 (48 ff )
[Edited by Sadananda

£ a s t r I, Lahore 1921 Jyotulsvara was a resident of Mithda and lived m

the 14th century A D under King Harasimha or Narasimha of the Kamata

family . sec S K G h a 1 1 e r j x. Introduction to Vamaratnakara, Calcutta

1940, pp. XVII ff]

3. Edited by Ramachandra Sastrl Kusala, Lahore, 1920, trans into

English (anonymously) London-Bcnaras 1885 (Kama Shastra ocicty ,

Gf S c li m 1 d t, ibid, p 27 (26 ff).
,

4 Edited by PE Pavolim, GSAL 17, 1904, 3*7 ff Pll“ted

several times m India is the Ratisastra of N a g a 1 j u n a, c

R. S c h m i d t (VVZKM 23, 1909 180 ff )
has_ given P«>bes °n

learned commentary Smaiatattvaprakasi a o

radhya, seeSclimidt, WZKM 18, 10492 in

Wintcrnitz, vol III, 41
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MEDICINE1

The beginning of medicinal sciences go back to the age

of the Vedas. In the magical strophes of the Atharvaveda and

in the magical rites of ritualistic literature described in parti-

cular in the Kauhkasutra, belonging to the Atharvaveda,we find

the early beginnings of an art of healing and of a knowledge of

healing herbs. As in other countries, so in India too, the

magic-doctors were the first physicians. And this association

with magical craft is still not wholly forgotten in India. Even

till recent days we find in scientific medicinal treatises demons

being mentioned as promoters of diseases and charms being

prescribed as remedies. Further even in the Vedic texts

we find the beginning of a science of anatomy, of an embryo-

logy and of a hygiene. In the §atapatha-Brahmana (X and

XII )
and in the Atharvaveda (X, 2 )

we find an accurate enu-

meration of bones of the human-skeleton2. The ancient

names of the science of medicine is Ayurved a,” the

Veda for (lengthening of) the span of life”, that is consider-

ed an upanga (subsidiary) to the Atharvaveda3
. According

i. The chief works on Indian medicine have been described by J.
Jolly, Median (Grudnss III, to), Strassburg tgoi, where works of
ancient literature too have been spoken about, see particularly p. ig. A.F.R
H o e r n 1 e, Studies in the Medicine of Ancient India, Part I Osteology,
Oxford igo7 and Studies inAncient Indian Medicine,JRASigo6,283ff ,1907,

9 I 5^ >
i9°8,997 f > 1909,8571? and Archivfur Geschichte der Medizm I,igo8,

29 IF adds important supplements. Gf. also Burnell, Tanjore p. 63 IF

,

Eggeling, Ind. OIF Gat V, p 923 ff,
; p. Cordier m Le Musdon,

N S IV, 1903, p. 321 IF ; H a r ap r as a d, Report I, p. g f. Jolly,
Die Sanskrit-Handschnften No 287-413 of K. Hof und Staatsbibhothek m
Munchen 1912, p 47 IF In Medicine are included, through teachings on
healings, what the Indians know about Botany, Mmerclogy and Chemistry
(alchemy) [On Indian Medicine see also Shiva Sharma, System of Ayurve-
da, Bombay 1929; AtndevaV idyalankara, Ayurveda ka Brhat Itihasa,
Directorate of Information, Uttar Pradesh, Lucknow ig6o, H. H. Bhagvat
Sinhjee, A Short History of Aryan Medical Science, Gondal, 1927; P. G
Ghosh, History of Hindu Chemistry. The recent treatise is Jean F 1 1 1 1 o-
z a t. Doctrine classique de la Mddecme Indienne, ses ongmes et ses paral-
leles grecs, Paris 1949 ]

2 Gf Hoernle, Osteology 104 ff, 109 ff.

3 The science of medicine is also called VaidyaSastra “the
Science of Physicians”. The physician is called v a 1 d y a, “possessing
knowledge (vidya), in the same way as m the West a physician is called
“doctor”. In respect of the high antiquity of the science of medicine it is

noteworthy that Pataiijali m the Mahabhasya (ed. Kielhom I, p. g) men-
tionsamong the sciencesmwhich Sanskrit is used, in addition to theVeda, the
Vedangas, and the literature that pass by the names itihasa, purana
and vakovakya, that are related to the Veda, the only secular science, the
vaidyakam [Even long before Pataiijali, Panim had used a number
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to tradition Ayurveda originally consisted of eight parts

(as^anga), in which major surgery (salya), minor surgery

(Salakya), treatment of diseases of the body (kayacikitsa),

demonology (teachings on the diseases caused by demons),

[bhutavidya ), healing of diseases of children (kaumarabhrtya ),

toxicolgy (agadatantra ), elixir (lasayana), and aphrodisiaca

(vajlkaiana) Like other sciences, medicine too has a divine

origin. It was created by Brahman, and one after the othei

it went to Prajapati, Asvins and Indra, and it was transmitted

by these gods to the sages (rsis ). Among the ancient scholars,

who are named by tradition m this connection, are those

like Atreya, Haiita, Kasyapa, Agmvesa, Bheda. They
might have been individual authors of treatises on medicine

whose writings arc lost to us1. In particular Atreya or

Krsna Atreya is mentioned as the fiist teacher of the science of

healing. Atreya, Hanta and Kasyapa aie already cited in

ancient medical texts. But the works that now go under the

titles Atrcya-Samhita, Harita-Samlnta and Kasyapa-Sam-

hita2 arc at least cases of recent adaptations of earlier texts,

and as a rule they are simply modern works that are decorated

with ancient names3
. [The Kasyapasamhita4 also

called Vrddhajivaklyam Tantram is said

have been taught by Marica Kasyapa to his disciple

Vrddhajivaka, who is said to be its author ]

Frequent references to the Indian system of medicine in

old Buddhist literature also proves its high antiquity. In Bud-

ofnames of diseases and remedies that prove existence of a system of medi-
cine )—nay evenm the Vedas wc find references to medicines and physicians

In the Brahamavaivartapurana Brahma is reported to ha\e transmitted
Ayurveda, the fifth Veda, to Bhaskara, and then Bhaskara is mentioned to

have compiled an independent Samhita
Xzyajuhsamalharvahhyan drffva vedan prajapalth 1

vicinlya Ufamarthancaivayurvedem cakara sah 11

kjlva tu paheamam vedam bhaskdraya dadau vtbhuh 1

svalanlrasamhiiam lasmat bhdskarasca cakara sah II)

[ i On Bhcdasamhita, see below, p 630 ]
2 So in the Mahabharata 12, 210, 21

3 One Atreya-Samhita m the form of a dialogue between Rsi Atreya
and his son and disciple Harita (see Eggeling, Ind Off Cat V, p
92gf ) has several times been printed under the title Haritasamhita m India
A medical work Vaidyajlvana is attributed to Canakya (Aufrecht, CC
184) and Arabic writers mention Sanaq (1 e Canakya) not only as an
author oftreatises on Niti, but also of those on Medicine, see Zachariae,
WZKM 38, 1914, p 183

[4 Edited withanlntioductionbyHcmaraja § a r m a, N SP 1938.]
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dhist legends we meet with the boy-physician Jivaka. It is said

that he had studied medicine under Atreya at Taxila. It is

probable that the famous “four noble truths” of the science of

medicme may be gomg back to him. In the Vinayapifaka

medicaments in a good number are enumerated and things like

vapour-bath, blood-letting, surgical instruments, emetics,

purgatives etc. are also mentioned1. The comparisons of the

surgeon in the Majjhimanikaya (discourses Nos. 101 and 105)

point to an intensive development of surgery. Some works on

medicine are attributed to famous Nagarjuna2 In later ages too

the Buddhists had devoted themselves to the study of medicine

with predilection. The detailed report of I-tsing about his

tour in India on the medical system of India as well as the fact

that so many treatises on medicine were translated into Tibetan

prove the same thing3 .

[We might be tempted to begin our description of

the available treatises on Ayurveda with the Ayurveda-
sutra4 that is attibuted to an unknown author. But un-

fortunately it is a work that was written not before the 16th

century A.D.5
. It is divided into 16 chapters, called prasnas

and is in form of sutras. It has none of the merits of the

sutras of other well known branches of learning.]

The oldest dated medical texts that have come down to

us in the Bower-manuscripts were written by Bud-
dhist authors®. These are old Indian manuscripts (written in

incorrect Sanskrit mixed with Prakrit that were found by
British Lt. H. Bower in the year 1890 in a Buddhist stupa

1. Mahavagga VI, 1-14, SBE,Vol. 17, p. 41 f.

2. Gf Jolly, ZDMG 53, 1899, p. 378, and the text cited there
byP Gordie r, Nagarjuna et l’Uttaratantra dc la SuSruta-Samhita,
Anantanvo 1896.

3. Gf Takakusu, I-tsmg, pp 130 ff, 222 f,J
1902, 565 ff J H u t h, SBA 1895, p 269 ff

[4 Published with the commentary ofYoganandanatha byR Shama S a s t r y, Mysore 1922]
[5. R Shama S as try, Introduction p. XV.]
6 The Bower Manuscripts Facsimile Leaves, Nagarl Transcript,

Romanised Transliteration and English Translation with Notes, ed. by A. F,

vi Y\rTT\
r n * e* Calcutta 1893-1912 (Archeological Suivcy of India,

Vol XXII), Introduction abridged also in Ind Ant 42, 1913, and 43,
1914 Appendix, cf Hoernie, Ind Ant 21, 1892, 2gff, i2gfF, 349ff,
Jolly, Medicine, p. 14 f and ZDMG 53, 1899,374 67, I9»3* 3^3
n. I tie manuscript is now m the Bodleiana in Oxford, sceW intei nit z-
Keith, Bod Gat. II, p no f.
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in Kutcha in Kashgar (Chinese Turkistan) and had been
deciphered byR Hoernle. On palaeographical grounds
these manuscripts are considered to be of the second half of the
fourth century A.D.1 Of the seven texts contained in them
there are three that deal with topics concerning medicine.
One of these texts is on the origin of garlic \lasuna\ that
cures several diseases and may let life last up to one hundred
years, on digestion, on an elixir for span of life of one thousand
years, on proper way ofmixing of ingredients, on remedies that

make one strong, on eye-lotions, ophthalmic ointments, etc.

The second fragment contains formulas for 14 remedies for

internal and external maladies The most voluminous fragment
is the Navanltaka (“The Butter”, i e. an extract from the

best of all earlier manuals), that in 16 sections deals

with powder, decoction, oil, enema, chxer, aphrodisiaca,

children’s tendencies, preparation of compounds etc. Since

the concluding poi tion of the work is missing, the name of the

author is not known to us All these works are written in

vciscs, and paitly they arc composed m metres ofornate poetry,

as is usual m latcr-day compilations of prescriptions. But the

prescriptions have throughout an antiquarian appearance.

Their language is Prakrit mixed up with Sanskrit. In the

Navanltaka many medicinal authorities have been quoted, in

particular AgniveSa, Bhcda, Harlta, Jatukarna, Ksarapam

and Parasara, all of whom may have been disciples of Punar-

vasu Atreya; but from among the authors known to us only

the name of SuSruta occurs here2
.

[In Central Asia, in the region of Kutcha, have been

found three leaves of a MS of a work entitled Yogasa-
t a k a by the mission conducted by P e 1 1 i ot. Here the

Sanskrit text is accompanied with a translation m the dialect

ofKutch. The age of the MS concerned appears to be about the

7th century A.D. This Yogasataka is extant in its Tibetan

translation and its manuscripts are available in Nepal and

India. It is a work written in different metres, viz. Vasanta-

[i. Jean Filliozat, L’Intfe Glassique § 1661, is of the opinion

that probably it is of a period betwefen the 4th and 6th the centuries A D]
2 Medical formulas and remedies for different maladies are found also

in the fragments of manuscripts found in East Turkistan by Aurcl Stein
and m fact in barbaric Sanskrit and m translation in an unknown Iranian

language, sec A F R Hoernle in the Bhandarkar Com p Vol 415 ft.
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tilaka, Upajati, Dandaka, Sardulavikridita etc. and is meant

to be learnt by heart. Its authorship is attributed to Nagar-

juna in Ceylon and Tibet and m most of the MSS. Possibly

this Nagarjuna is the same scholar who completed the Susruta-

samhita and to whom are attributed several other medical

treatises.

The Chinese pilgrim Yi-tsing, at the end of the 7th cen-

tury, says that recently a writer has put the 8 chapters into

one volume, and this is a thing that may have reference to

the Yogasataka1 ]

Susruta is one of the “three ancients*’ (as the Indians say)

of medicinal literature: Caraka, Susruta and Vagbhata.

Under these three names we possess Sarhhitas, great compendia

of medicine, that in all probability go back to some Tantra

and Kalpa literature that is now lost to us and in which certain

topics of medical science were treated.

The Carakasamhita2
, according to its own testi-

mony, is not an original work, but merely an adaptation of a

Tantra by Agmvesa, a disciple ofPunarvasu Atreya and a fellow-

student of Bheda (or Bhela ). The Carakasamhita is closely

connected with the little known Bhedasamhita3
. According

to the Chinese Tripitaka (translated in 472 A.D. ) Caraka was
the personal physician of Kaniska whose wife was once assisted

by him in case of an abortion4 . Apparently there is no-

thing that may stand in the way of assuming this report to go
to make Caraka a contemporary of Kaniska (therefore, to fix

[i. According toJean Filhozat, L’lnde Classique § 1662.]

2 Editions of the text have been printed several times in India, gene-
rally with commentaries, often also with translations m vermacular languages
The edition with a complete English translation was begun by Kaviraja A v 1 -

nash Gandra Kaviratna (Calcutta 1890), was continued, after
his death, by his son Parcshnath Sarm a-K avibhusana and
completed in 1911 The actual translator, however, is Kison Mohan
Gan gull (See A B a r th JA 1911, p 10, t XVII, p 389 f.)

[An English trans by K L Bhisagratna recently published by Gulab-
kunverba Ayurveda Society, Jamnagar 1939 ]

3 It is still preserved onlyma single manuscript, see H o e r n 1 e.
Osteology, p 37 ff Jolly, Medici n, p 12, conjectures that the Bheda-
samhita is merely a different recension of the Carakasamhita, but P Cor-
dier (LeMuSeon, N S IV, 1903,324 ff) considers it to be a work older
than the Caraka-Samhita [The Bhedasamhita is available m fragments
that have been published by the Calcutta University m the Journal of the
Department of Letters, Vol 6, 1921, edited by Asutosh Mookerjee.]
„ G

,

f Takakusu, I-tsmg, p LIX, Jolly, WZKM n, 1897, 164
ff ,

Keith, ZDMG 62, 1908, 136
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his age probably in the 2nd century A.D ). But there is no

definite proof in support of this. As against this it is certain

that we do not possess the text of the Carakasamhita in its

original form. The text is preserved wholly in a delapidated

condition and the manuscripts and the editions differ strongly.

About one-third of the work was complete in the 8th or 9th

century A.D. by D r d h a b a 1 a, son of Kapilabala Drdhabala,

however, was not satisfied with this alone, and he revised the

text of the whole Samhita and prepared an appendix1
. How-

ever, the basic part of the work, that like the Kautilfya-Artha-

sastra, is wiitten m prose mixed with verses at the end of each

chapter, is certainly old and probably the oldest of the extant

medical manuals

The Caiakasarhhita consists of 8 chapters (sthanas) :

1 Sutrasthana, that in general describes means of healing,

diet, duties of a physician etc.; 2. Nidanasthana, on the

8 piincipal ailments; 3 Vimanasthana, on tastes, food,

general pathology, medical studium; 4 Sarirasthana, on

anatomy and embryology; 5. Indriyasthana, on diagnosis

and piognosis, 6 fhkitsasthana, on special therapy, 7 8.

Kalpa- and Sidatianta-sihana on gcncial therapy.

Caiaka is not only a physician, but also a moralist

and philosopher. He prescribes even a number of religious

and moial insit uctions with reference to hygienic lules as

well as in connection with the theory of sin being the pii-

mary cause of a malady. With all force Garaka says that

man should strive for attainment of the three objectives,

preservation of vitality, gaining of wealth and peace in the

world to come. Then there aic discussions about the soul

etc. in which the standpoint of the Sankhya philosophy is

admitted, just as m the Sarirasthana that begins with an

analysis of the theory of Purusa and Prakrti. Further Garaka
is fully conversant with the Nyaya-thcories about syllogisms

and the categories of Vaisesika2. In connection with the

1 Cf Hoc r n 1 c. Osteology, p fF , Archiv fur Gcschichtc der
McdizmI, *1908, 29 IF, JRAS 1908, 997 IF, 1909, 857 fF, Jolly,
Sanskrit Handschriften, Munchen, p 48. Drdhabala is. a Kashmirian and
the commentators speak about a “Kashmirian recension” of the Caraka-
Samhita

2 Cr Suali, Introduzionc, p 28 [On the philosophy of Caraka
see Surcndranatha Dasgupta, History of Indian Philosophy Vol 1/
pp. 280 f and 302.
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passage: The three sustainers of the body are: food, sleep

and patience. And he adds an intciesting discourse on the

importance of sleep for health.

According to the Vimanasthana, the initiation of

a student into the medical study takes place after religious

ceremonies of the type of Upanayana for beginning of the

Vedic studies A junior physician is expected to possess

a high sense of responsibility and discipline.

“Whole-heartedly he must try for healing the mala-

dies; even when he has to play with his own life, he must

not cause any inconvenience to the patient ; he must never

even once think of approaching the wife of another person,

nor his property . .When he is in the company of a known
person, authorized for ingress and enters into the house

of an ailing person, he must be properly dressed and should

proceed in a pensive manner with absolutely strict

control, while taking all possible cares. In case he is

inside, his words, thought and mmd must not to go any-

thing other than the treatment of the' patient and what
is associated with his condition. The events of the house

must not be disclosed and he must not communicate the

appiehension, the possible approach of early death of the

patient that may cause discomfort either to the patient or

to anybody else1 .

The oldest extant commentary on the Carakasamhita
is the one by Cakraparudatta of the 11th century A.D. But
before this the work had already been translated into Persian
and from it into Arabic2

. The name of the commentary of
Cakraparudatta is Ayurvedadipika as well as Cara*
katatparyatik a.3 One Carakasamhita has its

authorship attributed to Agnivesa4
.

The most famous Indian medical treatise is the Susruta-
samhita5

,
that likewise is written in verses mixed up with

1. Adopted by R Roth’s translation into German, ZDMG 226,
1872, 445 ff

2. Cf S a c h a u. Alberum’s India I, pp XXXI, XXXV.
[3. Edited by Kaviraja Harmatha Visarada, Calcutta 1892-95

1

^L4- Edited Vaman Kesho D a t a r} Nimayasagara Press, Bombay

5. Repeatedly printed in India, Translated into Latin byF.,H e s s 1 e r, Erlansfae 1844- ,2 (obsolete)
, English translations by Hoernlc

JJibl Ind. 1897 (incomplete) and by Kavuaj Kunja Lai Bhishag-
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prose, but m respect of language and the subject-matter it

must have been younger than the primaly stock of the Caraka-
samhita In the Mahabharata (13, 4, 55) Susruta is included
among the sons of Visvamitra. Nagarjuna probably had pre-
pared a new icdaction of the woik of Susruta. In the Bower
manuscripts he is mentioned by the side of Atreya and Harita.
In the 9tli and I Oth centimes the name of Susruta had been
well known as a famous physician equally well m Gombodia
and in Indo-Chma as also in Arabia m the West. So it

is certain that Susruta was an ancient author who might have
been a little youngci than Caraka and might have lived in

the caily ccntunes of the Chustian era, and equally uncertain

is the antiquity of the text of the Samhita, that m its extant

form is attested first in a commentary of the 1 1 th century A.D.

Exactly as the Caraka-Samhita, the Susruta-Samhita

begins with a mythological introduction on the origin of

Ayurveda King Divodasa of Varanasi is named here

as the teacher of Susruta, who is said to have been an in-

carnation of Dhanvantari, the divine suigeon. This myth
is associated with the fact that, as against Caraka,

Susruta is essentially a surgeon and deals in detail with sur-

gery, thatm the Cai aka-Samhita is almost wanting. Susruta

too begins with the Sutrasthana, in which common problems

are treated. The second mam division (Nidanasthana)

deals with pathology, the third the (Sarirasthana ) is de-

voted to anatomy and embryology, the fourth (Gikitsa-

sthana) is on therapy, the fifth (Kalpasthana ) is on toxi-

cology. The concluding part forms the Uttaratantra

“the supplementary book”, that was added early1. It is

devoted to eye-diseases and to topics not mentioned in the

old part

Susruta too demands the strictest discipline and the

ratna, Calcutta 1907, (1911,1916) 3 vols Sec also Altmdische Geburt-

shilfe aus SuSru*as System dci Medizin, ubersetzt und erlautert von J A
Vullcrs, Giessen 1846 (fiom the periodical Janus I, 1846, 225 ff).

[An English trans by K L Bhisagratna published by Gulab-

kunverba Ayurveda Society ofJamnagar, 1949 ]

i. Hoernlc distinguishes between an Older and a Younger

Susrutas, and by the latter lie means the author of the Uttaratantra But

he (Osteology, pp 4 ff, 8) considers this supplementary book to be at

least as old as the Caraka-Samhita and Kaniska, whilst he believes that the

Satapatha-Brahtnana was already familiar with the teachings of Susruta,

Wintcrnitr agrees with A B Keith (ZDMG 62, 136 ff) only to the

extent that these calculations of ages arc highly doubtful
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highest morality in respect of qualities of the body and the

mind from young physicians. At the time of initiation of a

disciple (upanayana), the student is taken about the holy

fire and he is solemnly instructed to give up voluptuousness

and to abstain from anger, greed for money, pride, vanity,

grudge, vulgarism, idleness, falsehood, deception, etc. They

must always have their nails and hairs cut short; they should

always remain clean; they should be dressed m reddish gar-

ment and should lead a straightforward, pure and respectable

life. A physician should treat holy men, friends and neigh-

bours, widows and orphans, poor and touiists not differently

from if they were his relatives. On the other hand he must

not render any medical aid to hunters, bird-catchers, excom-

municated persons and sinners.

The oldest commentaries on the Susruta-Samhita written

by J a i y y a t a (or Jayjata or Jajjata ) and Gayadasa
have not come down to us. Of the available commentaries
the oldest are the Bhanumati of Gakradatta and the

Nibandhasamgraha of D a 1 1 a n a of the 11th

and 12th centuries1 respectively.

The third of the “three ancients” is Vagbhata.
When Harita says that Atn taught for the Krta-, Susrijta for

the Dvapara- and Vagbhata for the Kali -age, he probably
means rightly that Vagbhata was by several centuries sepa-
rated from Atri, (on whose teachings are based those of
Garaka) and Susruta. There are two famous works that go
under the name of Vagbhata : Astang a-S amgraha,
Compilation of the Eight Parts (of medical science2 )

and
the Astangahrday a-S amhita “Compendium of the
essentials of the Eight Parts (ofmedical science3 )”. In respect

* t>°£
thecommentary see Jolly ZDMG 58, 1904, 114 ff ; 1906,

4
flo o R

fl?
t

u
> ZDMG 48, 1894, 138 ff

, Hoernle, JRAS 1906,
203 n vJn the basis of Jayyata’s commentary Candrata has prepared a
revised text ofSuiruta, see E g g e 1 1 n g, Ind Off Cat V, p 928 Dallana’s
commentary has been published by Jibananda Vidyasagara, Calcutta
1891, [and by Jadavji Tnkamji Acharya, N S Press, Bombay 1915 ]

2. Published m Bombay 1888

a
Anmadatta’s

, commentary [Sarvangasundara] published by

u ti
U ”

j
e> ^80, 2nd Ed 1891 There is also a commentary

o
m a,° I'E Text edited by Jibananda Vidyasagara, Calcutta

I®?? ’a?®”®!? Sakharam S arma Tarte, Bombay 1889 and Samkara
Daji Sastn Fade, N S Press, Bombay 1900.]
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of form the Astangasamgraha, that is written in
mixture of prose and verses, is older than the Astanga*
hrdayasamhita, that is written only in verses In
respect of the subject-matter as well the former work is older
ofthe two. The quotations m later-day medical treaties appear
to refci to the former as “Vrddha-Vagbhata”, whilst the second
one is simply called Vagbhata Since in the composition of the

A s t a n g a h r d a y a s a m Ii 1 1 a, the Astangasamg-
raha was utilized there can hardly be any doubt that we
must distinguish between an older and a younger Vagbhata.
Apparently the older Vagbhata lived m the beginning of the 7th

and the younger in the 8th ccntuiy A.D.1 Probably the older

Vagbhata is the pcison about w’hom I-tsing has said, without

mentioning lus name, that he had “m brief” collected together

the 8 pai ts of medical science2. Since undoubtedly he was a

Buddhist, as probablv was also the younger Vagabhata, whose

Asjangalirdaynsamlita had been translated into Tibetan3.

The older as well as the younger Vagbhata cites fiom Caraka,

Susmta and indeed fiom the Uttaratantra too

A not much later or perhaps written contemporaneously

with the Asiangahrdayasamhita, therefore, in the 8th or 9th cen-

tury A D is the Jlugviniscaya, “Research into Maladies”

of M a d h a \ a k a r a, son of Indukaia. The work is usually

called M a d h a v a n 1 d a n a 01 briefly N i d a n a4 It

is outright the chief w’oik on pathology, in which most impoitant

diseases have been treated m detail, and this wrork has served as

the standard for all subsequent w’orks. The fame of the w'ork

1 Houcscr, in each of the two works the name of the author is Vag-

bliata, son of Simhagupt'i Iiis grandfather was Vagbhata, and Avalokita

was Ins traclu r One of the manuscripts of the Astangahrdayasamhita

(Jolly, Sanskrit-Handschriften, Munchen p 50) mentions Vagbhata to e

a son of Mahavaidyapatisri-Nrsimhagupta In other manuscripts e

author’s name is given as Bahafa, son cf Simghagupta At theen o e

Astangasamgraha it is said that the author assumed the name Vagbhata, alter

that of lus grandfather, a distinguished physician, and that he studied under

a t« achtr under the Buddhist name Avalokita and under his own father Simha-

gupta and that was born in the Indus \ alley (Jollys
TA

5 ?

'

Sec also Jolly, ZDMG 54, 1900, 260 ff and P Cord 1 e r, JA 1901,

s 9, t XVIII, 147 IT C o r d 1 c r considers both the works to present the

two different recensions of one single text

2 Gf Hoernlc, JRAS 1907, 4*3

3 G Huth, ZDMG 49 . *895 ,
280 f

T

4 It 1,.,, been printed several timesm India M V a 1

1

a u r ,, GSAI,

26, i 913-14, 233 IT
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is pioved by existence of the large number of its commentaries.

The existence of this woik is piesupposed by the S i d d h 1-

y o g a 01 the V i n d a m a d h a v a1 of V r n d a, in which

prescriptions and recipes for all diseases from fever to poisoning

are laid down. Vrnda himself admits that he follows the

Rugvmiscaya zn respect of sequence of maladies. In any case

the two treatises are closely connected and they were written

shortly after one-another, if not, as conjectured by H o e r n 1 e2
,

Vrnda is only a second name of Madhavakaia and if the

two treatises have one and the same author.

Cakrapanidatta of Bengal, whom we alieady

know as a commentator of Susruta, was a successful medicinal

author and he wrote one Cikitsasarasangraha’, a

great compedium on therapy that might have been wiitten in

about 1060 AD As his main source the author mentions one

Siddhiyoga that he has actually almost copied. [He was
the authoi of a work Di avyaguna4 too.] In the 1 1 th or

12th century AD. Vangasena, son of Gadadhara, wrote

a voluminous work undei the same title the Gikitsasara-
s a n g r a h a5

,
m which the deset lptions of diseases given m the

Madhavamdana have been copied outright, and Susruta too

has been unsparingly utilized At the latest m the 13th century

AD. was written the Sarngadharasamhita by
Sarngadhara, since in about 1300 A D. Vopadeva had
already written a commentary on it The fact that it has been a
popular and much read work on therapy is proved by the large

number of its extant manuscripts6
. Opium and quick silver pre-

parations are mentioned m this work, in which Vrnda has in

,

i Edited in the AnSS, No 27, 1894 with the commentary of Srfkantha-
datta Gf Jolly, ZDMG 33, 1899, 377 ff, Medicin, p. 6 f

2 JRAS igo6, 288 f According to Hoernlc, Osteology,
Madhava was older than Drdhabala

13 ff*

3 In India printed several limes, also under the shorter title
G lkitsasamgralia The author is often mentioned by the shoit names
Cakradatta, Cakrapam and Gakra

[l Edited by Jlbananda Vidyasagara, Calcutta 1893 ]

5 Published in Calcutta 1889 Gf E g g e 1 1 n g , Ind. Off Gat. V,
95 1 f

j Hoernlc, JRAS 1909, p 860

6 The sevcial Indian lcpunts with translations m popular dialects
of tlie work prove that even till this day it is much studied [An edition is by
Jibananda Vidyasagara, Calcutta 1878 Another important edition
with. Ad h am all a’ s Dlptka and KasIianiaS Gudhaiihu-dlpika is by
Paiasurama basin, Bombay NSP 1920 ]
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addition been abundantly utilized, and m which remedies and
the method of diagnosis are accurately laid down—things that
do not occur in earlier works and probably that were mtroduced
under Persian or Arabic influence1

. Vopadeva, the famous gram-
marian, who is already known to us, was a son of Physician

Kcsava of Berar and a protegee of Minister Hemadn. He is also

the author of one §atasloki, 100 verses on the exposition of

powders, pills etc
,
with the author’s commentary. To the same

age belongs apparently also the Cikitsakalika2 ofTisa-
t a c a r y a, a work that is already quoted in the 14th century.

Tisa^a’s son C a n d r a t a, known also elsewhere as a medicinal

authority, has written a commentary on it. Down upto the most
recent times have been written often and again big and volumi-

nous manuals of the science of medicine as a whole or on its

different aspects. Wc may here mention the name of the

Bhavaprakasa3 ofBhavamisra of the 16th century

A. D. in which is mentioned syphilis, a disease brought to India

by the Portuguese and the Sarsapanlh as the remedy against it.

In the 1 7th century A D. Lolimbaraja, who is known
also as an epical ornate poet, wrote a popular manual on the-

rapy the Vaidyajivana m ornate metres4 .

Probably there have existed from a very early period mono-

graphs on individual topics of medicine, but we possess only

recently written works on several diseases, like fever, infantile

sickness, ophthalmic ailments, etc as well as monographs on

aphrodisiaca, on feeling the pulse etc. 5 To the medical literature

1 So according to Jolly, Median, p 18

2 A specimen of the text (47 stanzas on Physiology, Anatomy,

General Pathology and Therapy) has been published byjolly, ZDMG
60 1906, 414

3 Printed several times m India with translations m Hindi and
Bengali

4 Printed in India (with commentaries) and translated into modern
Indian languages

5 Ihe J va r a 1 1 m 1 r abh a sk a r a of G a m u n d a, written m
1849, is devoted to fever (sec Jolly, Medizin, p 4) To the treatment of

pregnant women and infants is devoted the Sisuraksa tantra of

P r t h v I m a 1

1

a, son of Madanapala, who lived m about 1400 A D (see

Eggcltng, India off Cat V, p 964 fF ), N a d i p a r I k ? a, on exa-

mination of pulse, was written by Ramacandra Somayajin, 1349
(sec Haraprasad, Report I, p 10) There is a manual 011 the habit and
diseases of trees, the Vrksayuri eda by S u 1 a p a 1 a (see Aufrecht, Bodl

Gat p 324 f )
[Filliozat considers Naqlipariksa to be a work of a period

antcnoi to the 8th century A D He fui ther mentions one Nadivynana as

a work attributed toK a 11 a d a and one Nadlprakasaof Sankara-
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belong also the works that encroach partly into the regions of

Religion and paitly into that of Astrology in which the

diseases are considered to be consequences ofthe sins committed

in former lives. One such monograph is Jnanabhaskara
(“Sun of Knowledge”1

), m which diseases have been consi-

dered from the stand-point of the theory of karman and

penances and sacrifices have been prescribed as therapy in the

form of a dialogue between the Sun-god and his charioteer.

There is a very voluminous literature on witchcraft and al-

chemy, a derived branch of medicine, that is devoted to the

wonderful healing power of metallic preparation called rasa.

Mercury is considered to be rasendra
,

raseSvara “king of rasas”,

vthat is prescubed as an elixir for life, as a rejuvinatoi and as a

medicine that can cure all possible ailments. Since mercury

is one of the things that are considered to have the potency to

change ordinary metals into gold, the works that deal with rasa

come also within the sphere of alchemy. In about 1330 A.D.

AlbSrunI2 read in India such rasayana-works as are named
by him. Approximately one hundred years before him, there

lived a famous especialist of this art, Nagarjuna of Dai-

haka, near Somanatha, who wrote a great comprehensive work
on these topics3 . AlbSrunI speaks with great contempt about

this pseudo scientific work and says that it would be best if

this costly science of rasayana were banished into such farthest

away regions of the world, where nobody could read it.”

In the Sarvadarsanasangraha, in its chapter IX,
“the mercury system”... (rasesvaradarsana) has
been described. The adherents of this system are Saivas, who
believe in oneness of the soul with Siva, but admit that eman-
cipation during lifetime depends upon stoutness of the body
that must be made strong through use of mercury. And here the

works Rasarnava, Rasahrdaya and RaseSvara-

sena as important later day treatises—L’Inde Classique § 1670 A special
branch of Ayurveda dealing with the nursing of pregnant women

0
1

n®w“k°ri1 babies is called Kaumarabhrtyam A very
old work of this department is preserved m a MS written m the Newari
script at Varanasi in the Sanskrit University Library being No 45395 *

and is being edited for publication ]
1 Eggeling, Ind Off Cat V, p 962 ff
2 S a c h a u AlbferunI’s India I, 188 ff

3 According to_ P G Ray there is one Rasaratnakara,
written by one Nagarjuna in 7th or 8th century A D ; see Jolly,
Festshcrift Windiscli, p 99
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sindhanta are cited. This work
, therefore, must have

been written m about at least 1300 A. D.1 The Rasarnava,
is a compichensivc woik of 18 patalas m verses and has been
cited also m the Rasai atnakara of Nityanatha
and in the Rascndracintamani of Ramacandra2

.

The Jaina Mcrutunga wrote m 1386 a commen-
tary on one Rasadh) aya of Simhagupta, ascribed

in several commentaries to Nityanatha or to Asvini-
k u m a r a3 too.

Medico-botanical glossanes, that bear the ancient name
“Nighantu4”, were perhaps existent from a very early period;

but the extant dictionaries of this type are not very old. Indeed
the Dhanvantai imghantu5 must be older than the

AmarakoSa. Since in our text mercury too is mentioned,

it has not come down to us m its original form. In 1075 S u r-

c £ v a i a or Suiapala, the court-physician of King
Bhimapala of Bengal, wrote the Sabdapradlpa, a dic-

tionary of medical botany. In between 1235 and 1250 A D.

Kashmirian Narahari wrote his meteria medica, the

Rajanighantu or the Nighantyraja or Abhi-
dhanacudamani6

. In the year 1374 Madanapala
wrote one Madanavinodanighantu7

,
a compre-

hensive dictionary — materia medica (enumeration of plants,

animals, herbs and remedies of all sorts ). To this class of treatises

1 The Rasarnavam or the Ocean of Mercury and other Metals

and Minerals td b) PC Ray and P Hanscandra Kaviratna
Bibl Ind 1 910 Raj considers the work to have been written m the 13th

century A D
2 Both the treatises have been published m India.

3 Edited in the AnSS 1890, No 19

4 Gf on this complete literature Jolly, Dcr Stein der Weisen in

Feslsduift Wmdisch, p 98 ff [Rasadhyaya or Kankaladyayavarttiks, edited

by Rainakr§na Sarma, Chowkhamba SS 1930 ]

5 Gf Zachariae, The Indischen Worterbucher, p 38 f,

Jolly, Median, p 13 f, Eggeling, Ind off Gat V, p 973 ff

Published in the AnSS, No 33, [1896]

6 Published at Varanasi in 1883 and in the AnSS, No 33 The

chapter XIII, devoted to the Minerals, has been edited and translated into

German by R Gar be, Die indischen Mmeralien, Leipzig 1882 [Raja-

nighantu or Nighanjuraja, edited in the AnSS 1890 and by Ashubodh

Bhaftacharya and Nityabodh Bhatfacharya, Calcutta]

7. Published at Varanasi in 1869 and 1875. Cf Eggeling, ibid

978 IT, Roth, Ind Stud 14, 398 ff, A u fr e c h t, ZDMG 41, 487.
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belong the dietical dictionaries like the Path y apathy a-

nighantu of Trimalla and medicinal books on

cookery. All the medical dictionaries are composed m verses.

Further in the 19th century quite a large number of works on

materia medica in Sanskrit as well as in English have come

to light1 . [The Hrdayapiiya of Paramesvara2

is also an important work that may be mentioned here.]

[We may make a mention heie of some of the authors of

medical treatises who are considered to be Buddhists, although

in their treatment of the subject they follow the line of the

Brahmana authors. Such are Nagarjuna and V a g-

b h a t a. The Bhesajjamanjusa, “Basket ofRemedies’*,

is a work written in Pah, that is still m use in Ceylon and con-

forms strictly to the teachings of Ayuiveda.

[Although in the most ancient Buddhist schools practice

in medicine was prohibited for the monks, later they were per-

mitted to study it and they practised it at least in their own
circles. The Mahavagga-Pali contams a chapter on

medicines, remedies and hygiene. Besides there exist certain

works in Chinese and Tibetan translations only.

Like the Buddhist texts, the Jaina-texts too contain

allusions to medicine and treatment of diseases. A work like

Kalyanakaraka, “Doer of Good”, of an unknown date

written by one Ugraditya, who was a Jama, is based on
Ayurveda, but it prohibits completely use of all the ammal
products on religious grounds3

,]

The similarities between Indian and Greek medicines are

very numerous, and at least some of these similarities are neces-

sarily to be explained on the basis of borrowings of Greek

teachings, although there can be no doubt that the origin of

the Indian medical science is to be searched for only in the

indigenous region. ' This must particularly have been the case

with Surgery4
. Many remedies, like opium and mercury, the

1. Excellent is Udoy Ghand Dutt, The Materia Medica of the
Hindus, compiled from Sanskrit Medical works, Calcutta 1877.

2. [Edited by K. Sambasiva Saslri, Tnvendrum TSS 111, 193 1 *

)

3 Jinadas Parshwanath Fadkule
4 For references see J o 1

1

y, Median, p i8f, Hoernle, Osteo-

Iogy, p III ff The contempt with which E Haas (ZDMG 31, 1877* 647
f ) speaks about the Indian medicinal science is as much unjustified as his

hypothesis that it is wholly dependent upon the Gicck system.
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Indian learnt fiom Pcisian< and Arabians, to whom they also
owe their know ledge of the diagnostic or pulse-feeling On the
other hand Indian ticatises were tianslated caily into Peisian
and Arabic1

. The medical s\stcm of Tibet, Ceylon and of the
East Indies aic dependent up n the Ind>an system

[Some of the tc\ts on Ayuivcda aic found to certain mater-
ials that wcic probably taken fiom Aiabic Geneially opium
is considered to have been mtioduccd into Ayurvedic Phar-
macopca by the Aiabs, and possibly its name aphena “wuthout
foam” 01 ahxpliaia, ‘ foam of a snake’ is an adaptation ofAiabic
af)un (Greek

—

b-io\) The vvoid aria, “essence”, although m
Sanskut means the “sun” too, is an adaptation of Arabic arak

The word pfurangaroga
, foi syphilis, appeals to have been

intioduccd into Sanskut in the IGth century A. D and the

Arabic system of medicine is called junani “Gicek” m
Not them India2 *.]

Astronomy, Astrology and Mathematics

Astrology and Mathematics have, m India, been cultiva-

ted almost only in connection with Astronomy. Astrology is

most unscientific and Mathematics most scientific as branches

of Asti onomy. The chief ti causes of Astionomy contain sec-

tions on Mathematics and those of Astrology have topics on

Astronomy'. It also happens that the same authors have often

written treatises both on Astronomy and Astrology3 .

i cf Jolly ibid, p 17 f, E Haas, ZDMG 30, 1876, p 617

fF ; Sac hau, Albsruni’s India, I, pp XXXVII f, XL, 139, 162, 382 f

[2 Written on the basis of T 1 1 1 1 o z a t, L’lnde Classique §1673 ]

3 The chief work on these subjects that lias been followed essentially

m the present \oIumc, of course with regard to the literature that had come
out upto the time of its publication, is G Thibaut, Astronomic, Astro-

logic und Mathematih (in the Grundriss III, 9)> Strassburg 1899. On
European researches in the sphere of Indian Astronomy and Mathematics

sec the same p. 1 IT Cf also Thibaut in Indian Thought, Vol I, 1907

>

Weber, LG 264 ff, Burnell, Tanjorc, p 75 In“

Off Gat V, pp 991 till 1 128, H a r a p r a s a d. Report II, 6 f On the

primary works ofHT Colcbroohc on Indian Astronomy and Mathe-

matics see W indisch, Geschichtc der Sanskrit Philologic (Grundriss 1, x ),

p 29 IT On the condition of astronomical and mathematical literature

of India in about 1030 we have a copious report fiom AlberunI, the exper-

ienced Arabian scholar (sec AlberunI’s India English Edition bv c L
Sachau, London 1910) He had hunselftranslatcd several works into Arabic,

furnished fine information about others and knew many works that we know

no more. [The latest compiehcnsivc woih on the subject is the His ry

of Hindu Mathematics, Pans I & II by B.bhuli Bhusan D a t a and

AwJcsh Nar.i>.in b 1 n ti h, published jointly, Lahore 1935* Unfortunately

Wintemitz, Vol. Ill, 42
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The beginning of the Indian Astronomy is lost in the mythi-

cal and cosmological phantasies of the hymns and Brahmanas

of the Vedas. - The Vedic singers always emphasise the arrange-

ment and confirmity to law of appearance of the light in the

sky, and sometimes we find traces of a more natural scientific

observations regarding the course of the planets1 . The perform-

ers of Vedic sacrifices were obliged to know in detail about

the calculation of time in which observations regarding varia-

tions in the phases of the moon, of the movement of the sun,

of the seasons and in particular about the 27 or 28 Zodiacal
signs, called Naksatras, played a great part2 . The attempt to

cast a calender for the purposes of [calculation of appropriate
time for the performance of] rituals and sacrifices had
gone high up in the Vedic age3

; but there is no real Astrono-
mical work found within the Vedic literature. Necessity of
knowledge about the seasons, rains, cold, etc. for guidance in
agricultural programmes too contributed to the origin of As-
tronomy.

As a single remnant of a certainly not inconsidei able As-
tronomical Vedanga literature has come down to us a small
work bearing the title Jyotisa-Vedahga4 [G. 1200

.r*,
co*ta‘n on

Jy
the account of the numeral notations of

vet rnmc n t

° Algebra, and the promised part III on Geometry has not

KLSS^K?
t

qh«°£
er

?
n the

.
hlst01T of Astronomy are . Bharatiya

Hindi hv
B

r

al
u
a
-
riS

1

h
?
a D

1

^ s 1 1 a m Marathi, translated mto
Lucknow *957 and Bharatiya

m Ancient India <7 ^
orakh Prasad, Lucknow 1956, Founders of Sciencesm Ancient lndia-S a t y a P r a k a s h, Delhi. 1965 ]

the sun acTuZ
f
°n

r

e^rplc the Altareya-Brahmana 3, 44, where it is said that

earth he caused the a
nses nor sets, but through his revolution round the

P 6 and T S S n e v
an<* ™ght Cf Thibaut, Astronomic etc.

Sukla-Yuiurvcda^sn^ J
9°6> 723 ff [It is significant that m the

and m the Chandog^a Uplmsad^v
°f
f
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?
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ChaPters on Naksatras ]

*

among the Chinese and
* 16 oriSln

,

of this Zodiac, that we find also

Thibaut ibid
People, has always been disputed, see

at p k f ’see also
P
n Tri
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d m a^ltlon the literature mentioned there

q Wf R c? Oldenberg, NGGW 1909, p 544 ff
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B.G.] [About the time-calculations m the Vcdanga Jyautisa,

R. Shamishastry is of the opinion that they lefers to the
penod from 1400 B C to 850 B C.] It is a shoit treatise com-
posed m Slokas, and has 43 [44 according to R.
Shamashastry], stanzas m the Yajuiveda- and 36 stanzas in the

Rgvcda lccension, that arc exclusively devoted to calculation

of time. The woik, that likewise on account of the sutra-likc

brevity and also on account of mutilation of the text, is just

partly intelligible, describes mainly the so called qumqumial
Yuga, i e. the cycle of 5 yeais, each of 366, days as well as

the movement of the moon and of the sun in respect of solstices

and in that of the new-and full-moon m the sphere of the

Naksatras.

The Jyotisa-Vcdanga stands on the boundaiy-hne in between

the Vcdic and the “middle period”, so called by T h i b a u t,

of Indian Astronomy, but belongs still more to the latter.

To the same period belong the following too the Gargi-
Samhita of G a r g a, that is known to us only from

quotations and has always been considered as enjoying high

authority in Astronomy1
, the V r d d h a-G a r g a-S amhita

that has come down to us, that deals with Astrology mainly,

and contains also Astronomical topics, a fragment ofPuska-
r a s a d i n!

;
the N a k s a t r a-k a 1 p a and others, m parti-

cular indeed the Astrological parisisjas to the Atharvaveda3 ,

with a Sanskrit commentary and English translation byShama Shastry,
Mysore, ig^fi The author of this work is said to be one Lag ad ha
Mahitraan, as is evident from kalajiianam pravak tydmi lagadhasya mahdl-

manah According to some the name of the author was Suci cf Gorakha
Prasad, Bharatiya Jyauti$a ka Ilih&sa, Lucknow, 1956, p 45-46 ]

1 According to the Mahabharata 9, 37, 14 f there was a holy place

Gargasrotas, “Garga’s Stream” on the Sarasvati, named after the venerable

ascetic Garga, who was famous for his knowledge of the time and of the course

of the planets In the Mahabharata 12, 210, 21 Gargya is mentioned as

the first teacher of the Dcvarsicarita, “the movement of the divine

seers” by which, with H Kern (JRAS 1870, p 431 note), we are to under-

stand “the movements of the stars” The fragments of the Gargisamhita

in Weber, ABA 1862
, p 33 ff, 40 ff and Ind Stud 9, 46°> n and

later also in Somakara’s commentary on the Jyotisa, Pandit, N S ,
vol 29

(Ed. with Eng trans. by R. Shamasastry, Mysore 1936 )

2 It is contained in a fragment of “Weber Manuskripte ,
see

Hoernlc, JASB, Vol 62, 9 fT On these manusenpts-fragments, see

above p 455

3 The pariSistas of the Atharvaveda cd by G M Bolling and

J v Nagolcin, Leipng 1909 f, I, pp 1 ff > 344 ff, (parisistas, I,

L-LXV) Gaiga is mentioned as a tear hoi of astrological parisistas LI, LX11,

and LXIV.
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the Paitamah a-S 1 d d h a n t a, that is known to us only

through the piescntation of its contents m the Pancasid-

dhantika of Varahamihira; and m particular the voluminous

Astronomical Upanga ofthe Jainas, the Suriyapannatli 1
.

The Astronomico-cosmological sections of the Mahabi uirala,

of the Puianas and of the Manava-Dharmasasira too belong

to this category However, the work of this “middle age” too

do not still show any influence of Greek Astionomy. In them we
find for the first time a mention regarding the colossally great

lime-units, the yugas consisting of 4,32,000 years, and the lcalpas

consisting of 1000 yugas, whilst a “great yuga” (mahayuga),
divided mto four yugas, Krta-, Tieta-, Dvapara~,and Kaliyuga,
in which each of the preceding once surpasses the following

one in lespcct of excellence.

The works of the wholly post-Christian extensive third

period of Indian Astronomy are distinguished from all the
hitherto known treatises on account of their manifestly
scientific and not mere puiely Indian character. In the system
of Astronomy, that had developed m these treatises, as it is

almost universally admitted, the familiarity wuth Greek
Astronomy is presupposed. Now there are four classes of
scientific Astronomical works . (1 ) Siddhantas, manuals in
which a complete system of astronomy is presented, (2) the
K a r a n a s, works that are meant to serve as introductions
to most practical and convenient Astronomical calculations;
(3 ) works with Astronomical tables, that simplify calcula-
tions, (4) the numerous commentaries on the earlier works
that often contain valuable quotations from works that are now
lost.

The oldest and most important of the treatise of this period
that has come down to us is the Suryasiddhanta2

,

axrcemenf w.fwT
6 trans p 457 (Its astronomical ideas are m

^f’sa-Jyaut,sa-rf Gorakh Prasad

Ind
^ ^ * ant* Bapu Deva Sastrin in the Bibl.

new Q ^u-!
ated the latt" ln ^ BiM Ind—1860-1862 A

s i n nbv thp
udhakara D

1 v ’ vedl with a commentary (Sudhavar-
with valuahlp

In ^‘e Ind 1909-iqn. The translation,

Vol 6 i860
” bf E

d
Bnrgess audW.D Whi t

n

e

y

m theJAOS,
• *a rnrifT * j

1 "
r

1S a mo<!t scientific work, and about itThibaut
ihose u’lm .

St
.

udy °f work provides an indispensable introduction foi
• nt to make themselves familiar with Indian Astionomy Cf.
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that consists of 14 chapleis wiillcn in Slolcas in the form it has
comr don n to us AlbetunI calls Lata to be the authoi of
this woih1

,
that is attnbuted to divine ongm by Indians them-

selves. Accoidmg to the mtroductoiy verses Surya, the Sun-
god, disclosed it to Asm a Maya m the city of Romaka In
case this Roin.ika is the oidinatily understood Rome 01 Alaxen-
dna2

, w e find here an allusion to the teachings of the Greek,

on which was based the Surj asiddhanta Of couise, the form
m which the woik has come do\Vn to us is not onginal, since

the account of the subjcct-matlei of the Sui yasiddhanta as

given by Vaiabamihira in his Pancasiddhantika is different

fiom that ofoui woik at several points The mam teachings of

the Sui yasiddhanta aie those of Gieek Astronomy The work

maintains throughout its specifically Indian character by

acceptance of the monstrous time-units, the Kalpa and the

Mahayuga, through observations like those on the Meru
mountain, situated in the Noith Pole, through the assumption

of traditional basic ideas regarding the conjunction of planets

with the Naksatras, etc. The author was interested “m re-

taining in it so much of ancient notions” as he could assimilate

with the more modern theories by adapting the latter as far as

possible to the ancient methods and types of calculation and

by admitting as much of the modern ideas as was necessary for

calculations regarding the positions and aspects of the heavenly

bodies in which the elders had already taken interest”3 .

The Surya-Siddhanta is one of the five old Siddhantas,

about the contents of which V arahamihira, the famous

Thibaut, Astronomic, clc p 2, 31 fT On the commentary of the Surya-
siddhanta, sec E g g c 1 1 n g, Ind Off Cat V, p 996 ff (English trans

of Burgess, printed again, Calcutta, 1935 Edited by Mahavlra
Prasada Srivastava, Allahabad 1940, Edited with the Sanskrit

commentary of Paramesvara (
?
) by KrpaSankara «§ u k 1 a 195G , ed

with the commentary ofRanganathaby Jivananda Vidyasagara,
Calcutta 1891 t Bengali Translation by Bimala Prasada Siddhanta-
sarasvati)

1 Sachau, AIbcruni,s India, I, 153. Probably Lata had
written a commentary on the Suryasiddhanta, as according to Varahamihira

he wrote commentaries on Pauliia-and Romaka- Siddhantas, SB Di ksh it,

Ind Ant 19, 1890, p 52 On the Suryasiddhanta and the Pancasiddhantika,

see Dikshit, ebenda, p 45 ff

2 Gf H G Rawlinson, Intercourse between India and the

Western World, Cambridge 1916, p 172 ff It is not probable that m the

word Assura-Maya may have been concealed the name Ptolemy, as

suggested by A Weber
3. Thibaut, ibid, p 39.
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astronomer and astrologer, in his Pancasiddhantika1
,
provides

us with information. In paiticular he piesents heie in this work

the teaching of the five standard Siddhantas of his age in

the Karana-form. This work too belongs to the category of

Karanas. In works of this type it is usual that the calculations

regarding the year in which the work is wntten or the point

of time approximate to it is deducible from this. Since now

the calculations of the Pancasiddhantika begin with the year

427 of the Saka-era, 1 e 505 A. D., the work must have been

written m about this very age2
. It is, therefore, a work that

is dated m a comparatively more accurate manner. The state-

ments made in this work are full of worth for the original texts

of the four Siddhantas that are no more available to us :

Paitamaha-Siddhanta, Vasistha-Siddhanta, Paulisa-Siddhanta

and the Romaka-Siddhanta3 .

The Paitamah a-S lddhanta, as already men-
tioned, belongs further to the “middle period.” The
V a s i s X h a-S lddhanta-, in respect of the knowledge of

the revolution of the heavenly bodies, is somewhat further

advanced. The Paulisa-Siddhanta stands closely to

it as we know it in the Pancasiddhantika. From quotations

in Bhattotpala’s commentary on Varahamihira we know about
the existence of one Paulisa-Siddhanta too. The quotations

are in the Arya-metre, whilst at one place we find a quotation
in a Sloka from the Maha-Paulisa-Siddhanta. Therefoie, there

1 Edited with Sanskrit commentary and English translation by GT h i b a u t and Sudhakai a D v i v e d I, Benaies 1889 On the mterpre-
tanon of the badly pieserycd text cf M P. Khar eg at, JBRAS 19,
1895-1896, p 109 ff

b

2 So also Alberuni, see S a c h a u, AlberunI’s India IT, 51 Accor-

,.
ln? to Kern (Brhatsamhita, Ed

, Preface, p 2f) the date of birth of
Varahamihira would be 505 A D This could be admitted in case the often
assumed y< ar of his death as 387 A D had been well established Since that
is not the cast, we must be satisfied by assuming that Varahamihira had
written this work m the first half of the 6th centurv A D [According to
uorakh 1 rasad, Bharatiya Jyautisaka Ilihasa, p 153, the Siirya-
siridhanta, that is available to us, was written 111 about 500 AD]

,

^11S
,

Vasistha-Samlnla, that is mentioned by Varaha-
mihira, the La ghu-Vasistha-Siddhanta, printed at Varanasi
loot, a much later and unimportant production, has nothing m common.
S S 1 1 n g, Ind Off. Gat V, p 991 f dcscubes a manuscript of the

\ r d d h a-\ a s 1 s \ h a-§ lddhanta, known also as Visvaprakala.

c j 1

^

in
}
aSuPta C1 65 onc V isiiucandra’s adaptation of the Vasistha-

bid llianta, s<c* 1 hibaut, Astronomic etc p 57 Alberuni too calls
\ isuuc mdia to be tin. authoi of Vas biddh

, sec Sachau, ibid I, 153.
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must have existed different recensions of this work AlbSrum,
who cites unusually frequently “PauliSa” and “Pauhsa-Sid-
dhanta”, says that the Pauhsa-Siddhanta was so called after

the Greek Paulisa of the city of Saintra, that he believes to be
Alcxandcriab In fact the word Paulisa does not sound to

be Indian, and appears to suggest Paulus Alexandrinus. But
as we know of only one Astrological book by him, whilst all

the redactions of the Paulisa-Siddhanta are Astronomical,

T h i b a u t considers the association to be unlikely. Brahma-
gupta refutes the teachings of the Paulisa-Siddhanta. The
Romaka-Siddhanta, that is known to us only from
the Pancasiddhantika, shows clear traces of Greek influence.

The duration of the year is calculated so accurately as Hip-

parch, and following him Ptolemy had calculated the length

of the tropical year He takes a yuga to be of 2850 solar years

and in this lcspcct he differs wholly from the ancient yuga

tradition The name of the work too is undoubtedly associated

with “Rome”. It is different from the old Romaka-Siddhanta,

that according to Varahamihira was first of all redacted by

Sriscn a, and perhaps it is about this ostensibly improved

Romaka-Siddhanta that Brahmagupta says that it is so much
dependent on Lata, Aryabhata and others that the entire work

“takes the appearance ofa rather repaired garment”2
. Although

the teachings of the ancient Romaka-Siddhanta are so firmly

Greek, it differs still on essential points fiom Greek Astronomy.

Still more remarkable is the fact that the Romaka-Siddhanta

differs considerably from the Suryasiddhanta that too shows

Greek influence. Therefore, the two Siddhantas must have

sprung up from different sources. Since the Surya-Siddhanta,

in spite of many agreements with the Astronomy of Ptolemy

(140 A. D ), differs widely from it, the question when and

through whom Greek Astronomy influenced the Indian science

cannot be answered with certainty3. All the less this is the

1 Sachau, ibid

2 T h 1 b a u t, ibid p 57 Alberuru (see Sachau, ibid ) speaks

about the Romaka-Siddhanta as a work of Sris^na On the title of the book
cf also S Gh Vidyabhusana, Romaka, or the city of Rome, as men-
tioned m the Ancient Pah and Sanskrit works JASB 2, 1906, p 1 ff.

3 On the question of Greek influence on Indian Astronomy, see

T h 1 b a u t, ibid p 43 [According to Burgess the Greek had borrowed

Astronomy from the Hindus and according to Whitney the latter had
taken it from the Greek (AOS, i860 edition of the English translation of the
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case, since about the age of the fhc Siddhanlas, we know
nothing except about Vaiahamihira that alicady in the first half

of the 6th century AD. his woiks were considered to be highly
authoritative texts. Hence only this much follows that they
must have ongmated in the early centuries of the Chiistian
era. But, as we aheady have seen, these texts have several
times been redacted and actually only the text of the Surya-
siddhanta has come down to us, the problem of their dating
becomes still more difficult 1

In addition to the Siddhantas that Vaiahamihiia mentions
m the Pancasiddhantika, he names some ancient astronomers too:
Lata, Simlia, Pradyumna, Vijayanandin and Arya-bhata.
It is only of the last one that we possess a work that is equally
important for a history of Mathematics and Astronomy2

. It is
the AryabhaUya3 or the L a g h v a r y a b h a 1 1 y a,
a so ca ed the Arya-Siddhanta. The woik consists of four
parts of which the last three aie considered to form also an
independent work undei the title Aryastasata. The first
part, the Da sagitikasutra, explains the special system
of writing the numerals* that was introduced by Aryabhata
a one and gives the basic elements of the system. The second
part, the Gamtapada6

, consists of 33 Arya-stanzas-it isin this
metre that the entire work is written-giving a small antho-
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of astionomic.il lime-calculation, whilst the fourth part, the

G o 1 a p a d a, m 50 stanzas, deals with the celestial spheie.

Aryabhata is puhaps the fiist or one of the first scholais to put

together in a neat foim the system that had developed m the

Siddh.lnlas and impiovcd some of its parts He stands on the

whole on the same stand-point as the author of the Suiyasid-

dh.inta lie was onginal to the extent that he declared the

daily 1 evolution of the celestial spheie only as apparent and

assumed the 1 evolution of the earth about its axis as real It

cannot be proved that he had boirowed this theory from the

Greek. Even if this were the case, his hypothesis was advan-

turous and latci Indian astronomers did not accept it. Varaha-

mihna and Biahmagupta lefute it in the same mannei as the

Gicck thcoiy was for a long time lefuted in Europe According

to his own statement Aryabhata w'rotc his woik in Kusumapur

(Pataliputra) and in fact in the 3600 the year of the Kahyuga,

W'hcn he wfas 23 ycais old Accoidingly the work was written

in 499 A. D, and Aiyabha(a was born m 746 A. D. Arya-

bhata had wTitlcn also othci woiks that have not come down
to us AlbGi uni rcgi cts that lie could not procure the works of

Aryabhata

Under the title Arya-Siddhanta1 has come down

to us a voluminous ti catisc on Astronomy, of which one Arya-
bhata is said to be the author, but who lived later. AlbSrunI

too knew' one old and another young Aryabhata Bhaskara

too was familial with this Aryabhata As a disciple of the older

Ai yabhata is often mentioned L a 1 1 a2, from whom we possess

a work the Sisyadlilvrddhida tantra3
, “the book

that serves to incicasc the intelligence of the students
55 On

this Bhaskara has wiitten a commentary.

1 Called also Aryabhata-Siddhanta, Maharya-Siddhanta and Lagh-
\aryi-Siddhauta S 13 Diksit presumes the work to have been written

in about 950 A D Sec Fleet, JR AS 1911, 788 ff and 1912, 495 ff

)

on the spinal calculation of time of this woik that differs wholly fiom that

of the old Aryabhata [The work is called also Mahasidlianta, according

to tlu. edition of Sudhakaia D v 1 v c d 1 with his own commentary, Benares

1910]

2 Kern, Aryabhatiya, p VI According to S B Diksit
Aryabhata should have been living later than Brahmagupta, a thing that

T li 1 b a u t, ibid p 9(1 too, considers probable

[ ^ l’dited by Sudhll 11a Dvivcdi, Btnares, Medical Hall Press,

1916 ]
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Among the astronomers who lived after Varahamihira, the

most famous are Bhaskara cary a, and Bra h m a -

gupta. Brahmagupta, according to his own state-

ment, wrote Ins Brahma-Sphuta-Siddhanta1 in

the year 268 A. D. when he was 30 years old. According to

later day commentaries this work is based on the Paitamaha-

Siddhanta, belonging to the Visnudharmottara-Purana.

However, it is more probable that this short prose text is an

extract from Biahmagupta’s work2
. The Brahma-Sphuta-

Siddhanta generally is in accord with its predecessois and its

system differs from that of the Surya-Siddhanta only in respect

of details. Brahmagupta, however, treats the entire stuff more
elaborately and more methodically than does his predecessor. Of
particular interest is the chapter 1 1 that is exclusively devoted

to criticism of earlier authors, particularly of Aryabhata3
. Some

of the chapters are devoted to solution of astronomical problems.

As a mathematician Brahmagupta is of the first rank. He
is the writer of a Karana-treatise as well, that bears the title

Khandakhadyaka4
, and he begins his calculation from

,

the year 587 of the Saka era (664 A. D. ). This Karana is

based not on the Sphufa-Siddhanta of Brahmagupta himself,

but on a lost work of Aryabhata5 that is closely connected
with the Surya-Siddhanta.

The last famous astronomer is Bhaskaracarya6
,

born m 1114 A D., who enjoys high reputation as a mathe-
matician. In 1150 AD. he wrote the Siddhanta-
Siromani7

, that till the recent days has remained the most

.
1 The work, published m the Pandit, N S , vols 23, 24, is called

simply Sphuta-SiddhantaorBrahma-Siddhanta, too but it

w wholly different from the Brahma-Siddhanta belonging to the £ a k a 1 y a-
Samhita, see E g

g

e 1 1 n g Ind Off Gat V, p 998 ff [Chapters 12
and 18 translated into English byH T Colebrooke, London, 1817,

j,

ncmded m the Jyautis a-S lddhanta-Samgraha of Vm-
dhyesvarl Prasad D v 1 v e d 1 n, Benaras, 1912, 1917 under the title B r a h -
masiddhanta ]

_
2

J
a u 1 lBltI P 58 This text has nothing to do with the old

Paitamaha-Siddhanta (see above p 646 )

3 Alberuni accuses Brahmagupta that he criticised in a crude and
wrongmanner hjs predecessorAryabhata

, see Sachau, AlberunI’s India 1, 376.

x
Edited with the Vasanabhasya of Amaraja by BabuaMi sra, Calcutta University, 1925, and with the commentary of Prthu-

d aka by P. C Sengupta, Calcutta University 1941: English transla-
tion by the same editor, Calcutta 1024 1

5 Cf Thibaut, ibid p 59

223 ff

6 °n 1Um and lm works
’ sec B 5 P u Deva gastri, JASB 62, 1893,

7. Edited by L Wilkinson, Calcutta 1842, by Bap u Deva
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esteemed work on Astronomy after the Surya-Siddhanta. The
fame of this work is due only to the circumstance that it presents

the ancient system more completely and more clearly than did

the earlier works and that Bhaskara has himself provided in his

work written in verses in the Arya-metre a commentary, in which
he has elucidated and proved the rules that generally are written

briefly. Bhaskara has taught nothing new and he is wholly

dependent upon Brahmagupta His work (Suryasiddhanta)

is divided into four parts, of which the first two, the L i 1 a-

v a t i and the Bijaganita constitute the mathematical

introduction, whilst the last two the Grahaganitadh-
y a y a and the Goladhyaya are devoted to Astronomy

proper. Like Brahmagupta’s work, the Goladhyaya contains

a section, m which difficult astronomico-mathematical problems

arc posed and solved; further there is a chapter on astronomical

instruments and a poetical description of the seasons. The
Karanakutuhala1

,
the second work of Bhaskara, was

written in 1178 A. D.

There are few astionomical works of the age intervening

between Brahmagupta and Bhaskara. One is Rajamrga-
n k a2

, a Karana-work, attributed to King B h o j a and written

in 1042 A. D., and another is Satananda’s Karana

Bhas vati,3 that in its calculations starts from 1099 A. D.,

Sastri, Benares, i860; published with commentaries, by Muralidhara J h a
m the Pandit, N S Vols 30-33 The Goladhyaya, translated into

English by L Wilkinson and Bapu Deva Sastri, Calcutta 1861-

1862 On the MSS and commentaries of this work, see E g g e 1 1 n g, Ind
Off Cat V,p 1 014 ff In the year 1 206 AD Cangadcva,a grandson of

Bhaskara, founded a school for the study the Sidhantasiromam, see

K 1 c 1 h o r n, Ep Ind I, 3338 ff; VII, App. No 337 [Edited with the

commentary of Ganesa DaivajnabyBD Apte, Poona 1943 Translated

into Hindi by Girija Piasada Dvivedi, Lucknow 1926 and 1911 ]

1 Edited by Sudhakara Dvivedi, Benares 1881 [and with the com-
mentary ofSumat l-H arsa by Madhava Sastri, Bombay, 1901 ]

[2 Edited by Madhavakrsna Sarma, Adyar 1940.]

3. Edited with commentaries by S Dvivedi and Lattara Sarma,
Benares 1883 [Edited with a commentary by M P. Pandeya Benares

* 9 J 7 [The great astronomer who flourished after Brahmagupta was
Varvara He wrote his work the Vatesvarasiddhanta, called also

Sphutasiddhanta at a place Anandapur, probably m the Panjab, at the

age of 2J m 826 Sakabda, 1 c 904 A D Vajesvara made certain improve-

ments on the teachings of Brahmagupta, whom he criticises at several

places The work has been edited by Ramasvarupa Sarma and Mukunda
Misra and published by Indian Institute of Astronomical and Sanskrit

Research, Delhi 1962
Another important treatise that has recently come to be known is the

SiddhantaSchhara of Sripati, who was born m 921 Sakabda, 1 e 999
A D ,

hence he lived in the nth century The work is divided into 20
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has several versions and has been much commented upon, may

be mentioned here. With the conquest of India by the Mussal-

mans, the Perso-Arabic Astronomy began its influence on the

Indian. Still this influence was not strong enough to effect

change in the traditional Astronomy.

The Tithyadipatra consisting of tables of,

Makaranda1
,
written at Varanasi in the year 1478 A.D.,

may be mentioned here from among the later astronomical

works as an example The work is still popular in India and

is utilized by astronomers and astrologers. A still much
used Karana-work is the Grahalaghava2 or the

Siddhantarahasya of Ganesa, son of Kesava,

written in 1520 A.D. The last important work of really

Indian Astronomy is the Siddhantatattavaviveka3

of Kamalakara, who indeed knew Perso-Arabic

Astronomy and had thence borrowed much. It is a work
that has developed from a system depending essentially on
the Surya-Siddhanta, and in it the author has advanced
arguments against Bhaskara. Under an order of King Jaya-
simha of Jaypur Arabic works were translated into Sanskrit in

the 17th century. But the ancient Indian works of Astronomy
have not completely been divested of their authority, not even

after familiarity with the European science4.

[Among the ancient and recently written important astro-

nomical works we may just mention the following ones :

—

Mahabhaskariyam ofB haskara I5 (629 A.D. );

chapters and introduces correction in earlier theories Snpati often
refers to Lalla and Brahmagupta and also to the works of Varahaxmhira,
without mentioning him by name. This work has been unknown,
although several of his other works were often referred to here and there
Srlpati is the last known famous predecessor of Bhaskara The Siddha-
ntasekhara has been published with a commentary in two volumes by
Babuaji Misra, Calcutta University, 1932 and 194.7 ]

r. Text and commentary have appeared m India m lithographic
editions, cf Egg e ling, Ind. Off Cat V,p 1047 ff. [It is said to have
been translated into English by Bentley.

2
J*
ub^jed Wlth cornrnentary, Benares 1864 Cf E g g e 1 1 n g, ibid,

p 104111 [Edited with the commentary of M a 1 1 a r 1 by L Wilkin-
son, Calcutta Baptist Mission Press, 1843 ]

3 Edited by S DvivedI, m BenSS 1885 [Ed with a Sanskrit
commentary, Part I, Lucknow 1928, Part II, Bhagalpur 1935, Part III
Varanasi 1935 J

4 b* a supplement to the Jyaulisa-Vcdanga, published in Pandit,Vol.
29, 1907 Muralidhara J h a tries to prove that this ancient work provides
more knowledge than the Euiopean science does

[5 Edited and published by Kuppanna Sastrl, Madras 1957 j
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Laghubhaskarlyam ofBhaskara II1, (629. A.D )

;

Laghumanasa of Manjula2
; Yantraraja of

M a h c n d r a s u r I
3
; G o 1 a d I p 1 k a ofP a r a m e § v a r a 1

;

RaSigolasphuta Nit 1
3 of Acyuta; Siddhantadar-

p a n a°; of Nilakantha Somayajm Siddhantasarvab-
hauma7

; G 1 a h a c a r a n 1 b a n d h an a8
; KetakI9

,

B i j a g a n i t a10 of N a r a y a n a and the Hayat, being

the Sanskrit rendering of an Arabic Astronomical work with

the commentary of Nayanasukhopadhyaya m which the techni-

cal terms of Astronomy are retained in Arabic.

Of these the full name of Mahabhaskarlya is B r h a d
Bhaskarlya and the author had wanted its name to be

Karmanibandha This Mahabhaskarlya is an exposition

of the astronomical pait of the Aryabhatlya The author,

as stated above, was Bhaskara I who according to the editor

of the woik flourished between 550 A D.—628 AD. as

particularly the calculations m this work refer to the year 574

A.D. The author of the above mentioned Laghubhaskarlya

is said to have flourished m 522 A.D
In India Astronomy is closely associated with Astro-

logy. The beliefm the importance of celestial phenomena
as good and evil omens and in the possibility of the positions

of heavenly bodies affecting the destiny of man and in that of

predicting future occurrences has m India been primitively

old11 . In the Grhyasutras as also in the Brahmanas, we hear about

the stars that they are “auspicious ( Subhagraha) or “inauspi-

cious ( asubhagraha )” for marriages and other ceremo-

nies. According to the Dharmasastras, the astrologers are as

much indispensable as court-priests, (Purohitas). On the other

[ 1 Edited and published with the commentary ofParamelvara
by V D A

p

t e, Poona, and with the commentary of£ankaranara-
y a n a, Trivcndrum, 1949 ]

2 Edited by V D Ap te, AnSS, Poona 1952 ]

3 Edited by Kj-snaiankara R a 1 k v a, Surat 1936 ]

4 Edited in the TSS No XLIX, 1916]

5 Edited and published by K V. Sharma, Adyar 1955 )

6 Edited and published by K V Sharma, Adyar 1955)

(7 Edited by Muralidhara Thakkura, Benares, 1932-1935.)

[8 Edited byK V Sharma, Madras 1954 ]

[9 Edited and published by Aryabhusana Press, Poona, 1910 ]

10 Edited under the title of Bijagamtavatamsa in the Sarasvatlsu?ama
by Shri Gandra Bhanu Pandeya, Varanasi 1953-55]

ir Gautama 11, 15, Visnu 3, 73
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hand like magic and witchcraft, the practice of Astrology is

considered to be “profane”, 1. e. tabu1 . The Buddhist monks

were prohibited from having anything to do with Astrology,

prediction, etc. According to the Arthasastra astrologers and

fortune-tellers, with court bards and Purohita’s attendants, are

included among the inferior classes of court-employees. They

are, however, indispensable, for example m the beginning of

a battle for encouraging the fighters and for terrifying the

enemies as well as for the discovery of auspicious moments and

time2 . Since there were astrologers m ancient times, there must

have existed text-books on Astrology. However, the older works

on Astrology aie almost wholly lost, since they were, supplement-

ed with the authority ofV arahamihira, who had attained

the highest fame as a teacher of Astrology. Varahamihira quotes

many ofhis predecessors like Garga, Vrddha-Garga,
Asita, Devala, Parasara, Narad a, and others.

Only one of the older works has come down to us: it is the Vrd-
dha Garga-Samhita3 (or Vrddha-Garglya ), and it is questionable

if this work has come down to us in its original form. In it

we find stanzas in which dependence of Indian Astronomy on
that of Greece is recognized : “the Greek are barbarians, but
science is firmly established among them; they are on this

account honoured equally as sages; what to speak ofa Brahmana,
who is a scholar of Astrology”.

mleccha hi yavanastefu samyak Sasiramidam sthitam l

rfivattepi pujyante kiiiipmardaivamddvijah 11

According to Varahamihira, there are three branches

( skandhas
) of learning that belong to the Jyotihsastra, i.e.

stellar science, comprising of Astronomy and Astrology. These
three branches are :

—

1 . T a n t r a, i. e. the astronomico-mathematical
branch, that is devoted to the calculative Astronomy;

2. the branch called Hora, that is devoted to

casting of horoscopes

;

3. and the branch called Sakha or Samhita,
i. c. the one that leaches the so-called natural Astrology;

1. Gf B 1 o om f 1 c I d, SBE, Vol 42, p L.
2. Kauliliya-Arthasastra V, 3 (p 247); X, 3 (p 368)
3* On a manuscript of the work see Kern, Brhat-Samhita Ed.,

Preface p. 33 ft On account of the bad condition of the text, it is doubtful,
li with Kern, the \\orh as it stands, can be considered to have been written
tn the first century A D.
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the discipline about foiecasts, that are deducible from

incidents that take place m nature mainly and particularly

from celestial phenomena.

V arahamihira, With whom we are already familiar

as an astronomer, has treated all the blanches ofAstrology as well.

His opus magnum as well the naturally most of important work
on Astrology is the Brhatsamhita,

1 that must be consi-

dered to be one of the most important books of Indian litera-

ture. Since natuial Astrology is of importance for different

sphcics of life, 111 this woik there occur discourses on the different

aspects of public and private life, so much so that it has partly an

encyclopaedic chaiactei and vciy often it comes m contact with

other sciences. The work is of great importance from the

point of view of the history of the religion, and as yet it has not

been analysed sufficiently. Lastly this manual of Astrology,

although it may sound stiangc, is not an insignificant work of

Indian ornate poetry, in many parts its style attains a re-

maikablc sublimity through its poetical language. Out of the

abundant amount of materials pi ovided mthis work only a few

of them may here be referred to :

An astrologer is required to possess all possible noble

quantities and a comprehensive knowledge of Astronomy

Mathematics and Astrology2 He is indispensable for the

king. "As a night is without a lamp or as the sky is without

the sun, so is a king without an astrologer who errs like a blind

on the way (II, 9 ). But one must guard against false and

ill-informed astrologers. The first chapters are devoted to

omens that arc associated with the course of the sun, with

the changes m the phases of the moon and with the conjunc-

tions of the moon with the planets as well as to the eclipses.

Then follow the chapters on certain constellations and

their influence on the destiny of man, particularly on that

of kings The chapter XIV contains a complete geography of

India3 . This ends with a list of the countries, the people and

1 Ed by H Kern, Bibl Ind 1865 Published with B h a \ t o t-

pala’s commentary by Suddhakara D v 1 v e d I m VizSS, Vol X, Benares

1895 ff A major portion translated byKernin JRAS 1870 till 1875.

T h 1 b a u t, Astronomic, etc p 66 mentions a complete translation by
Chidambaram Iyer, Madura 1884

2 As from a physician, so also from an astrologer, high discipline is

required, although both of them apparently have an inferior social status

3 Gf F 1 c 1 1
,
Ind Ant 22, 169 ff
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the things that are under the overlordship of particular pla-

nets, and it is pointed out how the conflict between the planets

and fighting among the kings stand in close relationship on

on the earth. 'Even the different yeais are under the over-

lordship of different planets, and it depends upon the planets

whether a particular year will be auspicious or inauspicious.

Here, for example, m a lofty kavya-style it is said how in

a year that is under the overlordship of the Venus (Sita),

the earth, as a result of heavy rains, is covered with rice and

sugar-cane, and shines forth majestically, like a beautiful

woman decorated with new ornaments.”

“In such a year the autumn-moon, having drunk much
of honey, feels sleepy, enchanting songs are sung according

to the tune and flute, there are banquets in the company
of guests, friends and relations and the god of love extends

his rejoicements as a result of his triumph in the year of

Sita” (chap. XIX, 16-18.)

Other chapters are devoted to meteorology from the

point of view of Astrology, where throughout the discussion

about the clouds is like that about a fickle women. Some of
chapters are devoted to predictions, not only about harvests,

but also about the rise and fall of prices. In chapter XLIII,
the feast of the banner of Indra

(Indradhvaja ) is described

in detail. This and the following chapters might likewise

be included m a manual of rituals.

An astrologer is of great importance in the matter
of building of a new house, m sinking of wells, excavation
of tanks and laying out of gardens as well as on the occasions
of installation of images of gods. Hence the chapter LIII
is devoted also to Architecture, to investigation into the Soil
according to the ingredients of water, and to laying out of
gardens and tanks and the chapters LVIII ff. are devoted
to installation of images of gods.

Animals and human-beings, men and women have
signs that promise good luck or indicate bad luck. The
chapter LX is devoted to the distinctive marks of women.
The chapters LXXIV-LXXVIII form together a section
on the lcflcction about women”

(antafipm acnila ). The
chapter LXXIV is a poetical “praise of women”, that
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could likewise be included in a collection of love-songs.

Some of the chapters show points of contact with Kama-
Sastrai : the chapters on the precious stones2 have points

of contact with Arthasastra. The chapters LXXXVI-
XCVI, form a separate book, called iakuna ("Omens”).

Although two chapters (C and GUI
)

of this work are

devoted to marriage, Varahamihir a has written also an inde-

pendent work, the Brhadvivaha patala and another

Svalpavivahapafala dealing with auspicious

moments for marriages. Varahamihira has written an inde-

pendent work also on omens m respect of a king’s march into

a battle, and in fact under the title Yogayatra, "March
under an auspicious constellation3 ”. This work too is written

in a pci feet kavya-style in verses composed in ornate metres,

partly with a poetical swing. The first part of the work is a

kind of introduction in which the relation of the king in respect

of Astrology is described. There it is explained that calculations

based upon the positions of the planets and the stars alone

cannot be decisive—but the king should himself be an astrologer,

and in addition he should himself do what is necessary. This

portion of the work reads like a section of Arthasastra.

Whilst the section of Jyotihsastra, that is devoted to

Natural Astrology, is in the greatest measure a genuine produc-

tion of Indian pseudo-science, the branch of Astrology that is

devoted to casting of horoscopes and is called J a t a k a, i. e.

“nativity”, what is called Hora too, according to the

Greek, is wholly under the influence of Greek Astrology

The subject-matter of the treatises, that are full of Greek

technical terms, completely agrees with that of the Greek

books on the subject. On this branch of stellar science

Varahamihira has written a great work, the B r h-

1. LXXVIII, 1 Viduratha killed his first queen with a daggei kept

in a flute . with a foot-ring besmeared with poison, the queen, whose love

had cooled down, “killed the king of Varanasi ” So also the Kaupliya I,

20, p 41 and Nltisara VII, 53 f

2 The chapters LXXX-XXXIII have been edited and translated by

L F 1 n o t, Les Lapidaircs mdiens, p 59 ff

3 Edited and translated by H Kern, Ind Stud 10, 161 ff and

14, 312 ff Of this woik too there is a biggci recension as well as a smaller one

Wmternitz, vol III 43
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a j j a t a k ai and asmall one, the L a g h u j a t a k a2, ofwhich

the first one is most popular and studied widely. These works

are devoted to the method of calculation regarding a man’s

destiny on the basis of the positions of the heavenly bodies at

the time of his birth. Probably this “science” is of Babylonian

origin and was communicated by the Greek to the people of

other countries. The age when it came from Greece to India is

not wholly definite. Jacobi has tried to prove that Indian

Astrology, as we find it m the works ofVarahamihira, corres-

ponds with Greek Astrology that we find m Firmicus Maternus

n about the 4th century A. D.3 On the other hand Varaha-

mihira, according to his own statement, has utilized the text,

that he mentions as having originated from old rsis and thereby

points to a still higher antiquity of this science m India. And
Haraprasad Sastrl4 has found in Nepal a manuscript

of the Yavanajataka that was translated from Greek

by Greek Yavanesvara m 169 A. D. and was probably

reproduced in verses bySphurjidhvaja, a century later.

A son of Varahamihira was Prthuyasas. He wrote

an astrological work the Horasa|pancasika5
. B h a t-

X o t p a 1 a commented upon this work as also on all the works
of Varahamihira. The commentaries of Bhattotpala (or

i. Printed several times m India (also under the title Horasastra)
usually with the commentary of Bhattotpala An English translation (not
available to W ) by N Ch A i y a r was published by the Theosophical
Society, Adyar, Madras 1905 A commentary of Anantadeva was writtenm 1222 A D, see Ep Ind 3,111

2 Printed in India Text and Translation of chapters I and II by A
Weber, Ind Stud II, of chapters III-XII by H Jacobi, De astro-
logiae Indicae “Hora” appallatac origmibus, accedunt Laghu-Jataki Capita
inedita III-XII, Diss

, Bonnac 1872 AlberunI cites the Brhaiiataka as also
the Laghujataka

3 J ac obi, ibid, p 12 f. So also F 1 e e t, JRAS 1912, p 1039
it , assumes that the Indians had borrowed Astronomy in about the same
age, and indeed only as an appendix to Astrology, from the Gicck.

4. Report ibid, p 8 f The date is not wholly definite Bhattotpala
cites one Yavanesvara Sphurjidhvaja asone person Cf. also Ch Lassen,
Zcitschrift fur die kundc dcs Morgenlandes, IV, (Bonn 1842), p 334 f
K. e r n Brhatsamhita Ed

, Prtface p 51 f believes that Yavanesvara is
younger than Varahamihira One Vrddha-Yavana-Jataka m 4000 stanzas
and another in 8000 stanzas, that might have been translated from Greek, arc
available m MSS, sec Haraprasad, Report II, 64 f It is attributed to one
Mjnaruja Yavanficurya, see Eggclmg, Ind Off Catal V, p 1096 Mina-
^£5®* “ecn supposed by scholars to be Gtcek Minos (see Brochhaus,
JJbOAY 1052, p 18 f ) Varahamihira cites also one Mamtthacarya, there

\kr
0n

f*
°* JU? W0J*ks and lie has been identified as Greek Manctho

Cr W c be r, LG, 278, Aufri ch t, CC 420, Haraprasad, ibid*
5* rublislicd with a commentary and Bengali translation,Calcutta 1875*
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Utpala B h a { t a ), that w'crc wnttcn in the I Oth century
A D., arc important on account of citations from older tt catises

contained in them He is himself the author of one Hoia-
s a s t r a in 75 stanzas.

We may mention here only a few of the vast astiological lite-

rature of the later-day period. The Vrddha-Vasistha
S a m h 1 1 a, that is attributed to V a s 1 s t h a, is an old work
comprising of the entire sphere of Asti ology A Jama manual
of Astrology' is the Jyotisasai oddhai a of Harsa-
k 1 1 t i Sun 1

. Of some importance is the Jyotirvida-
bharan a2

,
“Ornament of Astiologcis”, of which the author

calls himself Kalidasa and it is in this book that the well-

known stanza about the “Nine Jewels of the Court of King
Vihramaditya ’ occuis The woi k consists of 22 chapteis and
has 1435 stanzas that aic wiitten in diffcient metres In view

of the fact that thci c ai c allusions to Ai abic Astrology in it,

it may be very' old. Apparently it was w'ritten m the 16th cen-

tuiy. In the y'car 1661 it has been cited in a commentary.

It must have enjoyed some reputation, since m the year 1772

Jama Bhavaiatna wrote a commentary on it

3

A special branch of Astrology', that onginated after

Varahamihira, consists of works known under the name of

Mu hurt a, that are wutings devoted to detci munition of

auspicious moments (mu/itlrta* ), probably foi religious ceie-

monics, household rites and feasts, such as mamages, etc. as

also for travels and other undei takings of daily life Since the

beginning of the Muhammadan rule the influence of Perso-

Arabic Astrology makes itself visible on Indian Astronomy and

this has led to development of a special class of works, called

Tajik a, that go back to Arabic sources5 .

1 Gf Kern, ibid, p 61 BhaUotapala's commentary on the Brhaj-

jataka was written 966 A D , see Eggehng Ind Off Cat V, 1094,

2 Eggcling, p 1060 f 1063 f

3 A Weber, Ober das Jyotnvidabharanam, ZDMG 22. 1868,

708 ff, 24, 1870, 393 ff [Edited by Krsna Sitarama Jhambhekar, Bombay

1908 1 A comprehensive work of Nrsimha is the Jatakasaradipa, bing a

collection of text from several works It was written in between I 47£'-[57 1

AD , according it editor’s preface, p 3, edited by P P Laksminaraya-

nopadhyaya, Madras, 1951

4 A muhurta is = i/30th part of a day or a period of 48’

5 Cf Weber, Ind Stud II, 236 ff and ABA, 1887, I, S 8

T a j 1 k a is the same as the Persian word tap for “Arable* ,
see Weber, -LG
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Of the unendingly numerous works on omina and pro-
tenta, as on all sorts of predictions, interpretation of dreams etc.
we may mention only the Adbhutasagara, “Ocean
of Wonders.” a manual on Omina and Protenta, that was
begun by King B a 1 1 a 1 a s e n a of Bengal in 1168, i. e. a
year before his death and was continued by his son L a k s m a-

?* S

e

» al
; ‘he S am u d r

a

t il

a

k a, a work on predictions
that Dur abharaja, son of Na r a s i m h a, wrote
in the year 1160 under King Kumarapala of Gujarat, thatwas completed by his son Jagaddeva2

; and the Svapna-

2'!™' “J "
show a striking correspondence with tale motives*.

lopcd^r frmy “ India has d-

One Taj , tlkaum der
, Samkri.-PMologm-I, p 3™.

written by N 1

1

a k a n f h a* of Benarcf i ^
amJ"atantra and Varsatantra

I S P- hxxxrr ff.

del ji.vJdcva,
an

e„T
r

& ltaE°
n

af/rndtachw' 'm' TraunKchlussclWintcrmtz, WZKM 26, i9 ,2 , p .
’ GlCSSen l 9 l *i cf-

4 - On other works on Mantics SZ l „ ,

5 .
Gf Thibaut. Ast™

ggeling, ibid, p 1107 ff

-j-r — > 1 ii .-.vilutnc iviitteischule ’ 18.
0 jb

*

h“‘ “ PmSfra 3“'"j™plc examples of en-

,

qU
>

arCS
«.
d of sq«are roots, see W ^ r

d,scourse °n the calcula-
casc vc believe His Holiness S a, , !. =

hcr
>

,

Ind *ud 8, 323 ff Tinnumbering only l6
, that could enable onem^f’

'VCrC cei ta’n formulas"
Amh,nc,,c ",ro"sh «>

—
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to the astonishing simplicity with which the Indians of the
ancient times handled the big numeral figures as well as the
diminishing numeral fractions, so there they have single ex-

pressions for higher powers fiom 10 upto 100000 billions,

from which we can conclude about the “sharpness of their vision

and intellect in the system of enumeration.” So we are

able to understand that the Indians, earlier than other

nations, became familiar with the system of place-value of

numerals, according to which the place, of a numeral figure

indicates its value m a group, as well as their decimal value

It was on this account that people came to say that the

European system of enumeration is of Indian origin, and this

statement still has much probability, although the objections

raised against it require rc-examination of the question1.

The most important texts for Mathematics are the first

part of the Aryabhatlya2
, the Gamtadhyaya and the

Kuttakadhyaya in the Brahma-Sphufa-Siddhanta of

Bi ahmagupta and the Lilavati (on Arithmetic and

the Bijaganita (on Algebra
) in the Siddhantasiromani

of Bhaskara3
. The latter at the end of the Bijaganita says

Published by the Banaras Hindu University 1965 But the translator,

who has reason to feel that lie possesses a knowledge of elementary Mathe-
matics, has not been able to understand anything about the processes that

arc claimed to have been presented from the Vedas The rules—sutras are

there, but we do not know the texts whence they might have been quoted
and how they arc interpreted in the manner of His Holiness ]

1. Thibaut, ibid p 71 says "There cannot be any doubt that

the modern system of numerals used by all the civilized nations is of Indian
origin ” Against G R Kaye, JASB 1907, p 475 ff, 1908, p 293 ff has argu-

ed with all earnestness and conclusion against the originality of Indians m this

regard, as generally m the sphere of Mathemetics N B u b n o w, Arith-

metische Sclbstandigkcit der europaischcn Kultur, Berlin 1914 (in particular

p, 1 ff , 60 IT , 249 ff ) refutes the theory that the Indians had invented the

system of numerals and the system of place-value, but he believes that the

Indians were the pioneers in respect of the method of written counting

after they had learnt from the Greeks the method of counting by balls

earlier (ibid p 258.)

2 Cf L Rodet, JA p 7, XIII, 1879,393 ff

3 The mathematical chapters of Brahmagupta and of Bhaskara with

complete translation ofBhaskara’s Lilavati and Bijaganita, seem the primary

work ofH T Colebrookc, Algebra with Arithmetic and Mensuration

from the Sanskrit ofBrahmagupta and Bhaskara, London 1817, Colebrooke’s

Translation of the Lilavati with notes by H Ch B a n e r j 1, Calcutta 1893

Cf Brochhaus, Uber die Algebra des Bhaskara, BSGW 1852, p 1-46,

Eggeli ng, ibid, pp 1 102 ff, 1009 ff
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A

that his work has been compiled fiom the very voluminious trea-

tises of Brahmagupta, Si Iddhai a and Padmanabha. Padmana-

bha’s work on Algcbia has not come down to us. Of Srl-

dhara we possess an Anthmetic, the Gamtasaia called

Trisati1
. It appeals that in the Lilavati Bhaskara has

closely followed the woik of Sildhara This Mathematics had

gone ahead of Bhaskaia also in the matter of providing exer-

cises m verses.

In Sridhai a we find the following exeicises :

—

In sport a lover broke a gailand of pearls into pieces;

c of the pearls fell on the floor, 5 lemamed on the bed; £

remained with the beautiful lady; the lover picked up

1%, there remained 6 pearls in the stung, say the number
of pearls that were in the garland.

Exercises of the same type occur also in the Lilavati—the

title means “the charming lady”— of Bhaskara, who for example

has posed the following exercise on the equation of the first

degree

Of a swarm of bees \ 1 emained within the kadamba

—floweis, 3 on a hlvidhra-bud, some bees, that m number
weie thiee times of these of the two flocks, went in search

of ku /flja-blossoms
,
a single bee remained behind that in the

wind remained wave!mg and at same time continued re-

joicing the scent of jasmine and of a pandanus, tell me;
O beloved, tell me the number of bees.”

In the works of Brahmagupta and Bhaskara the attain-

ments of the Indians in the sphere of Mathematics are m their

highest developed form. In simple Anthmetic they devote
themselves with “eight operations” : addition, subtraction,

multiplication, division, finding out the squares, determina-
tion of cubes, square loots, cube roots. The methods are

similar to those of the people of the West. They are followed

by lulcs on fractions, on zero and on practical application of
Arithmetic, uilc of three, calculation of interest etc. Algebra
too is highly developed in Indian Mathematics. They had

amiliar with piactical methods, algebraic expressions

I Cf Colcbrooke, Misc. Essays II, 422 , Eggeling ibid

p. 1000 f, N Ramanuj Scarya, The Tnsatiha of Sridhaiacarya, in

Bibliotheca mathunaticn, 1913, p 203 ff
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and formulas. Brahmagupta and Bhaskara treat of a large

number of equations of the first degree; they solve problems

of equations with more than one unknown quantity and of

some equations of higher degrees. “In all these respects,

Indian Algebra stands higher up than that of Diophant Geleis-

tctc”. They ha\ c attained analytic importance and they knew
lastly—what is presented as their highest attainment—a method
for solution of an indeterminate equation of the second degree.

Henkel calls this method the finest, that was known about

Arithmetic bcfoic L a g 1 a n g c.
1

Not much of the mathematical litciatuic merit to be men-
tioned beside Aryabhata, Brahmagupta and Bhaskara. A
fragment of a mathematical sutra woik is preserved m a

manuscript on the birch-bark, that was found at Bakhshali

in Peshawar, and
,
therefore, has been named as the Rechne-

nbuch von Bakhshali “Book ofArithmetic of Bakhshali.

It contains rules in a sulra-foim and examples (from daily life

)

in Alohas, besides explanations and solutions m prose. The
Gatha-dialcct, in which the fragment is written, points to its

high antiquity. The title and the author ai c not known2
. In

the age intervening in between Brahmagupta and Bhaskara

was written the South Indian work Gamtasar a—S a m-

g r a h a

3

of the Jaina Mahaviracarya, who lived

during the period of reign of the Rastiakuta-ruler Amogha-
varsa, tlierefoie, in the middle of the 9th century A. D. He
knew the Brahma-Sphuta-Siddhanta After a poetical intro-

duction, in which the importance of Arithmetic for all other

sciences—Kamatantra, Arthasastra, Music, Drama, art ofCook-

ing, Medicine, Architecture, Prosody, Logic, Grammar etc.

—

is emphasised, there is a section on terminology, in which one

after another the eight operations m rules and examples,

the fraction, the rule of three mixed problem, the particularly

difficult ‘devil’s problems” (paiSacika), the measurement of

1. Thibaut, ibid, p 73

2 A F. R Hoernle, who speaks about the Bakhshali—Manu-
script in OG VII, Wien 1886, I, 128 ff and Ind Ant 17, 1888, 33 fF,

assigns the manuscript to the 8th or gth century, A D , but the work itself

to the 3rd or 4th century A D Against this K a ve, JASB, 1907, 498 ff,

and 1912, 349 ff, tonsiders the work to be of the 12th century A D
3 Pubhshrd with an English translation, by7 M Rangacarya,

Madras rgt2.
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depths and shadows are handled. In examples and exercises

we find the same poetical language as in Bhaskara.

So far as it relates toGeometry, its beginning goes

to a very high antiquity, since a considerable amount of know-

ledge is already posited in the 6 u 1 v a-s u t r a s, “the string-

rules’1 .” These sutras form a part of the ICalpasutras and give

rules on the planning and measurements of the sacrificial sites

and its sections, of the sacrificial altars, etc. as they are

laid down for some great sacrifices. The constiaction of the

sacrificial site, with its most important constituent parts, made

the drawing of right angles, of quadrilaterals and circles as

well as the re-levelling necessary. We are aware2 of the impor-

tance that the Brahmanical India attached to sacrifices and of

the significance that they have had m the Vedic age, and it was

necessary to execute all the minute requirements of the sacrifices

accurately according to the rules. Therefore, it was of the

greatest importance from the standpoint of the sacrificial

architect that the measurement of the sacrificial sites was ac-

curately taken according to the prescription by means of strings

(sulba or sulva ) held between the posts. Through this practical

necessity, the Indians attained a certain standard of knowledge
of Geometry, particularly upto the knowledge of the so called

“Pythagorian Theorem ” They knew to convert the quadri-

laterals into squares, and the squares into circles. That this geo-

metrical knowledge based of experiments and observations pro-

bably reaches back to the Vedic age has been proved by A.
Burk

3

. What the Indians have produced later in the field

of Geometry remains far behind the standard attained by the
Greek. The “see”, that is written beside the geometrical
figures, points to the least importance that the Indians attached
to the proof and to the fact that visual observation alone was

i. sec above I, 236, trans p. 275, The Sulvasutra of B a u d h a-
y a. n a lifts been published with commentary and translation by G.
Thibaut, m Pandit, Vols IX and X and NS. Vol 1, the Katiyam
Sulbapami${am, ibid, N S Vol 4 The Apastamba-Sulbasutra has been

^^,
l

; ?'?XAlbortB
r
S
e
r
fc 55 . 190;, 543 56. 3*7 <r.

[Ci. B. B Datta The Science of Sulba, Calcutta, 1932 1
2 See above I, 171 ff; trans p. 196.
3 *

^
55 j 19oi j 543 fi* Oldenberg, Vorwissenschaftliche

Wissenschaft, die Weltanschauung der Brahmana . . Tcxtc. GSltmgen, 1919,
P* 233 considers the argumentation ofB u r k in support of his statement
that the Pj thogorianr theorem had already become known in the Brahmanic
age of the Brahmanas as “simply conclusive” and refers to “the prudent
performance” of H. Vog t, Bibliotheca mathematica, igo6, p. 6 ff.
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sufficient for them. Trigonometry is known only through its

application in respect of astronomical calculations and it has to

be assumed that the Indians received its knowledge along with
that of Astronomy from the Greek. On the other hand the

probability is that the geometrical knowledge that we find in

the Sulvasutras developed independently, although the points

ofagreements between Heron and the Indians cannot be refuted1 .

A Sanskrit translation of the elements of Euclid, from

Arabic is the Rekhaganita2 that Jayasimha, the king

of Jaipur, got prepared through Jagannatha Samrat in the

beginning of 18th century A. D.

APPENDIX
A view on the Modern Indian Literature

The literature, that has been treated mainly in the present

work is the literature of the Sanskrit, Pali and Prakrit languages

that is not exclusively of ancient India3 . We have seen that

this literature has been continued and cultured down to the most

recent days. But a history of Indian Literature would

remain incomplete in case we are not reminded even in short

in it of the fact that there exists avast amount of literature in

different Modern Indian Popular Languages.

Giving a complete history of this literature is hindered not

only by consideration of the compass of the present work, but

r. Cf Thibaut, ibid p 76 ff, and Weber, SBA 1890, p 922
on the entire question Kaye, JRAS 1910, 749 fF, here too, speaks against

the Indians bung original The American professor of Mathematics D E
Smith (m the introduction to Rangacarya’s edition of the Ganitasara-

samgraha, pp XXI, XIII) says that Greek Algebra had not exercised any
remarkable influence on the Indian Algebra and that the Geometry of the

Indians appears more Babilonian than Greek.
2 Edited byH H Dhruva and K P. Trivedi in the BSS,

No 61 and 62, 1901 and 1902 Cf Brockhaus, BSGW 1952, p 11

[3 The correct position is there have been m India writersm Sans-

krit during all these centuries, and books and articles in Sanskrit continue to

be written even today After the publication m 1922 of the work of Wmtemitz
there has developedm the modern languages of India vast amount of litera-

ture Fourteen of them have been recognised as national languaees and these

fourteen languages are receiving special encouragement for their literary

advancement from the Governments of the States and the Union of India

In addition to these fourteen languages there are notably Maithili, Sindhi

and Nepali languages, that are all Aryan and have received recognition as

literary languages by Universihies and other academic bodies These too

have sufficiently advanced literature Almost each of them needs several

volumes for presentatian of its literature and it is almost impossible to do

justice to any one of them within the limited compass of the present volume

by additional notes ]
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also by that of the competence of its writer. In any case here

a brief mention will be made of at least ofthe chief publications

of this literature1.

The great and imperishable strength of the Indian mind

is proved by the fact that neither Alexander the Great and the

Greek empire, nor the powerful monarchy of the Great Mughals

and of Islam, nor the deep-drawing influence of the British rule

and Western Christian philosophy of life has been able either

to suppress or to displace the originality of Indian thought and

sentiment, but there have taken place merely significant reci-

procal influences The Greeks, the Muhammadans and the

English have just made their conti ibutions towards expansion

of the fame of Indian ideas and poetry in the World.

It is only the Hmdustham-literatUre that originated under

Muhammedan influence, and alone follows wholly the Persian

model2
. In fact the literature in all other modern Indian

languages has indeed been influenced by Arabic and Persian

and more recently by English literature in many ways. But

much strongly important was furthermore the influence of the

old Sanskrit literature in the development of literature in

the different modern Indian languages. The great epics,

the Mahabharata and the Ramayana, have through their

translations in modern Indian languages become the common
property of the whole of India. Likewise the 1 Pancatantra

and other narrative pieces have continued to live forth in all

popular languages through translations and adaptations. It is

further noteworthy that as in Sanskrit literature the religious

and ethical constituents are dominant, so in the literatures

of modern Indian languages too such constituents taken
likewise from Brahmanism and Hinduism as well as from
Buddhism and Jainism occupy more space.

The vei nacular-literatures are divided, like the modern
Indian languages, into two major groups, those found m the

[i* ^or a brief account of literature of the fourteen national languages,
see Literatures in Modern Indian languages, ed. V. K Godak, .Publications
Division, Delhi * 957 > see alpo Indo-Aryan Literature and Culture
(Origins)—Nagendranath Ghnsc, Varanasi 1965 ]

2. Sindhi literature too is more Muhammadaniral and Persian than
Indian f Rccpritlv attempt is bung made to to print Sindhi books in Deva-

11 H 21 ' -cr ipt 111 lieu of the Pusuu script as has been the case hitherto.)
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Indo-Aryan languages in the North and those in the

Dravidian languages in the South1 . The latter ones go
back to an earlier age. As a matter of fact the Dravidian lan-

guages and their literatures too have been permeated by ele-

ments taken fiom the Sansknt language and literature But
the basic diffcicncc of these languages fiom Sansknt led to the

development of independent htciature eaiher in the South than
in the N01 111, whci e Sanski it litci atui e dominated the intellec-

tual life for a longer pcnod m such a gieat measure that there

ivas no scope for a litcratme m the popular languages.

It is particulaily assumed that the blossoming period of

Tamil Litciatuic fell 111 the 2nd and 3id centuries

A. D. The most famous woik in Tamil, that might probably

be going back to this old age, is the K u 1 1 a 1 of the Weaver
Tiruvalluvar2

, a collection of 1 330 short epigrams on
the three objectives of life (dharma, artha and kama ). Tiru-

vallur is not a name but an epithet for the teachci of religion

of the Paiias of South India and Kurial mciely means “shoit sta-

nza”, so m fact \vc know ncithci the name of its writer nor the

title of this famous anthology. The epigiams aie throughout of

the type of the common Indian wisdom—epigrams and do not

belong to any particulai sect Actually the Buddhists and the

Jamas, the Vaisnavas and Saivas, who dominated one after

the other m South India, laise then claim likewise on the

Tiruvalluvai 3 as having belonged to one of their own

1. see above I, p 43 f
,
Trans p 49 and Gi itrson, BSOS igi8,47ff.

2 So S Knshnaswamt A 1 y a 11 g a r, Ancient India, London and
Madras 1911, p 336 ff ,

with whom V A Smith agiccs in the prelimi-

nary introduction, p XIII, to this woik and latu R W Fraser, JRAS
1915, I 72 ff and ERE VIII, 1913, 9f ,

too agrees, although earlier (Literary

History of India, p 323) hi held the 8th century A D to be the age of the

Kurral On literatures m the Dravidian languages see also A Baumga-
rtner, Gescluchte der tNelthtteratur 11 , 337 ff

3. Cf E Ariel, J\ 1848,5 4* t XII, 4i6ff,G U Pope,
Ind Ant 7, 1878,220 lT, 8, 305 ff ,9, 196 ft , 10, 352 ff , M J Wal-
house, Ind. Ant 9, 71 ff , R C Temple, Ind Ant i^, 242 f, R W
Fraser, Literary History of India 313 ff German translation of the

Kurral by A F Cam merer, Nutnberg 1803, and by Karl Graul,
Bibliotheca Tamuhca, vol III, Leipzig 1836, he has published also the old

Tamil text with a translation in curient Tamil and another m Latin (Biblio-

theca Tamuhca, t IV, 1863) and has succeeded in rcpioducmg a selection

in German verses (Indische Smnpflanzcn und Blumcn 1865) A number o

stanzas have been rendered into German by Fr Ruckert in the year

1847 (see RUtkert—Nachltsr II, 346 f )
Probably G U Pope, the

Sicicd Kurral ol JTiruvalluva Nay.iu.tr London 1886, is the most appre-

ciated tianslation of the Tuinjl poet
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people. The poet, however, stands above all races, castes

and creeds and teaches common human morals and wordly

wisdom. The epigrams of the Kurral have found many admircis

since long in Europe too. People value not only the ethical

contents of this work, but they admire also the art with

which Tiruvalluvar has handled the difficult metre and has given

an artistic form to the epigrams. Some examples after the

German translation of K. G r a u 1 are given below :

—

Thou sayth :
—“Sweet is the flute,

Sweet is the lute,

Because there is no little son babbling to thee.

Pleasing it is to give with an open heart

;

But more pleasing, more agreeable,

It is to speak with an affectionate eye.”

“Offer something sweet to the foe,

Who has offered something that is sour.

Thereby he will himself get ashamed,

This is the way to bring him light.”

“What does a man send to his neighbours

Early in the foicnoon,

The same he gets back at his home
Late in the afternoon.”

“Please note ! All are born

Equally in the same manner,
But it is only work,

That causes distinction in rank.”

Another famous anthology of epigrams in Tamil is the

Naladiyar1
. This anthology, consisting of 400 stanzas,

contains teachings on rebirth, karman and emancipation, on
dharma, artha and kama, as they are usually in Indian epi-

grams. Probably the author was a Jaina, since here it is said:

once upon a time there was a famine, when 8000 Jainas came
to stay with a king of the Pandya—empire. When the famine
was over the king wanted them to stay in his kingdom still

further. But they disappeared away, each one of them leaving
one of the stanzas composed by him. The king was very much
irritated at this and in rage threw down all these stanzas into

i. The N aladiyar, or the Four Hundred Quatrains in Tamil with
Introd Trans, and Notes by G U Pope, Oxfoul 1893, cf Fraser,
ibid 318 ff.

f
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water. Then to his astonislimcnt he noticed 400 stanzas float-

ing on the surface of the stream. On account of this miracle

they were collected up and these constitute the collection that

we have. The stanzas, however, are not Jaimstic and on the

whole they are not religious.

The Tiruvasakam or “the Sacied Word1” of

Manikka-Vasagar, the third classical Tamil work, con-

tains religious lyrics Tiic author was an enthusiastic devotee

of Siva and a fanatic opponent of the Jamas and of Buddhists.

His father was a Brahmana in the court of Pandya ruler Arim-
arttana (rather Arimarddana

) and he himself was a minister of

the king, who probably was ruling m Madura in the 8th or

the 9th century A D. 2 In the whole of the Tamil-land songs

from the T iruvasakam are sung in the temples of Siva3.

The Tamilians say :

“He whose hcait docs not melt thiough Tiruvasakam has

a heart made of stone” and the Christian Missionary G. U.

Pope admires the deep religiousness of these songs and com-

pares the poet with Apostle Paul and Franz von Assisi. Siva

for Manikka-vasagar is a personal god, but he sings about him
with an admixture of theistic and pantheistic ideas that are so

frequent m India .

“Thou art the first; thou art the last;

Thou art this whole; thou art All.”

Another famous Saiva poet whose portrait is still now
worshipped m the temples of South India, is T 1 r u
Nana Sambandha*.
To the same age of the poetry as that of the Saivas belong

also the poems of the Vaisnava writers of South India. There

isaVaisnava-Prabandha, a religious book of the

devotees of Visnu of the Tamil country with 4000 stanzas of

twelve Alvars or saints, who were also singers about the love

r . The Tiruvasagam or ‘Sacret Utterances’ of the Tamil Poet, Saint

and Sage Manikka—Vasagar The Tamil text of 51 poems with English

translation by G U Pope, Oxford, igoo Fraser, ibid 318 ff and
Carpenter, Theism m Medieval India 356 ff

2 Cf R Sewell, JRAS 1901, 346 ff

3 H. W Schomerus “(Der neue Orient V, 1919, 198 ff) has
translated into German a morning-song with which Indian temple-girls

greet Siva at the time of sun-rise

4. Gf P S Pillai, Ind Ant,25,H3ff, 149 ff; Fraser, ibid,

323 ff*
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of god at the same time1
. The author of a large number of

these stanzas was Tiiumangai, who might have probably

been living in the first half of the 8th ccntuiy A D.2 Among

these Alvars, there is a lady too, Saint Anqlal to whom 107

of these songs are ascribed She sang about Krsna and dt camt

about hei mainage with God accoiding to the mannei of the

female saints of the Chnstian Middle Age.

One of the important personalities among the followers

ofRamanuja was Pillai Lokacaiya (boin 1213 A. D.

)

who, m a populai foim of Tamil, stiongly mixed with Sanskrit,

composed the 18 so called Rahasyas, “Sccict Texts”, that were

translated into Sanskrit too3 .

We have some epics wntten in Tamil by Jainas as well.

Of them we may mention in pai ticular the Sindamani
(Cintamam) and its imitation Sulamani (Cu jamani)

that contain versified Jaimstic legends4 .

It is evident that the old epics have been translated into

Tamil. Famous is the adaptation of the Ramayana by
poet K am pan, who might have lived in the 11th century

A. D 5 The Tamil adaptations of the Mahabharata are of later

ages There is also a historical poem6 in Tamil and a copious

scientific litcratuie, essentially on Vcdanta-philosophy. A
Vedantic poem is the Kaivalyanavanita7

.

Less important than the Tamil-litciaturc is that in the

Telugu8, Malayalam9 and Kanaiese10 languages.

1 On this writer cf Bhandarkar, Vaisnavism, etc 49 ff and
Carpenter, ibid 377 ff

2 So according to S E Aiyangar, Ind Ant 35, 1906, 228 ff
3 One of these religio-philosopliical poems is the Ai thapaiicaka

that was translated into Sanskrit by Narayana Yati Sanskrit trans-
lations have been published by G A Grierson, JRAS 1910, 565 ff , and
it has been translated into German by R Otto, Visnu Narayana, p 102 ff

4. Cf J Vinson, Rdvue de linguistiquc t 22, 1889, 1 ff, 107 ff
t 34, 1901, 305 ff

’ y '

5 A piece has been translated from it by H u g o Sclianz, ZDMG
27, 703 ff

, 10 J?
Gf V* K P 1 1

1

ai, Ind Ant 18, 1889, 258 ff, 19, 329 ff,

413 n
7

1854 f

8

275 ff

Graul, Bibliotheca Tamulica I, II, Leipzig and London,

Cf
3i,

G R
1902,

Subramiah Pantulu, Ind Ant 27, 1898, 244 ff

,

u'iT ' r j^f*
1

,"f
obably m about 1150 A D Nannaya-

b h a 1 1 a translated the Mahabharata into Telugu, sec H u 1 1 z s c h, Ep
Ind 5, p 31

9 T«r
K- £nshna ,

Me non, JRAS jgoo, 763 ff
to. Cf F Kittel, Ind. Ant. 4, 15 ff, B L. Rice, JRAS 1890,
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In all the modem Indian languages, both Dravidian and
Aryan, there exists extensive literature in lyrics and narratives.

But it is not always easy to diaw a line of demarcation between
popular poetry and ornate poetry. Thus for example we have,

in Dravidian languages, many popular poems, that we have
come to know about through E Ch G o v c r1 of which there

are several that may be outright called folk-poems. Likewise

there arc scvcial collections of folk-tales and stones2
, known

much earlier fiom Sanskut literature2 .

R. C Temple3 has shown the vastness of the realm of

popular pocti) m the Panjab that has existed till today We
see how in these populai ballads the primitive poetical themes

like the lyrics of Nala or the talc of the fight of Sisupala with

Krsna have survived down upto the present day and have been

freely sung and hcaid like the lyrics that aie related to the events

of the 19th century. Fully instructive is the essay ofT emplc4

in rcgai d to the singers of these ballads. In the Panjab of to-

day there aie singers who sing in the courts of native rulers the

243 fT Oa a Kan.ircsc Jainuiu-Bhdinta, tee H F Moghng, ZDMG 24,

309 fT , 23, aa fT, 27, 364 ff On the Kanarese poet §adaksari
D c v a r see Barnett, BSOS 1918, p 4 f On the Kavirajamarga,
amanual of poetics by K a v I s v a r a, see F I c c t, Ind Ant 33, 1904, 258 ff

1 The Folk-Songs of Southern India, Madras 1871 Some of these

lyrics have been translated into Grnnan fiom English by W Gallen-
kamp (Globus 82, 1902, 62 fT, 79 IT) Popular ballads from Telugu
have been communicated by J A B o y 1 1 , Ind Ant 3, 1874, 1 ff

,

Fleet, Ind Ant 14, 1883, 293 IT has gmn a selection from Kanarese
ballads, some South-Indian lyrics have been published by Natesa Sastri,
Ind Ant 17, 1888,233 ff A Graetcr has translated lyrics from the
Kurg-dialcct in the ZDMG 32, 1878, 665 ff

2 Here names of only a few of these collections are being given M
F r c r c, Old Deccan Days, or Fairy Legends, Current in Southern India,

London 1868, GRS Pantulu, Folk-lore of the Telugus, Madras (re-

printed fiom the Ind Ant )S M Natesa Sastri, Tales of Tennah-
rama, Madras 1900 The same scholar m the volumes of the Ind Ant
communicated several South Indian stories (A reprint is the folklore of

Southern India, Bombay 1884) H Kingseote and N Sastri,
Talcs of the Sun, or Folklore of Southern India, London, 1890 Several

fool’s stories, well known in Europe, are contained m the popular Tamil
book of Guru Paramartan, see H O e s t c r 1 e y m Zeitschnft fur verg-

lcichcndc Littcraturgcschichtc 1, 1887, p 48 ff P D H Wadia and

W Crooke (in Ind Ant 21 and other volumes) have communicaetd

stories from Western India and Hindustan For Bengal see Lai Behan
Day, Folk-Tales ofBengal, London 1883, for Kashmir J H Knowles,
Folk-Talcs of Kashmir, London 1 888

3 The Legends of Panjab, 3 vols ,
Bombay-London 1893-1901 See

also CF Usborne, Panjab Lyrics and Proverbs, Translations m verse

and Prose, Lahore 1903

4 Legends of the Panjab I, p VIII f.
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warlike deeds of former ages, preserve the genealogies and family

stories of the rulers concerned and often arrange them even

arbitrarily. Then there aie spiiitual singeis who stage a sort

of dramas, Swangas1 and wandering sages who sing reli-

gious songs and who by doing this collect alms. Further there

are professional singers of ballads who aie accompanied by

dancing girls and sing songs in mariiagcs and on other festive

occasions Even the people of lowly castes have their own

singers and narrators who have a wonderful memoiy and can

recite hundreds of verses. And lastly in villages there arc

many persons who make themselves known for their poetical

talents and recite the best of their poems in the circles of friends

and neighbours. As in the Panjab, so it is also in othei parts

of India, and it was certainly so in ancient India. The Indians

have always been music-loveis. Singing labourers and pea-

sants2 too are popular m India and they aie as indispensable

as m other countries.

The earliest literatuies in the popular Indo-Aryan dialects

of North-India are contained in the poetical chroni-
cles of Rajaputana, in which the heroic strifes of the Indian

Rajputs against the Muhammadan invaders are sung by con-

temporary bards. 3 The oldest of these chronicles are of the 12th

century A. D. But they had utilized several earlier sources of

which go back to the 9th century A. D. and they are

the striking proofs against the already above-refuted (pp. 88-89 )

hypothesis that the Indians wholly lacked in taste for history.

These chronicles are of a high poetical value : they sometimes
remind us of the heroic poetry of the Mahabharata—a thing
that becomes evident from the specimens -furnished by James

i. See above p 183, note 1

2 Grierson (JRAS 1884 a°d 1886) has listed a number of
grinding wheel-songs (called lagani), that are sung by women while they
are turning the coms-grmdmg wheels, that are current m Bihar The same
researcher had collected and translated other folk-songs of Bihar (ZDMG
39, 1885, 617 ff, Ind Ant 14, 1885, 182 ff

) Cf also K Bucher,
Arbeit und Rhythmus, 5 Aufl., Leipzig 1919, p 75 ff

, 194 ff, 202 ff
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eTas sy, Histoire de la literature

Huidouieetllindustanie (1847), 2nd edn
, Pans 1870-71 ,GAGrierson,

The Modern Vernacular Literature of Hindustan, Calcutta 1889, The
Popular Literature of Northern India m the Bulletin of the School of
Oriental Studies, London, Institution, Vol 1, Part III 1020 87 ff;
Djam SundeDa,, The Hmd. L.terature OC XI, Pam ?897,I,45 «.
F E Keay, A History of Hindi Literature, London 1920, A Baumgait-
ner, Gesclnchte der Welthteratur II, 257 ff.
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Tod in the “Ann.ils and Antiquities of Rajasthan” (new
edition,. Oxford 1920). The most famous of these poetical

chronicles is the epic Prith! Raj R ^ s o1 of Cand
Bar dal. In this work the heroic battles of Puthl Raj has

been sung by his friend court-poet Cand Barda!. Both
the king and the bard were killed m the battle against the Mu-
hammadans in 1193 A D. This baid-poetry has been cultivated

in Rajaputana down upto the most recent days

Widely copious is the religious literature in

Hindi that begins with the 14th century A D. In the same way
as the prophets in Israel wcic not only religious leaders, but

also inspired poets, so in India too the founders of sects and

creeds have mostly been poets and smgcis. But m spite of all

the existing differences, all of these poets were mspned by

bhakti, that is devotion to God.

At the end of the 1*1 th century and m the beginning of the

15th century2
,
Ramananda, a followci of Ramanuja, founded

a new sect, that taught the Bhaktimai ga, that is the path to

emancipation through devotion (to God
)
He begins to explain

with complete determination that there is no distinction based

on the caste-system among the devotees of God A successor

ofRamananda was K a b i r a3
,

the famous weaver ofVaranasi,

who decried not only the bauicis of castes, but also of religions

and sects. To him it meant the same whether God was called

Allah or Rama. He called himself a child of both “Allah and

Rama ” A Muhammadan by birth, he became an ardent

believer in devotion to God in the form of Ramabhakti Sepa-

ratism and ceremonies of the Hindus and Muhamadans he

decried equally. He was neither a Fakii nor a Yogm nor even

an ascetic, but a simple manual woikcr and family-man, who

searched for God in his home Thus he sings

1 J Beames, APR Hocrnlc and F S Growse in the

Ind Ant I, 1872, 269 ff, 3, 1874, 17 >74 ff havc translated many

from them a cc r

2 So according to B h a n d a r h a r, Vaisnavism, ^ ai
y
ism ’

J N. Farquhar (JRAS 1920, 183 ff) tries to prove that his age was

between 1430 and 1470 AD rnuor.rinrkar
3 Cf Fraser, Literary History of India, 345 ® Car-

ibid67 fi*
,
N Mac ni col, Indian Theism, Oxford 3j . » _otpen ter, Tluisin in Medieval India 456 IT The age o

his death
wholly definite, although 1318 A D is said to be

1470-1'! 18
According to Farquhai, ibid, his activity falls in be

ltlto* EnglishAD PoctRab.ndr an a t h T a g 0 r r has translated into English

100 poems of Kabir (Loudon 1915).
Winternitz. Vol. Ill 44.
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“There is nothing like water of the holy bathing places,

And I know they are useless after I have bathed in theie.

The idols are all devoid of life.

They cannot speak : I know this, because I have in a high

voice invoked him, That he does not appear to have heard.

The Puranas and Koranas are empty words :

I have raised up the curtain

And seen (them what they are).”

Kablta utters these words fiom experience,

And he knows

All others are untrue.”

“It is not self-mortification,

That deadens the flesh,

By which the Lord gets pleased :

When you have taken off your diess

And have mortified your thought,

Take it He is not happy with you.”

“He who is noble and is of nice character,

He is averse to things of this world;

And he considers all the cieations of the earth

As his own-self.

He attains the Imperishable Being

That has the real God always in Him.1”

According to the legends, after KabTr’s death the Hindus
and Muhammadans quarrelled as to the manner of showing
their last respects to him by claiming him to be one of their own.

Then Kablr appeared in person in the midst of the contestants

and ordered them to take off the coffin that covered his corpse.

When they did it, they found under the cover nothing but a
small heap of flowers. One half of the flowers was burnt at

Varanasi and the ashes were preserved as relics; the other half

was engraved by the Muhammadans under a tomb. Kablr’s

followers number only 8000-9000 in North and Central India.

But his teachings have continued to exercise great influence

among many other sects, in particular m the religion of the

i [Translated from the German rendering of the English version]

according to Rabindranath Tagore, One Hundred poems of K a b i r, pp.

49 f 69.
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Sikhs, that was found by N a n a k a, the most famous successor
of Kabir.

Is a n a k a (1469-1538) tiicd fuithei, moie than his
mastci Kabli 1

, foi amalgamation of the Indian and Muham-
madan ideas about God His poems and those of his followers,
of latcr-day sages and Gui us were collected together during the
time of Guru Aijuna (1581-1606) in the A d 1 - G r a n t h2

,
the

scriptui c of the Sikhs Even the hymns of Kabir have been in-

cluded in this book, that for the Sikhs is a prayer-book, a book
of hymns and a manual of theology at the same time. The
hymns ai c composed mostly in Hindi with a mixture of Panjabi
Guiu Gownd Singh (1675-1703), the tenth Guiu, formed a
mighty military oiganisation of the Sikhs. His hymns were
added first in 1731 (aftci his death) to the Adi Granth

The Muhammadan Taqlr Malik Muhammad
fjayasl] too was gicatly influenced by the teachings of Kabir.

lie composed a famous romantic and scmihistoncal epic

Padumavati, [called gcnciallv Padamavata], in

about 1510 A. D. At the end of the work the poet himself

discloses the allegory of the rcligio-philosophical meaning of his

poem.

The Maharasli a-land had pioduced some famous smgeis

of devotional songs3 Here lived in Pandhaipui an incar-

nation of Visnu undci the name Vithoba oi Vitthala, and

the singing of shot t songs, called A b h a n g, played a part in

the cult of this god. The oldest of the Maratha smgeis is

Jilancsvaia, who completed his opus magnum, the

J ilancivari in 1290 AD It is a free paraphrase of

the Bhagvadglta m MaiathI veises Whilst Jnanesvara was a

Brahmana, his friend Namadeva (1270-1350) had been a

tailor. Still he devoted himselfwholly to the service ofVithoba

as a singer of Abhangs. The following specimen may give

an idea about the character of his songs

1 Cf Fraser, ibid 374 ff ,
Macnicol ibid 146 ff ,

Car-

penter, ibid 470 ff

2 The Adi Granth has been translated by E Trura pp (London

1877) and m the great work ofM A Macauliffc, The Sikh Religion,

Oxford 1909, 6 vols It had a large number of editions

3 Cf N Macnicol, Psalms of Maratha-Saints, One Hundied

and Eight Hymns translated liom the Maiathi, London iqiq, Indian Theism

121 ff and Bhandarkar, Vmsnavism etc $7 ff
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“The one penetrates into everything; therein rests even

the vision. Overpowered by Maya—Image, can anybody

hardly understand Him ? All is Govinda, there is nothing that

is without Him. He is the One, like the garland, that has in

it a hundred-thousand diamonds strung into it. Seas and waves,

foam and bubble, none of these is different from water, and the

entire world is not different from the image of Brahma; mayest

thou know this1”.

It is noteworthy that these Marathi singers, in order to

express their devotion to God in more sincere words, very often

conceive their God as belonging to the female sex. So Nzlma-

deva calls his God “Mother Pandurang” when he says :

—

“Thou art my Mother, I am Thy suckling child;

Feed me with love, my Pandurang, I call upon Thee2”.

The following song ofjanabal, a Sudia female slave,

a devotee and maidservant of Namadeva and God Vithoba,

describes the experience of complete unison with God, a purely

mystical devotion to God :

“From God, I make my food and drink,

God is the bed on which I lie down:
Whatever I give or take,

All that is God.

God is my constant companion;
Since God is here and He is there,

By Him is filled every spot.

Oh, Mistress V 1 1 h a,

I feel (with self) up to the brim the entire world.2’*

But the , most famous of the Maratha singers is Tuka-
r a m.3 He was born (probably in the year 1 608 )

in a village

in the vicinity of Poona and, as the legend goes, was taken

into the heaven of Visnu m 1649 A. D. He had earlier learnt

by heart the poems of Namadeva and felt the urge to supple-

i From the German translation by H. v Glasenapp, De neue
Orient VII, 35 f.

2. Reproduced from the German translation of the English translation
by Macnicol.

3 A complete Collection of the Poems ofTukaram, ed by V P Shastri
Pandit, under the supervision of &ankar P Pandit, Vol I, to which is

prefixed a life of the poet in English byJ Sukharam Gadgil, Bombay 1869.
Gf J Murray Mitchell, Ind Ant n, 1882, 57 ff, B hand ark ar,
Vaisnavism etc 94 ff ; F, E Edwards in ERE XII, 1921,466 ff and
Macnicol, etc
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ment his work. Not less than 4621 Abhangs ascribed to him1

have been in circulation. He was much accustomed to praise

his God in verses that he spoke almost in metrical sentences.

His songs are in the mouth of everybody The peasants of the

Deccan, people of all castes and ciecds, sing his verses during

the day m the field and in the evening when they sit together

under the light of a lamp.

Tukaram too decries the external forms of castes and of

religious life, since without bhakti all this is useless. God can-

not be attained cither through yoga, or through sacrifices or

through asceticism, but only through sincere love. Happiness

is to be found onlym the vision ofGod. His songs are expressive

of burning eagerness for the presence of God
“In the manner in which a bride gazes back,

In the direction of her mother’s home,

And with staggering steps moves away from it;

So does my soul staic towards Thee
And yearns to meet Thee
Like a child crying about in grief,

That m agony cannot sec its mother,

Like a fish taken out of water,

Says Tuka, is the condition of his mind.

Like a beggar standing at the door of God,

He begs for alms :

Love from Thy affectionate hand.”

Sometimes he too describes God as “Mother Pandurang.”

“Ah, Pandurang, since Thou art an ocean of love.

What prevents Thee so long

To draw me to Thy breasts
”

“I call Thee, like a lamb that cries

And wails behind,

Starving and thirsty,

Not finding its mother anywhere about.”

“Let me drink Thy milk of love

From Thy breasts that are always full.

O Mother, hasten.

It is only near Thee,

Near Thee that my sad heart finds rest”2
.

1. An uncritical edition as contains many as 8441 songs.

2 After Macmcol, p 62
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It is evident that among the devotees of Krsna aie found

inexpeiienced singeis. In Bihai, in about 1400 A. D. V i d y a-

p a t 1 Thakur sang in the Maithill1 language about the

yearning of the soul loi God m the lbirn of allegory of love

between Radha and Krsna2

This mythical devotional poetiy found the most tender

expression in the songs of M

1

1 a b a i
3
, the female singer of

Mewar in the west of Hindustan. She wrote a commentary

on the Gltagovinda and the songs, that ai e sung widely in her

homeland. She was a princess and was mai ried to a king. But

she had completely resigned heisclf to the service of Krsna,

and as the legend goes, one day when she was singing before a

portiait of God Krsna and was eagerly beseeching his affec-

tion, the picture opened itself and covered her body and

thereafter she disappeared from the earth

In the court of Akbar the Great there lived the blind

singer of Agra, Sui Das4 (born 1483 A.D.) who tians-

lated the Bhagavata into the popular Brajabhaklia dialect,

and the collection of the hymns composed by him is said

to contain 60,000 stanzas. About these and seveial other

poets and saints belonging to the Krsna-cult we have an

abundant amount of information in the Bhakta-Mala,
a collection of religious legend by N a b h a d a s5, who
lived in the beginning of the 17th centuiy A D. The main
seat of the Krsna-cult is in the region round about Mathuia,

the Braj-Land, where Krsna, according to tradition, had
had his sports, etc

,
and the spoken languoge of this locality is

Braj-Bhasa, (Bhakha) a dialect of Western Hindi. In this

dialect, m which Mira Bai too had sung, wrote Bihar I- Lai
(about 1603-1663 A D. ) the Sat* sal6

,
a collection of 700

(r On this Language, see Subhadra J h a, Formation of the

Maithill Language, London, 1938 )

2 Gf Grierson, Ind Ant 14, 1883, 182 ff Several of his

songs were made famous m their Bengali version byCaitanya On Vidya-
pati as a Sanskrit poet, see also above page 386 [Further Literature on Vid-
yapati, see Subhadra J ha, Songs of Vidyapati, Introduction, Varanasi 1954 ]

[3 On Mil a bai, see m particular Dr Piahbat, Mirabhai, Hindi
Grantha Ratnakar, Bombay, 1965 ]

[4 On Suradasa, see m particulai ViajeSvara Varma—Suradasa,

Hindi Pansad, Prayaga, 1950 ]

3 Gf Grierson, JRAS 1909, 607, ff [and in particular on
Brajbhasa, see Dhircndra Varma, La Langue Braja, Pans 1900 and Braja-

bliasa Vyakarana, Allahabad 1937 ]

6 See above, p 133, [edited with an exhaustive commentary by
Jagannathadasa R a t a a k a 1 a, and by others ]
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stanzas, most of which describe the love between Radha and
Krsna and serve simultaneously as examples of figuies of

rhetorics. The Braj-Bhasa translation of the tenth chapter of

the Bhagavata-Purana executed towards the beginning of the

19th centuiy byLallujILal under the title the Prem Sagar1,
the “Ocean of Love” was carried into Hindi prose and this

has cicatcd a new literal y dialect The woik was staited in

1806 A D. and got punted in 1809 AD. under the guidance

of G 1 1 c h 1 1 s t
2

.

Without doubt, however, the greatest master poet ofNorth

India is Tulsi Das (1532-1624), the wnter of the R a m -

carit-manas (“Lake of the deeds of Rama) or of the

Hindi Ramayana

3

. His work that was begun m 1574 is not

a translation of V a 1 m i k l’s Ramayana, but an inde-

pendent woik, for which the epic of Valmiki is one of its large

number of source-books 1
. Tulsi Das is not the founder of any

sect, but lie mciely preaches that Rama, like a kind father,

lives m the heaven and that all men aie brothcis. But his

influence m lcspect of leligion and ethics cannot be ovei-

estimated too high. The Eastern Hindi dialect5, in which

the epic is wi itten is understood in a major part of India. Since

the woik is the Bible for 90[by now 200]millions ofHindus living

between the Himalayas and the Vmdhyas, from Bengal to the

1. Translated into English by F P 1 n c o 1 1, Westminster 1897
[2 Cf m particular the edition of Vrajaratna Das, Nagari Pracarmi-

Sabha Varanasi 1979 samvat ]

3 Translated by F S Growsc, Allahabad 1877 Translation of the
Second Book by A d a 1 u t Khan Calcutta 1871 Cf Gnerson, Ind
Ant 22, 1893, JRAS 1903, 447 ff , ERE XII, 1921, 469 ff, Fraser, ibid

365 ff On the religious teachings of Tulasi Das see Bh ndarkar, Vais-
navism etc 74 ff and F a r q u h a r, JRAS 1922, 373 ff There are in-

numerable editions of the Ramayana of Tulasidas A few important ones

are those by (1 ) Mata Prasad Gupta, Hindustani Academy, Allahabad,

(2) Syama Sundar Das, Nagari Pracanni Sabha, 'Varanasi, 1980 samvat

(3) Vyayananda Tripath i, with the commentary Tilaka, (4) Visva-

natha Prasad Misra, Varanasi 1965.)

4 Other sources are the Adhyatmaramayana, the Yogavasistha and
the Prasannaraghava On the relationship of the Ram-Cant-Manas with

Valmiki’s Ramayana, see L P. Tessi tori, GSAI vol 24, 1911 (English

the Ind Ant 41 and 42); G r 1 e r s 0 n,JRAS 1912, 794 ff ,
i9*3> r33ff>

1913, *33 ff > Sita Ram, JRAS 1914, 416 ff, Baumgartner, Das Rama-
yana, p 134 ff [See in particular C Vaudeville, Etudes sur les

Sources de la composition du Ramayana de Tulsidas Pondicherry, 1959
where she has discussed m detail the question of the sources of Tulasi Das and
has proved that the Siva-purana was his mam sOarre ]

(5 On this Language see Babu Ram S a k s e n a, Evolution of
Awadhi, Allahabad, 1937 ]
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Panjab, Grierson 1 says :— tlieie may be pan<jitas, who
may talk about the Vedas and the Upamsads, a few ones may
have even studied them; otheis may say that they believe in
the Puranas, but foi the great majority of the people of
Hmdusthan, educated 01 uneducated, is the so called Tulsi-krt-
Ramayana the single noim m respect of moral conduct.”
But the woi k is studied not only on account of its contents being
morahe, but it is also a peifect kavya, that is advantageously
distinguished from other works of Indian oinate poetry parti-
cularly on account of its splendid descriptions of natuie that
have been taken not only from the manuals of poetics, but
they are based also on the observations of the poet as well.

The Kashmirian Saivism too had its own poets.
The L a 1 1 a - V a k y a n i, the “Discourse of L a 1 1 a” has
been well-known. Lalla was a lady-ascetic of the Saiva-cult
and m the 14th century A. D. She sang the oldest religious
song in the Kashmm dialect that have enjoyed great popularity
for a long time. Lai Ded (“dear giandmother Lai”), as

ofSaiW
5 1S Stl11 remembered m Kashmir as a lady prophet

Little of the rich literature of the Jainas in the

.

UJ
^
ra

.

tl lanSuage is still known. H e r t e 1 has published

i ?
a h c a k h y a n a v a r 1 1 i k a in old Gujarati, that

belongs to the Pancatantia-literature, after he had earlier al-ready given an analysis of the work®. Today Gujarati is the
gua°e ote arsees, the followeis of Zoroaster, who have

Das °f P- 43 Tulasi
has described the chddhSf nf R a

h ^ aswelI i »n the GI ta vail he
of Sur Das, Tulsi Das Kahir i?~

the
C
orm sonSs Religious songs

are sung by the neoDle’with ri
’ ^ua ?ai ancl other unknown poets, as they

into English by WCr o o k e^n descnbcd by 311(1 translated

[On all these writers, who ,

Ant 39 > *9*0, 268 fT., 321 ff.

to be Hindi poets see in
usivcly on political grounds are considered

bandhu, Khandwa and Prav5
PartlCU

*o
r f^srabandhu-Vinoda by MiSra-

Ramachandra S u k 1 a H c-u°
^arn

j ^n^1 Navaratna by the

Samvat etc
a

» Hmdl Sahltya Itihasa, Benares 1963 and 2020

and L D
aU

T
Sa
J
mgS °f LaI Dfed

’ by Sir G.A Grierson^PutJ,’He^
C b

^
'

"dL'pS"'';
“ J &

publish! d by Herte" m’ ?v,p
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t ? ^be text forms No 3 of the writings
fui Indogcrmamstik, Leipzig ioaQ^To^^ °J,

the
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pai ticular see KM Mimshi
n the Gujarati literature, see m

and J.H Dave-Guia7ah &rP J ‘ -
at

T
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exercised great influence in the development of journalism in

particular m India. The first monthly published in Gujarati

was founded by a ParsI1
. Pars! Bchramji M. M a 1 a b a r i

(born 1 853 ) has earned a good name as a poet and writer in

Gujarati and in English language and still moic as a valiant

fighter for social rcfoims

In Bengal2 in the 11 ill centmics thcic were ballads that

were very much sung in pi.use of the kings of the Pala-dynasty.

For centuries stories from the Epics and Puranas have been re-

produced in Bengali versions and have become the common
heritage of the people. These can hardly be called translations.Thc

redacted works—m particular the Rnmayana, the Mahabharata,
the Bhagavata Purana, the Candi from the Markanqlcya Purana
and the fascinating legends of Hariscandra and sage Visvamitra,

taken from the same Purana, arc partly read and partly used

for dialogues in semi-dramatic recitations by professional singers,

the Mangal Gayakas, a thing that has contributed to a’ great

extent towards their circulation. We find till this day such
“performances”, as they may be called, taking place in villages

in Bengal. Eleven or twelve such Mangal-Gayakas form a
group, that is headed by the Gayan as its leader or soloist.

The recitation takes place either in an open court or

in some free space. The Gayan, often with a crown on his

head and anklets in his feel, stands in the middle, while the

other members of his party stand about him in a semi-circle

and form a chor. He begins to narrate the story m which he
sings the verses with actor-like movements, whilst the anklets

arc tinkling. Here and there the discourse is interrupted by
moral and religious elaborations. This ends in music played

in chorus. One such “show” continues for a hundred or a

1. Cf Dosabai Framji Karaka, History of Parsis, London
1884, I, 330 fT The Parsis have written also scholarly essays on their religion

in Gujarat!

2. On Bengali Literature, see Romes h Ghander Dutt, Lit-

erature of Bengal, Calcutta 1895, Dines h Chandra Sen, History

of the Bengali Language and Literature, Calcutta 1911. Cf also Nisikant
C h a 1 1 o p ad h y ay a, Indischc Essays, p ig ff ,

and r
, *r,

a S a
1

Sastrl, Notices of Sanskrit MSS , vol 11, 1895, p 17 ff [On 1

Language sec in particular Suniti Kumar Chattcrji, Origin and Heve-

lopmcnj of Bengali Language, Calcutta, 1926, and Bengali Literature in

19th century—S K De, Calcutta 1962, and Bengali Literature—J C Crtiosn,

Oxfoid, 1948 ]
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thousand evenings and often foi several months1
. The Kathakas

too narrate the Epics and Puranas in the popular language.

'Whilst doing this, they have to insert m appropiiate contexts,

certain hackneyed literary phrases, poetical descriptions of gods

(Siva, LaksmI, Krsna etc. ), of a city, of a field of battle, of the

morning, of the night, etc. that are often poetical, that they

have learnt by heart. These cliches that in fact are composed

in ornate prose are sung nevertheless by the Kathakas2
. Since

the 14tn century the Bengali translation by Krttivasa
(born 1346 A. D

)
of the Ramayana has been among the

most popular books of Bengali The oldest of the Bengali ver-

sions of the Mahabhai ata by S a ii j a y a may have

been written in the same age. But the most famous Bengali

translation of the Mahabhai ata is that by Kasirama
(about 1645 A D. ). In about 1473 and 1480 A. D. the B h a-

gavata-Purana was rendered into Bengali by Mala-
dhara Vasu.

But m Bengal as well, since the beginning of 15th centuiy,

religious poetry has been cultivated. A contempoiary of

Vidyapati Thakui was Bengali Candi Das, who com-
posed nearly one thousand lyrics, in which he depicted together

the spiritual and mundane love in devotion to the divine pair

Radha and Krsna3 . One of the greatest poets of Bengali was
Mukundarama Kavikankan, who in his poem
the Gandimangala4

, completed in 1589, praised the

goddess Candi (Durga ). Although the scene of this poem, lies

to a great measure in the heaven of Siva, the poet describes

life in Bengal faithfully in accordance with the actuality.

A visionary, ecstatic, ardent devotee of Krsna has been
Caitanya, who belongs more to religious history than to

literary history and who exercised profound influence on the
spiritual life of Bengal5

. He was born at Navadvipa in the year

i. D Ch Sen, ibid 162 f
, cf above, pp 181 f

, 272.
2 D Gh S e n, ibid, 585 ff, cf the Varnakas in the Jama and

Buddhist texts, above II, 304 f transl p 450 f.

3 Gf J Beanies, Ind Ant 1, 1872, 323 ff

4. Cowell has translated into English a major portion of the poem
in theJASB 71, 1902, Extra Number.

5. Cf J B e am e s, Ind Ant 2, 1873, p iff, Bhandarkar,
Vaisnavisin elr 82 ff , Gaiprnlrr, Theism 111 Medieval India 437 ff;

Macnicol, Indian Theism 129 ff
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1486. His real name was Bisambhai (Visvambhara ). In the year
1509 he became a Sannyasin and assumed the name Caitanya-
deva as such He travelled widely and secured a Large number
of followcis Already during his life-time he was respected by
the people as an incarnation of God Krsna and his poi trait is

even till this day worshipped by Vaisnavas in Bengal and
Oiissa He himself lcpulscd the idea of anybody according a
divine woislup to his person Only m the state of ecstasy he
would sometimes say : “I am He ” He died m 1534.

The biogtaphics of Caitanya from an essential consti-

tuent element of Bengali literature The Architect

G o v 1 n d a, who had accompanied the Master m his travel,

diew the first sketch He dcsciibcs Caitanya as an ecstatic

devotee of God, who began to shed sti earns of tears the moment
he heat d somebody uttering “Krsna, Krsna”, The Gaita-
nyabhagavata of Vrndavan Das (1507-1589),

and the Caitanya Caiitamrta of Krsna Das
(born 1516) etc aie pailly poetical and paitly real descrip-

tions of life1 .

Saint and poet R a m Prasad (1718-1775), the writer

of hymns on Duiga and other religious songs too enjoys high

esteem in Bengal D G Sen says . in Bengal there is no

vill.igoi
,
no elderly man and woman, who has not found com-

fort and devotion m the poems of Ram Prasad”.

In the 19th centuiy A D. English literatuie exercised a

great influence in the development of Bengali liteiature2
,
parti-

cularly in prose But dramatic poetry, that m the modem
Indian languages, was just having a pitiable existence3, revived

in Bengal in the beginning of 19th century. Individual poets,

1 Cf Otto S tu rsberg, Das Caitanyacaritamrta dcs Krsnadasa

Kavirnja, Diss Leipzig 1907, Caitanya’s Pilgrimage and Teachings, trans-

lated into English by Jadunatli Sarkar, Calcutta 1913

2 On Indian Literature undci the influence of the English , cf

Fraser, Literary Hisloiv of India, p 39 x 11

3 Cf S Levi, Theatre Indian, 393 AT ,
Grierson, Vernacular

Literature, 154 IT
,
Schuyler, Bibliogiaphy of the Sanskrit Drama, 98

ff ; H II Dhruva in OC IX London, I, 297 ff , J C Oman, Cults,

Customs and Supcistitions of India, London igo8, 190 ff The drama

I ndarsabha, (sec above, p 146, note 2) written in Urdu by the

Muhammad m poet Aminat is only a half Indian poetry prepared on

tin Pei sum mod* 1 On the Nipdi song pliy HariScandraiirtyam, see

above p 279, note 4
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like Krsna Kamala (1810-1888) in the Svapna-
v i 1 a s a, have tried to bring in refinement in old popular

yatras, whilst other poets have written dramas with political

tendencies. The first Bengali drama that was staged in the

year 1856 is the Kulinakulasarvasva1 of Rama
Narayana Tarkaratna, that is directed against the

Kulina Biahmanas who had made marrying their profession.

In the year 1860 Dina Bandhu Mitra wrote the Nil
D a r p a n, m which he has criticised severely the exploitation

of the indigo industry by the English2 .

Towards the development of Bengali prose, the social and

religious reformers like Rammohun Roy (1774-1833),

*vho was famous equally as a scholar and author, had made
great contributions3 . Born and brought up m a high class

Brahmana family, Rammohun Roy had been familiar with

the Brahmamcal religion and its sacred books, since his child-

hood. Later he studied in his early years Persian and Arabic

and utilized his knowledge of languages in the study of the

Koran, and he learnt not only the Islamic monotheism, but

studied also the mysticism of the Iranian Sufis. Later he be-

came conversant with Buddhism m Tibet and learnt about

Christianity from Christian missionaries. He was able to learn

the Old and New Testaments in the original text and worked
hard to learn even Greek and Hebrew. He was not content with

Indian polytheism and there was nothing that for him was with-

out interest in the study of all religions of the world for the

purpose of extracting from all of them the best things and for

combining them into the one and most refined faith in God.
Lastly he beheved to find the sum-total of all wisdom in the

monism of the Upanisads. On the basis of his study of the holy
texts of other religions on one side and of the ancient sacred
indigenous Upanisads, several of which he published and trans-

lated, he wanted to reform the old Brahmanical religion, and
he became the founder of the Brahma-Samaj, the

i. Wrongly mentioned above (p 291, note 3) as a Sanskrit drama
2 Gf Nisikanta Chatt opadhyaya, Indischc Essays, p 3 ff

;

D u 1 1, Lit of Bengal, 183 ff , D Ch Sen, ibid, 724 ff, F r a s e r, ibid 414
ff ; W W Hunter, Thelmpcual Gazetteer ofIndia, 2nd ed ,

London
1886, VI, 127 In the year 1877 were staged m India 102 diamas and in

the year 1882 there were staged 245 dramas

3. See above, I, p. 18 f ,, trans p 20
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“Society of Believers in God”. He did not claim to have
founded a new lcligion or a new church, but to have simply

freed the ancient national Indian religion from all that was
false. He considered, the caste-system to be among such false

things and he fought m word and in action against the custom

of burning of widows When in 1830 he visited Europe, he
was giectcd by Jeremy Bcntham as “a respected and be-

loved associate in the sci vice ofhumanity” As a writer too, Ram-
moliun Roy was not without importance He published m the

year 1790 his writing on the worship of idols of gods in India

this was the first work in Bengali prose In 1815 he published

a synopsis of the Vcdanta-philosophy He wrote essays

also on the burning of the widows and on other social reforms,

both in English and Bengali languages. He was not only a

first late prosc-wnter but also a poet of songs that are still sung

in Bengal.

He was followed by the prose writers and essayists on the

subject social icforms Akkhay Kumar Datta (1820-

1886 )
and Is h war Chandra Vidyasagar (1820-

(1891 ) The first important novel-writer in Bengali was

Bankim Chandra Chatterji (1838-1894 )*, who
was inspired by Sir Walter Scott, and on this account probably

he is called “Indian Walter Scott”.

Romesh Chundcr Dutt2
,

who is famous as a

learned writer and politician, wrote a number of novels. One
of the most favourite Bengali poets of the 19th century, ac-

cording to many the greatest poet of the modern times, is

Michael Madhu Sudan, a Christian convert.

D warakanath Tagore3 was a sincere friend

and follower and promoter of the work of noble Rammohun
Roy. His son Devcndranath Tagore (1818-1905)

associated himself with the Brahma-Samaj and became its first

1. His novel The Kopal-K. und ala has been translated into German

by Curt Klcmm, Leipzig, 1886.

2 He wrote also “A History of Civilization in Ancient India” and

other scientific treatises Even women strongly influenced by English novel-

literature, have written novels, so Svama Kumari Devi G h o s a I, the sister

of Rabindranath Tagore; one ofher novels (“An Unfinished Song”, London,

Werner Laurie) has been published in English too

3. “Tagore is the Anglicised form of“T h a k u r” of Bengali adopted

by him.
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organiser. In the year 1848 he compiled a compendium from

the texts of the Upanisads, the Manusmrti, the Mahabharata and

some other books, that could serve as the basic work for know-

ledge of the religion of the Brahma-Samaj. This knowledge of

religion consists of faith in Brahman, as the single, real, perfect

God, the creator of the world; through worshipping Him alone

one can attain happiness in this as well as in the other world,

a worship that consists of “Love for God” and in “execution

of the work that God likes ” This faith is, therefore, rooted

in the real Indian compromise between the monism of the

Upanisads, and the theism of the Bhagvadglta and in oppo-

sition to the more radical branch of the Brahma-Samaj, that

originated under the leadeiship of Keshub Ghunder
Sen, therefore, conservative and national. Although Devendra

nath Tagoie did not consider the Upanisads to be revealed,

as the orthodox Brahmanas do, he described them as sacred

holy books, in which the basis of all wisdom was to be sought for.

One of the sons of this Devandranath Tagore was

Rabindranath Tagore, born in the year 1861 1
.

In the year 1895, Romes Ghunder Dutt2 wrote : “and
lastly Ravmdra Nath Tagore, the youngest son of Maharsi
Devendranath Tagore, has distinguished himself in” poetry, in

dramas and in novels, and his incomparable songs are sung
in every cultured home m Bengal.” The poet had been famous
m India, long before 1912, when appeared the English trans-

lation of his small poem “G 1 1 a n j a 1 1
3
, that attracted the

attention of the people of Europe, and a year later it won for

him m the autumn of 1913 the award of the Nobel prize for lit-

erature. His poems, dramas, stories
, novels and prose writings

1 Winternitz at the time of writing this had before him, of the
rich literature on this poet, only P G r e m e r, Rabmdra Nath Tagore
(Sunday edition ofthe Vossischen Zcitung” ofjanuary 8, 1914.), E Engel-
hard t, Rabindranath Tagore als Mensch, Dichter und Plnlosoph, Beilin
1921, H Meyer-Benfcy, Rabindranath Tagore, Berlin (Die
Literatur, Sammlung Brandus, Vol 39) The poet himself has said much
about himself m his reminiscences (My Reminiscences 1917) and in the
essay Pcisonality, 1917 (Gorman Personhchkeit, 1921)

2 Literature of Bengal, p 218

3 Likewise the anthologies “The Crescent Moon” and “The Gar-
dener are English translations of his poems by the poet himself All the
works translated into English have been published by Macmillan and Go ,

London Many of these works have been translated from English into
German too by Kurt W o 1 f f and published at Munich.
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have become known all over the world through their English

and German translations.

And today Rabindranath Tagore is one of those greatest

poets of world-litcratui c in whose works pure humanity speaks

so strongly to us that even the one that is apparently strange-

licst automatically comes to bear its own witness to us Still

he stands far away fiom being a neutral cosmopolitan poet.

He is out and out an Indian; his outlook is purely

Indian; the Indian spirit permeates his poetry wholly;

Ins stories describe real Indian life; and in his religio-

mystical poems and rehgio-philosophical discourses we find again

the primitive Indian wisdom On the whole his father’s

ideas about the woild and his own conception about the life as

well as the spirit of the Brahma-Samaj are those that we find

in these expositions and that have found a complete expression

in Ins poems
In the fathci’s house of Ravindranath, the Upamsad-texts

were used for the worship of God and the basic ideas of the

poet aie wholly rooted m the soil of the Upanisads and their

teachings about oneness of all beings and of all the events of the

world. He repeats all along to all his assurance that our real

existence is in God and in the Universe and that God, Soul

and Universe m cssancc arc one. The highest aspiration for

the Soul is realisation of its own oneness with Brahman But

we cannot realise this with the ordinary organs that we have

There is no sensuous nerve with which we may be able to realise

our oneness with God. The human soul is incapable of realising

its oneness with God, it can simply resign itself with joy to

Him; it can affectionately embrace Hun so much so that it

may become complete God. And as in Kabir and in other

poets the mystical love for God unites, so in Tagore too the

teaching of oneness of the Upanisads is combined with the

theism and the bhakti of the Bhagvadglta1 In his poems the

poet compares his soul with a vessel, that is perpetually being

filled with new life by God, with a flute in which He continues

to breathe new tunes, or as he sings about it, as “the same

1 We can know about the cosmic theory of Tagore the best from his

book Sadhana (London 1913), now available also in the overseas edi-

tion, German by Helene Meyer-Frank, 1921 Cf Winternitz,
Ravindranath Tagore als Dichtrr und als Rrligionsphilosoph m the Geistes-

wissenschaften” I, 840 ff , 868 €f.
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stream of life that runs though my veins day and night, runs

through the world and dances in a rhythmic measure, and

as this very life too shoots in joy through the dust of the earth

in numberless blades of grass and breaks into tumultuous waves

of leaves and flowers”1 . This feeling of oneness with the entire

universe finds the most thrilling expression in his several wonder-

ful nursery songs. Profound and delicate is the answer to the

question of the child “where have I come from and where

did you pick me up ?”

The mother answeis half weeping, half laughing, and

embracing the baby to her bosom :

—

“You were hidden in my heart, as its desire, my darling;

You werem the dolls of the games ofmy childhood.

And when with clay I made the image of my God every

morning,

I made and unmade you then.

You were enshrined with our household deity,

In his worship I worshipped you.

In all my hopes and in my loves, in my life.

In the life of my mother you have lived.

Your tender softness bloomed in my youthful limbs.

Like a glow in the sky before the sunrise.

Heaven’s fiist dailing, twin-born with the morning-light,

You have floated down the stream of the world’s life,

And at last you have stranded on my heart.

As I gaze on your face, mystery overwhelms me;
You who belong to all, have become mine.”

In another of these poems, the mother consoles the little

child that is lying down:
“I shall become a delicate draught of the air and caress you
I shall be ripples in the water when you bathe,
And kiss you and kiss you again.
In the gusty night, when the rain patters on the leaves,

You will hear my whisper in your bed,
And my daughter will flash with the lightening
Through the open window into your room.”

“If you lie awake, thinking of your baby

i. Gitanjali, No i, 69
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Till late into the night,

I shall sing to you from the star,”

“Sleep, mother, sleep”.

On the straying moonbeams
I shall steal over your bed,

And lie upon your bosom,

While you are asleep”.1

But like his father and like Kablr, who lived several cen-

turies brfore him, Rabindranath Tagore too is a free thinker

who docs not accept blindly each and everything of the ancient

teachings The ancient sages of India had taught that the

highest goal, the salvation, was to be found in renunciation

of the world, that only a Sannyasin, renouncer, could reach

God. Tagore himself has denounced this ideal with complete

determination. God cannot be attained either through re-

nouncing the world or through Yoga or through ceremonies,

but he searches for God in his ownselfand finds Him in his work.

“Leave this chanting and singing and counting of beads !

Whom do you worship in this lonely dark corner of a

temple with doors all shut 7

Open your eyes and see your God is not before you

He is there, where the tiller is tilling the hard ground

And where the path-maker is breaking stones

He is with them, in the sun and m shower,

And his garment is covered with dust.

Put off your holy mantle and even like him come down

on the dusty soil.

And as God is among those who work with their sweating

faces.

So He is also m the poorest and the lowliest.

Here is your footstool and there rest youi feet.

Where live the poorest, and the lowliest, and the lost

When I try to bow to you,

My obeisance cannot reach down
To the depth where your feet rest

Among the poorest,

And the lowliest and the lost.”

1 The Crescent Moon, p 15 f (The Beginning), p 66 f (The

End)
2 Gitaiijali, No 10, 11 .

Wmtcrmtz vol III, 45.
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His nursery rhymes1 and lyrics, in which he, as a young

poet of world-literature, conceives the idea of submerging him-

self into the soul of the child and into the soul of the woman,

go to show that he lives in the world and that he takes interest

in humanity as a whole and in life on eaith in general and its

activities. His novels and stories in which he accurately des-

cribes Indian life of modern India, delineates women and men

according to the mode of their life and describes the conflict

of the soul2, show how a poet alone can feel them who lives in

this world of the big and the small,” as is narrated m his poem:

—

“Let myriads of human being living on this ball of earth,

Enter into my heart in order to find real joy.

In the company of each-other,

Lovingly there enters the vision of each-other m to the eye;

The children stand and laugh and their cheeks glow like

the spring.”

“My heart is full to the brim;

It is full of sublime joy, And I do not find a single soul

on the earth

That may probably be different from me.

There into my heart enter all souls

With the intention of taking their abode3 ’*

In the G i t r a, a lyrical work written in his earlier days,

the poet exhibits deep understanding of the problems offemale
life. From a crude adage in the Mahabharata, he has composed
a dramatic poem, in which the sublime institution of marriage
is interpreted as a real participation in life, that is based not on
transitory beauty but on complete truth, and that presents a
higher ideal of marriage than what is presented by most of the
other Indian poets.

Tagore has none of the contemptuous expressions for

women and family-life that we so often find in ancient Indian

*• Translated into German byH E ffen b e r g r r; Der zunehmende
Mond, 1913 _ Das Postamt” (1918) is an interesting drama, that has been
played on the German stage too, it is a pendant to this nursery rhyme

2 Hungry Stones and other Stones, 1916 (German by A V. Putt-
ie amine r, Erzahlungen, 1918), Mashi and other stones 1918 (German
by H Meyer-Franck, 1921), The Home and the World, 1919
(German by the same translator * Das Heim und die Welt, 1920), The
Wreck 1921) German by the same Der Schiffbruch, 1921) The last
two available also in the Tauchmtz-edition

3. Reproduced from the German translation by P Cremer, ibid.
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ascetic poetry, particularly in the Buddhist monastic-songs 1

One of his serious poems contains a sharp criticism ofthe ancient

ascetic ideal, in which God himself is presented to an approach-

ing ascetic as an opponent of asceticism that is unfriendly to

life, and one of his brilliant poems begins with the words :

—

“No, my friend, I shall never become an ascetic, that you

may like3”.

In the drama “Sannyasi” or the “Ascetic” too the ascetic

in the last act says .

—

“Away with my vow of a samnyasin ? I break my staff.

The world, the splendid ship on the ocean of time,

It shall again carry me across;

I shall once again unite with the pilgrims,

Fie the fool who is anxious to find safety by swimming

all alone;

He who scorns the light of the sun and of the stars,

And seeks, to like the glow-worm to find His way m his

I am free, I am free from the incorporeal hands of

negation^ ^ ^ ^ of matter and form and aim '

The end .s really endless and love knows the endlessness

°f

‘'In'Thfsamc way as we find in Rabindranath Tagore

the umon of ane.ent Indian philosophy and ^m advanced

ideas, we find him racing the great “^r0“
dl^

world ofour age as well and ^tnotw. ^ proWem

of^the war and inTdrama Mdl.nl he

religion. In his novel'“The^honreand
£eWo^.-^,,

in the collection of his writings bearing
^ ^ latter work

he dives deep into the nationa
p book “Creative Unity”

as well as in his subsequent y

^

appe
between India

(1922) he has spoken about th

and the West.

2
‘ ^H.

a
Gardcnc^^^75

1

^^^^ translated into German by H

, c/= r!?,?£A-f T°
L “

'

k (D" NC“'

4 Nationalism 1917, German by «

reist Vcrlag Leipzig 1919 )
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Tagore is likewise free both from over-estimation as well

as from under-estimation of the culture of the West and its

ideals. Clearly and appropriately he says : “First when we

really know Europe, that is well and good; but when we effect-

ively come to know about Europe, that is vulgar and covetous.

He acknowledges that “through the smoke of the canon and

through the capture of markets”, Europe has brought to the

East” the ideal of moral freedom, freedom of conscience, free-

dom of thought and profession, the freedom for its ideals in art

and literature.” As against this, he characterises as deadly

position, against which he tries to warn the East, the worship

of power, the unlimited desire for conquest, and unscrupulous

greed for wealth, that characterise Europe. He fully appre-

ciates national feelings and the necessity of preserving the

national peculiarities, but he condemns every national uprising

and every kind of hatred for human-beings, and he places

humanity above nationhood.

Rabindranath Tagore would not be an Indian, in case

his poems did not many a time rise to the regions of mysticism,

in which a common mortal would hardly be able to follow

him. But even he who is wholly opposed to all mysticism, will

admire the moral elevation to which the mystical

vision of God and the feeling of oneness with the Divinity are

capable to raise up, as our poet shows us m the following

solemn promise :

—

“Life, my life I I shall always try to keep my body pure,
And give me forms so that I may extent my force in thy

will in love”.

We have left behind a long way from the Vedic hymns,
and have travelled as far as at least three thousand years and
come down upto the pages of Rabindranath Tagore's poetry,
full of feelings and ideas, of our own times. Our journey has
carried us over many drought-breaths and over many deserts.

But we always see new meadows sprouting and new buds break-
ing fresh spiritual life. And when we look behind the long line

of poets and thinkers from the Vedic rsis, the singers of the
hymns to Agni and to Indra, to Usas and to Varuna and of the

i. Gitanjali, No 4, 36.

s. Buddhist Monastic Songs.
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poet-philosophers of the Upanisads down upto Valmiki and the

poets of the Mahabharata—when we see the great poets of

Sanskrit literature, like Asvaghosa, Bhasa, Kalidasa, Dandin,

Bhavabhuti—several centuries later followed again by a

Ja\adc\a, and that further later poets by like Kabir and

Tulst Das, who arc joined in our days by a great poet like

Rabindranath Tagore, we need not be afraid about many

more of us wishing the future of India to be a nation of

the highest spiritual culture.
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Iyengar, P. T Shnnivas soon
Iyangar, S N 5tgn
Iyer, Chidambaram 6550
Iyer, Subramama, K A 436n

J

Jarob 41 gn
Jacob, G A. 4ign, 4gon, 4g2n
Jacobi, Hermann 4ign, 45on, 4G8n,

47 *n, 473n » 5°4n, 5°5"» 5°6"
5ogn, 5ion, 5t7n, 522n, 528n,
j^gn, 5300, 53m, 533, 577n,‘
588n, 590, 59m, 593n, 595, gg6n
593n, 595 » 397", 62m, 622n,
623n, 6240, 658n

Jadavaji Trikamji Acharya 634n
Jagadacaryapustaka 613
Jagaddeva 660
Jagadisa 465, 535
Jagajjyotirmalla 6t7n
Jagannatha 525
Jagannatha Samraf 665

Jagatprakasakavya 460
JagaUimha 460
Jaimim 470, 47m, 475, 481, 498,

59»n
Jammu Bharata, Kanartsc 6700
Jaina 443, 520, 530!, 595, 680,
Jaina-Canons 593
Jamcndramaha\rtti 44311
Jaincndra Vyakarana 443
Jainism 666
Jama-Siddhantakaumudi 450
Jama Text 640
Jaipur 665
Jaiyyata 634
Janata 634
Jaijjata 634
Jamba\ atlvijaya 434
Janabai 676
Janakinatha 53511
Janamejaya 61

1

Jataka 657
Jataka-Gatlias 544n
Jatakasaradipa 6590
Jatukama 629
Jaumara Vyakarana 445
Jayadeva 625
Jayaditya 433
Jayamangala 5g6n, 620n, 6240
Jayanta BhatJa 529
Jayapida 44m, 527n, 457n
Jaya Simlia, King 652
Jayasi 675
Jayaswal, K P 4300, 58m, s88n,

6o6n, 6i3n
Jayatirtha 4g7n
Jean Filbozat 6260

Sec also Filliozat

Jha, Durgadhara 532n
Jha, Ganganatha,

also G. Jha and G N Jha 4720,

473", 475", 47^n, 47gn, 48on,

492n » 5 ! on, 5i8n, 52m, 5240,

524"» 532n» 534"
Jha, Muralidhara 642n, 65m, 6s2n
Jha, Subhadra 678n
Jhalakikar, Bhimacharya 529
Jharkhandi, Shivanath 642n
Jina 525
JIvaka 628
JIvananda Vidyasagar, 475m 596n,

6o6n, 634n, 6360, 6450
Jmaprabha 624n
Jinendrabuddhi 433f
Jlvanmuktivivcka 491
Jnanabhaskara 638
Jnanavasistha 468n
Jnanendra Sarasvati 436
Jnanesvara 675
JnaneSvari 675
John Davies 60711
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Johnson J. J 494n, 49611

Jolly, J. 535n > 537n> 54In > 542n,

5460, 38m, 592n, 593n, 595n,

5990, 60711, 6o8n, 626n, 628n,

6300, 63m, 63411, 6350, 636n,

6340, 6350, 636n, 638,
639n, 6400

Jones, W. 6170, 5460, 537n
Joshi, Bhargava Sastri 42711

Jumaranandm 445
Jvaratimirabhaskara 637n
Jvvala Prasad 5i8n
Jyautisa-S^ddhanta-Samgraha 65cm
Jyaut'sa, Arsa 6420
Jyotjhsastra 6^4
Jyotiriivara Kavisekhara, also called
JyotirlSvara, 617, 625
Jyotirvidabharana 659
Jyotihsaroddhara 6^g
Jyotisham 6420
Jyotisa-Vcdanga 642!

K

Kabir 673, 6740, 68on
K B Pathak 487a
Kaccayana 439, 45 if
Kaivalyanavanlta 670
Kaiyata 437
Kalakriyapada 648
Kalapaka 43gn
Kalhana 441
Kali Age, Dynasties of the r,8qn

456, 48611
Kaliyuga 644
Kalidasa 5250, 593. 623, 659
Kallafa 500
Kallinatha 616
Kalanidhi 61611
Kalpas. 418, 644f
Kalpanamandanika 530
Kalpasthana 631
Kalpasutra 427, 624, 664
Kalpataru 460
Kalyanakaraka 640
Kalyanamalla 625
Kanialakara 652
Kambalasva 503
Karnaiastra 418, 619, 62 iff.

Kambalasvatara 503
Kamandaki sg6f, 604
Kamandaki-Nlti 597
Kamandaki«NitIsara 59211
Kamntantra 663
Karnasastra 62off
Kamboja 430a
Kanada 468, 470, 482, 63711
Knnada, Kaiyapa 531
Kanarese 670
Kandall 532!

Kane, P V 48m, 537!?, 597n
Kancipura 494
Kandarpacudamani 625
Kaniska 630
Kankaladhyayavarttika 63gn
Kankayana 603
Kannada 53 if

Kanthabharana 432a
Kapila 43m, 470, 482, 504!!, 51 on
Kapilabala 631
Karaka, D F. 68in
Karana 644, 646, 650
Karanagama 610
Karanakutuhala 651
Karika 510
Kankavail 534
Karmakanda 472, 624
Kaittikeya 619
Karmamima’msa 472, 473n, 487

31 /n
Karmanibandha 653
Karna$ family 625n
Karpuramanjarl 478n
Karsnajmi 482
Kasakrtsna 444, 482
Kaiika 433*1. 442 , 45*. 455-
Kasmatha 436
KaBrama 636n, 682
Kashmii rsgg, 67m
Kasyakalpa 609
Kasyapa 442, 543, 614, 627
Kasyapasilpam 614
KaSyapa-Samhita 627
Katantra 432, 439^ 444 , 451 , 452
Kathaka 541, 682
Kathas

,

Kathasaritsagara 420, 431, 590
Katiyam Sulbasutram 664n
Katyayana 427, 428, 43off, 448,448n

45 x » 455. 522,
Katyayana Bhasikasutra 422n
KauhaliSiksa 465
Kaumarabhrtya 627, 6380
Kaumaralata 44on
Kausikasutra 526
Kantilya 47m 50311, 578n, 584ff,

5o8f, 593, 61 1, 621
Kautiliya ArlhaSastra 627, 631, 654
Kavcrl 439
Kaye, G R. 648n, 661 n, 66sn
Kavibliusana, Paresli Nath Sharma

630n
Kavicakravm ti Srfdhara 61

7

Kavikalpadruma 445
Kavikmkara Mukundarama 682
Kavuaj Avmash Chandra Kaviratna

6300
Kaviraja, G N 49911, 524n,53*f

.

632n
Kaviraja, Ky;nadasa 683n
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Kaviratna HanScnndra 639
Ka\ H\ ara 67m
K5v\a 503JI
K5v\ dWmklrasutra-Vrtti 59711
KavyapnlaSi 436
Kavan^nigraln 48911
Ka\u Literature 597
Kcam% I F i8pn» 6ogn
Kedar Xath {87, 6son
Keith, A B *5611, 4720, 473n,

473^, 47jn, 4760, 4780, 484^
487a, i93n, 50 jn, 505n,
5J4n, 518, 520n, 524n, 52m,

529n, 53°n, 532n » 535"» 536n, 53711,

58911, 595, 5970, 6240, 628n,

83011, 633
Kerala 61 a
Kirn, H. 1 4611, 6$n, 6^911, 65411,

8")jn, 6j7n, 8j8n, 65911
Keinva 461, 494, 637, 652
Kciavdblntfx 497
Kc5a\a<:\dmin }6o
KetakI 653
K!iandadc\a 479
Khandal hddvaka 6-,o

Kiiandanakh.andakh.5dya 492
Kharegat, M 646
Kiclhorn, T 42211, 427-911, 433_414 n,

49m, 529, 62611, 65m
Kmgjcotc, H 67m
Kiranavall 332
Kirat.a 605
Kirste J. 4Mn
Kittcl, F. 67011

KIcmm, Curt 46911, 685
Knowles, J II. 67m
Know lcdgc-Litcratur° 451
Knowledge, Sources of 529
Knowledge, Theory of 529
Kodillayam 593
Kocgcl, R 5440
Kohler, Joseph 53611, 5940
Konow, S 498

(See also Sten Kono\\)
Kokaiastra 625
Kokkaka 625
Kopal-Kundala 6850
Koparkar, D G. 446
Koras, Alexender Csoma de 462
Koran 674, 684
Ko$a 453
Koul, Ananda 68on
KramadlSvara 444, 44511
Kratvartha 473
Knshanamacharya 4200, 49611. 50211,

5°3n
Krishnamacharya, V 453
Krishna Mcnon, T K 6700
Krishna Sastn 49711
Knsnasvami Aiyangar S 49411, 667n

Knyayoga 515
Krsna 435, 504, 671
Krjnabhatiamuni 453
Kfsnacarita 4300
Krsna Cult 496
Kr?nadasa 452, 464 683
Kr?na Kamala 684
Kr?nalllaluka 437
Kffna Yajurveda 539, 54 if

Krttivasa 682
Kfta yuga 6j4
K$atriya 489, 544
Kjemaraja 500
Ksemendra 464, 625
Ksira 457n
Kslrasvamin 43711
Ksirapam 629
Kslrasvamin 438
Ksiratarangmi 438
Kuhn, E 507a, a r,in

KulakarnI, D 46of, 53411, 6(>7f

Kulin^kulasarvasya 684
Knlltika 5460
Kumlon 609
Kumaia 43gf
Kumaragmaka 612
Kumarapala 604, 660
Kumarasambhai a 434
Rumania, Kumanlabhatta 4766“

,

,
508, 529. 539, 54i

Kumarilas\anrn 476
KumbhaJearna 462
Kunhan Raja, C 480

see also C K Kunliana Raja and
Raja, C. K Kunhan

Kunjunm Raja, K 438n
Kuppuswami Sastri, S 479n
Kunte, A. M. 6340
Kurral 667n
Kusala, Rama Chandra Sastri 62gn
Kusumanjali 524
Kusumaptira 649
Kutcha 629
Kuttakadhyaya 661
Kuitanimatam 6240
Kutpnmiatam 62411

L

LirSte 439n
Laddu, Tukaiam 450n
Lagadha Mnhatnian 6430
Laghubhaskariya 652f
I.aghu Kaumudi 436
Laghujatnka 658
Laghujataki 6s8n
Lnghu-Sabdaratna 435n
I.aghu-Siddhanta-Kaumudi 435, 450
Laghvarthanitisastra 604
Laghvaryabhatlya 648
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Laghvarya-Siddhanta 64911

Laghu Vasi?$ha-Siddhanta 646x1

LaghvI 476
Lahiri, P C. 42711
Lak?anavali 533, 535n
Laksmanascna 660
Lak§mana-Sarup 422
Laksmldhara 450^ 49m
Lak?mi Narayana Tiwari 45m
Laksminarayanopadhyaya 65911

Lai Dgd 68on
Lalla 649
Lalla 680
Lalla Vakyani 680
Lalluji Lai 679
Lalou Marccllc 60911

Lamaircsesc, E 620x1

Lagrange 663
Lankavatarasutra 484
Lassen 65811

La^a 6450, 647
Laiyayanasrautasutra 4620
Laugak§t-Bhaskara 535
Laukikanyayanjali 419a
Law 589
Law-Literature 418
Law, N. N 588f
Law!, J M 5ion
Law-Suits 588
Legends, Brahmanical 593
Legislature 545
L6vi, S 429a, 432n, 435n, 595n>

683n
Lexicography 417

,, Transition to 454
Likhita 542n
Lind Qiust 51 5n
Liccbich, Bruno 420n, 42111 42gn

ns at43ifF, at 438 it, 4580,5170
Lilavati 651, 66in '

Lmga 475
LmganuSasana 4320, 454, 446
Lihgaviicsavidln 446
Ltngayata Sect 501
Literary History of India 4850
Literature Brahxnamcal 52on
Literature, Hindustani 4400
Logan, W. 4870
Logic 663
Logic of India, Mediaeval School

44m
Lokajata 502f, 530
Lokayata-Darsana 503
Lokayata Pliilosophy 501
Lolimbaraja 637
Lddcrs 448, 54 jn
LUdcn, Hcmn ch 4400
Ludwig 4270

M
Macauhffe, M A. 6750
Macdonell, A A 536n
Machiavclli 594, 621, 682n
Macmcol, N. 6730, 6750, 67611, 677n
Madanapala 639
Madanavmoda-Nxghantu 639
Madhava 438, 468, 46gn, 4720,

479, 4860, 491, 497n, 496 > 5°4>

51°, 529, 604, 636n
Madhavacarya 497
Madhavakara 635
Madhavamdana 635
Madhusudana 48m, 490x1, 6oyn
Madhusudana, Michael 685
Madhusudana, Kamasaslra 62111

Madhusudana Sarasvatl 4i8n 4gon,

492n
Madhyamakasastra 483, 484
Madhya-Siddhanta-Kaumudl 435
Magadhl-Praknt 450
Magha 43, 623n
Magical Strophes 626
Makaranda 652
Mahabharata 468, 482, 495, 504,

506, 5i2f
, 518, 544, 593, 596 >

6o5n, 614, 6ign, 6270, 633,

6430, 667, 670, 672, 681, 682

,, Astronomico-Cosmological
Section of 644

Mahabhaskariyam 652!
Mahabhasya 42on, 425n, 427# ,

432f
, 436, 441, 443, 453, 471,

488, 502, 517, 522, 590, 623,
6260

Mahabhasya-Ratna-Prakasa 437n
Mahabhasya, Style of 42911
Mahadcva 4380, 5i3n
Mahanandamayakavya 430n
Mahamrvanatanlra 610
Maharya-Siddhanta 6490
Maha-Siddhanta 6490
Mahasvamm 4220
Mahavagga 6a8n
Mahavagga Pali 640
Maliavidyapatisil 6350
Mahavlracaiya 663
Mahavyutpatti 462

of Mahayana 483
Mahavagga 645
Mahcndra 43gn
Mahcndra-Suri 459, 653
Mahesvara 458, 609
Mahcia 618
Mahoda) apura. King of 612
Maithiia 6650
Maithill Language, Formation of

6780
Maitrayanlya School 542
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Maitrayanlya Upam$ad 48411, 503
Maitrcyaraksita 434, 438
Maitri-Upanifad 505M yjhima-Nikaya 628
Milabari M. Bchramji G81
MalatT-madhava»597, G03
Malatl 604
Malayalani G70
Malta, R R 510
Mallan'igt 623
Malian 65211
Mallavadm 52711
Mallinatha 442, 451
ManalurIRaghavacarya 436
Manamcyodaja 480
Manasara Gog
ManasoHasa 53 }n, 49011, 613
Manava Dharmaiastra 54G, 644,

5°6 -

Manavalli, Gmgadhara Sastrl 47911

Mindalik, V N 54G11

Mandana 478, 615
Mandanamisra 457, 478, 479G 490
Man^Hmasutradliara 613
Mandukya-Upantsad 4U3
Mmctho 63811

Manga!a-Ga> akas 681
Mamihacaryn G3811

Mamk-Nandin 527
Manikka-Vasagar G69
Mantkya 527
Manika Candra Digambara 59911
Manjula G32
Majnusrimulakalpa 60911

Mankad, P. A 61511

Manklia 458
Mankhakoia 458, 45911
Mantics 66011

Manu 441, 546
Manu-Smfti 475» 54* , 54®, 604
Mtrica Kasyapa 627
Markandcya-Purana 681
Marulkar, S S 427
Masuruksa 60G
Maskarin 54011
Masson-Oiirscl, P 52211

Matanga 617
Matangalila 608
Materialism 601
Matiria Mcdica 64011
Ma^hara 508
Matharavrlti so8f
Mathematics 641, 648, 660
Matlumatik 64m
Matsya-Purana 610
Maurya 590, 42911 1

Max-Mullcr 418, 43311, 47911, 50211,

535n > 537n
Maya Asura 645
Maya 483ft

,,
* Doctrine of 48311

,, Theory 495
MayaVada 493
Mayura 4540
Medical Science 417
Medicine 626
Medicine, Indicnne,

Doctrine Classiqui d« la 626n
Medicine, System of 62711

Mcdini 460
Mcdinikosa 460
Mcgasthcncsc 589, 57811, 593
Meghaduta 43 4

Mercury 638
Mem 645
Mcnitunga 639
Metaphysics of Buddhrm 48
Meyer 595
Meyer-Frank Helene 68711

Mlmam<a 4180, 482
Mimamsaka 43on, 480, 524
Mfmamsa-Kaustubha 479
Mimamsannkramanl 478a
Mimamsa-Nyay a-Prakasa 479
MiOiarnsa-Slokavarttika 47b
Mihiamsa-Sutra 47m, 47211, 475

480
Minaraja G^On
MlnaycfT,J P 4620
Mmcrology 626n
Mirabai 678, 68on
Mishra, S 5250, 524n
Mishra, S N 476n
Mishra, U 480
Misra, Babua Gson
Misrabandhu 68on
Misrabandhusinoda 68on
Misra, J P 5Q6n
Misra, Kc 4ava 534
Misra, Mukunda 65m
Misra, ViSvanatha Prasad 67911
Mitchell 676a
Mitlula 528, 612, 618, 6250
Mitra, DTnabandhu 684
Mitra, H 6i4n
Mitra, R L 5170, 595
Mitra, Vihari Lai 49811
Moggalana 463
Moggalana Thera 452n
Mogling H E. 671 n
Mokate, G Sastrl 499n
Monism, Qualified 493
Mookcrji 5qon
Mookcrji, R K s88n, 589n
Motilal Ladhaji, 527n
Mpcchakatika 61911

Mudgnla 53^n
Mudrarak?asa 487n, 590
Mugdhabodha 445
Muhammadans 674
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Muhammadans,
Contributions of 666

Muhammadan Influence 666

Muhurta 609
Mukhopadhyaya, G. G. 6iyn
Mukti 546
Mtillcr, E 462n
Muni 487n
Mum-Palakapya 608
Munshi, K M. 68on
Murari 445, 480, 454
Murarimisra 480
Music 663
Musui 5J5n

N

Nabhadas 678
Nadlparlksa 637n
Nadlprakasa 637n
Nadivijnana 637n
Nagara 615
Nagarasarvasva 625
Nagarjuna 431, 47m, 485^ 525n,

606, 625a, 628, 630, 633, 638, 640
NagaJc§a 431
Nagelein, J. V. 6oon, 643n
Nageiabhatta 437n, 453, 465, 519
Nagojibhatta 437
Nairuktas 418n
Nai$karma-siddhi 490
Nakula 603
Naksatras 642, 645
Nak$atra-kalpa 643
Nala, Lyncs of 671
Naladiyar 66q
Namadcva 676
Namalinganusasana 4^6
Namamahka 455 f, 460, 463
Nambudri Brahmanas 487
Nanaka 675
Nanarthamahjarl 460
Nanartharnavasamkscpa 460
NSnarthaiabdakoSa 460
Nanarthasamgraha 46on
Nanda 431!., 589, 590, 596, 603
Nandiktsvara 618
Nandlsutra 593, 623
Nand Lai Smha 49gn
Nanjio, B. 5080
Nannayablialta, A D 67m
NSrada aqg, 58m, 593, 616, 634
Narada-Stlpa 610
NaradJyasiipasutra 610
Narada-Smrti 58m
Naradlya-Bhaktisutra 499
NSradasutra 499n
Narahan 639
Narasimhia, A N. 444n
Narasimha, M B 49611, 625n» 660

Narayana 432n, 480, 653
Narayanabhatta 437 j 44®> 49°**

Narayana Yati 670n
Nataka 593
Natyasastra 616
Navadvipa 527
Navanitaka 629
Nava-Ratnani 450
Navaratnapariksa 619
Navyanyaya 52yf
Navyanyaya System 528
Nayanasukhopadhyaya 653
Nayaviveka 478f
Nepal 658
Newton 648a
Noble-Truth 513
North-Pole 64.5

Nibandhasamgraha 634
Ni'dana 635
Nidanasthana 631
Nidanasutra 642a
Nidhipradlpa 606
Nighanfu 422n, 453n
Nighantus (Vedic) 453
Nighanpiraja 639
NighantuSesa 459
Nil Darpan 684
Nilkanta Sastri 48m
Nilakantha 502n,6o8,648n 653,
Nllakanth Sastri, K A 473n
Nimbarka 4g6f
Nipatavyayopasargavrtti 444
Nirukta 422, 546n
Nirvana so6n, 546
Nissanka-Sarngadcva 616
Niti 595, 604
Nltiprakasikd 6o6n, 61 x

Nitiratnakara 6t6
Nitivakyas 606
Nitivakyamrta sggfT ,

610
Nitisara 5g6f , 6s7n
Nitisastra 454, 591, 596f,

Nitisutras 610
Nityanatha 639
Nitya-Svarupa, B 497
NrtyaratnakoSa 462
Nrtyasamgraha 618
Nfsimhasrama 49m
Nyasa 433'ff

Nyaya 418a, 492, 52off, 527ft

Nyayas 419
Nyaya and Vaiscsika 536
Nyayabliasya 522fT, 593!!
Nyayabindu 526f
N>a^abmdutjka 527
NyayabindutikStippam 527°
N>«‘i>abodhini 535n
Nyliyadarsana 52 rf, 5230

ayakanika 478n
Nyayakamlali 53Cn

66on

6o6f
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Nyayakoia 52g
Nyay^usuniaiijali 493, 524
Nyuyamalavistara 479, 47211
Xjayamafijari 529
Nyayapra\c!”i 52611

Ny ay apra\ csatarkasastn 526
Nyayaratna, Mahcsli Chandra 475n
Ny ay iratnakara 479
Nyayaratnaniala 479
Nyayasara 527
Nyayasastra 523
Nyay asiddhmtaniniijari 53511
Nylyasuclnilnndha 523c
Nyayasutra 520!!, 527!!, 534
Nyayasutrabhasya 522
Ny u\ a System 528
Nyaya-Thcorv 534, 631
Ny'aya-Varttika-Tatpary a

-ParHuddht 524
Nyayatatparyadipjha 527n
Nyayatamaemtamani 528
Nyaya-Vaisesika 52 j, 533!
Nyayasatara 527
Nyaya\artlika 5238“

O

Ocsterly, H G7in
Oldcnbcrg, H joGn, 4o7n, 5070,

a36n, 58911, G20n, 6420, 6640,
67m

Oltramarc 5040, 5oGn
Oman, J C 68311
Omcna 660
Oppcrt, G 4i3n, 458n, G06
Orthodox Brahmamcal Philosophy

^ 472
Osteology 63011
Otto Bohtlmgk 422n
Otto, R. 494, 4g6n, 6700
Otto Stem 59011

P

Padamaiijarl 434
Padamavata 675
Padumavatl 673
Padapajha 421
PadarthasamgraJia 532
Padarthatattvamrupana 533n
Padarupasiddhi 452
Padayojanika 4880
Padc, Sankara Daji Sastri 63411
Padmanabha 622
Padmanabhabhatta 445
Padmapada 489
Padmairl 625
Paisac! 446, 449
Paisacika 663
Paitamaha-Siddhanta 644, 646,650!

Paifhinasi 542
Paiyalacclunamamala 462
Paksilasvamin 522!

,, Vatsyayana 522
PaksiSastra 612
Pala Dynasty 681
Palasulc, G B 445n
Pal, 665
Pah-Dhatupatha 452a
Pal, Dictionaries 463
Pal, Literature 452n
Paiicadasi 491
Paiicakhy’ana-Varttika 680
Paiicapachka 489
Paiicasayaka 625
Paficasiddhantika 645 ff

Paficasika 5070
Paficasikha 507!
Paiicatantro 597, 6o4n, 666, 68on
Paheuratra 614
Pandharpur 675
Pandya 669
Pandeya, Candrablianu 653n
Pandeya, M P. 65m
Pandit, N. 619
Pandit, P. S 478n
Pandit, Shankar, P 6y6n
Panini 420n, 427ff ,

44iff, 448,
45iff

, 455, 48m, 626n
Pamnian Dhatupatha 5150
Panim’s SabdanuSasana 422
Pamnian School 434
Pamniya-Siksa 42m, 645
Panim’s Sutras 439
Panim-Sutra-Vyakliya 436
Panjab 67m
Pantulu, G R. Subramanian 66gn

671

,, Subramiah 670

n

Pannalal 5990
Pansikar, L S 4870
Fansikar, W L Sh 4g8n
Panthier, G 5460
Pantschatantra 5130
Parab, K P 456, 5340
Farakkamabahu 452
Paramadlsvara 648n
Paramartha 508
Paramarthasaptati 507
Paramarthasara 501, 507
Paramesvara 640, 6450, 6530
Paranjape, M 534n
ParaSara 591, 629, 654
Parasarya
Parasurama Sastri 6360
Paribhasasutra 441, 443, 445
PanbhasenduSekhara 437
Pargiter, F E s88f
Parikh, R C 4620
Parlksamukhasutra 527
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Parimala 52411

Parisistaparvan 590
Parsi 681
Parsee 680
PSrasiprakasa 45211, 464
Parthasaratln 478
Pataliputra 649
Patafyalasutravjtt 1 51911

Patanjali 42011, 427, 42gff > 44 *>

468, 47off , 501 f , 5 1 on, 51411,

517 , 5i9n, 522, 59°. 626n
Pathak 4330
Pathak, K. W. 539n
Pathak, K B 436n , 443n, 478n,

487n, 526n,
Pathak, K V 48711

Patkar, M M. 46of
Pathology 6370
Pathyapathya-Nighantu 640
Paul, Apostle 667
Paulisa Greek 647
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